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CONCHOLOGY.

CONCHOLOGY. The study of shells,

or testaceous animals, is a branch of
natural history, though not greatly useful
in human economy, yet, perhaps, by the
beauties of the subjects it treats of, is

adapted to recreate the senses, and in-

sensibly lead to the contemplation ofJthe
glory of the Divinity in their creation.

Shells appear to form a part of the cre-

ation not immediately subservient to the
purposes ofhuman life. This being ad-

mitted, still they are a link in the great
chain of nature; they constitute a depart-
ment of rational enquiry, worthy the re-

searches of the man of science; and when
we consider the amazing diversity of sin-

gular and beautiful objects they embrace
are such, we are persuaded, as cannot
fail to arrest, in a particular degree, the
regard of every common observer.

The term conchology comprehends the
study of all animals which have a testace-

ous covering, whether inhabitants of the
marine element, fresh water, or the land.

Testaceology is a term synonymous with
conchology, but is of later origin and ap-

plication.

A precise distinction should be drawn
between testaceous and crustaceous ani-

mals; thev are essentially different,

though both are protected by a hard ex-
terior shell or cmst, in which they are

partially or entirely enveloped, and have
been indiscriminately confounded toge-

ther, for that reason, under the vague
denomination of shell fish. Some of the
old writers distinguish the testacea as a
kind of stone-like calcareous covering or
habitation, in which the animal, other-

wise naked, resides, and from which it

can protrude its molluscous arms, or
other naked parts of its body, at plea-

sure. The crustaceous animals of those
authors, on the contrary, are not naked,
but have every particular hmb or part

separately covered with the crust, which
is thus divided into many joints, inso-

much that the whole animal assumes a
loricated appearance, as if inclosed in a
coat of mail. Among the crustaceous or-

der, the cancri, or crabs and lobsters,

were included. A better definition may
be obtained, by attending to the chemi-
cal properties of the two substances, tes-

taceous and crustaceous. Poli, in his

work on the shells of the two SiciUes, de-

monstrates that testaceous bodies consist

of calcareous earth united to a small por-

tion of animal matter or gluten ; and Mr.
Hatchett, whose experiments on the che-

mical characters of those bodies are in-

serted in the Transactions of the Royal
Society, draws a striking distinction from
analysis between the testaceous and crijs-
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taceous bodies, ascertaining the fii-st to

consist only of carbonate of lime mixed
with gelatinous matter, while in the other

the presence of phosphate of lime was
detected. The crustaceous body analy-

sed by Mr. Hatchett was the echinus.

All testaceous animals are composed of

two parts ; one of which, the animal it-

self, is soft and molluscous; the other is

the shell, or habitation, which is hard, of

a stony or calcareous nature, and either

partially or entirely covers the animal.

The animal is attached to the shell by
means of ligaments or muscles.

It was long considered as a matter of
dispute among naturalists, whether the

arrangement of shells should be consti-

tuted from the animals or their habita-

tion. No one can deny, that, if we pro-

ceed on principles strictly scientific, we
must regard them as a department of
zoology, and should, on that account,

dispose them according to the nature and
structure of the animals. But the classi-

fication formedfrom the characters of the

shells is universally followed, and we
must confess, too, is for many reasons

preferable to any other. Neither is it, in

the hands of the skilful conchologist, at-

tended with so much indecision as might
be generally imagined.

In the first place, among the vast vari-

ety of shells hitherto discovered, how
small, compfaratively, is the number of

those whose animai inhabitant is descri-

bed or known. It is not of species only

that we speak, but of whole natural fa-

milies or genera, not a single species of
which has been yet discovered with the
animal appertaining; so little are we ac-

quainted with the molluscous orders, or
animals inhabiting the shells. Of the
shells we daily see in collections few are

fished up alive, the far greater number
are found on shores, dead, or empty.
Neither, if it were otherv/ise, are accu-
rate descriptions of animals whose parts

are not easily seen, or anatomical inves-

tigations, which are in many cases neces-

sary, within the capacity of every one.
Many of their parts, and their respective
functions, are not to be ascertained, ex-
cept by comparative analogy, and which
in itself presents an insurmountable diffi-

culty, or a field of critical inquiry so ex-
tensive and complicated, that few, even
with the ability to pursue it with success,

Qould be prevailed upon to devote that

attention to the subject which it requires.
Hence it becomes impossible to ar-

range the far greater number of testace-

ous productions by tha animals ; the at-

temptmust ever prove unsuccessful. Our
arrangements would be partial, and
three-fourths of the shells known must be
either excluded from the system, or be
placed at hazard ; and of course without

order, or connection with those whose
animals we are acquainted with. The lat-

ter are chiefly such as are confined to the

coasts ofthe Euro[jean seas, and some of

the terrestrial and fresh water kinds,

which, from their abundance and locality,

have obtruded themselves upon the in-

vestigations of the naturalist. Even our

knowledge of those is exceedingly im-

perfect.

The best characters, upon which to

found all systems of natural history, must
be those most obvious and accessible.

All ranks of animals, as nearly as can be
with convenience, should be arranged by
apparent and external characters. While
we study shells, without regarding the
animal, we are aware they are but consi-

dered partially. The animals that inha-

bit them should guide us in our re-

searches ; they alone are the fabricators

of the shell, and the shell is only their

habitation, to which they give the form,

the bulk, hardness, colours, and all the

pecuharities of elegance we admire. If

we were to examine these new and al-

most unknown beings, we should disco-

ver a number of parts as remarkable for

their structure as their functions, and an
infinite variety of cuiious and interesting

particulars relative to their general habits

and mannere of life. It is a subject

worthy of the serious contemplation and
attention of the naturalist, and should
never be neglected when an opportunity
offers. But a system of conchology,
founded entirely on the structure of the
animals, must, probably, ever remain on&
of the desiderata of natural science.

In the superficial arrangement takei-i

from shells alone we are not exempt
from difficulty. Shells vary exceedingly
in form and colour in the different stages
of their growth, and ia this case we
should sometimes derive material assist-

ance from our knowledge of the animal.
Young shells have been described as

specifically distinct from the parent or
older shells by many writers. It indeed
requires a greater degree of caution in
determining the species, nay, even gene-
ra, of shells, in the different periods of
growth, than may be imagined ; of this

we could adduce many very remarkable
instances; a few it maybe necessary to
mention, to guard the cpmmon observer
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from forming hasty and erroneous conlu-

sions.

Many of the cypresc, or cowries, when
young, have the appearance of a volute,

the thick denticulated fold of the exterior

lip being wholly wanting, and the column
being only partially plaited as in the true

voluta. The young of the alated shells,

in general, are destitute of that broad ex-

pansive or furcated lip, called the wing.

The spires in many of the turretted kinds

of shells, when young, are blunt; obtuse,

or teroiinated in a large globular head,

exceeding tlie size of the whorl beneath,

but as the shell advances in growth, it

developes itself, extending in a spiral

direction, and thus in the old shells the

numberof spires is greater than in the

young ones. The variations in the growth
of the patella tribe are often so consider-

able, as to almost defy the critical ob-

server to determine them. Still, how-
ever, the conchologist, by the dint ofap-

plication and nice discrimination, will be
at last enabled to fix on certain charac-

ters peculiar to every species, and be,

by that means, enabled to decidft on the

species of a shell under every stage of

growth.
The primary character must be taken

from the shell, because this we are ac-

quainted with, while the animal is often-

times unknown to us. Rut the struc-

ture of the animal should be regarded
in the construction of genera, when it

can be ascertained, as a secondury consi-

deration to guide us in the formation of
new genera, or in correcting the old,

as opportunities of investigating them
occur.

Having defined the meaning of a testa-

ceous animal, and endeavoured to prove
that the structure of the shell is the most
material object to be regarded in a pri-

mary view, we shall proceed next to an
elementary elucidation of the several

parts of which it is composed.
In conchology, as in any other science,

the student must necessarily acquire, in

the first instance, a distinct knowledge of
the terms employed. These, except such
as relate to subordinate chamcters, or
specifical distinctions, and which require
no explanation in this place, may be sim-

plified and reduced to a small number.
In the selection of these terms we can
abide by no one particular authority

:

we must be general, deriving our terms
from various sources, or inventing new
ones. Hitherto, in treating on the differ-

ent articlesof conchology, it has been our

aim to adhere as nearly to the authority

of Linnxus as possible.

All shells or testaceous bodies, hitherto

discovered, may be divided into three

principal tribes, and which, after the Lin-

nsean manner, may be denominated Mul-
tivalve, Bivalve, and Univalve.
Any external part of a shell being of a

testaceous substance, and either itself

forming a shield or covering for the
animal, as in univalves, or in union with
another, or others connected by a liga-

ment, cartilage, hinge, teeth, or other
fastening, is denominated a valve. The
shells, therefore, consisting of a single

piece, are called univalves, those of two
parts bivalves, and those of many parts

multivalves. Between bivalve and multi-

valve no distinction is drawn, shells con-
sisting of more than two such parts

being called multivalve, without any
regard to the number. An amendment
is proposed by some of the French wri-

ters, in a new order under the name of
trivalve.

Shells ofthe simplest form are arranged
by some naturalists in the first class,

from which they proceed progressively
to those possessing the greatest number
of valves, and being of the most intri-

cate structure. This is an ancient and
very simple mode of arrangement, and
has its advocates in the present day. Lin-
naeus reverses this order, by beginning
with the chiton, lepas, and pholas, which
are shells of the multivalve and most
complex structure; and ending with
those of the simplest form. The former
seems most preferable.

Univalve. In the examination of a

shell of this order, the contour, or out-

line, is the first particular to be regard-
ed. By this the conchologist is guided
in his definition of simple, spiral, or tur-

binated shells, (or, as the Linnsean school
divides shells, univalves with a regular

spire, and univalves without a regular

spire ;) discoid, flattened, or turretted

shells; those with smooth or uneven an-

fractus ; the ventricose, alated, labiated,

rostrated, and many other distinctions,

all which strike the eye at the first view.

It is, indeed, by attending to the contour,

that the principal distinctions in shells

of this kind are at once perceived, taking
into consideration the back and front pro-

file at the same time. Some few shells,

as the nautilus pompilius, and others of

the same family, have the spire revolving

internally, in which the outline offers less

assistance in the primary definitions; but
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the number of such shells is very small.

Next to the profile ofthe shell, the struc-

ture of the mouth, the pillar, and expan-
sion of the inner lip, the gutter or canali-

culation, and the umbilical opening, and
operculum, if any, are to be considered

;

and, lastly, the work on the outer surface,

as well as the colours with which it is em-
bellished.

The base or bottom of the shell we
consider that part upon which it rests

when supported in an erect position,with
the summit or tip of the spire standing
vertically. In such shells the tip is called

the apex. The course of the spires or
wreaths is from the left to right in most
spiral shells, some few only being of the
reversed or heterostrophous kind, the
whorls of which are in a contrary direc-

tion. When speaking of the right and
left sides of a shell, it should be under-
stood as having the aperture downwards,
and the apex towards the observer; it will

be then seen, that in most shells the aper-
ture or opening is on the left side,t. e.

facing the right hand of the spectator.

These are termed dextral, as opposed to

sinistral, when the aperture is on the op-
posite side.

Base, the tip of the salient end of the
shell, at the extremity opposite the apex
of the spire ; in the rostrated kind of
univalves it implies the tip of the beak.
Some say the shell rests on its base when
laid upon aflat surface, with the mouth
downwards : this is not correct, except
in the patella tribe, and some other uni-

valves ; which have no regular spire, as

the dentahum, &c. Apex, the summit
of the shell. Front, the face of the shell

with the aperture placed directly in front

of the observer. Back, that part of the
shell which is immediately opposed to

the preceding. Sides, those parts seen
longitudinally in profile, to the right and
left, when the shell is viewed either in a
front or back position. Body, of the
shell, (corpus) the first whorl of the spire

at the base. Belly, is to be distinguish-

ed from the body, as itimphesonly the
convex or swollen part of the first

whorl, formed by the convexity of the
aperture near the lip. Whorl, denotes
one of the wreaths, turns, or evolutions

of the shell.

Spire, comprchends,in a general sense,

all the whorls of the shell, the first or
body wreath excepted The form of the
spire is ofgreat consideration in the de-
finition of shells, as it aflTords a prominent
and distinguished character; it is in ge-
neral flattish, somewhat depressed or

^evated ; sometimes convex and slightly

pointed ; or with the point obtuse j or

much elevated and ending in a point;

plano-concave, pyramidal, subulate, or

truncated. Mr. Adanson observes, that

the disposition of the spires varies accord-

ing to the plane they turn on, which is

either horizontal, cylindrical, conuc, or

ovoid. These he conceives to be the four

principal dispositions of the spires, but

admits there are many intermediate for-

mations. The number and form of the
spires vary in the same species, in their

diflPerent growths. Young shells have
commonly a less number than the old

ones, neither have shells of the same age
always the hke number of spires, a cir-

cumstance attributable to the etTects of
sickness, or the difference of sex. Thus
in some turbinated shells we perceive
that the males have the spires less nume-
rous, smaller, and in a more lengthened
form than in the females.

Suture of the spire or whorls, is the
spiral line which separates the whorls,

and which is sometimes sulcated, crenu-
lated, or somewhat projecting.

Pillar, or columella, is the inner part

of the left lip or column, whicfi runs
through the shell, from the lower extre-

mity to the tip of the spire, and from
which all the spires .take their origin;

the coJumella being situated as nearly as

possible in the axis ofthe shell, and serv-

ing as its basis and support throughout.
It is generally either flat, grooved, folded,

or truncated, in that part which is visible

at the opening.
Aperture, called, in familiar language*

the mouth of the shell, is the entrance to
the chamber in which the animal resides,

and is applicable to the openings of uni-
valve and multivalve shells. The aper-
ture is either entirely open, or closed by
the operculum attached to the body of
the animal, wh^n the animal retires into
its dwelling. This aperture variesinform
in different shells, being angular, round-
ed, semilunar, linear, or otherwise, and
sometimes appears double, the inner
margin being surrounded by an exterior
one.

Lip. The expansion of the exterior
part ofthe aperture constitutes the lip

in the labiaied shells, and the wing in the
alated kinds.

Beak, or rostrum, is that part at the
basejwhich extends in a straight or slight-

ly oblique direction from the bottonv of
the aperture, and is larger or smaller in

different families. In the murex haustel-

lum this projection is very conspicuous.
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Canal, or gutter, an elongation of the

aperture of the shell descending in a

groove or gutter-like process. Some
kinds of rostrated shells have the canal

remarkably conspicuous, forming a sinus

from the aperture throughout the whole

I
length of the beak.

' Umbilicus, is the opening or perfora-

tion in the lower part of the body, or

first whorl of many spiral univalves, and
is very conspicuous in a number' of the

trochus and nerita genus in particular.

This umbilical perforation runs in a

straight line from the base to the sum-
mit of the shell, forming throughout a

spiral groove or gutter, which is wide at

the entrance, and tapers gradually to-

wards the apex. In the Linnxan nerita

canrena, the structure of the umbilicus

is well displayed, but is still more obvious

in the staircase shell, trochus perspecti-

vus. This opening occurs in many shells

at the base ofthe pillar.

Operculum, is a testaceous or cartilagi-

nous appendage, peculiar in a consider-

able degree to the univalve tribe of shells,

and those only of the spiral or turbinated

kinds. This appendage is not connected

with the shell, but the animal, and serves

like a lid or little door, to protect or close

up the aperture of the chamber, when
the creature retires within its habitation.

Shells of this kind are distinguished by
the name ofcochleae operculatse, by some
of the elder conchologists. The oper-

cula are often small in comparison to the

size of the shell to which they belong;

their form varies in different species;

and their substance in some of a horny

texture, and in others testaceous, or ap-

proaching the nature of stone. Their

figure in common is either perfectly

round, elliptical, oval, or elongated, and

sometimes wrought with spiral work, or

concentric lines.

Epidermis, is a kind of skin or coating

with which the exterior surfaces of many
shells, both of the univalve and bivalve

tribe, are covered. It is considered as a

sort of periosteum or membrane, design-

ed by nature to defend the shell from ac-

cidents and sdd their growth, and to pre-

vent other testaceous or marine animals

from fixing their habitations on these

shells, as they do upon most bodies in

the sea, where there is no power of re-

sistance. The epidermis is a genuine co-

vering formed by the animal itself, pecu-

liar to some kinds, and as constantly

never observed on others. There is no

doubt but the animal, to which this sort

of covering is peculiar, possesses a pro-

per apparatus for its construction. The

structure of this epidermis, it should be
added, is very distinct in different shells,

consisting in some of a very thin pellucid

film, and in others laminated, pilous, vel-

vetty, fibrous, or rugged. Few shells,

having a rugose surface, are destitute of
this external covering or epidermis.

bivalves,.or shells of two valves united
by means of a cartilage, hinge, connection
of the teeth, or other process. In order to

constitute a bivalve shell, it is only requi-

site that it be furnishedwith two connect-
ed valves, without regard to their resem-
blance in form or dimensions. Some of

the bivalveshave both valves formed alike;

in others they differ only in a slight de-

gree, and again in others they are altoge-

ther dissimilar. The first of these is well

exemplified by the solen genus ; in that

of the Linnaean tellinae we find examples
both of the equivalve shells, and those

with the valves slightly different : of the

last mentioned kinds we have many ; as

the ostrea,spondylus, and anomia. Bivalve

shells are often much compressed, some
are gibbous, and when viewed at the side,

or facing the ligament, have a cordated

appearance, as in the venus, and the Lin-

naean chama cor. Shells having both valves

alike, as before observed, are called equi-

valve. Equilateral valves imply those

which have both sides of the same valve

alike ; as for instance, when a longitudinal

line is drawn from the beak to the oppo-
site margin, the space on each side of the

line is distinguished by the appellation of

the right and left side ; and when the

form of both those spaces correspond, the

shell is equilateral, as in the scallops (os-

trea Linn, :) the inequilateral valves are

the reverse of this, a line drawn as above
described from the beak to the opposite

margin, presenting two sides of a \&vy
different shape, as we see in most of the

mactra, the donax, and tellina genera,

and in the mya truncata especially. Sub-
equilateral shells, or those having the

valves nearly equal at both sides, are suf-

ficiently elucidated by shells ofthe cardi-

um, or cockle genus, which are strictly

" bivalvis subaequilatera."

All bivalve shells do not completely

close their shells, though most of those

before mentioned do so, such as the scal-

lop, the donax, tellina, and cardium : in

several other tribes of bivalves, when the

shells are shut as closely as their form will

allow, they still exhibit a kind of hiatus

or gaping, either at the anterior or poste-

rior end, or at both ; and in some, when
the valves are shut, both the anterior and

posterior parts are closed, but an opening
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appears on orre side of the beak; this

last'mentioned cliaracter is very obvious
in charma gigas.

One ofthe first circumstances to be con-
sidered is, which part of a bivalve shell

ought to be deemed the base, because,
when this is determined, every other part
will fall progressively in their relative or-

der under our observation. We name that

part of the margin or limb which is situat-

ed in a direct line opposite the beak, the
base of the shell. Linna:us, in order to

establish the characters, and afford some
apparent reason at least for the appUca-
tion of the terms he bestows on the differ-

ent parts of bivalves, reverses this position

ofthe shell, and describes the beaks as the
base of the shell. But the fact is, the na-

tural position ofthe shell is in immediate
contradiction to his axiom, for the beaks
are always uppermost, being either imme-
diately vertical, or with a slight inclina-

tion obliquely, when the animal moves
along with its testaceous covering on the
back. A solitary example will perhaps
occur occasionally, in which the beaks
may be considerably inclined when the
animal crawls, but none, we believe, are
known which open the valves upwards,
and proceed with the beaks under the
body. The beaks, if only for this reason,

are to be considered as the summit, and
the margin opposite as the base. Many
of the bivalves are destitute of the loco-

motive power, or at least do not possess it

in any material degree.
Summit, a word applied in a general

manner to the top or most elevated part

of the two protuberances observable in

the greater number of bivalves. Da Costa
calls that part of the shell, in which the

teeth or hinge is placed, the summit or
apex ; we regard it as the most elevated

part ofthe beaks. Beak, the pointed ter-

mination, apex, or tip of the protube-

rances last mentioned, and which, in ma-
ny shells, turn spirally downwards, or ob-

liquely, so that the beak itself is seldom
the most elevated part ofthe shell ; though
it is so sometimes, as for instance in the

mytilus edulis, or common muscle Sides,

the lateral parts of the valves distinguish-

ed by the epithet of right and left side

;

in common language, the two valves ofa
shell are called the sides, but it is not un»-

derstood as a term in conchology in this

view. Margin, or limb, the whole cir-

cumference or outline of the shell, when
laid flat down on one valve. Disk, the

convex centre of each valve, or exterior

surface. Anterior slope, that part of the
shell in which the ligament is situated;

in the front view of the anterior slope, the
beaks fall back, or behind. Posterior
slope, that immediately opposed to the
former, and in which the beaks of the
shell turn forward. Lunule, the lunulat-

ed depression below the beaks, either on
the anterior or posterior slope, and some- *

-^
times on both ; they may be distinguish- 1
ed under the appellation of anterior or ^
po-sterior lunules, according to the slope 4-

^

in which they are situated. Cartilage of
the hinge, called also the ligament of the ,^

hinge, the substance of a flexible, fibrous,

and somewhat horny nature, by means of
which the two valves are united near the
beak, and by which also the shell is open-
ed at the will of the inhabitant Ears, the
lateral processes near the beaks, as in

the scallop tribe : those occur either on
one side, or on both. Ligament perfora-
tion, the opening, or aperture, through ^ ;

which the ligature of the animal passes, W
as in the anomia genus, by the assistance

of which it fastens itself to the rocks,
or other bodies; in some it is situated
in the flat valve, m others at the beak
of the gibbous valve. Length and breadth
of the shell. The length is measured
from the cartilage or beak to the margin
below, the breadth is of course taken in
the opposite direction. The breadth of
many bivalve shells exceeds their length:
some remarkable instances of which oc-
cur in the solen tribe. Hinge, the
point of union between the two valves,

formed by the connection or articulation

of the teeth in both valves, or by the
teeth in one valve, fitting into hollow
sockets in the valve opposite. The amaz-
ing variety of structure, observable in the
hinge of different tribes of shells, renders
this one of the most essential characters
in the general definition of shells. The
teeth in some are small and numerous, in
others thick, solid, and few in number, or
sometimes single, long, spatuliform, la-

miniform, acicuJar, &c. the principal of
which may be divided into inarticulate

hinge, when only furnished with callosi-

ties, or having no visible teeth ; articulate,

when it has teeth, but only a small num-
ber ; and multarticulate, when the teeth
are numerous. Cicatrix, the impression
on the inside of the valves, indicating the
point of connexion between the muscles
of the animal and its shell. The mus-
cles acting on the cicatrix close the
shell. In some kinds, as the common
oyster for example, there is only one such
muscular impression in each valve ; i^

others there are two, and some ihave
moM. The cicatrix is not of the same
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figure in all shells, being either round,
semi-ovate, lunate, or elongataed, in dif-

ferent kinds, Byssus, the appendage
called beard ; by means of which some
bivalves fasten themselves to the rocks,

Jtfiiltivalves. The shells of this order
are few, compared with either of the pre-

ceding ; and the terms proposed for those

are applicable for the most part to the

multivalves. The following require more
explicit mention. Base, that part of the
shell upon which it rests : in the lepas

tribe, it implies the part immediately
seated upon the stem or pedicle ; in the
balani, the base is generally larger than
the summit, and is the bottom, by means
of which the shell is fixed upon the rocks
or other extraneous bodies. Ligament,
the substance, w^hether membranaceous
or tendinous, which serves to connect
the valves together. The connexion of
the valves in some multivalves is form-
ed by the parts of oiie valve locking
into another. Operculum. The balani

have the aperture at the summit closed
by means of four small pieces or valves,

which are commonly called the opercu-
lum; these opercula of the balani are,

however, very different from those of uni-

valve shells.

We here introduce descriptions, illus-

trated by figures, of a few of the land and
fresh water shells of the United States,

induced particularly by the silence with

which these productions of our country
are regarded in the Systema Naturae. In

the extensive work of Lister, entitled
" Historiae sive Synopsis Methodicae Con-
chyliorum," &c. several of our shells are
figured, and, to a few of them, short de-
scriptions are annexed, not however de-
signated with specific names ; of this work
we have availed ourselves, from quota-
tions and references.

It will be readily perceived by the
conchologist, that in the arrangement we
have deviated from the course pursued
in this work relative to the inviolabiUty of
the Linnaean system, so as to introduce
some of the more recent improvements
in the construction of genera, and that
some considerable modifications are ven-
tured to be made in this article.

^
We think it proper to state, in addi-

tion to the above remarks, which were
annexed to the descriptions in the first

and second American editions of this

work, that several species and three new
genera arf; now added, which, with the
exception of a small number of new spe-
cies now first published, we have previ-
ously given to the world, in several de-
tached essays, in the pares of the Joitriud

VOL. IV.

of the Academy of J^atural Sciences^ in the
collection of which Academy all tiie spe-

cies are preserved.

UNIVALVES.

GENUS HELIX.

Shell subglobose, suborbicular, broad-
er than long, spire convex ; aperture
wider than long, diminished above by the
convexity of the penultimate whorl.

Observation. The shells belonging to this

genus are terrestrial,often inhabiting moist
places ; they are thin, brittle, and trans-

lucent ; the young shells are umbilicate al-

most invariably.

1. H. Mbolabris. Shell thin, fragile

;

convex, imperforated ; with six volutions,

whorls obtusely wrinkled across, and spi-

rally striated with very fine impressed
lines, a little waved by passing over the
wrinkles, both becoming extinct to-

wards the apex, which is perfectly

smooth ; aperture lunated, not angulated
at the base of the column, but obtusely
curved, lip contracting the mouth abrupt-

ly, widely reflected, flat and white.

Length of the column, three-fifths of
an inch ; breadth one inch.

Plate 1. fig. 1.

Lister conch, tab. 47 ?

Rhodia ? Gmelin's Edit. Syst. JVat.

The common garden snail, frequenting
moist shaded situations, and is generally

well known. It is very probable this is

the Rhodia of authors, but as in the des-

cription of that species nothing is men-
tioned of the reflected lip, and not hav-

ing in our possession the vol. of Chemn.
conch. refeDred to for a figure of it, we
have made an interrogative reference,

and for the present have adopted a new
name.

2. H. Arboreus. Shell very thin, fra-

gile, depressed, horn colour, pellucid,

very little convex ; whorls four, irregu-

larly wrinkled across ; aperture sublunat-

ed, lip thin, brittle, junction with the
body whorl acute ; umbiUcus large and
deep.

Length one-tenth of an inch nearly 5

breadth nearly one-fifth.

Plate 4. fig. 4.

Under the bark of decaying trees very
common. Inhabitant pellucid ; base white,

acute behind, not extended forwai-d be-

fore the head ; head and neck dusky;
tentacula fi»ur ; lower ones very short

;

B
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eyes placed in the tip of the superior

pair.

The appUcation of the Goniometer, up-

on some commodious construction, might
very much facilitate the investigation and
determination of species, by ascertaining

tlie precise angle subtended by the two
sides of the spire in univalves. This an-

gle combined with the length and breadth

of the shell, and proportionate length of

the mouth, would, it is conceived, give us

a better idea ofform, than we can have by
the present mode of description ; it is a

plan we have adopted in describing our

marine shells.

3. H. Tridentata. Shell depressed,

spire very little raised, brownish or horn

colour; whorls five, crossed by nume-
rous raised equi-distant acute lines, sepa-

rated by regular grooves ; aperture lu-

nate, three-toothed ; teeth placed trian-

gularly, one on the pillar lip situated

diagonally ; outer lip, abruptly contract-

ing the aperture, widely reflected and
white, furnished with two of the teeth

resembling projecting angles. Umbilicus

moderate.
Half an inch wide.

Inhabits the middle states.

Plate 2. fig. 1.

Cochlea parva, iimbilicata, tenuiter stria-

ta, Ttidens. sc. in triangulo positi, nempe

wms adfundum oris, alter ad colwnellam,

iertius ad labrum. Lister. Conch, tab. 92.

Jig. 92.

The three curves formed by the two
teeth in the outer lip of this shell bear

considerable resemblance to the orna-

ment often placed upon pannels in gothic

architecture. It is found under the loose

moist bark of decaying trees in some
plenty.

Belongs to the genus Polydontes, Montf.

As many of the compound terms as

possible ought to be banished from the

language of Natural History, we would
therefore propose, that the terms outer

lip and pillar lip be substituted by Labrum
and Labium; these would be equally

expressive, and occupy less space in a de-

scription.

4. //. Altemata. Shell somewhat con-

vex, fuscus varied or alternating with pale

rays; whorls five, striated across with

raised equi-distant acute lines, forming
grooves between them. Aperture thin

and brittle ; lip regularly curved, within

glossed with perlaceous, and when placed

before the light the fuscus lines appear
sanguineous. Umbilicus large, exhibiting

all uie volutions.

Three-fourths of an inch wide.

Inhabits the middle states.

Plate 1. fig. 2.

H. /fadiata Gmelin's Edit, of Syst. J^at.

p. 3634.

Cochlea umbilicata fiisca, sive variegata

capillaribus sirys leviter exasperate. Lister.

Conch, tab. 70, fg. 69.

Lister's figure, which is without doubt
a representation of this species, is refer-

red to in Gmelin as H. radiata, but we be-

lieve our shell to be a distinct species

from that which is found in France ; we
therefore apply a new name. Found un-

der bark of dead trees, and in moist places,

and is not uncommon. In the young
shell the whorls are less rounded, and
are flattened above, so as to form almost

an angle with the exterior margin ; the
colours are altogether paler, and may
be described as pale yellow, spotted or

above radiate with reddish-brown, and
a row of spots interrupted from the
radii by the immaculate prominent margin.

5. H. Glaphyra. Shell verj' much de-
pressed, thin, fragile, pellucid, polish-

ed ; whorls five, regularly rounded, and
with obsolete and irregular wrinkles
across them ; beneath whitish ; umbili-' '

cus moderate, not exhibiting the volu- ^

tions.

Plate 1. fig. 3.

Taken by Mr. G. Ord in , his garden,
Philadelphia.

This species and the preceding are re-

ferable to the genus Zojiitis, Montf. a

name which is objectionable from its be-
ing used in Entomology.

It considerably resembles ffelix nitens

of Europe, particularly in being whitish

beneath, and will be properly arranged
next that species in the systems.

6, H. thyroidiis. Shell thin, fragile, con-
vex, umbilicate ; whorls five, obtusely
wrinkled, or rather with equi-distant,

gradually elevated, obtuse lines, and spi-

rally striate with minute, impressed lines

;

lip widely reflected, white and flat before,

partially concealing the umbilicus

;

pillar lip furnished with a very oblique
tooth.

Journal of the Acad, of jsTat. Sciences,

vol. i. p. 123.

Breadth four-fifths to nine-tenths of an
inch.

This species very much resembles H,
Albolabns, but is umbilicated, and toothed
on the pillar lip. It is much less common.
It is referable to the g^misCepblis, Montf
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7. IT. minuta. Shell rather thick; spire

convex, little elevated, with three volu-

tions ; suture well defined, impressed

;

whorls obtusely wrinkled across ; aper-

ture nearly orbicular ; lip much thicken-
ed, reflected, white, distant from the um-
bilicus ; umbilicus large, exhibiting the
volutions.

Breadth less than one-tenth of an inch.

Jour. Acad. JVat. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 124.

Found under the bark of a decaying
oak ; is readily distinguishable from other
species by its small size and conspicuous
lip. It is a true Helix.

8. H. labyrintMca. Shell conic, dark red-
dish brown, body lighter ; whorls five or
six, with conspicuous, elevated, equidis-

tant, obtuse lines across, forming grooves
between them ; apex obtuse ; lip reflect-

ed, rounded
; pillar lip with a large, la-

melliform, elongated tooth, which ap-
pears to revolve within the shell parallel

to the suture, a smaller raised line re-

volves nearer J;o the base within the
shell, but becomes obsolete before it ar-

rives at the pillar lip ; umbilicus rather
large.

Breadth one tenth of an inch.

Jour. Acad. J^Tat. Sciences, vol. i. p. 124.

Found on fungus in decaying wood :

this shell is remarkable for the two much
elevated lines, which revolve within the
shell upon the penultimate whorl, the up-
per one larger, and terminating at the
aperture very conspicuously, and resem-
bling a tooth.

9. If. Ifirsiita. Shell subglobose, brown-
ish, imperforated, covered with short, nu-
merous, rigid hairs ; whorls five, but little

rounded ; suture distinct ; aperture very
narrow, almost closed by an elongated,
lamelliform tooth, situated on the pillar-

lip, and circularly joined to the outer-lip

at the base. Outer-lip reflected back up-
on the whorl, and incorporated with it

near the base, with a deep sinus in the
middle. Breadth one-fourth of an inch.

Lister, tab. 93./. 94?
Inhabits moist places. Common.
This species appears to be somewhat

allied to the H. hispida, but is sufficiently

distinct. Found by Mr. Lardner Vanux-
em. It approaches the genus Caprinus
Montf. but differs in having the lips disu-

nited above,

10. H.perspectiva. Shell very much de-
pressed, with about six whorls ; whorls
striated across, with raised, parallel, acute
lines, forming strongly impressed sulcae

between them. Umbilicus veiy large.

resembling an inverted spire, in diameter
at least equal to the breadth of the body
whorl, and exhibiting distinctly all the vo-
lutions. Diameter three-tenths ofan inch.
Journal Acad. JVat. Sciences, vol. i. p. 18.
Found by Mr. Le Sueur, near Lake

Erie. It is referable to the genus Zoni-
tis, Montf.

11. H. Ldneata. Shell very much depress-
ed, somewhat discoidal. Whorls about
four, each longer than broad,with nume-
rous, raised, parallel, equidistant, regular,
revolving lines. Suture impressed. Um-
bilicus very large, diameter at least equal
to the body whorl, and exhibiting all the
volutions distinctly. Aperture longer
than wide, lunate. Diameter three-twen-
tieths of an inch, nearly.

Jotir. Acad.JVat. Sciences, vol, i. p. 18.

Found by Mr. Robert E. Griffith, neap
Philadelphia. Somewhat resembles the
last, but is more depressed, and the strix

are transverse, not longitudinal as in that
shell; the cavity beneath also, though of
equal proportional diameter, is not pro-
portionally deep. Belongs to the genus
Zonitis, Monf.

GEirUS POLTGTHA.

Shell discoidal, more or or less carinat-

ed on the upper edge of the whorls, um-
bilicated; aperture longer than broad;
lips thickened, toothed, or folded and
continued, folds concave beneath

; pillar-

lip raised above the preceding whorl, and
concave beneath.
Animal granulated ; tentacula four

;

eyes at tip of the superior tentacula and
retractile ; operculum none.

1. P. Auriculata. Shell beneath convex

;

whorls five, a little rounded, crossed by
numerous raised equidistant lines, form-
ing grooves between them; spire very
little raised ; lateral fine (extending from
the outer whorl to the apex) not convex,
but somewhat concave ; mouth very une-
qual; lipsprominent above, and pressed to

the preceding whorl beneath
; pillar-lip

suddenly reflected, and pressed into the
mouth at an acute angle, beneath very
acutely concave ; outer-lip a little more
prominent in the middle, and within the

edge protruded into the mouth ; throat

extremely narrow ; suture near the mouth
suddenly reflected from the preceding
whorl, and carinate ; umbiUcus dilated,

very small within, and exhibiting a groove
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pn the outer whorl. Breadth of the fe-

male nearly half an inch ; of the male
about three-tenths.

Inhabits Florida.

Jour, Acad. JVat. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 277.

This curious species we found near St.

Augustine, East Florida, in a moist situa-

ation. They were observed in conside-

rable numbers ; the colour is a reddish

brown, indistinctly banded with whitish

lines, sometimes with darker ones, mouth
white.

2. P. Avara. Shell covered with nume-
rous short, robust hairs; spire convex;
whorls four, regularly rounded, with hard-

ly elevated lines forming grooves, which
are much more conspicuous near the

mouth ; mouth subreniform, two project-

ing, obtuse teeth on the outer lip, within

separated by a deep sinus ; outer lip ele-

vated, equal, describing two-thirds of a

circle ;
pillar lip elevated, broadly but not

profoundly emarginate, concave beneath,

and connected by the inner side to an

elongated lamelliform tooth, which is

placed obliquely on the penultimate

whorl, near the middle of the mouth

;

lips almost equally prominent, continued;

umbilicus moderate, not exhibiting the

volutions, no groove on the ultimate whorl
within it. Breadth one-fourth of an inch

.

Inhabits Florida.

Jour. Acad. J^Tat. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 277.

Animal longer than the breadth of the

shell, acute behind, above granulated and
blackish, beneath, and each side, white.

This we found in the oi-ange groves of

Mr. Fatio, on the river St. John, East Flo-

rida ; it is usually covered with a black,

earthy coat, which is probably collected

and detained by the hairs. When unin-

cumbered with this vesture, the shell is

of a horn colour. It is by no means so

common as the preceding species.

3. P. Septemvolva. Shell much depress-

ed, discoidal; spire not prominent; whorls

seven, perfectly lateral, compressed, de-

pressed, and marked with conspicuous
lines and grooves above, a projecting ca-

rina on the upper edge of the body whorl,

beneath which the hnes and grooves are

obsolete : aperture subreniform, not con-

tracted ; lips equal, elevated, outer one
reflected, regularly rounded so as to de-

scribe two-thirds ofa circle, pillar lip pro-

jecting inwards into an angle or tooth,

which is concave beneath ; beneath, the

four exterior volutions equally prominent,
transverse diameters equal to those of the
tipper surface ; umbilicus central, mode-
rate, attenuated to the apex so as to ex-

hibit the remaining volutions. Breadth,

female two-fifths; male three-tenths of

an inch.

Inhabits Georgia and East Florida.

Journ. Acad. J^at. Sciences,\o\. i. p. 278.

A very common shell in many parts of

Georgia, particularly the sea-islands, also

in East Florida. We found them nume-
rous under the ruins of old fort Picolata,

on the St. John's river, and on the Oyster-

shell Hammocks, near the sea,and in other

situations, under decaying Palmetto logs,

roots, &c.

These shells would have been referred

by IAnn6 to the genus Helix, but as that

genus has been limited by Mr. I.amarck,

and others, to those shells of which the
apertures are broader than long, I cannot,

in the present state of conchology, con-

sider them as of that genus. Neither can
1 refer them to either of the genera which
have been separated from Helix by
Messrs. Lamarck, Montfort, &c. by the
characters which those naturalists have
given of their genera. They differ from
others in having the pillar lip elevated
considerably above the surface of the pe-
nultimate whorl, so as to be equally pro-
minent with the outer lip, with which it

forms an uninterrupted continuation, and
by the concavities beneath the lips, form-
ed by the protrusion of a portion of the
shell into the aperture. In this last cha-

racter it approaches the genus Caprinus
of Mr. Montfort, but differs in being ura-

bilicated.

GES^US ULTGTRA.

shell rounded; aperture longer than
broad, semiorbicular, emarginated by the
projection of the penultimate whorl ; ex-
ternal lip reflected; pillar lip with obso-
lete calcareous deposit ; umbilicus none

;

columella slightly angulatedat base.

Animal terrestrial, operculated ; tcnta-

cula two, filiform ; eyes prominent, plac-

ed at the external base of the tentacula

;

rostrum bilabiatedat tip, shorter than the
tentacula ; foot simple.

0. Orbictdata. Shell subglobular ; spire
not prominent, but more than convex

;

lateral line somewhat convex ; whorls
five, obsoletely striated across, regularly
rounded, colour pale, greenish, yellowish,
or slightly tinted with reddish, particu-
larly on the body, and margined above by
an obsolete white line, on the middle of
the body a white vitta revolves, sometimes
obscure or wanting; aperture acute above.
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i',eg;ularly rounded at the base, and ex-

tending- from the center of revolution or
base ofthe column to an equidistance be-
tween the base and apex of the sjpire

;

base of the columella slightly projecting
into an obtuse angle ; exterior lip whit-

ish, reflected. Length one-fifth of an
inch.

Inhabits East Florida.

Jour. Acad. J^'at. Sciences, vol. i. p. 283.

Animal pale; rostrum and tentacula
blackish, the latter with a white line

;

eyes very black, elevated in form of a
short tubercle ; length about equal to the
breadth of the shell ; foot not broader
than the body ; tail rounded, or somewhat
acute ; operculum simple, not spiral, yel-

lowish brown, minutely granulated.
This species we found in great num-

bers on what are called Oystershell Ham-
mocks,* near the mouth of the river St.

John, East Florida, in company with Po-
lygyra septemvotva. When in motion, the
tentacula are elevated and depressed al-

ternately, as if feeling the way.
This shell is certainly a Linnsean Helix,

but according to the improvements which
have been made in Conchology, since the
time of the Swedish naturalist, by Mr.
Lamarck, and other systematists, it is at
once excluded from that genus and its

congeners, by having but two tentacula,
and by its operculated aperture ; with
the genus Cyclostoma, as it now stands,
our shell has more affinity than it has to
any other, but a very distinct generic cha-
racter isobservable in the aperture, which
is not orbicular as in the Cyclostoma, but
is almost semi-orbicular, greater in length
than in breadth, and the lips widely disu-
nited. In addition to the characters usu-
ally given of the animal of Cyclostoma,
Mr. Cuvier remarks, that the tentacula
are terminated by obtuse tubercles ; no
such appendages are annexed to the cor-
respondingmembers ofthis animal. Upon
these considerations, I have thought pro-
per to construct the present genus.

GENUS PLAKOKBIS.

Shell discoidal ; spire depressed, or
concave; aperture oblique, rounded,
broader than long, visible from above, and
emarginated by the convexity of the pe-
nultimate whorl : lips not reflected ;

whorls lateral.

Animal aquatic, with two filiform ten-

tacula, having Ihe eyes placed at the inner
base ; operculum none.

Observ. The species for which thi.s

genus was constructed were included
by Linnaeus in his Genus Helix. The
spire is sometimes profoundly sunk, so
much so as to be with difficulty distin-

guished from the base.

1. P. Trivolvis. Shell sinistral pale
yellow, brownish or chesnut colour, sub-
carinate above and beneath, particularly

in the young shell ; whorls three or four,

striate across with fine, raised, equi-dis-

tant, acute lines, forming groovesbetween
them. Spire concave ; aperture large,

embracing a considerable portion of the
body whorl, within bluish white ; lip a lit-

tle thickened, internally, and of a red or
brownish colour, vaulted above ; umbili-

cus large, exhibiting the volutions.

Length one-fourth of an inch; breadth
one-half of an inch.

Animal aquatic, dark ferruginous, with
very numerous, confluent, pale yellowish
points; tentacula long, setaceous, with
confluent points ; foramen on the left

side.

That ingenious naturalist, Mr. C. A.
Lesueur, found this species of a much
larger size in French Creek, near Lake
Erie ; breadth three fourths of an inch
nearly ; colour almost black, purplish red
within the mouth.

Plate 2. fig. 2.

Cochlea, trium orbium. Lister. Conch,
tab. 140.Jig. 46.

Lister figures this shell pretty accu-
rately, and it is referred to in Gmelin's
Edit, of Syst. Nat. p. 3615, as Albella, but
it is certainly not that species.

2. P. Bicarinatus. Shell sinistral, pale
yellow or brownish, subcarinate above,
and beneath translucent. Spire retus-

umbilicate, forming a cavity as deep as
that of the base. Aperture large, em-
bracing a considerable portion of the
body whorl, and much vaulted above.
Within red brown, with two white lines

corresponding with the carina. Whorls
three, wrinkled, and with minute revolv-
ing lines.

Length one-fourth of an inch ; breadth
nearly half an inch.

• These are elevated knoUs of oyster-shells mixed with earth, which rise, by an abrupt «cclivity on all sides,hom the salt marshes in that conntry, to the elevation of fifteen or twenty feet ; they exhibit to the eye the
appearance ot old oyster beds, (Oyster Rocks.) which, owing to their compactness, have resisted the action of
the waters tor centuries, while iho more yielding earth aroand thfjn ha« been washed away to its present level,
by imperceptible -degrees. ^

^ r

./^- <.
^^<>m
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Inhabitant aquatic, ferruginous, with

numerous yellowish dots ; tentacula dot-

ted and flexuous.

Plate 1. fig-. 4.

Resembles the preceding species in

its outhne, but differs from^ that shell in

the remarkable umbilicate appearance

of its spire ; it is also destitute of those

fine parallel raised lines, and is furnished

with minute strise, never visible in P. Tri-

volvis, the superior part of ihe lip is more
vaulted, and the carina more visible.

3. P. Parvus. Shell horn colour or

blackish ; whorls four, crossed by minute

wrinkles; concave above and beneath,

and equally exhibiting the volutions; body
generally subcarinate on the margin ; lip

rounded, and not vaulted above nor

thickened ; mouth within bluish white.

Breadth one-fifth of an inch.

Animal aquatic brown, tentacula long,

filiform, whitish, with a darker central

line, tail rounded.

Plate 1. fig. 5.

Probably the same species with that

figured by Lister, tab. 139. fig. 45 ; it is

very numerous in the river Delaware, in

company with the two preceding shells.

4. P. Glabratus. Shell sinistral ; whorls

about five, glabrous, or obsoletely rugose,

poUshed, destitute of any appearance of

carina; spire perfectly regular, a little

concave ; umbilicus large, regularly and
deeply concave, exhibiting all the volu-

tions to the summit ; aperture declining,

remarkably oblique with respect to the

transverse diameter.

Breadth nearly nine-tenths of an inch.

Joum. Acad. JVat. Sciences, vol. i. p. 280.

Inhabits South Carolina.

Presented to the Academy by Mr.

L'Hermenier of Charleston, an intelligent

and zealous naturalist; he assured me that

this species inhabits near Charleston. It

somewhat resembles large specimens of

the P. Tnvolvis, but differs in the total

absence of carina, and in having a more
smooth and polished surface, as well as a

declining and more obhque aperture, and
a more profound and much more regu-

larly concave umbilicus.

GENUS LTMIfjEA.

shells subovate, oblong, or somewhat
tapering. Aperture entire, longitudinal-

ly oblong, the right lip joined to the

left at the base, and folding back on the

pillar.

Observ. These shells, as well as those

of the prece^ng genus, were placed by

Linnaeus with his Helices, but they offer

characters sufficiently distinct, particu-

larly, their inhabitants.

%
SPECIES.

1. L. Catascopium. Shell thin, horn co-
loured or blackish ; whorls four or five,

the first large, and generally the remain-
der darker and rapidly decreasing to an
acute apex, and wrinkled across ; aper-
ture large, oval, not three-fourths the
length ofthe shell.

Length seven-tenths ofan inch; breadth
nearly one half of an inch.

Inhabitant yellowish, sprinkled with
small, often confluent, paler dots ; tenta-
cula two, broad, pyramidal ; eyes black,
placed at the base of the tentacula ; tail

obtuse rounded or emarginate, not so
long as its shell.

Plate 2. fig. 3.

It is with much hesitation that wc
adopt a new specific name for this shell,

having always heretofore considered it

as the same with the L. Putris of authors,
(which hasbeen, perhaps,mistaken for the
HetixLdmosaoi IJvnnc.) as far as we can as-

certain, the principal difference appears
to be in the more oblique revolution of
the whorls in the European species, and
the more abrupt termination of the spire.

Inhabits the Delaware river and many
other waters of the United States, in con-
siderable numbers, and may be found
plentifully, during the recess of the tide,

about the small streams through which
the marshy grounds are drained, in com-
pany with several other shells. When
kept in a vessel of water, like others of
its kind, it will proceed not only up the
sides of its prison, but also along the sur-
face of the water, the shell downward,
with regularity of motion and apparent
ease ; in this case the reverted base of
the animal is concave ; and as the surface
of the water is compelled to a corres-
ponding concavity, the pressure of the
atmospheric column will account for the
sustentation ofthe animal (whose specific

gravity is much greater than that of the
water)in this singular position: It occasion-

ally crawls to the margin of the water to

inhale a supply of air ; with this object the
foramen is protruded to the surface, and
opened with an audible snapping sound,
similar to that produced by the resilience

of the nib of a pen.

There is a species of this genus that we
have named L. Jvgularis ; and which, in

consequence of its having been found but
once, must be considered as a doubtful

inhabitant of the United States. It may
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be thus described. Shell tapering; whorls

about six ; suture not deeply impressed

;

aperture hardly equal to half the length

of the shell, but little dilated; within

brownish, particularly upon the column,
which is contracted in the middle ; outer

lip white, and almost imperceptiljly re-

pand within; umbilicus very distinct.

Length one inch.

A specimen was also brought from
the West Indies by Mr. L'Hermenier of

Charleston.

2. L. Heterosiropha. Shell sinistral, sub-

ovated; colour, pale yellow, chesnut or

blackish ; whorls four, the first large, the

others very small, terminating rather ab-

ruptly in an acute apex ; aperture large,

somewhat oval, three-fourths of the

length of the shell, or rather more

;

within of a pearly lustre, often blackish

;

lip a little thickened on the inside, and
tinged with dull red.

Inhabits with the first species, and al-

most as numerous.
Plate 1. fig. 6.

Animal resembles that of L. Catasco-

pium, but is of a darker colour and longer

than its shell, the tentacula also are long-

er, and setaceous ; tail acute.

The mantle is trifid at the base of the

pillar lip, and at the upper corner of the

aperture ; deposits eggs the beginning of

May; eggs enveloped by a transparent

gelatinous substance; the nucleus, after

a few days, appears of a pale or milk
white colour, and not so well defined as

those of L. catascopium.

3. L. columella. Shell thin, fragile,

korn-colour ; whorls four, longitudinally

wrinkled. Spire prominent, acute. Su-

ture not much impressed. Aperture di-

lated, ovate. Columella much narrowed
near the base, so that the view may be
extended from the base almost to the in-

terior apex of the shell. Length seven-
tenths of an inch nearly ; of the spire one-
quarter of an inch.

Inhabits stagnant waters and miry
places.

Journ. Acad. JVat, Sciences, vol i. p. 14.

Animal aquatic, base not so long as the
aperture ; dusky, with small whitish spots;

tentacula broad, pyramidal, compressed ;

eyes small, black, placed at the inner base
of the tentacula.

This species is allied to L. Catascopium
but the revolution of the whorls is more
oblique, the shell thinner, the aperture
much more dilated, and the columella dif-

ferently formed. For several specimens

of this shell,-we are indebted to Mr. Titian

Peale.

GENUS SUCCIKEA. DRAP.

Shell oval or oblong; aperture large,

oblique ; columella narrowed.
Animal terrestrial, larger than its shell

;

tentacula four, inferior pair smaller ; eyes
placed at the tip of the superior tentacu-
la; operculum none.

SPECTES.

1. S. Campestris. Shell oval, very fragile;

whorls three, not remarkably oblique,
pale yellowish, with opaque white, and
vitreous lines, irregularly alternating.

Length not quite three-fifths ; breadth
seven-twentieths ofan inch.

Journ. Acad. JVat. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 281.

This shell is extremely common in ma-
ny parts of the southern states; it abounds
in the sea-islands of Georgia, in the low
marshy grounds behind the sand hills of
the coast, where they are destroyed in

great numbers by the annual conflagra-

tion of the old grass ; on Amelia island.

East Florida, I found them in plenty on
the highest sandy ground of the island.

On Cumberland Island, in Mr. James
Shaw's garden, I obtained several speci-

mens from the leaves of radishes.

The resemblance between this specie^

and the ovalis is very great; it differs*

however, in being less elongated, and of

a more robust form ; the revolution of the
spire is much less oblique, the shell itself

is thicker and less fragile.

Animal whitish; eyes, inferior tentacu-

la, and a line passing from the eyes, dis-

appearing under the shell, black ; a gam-
boge coloured vitta is visible through that

part of the shell which is opposed to the
mouth.

2. S. Ovalis. Shell suboval, pale yel-

lowish, diaphanous, very thin and fragile,

with nearly three oblique volutions. Bo-
dy very large. Spire small, but little

prominent, somewhat obtuse. Aperture
longitudinally subovate, large. ColumeK
la much narrowed, so as almost to permit
the view of the interior apex from the

base of the shell. Scarcely any calcare-

ous deposit on the pillar lip. Length,

nine-twentieths of an inch, aperture se-

ven-twentieths.

Inhabits marshy grounds in shaded si-

tuations. Common.
Journ. Acad. A at. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 15.
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Animal longer than its shell, furnished

with four tentacula, the two superior ones

longer, cylindrical, supporting the eyes

;

inferior ones, short, conic. Colour pale

with minute black points, which are as-

sembled into fascia on the sides and fil-

lets on the neck above ; neck granulate

above, a black line passes each side on the

neck, from the tip of the oculiferous ten-

tacula, gradually disappearing under the

shell. Front truncate, quadrate.

When the animal is living, so vitreous

is the shell, that all the markings of its

body are plainly discernible. So that al-

though the shell is of a straw-colour, im-

maculate, it appears ofa dusky hue, with

a remarkable white, flexuous, longitudi-

nal vitta on the back, arising from the su-

ture, and terminated about mid way to the

base, often with two or three obsolete

white spots near its tip.

The characters of the inhabitants are

widely distinct from the animal of the

Lymnsea, and are somewhat allied to those

ofthe inhabitants of the Helices.

GENrS CTCtOSTOMA.

A subdiscoidal or conic univalve. The
aperture orbicular, with a circularly con-

tinued margin, often, suddenly and wide-

ly reflected.

SPECIES.

A. rivulaHs. Shell corneous, opake,
conic-depressed ; apex obtuse, nearer to,

and leaning towards one side and one
end ; aperture oval, rather narrower at

one end, entire ; within milk white.

Length one-fourth of an inch.

Joum. Acad. JVat. Scie?ices,vo\. i. p. 124.

Common in rivulets, adhering to stones.

The animal resembles the inhabitant of
shells of the genus Lymnsea, the tail is

very obtuse, rounded.

GE3JUS PAIUWDINA. LaM. LaTR.

Shell subovate, operculated ; aperture
entire, longitudinally ovate, narrowed
above ; lip simple, not dilated or re-

flected.

Observation. This genus has been very
lately separated by Mr. Lamarck from the
Cyclostoma, with which it corresponds,
except in having no dilated lip, and the
aperture is angulated above. The animal
has a short rostrum, two acute tentacula

with eyes at their external base, a small

membranaceous wing each side of the
body before, foot double before, the wing
of the right side is folded into a small ca-

nal, by which the water is introduced into

the respiratory canal. Latr.

C. Tricarinata. Shell with three volu-

tions ; three revolving, carinate, promi-

nent lines, giving to the whorls a quad-

rate, instead of a cylindric appearance.

Suture canaliculate, in consequence of

the whorls revolvhig below the second
carina and leaving an interval. Spire

convex, apex obtuse. Umbilicus large.

Carina placed, one on the upper edge of

the wherl, one on the lower edge, and the

third on the base beneath. Breadth one-

fifth of an inch.

Inhabits the river Delaware. Rare.

Found by Mr. Le Sueur, whose pro-

posed name is here adopted.

GEJTUS ANCYCLUS. GEOFF. LaTR.

Shell conic, not spiral, concave be-

neath, above with a simple apex.

Animal with the eyes placed at the in-

ner base of the tentacula.

Observation. This genus has been con-

founded with the Patellae. The European
speeies are Patella Laaistris, and FluviO'

tilisi of Linne.

1. P. Limosa. Shell conic, subumbili-
cate, dark horn coloured, generally in-

crusted with a blackish irregular covering
on the spire, and sometimes on the body,
which completely obscures the obsolete-

ly wrinkled epidermis ; aperture ovate-

orbicular ; suture impressed.
Length three-twentieths, breadth one-

tenth, of an inch,

Joum. Acad. J\rat. Sciences, vol. i. p. 125.

Animal whitish ; head brown ; mouth,
tentacula, orbits, and vita on each side of
the neck, white ; tentacula filiform, more
than half as long as the base of the ani-

mal ; rostrum about half as long as the
tentacula, annulate, with darker lines

above ; foot white, brownish above, short,

suboval, truncated before, and rounded
behind.

Extremely numerous on the muddy
shores of the rivers i)elaware and Schuyl-
kill, between high and low water marks.

2. P. lapidana. Sliell turreted, subum-
bilicate, with six volutions, which are ob-

soletely wrinkled across. Suture im-

pressed. Aperture longitudinally ovate-
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orbicular, operculated, rather mere than

one-third ofthelen^hof the shell.

Length about one-fifth of an inch.

Joum. Acad. JVat. Sciences^ vol. i. p. 13.

* Inhabitant not so long as the shell, pale;

head elongated into a rostrum as long as

the tentacula, and emarginate at tip ; ten-

tacula two, filiform, acuminated at tip,

short; eyes prominent, situated at the

external or posienor base of the tentacu-

la; base or foot of the animal dilated,

oval, obtuse before and behind.

Found under stones, &c. in moist situa-

tions, on the margins of rivers. Like

those of the genera Lymnaea and Planor-

bis this animal possess the faculty ofcrawl-

ing on the surface of the water, in a re-

versed position, the shell downward.

3. L. Subcannata. Shell with three

whorls, which are rounded, and subcari-

nated, reticulated with stria and wrin-

kles, sometimes without the striae ; suture

deeply impressed; apex truncated and
re-entering ; aperture more than half of

the length of the shell, oval ; elevated

lines or subcarina on the body two, three,

and sometimes none.

Length Imlf of an inch : breadth four-

tenths.

Inhabits with the preceding species.

Plate 1. fig. 7.

Animal viviparous, with a chesnut,

coriaceous, operculum, white spotted

with orange ; head pale orange, not ex-

tending beyond the shell ; tentacula dark-

er, short, subulate ; eyes situated at their

base, elevated, black and conspicuous;

base of the animal much advanced, broad,

truncate, purplish before, tail rounded
behind.

4. L. Virginica. Shell tapering, olive,

horn colour or blackish, under the epi-

dermis tinged with green ; whorls seven,

but little rounded, crossed by curved
wrinkles on the spire, and reclivate ones
on the body : a dull red line revolves

near the base of the whorls, and on the

middle ofthe body a reddish-black broad-

er line, from within the upper angle of
the aperture, runs parallel with the other,

and terminates near the base. Aper-
ture subovate, more than one third as

long as the shell, lip not thickened, but
dilated at tlie base.

Length one inch ; breadth two-fifths of
an inch,

Plate % fig. 4.

Lister^s conch, tab. \\7.Jig. 7. The basi-
lar part of the lip in Lister's figure is defi-

cient.

VOL. IV.

Inhabitant bluish-white beneath, with

orange clouds each side of the mouth ;

above pale orange, shaded with dusky and
banded with numerous black interrupted

lines ; mouth advanced into a rostrum as

long as the tentacula, which are darker
at the base, and setaceous ; base of the

animal wiih an undulated outhne.
It often occurs in our rivers, and is rea-

dily discoverable in clear water by the

channel it forms in the mud.
Specimens of this shell, brought from

the Lakes and their vicinity, by Mr. Le-

sueuvy had the revolving lines very ob-

scure or obsolete.

Lister's lower figure of tab. 109, also re-

sembles this shell.

5. L. Vivipara. Shell subconic, with
six rounded whorls ; suture impressed,
colour olivaceous or pale, with three red-

brown bands, of which the middle one is

generally smallest ; whorls of the spire

with but two, aperture suborbicular,

more than half the length of the shell.

Plate 2. fig. 5.

Donov. Brit. Shells, tab. 87, HeUx Vivi-

para.

Lister, conch, tab. 126, ^g. 26 ; Cochlea

viviparafasciata.
It is doubtful whether or not this is the

same as the Vivipara, but it certainly ap-
proaches very near to it ; we however
refer it to that species until a specific dif-

ference can be indicated, which at pre-
sent we are unable to do ; the spire of
this species is rather more obtuse, and the
suture not so deeply impressed, as in the
figures of the European specimens above
mentioned.

6. P. Dissimilis, Shell conic, dark
horn colour or blackish ; whorls about
three, with obsolete, distant wrinkles,
and an abrupt, acute, prominent, carina-

ted line, which revovles on the middle of
the body whorl, and is concealed on th6
spire by the suturt ; suture not indented,
aperture oval, haM" as long as the shell,

within sanguineous beneath the carina,

and at base, and apex ; columella emargi-
nated, a little flattened at the base.

Length about two-fifths of an inch.

far. Jl. Carina obsolete on the ventral

portion of the body whorl.

Var. B. Carina distii^ct on the spiral

whorls, owing to their more oblique revo-

lution.

The surface of the whorls of the spires

is generally covered with inequal calca-

reous matter, resembling a fortuitous ac-

cumulation of mud or eartli on that part,

but which appears to be superposed by
the animal, probably with the intention of

C
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retaining a proper specific gravity. The
apex is often truncated.

This species was found by Mr. Thomas
Nuttall, during a journey to Pittsburg.

7. L. Decisa. Shell subconic, oliva-

ceous, truncated at the apex; whorls
four, wrinkled across and banded with

mtnute distant striae ; terminal whorl veiy
short ; suture impressed and conspi-

cuous; aperture subovate, more than half

of the length of the shell, entire ; within

bluish white. Operculum coriaceous,

elevated on the disk and concentrically

striated.

Length one inch ; breadth three-fourths

of an inch.

Plate 2. fig. 6.

Cochlea virgiiiiana e flava viridescenSf

non fasciata. Lister, conch, tab. 127. fig.
27.

The young shells resemble L. subcari-

natUt but the whorls are destitute of an
elevated line, the suture is not so deeply
impressed, and the aperture is narrower
above.

Animal with the foot large, suddenly a

little dilated each side before and truncate

in front, widely ; foot livid, thickly macu-
lated with irregular orange spots, which
are much smaller beneath ; head and ten-

tacula spotted with orange; eyes on a pro-

minent angle, at the external base of the

tentacula.

I found the animal viviparous iu Octo-

ber ; the young shell had then three

complete whorls, which were spirally stri-

ated.

GENUS PCPA.

Shell spiral produced. Aperture con-

tracted, subangular, generally distinct,

and sometimes separate from the body
whorl, and usually furnished with teeth.

Obsei^. The shells belonging to this

genus have been divided with much pro-
priety from the Linnaean Genus Turbo ;

they inhabit moist places, under the bark
of trees, under stones, moss. See. many of
them are sinistral.

1. P. Corticavia. Shell dextral, cylindri-

cal, obtuse at the apex ; whorls five, not
perceptibly wrinkled or- striate. Aper-
ture suborbicular, lip reflected ; a single

tooth on the pillar lip near the outer an-
gle ; inner angle with an angular projec-
tion resembling a second tooth, some-
times obsolete.

Length about the tenth of an inch.

Plate 4. fig. 5—A. Natural size ; C. An
enlarged view.

Very common under the bark of trees

near the earth, and resembles Turbo Mus-
coinim of authors.

GEJVUS POLYPHEMUS, Montf. (aCATHNIA.
LAMARCK.)

Shell oblong; aperture much longer
than broad, perpendicular and parallel to

the column ; lip not reflected ; columella
gradually incurved towards the tip ; tip

truncated.

P. glans. This shell furnished De
Montfort with the type of his genus po-
lyphemus ; he refers to Bruguiere as the
first describer of it, under the name of
Bulimus glans, in the Encycl. Method.
The animal has not been described, but
we are informed that it lives in the im-
mense marshes formed by the overflow
of the great rivers that water the vast
country of Louisiana. In the sea-islands
of Georgia we ^und them numerous in
the marshy districts, immediately behind
the sand-hills of the coast ; in Florida iu
similar situations, and also on the Oyster-
shell Hammocks, and generally in such
situations as are tenanted by Succinea
compestns. The colour of the shell on the
spire is chesnut-brown, which gradually
and very perceptibly becomes paler to
the aperture, aperture occupying about
half the length of the shell. On elevated
situations they were small, almost trans-

parent, and of a fragile consistence. It is

only in low, marshy situations, that they
attain their greatest size.

Length two inches and two-fifths

—

breadth one inch nearly.

Animal elongated, as long again as the
shell, granulated ; tentacula four, supe-
rior ones oculiferous, abruptly deflected
at tip, beyond the eyes; inferior ones
much shorter, and abruptly deflected
at tip ; lips beneath the tentacula, elon-
gated, palpiform, almost as long as the
superior tentacula, retractile, generally
more or less recurved, compressed, at-

tenuated, and acute at tip, and forming
a considerable interval between their pro-
minent bases.

When the animal is in motion, the
elongated lips are used as tentacula to

feel the way.

BIVALVES.

GENUS UNIO.

Shell transverse; with tliree deeply
impressed cicatrices ; hinge with a strong
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irregular tooth, and anterior lamelliform,

elongated one in one valve, inserted be-

tween two corresponding teeth and lami-

nae ofthe other.

Obs. The shells of this genus inhabit

fresh water: they were placed by Lin-

naeus with the myig, from which they dif-

fer in very essential particulars ; as is ob-

vious from the number, situation, and
figure of the teeth, and the organization

and habits of the included animal.

1. U. Crassus. Shell varying in form
and surface ; remarkably thick and pon-
derous ; epidermis horn-colour, different

shades ofbrown or black ; beaks carious,

often much eroded, pure parlaceous, or
silvery white, more prominent as the shell

approaches an orbicular form ; primary
teeth, not very oblique. The dimen-
sions of three specimens were as fol-

low :

Length, 3 inches ; breadth, 4^
2 4^
2 2.

Plate 1. fig. 8.

JUiiscblis orevoir, admotlum crassusy ex in-

terna parte subroseuSy cardine incisuris mi-

nutia exasperato. Lister. Conch, tab. 150.

Encyc. Method, vol 63. tab. 2A^.Jig. 1.

By these dimensions it will appear to

vary very considerably, being a regular
oval ; much elongated ; ovate or nearly or-

bicular ; sometimes with two or three
longitudinal or oblique waves ; rarely tu-

berculate ; within parlaceous or red pur-
ple ; teeth very thick, crenated, and re-

sembling those of the next species. It is

very probable that we have here included
several distinct species, but at present we
are not sufficiently well acquainted with
the inhabitants to separate them. Gmelin
refers to Lister's figure for his Mytillus
Cygneus, but we can discover no resem-
blance between them.
Found plentifully in the river Ohio and

its tributary streams.

2. U. Plicata. Shell suboval, thick and
ponderous ; valves with two or three
more conspicuous undulations, which are
profound, very oblique, continued to the
anterior basal edge, and not arising from
the umbo ; umbo decorticated, some-
times much eroded ; within parlaceous,
distinctly impressed by the undulations.
This species may be distinguished from

any of the numerous varieties of the pre-
ceding species by the oblique direction
of the undulalions, of which those nearest

the base are largest and seem to originate

behind the beaks.
It was found by Mr. Lesueur in Lake

Erie, and was communicated by him un-
der the above name.

3. U. Purpureus. Shell sub-oval, some-
what compressed, with smaller wrinkles
placed between larger ones, colour dark
brown ; beaks placed nearer one end,
very carious, not prominent, generally
the epidermis and pearly strata are re-
moved, exhibiting a wax-yellow ground :

within reddish purple, varied with green;
no cavity under the beak : teeth resemble
the preceding.

Length, one inch and five-eighths

:

breadth, two inches and four-fifths.

Plate 3. fig. 1.

This species is more numerous in the
rivers Delaware and Schuylkill than any
other of the genus : in the rivers of the
southern states it arrives at a more con-
siderable magnitude, measuring some-
times four inches, or more, in breadth.
These large specimens, and sometimes
the smaller ones, are a little shorten-
ed on the base opposite to the lamellar
teeth.

4. U. Ovatus. Shell sub-ovate, convex,
not remarkably thick, horn colour, not
radiated; flattened and fuscous on the an-
terior margin ; beaks decorated, placed
nearer central ; umbo prominent ; with-

in parlaceous ; cavity of the beaks capa-

cious; primary teeth very oblique, almost
parallel to the posterior margin and much
compressed.

Length, three inches; breadth, four
inches.

Inhabits the Ohio river and its tributary

streams.

Encyc. Method, vol. 63. tab. 248, fig. 5,

Plate 2. fig. 7.

5. U. Cariosus. Shell moderately thick,

much longer before, and shorter behind
the beaks ; olive green, sometimes radi-

ate with green, and with fine interrupted
wrinkles placed in longitudinal rows, but
usually the green radii are wanting, or
only visible in the anterior margin, and
the wrinkled radii indistinct; in older

shells the middle of the base is a little

shortened ; beaks somewhat prominent,
rather distant, carious, exposing a wax-
yellow surface ; concavity bluish-white,

teeth resembling those of the preceding
species : but the primary ones are not so

much compressed or oblique ; they are
often sub -conic and crenate.
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Length, one inch and a half: breadth,

two and a quarter.

Plate 3. fig. 2.

Musculus latiory subfuscus, Caeruleis li-

neis Radiatus. lister. Conch, tab. 152.

M-r.
.

Martini's figure of U. Pictorum resem-
bles this shell in outline. Vol. 6.

Very common in the Delaware and
Schuylkill rivers.

Gmelin, Ed. Syst. Nat. p. 3220, refers
to Lister's figure as a variety of Mya
Sadiata, a native of Malabar : but we
have ventured to consider it a distinct

species; the laru^est we have seen was
brought from Wilkesbarre by Mr. Lard.

Vanuxem, in length 2^, breadth, 3|
inches. The animal is rarely infested

by a parasite. Seethe article ffydrachne.

6. U. Ochraceus. Shell thin, fragile,

translucent, subovate, hinge margin

somewhat rectilinear, colour from a pale

reddish orange to a pale olive
;
generally

radiate with dull green and with minute
wrinkled radii ; anterior margin very

finely wrinkled; beaks decorticated and
approximate, with two or three small

concentric undulations ; within bluish-

white or ochraceous, tinged with red
near the base ; teeth very oblique and
much compressed.
Length, one inch and a quarter :

breadth, one and three quarters.

Plate 2. fig. 8.

This shell, in many respects, resem-
bles the preceding, with which it is found,
but is not so obtuse in front, and is much
less rounded at the hinge margin, it is al-

so much thinner, and the beaks approach
each other more closely.

T. U. JVasutiis. Shell thin, oblong,
compressed, rostrated, horn colour or
fuscous, with fine cronded wrinkles, ob-
scurely radiate with green ; within blu-
ish white ; beak cavity hardly any, teeth
crenate.

Length, one inch and one eighth

:

breadth, two and three-fifihs.

Very common in the Delaware and
Schuylkill.

Plate 4. fig. 1.

Musculus fuscvsy augusliory exaltera par-
te Cuneatim protensus. Lister. Conch, tab.

ISl.fg. 6.

8. U. Mains. Shell moderately thick,

sub-triangular, generally gaping at the
posterior part of the base, fuscous, wrin-
kled ; beaks not prominent, placed very
far back and decorticated ; base almost

rectilinear ; liinge margin remarkably ob-

lique, rising near the termination of the
cartilage into an alated projection, and
forming almost a right angle with the in-

ferior slope, which is nearly equal in

length ; within red-purple, often with nu-

merous tubercles, which, upon the gaping
limb, are confluent ; cicatrices very
rough ; teeth crenate, the external lami-

nated one obsolete, only one in each
valve being very perceptible.

Length, including the projection, three
inches and four-fifths ; breadth, five inch-

es and a half.

Plate 4. fig. 2.

Encyc. Meth. vol. 63, tab. 248, fig. 1.

a. b ?

Mr. Lesueur found this species in Lake
Erie, very thin and fragile.

The specimen from which this descrip-

tion is taken, and also the next species,

were purchased by Mr. Joseph Watson,
at the sale of the late Professor Bar-
ton's collection, and by him presented
to the .Academy of JVatural Sciences of
Philadelphia. There is also a specimen in

the Museum of Mr. Peale.

9. U. Cylindricus. Shell very thick,

sub-cylindrical, emarginate before, pale

horn-colour varied with greenish ; hinge
margin undulated obliquely across the
wrinkles, rough on each side, rectiline-

ar and parallel to the base ; beaks broad
and prominent, with a deeply impressed
posterior lunule ; within perlaceous,

teeth thick and crenate ; cavity of the
beaks very deep.
Length, one inch and three-tenths;

breadth, three inches and one fifth.

Plate 4. fig. 3.

From the collection of the late profes-

sor Barton ; it is said to be found in the
river Wabash.

GEITUS ALASMOSOKTA .

Shell, transverse, equivalve, inequila-

teral ; hinge with a primary tooth in each
valve ; cicatrices three.

Animal resembling that of Unio ?

1. Marginata. Shell transversely ob-

long sub-oval, white, covered with an
olive brown epidermis, obsoletely radiate

with green, numerous concentric wrink-

les ; umbo with about three concentric

undulations ; ligament slope abruptly de-

pressed, with numerous, obtuse, oblique

rugae, decussating the concentric ones.
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which are obsolete in that part; within

blaish-white, margin white ; cavity of the

umbo not distinctly impressed by the Ex-

ternal undulations; tooth compressed;
oblique, nearly parallel with the posteri-

or slope, and terminating abruptly be-

hind.

Length, exclusive of the umbo, one
inch and one-fourth ; breadth, two inches

and a half.

|; • Journ. Jlcad. JSTat. Set ences.

: The inner margin is of a chalky white-

ness, in this respect resembling Anodonta

Miarg-inata. It was found by Mr. Isaac

Lea, in the river

2. U. Undidata. Shell thin, convex, sub-

oval, greenish or olivaceous, with ob-

tuse concentric wrinkles and radiate with

green, a little uneven before ; beaks pro-

minent, acute, approximate, decorticat-

ed, and with four or five large, obtuse, dis-

tant, undulations, disappearing towards
the basal margin : within bluish-white,

cavity deep ; teeth one in each valve,

thick and strong ; that of the left valve

crenated, of the right valve somewhat
bifid, and gradually sloping to the hinge
margin.
Length, three-fifths oif an inch: breadth,

nine-tenths of an inch.

Plate 3. fig. 3.

Found in the Delaware and Schuylkill

rivers, but is rather rare, and resembles
Anodonta Undulata.

This genus, in conjunction with Dipsas

of Leach, will complete the chain of con-

nection between the two genera Unio

and Anodonta. It corresponds With these

genera in the number of its cicatrices,

but is separable from Anodonta, by its

primary tooth ; from Unio by being des-

titute of the lamelliform teeth ; and from
Dipsas, also by the last mentioned charac-

ter, as well as by the presence of a pri-

mary tooth, which is wanting in that genus.

This new genus we proposed in the

former editions of this work, when de-

scribing the Undulata, under the name of

Monodonta ,• but as the same term has

been applied to a genus of univalves, I

have substituted that of Alasmodonta.

6£S'VS ANODOSTTA.

Shell transverse, with three obsolete

muscular impressions, hinge simple, des-

titute of teeth,

Obs. The shells which constitut'e this

genus were arranged by Linn3eus and
many other if^riters, under the genus
Mytillus.

SPECIES.

1. A. Cataracta. Shell thin, fragile,

translucent, oblong oval, convex, cover-
ed with a green olive, radiated, epider-
mis, within perlaceous ; beaks nearer
central, frontal margin brown.

Length, two inches and two-fifths:

breadth, four inches and an half: conca-
vity of one valve nearly seven-eighths of
an inch.

Plate 3. fig. 4.

This large muscle occurs in lakes, mill-

dams, &c. and bears some resemblance
to the A. Anatinus of Europe.
Found by Mr. I. Lukens, in the deep

part of a mill-dam.

2. A. Marginata. Shell very thin, fra-

gile, somewhat compressed, translucent,

subovate ; epidermis green olive, paler

on the disk and greener before ; anterior

margin fuscous ; beaks nearer the poste-

rior end ; within bluish white, edged
with whitish.

Length, one inch and a half: breadth,
two inches.

Plate 3. fig. 3.

Resembles the preceding, but is more
ovate, and the beaks are placed much
further back ; it is very common in our
rivers.

3. A. Undulata. Shell thin, fragile,

convex, olivaceous, obscurely radiate and

obtusely wrinkled ; umbo prominent, de-

corticated, with four or five obtuse un-

dulations disappearing on the disk. In

the right valve, immediately under the

beak, the margin is curved inwards for

the reception of a corresponding margi-

nal projection of the opposite valve.

Length, nearly half an inch: breadth,

nearly seven-tenths of an inch.

Plate 3. fig. 6.

This species is perhaps rare : it does

not exactly agree in all its characters

with the genus, but approaches nearer

it than to any other ; it resembles Alas-

modonta Undidata, for the young of

which it might readily be mistaken.

GENUS CrCLAS.

Shell almost orbicular, or a little trans-

verse, without fold on the anterior mar-

gin ; two or three primary teeth/ and

lateral, remote, lamelliform ones on each

side.

Observ. The shells of which this ge-.

nus is composed were formerly placed
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with the Cardia and Tellina ; to the for-

mef they are more closely allied ; it was
originally established by Scopoli under

the name of Sphariumy this was changed

by Lamarck to Cylas, which is now
adopted by Latreille and other writers,

notwithstanding the previous application

ofthe term to a genus of plants.

SPECIES.

1. C. Similis. Shell suborbicnlar con-

vex, base a little flattened ; with nearly

cqui-distant, raised, concentric lines, giv-

ing a slightly sulcated appearance to the

surface, and generally a more conspicu-

ous elevated darker wave, marking the

former year's growth of the shell. Epi-

dermis brown or ferruginous ; beak near-

er central and obtuse ; hinge with minute

very oblique teeth, lateral ones very dis-

tinct, elongated, and considerably resem-

bling those ofthe next species.

Length seven-twentieths of an inch:

breadth two-fifths : a specimen measured

in length nearly three-fifths of an inch.

Plate 1. fig. 9.

Very much resembles Tellina Cornea

of authors; is found in plenty in the

river Delaware ; animal viviparous ; from

one specimen three pale yellow active

young ones were taken, the largest of

which measured in breadth three twen-

tieths of an inch in the month of May.

2. C. Bubia. Shell oblique, subovate

convex, concentrically wrinkled, very

pale born colour or whitish, with some
times a darker, but not raised band,

marking the preceding year's growth of

the shell ; beaks placed much nearer one

end; within whitish, primary teeth very

distinct, in one valve two divaricating

ones, in the other but one, exterior late-

ral laminal tooth very small.

Length, five-twentieths of an inch

;

breadth, three-tenths.

Plate 1. fig. 10.

Inhabits the river Delaware in compa-

ny with C. Simitts, and very much resem-

bles Tellina Amnica of Authors.

GENTTS CYHENA, Lom.

shell triagonally rounded, turgid, in-

equilateral, equivalve, robust ; umbo
eroded or decorticated; hinge three

toothed in each valve; lateral teeth

two, of which one is placed nearer to

the primary ones; ligament exteriorplaced

on the longest side.

Ob».. This genus has been but lately

constructed by Lamarck, to receive such

shells of the former genus Cyclas as have
three primary teeth on each valve.

C. CaroUniensis. Shell cordate, turgid,

brown on the disk, with a yellowish or

greenish margin and sub-margin, surface

with numerous membranaceous wrin-

kles ; umbo much eroded ; beaks distant

;

two of the primary teeth canilicukte at

tip.

Length, one inch and one-fourth

;

breadth, one inch and seven-twentieths.

Cycles Caroliniensisy Bosc.

Inhabits the rivers of South Carolina,

and Georgia, but is not found so far north

as Pennsylvania. We found it in plenty

near Charleston, South CaroUna, and in

St. Johns' River, East Florida.

The shells here described are in the

collection of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia.

It was originally the intention of the

writer of this article to insert here, not

only descriptions of the fresh water and
land shells, but those of the coast also ;

finding, however, that the descriptions

of the latter were by far too voluminous

to be comprised within the space allot-

ted to this article, and that they had
more generally found a place in the sys-

tems, the design is, with respect to this

work, necessarily relinquished. To all

the species here described, with the ex-

ception of three or four, we have been
constrained to adapt specific names; but

should it appear that we have been anti-

cipated by the labours of some recent

conchologist, whose writings we have no
opportunity to consult, we shall readily

bow to the right of priority, which ought,

unquestionably to be on all occasions im-

perative and exclusive.

The primary divisions of the Linnsean

system, in the latest edition of the " Sys-

tema Naturae," as before observed, con-
sist of three orders, Multivalve, Bi-

valve, and Univalve, each of which is sub-

divided into genera. The Multivalves

contain the chiton, leap>as and pholas: the

Bivalves, mya, solen, tellina, cardium,

mactra, donax, venus, spondylus, chama,
area, ostrea, anomia, mytilus, and pinna

;

and the Univalves, argonauta, nautilus,

conus, cypraea,: b\illa, voluta, buccinum,
strombus, murex, trochus, helix, nerita,

haliotis, patella, dentalium, serpula,

teredo, and sabella. Which see. See
also SBEILB.
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CONCLAVE, the place in which the

cardinals of the Romish church meet,

and are shut up, in order to the elec-

tion of a pope. The conclave is a range

of small cells, ten feet square, made of

wainscot ; these are numbered, and drawn
for by lot. They stand in a line along

the galleries and hall of the Vatican, with

a small place between each. Every cell

has the arms of the cardinal over it.

The conclave is not fixed to any one de-

terminate place, for the constitutions of

the church allow the cardinals to make
choice of such a place for the conclave as

they think most convenient; yet it is ge-

nerally held in the Vatican. The con-

clave is very strictly guarded by troops :

neither the cardinals, nor any person

shut up in the conclave, are spoke to

but at the hours allowed of, and then

in Italian or Latin ; even the provisions

for the conclave are examined, that no
letters be conveyed by that means from
the ministers of foreign powers, or other

persons, who may have an interest in the

election of the pontiff.

CONCLUSION, in logic, the conse-

quence or judgment drawn from what
was asserted in the premises ; or the pre-

vious judgments in reasoning, gained

from combining the extreme ideas be-

tween themselves.

CONCORD, in grammar, that part of

construction, or syntax, in which the

words of a sentence agree ; that is, in

which nouns are put in the same gender,
number, and case ; and verbs in the

same number and person with nouns and
pronouns.
Concord, in music, the relation of two

sounds that are always agreeable to the
ear, whether applied in succession or

consonance. See Music.
CONCORDANCE, a sort of dictionary

of the Bible, explaining the words there-

of in alphabetical order, with the several

books, chapters, and verses, quoted, in

which they are contained.

CONCORDAT, a covenant or agree-
ment with the Pope concerning the ac-

quisition, permutation, and resignation of
ecclesiastical benefices. In France, the
term concordat denoted formerly an
agreement concluded at Bologna, in 1516,
between Pope Leo X. and Francis I. of
France, for regulating the manner of no-
minating to benefices ; but at present it

applies exclusively to a convention ex-
changed between Pope Pius VII. and the
French government on the 10th of Sep-
tember, 1801, in which the Roman Catho-
lic religion is acknowledged to be that of
the majority of the French people, and

the free exercise of their religion is

conceded to Calvinists and Lutherans,
under the superintendance of govern-
ment.
CONCRETE, in logic, isused in contra-

distinction to abstract ; for example, when
we consider any quality, as whiteness,
inhering in any subject, as suppose in

snow : if we may say the snow is white,
then we speak of whiteness in the con-
crete ; but if we consider whiteness by
itself, as a quality that may be in pa-
per, in ivory, and in other things, as well
as in snow, we are then said to consider
or to take it in the abstract.

CONCRETIONS, morbid, in animal
economy, hard substances that occasional-

ly make their appearance in different parts

of the body, as well in the solids as in

those cavities destined to contain fluids :

in the first place they are denominated
concretions, or ossifications : in the other,

calculi. The concretions that make their

appearance in the solids of the animal
body are denominated pineal concretions,
from their being found in that part of the
brain called the pineal gland ; or salivary

concretions, asbeing discovered occasion-
ally in the salivary glands ; or pancreatic
concretions, which are hard substances
found in the pancreas ; or pulmonary con-
cretions, which have been sometimes
coughed up by consumptive persons ; or
hepatic concretions, of which the liver is

sometimes full : concretions have also

been found in the prostate ; these have all

been examined by chemists, and found to
consist of phosphate of lime and other
substances. Concretions have been dis-

covered in the intestines and stomach of
the human body, but more frequently iu
those ofanimals : those found in the intes-

tines of ahorse were examined bvFour-
croy, and found to consist of magnesia,
phosphoric acid, ammonia, water, and ani-

mal matter. See Calculi 8t Chalk Stokes.
CONDENSERj a pneumatic engine or

syringe, whereby an uncommon quantity
of air may he crowded into a given space:
so that sometimes ten atmospheres, or
ten times as much air as there is at the
same time in the same space, without
the engine, may be thrown in by means of
it, and its egress prevented by valves
properly disposed. See Pkelthatics.
CONJ^IMENTS. Although these are

not properly alimentary matters, or such
as become ingredients in the composition
of the animal fluid, yet Dr. CulJen says

they are taken with advantage along with
the proper aliments, the digestion and
assimilation of which they in some degree
modify. They are of two kinds, saline
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or acrid ; having- this acrimony for tlie

most part residing in their oily parts. Of
the first, the chief is sea-salt, and it is

especially employed for preserving meat,

before it is employed in diet, for a longer

time than it could be otherwise preserved

from putrefaction. For this purpose
salt is applied in large proportions, and
so incorporated with the substance of the

meat, that it cannot be again washed out

before the meat is employed in diet.

Hence it happens, that when salted meats
are eaten in that condition, the salt is

often taken in, in large quantity, and dif-

fused in the mass of blood. If the salted

meats, however, be taken in moderate
quantity only, Dr. Cullen says the salt

has the effect of exciting the powers of

digestion ; and such meat is often more
easily digested than entirely unsalted

meats are.

Another important condiment is sugar.

It is certainly antiseptic, and therefore

properly employed in preventing the pu-
trefaction of meat. It is also frequently

applied to vegetables ; but from the pre-

paration of boiling, which is commonly
necessary in order to their being impreg-
nated with the sugar, the condita, except
a few that contain a large pi'oportion of a

more fixed aromatic substance, can be
considered only as sugar. This is often

applied to the acid and acescent fruits;

and when applied in the consistence of

a syrup, it preserves them for a long
time from any fermentation, but it does
not destroy their acescency ; and when
such preserves are taken into the sto-

mach, the sugar introduced along with
them renders them much disposed to an
acescent fermentation. In the quantity

that sugar is commonly employed, either

for imi)roving the relish of several kinds

of food, or for correcting their acidity,

it can only be hurtful by its acescency
in the stomach, and can hardly make any
proper part of the mass of blood. If

taken in very large quantities, and in

greater proportion than it can enter into

the composition of the animal fluid, su-

gar, Dr. Cullen thinks, may increase the

saline state of the blood, and induce dis-

order.
Vinegar, another saline condiment, is

a powerful antiseptic, employed in seve-

ral ways for preserving animal substances
from putrefaction. We must consider
vinegar as a vegetable acid, that may be
taken with more safety than the fossil

acid. Acrid substances are also em-
ployed as condiments. These are espe-
cially taken from the class of tetradyna-
mia, and they are chiefly the mustard

and horse-radish. Taken in with our
food, they stimulate the stomach and as-

sist digestion ; and further, as they evi-

dently promote perspiration and urine,

they obviate the putrescent tendency of
the system. This has been so much re-

marked, that the vegetables of this class,

as fraught with this peculiar acrimony,
are justly denominated antiscorbutic.

To the list of condiments. Dr. Cullen
adds capsicum, ketchup, and soy ; and
concludes his strictures on them by ob-

serving, that the whole of our seasonings

consists of salt, vinegar, and aromatics,

combined together : and " if they are ta-

ken only in the quantity necessary to

render the food more sapid, they may
increase the appetite and favour full eat-

ing ; but they can hardly otherwise do
harm, unless when the aromatics are ta-

ken in such large quantity as to weaken , -«

the tone of the stomach." :

CONDITION, in law, a restraint an-

nexed to a thing, one of the terms upon
which a grant may be made on a contin-

gency, upon the happening of which
the estate may be defeated ; as a mort-
gage which is to cease upon payment of
a certain sum. Conditions are either in

deed, or express ; in law, or implied ;

precedent ; subsequent ; inherent ; colla-

teral ; atflrmative ; negative ; single ; co-

pulative. A condition precedent is one,

the happening of which is to precede the
vesting of the estate or a thing granted.

A condition subsequent, by happening
after the vesting of the estate, defeats,

continues, or extends it ; and this distinc-

tion is of frequent occurrence and great

importance. A condition in deed differs

from ahmitation ofan estate, chiefly in that

the former defines the estate, which can-

not exceed the hmits set to it in the ori-

ginal grant ; but upon an express con-
dition in deed, the estate continues until

the grantor, who may take advantage
of it, enters to defeat it. See Limita- ^
Tiox. Conditions which are impossible,

contrary to law, or repugnant to the na-

ture of the estate, are void, and conse-
quently the estate, if the condition be
subsequent, becomes absolute, by being
freed from the condition ; but if prece-
dent, the estate can never vest. Those
which give or enlarge an estate are fa-

vourably, those which restrain or defeat

it, strictly construed ; and conditions in

restraint of marriage are not favoured,

unless reasonable, but must be perform-
ed wliere the thing is limited over to a

third person. The right of taking ad-

vantage of a condition can be reserved

only to the party, his heir, executor, or
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Jirivities, in ri^t and representation. A
amiliar instance of a condition is a bond
with a penalty, conditioned to be void on
payment of a less sum.

CowiiiTiojf, or Condition implied^ is

when a person grants an office to ano-

tlier as keeper of a park for life ; though
there be no condition expressed in the

grant, yet the law makes one covertly,

which is, that if the grantee does not exe-
cute all things belonging to his office, it

shall be lawful for the grantor to dis-

charge him.

CONDITIONAL syllogism,^ syllogism

where the major is a conditional proposi-

tion. Thus,

If there is a God, he ought to be
worshipped.

But there is a God ;

Therefore he ought to be worshipped.

CONDUCTOR, in surgery, an instru-

ment which serves to conduct the knife

in the operation of cutting for the stone,

and in laying open sinuses and fistulas.

CoyDucTOHs, in electricity, are long
metal rods, whose points are raised so

high as may be convenient, above houses,
&c. for the purpose of attracting or re-

ceiving the electric fluid, and oJTconduct-

ing it into the earth, or into water,
thereby to prevent the building from
being struck by lightning. To effect this,

the rod should be detached, and its point
should be sharp ; by which mean the
electric fluid will be silently discharged.
If the conductor is allowed to lay along
the wall of the house, or that it is blunt,

instead of being pointed, at its summit,
it will attract the lightning, which in

such case will do more or less damage to

the building. Thus the rod should be
kept from the walls, &c. by pieces of
well-seasoned wood, coated with resin, or
of lead, which, as well as glass, sealing-
wax, sulphur, bees'-wax, oil-water, &c.
are all non-conductors while cold , though,
when heated to a great degree, they be-
come conductors. The rod should pass
freely from the top of the building to the
ground, without the line of its continuity
being any where broken. It is found that
black lead is an excellent aid, both to

affix as a sharp point to the apex, and to

be laid at a few feet deep in the earth,

where it is moist and surrounded by a

bed of charcoal. The rod should pass
into the mass of black lead, which will

cause the electric flu-d to be extinguish-

ed. Where buildings are extensive, and
especially where there are many high
chimneys, turrets, &c. two or more con-
ductors should be used, else the electric

YOL. IV.

fluid, in its passage from a charged cloud,

may be intercepted by such heights, and
do considerable injury. Trees standing
single on plains are very dangerous con-
ductors, as are those lofty trees that rear
their heads conspicuously in large woods.
Hence we so often see them rent to pieces
by lightning, and such cattle ts take re-

fuge under their inviting shelter destroy-

ed. Walls are conductors when light-

ning has entered a room ; therefore all

persons should avoid sitting near them
during thunder storms ; and in countries

where lightning is frequent, care should
be taken to remove iron bars, &c. For
the various amusing and interesting mat-
ters relating to Electricity, we must
refer the reader to that article, and to

Galvanism.
CONDYLOMA, in medicine, a tuber-

cle or callous eminence which arises in

the folds of the anus, or rather a swelling

or hardening of the wrinkles of that part.

CONE, in geometry, a solid figure,

having a circle for its base, and its top
terminated in a point or vertex.

Cone, Properties of the. 1. Cones and
pyramids having the same bases and alti-

tudes are equal to each other. It is shewn,
that every triangular prism may be di-

vided into three equal pyramids, and
therefore that a triangular pyramid is

one-third of a prism standing on the same
base, and having the same altitude.

Hence, since every multangular body
may be resolved into triangular ones,

every pyramid is the third part of a
prism standing upon the same base, and
having the same altitude ; and as a cone
may be esteemed an ininite angular py-
ramid, and a cylinder an infinite angular

prism, a cone is the third part of a cylin-

der which has the same base and alti-

tude. Hence we have a method of mea-
suring the solidity and surface of a cone
and pyramid. Thus, find the solidity of
a prism or cylinder, having the same
base with the cone or pyramid, which
found, divide by three, the quotient will

be tl»e solidity of the cone or pyramid.
Or the solidity ofany cone is equal to the

area of the base, multiplied into one
third part of its altitude. As for the

surfaces, that of a right cone, not taking

in the base, is equal to a triangle, whose
base is the periphery and altitudeof the

side of the cone ; therefore the surface

of a right cone is had by multiplying the

periphery of the base into halfof the -.ide,

^nd adding the product to that ofthe base.

2. The altitudes of similar cones are as

the radii of the bases, and the ajces, Ukc-
D
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wise, are as the radii of Ihe bases, and
form the same angle with them.

3. Cones ure to one another in a ratio

compounded of their bases and aUitudes.

4. Similar cones are in a triplicate ratio

of their homologous sides, and likewise

of their altitudes.

5. Of the cones standing upon the
same base, and having the same altitude,

the superfices of that which is most
oblique is the greatest, and so the super-
fices of the right cone is the least ; but
the proportion of the superfices of an
oblique cone to that of a right one, or,

which is the same thing, the comparison
thereof to a circle, or the conic sections,

has not yet been determined.
CoKs of the higher kinds, those whose

bases, and sections parallel to the bases,

are circles of the higher kinds. They are

generated by supposing a right line fixed

in a point on high, but conceived to be
capable of being extended more or less

on occasion, and moved round the peri-

phery of a circle.

CONFECTION. See Phahmacx.
CONFEDERACY, is when two or more

confederate, to do any damage or injury

'to another, or to commit any unlawful act.

And though a writ of confederacy do not

lie, if the party be not indicted, and in a

lawful manner acquitted, yet false confe-

deracy between divers persons shall be
punislied, though nothing be put in exe-
cution.

CONFERVA, in botany, river weed, a
genus of the Cryptogamia Algze. Essential

character: unequal tubercles, in very long
capillary filaments. Twenty-one species
are recited in Linnseus's system of vegeta-
bles. These are all inhabitants ofthe wa-
ter, some in fresh, but more in salt water.
A singular instance of irritabihty has been
observed in the Conferva corallina, upon
its being immersed into fresh water; after

it had been in a few minutes, several fibres

were observed to move in a horizontal di-

rection with a quick convulsive twitch,and
then to stop suddenly; this they continued
to do for some length of time, and the
same effect may be produced several

times, provided the plant be fresh. The
experiment does not succeed in salt water.
CONFESSION of an offence, is when

a prisoner is arraigned, and his indictment
being read,either he confesses the offence,

or pleads not guilty. Confession is express

or implicit. Express, where one in open
court confesses the crime, is the most sa-

tifactory ground ofconviction. Implied, is

where the defendant, in a case not capital,

yields to the king's mercy, j^nd desires to

submit to a small fine ; which the court

may accept without requiring a direct con-
fession. The presumption of guilt in this

case is so strong, that the defendant can-

not afterwards in a civil action deny the
trespass.

Confession, previous to trial, before a

justice, &c. may also be given in evidence
afterwards, as against the individual con-
fessing; but it must be voluntary, not upon
promise or threats, and must be taken in

time. After confession, the party may take
advantage of errors in the indictment in

arrest ofjudgment. Confession may also

be in a civil action, and is commonly on a

warrant of attorney for that purpose,
which, being after accompanied with a
bond, is vulgarly called a bond and judg-
ment.
CONFIRMATION, is a conveyance of

an actual, not a reversionary, estate or
right, which one has to lands, &c. to ano-
ther having the possession of, or having
an estate in them, whereby that estate is

increased, the possession made perfect, or,

if voidable, it is rendered secure. It does
not regularly create an estate, but may be
connected with words which create a fur-

ther estate. It is necessary that the one
party should have an estate in possession
by right or wrong, and the other an estate

on right from which the confirmation may
come, and the one estate must continue
till the other operates.

CoNFiRMATioif, in rhetoric, the third

part of an oration, wherein the orator un-
dertakes to prove the truth of the propo-
sition advanced in his narration : and is

either director indirect. Direct, confirms
what he has to urge for strengthening his

own cause. Indirect, properly called

confutation, tewds to refute the arguments
of his adversaries.

CONFISC ATE,from conflscase, and that

from Jiscus, the emperor's treasure. Any
goodSjwhich, being disclaimed by anoth er,

as a felon upon trial, comes to the king,

although they are the felon's own. Those
which he claims, as his own, are, upon
conviction, not confiscate, but forfeited to

to the king.

CONFLUENT, in natural history, run-
ning into each other ; joined.

CONFUSION of tongues, a memorable
event which happened, according to the

Hebrew chronology, one hundred and one
years after the flood, at the overthrow of

Babel, and which was providentially

brought about to facilitate the dispersion

of mankind, and the population of the

earth. Hitherto there had been buc ine

common language, which formed a bond
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of union that prevented the separation of
mankind into distinct nations; and some
have imagined that the tower of Babel
was erected as akind of fortress, by which
the people intended to defend themselves
against that separation which Noah had
projected.

CONGE D'ELIRE. The king's per-
mission royal to a dean and chapter, in

time of a vacation ofthe see, to choose or
elect a bishop. See Bishop.
CONGELATION, may be defined the

transition of a liquid into a solid state, in

consequence of an abstraction of heat

:

thus metals, oil, water, &c. are said to

congeal when they pass from a fluid into

a solid state. With regard to fluids, con-
gelation and freezing mean the same
thing. Water congeals at 32°, and there
are few liquids that will not congeal, if

the temperature be brought sufficiently

low. The only difficulty is, to obtain a tem-
perature equal to the effect ; hence it has
been inferred that fluidity is the conse-
quence of caloric. See Fluidity. Every
particular kind of substance requires a
different degree of temperature for its

congelation, which affords an obvious
reason why particular substances remain
always fluid, while others remain always
solid, in the common temperature of the
atmosphere ; and why others are some-
times fluid, and at others solid, according
to the vicissitudes of tlie seasons, and the
variety of climates. See Cold, Freez-
IITG.

CONGREGATION, an assembly of
several ecclesiastics united, so as to con-
stitute one body ; as an assembly of cardi-

nals, in the constitution of the pope's
court, met for the dispatch of some par-
ticular business.

CoNGREGATio:jf, is likcwisc used for as-

semblies of pious persons, in manner of
fraternities.

CONGREGATIONALISTS, in church
history, a sect of protestants who reject
all church government, except that of a

single congregation. In other matters,
they agree with the presbyterians. See
Presbtteiiaxs.
CONGRESS, in political aflTairs, an as-

sembly of commissioners, envoys, depu-
ties, &c. from several courts, meeting to

concert matters for their common good.
CONGRUITY, in geomeli-y, is applied

to figures, lines, &c. which, being laid

upon each other, exactly agree in all

their parts, as having the very same di-

mensions.
CONIC sections, as the name imports,

are such curve lines as are produced by
the mutual intersection of a plane and

the surface of a solid cone. The nature
and properties of these figures were the
subject of an extensive branch of the an-

cient geometry, and formed a speculation
well suited to the subtle genius of the
Greeks. In modern times the conic geo-
metry is intimately connected with every
part of the higher mathematics and natu-
ral philosophy. A knowledge of those
discoveries, that do the greatest honourto
the last and the present centuries, cannot
be attained without a familiar acquaint-
ance with the figures that are now to en-
gage our attention.

We are chiefly indebted to the pre-
servation of the writings of Apollonius
for a knowledge of the theory of the an-
cient geometricians concerning the conic
sections. Apollonius was born at Perga,
a town of Phamphylia, and he is said to

have lived under Ptolemy Philopater,
about forty years posterior to Archime-
des. Besides his great work on the conic
sections, he published many smaller trea-

tises, relating chiefly to the geometrical
analysis, which have all perished. The
treatise of Apollonius on the conic sec-

tions is written in eight books, and it

was esteemed a work of so much merit
by his contemporaries, as to procure for

its author the title of the great geometri-
cian Only the four first books have come
down to us in the original Greek. On the
revival of learning, the lovers of the ma-
thematics had long to regret the original

of the four last books In the year 1658,
Borelli, passing through Florence, found
an Arabic manuscript in the library of
the Medici family, which he judged to
be a translation of all the eight books of
the conies of Apollonius : but on ex-

amination, it was found to contain the
first seven books only. Two other Ara-
bic translations of the conies of Apollo-
nius have been discovered by the indus-
try of learned men : and as they all

agree in the want of the eighth book,
w^e may now regard that part of the
treatise as irrecoverably lost. The work
of Apollonius contains a very extensive,
if not a complete, theory of the conic sec-

tions. The best edition of it is that

published by Dr. Halley, in 1710 : to

which the learned author has added a re-

storation of the eighth book, executed
with so much ability as to leave little

room to regret the original.

Since the revival oflearning, the theory
of the conic sections has been much cul-

tivated, and is the subject of a great va-

riety of ingenious writings. Dr. Wallis,

in his treatise " De Section'bus Conicis,"

published at Oxford, in 1655, deduced
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the properties of the curves from a de-
scription of them on a plane. Since this

time authors have been much divided as

to the best way of defining- the curves,
and demonstrating- their elementary pro-
perties ; many, in imitation of the ancient
geometricians, making the cone the
groundwork of their theories ; while
others have followed the example of Dr.
Wallis.

OF THE CONE AND ITS SECTI0X8.

JDeJinitions.

Let ADBbe a circle (Fig. 1, Plate I.

Conic Sections) and V a fixed point with-

out the plane of the circle ; then if a

right line passing* continually through
the point V, be carried round the whole
periphery of the circle ADB, that right

line being extended indefinitely on the

same side of V as the circle, will describe

a conic surface ; and if it be likewise ex-

tended indefinitely on the other side of

V, it will describe two opposite conic sur-

faces.

Cor. A straight line drawn from the
vertex to any point in a conic suiface,

being- produced indefinitely, is wholly in

the opposite surfaces.

For a line so drawn will coincide with
the line that generates the conic surfaces,

when this line, by being" carried round
the circumference of the base, comes to

the proposed point.

II. The solid figure, contained by the
conic surface and the circle ADB, is call-

ed a cone. The point V is named the
vertex of the cone ; the line, CV, drav^n
to the centre of the circle, the axis of the
cone ; and the circle ADB, the base of
the cone.

III. A right cone is when the axis

is perpendicular to the plane of the
base ; otherwise it i.s a scalene, or oblique
cone.

IV. A right line that meets a conic sur-

face in one point only, and is every
where else without that surface, is called

a tangent.

Fig. 1. The common intersection of a
conic surface and a plane, V D E, that
passes through the vertex, and cuts
the base of the cone, is a rectilineal

triangle.

For tlie common section of the plane
of the base, and the plane drawn through
the vertex (which is a right line 3. 11. iE)

will cut the periphery of the base in two

points, D and E, and in these two points

only : then, having drawn DV and EV
to the vertex of the cone, these lines

will be both in the conic surface (Cor.

Def. 1.) and also in the plane surface ;

and there are no points, excepting in

these lines indefinitely produced, which
are common to both the surfaces. There-
fore the figure D V E, which is the

common intersection of the cone and a

plane through the vertex, is a rectilineal

triangle.

Fiff. 2 If a point E, be assumed in a

conic surface, and a hne, PQ, be drawn
through !t so as to be parallel to a right

line, VB, passing through the vertex,

and contained in the conic surfaces ; then

the right line P Q, will not meet either of
the opposite surfaces in another point,

but it will fall within the surface in which
the assumed point E is, on the one side,

and it will be wholly without both sur-

faces on the other side.

For if a plane be conceived to be
drawn through the line YB and the

point E, the line P Q, parallel to V B,
will be wholly in that plane, 7. 11 E ;

and the common sections of the plane

and the conic surfaces will be the line

V B and the hne V E C, drawn through
the vertex and the point E, Pr. I. Now
the line, QP, does not meet either of

the lines V B or V C in another point

diflTerent from E. Also QE, the part

of the line that is contained in the angle

B V C, is within the cone ; and P E, the

part of it that is contained in the angle

CVN, is without both the opposite sur-

faces.

Fig 3. If a plane be drawn through
the vertex of a cone and a tangent of the

conic surface GH, it will meet the conic

surface only in the line V D, drawn
through the vertex of the cone and the

point of contact of the tangent.

For, because the point D and the ver-

tex V are common both to the plane

surface and to the conic surface, there-

fore the line VD, indefinitely produced,
is likewise common to both surfaces.

And because G H meets the conic sur-

face only in the point D, and is every
where else without the surface, there-

fore any line (difli'ercnt from V D) as

VF, drawn in one of the conic surf;'ces,

is contained on one side of the plane

;

and the same line continued In the oppo-
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site conic surface, as V K, is contained on
the other side of the plane.

Cor. 1. Any straight line dmwn in the

plane \ GH, so as to meet the line VD,
is a tangent of the conic surfaces.

Coi\ 2. No other plane, besides the

plane VGH, can be drawn so as to touch
the conic surfaces in the line VD, with-

out cutting them.
For RS, the common section of the

plane VGH, and the plane of the base,

is a tangent to the periphery of the

base. Cor. 1. And if there were two
such planes, there would likewise be
two tangents of a circle drawn through
the same point of the periphery, which
is absurd.

Fig. 4. A right line drawn through
apomt of a conic surface, so as neither

to be a tangent, nor to be parallel to

aright line contained in the conic sur-

face, will meet either the same, or the

opposite, conic surface again in another
point.

Let a plane be drawn through the ver-

tex of the cone and the right hne (DB
or DC) then that plane will cut the

cone ; tor if it did not, the right line (DB
or DC, would be a tangent contrary to

the liypothesis. Let VGand VH be the

common sections of the plane and the
conic suiface ; then the right hne (DB or
DC) will not be parallel to VH con-
tained in the conic surface {hyp),
therefore it will meet VH either in the
same conic surface (as DB), or when
produced in the opposite conic surface

(as DC.)

Fig. 5. Ifeither of two opposite conic

surfaces be cut by a plane parallel to the

base of the cone, the section is a cir-

cle, having its centre in the axis of the

cone.
Through V C,the axis of the cone, let

two planes be drawn, cutting the base in

the lines CD and CE, and the plane
parallel to the base in the lines GH and
GL, and the conic surfaces in the lines

V H D and V L E : then because the

base is parallel to the cutting plane,

therefore C D is parallel to G H, and
C E to.GL, 16. 11. E. Therefore,
on account of equiangular triangles, 4.

6. E.

DC : CV . : HG : GV
CV : CE : : GV : GL

Ex xquo DC : CE : ; HG : GL

But DC = CE, therefore HG = GL.
And in like manner it may be shown that
any right hne drawn from G to a point in
the intersection of the plane, and the co-
nic surface, is equal to GH ; therefore
the section is a circle.

Cor. If through a point situated with-
in or without a conic surface, two straight
lines, both parallel to the plane of the
base of the cone, (that is parallel to
straight lines in that plane,) be drawn to
cut or touch the conic surface : then the
rectangle contained by the two segments
(between the point and the conic sur-

face,) of one of the lines when it cuts, or
the square of its segments when it touches
the conic surface, is equal to the rectan-
gle contained by the two segments of the
other line when it cuts, or to the square
of its segment when it touches the conic
surface.

For a plane drawn through the two
lines will be parallel to the plane of the
base, 15. 16. E ; and it will intersect the
conic surface of the periphery of a cir-

cle ; whence the coroUory is manifest, 35
and 36. 3. E.
When a straight line drawn through a

point, situated within or without a cone,
meets one or both of the conic surfaces
in two points, it is called a secant ; and
the two parts of such a line, between the
point through which it is drawn, and the
conic surface or surfaces, are called the
segments of the secant. And when a line,

drawn from a point without a cone,
touches one of the conic surfaces, that
part of it between the point from which
it is drawn and the conic surface is denot-
ed by the word tangent, in the following
propositions.

^

Fig. 6,7, and 8. If a straight line be
drawn from the vertex of a cone, to a

point, as B, in the plane of the base, but
not in the periphery of the base ; and,

through any point, as P, situated without
or within the cone, another straight line,

parallel to the former, be drawn to cut

or touch the conic surface or opposite

surfaces ; then the square of the line

drawn from the vertex of the cone to the

point B is to the rectangle under the

segments of the secant, or to the square

ofthe tangent, drawn from the point P,

as the rectangle under the segments of

any line drawn from B, to cut the base of

the cone, is to the rectangle under the

segments of any line parallel to the base
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of the cone, drawn through the point P,

to cut the conic surface.

i%-. 6, Let the point B be without the

base of the cone, and let QR, drawn
thi'oug^h P, without or within the conic

surface, be parallel to VB, and let it cut

the conic siurface in Q and R : thro\igh P
and the line VB draw a plane cutting

the conic surface in the lines V G and
V H, and the plane of the base in the

line B G H ; and through P draw L K
parallel to G H. Because V B and PRQ
are parallel, therefore the line P R Q is

contained in the plane B V P, 7. 11. E. ;

and the points Q and R are in the lines

V H and V G, the common sections of

the plane and the conic surface. Be-
cause Q P is parallel to V B, and L K to

GH, therefore the triangle QPL is equi-

angular to the triangle VBH, and the

triangle PKR to the triangle V G B :

therefore 4, 6. E.

VB : PR : : BO : PK
VB : PQ : : BH : PL

Consequently, VB^ : PR X PQ : : BG
X BH : PK X PL, 23. 6. E. But the

rectangle BG X BH is equal to the

rectangle under the segments of any
other line drawn from B to cut the base of
the cone, 35, and 36. 3. E ; and the rectan-

gle PKxKL is equal to the rectangle

under the segments of any other line, par-

allel to the plane of the base, drawn from
P to cut the conic surface, Cor. Pr. 5 ;

and hence the proportion is manifest in

this case.

Fig-. T. And if the point B be within
the base of the cone, and a straight line

as (PQR), parallel to the line V B that

joins the point B and the vertex of the

cone, be drawn to cut the opposite sur-

faces through a point P, situated without

or within the cone : the proposition may
be demonstrated, in this case, in the very

same words as in the former case.

And if the point P (fig 8.) be without

the cone as well as the line V B, and
PS, parallel to V B, be drawn to touch

the conic surface, instead of cutting it

;

then the plane PVB will meet the conic

surface in a lineVSM; and B M will

touch the base of the cone, and P N,
parallel to B M, will touch the conic

surface. And because the two triangles

S P N and V B M are equiangular,

therefore,

VB : PS

:

AndVB»:PSV
BM :PN
BM* : PN^

But BM* is equal to the rectangle un-
der the segments of any line drawn from
B to cut the base of the cone ; and P N*
is equal to the rectangle under the seg-
ments of any line, parallel to the base of
the cone, drawn from P to cut the conic
surface ; and hence the proposition is

manifest in this case also.

PROP. VII.

Fi^. 9. If a point be assumed w^ithout

or within a cone, and two lines be drawn
through it to meet a conic surface, or op-
posite surfaces, and so as to be parallel to
two straiglit hnes given by position ; then
the reciaiigle under tiie segments of the
secant, or ihe square of the tangent; pa-
rallel to one oi the Ines given by position,

has to the rectangle under the segments
of the secant, or to the square of the
tangent parallel to the other line g-ven
by position, a ratio that is constantly riie

same, wnerever the point (from which
the lines are drawn) is assumed, witnout
or within the cone.

LetVBandVCbe two straight lines,

(fig. 9.) drawn from the vertex of a cone
to the plane (if the base, and given by po-
sition (or parallel to lines given by posi-
tion :) and let P Q and M N be two
straight lines drawn throngh any assumed
point, as R, to cut the coniC surface, and
so asto be respectively parallel to C V
and V B : and as C V- is to the rectangle
C K X CL (contained by the segments
ofany line drawn fromC to cut the base
of the cone,) so let D. any assumed ime
or magnitude be to E : and as VB= is to

B G X B H (the rectangle contained by
the segments of any line drawn from B
to cut the base of the cone,) so let F be
to E : and draw S 1' paralh 1 to the base
of the cone through the point R ; then,
Pr. 6.

(CV* : CK X C L, or) (D : E : : P R X
RQ : SR X RT, and BV^ : BG^ X BH,
or) F : E : : M R X R N : S R X R T.
Therefore, invertendo and ex aequo.

D : F : : PR X RQ : MR X RN.

And as the same reasoning applies where-
ever tht point R is assumed, therefore the
ratio of the rectanglts F R x R Q, and
MR X KN, IS the same with, or equal to

the constant ratio cf D to F, wherever
the point R 'S assunied

A;id M like manner may the proposi-
tion be demonstrated in all other cases,or
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in all positions of the lines P Q, and M N,
whether they cut, or touch, the same or

opposite surfaces.

PHOP. VIII.

Fig. 10. If a right line, as P T, drawn
throug-ii a point P in the surface of a

cone, so as to be parallel to a right line

V B contained in the conic surface meet
two parallel lines (in the points R and S)

that cut or touch the conic surface or

opposite surfaces : then P R is to P S as

the rectangle under the segments of the

secant, or the square of the tangent,

drawn through the point R, is to the rec-

tangle under the segments of the secant,

or to the square of the tangent drawn
through the point S.

Through the two parallels PT and V B
(fig. 10.) draw a plane cutting the conic

surface again in the line V A, andthe plane
of the base in the Une B A ; and, through
R and S, draw M N and H G parallel to

A B. Because P T is parallel to V B,
and R N to S G, therefore R N G S is a

parallelogram ; and R N is = G S. It is

obvious that the triangles P M R and
P H S are equiangular : therefore P R is

to P S as M R is to H S, 4. 6. E, or as

M R X R N is to H S X S G, 1. 6. E. But
M R X R N and H S X S G are respect-

tiveiy equal to the rectangles contained
by the segments of any two lines, parallel

to the base of the cone, drawn tlirough

R and S to cut the conic surface, Co;-.

Pr ; 5, and hence the proposition is mani-
fest, when P T meets two lines parallel

to the plane of the base.

And if P T meet two parallel lines D E
and I K, not parallel to the plane of the
base ; then let the same construction be
made as before : and because D E is pa-
rallel to I K, and M N to G H ; therefore,

DRxRE:MRXRN::ISxSK:
HS X S G;

Alternando, D RxREiISxSK::
M R X R N : H S X S G. Therefore, as

is obvious from what has already been
shewn,

PR:PS::DRXRE:ISXSK.

And if S be without the cone, and the
line drawn through it touch the conic
surface instead of cutting it, the reason-
ing is still the same, when the square
of the tangent is taken in place of the
rectangle under the segments of the se-

cant.

PHOP. IX.

Fig. 11. Let a scalene cone be cut by
a plane drawn through the axisperpendi-
culiar to the plane ofthe base, making the
triangular section V A B ; and let V D,
cutting A B produced in D, be drawn so

as to make the angle B V D equal to the
angle V A B, and draw M N in the plane
of the base, perpendicular to A I) ; then
every section of the cone, as P S Q, made
by a plane parallel to the plane V M N
(called a subcontraiy section) is a circle;

and every circular section of the cone,

which is not parallel to the base, is a sub-

contrary section.

Draw T S in the plane of the section

parallel to M N, which is plainly possible,

because the two planes P Q and V M N
are parallel : because T S is parallel to

M N, a Une in the plane ofthe base, there-

fore every plane drawn through S T will

cut the base in a line parallel to S T (16.

11. E.:) therefore L O K, the common sec-

tion of the base, and a plane drawn
through V and S T is parallel to S T and
M N 1 9. HE.): therefore K O L'is per-

pendicular to A B, and it is bisected in

O ; therefore S T is bisected m R. Again,

the line P Q is parallel to V D, therefore

VD^:PRXRQ::ADXDB:TRX
R S (6.) But if a circle be described

about the triangle A V B, D V will be a

tangent of that circle (32. 3. E) : there-

fore V D^= A D X D B, and consequent-

1>, PRxRQ =T Rx RS,orR J^ (,36,

3. E.) Because the plane A V D is per-

pendicular to the base {h y p) and M N is

perpendicular to A D : therefore M N is

perpendicular to the plane A V D : there-

fore, T R, parallel toM N, is perpendicu-

lar to the same plane, and to P Q. And
hence,from what has already been shewn,
the section P Q is a circle.

Next, let P Q, be a circular section, not

parallel to the base of the cone: draw a
plane through the vertex, parallel to the

plane P Q, and let it cut the base in the

line M N : draw A D through the centre

of the base perpendicular to M N, and let

a plane drawn through V and A D cut the

parallel planes in the lines P Q and V D,

and the conic surface in the lines A V and

V B : draw the plane V T L K S through

S Tparallelto MN, as before. It is shewn,

as above, that T S is bisected in R : and, in

like manner, it may be proved that any

other Ime, as G H, parallel to M N, is bi-

sected. Because P Q, a line in a circle,

bisects two or more parallels, it is a di-

ameter of the circle, and it cuts all the
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parallels at right angles. Because T S is

perpendicular to P Q, therefore M N is

perpendicular to D V (parallel to P Q);
but M N is also perpendicular to D A,
therefore it is perpendicular to the plane

D A V (4 11. E.) : therefore A V B is a

section ot tiie cone through the axis at

right angles to the base [^IS. 11. E)
Again, because the section is a circle,

therefore PRxRQ— SRxRl: con-
seq.;ently VD^r=ADxDB (Pr. 6.)

Therefore V D is a tangent of the circle

described about the triangle A V B, and
the ungle DVB is equal to the angle

A V B (8:. 3. E.) Therefore the circular

section is a subcontrary one.

Cor. No other than a parallel and a sub-

contrary section of a cone is a circle.

Fi^. 12, 13, 14. If a cone be cut by a

plane P Q, which neither passes through

the vertex, nor is parallel to the base,

then a plane, asVMN, being drawn
through the vertex parallel to the cutting

plane, it will necessarily meet the plane

of the?' base of the cone. The hne of

common section of the parallel plane,

and tli€ base of the cone M N, may have

one or other of these three different posi-

tions, viz.'

1. It may be without the base of the

cone.
2. It may touch the periphery of the

base.

3. It may cut the periphery of the

base.

These three different cases offer three

sections for our consideration, that are

very different from one another, and pos-

sess many properties peculiar to each,

while they have many common to all the

three.

Bef. 5. Fi^. 12. If the line of common
section MN be without the base of the

cone, ^hen the plane V M N drawn
through the vertex will be entirely be-

tween the two conic surfaces, not meeting
either of them. In this case the cutting

plane P Q, will meet every line drawn in

one of the conic surfaces, and the curve
line ofcommon section will surround that

conic surface, and will completely inclose

a space. In this position of the cut-

ting plane, the line of common section,

unless when it is a circle, is called an el-

lipse.

Bef. 6. Fig. 13. If the line ofcommon
section M N, touch the periphery of the

base of the cone, th€n^ the plane drawn

through the vertex will touch the conic
surfaces i^Pr. 3.) and the opposite surfa-
ces will be on opposite sides of it. In
this case the cutting plane will meet eve-
ry line drawn from the vertex in one of
the coiiic surfaces, excepting only the
line V B, in which the touching plane
meets tne conic surface ; and us the cut-
ting plane is indefinitely extended along
the touching plane without meeting it,

it IS obviOus that the curve line, formed
by the common section of the cutting
plane and the coUiC surface, does not re-
turn into itselt so as to inclose a space,
but it is open oirthe side opposite to the
vertex of the cone. In this position of
the cutting plane, the conic section is

called a parabola.

Cor. 1. Every right line drawn in the
plane of a parabola, which meets the
curve in one point, but neither touches
the curve, (see Def 8,) nor is parallel to
the line V B in the conic surface, will
meet the parabola again in another point.
This is manifest trom Prop. I V.

Cor. 2. All riglit lines drawn in the
plane of a parabola, which meet the curve
in one point only, but are not tangents,
are parallel to one another. For they are
all parallel to the hne V B in the conic
surface. (Cor. 1.)

JJef. 7. Fig. 14. If the line of common
section MJ\ cut the periphery ol the
base, then the plane drawn through the
vertex will divide each of the opposite
conic surfaces into two parts, lying on op-
posite siaes of it. In this case the cut-
ting piane, being mde-initely extended,
will meet every line drawn trom the ver-
tex in those parts of the two conic surfa-

ces that lie on the same side of the plane
through the vertex as the cutting piane
itself; and thus two curves will be form-
ed by the common intersection of the,

cutting plane, and tiie two opposite co-

nic suHaces. it is obvious, that these
curve lines may be indefinitely extended,
and that they do not return into them-
selves so as to inclose a space. In this

position of the cutting piane, the conic
section formed by its intersection with
one ot the conic surfaces is called a hy-
perbola ; and the two conic sections form-
ed by its intersection with the two oppo-
site conic surfaces are called opposite
hyperbolas, or Ojjposite sections.

Cor. 1. Let m V n be the common sec-

tion of the cone, and a ]>lane drawn
through the vertex parallel to the plane

ofthe two hyperbolas : then every right

line drawn through a point of one of the

hyperbolas, so as to be parallel to either
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of the two lines VmorV n will not meet
ciUicr of the two curves again in another

point. (Pr.2.)

Cor. 2 Every right line drawn in the

plane of the hyperbolas, which meets one
oflhe curves, but is not a tangent, nor
parallel to V m nor V 7i, will meet the

same, or the opposite hyperbola, again in

another point. (Pr. 4.) If it be parallel

to VO, a line contained in the ang'le m\ n
will meet the opposite hyperbola : but
iPit be parallel to RVS, without the an-

g'le 7n V n, it will meet the same hyper-
bola again.

Dcf. 8 A right line drawn in the plane
of a conic section, so as to meet the curve
of the section in one point only, and
which, being produced both ways, is con-
tained on one and the same side of the
section, is called a tangent of the section.

Cor. 1. A tangent of a conic section is

a tangent of the conic surface. For it can
meet the conic surface only in the point
in which it meets the section.

Cor. 2. There cannot be more than one
tangent of a conic section at the same
point of the curve. For if there were two
tangents, then two planes drawn through
them and the vertex of the cone would
meet the conic surface in the same right

line without cutting the conic surface,

which is absurd. (Cor. 2. Pr. 3.)

If a point be assumed without or with-
in a conic section, and two straight lines

be drawn througli it to cut the section, or
opposite sections, and so as to be parallel

to two lines given by position : then the
rectangle under the segments of the se-

cant, or the square of the tangent, paral-

lel to one of the lines givf^n by position,

will have to the rectangl andertheseg-
ments of the secant, or to the square of
the tangent, parallel to the other line

given by position, a ratio that is always
the same, wherever the point (through
which the line is drawn) is assumed with-
out or within the section. For secants
and tangents of a conic section are se-

cants and tangents of a conic surface : and
thus this proposition is included in Pro-
position VII.

Fig-. 15. If there be any number of
right lines, as DE, PQ, and FG, all paral-
lel to one another, and all terminating in
the same two right lines DF and EG

;

then a right line, as BC, which bisects two
©f the parallels, will bisect all the rest.

VOL. IV.

Draw DHL and EKR parallel to BC ;

because DB = BE and FC — CG, there-
fore FL = RG. It is plain hat FL : PH : :

RG : KQ; and t))erefore PH = KQ, con-
sequently PO = OQ.

LEMMA II.

Fig. 16. If a right line AB, or a right
Kne produced, be so divided in C and D,
that AC X CB = AD X DB : then AC =
BD, and AD = CB.

Bisect AB in O. Then the difference
of AO^ and AC X CB is equal to CO^ (5
and 6. 2. E) : and the difference of AO^
and AD X DB is equal to DO^ : therefore
CO^=DO% whence the lemma is mani-
fest.

Fig. 17, 18, 19, 20. Ifa right line, as

BC, bisect two parallel right Hues, DE
and FG, terminated both ways by a co-
nic section, or opposite sections; the
same right hne BC will bisect every other
right line, as PQ, terminated by the sec-
tion, or opposite sections, and parallel to
the two former right lines.

Join DF and EG : then these lines are
either parallel to one another, or, being
producful, if necessary, they will meet.

I. When FE and EG are parallel : (fig.

17.) let PQ meet these lines in M and N:
then DM x MF : PM X MQ : : EN X NG:
PN X NG (Pr. 10) : but it is plain that
DM X MF = EN X NG ; therefore PMX
MQ == PN X NG. Therefore PM = NQ
(Lem. 2.) ; and it is obvious that the right

line BC, which bisects DE and FG, like-

wise bisects PQ (Lem. 1.)

II. Let FD and EG meet in a point II

:

(fig. 18, 19,20.) assume any point, O, i»

the plane of the conic section, and
through it draw TK, RS, and LI, termi-
nated by the conic section, and respec-
tively parallel to EG, DF, and DE or FG

:

let PQ meet DF and EG in M and N. It

is manifest that DF and EG are similarly

divided in M and N, and also in the point

of concourse H. Therefore.

DM X MF : ENxNG : . FH X HD : GN
XHE.

Because TK is parallel to EG, and RS to

DF : therefore.

FH X HD : GHX HE : : RO X OS : TO
XOK.

Consequently DM X MF: EN X NG :

ROxOS: TOxOK. Hence, and by Prop.

10, we have the following proportions :

PM XMQ : DM X MF : : LO X 01 : RO
XOS.

DM X MF : EN X NG : : RO X OS : T®
. X OK.
E
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EN X NG: PNXNQ : : TO X OK : LO
XOI.

Therefore, ex jequo, PMxMQ • PNx
NQ: : LOXOI : LOxOI.

Consequently PMxMQ=PNxNQ ; and
PM=QN (Lem. 2). Therefore the right

line BC, which bisects DE and FG , will

likewise bisect PQ. (Lem. 1).

Def. 9. A rig^ht line which bisects two
parallel right lines, both terminated by a

conic section or opposite sections, is call-

ed a diameter of the section, or opposite

sections. This definition relates merely
to the position of the diameters, and not

to their magnitude.

Def. 10. The center of an ellipse, or

opposite hyperbolas, is a point in which
is besected every right line drawn
through it, and terminated both ways by
the ellipse, or opposite hyperbolas,

PROP. XII.

Fig. 21, 22. To find the centre of an

ellipse, or opposite hyperbolas, giving by
position,

Draw two parallel right lines, as DE
and FG, terminated both ways in the

ellipse, or one hyperbola, or one of them
in one hyperbola, and the other in the

opposite hyperbola : draw the right line

BC to bisect both the parallels DE and
FG : then it is plain that BC will in all ca-

ses meet both the opposite hyperbolas ;

for it will bisect all the right lines that

can be drawn in both, parallel to DE and
FG (11.) : let it meet the ellipse and op-

posite hyperbolas in B and C, and bisect

BC in A, then is A the centre required.
Let H be a point in the ellipse, or one

of the hyperbolas, and draw HLM paral-

lel to DE or FG : take AN= AL, and
draw PK through N parallel to DE or
!FG,—Then HM and KP terminated by
the ellipse, or opposite hyperbolas, are

bisected in L and N : and because BLX
LC=:BNXNC, therefore HLxLM, or
HL^=KNXNP, or KN^ (Pr. 10): there-
fore HL=KN; and it is plain that HA
passes tlirough K, and that HK is bisect-

ed in the centre A
Cor. It follows from this proposition,

that a right line drawn through the

centre of two opposite hyperbolas from a

poiut H in one of them will meet the

other.

Fig. 23. An ellipse, or opposite hyper-
bolas, have only one centre.

If there were tvv'o centres of an ellipse.

then the right line drawn through them
and terminated by the periphery, would
be bisected in two difterent points (12),
which is absurd.

If it be possible, let A and D be both
centres of two opposite hyperbolas, and
from C, a point in one of the hyperbolas,

drawCAB and CDF through A and D
to meet the opposite hyperbola : ilso from
B and F draw B D E and F A G to meet
the first hyperbola, and join D A, G C,
and C E. Because A and D are both cen-
tres, therefore B A==AC, and B D==D
E, and C E is parallel to D A. In Uke
manner, because F D=C D, and F A=s
A G, therefore C G is parallel to D A.
Therefore G C and C E, drawn through
the same point and parallel to the same
line, make only one right line, that meets
a conic section in three points, which is

absurd.

Cor. All the diameters of an ellipse,

or opposite hyperbolas, intersect in the
center, and mutually bisect one another.

For if not, then there would be more
than one centre.

PROP. XIV.

Fig. 24, 25, 26. Every right line drawn
through the centre of an ellipse is a dia-

meter : and every right line drawn
through the centre of two opposite hy-
perbolas, so as to be terminated by the
opposite hyperbolas, or so as to be paral-

lel to a rightline terminated by one of the
hyperbolas, is a diameter.

When aline drawn through the centre
A oftwo opposite hyperbolas is parallel to

H K (fig. 23.), a line terminated in one hy-
perbola draw the diameters H A G, F A K,
and join FH and GK; and when a line

drawn tlu-ough the centre is terminated
by an ellipse (fig. 24, 25\ or opposite hy-
perbolas, drawn H K parallel to it, and
make the same construction as before.

Becau.se H A =A G, and K = A F
(Def. 10.) the two triangles F A H and
G A Kare equal in all respects, and it is

manifest that F H and G K are parallel,

and are bisected by the line through the
centre parallel to H K : therefore that

line is a diameter (Def 9.)

Cor. A right line drawn through the
centre of an ellipse, or opposite hyperbo-
las, which bisect one right line not pass-

ing through the centre, and terminated
by the ellipse, or one of the hyperbolas,

or both, will bisect all right lines termi-

nated in the like manner, and parallel to

the former line.
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For the right line which bisects all

the parallel passes through the centre ;

and therefore it must coincide with the

line that bisects one of the parallels,

and is drawn tjirough the centre. '

PROP. XV.

Fig.'27. All the diameters of a parabo-

la are parallel to one another.

Let B C be a diameter of a parabola bi-

secting the lines D E and F G : take any
point L within the parabola, and draw M
N through it pai*allel to D E or F G, and
terminated by the curve : then B C will

bisect M N ; and as this is true, however
remote from the lines D E and F G the

line M N is drawn, it follows that the di-

ameter B C cannot meet the curve in

more than one point : and the same thing

may be shewn of every other diameter as

P Q. But all those right lines are paral-

lel to one another which cut a parabola in

one point only. (Cor. 2. Def. 6.

)

Cor. A right line parallel to a diame-

ter of a parabola, which bisects one right

line, terminated by the parabola, will bi-

sect all other right lines parallel to the

former and terminated by the parabola.

J}ef. 11. A diameter of two opposite

hyperbolas, which is terminated by the

two curves, is called a tranverse diame-
ter : and a diameter which meets nei-

ther of the curves is called a second
diameter.

Def. 12. A vertex of a diameter is a

point where the diameter meets the

conic section.

The magnitude of a diameter, that

meets a conic section or opposite sec-

tions in two points, is the line between
the two vertices.

Def. 13. A right line, not passing

through the centre, terminated by a conic

section, or opposite sections, and bisected

by a diameter, is said to be ordinately

applied to that diameter : or it is called

a double ordinate, and the half of it an
ordinate.

PROP. XVI.

Fig. 28. A right line drawn from a

vertex of a diameter of an ellipse, or a

parabola, or from the vertex of a trans-

verse diameter of a hj^perbola, so as to

be parallel to a line ordinately applied to

that diameter, is a tangent of the curve.

Fig. 28. Let F H be a diameter of an
ellipse or a parabola, or a transverse di-

ameter of a hyperbola, and R S T, a line

ordinately applied to that diameter ; then

F M, drawn from a vertex of the diame-
ter, so as to be parallel to R T, is a tan-

gent of the curve. For, if F M be not a
tangent, it will cut the section again in

another point (Cor. 2 Def. 8,) let it cut
the section again in K, and bisect F Kin
I. Then, if adiameter of the section be
drawn through I, tha' diameter would
bisect RT parallel to F K,Pr. 15. There-
fore R T would be bisected by two differ-

ent diameters ; viz. by the diameter F H,
and by that drawn through I. But, in

the ellipse and hyperbola, all the dia-

meters pass through the centre ; and in

the parabola, they are all parallel to one
another \ therefore two diameters of a
conic section will cut every straight line

(which does not pass throug.* the cen-
tre of the ellipse and hyperbola) in two
different points. Therefore R T cannot
be bisected by two different diametei*s.

Therefore F M, parallel to R T, does not
cut the curve again ; that is, F M is a tan-

gent of the conic section.

Cor. 1. If R T be ordinately applied
to the diameter F H, it is parallel to a
tangent, F M, at a vertex of that diameter.

For there cannot be two tangents of a
conic section at the same point of the
curve.

Cor. 2. All right lines ordinately ap-

plied to the same diameter of a conic sec-

tion are parallel to one another.

¥oY they are all parallel to a tangent at

a vertex of that diameter.

PROP. XVII.

Fig. 29. A right line D E terminated
both ways by the curve of a conic section,

and parallel to a tangent F H, is ordi-

nately applied to the diameterB C drawn
through the point of contact B.

Take B F and B H, in the tangent on
opposite sides of the point of contact,

equal to one another, and ofsuch a magni-

tude that lines drawn through F and H
parallel to the diameter B C may cut the

curve in K and Ji : join K I^. It is plain

that K L is bisected by P> C : therefore K
L is parallel to the tangent F H (Cor. 1,

16.) ; and consequently it is also parallel

to D E (30. 1. E.) ; therefore D E is bi-

sected by the s;imc diameter which bisects

K L (Co'r. 14,)

Drf 14. Two diameters of an ellipse,

or of opposite hyperbolas, that are mutu-

ally parallel to one another's ordinate, are

called conjugate diameters.

Cor. It is plain that two conjugate

diameters of opposite hyperbolas can-
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not be both transverse, nor both second
diameters.

PHOP. XVIII.

Fig-. 30 and 31 If a diameter of an
ellipse, or of opposite hyperbolas, be pa-

rallelto the ordinatesof another diameter,
these two are conjugate diameters.

Let the diameter E D be parallel to

P Q S, an ordinate of rhe diameter F H ;

draw the diameter P R and join S R cut-

ting E D in T. Because P Q= Q S, and
P G = G R ; therefore S R is parallel to

F H. And because E D is parallel to P
Q S and P G = G R ; therefore R T =
T S. Therefore R S is an ordinal e of the

diameter E D, and it is parallel to F H ;

therefore "E D and F H are conjugate di-

ameters. Def. 14.

Cor. If a diameter of an ellipse, as E D,
be parallel to F O, a tangent at a vertex

of another diameter F H ; then F H is

parallel to D I, a tangent at a vertex of

ED.
For a tangent at a vertex of a diameter

is parallel to the ordinates of that diame-
ter.

PROP. XIX.

If a point be assumed w ithout or within

an ellipse, and two right Hues, parallel to

two diameters, be drawn from it to cut

or touch the ellipse ; then, as the rec-

tangle under the segments of the secant,

or the square of the tangent, parallel to

one of the diameters, is to the rectangle

under the segments of the secant, or the

square of the tangent, parallel to the other
diameter, so is the square of the first dia-

mefertothe square of the second diame-
ter. And the same thing is true of two
transverse diameters ofopposite hyperbo-
las, and any two lines, parallel to these,

drawn through a point to cut the two
curves.

For diameters of an ellipse, and of op-
posite hyperbolas, are secants that inter-

sect in the centre : and because they are

bisected there, this proposition is mani-
fest from Fr. 10.

Bef 15. Fig. 32. Let a point, as O, be
assumed in the plane of two opposite hy-
perbolas, and let the secant, O H K, be
drawn through it parallel to a transverse

diameter B A ; and the secants R O S,

G O L, &c. parallel to any second diame-
ters, M N, P Q, &c. : in these diameters

take the segments M N, P Q, &c. all bi-

sected in the centre, such that the
squares of M N, P Q,, &c. may severally

be to the square of the transverse diame-
tei-s A B, as the rectangles R O x OS,

G O X O IT, &c. contained by the seg-
ments of the secants parallel to the se-

cond diameters are to K O x O H, the
rectangle under the segments of the
secant parallel to the transverse diame-
ter : then the magnitudes of the second
diameters are the segments MN, P Q, &c.

Because the ratios of the rectangles
KO X OH, SO X O R, (i O X O H,
&c. are invariably the sume wherever
the point O is assumed, (10,) it is plain

that the magnitudes of tiie second dia-

meters M N, P Q, &c. are also invaria-

bly the same wherever the point O is

assumed.
And because the ratio of the rectan-

gles K O X O H to the square ol the
transverse diameter A B is tlie same as

the ratio of the rectangle, contained by
the segments of any secant drawn
through O, parallel to a transverse dia-

meter, to the square of the transverse

diameter to which it is parallel, (19,) it is

also manifest that the magnitudes of the
second diameters are the same, from what-
ever transverse diameter they are de-
duced.

Cbr.l. And hence, taking the magni-
tudes ofthe transverse diameters as here
defined. Prop. 19, may be enunciated
for the hyperbola as generally as it is

for the ellipse : that is, the rectangle

under the segments of a secant, or the
square of a tangent parallel to one dia-

meter (whether a transverse or a second
diameter) of opposite hyperbolas, is to

the rectangle under the segments of a
secant, or the square of a tangent, paral-

lel to another diameter, as the square of
the first diameter is to the square of the
second diameter.

Cor. 2. If two tangents be drawn to an
ellipse, or a hyperbola, oropposite hyper-
bolas, from the same point, then these
tangents are proportional to the diame-
ters, or semi-diameters, drawn parallel to

the tangents.

For the squares of the tangents are
proportional to the squares of the dia-

meters.

Cor. 3. If a right line be ordinately ap- ~

plied to a diameter of an ellipse, or to a
transverse diameter of a hyperbola

;

then as the square of the diameter is

to the square of the conjugate diame- ^
ter, so is the rectangle contained by the
abscisses of the diameter, between the
vertices and ordinate, to the square of the
ordinate.

For the double-ordinate is bisected by
the diameter, and it is parallel to the con-

jugate diameter.
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fttOP, XX.

Fi^. 33. If an ordinate be drawn to a

second diameter of opposite hyperbolas :

the square of this second diameter, is to

the square of the conjugate diameter, as

the sum of the squares of half the second
diamettr, and the 'part of it between the

ordinate and the centre, is to the square
of the ordinate.

Let A B and M N be conjugate diame-
ters of opposite hyperbolas, H K an ordi-

nate to the second diameter M N, and
draw K D S parallel to M N : then K D S
is ordinately applied to A B (18) ; there-

fore

M C^ : C B^ :: K R-, or C LM A D X D B,

or C D^ - C B^ (Cor. 3 Def. 15.)

therefore, M C^ : C B^ :: M C* -f
CL^ :CD%orKL\

Fig. 34. If two parallel lines be drawn
from two points in the diameter of a

parabola to cut or touch the curve : then,

as the rectangle under the segments of

the secant, or the square of the tangent,

drawn from one point, is to the rectangle

under the segment of the secant, or the

square of tlie tangent drawn from the

other point, so is the abscissa of the dia-

meter between the first point and the

curve to the abscissa between the second
point and the curve.

Let the parallel secants M N and P Q
' meet the diameter of a parabola in D and
E : it has been shewn (Prop. 15.) that the

diameters of a parabola meet the curve
only in one point; and therefore (Cor.

1st. Def 7.) they are all parallel to a line

in the surface of the cone by the section

of which the parabola is produced {viz.

to the line V B (fig. 13.) in which the
touching plane, parallel to the plane of
the parabola, meets the conic surface)

:

therefore, Prop 8.

M D X D N : P E X E Q :: B D : B E.
Cor. 1. The squares of the ordinates

drawn to a diameter of a parabola are
* proportional to the abscissas of the

diameter between the ordinates and the
vertex.
• For the double ordinates R D G and

^ H E K are parallel to one another: there-
fore, by this proposition,

KD X DG, 6r RD^ :HE X EK or
II E^:: BD :BE.

Cor. 2. If the square of one ordinate,

of the diameter of a parabola, as R D, be
made equal to a rectangle contained by
the corresponding abscissa B D, and the
line P : then, it is manifest, from the

last corollary, that the square of any
other ordinate of the same diameter, as

H E, will be equal to a rectangle under
the corresponding abscissa B E, and the
same line P.

The fine P is called the parameter of
the diameter to which the ordinates are
drawn.

Fig. 35. Def. 16. If two right hues, as
G C S and F C T, be drawn through the
centre of two opposite hyperbolas, so as
to be parallel to the two lines in the conic
surface, which are the interbcctions of
that surface, and a plane drawn through
the vertex of the cone, parallel to the
plane of the hy'perbolas, yviz. to the l.nes

V m and V 7i, in fig. 14:) tnese two llnes-

G S and F T are called the asymptotes of
the hyperbolas.

Cor. 1. Every line drawn through
the centre, within the angles of the
asymptotes that are tunied to the hy-
perbolas, is a transverse diameter; and
every line drawn through the centre
within the adjacent angle is a second dia-

meter.

For the former lines are parallel to

lines (such as V O in fig. 14. i drawn with-
in the cone in the angle contained by the
two lines (m V and n V, fig. 14 ) in the
conic surface, that are parallel to the
asymptotes ; and the latter lines are paral-

lel to lines (such as R V S, fig. 14.) with-
out the cone : whence the truth of the
corollary is manifest by Cor. 2, Def. 7.

and Prop. 14.

pnop, XXII.

The asymptotes do not meet either of
the opposite hyperbolas.

For if an asymptote be supposed to

meet one of the hyperbolas, being drawn
through the centre, it will likewise meet
the other hyperbola (Cor. 12) ; and thus
a line, drawn parallel to a line contained
in the surface of a cone, would meet both
the opposite conic surfaces, which is im-
possible (Pr. 2).

PROP. XXIII.

Fig. 35 and 36. If a point be assumed
without a hyperbola, but within the
asymptotes, and a right line be drawn
from it to touch or cut the hyperbola, or
opposite hyperbolas; then tiie square of
the tangent, or the rectangle un<ler the
segments of the secant, is less than the
square of the semi-diameter parallel to

the tangent or secant; but if the point be
assumed without both the hyperbola and
the asymptotes, the square of the tangent.
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or the rectangle under the segments of
the secant, is greater tlian the square of
the sc-rni-diameier parallel to the tangent
or secant.

First, let the point P be without the
hj'perbola, and within the asymptotes,
and kt P H, (fig. 35.) parallel to the
semi-diameter C D, toucli the hyper-
bola; because P is a point within the
asymptotes, the line drawn from it

througli the centre will be a transverse

diameter : thus.

CE^ : CD- ::EP X PK : P H^

and Cor. 1. Def 15.)

(19

But C E^ is greater than E P X P K ;

therefore C D^ is greater than P H^. And
in like manner n)ay the proposition be
demonstrated, when the line drawn from
P does not touch, but cuts the hyperbola,
or o]iposite hyperbolas.

Next, let P be without the asymptotes

:

draw R S (fig. 36), terminated by one of

the hyperbolas parallel to C P, the line

drawn from 't to the centre : draw the

diameter C E to bisect R vS and M N
through P parallel to C E. Because the

diameter C E bisects R S parallel to C P,

therefore M N, parallel to C E, is ordi-

nately applied to the second diameter C P
(18). Let C Q be <he magnitude of this

semi-diameter, then

C Q» : C E :: C Q^ -f C P^ : P N^ (20)
And C E^ : C DM: M P X P N or F N'

Ex aequo, C Q^ : C DM: C Q^-fC P : P UK
But C Q- -f C P^ is greater than C QS
therefore P IP is greater than C D\ And
in like manner may the proposition be
proved, when the line drawn through P
does not touch, but cuts a hyperbola, or
opposite hyperbolas.

PROP. XXIT.

Fiff. 37, 38. If from a point (P or Q)
in an asymptote of a right line be drawn
to touch or cut the hyperbola, or oppo-
site hyperbolas (P H or Q R S) : the
square of the tangent, or the rectangle
under the segments of the secant (P H^
or Q R X Q S) is equal to the square of
the semi-diameter (C D') parallel to the
tangent or secant.

Forifnot,makeHO*andROi X d S
equal to C D^ : then O and OJ are with-
out the hyperbola, and they must be
either within the asymptotes or without
them. IntheformercaseHO* and ROi

X O S would be less than C D^ (23.) ;

and in the latter case H O^ and R O X
0» S would be greater than C D^ (23.)
which are equally absurd. Therefore P H*
and Q R X Q S are equal to C D-.

Cor. 1. If a tangent of a hyperbola meet
both asymptotes, as P M, the segments
P H and H M between the asymptotes and
the point of contact are equal. And if a
right inic cut a hyperbola, or opposite
hyperbolas, and botli the a.syniptotes, as

Q 1', the segments between the curve or
curves and the asymptotes are equal to

one another : that is Q R = T S, andQ S
= r R.

For P HS H MS QR X Q S, and T R X
T S, are all equal to C D\

Cor. 2. On the contrar}% if P M, in-

tercepted between the asymptotes, meet
the hyperbola in H, and is bisected
there; then P M is a tangent of the hy-
perbola.

Cor. 3. if any number of lines all paral-

lel to one another, as Q T and M N, cut
a hyperbola and the asymptotes, the rec-

tangles Q R X R T, M L X E N, under
the segments between the curve and the
asymptotes, are all equal.

For it is plain (Cor. 1.) that the rectan-
gles are all equal to C D-.

J)ef. 17. A diameter of a conic section

that cuts its ordmates at right angles is

called an axis.

Cor. liecause two conjugate diameters
of an ellipse, and opposite hyperbolas, cut
their ordi nates m the s.-ime angles, Pr.

18; therefore, if there be one axis of
these curves, there will necessarily be
two, and these will be conjugate diame-
ters, and they will cut one another at

right angles.

PROP. XXV.

JVf. 39,»(jlr0. An ellipse, and opposite
hyperbolas, have two axes.

Find the centre ofthe ellipse C(fig. 39.)

and draw two diameters.

Then if the two diameters be equal to

one another, as E F and D I, two other
diameters, A B and G H, drawn to bisect

the angles contained by D I and E F, will

be axes of the ellipse. Join E D and D F:
then the lines A B and G H, which bisect

the vertical angles of the isosceles trian-

gles F C D and E C D, will bisect the ba-

ses D E and D F, and likewise cut these

lines at right angles. Hence it is plain

that A B and G H are conjugate diame-
ters and axes of the ellipse.
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But if the two diameters be not equal,

asM N and P Q, describe a circle from the

centre C with a radii is less than the g-reater

semidiameter C M, but greater than the

less semidiameter C P ; then the circle

will cut the diameter M N on both sides

ofthe centre within the elhpse, and it will

be without the ellipse towards the point

P : therefore the circle will cut the pe-

riphery of the elhpse both between P
and M, and between P and N : let E and
D be the points of section ; then two di-

ameters drawn through them will be
equal, and the axes of the ellipse will be
found as above.

In the case ofopposite hyperbolas, (fig.

39.) find the centre C, and from C as a cen-

tre describe a circle through a point with-

in one of the hyperbolas : then that circle

will cut the hyperbola in two points D
and E, and two transverse diameters
drawn through these will be equal to one
another ; and two diameters A B and GH,
drawn to bisect the angles comprehended
by the equal diameters D I and K F, will

be conjugate diameters and axes of the
hyperbolas. The demonstration is the
same as for the ellipse.

semi-axis A C is greater than any other
semi-diameter H C.

In like manner.
D MM A B- :: D Q X Q E : H Q*.

Therefore D Q x Q E is less than HQ^;
and DQ X Q E -f- C QS or C D^ is less

than H Q^ 4- C QS or C H^ Therefore
the semi-axis D C is less than any other
semidiameter C H.

Fig-. 42. In the hyperbola, a tangent of
the curve drawn from the extremity ofthe
axis C A, at A T, falls between the centre
and the curve ; and because C A, the se-
mi-axis, is less than any other line drawn
from C to A T, much more is it less than
a semidiameter C H drawn from C to the
curve on the other side of A T.

Cor Hence it is plain, that an ellipse,

or opposite hyperbolas, have only two
axes

Bef. 17 The greater axis of an ellipse

is called the transverse axis; and the less,

the conjugate axis ; and, in the hyperbo-
la, that one is the transverse axis which is

a transverse diameter, and the other is

the conjugate axis.

pnop. xxTi. PROP, xxvii.

Fig: 41 and 42. The two axes of an el-

lipse are always unequal ; and the greater
axis is the greatest diameter, and the less

axis the least diameter, of the curve. And
that axis of a hyperbola, which is a trans-

verse diameter, is the least of all the trans-

verse diameters.

Let A B and D E (Fig. 41.) be the two
axes of an ellipse, C the centre, and C H
any semidiameter ; draw H P perpendicu-
lar to A B,and H Q perpendicular to D E.
Because A B and D E are conjugate dia-

meters ; and H P an ordinate to A B, and
Xi Q an ordinate to D E : therefore,

A B» : D E^ :. A P X P B :: H P%
Cor. 3, Def. 15.

Now, ifA B be supposed to be equal to
D E, it will follow that A P X P B==HP^;
therefore APxPB-l-CP^=rHP^ -j-

C P\ or A C*=C H^ Therefore, A C=
C H: and the ellipse will be a circle, which
is not the case, Cor. 9. Therefore A B
;md D E are unequal : let A B be suppos-
ed to he greater than D E.

Because A B- is greater than D E*,
therefore A P X P B is greater than H P-;

andAPxPB-fCP % or A CSis greater
than H P- + P CS or C H\ ThereiFore the

Fig: 41 and 42. A diameter of an el-

lipse nearer the transverse axis is greater
than one more remote ; and a transverse
diameter of the hyperbola nearer the
transverse axis is less than one more re-

mote.
Let C K and C H (fig. 41.) be two semi-

diameters ofan ellipse ; join HK, and draw
A G parallel to H K, join C G, and draw
C L to bisect H K Because C L bisects

H K, it will likewise bisect A G Cor 14.

And because A M = M G, and A C is

greater than C G, therefore the angle
A M C is greater than the angle G MC,
(25. I.E.) that is, the angle K L C is

greater than the angle H L C. And be-
cause H L = L K, therefore K C, nearer
to C A, is greater than H C, more remote
from C A, 24. 1. E.

In the hyperbola, the same constructioa
being made, because A C is less than C
G, therefoie the angle A M C, or K L C,
is less than the angle G M C, or H L C.
Therefore C K is less than C H.

PROP. XX ^ III.

Fig. 43. A parabola has only one axis.

Let O S, terminated by the curve, be
perpendicular to any diameter, anddratv
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the diameter P Q to bisect O S, and, be-

eause all the diameters of the curve are

parallel, therefore P Q is perpendicular

to O S, and an axis of the curve, Def. 17.

And because O S can be an ordinate of

only one diameter, therefore there is only

one axis.

l)ef. 19. Fig. 44, 45, and 46. Let A B
(fig 44 and 46.) be the transverse axis,

I) E h. conjugate axis, and C the centre

of an eiiipse, or hyperbola, or opposite

hyperbolas : and let C F and C/be taken

in the transverse axis, such that C F- and
C/^ are each equal to C A^—C D' in the

ellipse, and to C A- -f- C D^ In ihe hyper-

bola ; then the two points F and / are

called the foci of the ellipse, hyperbola,

or opposite hyperbolas.
But the focus of a parabola (fig. 45.)

is a point F in the axis within the curve,

and distant fron) the vertex by a line equal

to one-fourth part of the parameter of

the axis.

Cor. The distance of each foci of an
ellipse from either extremity of the con-

juga e axis is equal to half the transverse

axis ; and the distance of either of the

foci of a hyperbola from the centre is

equal to the distance between the extre-

mities of the transverse and conjugated
sxes.

joief. 20. If F (fig.- 44 and 46) be a fo-

cus of an ellipse, or hyperbola, or oppo-
site hyperbolas, and A G be taken in the

transverse axis (on the opposite side of

the vertex to the focus F,) such, that

A F is to A G as C F is to C A ; then a

line, as H K, drawn through G perpendi-
cular to the transverse axis, is called adi-

leeirix of the ellipse, or hyperbola, or
opposite hyperbolas.

Fig. 45. But the directrix of a parabola
is a line, as H K, perpendicular to the

axis, drawn through a point G, as far dis-

tant from the vertex or the axis on the one
side as the focus is on the other side.

Cor. An ellipse, hyperbola, or opposite
hyperbolas, have two directrices ; one
corresponding to each focus. For the
same construction that is made for one
focus may be made for the other focus.

PROP. XXTX.

Fig. 44 and 46. Let A B be the trans-

verse, and D E the conjugate axis of an
cHipse,or hyperbola, or opposite hyperbo-
las; from any point in the curve, or oppo-
site curves, as M, let M C be drawn to the

centre, and MP perpendicular to the trans-

verse axis, and take C O in the same axis,

stich that C O* may be equal to M G'

—

C D» in the ellipse, and to M C»-|-C D» in

the hyperbola ; then as A C is to C F, s©

is P C'to C O.

For, because A B and D E are conju-

gate diameters, therefore,

A C^ : C D^ :: A P X H B : M P% (Cor. 3.

Def. 15.) therefore, A C^ : A C^ q: C D^ ::

APxPB:APxHB:FMP^ But in

the ellipse A C*—C V>-=C F'; and A Px
PB — M P^ = A C^— CP^— MP* ==
A C*— MC* = A C-— C D^— C()* =
C F^— C O^ : and, in the hyperbola, A C =

+ C D^ = C F^ and A P k P B + M P^
= P C^ — A C^ 4- M P^ = M C* —
A C^ = C O^— C D* C A* = C O^ —
C F-. Therefore the last analogy be-

comes,

A C* : C F* :: AC^rpC P* : C T':fC O'
Consequently, A C^ : C F* :: C P^ : C O*

19.5, E.

And, AC :CF::C P: C O.

PROP. XXX.

Fig. 44 and 46. IfM be a point in an
ellipse or hyperbola, and MF and M/be
drawn to the foci ; then, in the ellipse,

the sum of M F and M /is equal to the
transverse axis ; and, in the hyperbola,
the ditTerence of M F and M/is equal to

the transverse axis.

Draw M P perpendicular to the trans-

verse axis, and take C O as in the last

proposition. And, because

A C : C F :: C P : C O, Pr 29.

Therefore, ACxCO = FCxCP;
and 4 A C X C O = 4 C F X F O. But
because A B and F / are bisected in C,
therefore 4ACxCO = BO* — AO^
8? 2. E. and 4 F C X C P = P/" — P F^
=/M^— M FS 47. 1. E ; therefore B O^
— A O* =/M^ — MF^

Again, M F^ + M/^ =/P* -[- F P' +
2 M P* = 2 F C* -4- 2 C P^ + 2 M P^ =
2 F C* + 2 M O* =: 2 F C* ± 2 C D* -+-

2CO* = 2AC^ + 2 C 0*=B0*-+-
AO^

And, because B 0» + A O^ =/M» +
M FS and B 0-— A O- =/M^ — M F^
therefore, by adding the equals, 2 B 0-=
2/M* ; and, by subtracting the equals,

2 M F^ = 2 A 0\ Therefore/M = B O,
and F M = A O ; whence the proposition

is manifest.

PROP. XXXI.

Fig. 44, 45, and 46. A straight line

drawn from any point in a conic section
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to a focus has to a perpendicular drawn
to the corresponding directrix, a ratio

that is constantly the same wherever the

point is assumed in the curve ; and in

the ellipse the constant ratio is a ratio

of minority (or of a less magnitude to

a greater ;) in the hyperbola the con-
stant ratio is a ratio of majority (or of a

greater magnitude to a less ;) and in the
parabola the constant ratio is a ratio of
equality.

Let M (fig. 44 and 46) be a point in an
ellipse or hyperbola, and draw M F to a
focus, and M K perpendicular to the di-

rectrix H G, which corresponds to that

focus, draw M P perpendicular to the
transverse axis, and take C O as in Prop.
29. Then

AC : CF :: CP : CO, Pr. 29.

Invertendo, CF : CA :: CO : CP ;

Therefore, CF : CA :: FO : AP, 19. 5. E.
But, CF : CA :: AF : AG, DefXX.
Therefore, CF : CA :: AO : GP, 12.5. E.
But, as has been shewn in the demonstra-
tion of the last proposition, A O = M F,
and G P = M K ; therefore

CP : CA :: MF : MK.
But the ratio of C F to C A is a constant
ratio ; and it is a ratio of minority in the
ellipse, and a ratio of majority in the hy-
perbola.

Fig. 45. In the parabola, G A^= A F,
and 4AFX AP=rMPS Def. 1. ; but
4 A F X A P = G P^ — P FS 8. 2. E ;

therefore M P^ = G P* — P F^; and M
P^ -f P FS or M F^ == G P% or M K^
Therefore M F = M K.

CONlFER^i in botany, the name of
one of the orders of Linnxus's frag-

ments of a natural method, consisting of
plants, whose female flowers, placed at a
distance from the male, eitiier on the
same or distinct roots, are formed into a
cone. Of this order are the Abies, Cy-
pressus, &,c.

All the coniferse yield a resin which
renders most of them evergreen. The
fruit in all is biennial, being produced in

the spring, but not ripening and drop-
ping its seeds until the spring after. The
coniferse compose also one of the natural
orders of Jussieu.
CONIUM, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Umbellate. Essential
character: partial involucre halved,three-
leaved ; fruit nearly globular, five streak-
ed, notched on each side. There are
five species, ofwhich C. maculatum, com-
mon hemlock, is obviously distinguished
by its large and spotted stalk ; by the
dark -green shining leaves ; and parti-
cularly by their disagreeable smell when
VOL. IV.

bruised. The root is biennial, resem-
bling that of a small parsnip. The stem
is from four to six feet high, hollow, and
covered with a bluish powder, which
easily wipes off". The leaves which
grow near the bottom of the plant
are about two feet in length. Calyx
entire ; corolla white, outer petals larg-

est ; seeds brownish, resembling those
of anniseed.

CONJUGATE, diameter, or axis of an
ellipsis, the shortest of the two dia-

meters, or that bisecting the transverse
axis.

Conjugate hyperbolas. See Coyic
SECTIONS.

CONJUGATION, in grammar, a regu-
lar distribution of the several inflexions
of verbs in their different voices, moods,
tenses, numbers, and pei-sons, so as to
distinguish them from one another.
CONJUNCT, or Co]yjoixT. See the

article CoNjoiifT.

CONJUNCTION, in astronomy, the
meeting of two stars or planets in the
same degree of the zodiac. This con-
junction is either true or apparent. The
true conjunction is, when a right hne,
drawn from the eye through the centre
ofone of the bodies, would pass through
that of the other : in this case the bodies
are in the same degree of longitude and
latitude ; and here the conjunction is also
said to be central, if the same Une, con-
tinued from the two centres through the
eye, do also pass through the centre of
the earth.

Apparent conjunction, is when the
two bodies do not meet precisely in the
same point, but are joined with some
latitude. In this case a right line,

drawn through the centre of the two
bodies, would not pass through the cen-
tre of the earth, but through the eye of
the spectator.

The moon is in conjunction with the
sun, when they meet in the same point
of the ecliptic, which happens every
month ; and eclipses of the sun are al-

ways occasioned by the conjunction of
the sun and moon in or near the nodes
of the ecliptic.

CoxjuNCTioN, in grammar, an unde-
clinable word or particle, which serves
to join words and sentences together,
and thereby shews their relation or de-
pendence one upon another.

CONJURATION, strictly means com-
bining together by oath, especially with
evil spirits, to do a public harm. The
using of witchcraft, conjuration, &c.
was felony, by 1 Jac. c. 12. but that was
repealed by the 9. Geo. II. c. 5. and the
F
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offences and all prosecutions for them
abolished ; but if any pretend to witch-

craft, or conjuration, or to tell fortunes,

or, from skill in occult or crafty science,

to discover goods or chattels stolen,

they shall be imprisoned a year, and
stand in the pillory once a quarter, and
may be ordered to give security for good
behaviour,
CONNARUS, in botany, a genus of

the Monadelphia Decandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Dumosx. Tere-
bintaceae, Jussieu. Essential character :

style one, stigma simple ; capsules two-

valved, one-celled, one seeded. There
are four species, natives oi warm cli-

mates.
CONOCARPUS, in botany, Jamaica

button tree, a genus of the Pentandria
Monoygnia class and order. Natural or-

der of Aggregatae. Elaeagni, Jussieu,

Essential character : petals five, or none ;

calyx, bell form ; seeds naked, solitary,

inferior; flowers aggregate. There are

three species found in the West Indies,

where the natives use the bark for tan-

ning leather.

CONOID, in geometry, a solid body,
generated by the revolution of a conic

section about its axis.

CONOPEA, in botany, a genus of the
Didynamia Angiosperniia class and or-

der. Natural order of Lysimachise, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : calyx five-

cleft ; corolla ringent, two-lipped, lower
Hp trifid ; stigma two-lobed ; capsule one
celled, four-valved, many seeded. There
is but one species, viz. C. aquatica, a na-

tive of Guiana, flowering in June.

CONOPS, in natural histor}', a genus
of insects of the order Diptera. Generic
character : mouth with a projecting geni-

culate proboscis ; antennae clavate, and
pointed at the end. There are 22 spe-

cies in two sections. A. sucker, genicu-

late near the base, with a single-valved

abbreviated sheath, inclosing a single

bristle. B. sucker, geniculate at the base

and middle, the sheath with two equal
valves. The insects of this genus are re-

markably active, and are found in gar-

dens, where they subsist on the necta-

reous juices of flowers ; their larvae are

not known. In the true conopsthe head
is large and nearly hemispherical ; the

eyes large and almost oval ; and the an-

tennae formed of three articulations, the

middle one of which is long and cylindri-

cal the last joint terminating in a little

point.

CONSANGUINITY, the relation sub-

sisting between persons of the same

blood, or who are sprung from the same
root.

Consanguinity terminates in the sixth

and seventh degree, excepting in the

succession of the crown, in which case it

is continued to infinity.

Marriage is piohibited by the church
to the fourth degree of consanguinity in-

clusive : but by the law of nature, consan-

guinity is no obstacle to marriage, except
it be in the direct line.

CONSCIENCE, in ethics, a secret

testimony of the soul, whereby it gives

its approbation to things that are natu-

rally good, and condemns those that are

evil.

CONSCRIPTS, men raised to recruit

the French armies. All men capable of
bearing arms in France and its depen-
dencies are registered, and, -.vhen called

upon by the government, are obliged to

join the armv on any service.

CONSEQUENCE, in logic, the conclu-

sion, or what results from reason or argu-

ment.
CONSEQUENT ofa raft'o, in mathema-

tics, the latter of the two terms of a ratio,

or that to which the antecedent is com-
pared ; thus is m : n, or m to n \ n is the
consequent, and m the antecedent.

CONSERVATOR, an oflicer ordained
for the security and preservation of the

privileges of some cities and communi-
ties, having a commission to judge of
and determine the differences among
them.
Consehvator of the peace, in our an-

cient customs, a person who had a special

charge to keep the king's peace. Till the

appointment of Justices of the peace by
Edward III., there were several persons,

who, by common law, were interested in

keepingthe same:some having that charge
as incident to other offices, and others

called conservators of the peace. Those
that v.'ere so by virtue of their office still

continue, but the latter are superseded by
the modern justices. The chamberlain of

Chester is still aconservator in that coun-
ty ; and petty constables are, by the com-
mon law, conservators, &c. of the king's

peace. The king's majesty is, by his of-

fice and dignity royal, the principal con-

servator of the peace within all his domi-
nions, and may give authority to any other

to see the peace kept.and to punish ' uch
as break it; hence it is usually calle 1 the

king's peace.
CONSERVATORY, a term sometimes

used for a green-house, o»* ice-house.

CONSERVE, a form of medicine. Sec
Pharmacy.
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CONSIDERATION, inlaw, the mate-
rial cause or ground of a contract, with-

out which the party contracting would not

be bound. Consideration in contracts, is

something given in exchange, something
that is mutual and reciprocal ; as money
given for goods sold, work performed for

"wages. And a consideration of some sort

or other is so absolutely necessary to the

forming a contract, that a nudum pactum^
or agreement to do orpay any thing on one
side, without any compensation on the

other, is totally void in law ; and a man
cannot be compelled to perform it. A con-

sideration is necessary to create a debt.

CONSIGNMENT, in law, the deposit-

ing any sum of money, bills, papers, or

commodities, in good hands j either by ap-

pointment of aconrt ofjustice, in order to

be delivered to ihe person to whom they
are adjudged ; or voluntary, in order to

their being remitted to the persons they
belong to, or sent to the places they are

designed for. Consigned goods are sup-
posed, in general, to be the property of
him by whom they were consigned, but
to be at the disposal of him to whom they
are consig-ned.

CONSISTORY, a tribunal; every arch-
bishop and bishop ofevery diocese hath a

consistory court, held before his chancel-
lor or commissary in his cathedral church,
or other convenient place of his diocese,

for ecclesiastical causes. From the bi-

shop's court the appeal is to the arch-

bishop ; from the archbishop's court to

the delegates.

CONSONANCE, in music, is ordinarily

used in the same sense with concord, viz.

for the union or agreement of two sounds
produced at the same time, the one grave,
and the other acute ; which, mingling in

the air in a certain proportion, occasion
an accord agreeable to the ear.

CONSONANT, a letter that cannot be
sounded without some single or double
vowel before or after it.

Consonants are first divided into single

and double v the double are x and z, the
rest are all single : and these are again di-

vided into mutes and liquids, eleven
mutes, b, c, J, /, v, g, j, A?, p^ g, t ,• and
four liquids, /, /», n, r. But the most natu-

ral division of consonants is that of the
Hebrew grammarians, who hare beenimi-
tated by the grammarians of other Orien-
tal languages. These divide the conso-
nants into five classes, with regard to the
five principal organs of the voice, which
all contribute, it is true, butone more no-
tably than the rest, to certain modifica-

tif-ns, which make five general kinds of

consonants. Each class comprehends se-

veral consonants, whibh residt from the
different degrees ofthe same modification,

or from the different motions of the same
orgfans : these organs are, the throat, pa-
late, tongue, teeth, lips, whence the five

classes of consonants are denominated
guttural, palatal, lingual, dental, and labial.

CONSPIRACY, in law, signifies an
agreement between two or more, falsely

to indict, or procure to be indicted, an in-

nocent person of felony.

CONSPIRATORS are, by statute, de-
fined to be such as bind themselves by
oath, covenant, or other alliance, to assist

one another, falsely and maliciously to in-

dict persons, or falsely to maintain pleas.

From this and the former article it seems
to follow, that not only those who actually

cause an innocent man to be indicted, and
also to be tried upon the indictment,where*
upon he is lawfully acquitted, are properly
conspirators ; but that those also are guil-

ty of this offence, who basely conspire to

indict a man falsely and maliciously,
whether they do any act in prosecution of
such confederacy or not. For this offence
the conspirators may be indictetl at the
suit of the king, and may be sentenced
to fine, imprisonment, and pillory.

CONSTABLE. Lord high constable, an
ancient officer of the crowns both of Eng-
land and France, whose authority was so

very extensive, that the office has been
laid aside in both kingdoms, except upon
particular occasions, such as the king's

corona'tion.

The function of the constable of Eng-
land consisted in the care of the common
peace of the land, in deeds of arms and
matters of war. By a law of Richard II. the
constable of England has the determina-
tion of things concerning wars and bla-

zonry of arms, which cannot be discussed

by the common law. The first constable

was created by the Conqueror : the office

continued hereditary till the 13th of Hen-
ry VIH. when it was laid aside, as being
so powerful as to become troublesome to

the king. We have also constables deno-
minated from particular places, as consta-

ble of the Tower, of Dover Castle, of

Windsor Castle, of the castle of Caernar-
von, and many other of the castles of
Wales, whose office is the same with

that of the castellani, or governors (tf

castles.

From the Loi-d high constable are de-

rived those inferior ones, since called the

constables of hundreds or franchises, who
were first ordained in the thirteenth of

Edward I. by the statute of Winchester,
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which, for the conservation of peace and
view of armour, appointed that two con-

stables should be chosen in every hun-
dred. These are what we now call high
constables, on account that the increase

of people and offences has made it ne-
cessary to appoint others under these,

in every town, called petty constables,

who are of the like nature, thoug-h of in-

ferior authority to the other. The high
constable over the whole hundred is usu-

ally chosen and sworn into his office by
the justices of the peace in their sessions :

and as to petty constables in towns, vil-

lages, &c. the right of choosing them be-

longs to the courtleet, though they maybe
elected by the parishioners. They are

appointed yearly, and ought to be men of
honesty, knowledge, and ability ; and if

they refuse to serve, or do not perform
their duty, they may be bound over to

the sessions, and there indicted and fined.

Any constable, without a warrant from a

justice, may take into his custody, any
persons that he sees committing felony,

or breaking the peace ; but if it be out of
his sight, as where a person is seized by
another, he cannot doit without a warrant.

There are many persons exempted by
Jaw from serving the office of constable ;

these are, the ancient officers of any of
the colleges in the two universities,

counsellors, attornies, and all other offi-

cers, whose attendance is required in the

courts of Westminster hall, aldermen of

London, the president and fellows of the

fellowship of physic in London, surgeons
and apothecaries in London, and within

seven miles thereof, being free of the
company of apothecaries, and licensed

teachers or preachers in holy orders, in

a congregation legally tolerated, shall be
exemptied from the office of a constable.

The prosecutor of a felon to conviction,

or the person to whom he shall assign the
certificate thereof, shall be discharged
from the office of constable.

But, generally speaking, every house-
keeper, inhabitant of the parish, and of
full age, is liable to fill the office of con-
stable : he ought, however, to be of the
abler sort of parishioners, as being more
likely to perform his duty with probity
and discretion.

CONSTELLATION, in astronomy, a

system of several stars that are seen in

the heavens near to one another. Astro-

nomers not only mark out the stars, but,

that they may better bring thdm into or-

der, they distinguish them by their situa-

tion and position in respect to each
other ; and therefore they distribute

them into asterisms, or constellations, al-

lowing several stars to make up one con-
stellation : and for the better distinguish-

ing and observing them, they reduce the
constellations to the forms of animals, as

men, bulls, bears, &c. or to the images
of some things known, as of a crown, a

harp, a balance, &c. or give them the

names of those, whose memories, in con-

sideration of some notable exploit, they
had a mind to transmit to future ages.

See Astronomy.
CONSTITUTION, in matters of policy,

signifies the form of government estab-

lished in any country or kingdom.
The constitution and government of a

country frequently differ, though the
latter should be founded on the former
in every particular. The two terms are

considered by some persons as synony-
mous, but accurate writers have ever
made the necessary distinction between
them. Lord Bolingbroke defines a con-
stitution to be a general system of laws,

institutions, and customs derived from the

immutable principles of reason, and ac-

cepted by the people ; and government,
the particular tenor of conduct pursued
by a chief and subordinate magistrate ; he
also asserts that the constitution of Great
Britain may remain fixed for ever, that

it is the basis on which her princes

ought to act, and a true criterion by
which their governnient must be appre-
ciated ; hence, according to the princi-

ples of the revolution, and the present
settlement, the degree of submission

may be regulated, particularly as the
claim of descent is remote, and the choice

of the community was purposely direct-

ed to preserve the constitution.

Men in the primitive ages might live

voluntarily under or be compelled by con-
quest to bear a government without a
constitution, but they soon (as Hooker
remarks) rejected the yoke, or made it

.sit easy on their necks. Archdeacon
Paley says, a constitution is so much of
the laws of a cdunti^ as marks the desig-

nation and form of its legislature, the
rights and functions of the legislative

body, and the nature and jurisdiction of

the courts of justice ; the constitution

therefore is the principal section or title

of the code of public laws, and the terms
constitutional, and unconstitutional, sig-

nify in this case legal and illegal. The
jurisprudence of England is composed of
ancient usages, acts of parliament, and
the decisions of the courts of law ; those
then are the sources whence the nature

and limits of her constitution are to be
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deduced, and the authorities to which
appeals must be made in all cases of
doubt. An act ofparliament can be con-

sidered unconstitutional, only when it mi-

litates against other laws which regulate

the form of government. Those who con-

sider the British constitution as a plan

made by our ancestors at some distant

aera are deceived ; the great Charta, and
the bill of Rights, were successful efforts

to restrain the abuses of regal power,
but they are partial modifications of the

constitution, which, like others in Europe,
originated from a variety of causes, and
may be compared to an old mansion,
repaired and altered at different periods,

according to the abilities and taste of

its possessors. Several approved histo-

rians conjecture, that the British con-
stitution may have had its origin from the

Anglo-Saxons ; those alledgethat the go-

vernment ofthe northern nations, found-
ed on the ruins of that ofRome, was free,

and, though injured by succeeding prin-

ces, still retains a degree of legal admini-
stration, and an air of independence. Th«
Saxons, who conquered Britain in the hfth

century allowed their chiefs a very limited

authority, and brought with them the same
spirit of Uberty which had distinguished
their ancestors. The king therefore de-
pended solely on his ownabilities,and pos-

sessed no arbitrary power derivedfrom his

station ; the people, subject to little legal

restraint, and less polished, paid great re-

spect to the monarch and his family, yet
were more regardless of regular descent,

than present convenience, in fiUing the
vacant throne. As their sovereignty was
neither hereditary nor elective,theAvill of
the king in the appointment of a succes-

sor was not always accepted, for the con-
currence ofthe^pepple was required, not
only in this case, but in the usual mode of
government : the states might establish a

sovereign by suffi-age, but they seldom ex-
ercised this privilege. The constitution

may have difT'ered m the different king-
doms ofthe Heptarchy, and have chang-
ed between the invasion and the Norman
conquest, yet ip all events they maintain-
ed a wittenag^not, or council, whose
consent was necessary for making of laws
and ratifying pul)lic acts ; the preambles
of all those from Ethelbert to Edward the
Confessor, and even those of Canute,
give undoubted proofs of the existence of
a limited regal government, which was
however very aristocratical, though the
ancient democracy may, under the pa-
tronage of some distinguished lord, have
given security and dignity to the gentry.

and protection to the lower classes of
people. The courts of the decennary, the
hundred, and the county, were all calcu-
lated to defend general liberty, and re-

strain tfie power of the nobles, and thc
admission of all freeholdtrs in the latter

court was a great check upon the aristo-

cracy. Some writers assert that tiie go-
vernment of the Anglo-Saxon princes had
little more affinity to the present constitu-

tion than in the relations between the
king and nobility, common to those found-
ed by the northern nations, and place
the sera of its origin at the conquest,
when William of Normandy overturned
the ancient form of legislation, expell-

ed the landholders, and gave their lands
to his chiefs, whose government was ty-

rannical, different from the constitution,

and a mixture ofthe customs of Normandy
and the laws of Edward the Confessor

;

the latter he altered and confirmed iu

Parliament; and his statutes even declar-

ed, that all freemen should hold their

possessions without unjust exaction and
tollage, they rendering only theirfree ser-

vice due to the crown ; this was granted
as a right by the common council of tlie

kingdom, and has been justly called the
first magna charta of the Normans, though
equally conferred onthe English. Notwith-
standing this, the monarch often assumed
absolute power, and the constitution be-
came gradually aristocratical and oppres-
sive to the lower orders of freemen ; nor
were the nobles exempt from heavy ex-
actions on their fiefs, and he even sup-
pressed the most powerful baronies at

pleasure. Self-preservation at length sug-
gested opposition, and tlie- barons were
induced to grant the people some advan-
tages, to secure their co-operations ; as

the latter soon began tofeeltheirown im-
portance, they ventured to make condi-
tions for themselves, and insisted upon
protection from the laws. In the reign
of Henry I. the above causes produced
their effects, in the resolution- of the na-
tion to give the crown to a prince, who
should hold it under a compact with
the people. Henry had sworn to grant
a charter after his coronation, which he
did, restoring the Saxon laws under Ed-
ward the Confessor, with the emenda-
tions made by his fatJier and the advice of
parliament, annulling evil customs and
illegal sanctions; some of those were
recited in the charter, and expressly re-

pealed ; the King also mitigated hi?

feudal rights over his own tenants ; those

due from theirs, and their profits, were
determined by a moderate rule of law.

^
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Sir Henry Spellman was of Opinion that

this charter served as the basis of mag-
na charta ; those are mistaken, therefore,

who considerthe privileg-es obtainedfrom

King John as a set of innovations, as in

fact they were mere restitutions of rights

and just hmitations of usurped power

;

Lord Lyttleton even thought this charter

more important than that forced from
John. Henry H. granted a charter of

liberties, and confirmed that of his grand-

father. Through the above causes, the

constitution of England became the then

best feudal system in the world. The
same monarch established itmerant judg-

es; and, to his everlasting honour, the trial

by jury was extended to civil causes,

which mode had been rarely used before

the conquest. John, having ascended the

throne, ruled with the utmost despotism

;

in consequence a powerful confederacy

cxtortedfrom him the greatcharter,eqaal-

]y favourable to the clergy, the barons,

and the people. This was confirmed by
Henry III., who added certain articles to

prevent injustice by sheriffs, and granted

charter of forests. These still remain,

with little alteration, and are universally

considered the safeguards of British lib-

erty, and the basis of the constitution,

justly defining the limits of power and

of subjection. Edward 1. declared void,

by his statute called conjirmatio charta-

rum, all decisions contrary to the tenor

of the great charter, which was to be con-

sidered as the common law, read twice

annually to the people in every cathedra],

and those were to be excommunicated
who infringed it ; and in the statute de

tallugio non concedendo he decreed, that

no tax or impost should be levied without

the joint consent of Lords and Commons.
In the reign of Edward II. the Commons
ventured to annex petitions to their bills

granting subsidies : and in that of Ed-
ward UT. they declared, they would ac-

knowledge no law to whicli they refused

their assent : soon after they impeached
and punished certain ministers of state,

and refused the granting of subsidies, till

their petitions to Henry IV. had been an-

swered. Tn the intei-val from Edward
I. to Henry IV. the fundamental princi-

ples of the constitution were confirmed

by thirty-two statutes ; those were fol-

lowed by the petition of right agreed to

by Charles I., the habeas corpus act, and
other useful laws, in the reign of Charles

.11. and the bill of rights, confirmed 1

William and Mary. The revolution of

that period was the third grand aera in

the history of the constitution, from

which auspicious time the nature and
use of government has been justly ap-

preciated, and the false doctrine of the
divine right of Kings entirely exploded :

four years afterward, the liberty of the
press was establishetl, and in the 12th
and 13th of William aud Mary, the act

of settlement, limiting the crown to the

present royal family, took place, which
also confirms our present \n\ aluuble birth-

rights in the law, religion, and liberty.

By the combination of three species

of government, monarchy, aristocracy,

and democracy, in King, Lords, and
Commons, the best properties of each
are brought into effect, at the same time

each branch operates as a check upon
the encroachments of either. The prin-

cipal excellence of this venerable fabric

is, that every citizen may become a se-

nator, and when such, he possesses the

•right of proposing what laws he pleases

to the legislature \ and the right of taxa-

tion belonging to the Commons, affords

every reason for patiently acquiescing in

their enactments, particulai'ly as the na-

tional disbursements are annually laid be-

fore the public. The nature and de-

grees of punishment being fixed by laws,

neither the monarch nor the magistrate

can vary them, nor can a man be impri-

soned falsely with impunity, through the

operation of the habeas corpus act, or un-

justly condemned, whentwelve impartial

men of his own class decide upon his

guilt or innocence. The power of fram-

ing laws vested in the two Houses of Par-

hament is restrained by the King*s nega-

tive, and the abuse of that is prevented

by their ability to refuse him supplies. In

addition, ail acts of the Crown are illegal

without the subscription of its great offi-

cers ; besides which, Parhament has the

right of addressing the King, and pun-
ishing evil advisers. The appointment of

obnoxious ministers may be resisted by
the opposition of Parliament to their

measures, and the prerogative of declar-

ing war may he checked by the refusal

of money to carry it on, and by the .same

means no improper use can be made of

the regular army.
From this sketch of the free and en-

viable constitution of Great Britain We
may justly infer, that no form of govern-

ment ever did or can possess more inhe-

rent excellencies, and that it bears in its

very nature ample means to a'ter and
amend its few inperfections.

Constitution also denotes an ordi-

nance, decision, regulation, or law, made
by authority of any superior, ecclesiasti-
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Ottl or civil. The constitutions ofthe Ro-
man emperoi's make a part of the civil

law, and the constitutions of the church
make a part of the canon law.

CoNSTiTUTioxs, apostolical, a collection

of regulations attributed to the apostles,

and supposed to have been collected by
St. Clement, whose name they likewise

bear. It is the general opinion, however,
that they are spurious, and that St. Cle-

ment had no hand in them. They ap-

peared first in the fourth age, but
have been much changed and cor-

rupted since that time. They are

divided into eight books, consisting

of a great number of rules and precepts
relating to the duties of christians, and
particularly the ceremonies and discipline

of the church. Mr. Whiston, in. opposi-
tion to the general opinion, asserts them
to be a part oftiie sacred writings, dictat-

ed by the apostles in their meetings, and
wrote down from their own mouth by
St. Clement, and intended as a supple-
ment to the New Testament, or ratlier as

a system of Christian faith and polity.

The reason why the constitutions are sus-

pected by the orthodox, and perhaps the
reason also why their genuineness is de-
fended by Mr. Whiston, is, that they seem
to favour Arianism.

CONSTRUCTION, in geometry, is the
drawing such lines, such a figure, &c. as

are previously necessary for the making
any demonstration appear more plain and
undeniable.

Go^KTVLvcTio^ of equations^ in algebra,

the method of drawing a geometrical fi-

gure, whose properties shall express the
given equation, in order to demonstrate
the truth of it geometrically. See EauA-
TiONS, consU-uction of.

CoxsTBtrcTioN, in grammar, the con-

necting the words of a sentence accord-
ing to the rules of the language. Con-
struction is either simple or figurative,

according as the parts of the discourse
are placed in their natural order, or re-

cede from that simphcity, when shorter
and more elegant expressions are used
than the nature affords. The construc-
tion of words, called syntax, is distin-

guished into two parts, concord and re-

gimen.
CONSUL, is an officer established by

virtue of a commission from the king,
and other princes, in all foreign coun-
tries of any considerable trade, to facili-

tate and dispatch business, and protect
the merchants of the nation. The con-
suls are to keep up a correspondence
with the ministers of England residing in

the courts vyhereon their consulate de-

pends. They are to support the com-
merce and the interest of the nation ; to

dispose of the sums given and the pre-
sents made to the lords and principals of
places, to obtain their protection, and
prevent the insults of the natives on the
merchants of the nation. By the treaty

of Utrecht, between Great Britain and
Spain, the consul residing in the king of
Spain's dominions shall take inventories

of the estates of the Enghsh dying intes-

tate in Spain ; and these estates shall be
intrusted with tw^o or three merchants,
for the security and benefit of the pro-
prietors and creditors.

CONSULTATION, in law, a writ by
which a cause, being removed from the
spiritual court to the king's court, is re»

turned thither again; and the reason is,

that if the judges of the king's court, by
comparing the libel with the suggestion

of the party, find the suggestion false or
not proved, and on that account the cause
to be wrongfully called from the eccle-

siastical court, then upon this consulta-

tion or dcliberaiion they decree it to be
returned. This writ is in the nature of a

procedendo; yet properly a consultation

ought not to be granted, only in case
where a person cannot recover at the
common law. In causes of which the ec-

clesiastical and spiritual courts have juris-

diction, and they are not mixed with any
temporal thing, ifsuggestion is made for

a pi'ohibition, a consultation shall be
awarded. See Prohibition.

CONSUMPTION. See Medicine.

CONTACT, is when one line, plane, or
body, is made to touch another, and the
parts that do thus touch are called the
points or places ofcontact. The contact

of two spherical bodies, and of a tangent
with the circumference of a circle, is only
in one point.

Contact, rtnif/e o/, is the opening be-
tween a curve line and a tangent to it.

CONTAGION, in physic, the commu-
nicating a disease from one body to ano-

ther. In some diseases it is only effected

by an immediate contact, as in the syphi-

lis ; in others it is conveyed by infected

clothes ; and in others it seems capable

of being transmitted through the air at

a considerable distance. Though a very

able writer in Dr. Rees's Cyclopedia

produces a variety of facts, to prove

that the most malignant contagions are

never conveyed to any great distance

through the atmosphere, but that they

are in fact rendered inert and harmless by
diffusion in the open air, and even in the

air of a well ventilated apartment. Hence
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the same writer, who has given an arti-

cle of gi-eat interest on this subject, in-

fers that all pestilence is propagated by
near approach to, or actual contact of, the
disease, or by the conveyance of the
contagious poison in articles impregnat-
ed with it. This noxious matter is in

many cases readily distinguished by the
peculiarly disagreeable smell which it

communicates to the air. No doubt this

matter differs according to the diseases

which it communicates, and the sub-
stance from which it has originated. Mor-
veau lately attempted to ascertain its

nature ; but he soon found the chemical
tests hitherto discovered altogether in-

sufficient for that purpose. He has put
itbeyond a doubt, however, that the noxi-

ous matter which rises from putrid bo-

dies is of a compound nature ; and that it

is destroyed altogether by certain agents,

particularly by those gaseous bodies
which readily part with their oxygen.
He exposed air infected by putrid bodies
to the action of various substances ; and
he judged of the result by the effect

which these bodies had in destroying the
fetid smell of the air. The following is

the result of his • experiments : odorous
bodies, such as benzoin, aromatic plants,

&c. have no effect whatever : neither

have the solutions of mjTrh, benzoin, &c.
in alcohol, though agitated in infected air.

Pyrohgnous acid is equally inert. Gun-
powder, when fired in infected air, dis-

places a portion of it ; but what remains
still retains its fetid odour. Sulphuric
acid has no effect; sulphurous acid weak-
ens the odour, bot does not destroy it.

Vinegar diminishes the odour, but its ac-

tion is slow and incomplete. Acetic acid

acts instantly, and destroys the fetid

odour of infected air completely. The
fumes of nitric acid, first employed by
Dr. Carmichael Smith, are equally effica-

cious. Muriatic acid gas, first pomted out
as a proper agent by Morveau himself, is

equally ineffectual. But the most pow-
erful agent is oxymuriatic acid gas, first

proposed by Mr. Cruickshanks, and now
employed with the greatest success in the
British navy and military hospitals.

We shall observe, that these gases are

readily procured. Nitre, or. as it is call-

ed in the new chemistry, nitrate of pot-

ash, mixed with sulphuric acid, yields a

very powerful gas, the acid combining
with the potash, the base of the nitre,

expels the nitrous acid gas in fumes.
Muriatic acid gas is ob+ained in a similar

manner by using common salt, the alkali

combines with the acid, and the muriatic

ga^goes off in vapour. Prevention be-

ing, howeyer, much better than the
means of cure, we shall give some rules

for the management ofpersons sick with
contagious diseases. Cleanliness is es-

sentially necessary : the chamber door
should ever be kept open, and the win-
dows a.s much as possible in the day ; the
bed curtains should notbe drawn, except
to ward off the direct light from the
window : dirty clothes, utensils, &c.
should be frequently changed, and wash-
ed very clean : all discharges from the
patient should be instantly removed

:

visitors and attendants should avoid the
patient's breath, and the vapour from
his body, and from all evacuations ; they
should never go into an infected chamber
with an empty stomach, and on coming
from it they should blow their noses and
expectorate freely.

During the prevalence of a contagious
epidemic, great care should be taken to

avoid all causes of debility, and to pre-
serve an equal state of mind. The gene-
ral alarm which prevails on such occa-
sions contributes, not a little, to extend
the evil.

CONTENT, in geometry, the area or
quantity of matter or space included in

certain bounds.
The content of a tun of round timber

is 43 solid feet. A load of hewn timber
contains 50 cubic feet; in a foot of tim-
ber are contained 1728 cubic or square
inches; and as often as 1728 inches are
contained in a piece of timber, be it

round or square, so many feet of timber
are contained in the piece. For the con-
tents of cyhndrical vessels, and vessels of
otlier figures, see Gacring.
CONTIGUOUS fl/ig-fes, in geometry, are

such as have one leg common to each an-

gle, and are sometimes called adjoining
angles, in contradistinction to those pro-
duced by continuing their legs through
the point of contact, which are called op-
posite or vertical angles. The sum of any
two contiguous angles is always equal to

,two right angles.

CONTINENT, in geography, a great
extent of land not interrupted by seas,

in contradistinction to island, peninsula,

&c.
According to what relations we have

of the disposition of the globe from late

navigators, we may count four continents,

of which there are but two well known.
The fir.st, called the ancient continent,

comprehends Europe. Asia and Africa.

The second is the new continent, called

America. Tlie third, which is culled <.he

northern or arctic continent, compre-
hends Greenland, the lands of Spitzberg,
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Nova Zembla, and the lands of Jesso.

The fourth comprehends New Holland,

&c.
CONTINGENT, something casual or

uncertain. Hence future contingent, in

logic, denotes a conditional event which
may or may not happen, according as cir-

cumstances fall out.

Contingent is also a term of relation

for the quota that falls to any person upon
a division. Thus each prince in Germany,
in time of war, was formerly obliged to

furnish so many men, so much money and
ammunition, for his contingent.

CoNTisGEST use, in law, is an use li-

mited in a conveyance of lands which may
or may not happen to vest, according to

the contingency mentioned in the limita-

tion of the vise. And a contingent re-

mainder is when an estate is limited to

take place at a lime to come, on an un-
certam event.

CojfTijrGEKT legacy, is a legacy which
may or may not happen. If a legacy be
left to one when he shall attain, or if he
shall attain, the age of twenty.one years,

this is a contingent legacy, and if the le-

gatee die before that time, the legacy
shall not vest. But a legacy to one, to be
paid when he attains the age of iwenty-
one years, is a vested legacy ; an interest

which commences in prasenti, although it

be aolvenduminfuturo : and if the legatee
die before that age, his representatives
shall receive it out of the testator's per-
sonal estate, at the same time that it would
have become payable in case the legatee
had lived.

CONTINUANCE ofa writ or action, is

its continuing in force from one term to

another, where the sheriff has not re-

turned a former writ issued out in the
same action. With respect to continu-
ances, the court of King's Bench is not
to enter them on the roll till after issue

or demurrer, and then they enter the con-
tinuance of all on the back, before judg-
ment.
CONTINUED proportion, in arithmetic,

is that where the consequent of the first

ratio is the same with the antecedent of
the second ; as 4 : 8 : : 8 : 16, in contra-

distinction to discrete proportion.
CONTORTION, in medicine, has many

significations. 1. It denotes the iliac pas-
sion. 2. An incomplete dislocation, when
a bone is in part, but not entirely, forced
from its articulation, 3. A dislocation of
the vertebrae of the back sideways, or a
crookedness of these Vertebrae. And, 4.

A disorder of the head, in which it is
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drawn towards one side, either by a spas-

modic contraction of the muscles on the

same side, or a palsy of the antagonist

muscles on the other.

CONTORTiE,in botany, twisted plants.

The name of the thirteenth order in Lin-
naeus's fragments of a natural method,
consisting of plants which have a single

petal that is twisted or bent toward one
side. This order is divided into plants

with twisted flowers, having five stamina
and one style ; and plants with twisted
flowers, having five stamina and scarce
any style ; of the first, the genus Vinca,

periwinkle, is an example ; of the se-

cond, Apocynum, dog's-bane, is an ex-

ample.
CONTORTED, in natural history, twist-

ed, or incumbent on each other in an ob-
lique direction.

CONTOUR, in painting, the out-line,

or that which defines a figure.

CONTRABAND, in commerce, a pro-
hibited commodity or merchandise, bought
or sold, imported or exported, in pre-
judice to the laws and ordinances of a
state, or the public prohibitions of the
sovereign. Contraband goods are not
only liable to confiscation themselves,
but also subject all other allowed mer-
chandise found with them in the same
box, bale or parcel, together with the
horses, waggons, &c. which conduct
them. There are contrabands likewise,

which, besides the forfeiture ofthe goods,
are attended with several penalties and
disabihties.

In this country, there are two principal

contrabands for exportation, wools and
live sheep, which all strangers are pro-

hibited from carrying out of the coun-
try ; the other, that of sheep skins and
calf skins. See Customs.
CONTRACT, in a general sense, a mu-

tual consent of two or more parties, who
voluntarily promise and oblige themselves
to do something, pay a certain sum, or
the like. All donations, exchanges, leases,

&c, are so many different contracts.

Contract, in common law, an agree-
ment or bargain between two or more
persons, with a legal consideration or
cause ; as where a person sells goods,
&c. to another for a sum of money ; or
covenants, in consideration of a certain

sum, or an annual rent, to grant a lease

of a messuage, &c. Contracts ai-e two-

fold, either express or implied. Express
contracts are where the terms of the

agreement are openly uttered, as, to pay.

a stated price for certain ^oods. Implied,

G
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are such as reason and justice dictate,

and whicl), therefore, the law presumes
thai every man undertakes to perform :

thus, if a man t^ke up wares from a trades-

man without an) agreement of price, the

law conc'udes that he contracted to pay
their real value.

CoiTTHACT, usurious, is an agreement to

I)ay
more interest for money than the

avvs allow.

CONTRACTION, in physics, the dimi-

nishini^ the extent or dimensions of a

body, or the causing its parts to approach
nearer to each other, in which sense it

stands opposed to dilatation or expansion.

See ExPANSiox.
Water and all aqueous fluids are gra-

dually contracted by a diminution of tem-
perature, until they arrive at a certain

point, which is about 8° above the freez-

ing point ; but below that point they be-

gin to expand, and continue to do so ac-

cording as the temperature is lowered.

Similar effects have been observed with
regard to some metals. Speaking ofcon-

traction, a remarkable phenomenon, of

considerable importance in manufactures,

obtrudes itself on our notice. It is the

hardness which certain bodies acquire in

consequence of a sudden contraction, and
this is particularly the case with glass

and some of the metals. Thus glass

vessels, suddenly cooled after having

been formed, are so very brittle, that

they hardly bear to be touched with any
hard body. The cause of this effect is

thus properly explained by Dr. Young.
** When glass in fusion is very suddenly
cooled, its external parts become solid

first, and determine the magnitude of the

whole piece, while it still remains fluid

within. The internal part, as it cools, is

disposed to contract still further, but its

contraction is prevented by the resis-

tance of the external parts, wliich form
an arch or vault round it, so iHat the whole
is left in a state of constraint ; and as soon
as the equilibrium is disturbed in any one
part, the whole aggregate is destroyed.
Hence it becomes necessary to anneal all

glass, by placing it in an oven, where it is

left to cool slowly; for, without this pre-
caution, a very sMght cause would de-
stroy it. The Bologna jars, sometimes
called proofs, are small thick vessels,

jptiade for the purpose of exhibiting this

effect; they are usually destroyed by the
impulse of a small and sharp body ; for

instance, a single grain of sand, dropped
into them ; and a small body appears to

be often more effectual than a larger one.

perhaps because the larger one is more
liable to strike the glass with an obtuse
part of its surface."

CONTRA harinonicalproportio7i,in arith-

metic, is that relation of three terms,

wherein the difference of the first and se-

cond is to the difference of the second
and third as the third is to the first : thus,

3, 5, and 6, are numbers contra-harmoni-

cally proportional, for 2 : 1 :: 6:3.
CONTRAST, in architecture, is to

avoid the repetition of the same thing, in

order to please by variety,

CONTRATE wheel, in watch-work,
that next to the crown, the teeth and
hoop whereof lie contrary to those of the

other wheels, from whence it takes its

name.
CONTRAVALLATION, or the line of

contravallatioiiy in fortification, a trench

guarded with a parapet, and usually cut

round about a place by the besiegers, to

secure themselves on that side, and to

stop the salhes of the garrison. See Foh-
TIFICATlOIf.

CONTRAVENTION, in law, a man's
£tiling to discharge his word, obliga-

tion, duty, or the laws or customs of the

place. The penalties imposed in cases

of contravention only pass for commina-
tory.

CoKTRAVENTiox, in a more limited

sense, signifies the non-execution of an
ordinance or edict. It is supposed to be
the effect of negligence or ignorance.

CONTRAYERVA. See Materia Me-
BICA.

CONTRE, in heraldry, an appellation

given to several bearings, on account of
their cutting the shield contrary and op-

posite ways : thus we meet with contre-

bend, contre-chevron, contre-pale, &c.

when there are two ordinaries ofthe same
nature opposite to each other, so as colour

may be opposed to metal, and metal to

colour.

CONTRIBUTION, in a general sense,

the payment of each person's quota, or

the share he bears in some imposition or
common expense. Contributions are

either voluntary, as those of expenses for

carrying on some undertaking for the pub-
lic interest, or involuntary, as those of
taxes and impo.sts.

Contribution, in a military sense, an
imposition or tax paid by frontier coun-
tries to an enemy, to prevent their be-
ing plundered and ruined by him.

CONTROLLER, an officer appointed
to control or oversee the accounts of
other officers, and, on occasion, to cer-
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*ify whether or no things have been con-

trolled or examined. In England we
have several officers of this name, con-

troller of the King's house, controller of
the navy, controller of the customs, con-

troller of the mint, &c,
CoNTKOLLER of the hanaper^ an officer

that attends the Lord Cliancellor daily,

in term and in seal-time, to take all

things, sealed in leather bags, from the

clerks of the hanaper, and to mark the

number and effect thereof, and enter
them in a book, with all the duties be-

longing to the King, and other officers,

for the same, and so charge the clerk of

the hanaper wiih them.
CoxTHOLLER of the pipe, an officer ofthe

Exchequer, that makes out a summons
twice every year, to levy the farms and
debts of the pipe.

CoKTROLLBRS of the pells, two officers of
the Exchequer, who are the Chamber-
lain's clerks, and keep a control of the
pell of receipts, and goings out.

CONTUMACY, inlaw, a refusal to ap-

pear in court, when legally summoned ;

or the disobedience to the rules and or-

ders of a court, having power to punish
such offence.

CONTUSION. See Medicine and
Surge US'.

CONVALLARIA, in botany, lily of the

valley, a genus of the Hexandria Mono-
gynia class and ordei*. Natural order of
Sarmentacae. Aspai-agi, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : corolla six-cleft ; berry
spotted, three-celled. There are eleven

species, of which C maialis, sweet-scent-

ed lily of the valley, has a perennial root,

with numerous fibres transversely wrink-

led, creeping horizontally, just below the

surface, to a considerable distance. The
whole plant is smooth, the base of the
leaves and stalk are bound together,

with four or five alternate purplish scales ;

flowers from six to eight, in a raceme,
nodding; white and fragrant peduncles,

bending, oirfe-flowered, round filiform,

corolla contracted at the mouth. Native
of Europe, from Lapland to Italy. The
lily of the valley claims our notice as an
ornamental plant ; few are held in greater
estimation ; indeed few flowers can boast

such dehcacy with so much fragrance.

When dried they have a narcotic scent,

and if reduced to powder excite sneezing.
The genus has been divided into three,
viz. Convallaria, Smilacina, and Maianthe-
mum, by Desfontaines.

CONVENTICLE, a private assembly
or meeting, for the exercise of religion.

The word was first attributed as an ap-

pellation of reproach to the religious as-

semblies ofWickhffe in this nation, in the
reigns of Edward III. and Richard II. and
is now applied to illegal meetings of non-
conformists. There were several statutes
made in former reigns, for the suppres-
sion of conventicles ; but by 1 Will, and
Mary, it is ordered, that dissenters may
assemble for the performance of religious
worship, provided their doors be not
locked, barred, or bolted. Conventicle,
in strict propriety, denotes an unlaw-
ful assembly, and cannot, therefore, be
justly applied to the legal assembling of
persons in places of worship, certified or
licensed according to the requisitions of
law.

CONVENTION, a treaty, contract, or
agreement, between two or more parties.

Every convention among men, provided
it be not contrary to honesty and good
manners, produces a natural obligation,

and makes the performance a point of
conscience. Every convention has either
a name an*d a cause of consideration, or
it has none ; in the first case it obliges

civilly and naturally, in the latter only na-
turally.

Convention is also a name given to an
extraordinary assembly of parliament, or
the states of the realm, held without the
King's writ ; as was the convention of es-

tates, who, upon the retreat of James II.

came to a conclusion that he had abdicat-

ed the throne, and that the right of suc-
cession devolved to Ki7jg William and
Queen Mary ; whereupon their assembly
expired as a convention, and was convert-
ed into a parliament.

CONVERGING, or Convergent linesy

in geometry, are such as continually ap-
proach nearer one another; or whose
distance becomes still less and less.

These are opposed to divergent lines, the
distance of which become continually

greater : those lines which converge one
way diverge the other.

Converging hyperbola, is one whose
concave legs bend in towards one ano-
ther, and run both the same way.
Converging rays, in optics, those rays,

that, issuing from divers points of an ob-
ject, incline towards one another, till, at

last, they meet and cross, and then be-

come diverging rays. See Optics.

Conversing series. See Series.

CONVERSE, in mathematics. One
proposition is called the converse of
another, when, after a conclusion is

drawn from something .sup[>osed in the

converse proposition, that conclusion ii
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supposed; and then that, which in the

other was supposed, is now drawn as

a conclusion from it : thus, when two
sides of a triangle are equal, the angles

under these sides are equal ; and, on the

converse, if these angles are equal, the

two sides are equal.

CONVERSION of equations, in alge-

bra', is when the quantity sought, or any
part or degree thereof, being in frac-

tions, the wnole is reduced to one com-
mon denomination, and then omitting

the denominators, the equation is conti-

nued in the numerators only. Thus sup-

pose a—b =s "^"T^^ 4-^4-*; multiply

all by d, and it will stand thus, da— d
bz=aa-\-cc-'^dh-\-db.
CONVEX, an appellation given to the

exterior surface of gibbous or globular

bodies, in opposition to the hollow inner

surface of such bodies, which is called

concave : thus we say a convex lens, mir-

ror, superficies, &c.
CONVEXITY, that configiration or

shape of a body, on account of which it is

denominated convex.
CONVEYANCE, in law, a deed or in-

strument that passes land, &c. from one
person to another. The most common
conveyances now in use are, deeds of

gifts, bargain and sale, lease amd release,

fines and recoveries, settlements to uses,

&c. A conveyance cannot be fraudulent

in part, and good as to the rest ; for if it

be fradulent and void in part, it is void

in all, and it cannot be divided. Fraudu-
lent conveyances to deceive creditors,

defraud purchasers, &c. are void by stat.

50 Edw. III. c. 6. 13 Eliz. c. 5—27.
Eliz. c. 4.

CONVICT, in common law, a person
that is found guilty of an offence by the
verdict of a jury. The law implies that

there must be a conviction before punish-
ment for any offence, though it be not
mentioned in any statute. On a joint in-

dictment, or information, some of the de-
fendants may be convicted and others ac-

jquitted.

Convict rectiaant, a person wlio has
been legally presented, indicted, and
convicted, for refusing to come to

church to hear the common prayer, ac-

cording to the statutes 1 and 23 Eliz. and
3 Jac 1.

CONVOCATION, an assembly of the
clergy of England, by their representa-

tives, to consult of ecclesiastical matters.

It is held during the session of parlia-

ment, and consists of an upper and a
' lower house. In the upper sit the bishops,

and in the lower the inferior clergy, who

are represented by their proctors, con-
sisting of all the deans and archdeacons,
of one proctor for every chapter, and two
for the clergy of every diocese, in all

one hundred and forty-three divines, viz.

twenty-two deans, fifty-three archdea-
cons, twenty-four prebendaries, and for-

ty-four proctors of the diocesan clergy.

The lower house chooses its prolocutor,

whose business it is to take care that the

members attend, to collect their debates
and votes, and to carry their resolutions

to the upper house. The convocation is

summoned by the King's writ, directed to

the archbishop of each province, requir-

ing him to summon all bishops, deans,

archdeacons, &c.
The power of the convocation is limit-

ed by a statute of Henry VIII. They
are not to make any canons or ecclesias-

tical laws without the Kings's licence; nor,

when permitted to make any, can they
put them in execution but under several

restrictions. They have the examining
and censuring all heretical and schisma-
tical books and persons, &c. but there
lies an appeal to the King in chancery, or
to his delegates. The clergy in convo-
cation, and their servants, have the same
privileges as members of parliament. See
Pakliamejvt.
CONVOLVULUS, in botany, a genus

of the Pentandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Campanaceae, or
bell-form flowers. Convolvuli, Jussieu. Es-
sential character: corolla bell-shaped,
plaited ; stigmas two ; capsules two-celled,
with two seeds in each cell. There are
110 species of this very numerous genus

;

not more than thirteen species are natives
of Europe ; the others are mostly inhabi-

tants of the warmer climates of Asia and
America. Very few of them are cultivated

in our gardens, except C. purpureus, pur-
ple bindweed ; and C. tricolor, trailing

bindweed, more commonly known by the
names of convolvulus major and minor

;

the stems are herbaceous and milky, in

the greater part twining, in a very few
shrubby ; leaves alternate ; peduncles ax-
illary or terminating, one flowered, with
two bractes, or many flowered.
CONVOY, in marine affairs, one or more

ships of War, employed to accompany and
protect merchant-ships, and prevent their

being insulted by pirates, or the enemies
of the state, in time of war.
Convoy, in military matters, a body of

men that guard any supply ofmen, money,
ammunition, or provisions, conveyed by
land into a town, army, or the like, in time
of war.

CONVULSION. See MEDicufi:.
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CONUS, in natural history, a genus of

Vermes Testacea : animal a Umax ; shell

univalve, convolute, turbinate ; aperture

effuse, longitudinal, linear, without teeth,

entire at the base ; pillar smooth. This
genus is divided into five distinct families,

viz. A. spire or turban nearly truncate.

B. pyriform, with a rounded base : the cy-

linder half as long again as the spire.

C. elongated and rounded at the base

;

the cylinder as long again as the spire.

D. ventricose in the middle, and con-

tracted at each end. E. thin, ventricose,

and making a tinkling sound when thrown
on its back upon a table or board. There
are upwards of 70 species enumerated.
Many of the conus tribe are beautiful

shells, and bear a high price on account
of their rarity. There is no species of
this genus upon the English coast. Some
very curious kinds have been discovered
in a fossil state in England, chiefly in the

chalk cliffs of Hampshire.
CONYZA, in botany, a genus of the

Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua class

and order. Natural order of Compositse
Discoidex. Corymbiferse, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx imbricate, roundish ;

corolla of the ray three-cleft ; down sim-

ple ; receptacle naked. There are forty-

three species. The Conyzas or Fleabanes
are either herbaceous or shrubby ; in a

few of them the leaves are decurrent

;

the flowers are of the compound kind
without any ray, in corymbs or panicles at

the top of the stem and branches.

COOKI.E, in botany, a genus of the
Dccandria Monogynia class and order.

Calyx five-cleft, inferior; corolla five-

petalled, equal inferior ; pome five-cell-

ed ; the cells one seeded. One species

found in China.

COOKEUY, or cooking, the exercise of
art in the preparation of food for human
sustenance. It consists not only in the
application of heat under various modifi-

cations and circumstances, but also in the
due intemiixture of condiments, calculat-

ed as well to please the palate as to pro-
mote nutrition. The exercise of this art

is peculiar to man, and it has been deem-
ed by naturalists one of his peculiar cha-
racteristics, that he is " a cooking animal."
I)r Cullen says, that the cooking of ve-
getables by boiling renders them more
soluble in the stomach, notwithstanding
the degree of coagulation which their

juices undergo. In the second place, the
application of a boihng heat dissipates the
volatile parts of vegetable substances,

which are seldom of a nutritious nature,

but, in many cases, have a tendency to

prove noxious. In the third place, boil

ing helps to extricate a considerable quan-
tity of air, that, in the natural state of
vegetables, is always fixed in their sub-
stance ; and it is probably in this way, es-

pecially, that heat contributes to the di-

viding and loosening the cohesion of their

smaller parts. Thus they are rendered
less liable to ferment, and to produce that

flatulence which is so troublesome to

weak stomachs.
In the cookery of animal substances,

some practices, previous to the applica-

tion of heat, are to be considered as af-

fecting their solubility in the stomach ;

particularly salting and pickling. These
processes are spoken of under the article

ComJlMENTS.
The cookery of animal substances is of

two kinds; as it is applied in a humid form,

in boiling and stewitig ; or in a dry form,

in roasting, broiling, and baking. Ey tlie

joint apphcation of heat and moisture to

meat in boiUng, the texture is certainly

rendered more tender and more soluble

in the stomach ; and it is only in this way
that the firmer parts, as the tendinous,

ligamentous, and membranous parts, can
be duly softened, and their gelatinous sub-
stance rendered subservient to nutrition.

Yet these effects are different according
to the degree of boiling. A moderate
boiling may render their texture more
tender, without much diminution of their

nutritious quality ; but if the boiling is

extended to extract every thing soluble,

the substance remaining is certainly less

soluble in the stomach, and at the same
time much less nutritious. But as boiUng
extracts, in the first place, the more solu-

ble, and therefore the saline part, so what
remains is, in proportion, less alkalescent,

and less heating to the system.

Boiling in digesters, or vessels accu-
rately closed, produces effects very diffe-

rent from boiling in open vessels. From
meat cooked in the latter, there is no ex-
halation of volatile parts ; the solution is

made with great success, and if not car-

ried very far, the meat may be rendered
very tender, while it still retains its most
sapid parts ; and this is esteemed always
the most desirable state of boiled meat.

If a small quantity of water only is appli-

ed, and the heat continued long in a mo--
derate degree, the process is called stew-

ing, which has the effect of rendering- the
texture of meat more tender, without ex-

tracting much of the soluble parts. This,

therefore, leaves the meat more sapid, and
in a state perhaps the most nourishing of
any form ofcookery ; as we learn from the
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admirable essays and experiments ofCount
Rumford, who found very unusual eftVcts

produced on meat by a low degree and
long-conlinued action of heat, both in the
dry and humid way.
The appUcation of a dry heat in the

cookery of meat is of t\v^ kinds, as it is

carried on in close vessels, or as it is ex-
posed to the air. The first of these which
we shall consider is baking. In this prac-

tice meat has generally a coveringof paste,

by which any considerable exhalation is

prevented, and the retentionof the juices
fenders the meat more lender. In all

cases, when the heat applied loosens, and
in some measure extricates, the air, with-

out exhaling it, the substance submitted
to this process is rendered more tender
than when an exhalation is allowed. In
broiling, an exhalation lakes place ; but as

the heat of a naked fire is more nearly ap-

plied, the outer sni-fiice is in some mea-
sure hardened before the heat penetrates
the whole, and thereby a great exhalation

is prevented, while the whole is rendered
sufficiently tender; but th'skind of cook-.
ery is suited to meats that are chosen to

be eaten a little raw. Nearly akin to this

is tiie practice of frying, in which the meat
being cut into thin slices, and laid in a
pan over the naked fire, the heat is ap-

plied more ecjually to the whole substance.

But as the part of the meat lying next to

the bottom of the vessel would be sud-

denly hardened by ihe heat, it is always
necessary to interpose some fluid matter,
usually of an oily quality, as butter. A
strong heat applied to the latter renders
it empyreumatic, or at least less miscible

with the fluids of the stomach : so that all

fried meats are less easily digested than
those of any other preparation. Some-
times, indeed the same thing happens to

baked meats, to which an oily matter, and
that only, is added, to avoid the too dry-

ing heat of the oven. It is obvious that

the preparations of stewing and frying

may be frequently joined together ; and
according to there being more or less of
the one or other, the effects may be ima-
gined.

COOLER, among brewers, distillers,

§tc. a large vessel, wherein certain liquors

are cooled after having been boiled.

COOMB, or Comb of com, a dry mea-
sure, containing four bushels, or half a
quarter.

COOPER, in the trades, an artificer who
makes casks, tubs, barrels, and all kinds

of wooden vessels which are bound toge-

ther with hoops. This is unquestionably a

very ancient trade, and is referred to

2000 years ago by the writers on rural

economy in Rome. Their descriptions
correspond in a good measure with ihe
construction of casks in our day. Il is not
known when the business of a cooper was
first introduced into this country, bu. it

ha.«5 been supposed it was derived from
the French. Wood wsed for the purpose
of cask-making should be old and thick;
straight trees are the best ; from these are
hewn thin planks, which are formed into

staves. In France, we are told, the wood
is prepared in winter ; tlie staves and bot-
toms are then formed, and they are put
together in summer. Planing the staves
is one of the most difficult parts of the
work, and it is at tiie same time one of
the most important in the fabrication of
casks. In the form ition of tiie staves, it

must be recollected that each is to consti-

tute part ofa double conoid. Each stave
must therefore be broader at tlie muklle,
and gradually become narrower, but not
in straight lines towards the extremities.
'i he outside of the staves, across the
wood, must be wrought into the segment
of a circle; and it must be thickest near
the midd:e, growing gradually thinner
towards the ends. After the staves are
dressed and ready lo be arranged, the
cooper, without attempting any great
nicety in slopuig them, so that the whole
surface of the edge may touch in every
point, brings the contiguous staves into

contact only at the inner surface ; and in
this way, by driving the hoops hard, he can
make a closer joint than could be done by
sloping them from the outer to the inner
side.

CoopEB, on board a ship, he that looks
to the casks and all other vessels for beer,
water, or any other liquor. He has a mate
under him.

COPAIFERA, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Leguminosae, Jussieu.
Essential character ; calyx none ; petals
five ; legume ovate ; seed one, with a
berried aril. There is but one species,

viz. C. officinalis, balsam of capevi tree.

This is a lofty elegant tree, with a hand-
some head ; the extreme branches at

the axils are flexuose, with a brownish
ash-coloured bark ; leaves alternate,

round, four inches long; racemes ax-
illary, solitary, loosely divided into eight
alternate, lateral common peduncles,
an inch and a half in length, with white
flowers sitting closely on them. Native
of South America : from this tree is

obtained in very considerable quantities,

by perforating the trunk, fluid balsam
or resin, which thickens by degrees

;
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and which is known in medicine by the

title of Ijaihanj of copaiva. See Balsam.
CUFAL ThissulJSiance,wiiicli deserves

panicular atiention from Us iniporlance

as a varnish, and which, at first sight,

seems to belong to a distinct class trom
the resins, is obiained from the rims co-

pallinum, a tree which is a native of North
America : but the best sort of copal is

said to come from Spanish America, ami
to be the produce of ditferent trees.

Copal is a beautiful white resmous sub-

stance, with a slight tint of brown. It is

sometimes opaque, and sometimes almost

perfectly transparent. When heated it

melts like other resins ; but it ditiiers

from them in not being solubie in alcohol,

nor in oil of turpentine without peculiar

management. Neither does it dissolve

in the fixed oils with the same ease as

the other resins. It resembles gum anime
a little in appearance, but is easily dis-

tinguished by the solubihiy of this last in

alcohol, and by its being brittle between
the teeth, whereas anime softens in the
mouth. The specific gravity of copal
varies from 1.045 to 1.139. xMr. Hatchett
found it soluble in alkalies and nitric

acid with the usual phenomena, so that

in this respect it agrees with the other

resins.

When copal is dissolved in any volatile

liquid, and spread thin upon wood, metal,

paper, &c. so that the volatile menstruum
may evaporate, the copal remains per-

fectly transparent, and forms one of the

most beautiful and perfect varnishes that

can well be conceived. The varnish thus

formed is called copal varnish, from the

chief ingredient in it. Copal varnish

used by the English japanners is made
as follows. Four parts by weight of co-

pal in powder are put into a glass ma-
trass and melted. The liquid is kept
boiling till the fumes, condensed uprn
the point of a tube thrust into the ma-
trass, drop to the bottom of the liquid

without occasioning any hissing noise, as

water does. This is a proof that all the

water is dissipated, and the copal has

been long enough melted. One part of

boihng hot linseed oil (previously boiled

in a retort without any litharge) is now
poured into it, and well mixed. The
matrass is then taken off the fire, and
the liquid, while still hot, is mixed with
about its own weight of oil of turpentine.

The varnish thus made is transparent,

but it has a tint of yellow, which the ja-

panners endeavour to conceal, by giving

the white ground on which they apply
it a shade of blue. It is with this varnish

that the dial plates of clocks are covered
after having been painted white.

Mr. Sheldrake has lately favoured the
public with another and easier method of
dissolving copal. This method is as fol-

lows :
" Provide a strong vessel made of

tin or otiier metal; it should be shaped
like a wine bottle, and capable of hold-
ing two quarts ; it will be convenient to
have a handle strongly rivetted to the
neck ; the neck should be long, and have
a cork fitted to the mouth, but a notch
or small hole should be made in the
cork, that, when the spirit is expanded
by heat, a small portion may force its

way through the hole, and thus prevent
the vessel from bursting. Dissolve half
an ounce of camphor in a quart of spirit

of turpentine, and put it into the vessel

;

take a piece of copal the size of a large
walnut, reduce it to a coarse powder or
very small pieces, put them into the tin

bottle, fasten the cork down with a wire,
and set it, as quick as possible, upon a
fire so brisk as to make the spirit boil al-

most immediately ; then keep it boiUng
very gently for about an hour, when so
much of the copal will be dissolved as

will make a very good varnish ; or, if the
o{)eration has been properly begun, but
enough of copal has not been dissolved,
it may be again put on the fire, and by
boiling it slowly for a longer time, it

may be at last brought to the consistence
desired.

COPARCENARY, an estate held in

coparcenary, is where lands of inheri-

tance descend from the ancestor to two
or more persons. It arises either by
common law, or particular custom. By
common law, as where a person seized
infee-simple,or fee-tail, dies, and his next
heirs are two or more femules, his daugh-
ters, sisters, aunts, cousins, or their re-

presentatives ; in this case they shall all

inherit. And these co-heirs are then
called coparceners, or, for brevity sake,

parceners. Parceners, by particular cus-

tom, are where lands descend, as in

gavel-kind, to all the males in equal

degree, as sons, brothers, uncles, or other

kindred ; and in either of these cases, all

the parceners put together make but
one heir, and have but one estate among
them.
COPERNICAN system, or Hypothesis,

that system of the world, wherein the

Sun is supposed at rest in the centre,

and the planets, with the Earth, to move
in ellipses round him. The Sun and stars

are here supposed at rest, and that diur-

nal motion which they appear to have.
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from east to west, is imputed to the
Eailij's motion from west to east, round
its axis. This system was received of old

by Philolaus, Aristarchus, and Pythago-
ras, from wiiich last it had the name of
the Pythagoric system : it was also held
by Archimedes ; but after him it became
neglected, and even forgotten for many
ages, till it was revived by Copernicus,
about the year 1500, and from him named
the Copernican system. According to

this hypothesis, the Sun is supposed very
nearly the centre of gravity of the whole
system, and in the common focus of every
one of the planetary orbits : next to him
Mercury performs his revolution around
him ; next Mercury is the orbit of Venus ;

then the Earth, with its attendant or se-

condary, the Moon, performing a joint

course, and in their revolution measur-
ing out the annual period. Next the
Earth is Mars, the first of the superior
planets; next him Jupiter, then Saturn,

and lastly, the Herschel planet. Be-
tween Mars and Jupiter have been dis-

covered four very small bodies, called

AsTEROJiiKS ; which See.

I'hese and the comets are the consti-

tuent parts of the solar system, which is

now received and approved as the only
true one. See Astronomy.
COPERNICUS (Nicholas) in biogra-

phy, was born at Thorn, in Prussia, in

1472. Having acquired, during the course
of his education at Cracow, a fondness
for mathematical studies, and particular-

ly for astronomy, he went to Bologna, to

prosecute these studies under an emi-
nent astronomer of that university. Here
he obtained such distinction, that he was
appointed professor of mathematics at

Kome. Returning after some years to

his native country, he obtained a canon-

ry in the cathedral church of Frauen-
burg,and in the leisure which this situa-

tion afforded him pursued his astrono-

mical speculations. Perceiving the Ptole-
maic system (which supposes the Earth
to be fixed in the centre, and tlie Moon,
Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn, to revolve about it in con-
rentric circles) to be inconsistent with
the phenomena, and encumbered with
many absurdities, he had recourse to the
Pythagorean h)-pothesis, which places
the Sun in the centre of the system, and
makes the Earth a planet, revolving an-

nually with the rest about the Sun, and
daily about its own axis. Upon this sys-

tem, compared with the observations

which had been made by others and
himself, he proceeded to ascertain the
periodical revolutions of the planets.

and wrote his treatise, " De Orbium
Ccelestium Revolutionibus*'—" On the

Revolutions of the Heavenly Bodies,"

in which he demonstrated them geome-
trically.

A doctrine which explained the celes-

tial phenomena with so much simplicity

could not fail to engage the attention

and admiration of astronomers and phi-

losophers. But, on account of its in-

consistency with some passages of scrip-

ture, it was rejected by many divines,

and censured in an express decree of

the Romish Church. Nevertheless the

doctrine daily gained ground, and is now
universally received. Copernicus died

in 1543.

COPPEL, CopEL, or Ccppel, a chemi-
cal vessel made of OArth, pretty thick,

and of the form of a platter or dish. See
Laboratort.

COPPER, in the arts, seems to have
been known in the remotest periods of

antiquity. It is among the first me-
tals which was employed by the early

nations of the world; it is not one of the

scarce metals, is easily extractedfrom its

ores, and not difficult to work. The
Egyptians applied it to a great variety of
uses, as it appears from the earliest pe-

riod of their history. The Greeks were
acquainted with the mode ofworking cop-

per, and employed it in many of the arts.

It was the basis of the celebrated Corin-

thian metal. The Romans knew the uses

of this metal, and it is generally supposed
that of it they fabricated the greatest

number of their utensils. The alloys

which they made with copper, after the
example of the Egyptians and Greeks,
were very numerous, and applied to a

great variety of uses. Copper exists in

considerable abundance in nature ; it is

found native, alloyed with other metals,

combined with sulphur, in the state oif"

oxide, and in that of salt. It is not un-
frequently met with in the native state,

sometimes crystallized in an arborescent
form, and sometimes in more regular

figures. Copper exists native, alloyed

with gold and silver. The most abundant
ores of copper are the sulphurets, and of
these there is a considerable variety, ex-

hibiting various colours and various forms
of crystals. In the state of oxide it has

been found in Peru, of a greenish colour,

mixed with white sand. In the state of

salt, copper is combined with the sulphu-

ric and carbonic acids, forming native sul-

phates and carbonates of copper. The
latter present many varieties, but may
chiefly be referred to the blue and green
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carbonates. The extraction of the ores
of copper is to be conducted according
to the nature of the combination in

which they exist. The following process
is recommended for the treatment of the
sulphurets of copper. The ore is first

reduced to powder, and then boiled with
five parts of concentrated sulphuric acid.

The solution is evaporated to dryness,

and the residuum well washed with warm
water, to remove all soluble matters. The
solution being sufficiently cUluted, a plate

ofcopper is immersed in it, which precipi-

tates the silver, and afterwards a plate of

iron to precipitate the copper. It is boil-

ed with the plate of iron till no farther

precipitate takes place. The copper
which is thus obtained is dried with a
gentle heat, so that it may not undergo
oxidation. It is supposed that the cop-
per is mixed with iron ; the whole may
be dissolved in nitric acid ; and the pro-
cess is ag^in repeated by introducing the
plate of iron. In this way it is easy to

discover the quantity of copper in the
sulphurets of this metal.

Copper is a very brilliant metal, of a
fine red colour, differing from every other
metalUc substance. The specific gravity

of copper is 8.58. When it is hammered
it acquires a greater density. It posses-
ses a considerable degree of hardness
and some elasticity. It is extremely mal-
leable, and may be reduced to leaves so
fine, that they may be carried about by
the wind. It has also a considerable de-
gree of ductihty, intermediate, according
to Guyton, between tin and lead. The
tenacity of copper is also very great. A
wire .078 of an inch in diameter will sup-
port a v> eight, without breaking, equal to

more than 3Q0i6s. avoirdupois. Copper
has a pecuharly astringent and disagree-
able taste. It is extremely deleterious,

when taken internally, to the animal
economy, and indeed may be considered
as a poison. It is distinguished by a
peculiarly disagreeable odour, which it

communicates to the hands by the slight-

est friction. Copper does not melt till

the temperature is elevated to a red
heat, which is about 27° Wedgwood, or
by estimation 1450° Fahrenheit. When
it is rapidly cooled after fusion, it assumes
a granulated and porous texture ; but if

it be cooled slowly, it affords crystals in

quadrangular pyramids, or in octahe-
drons, which proceed from the cube, its

primitive form. When the temperature
is raised beyond what is necessary for
its fusion, it is sublimed in the form of
visible fumes. W^hen copper is exposed

vol.. IV

to the air, especially if it be humid, it is

soon deprived of its lustre. It tarnishes,

becomes of a dull brown colour, which
gradually deepens till it is converted into

that of the antique bronze, and at last is

covered with a shining gre< n crust, which
is well known under the name of verdi-

gris. This process is the oxydation of the
metal by the absorption of oxygen from
the atmosphere ; and it is promoted and
accelerated, either by being moistened
with water, or by the water which ex-
ists in the atmosphere. As this oxide
is formed, the carbonic acid of the at-

mosphere combines with it, so that it is to

be considered as a mixture of oxide and
carbonate of copper. But when copper
is subjected to a strong heat, the oxida-

tion proceeds more rapidly. If a plate of

copper be made red hot in the open air,

it loses its brilliancy, becomes of a deep
brown colour, and the external layer,

which is of this colour, may be detached
from the metal. This is the brown oxide
of copper This oxide may be obtained
by immersing a plate of red-hot copper
into cold water. The scales which arc
formed on the surface fall off" by the sud-
den contraction of the heated copper.
This may be repeated till the whole is

converted into this oxide. The copper
in this state is in the highest dejjrer of
oxidation. The component parts of this

oxide are.

Oxygen .

Copper .

25
75

100

There are, however, different oxides
;

copper combines with a smaller propor-
tion of oxygen, forming an oxide of an
orange colour. This is the oxide of cop-
per with the smaller proporiion of oxy-
gen. The component parts of this oxide,

according to Mr. Clienevix, are.

Oxygen
Copper

11.5

88.5

100.0

This oxide changes colour the moment
it is exposed to the air, by the absorption

of oxygen, for which it has a very strung

affinity. There is no action between
azote, hydrogen, or carbon, and copper.

Phosphorus readily combines with cop-

per, and forms with'it a phosphuret, which
H
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is prepared by fusing equal parts of cop-
per and phosphoric gas, with *th of the

whole of charcoal in powder Copper
combines with sulphur by ilifferent pro-

cesses. If sulphur in powder and fihngs

of copper are mixed together, and form-
ed into a paste with a little water, when
they are exposed to the air, the mass
swells up, becomes hot, and is convert-

ed into a brown matter, which efflores-

ces slowly in the air, and is converted
into sulphate of copper.

Copper combined with sulphur is one
of the most common ores of this metal.

According to the experiments of Proust,

the natural production, known by the

name of copper pyrites, is a sulphuret of

copper combined with an additional por-

tion of sulphur. It is distinguished by
its brittleness, metallic lustre, and yellovk'

colour.

The alloys of copper (that is, those in

which this motal predominates) are more
numerous and more important in the arts

than those of any other metal. Many of

them are perfectly well known, and have
been in use from very ancient times ; of

many, the exact composition, and particu-

larly the mode of preparing, are kept as

secret as possible ; for even when the

precise composition of an alloy is found
by chemical analysis, it may often be
extremely cfifficult to produce a mixture
by common methods, which shall have
exactly the same shade of colour, the
same malleability, texture, susceptibility

of polish, or some other excellence,
which, perhaps, a mere accident has dis-

covered to the possessor.

The principal objects of alloying cop-
per appears to be, to render it less lia-

ble to tarnish, and especially to be act-

ed on by common animal or vegetable
substances, to make it more fusible, and
harder, and able to take a higher polish,

and to alter its colour either to a golden
yellow or silvery white. All these ob-
jects are attainable by different alloys.

Copper, alloyed with gold, silver, and
platina, is seldom, if ever, used in the
proportions in which it would be reck-
oned as alloy of copper, being much
too costly for any purpose of manufac-
ture ; with this exception, however, that
a very small portion of silver much im-
proves the composition of the alloy of
copper and tin, when used as bell-

metal or speculum- metal. Copper is

used largely as an alloy of gold and
silver, and it is often plated with one or
the other.

Tutenag is a white alloy of copper,

zinc, and iron, according to Keir, which
is very hard, tough, and sufficiently duc-
tile to be wrought into various articles of
furniture, such as candlesticks, &c. which
take a high polish, and when made of the
better sort of ttitenag are hardly distin-

guishable from silver. The inferior kinds
are siill white, but with a brassy yellow.

The Chinese petong is anothef fine,

white, malleable alloy of copper, the
composition of which is not exactly

known, but it contains a small portion

of silver. Copper unites with lead very
intimately by fusion, but when a mass of
this alloy is exposed to a heat less than
that at which the whole melts, the lead

alone sweats out, leaving almost all the
copper in a porous or honey-combed
state. When the copper holds a small

f)ortion of silver, the lead carries the
atter out with it, and this is the prin-

ciple of the old processs of eliquation,

formerly much used in the extracting

of silver from copper ores. Copper,
with about a fourth of its weight of lead,

forms pot-metal, used by the ancients for

their coins.

Copper, nearly saturated with zinc,

forms brass, the most important of all

the alloys of this metal See Brass.
With a much less proportion of zinc, the
colour of the alloy approaches very near-
ly to that of gold, and the malleabiUty
increases. Mixtures chiefly of these
two metals are used to form a variety

of yellow or gold-coloured alloy.s, known
by the names of tombac, Manheim, or
Dutch gold, tinsel, similar. Prince Ru-
pert's metal. Pinchbeck, &c. ; but the
precise composition varies according to

the fancy or the experience of different

manufacture r5. The Dutch gold may be
beaten out into extremely fine leaves,

which, when fresh, have nearly the bril-

liance of gold-leaf, and are used as a
cheap imitation of it ; but they tarnish

very soon. The mixture may be made,
either by directly melting copper and
zinc, or by mixing brass and copper. In
either case the copper should be melted
first, and the zinc added afterwards, the
whole stirred together with wood, cover-
ing it with a Uttle charcoal, and poured out
immediately, to prevent the loss by the
burning off" the zinc. A kind of tombac
is the material of which a large propor-
tion of the Roman coins was composed ;

Klaproth, on analyzing several struck dur-
ing the first century of the emperors, found
them all to consist either of pure copper,
or of copper and zinc, in which the lat-

ter metal- made generally from a fifth to
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a sixth of the mass: A little tin and lead

were found in some ; but in such small

proportion as to appear only an acci-

dental impurity.

The alloys of copper and tin are ex-

tremely important in the arts, and cu-

rious as chemical mixtures. They form,

in different proportions, mixtures, which
have a distinct and appropriate use. Tin
added to copper makes it more fusible ;

much less liable to rust or corrosion by
common substances ; harder, denser, and
more sonorous. In these respects the

alloy has a real advantage over unmixed
copper; but this is in many cases more
than counterbalanced by the extreme
brittleness which even a moderate por-

tion of tin imparts, and which is a singu-

lar circumstance, considering how very

malleable both metals are before mix-

ture, and the remarkable softness and
ductility of tin.

Copper, or sometimes copper with a
little zinc, alloyed with as much tin as

will make from about one-tenth to about
one fifth of the whole, forms an alloy,

which is the principal, and often the only

composition for bells, brass cannon (so

called,) bronze statues, and several

smaller purposes, and hence it is called

bronze, or bell-metal ; and it is excellent-

ly fitted for these purposes, by its hard-

ness, density, sonorousness, and fusibility,

whereby the minute parts of hollow
moulds may be readily filled before it

fixes in cooling. For cannon, a lower
portion of tin seems to be used. Bronze
cannon are much less liable to rust than

those of iron; but in large pieces of

ordnance, by very rapid firing, the touch-

hole is apt to melt down, and spoil the

piece : of which there is a remarkable
instance at the Tower of London, of a

mortar of the largest calilJre thus spoiled

at the siege of Namur. On account of the
sonorousness of bronze, these cannon
give a much sharper report than those of

iron, which for a time impairs the hear-

ing of the people that work them. A
common alloy for bell-metal is about 80
of copper to 20 of tin ; or where copper,
brass, and tin are used, the copper is

from 70 to 80 per cent, including the por-

tion contained in the brass, and the re-

mainder is tin and zinc. The zinc cer-

tainly makes it more sonorous. Antimo-
ny is also often found in small quantity

in bell-metal. Some of the finer kinds
used for small articles contain also a little

silver, which much improves the sound.
When the tin is nearly one-third of the
alloy, it is then most beautifully white,

with a lustre almost like that of mercury,

extremely hard, very close-grained, and
perfectly brittle. In this state it takes a
most beautiful polish, and is admirably
fitted for the reflection of fight for all

optical purposes. It is then called specu-
lum metal, which, however, for the
extreme perfection required in modern
astronomical instruments, is better mix-
ed with a very small proportion of other
metals, particularly arsenic, brass, and
silver.*

When more tin is added than amounts
to half the weight of the copper, the
alloy begins to lose that splendid white-
ness, for which it is so valuable as a
mirror, and becomes more of a blue-

grey. As the tin increases, the texture
becomes rough-grained, and as it were
rotten, and totally unfit for manufacture.
The speculum metal is therefore in

the highest proportion of alloy of tin

that copper will admit, for any useful

purpose. See Aikin's Dictionary of Che-
mistry.

COPPERAS is the sulphate of iron,

and is commonly called green vitriol. It*

sulphuric acid be diluted with water, and
be poured upon iron, much effervescence
will be seen : the metal will be dissolv-

ed, and the solution, when evaporated,
will exhibit the sulphate of iron, or com-
mon copperas, which is a neutral salt in a
very impure state. Copperas is the basis

of many dyes : it gives a fine black,

though it rather subjects the material to

decay, unless used with extreme caution,

the least excess occasioning the cloth,

&c. to rot very soon. It seems that wool
is more affected by it than felt, as is ob-
vious from the greater duration of hats

beyond what broad cloths, &c. exhibit

when dyed black. Ink owes its rich

blackness principally to the copperas it

contains; and our fine black leathers are
equally indebted to its powerful quali-

ties, which so firmly fix the colour on all

occasions. Many servants are in the
habit of cleansing their copper kitchen
utensils with green vitriol, which is ex-

tremely dangerous : the copperas is

highly corrosive, and disengages a very
large portion of the copper, which
cannot be always removed, even when
much pains are taken, the salt being
buried under projecting rims, rivets, &c.
We are apt to believe that many most
painful and dangerous complaints have
resulted from this, though probably they

may have been assigned to other suppos-

ed causes.

Mi'. Murdoch, of Cornwall, obtained a

patent for extracting copperas from mim-
dic, and other ores containing sulphur.
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zinc, or arsenic. He washed the calcined

TOundic, &c. and by evaporating the li-

quid produces chrystals of copperas. It

is probably owing in a great degree to

the quantity of green vitriol it contains,

that ink is so efficacious in the cure of

burns where the skin is not off; but it

should be appUed without delay. Where
copperas comes in contact with meials, it

occasions an oxide to be formed, which
is highly prejudicial to linens, &c. s^ well

as to health. When it acts upon iron, it

produces a stain called iron-mould, which
may, however, be easily removed, if at-

tended to in dDe time, by the use of ve-

getable acids ; especially the salt of le-

mons, and partially by cream of tartar,

which is often sold by those itinerant

knaves, who impose it on the ignorant

throughout the country for the concen-

trated salt of that fruit.

COPROSMA, in botany, a genus ofthe

Polygamia Monoecia class and order.

Natural order of Stellatze. Uubiacese,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx one-

leafed, five toothed ; corolla five or six

cleft ; stamina five, six, or seven. Herm,
styles two, long ; berry containing two
flattish seeds. There are two species,

ti'r. C. foetidissima, and C. lucida, both

shrubs : leaves opposite, with a stipule

interposing
;
peduncles axillary, one, or

many-flowered ; flowers male and herma-
phrodite ; corolla differently divided, and
the number of stamens uncertain, from
five to seven. These were discovered in

Queen Charlotte's Sound, New-Zealand.
COPULA, in logic, the verb that con-

nects any two terms in an affirmative

or negative ; as * riches make a man
happy." where viake is the copula

:

'* no weakness is a virtue ;" where is is

the copula,

COPULATIVE propositions, in logic,

those where the subject and predicate

are so linked together, by copulative con-

junctioiis, that they may be all severally

affirmed or denied one of another. Ex-
ample, " Riches and honours are apt to

elate the mind, and increase the number
of our desires."

COPY, in a law sense, signifies the

transcript of any original writing, as the

copy of a patent, charter, deed, &c. A
common deed cannot be proved by a

copy or counterpart, where the original

may be procured. But if the deed be in-

rolled, certifying an attested copy is

proof of the inrollment, and such copy
may be given in evidence.

Copt is also used for the imitation of an
original work, more particularly in paint-

ing, draught, figure, &c.

Copt, among printers, denotes ti)e ma-
nuscript, or original of a book, given to

be printed.

Copr is used for an imitation of any
original work, particularly a painting,

drawing, figure, &c. Of late years many
methods have been invented for taking
copies of letters, or other MS. for tlie

convenience of merchants, Sec. Mr.
Watt, of Birmingham, obtained a patent

for a copying machine, which acts as a

rolling press: the ink made use of is of
a particular quality, which prevents its

drying too quickly, and the paper on
which the copy is to be taken is unsized,

and in other respects prepared for the

purpose. There have been other con-

trivances of polygraphs, for making two
or more copies at the same time of any
writing. But the most simple method,
where the practice is not much called for,

consists in putting a little sugar in com-
mon writing ink, and with this the wri-

ting is made on common paper; and when
a copy is required, unsized paper is tak-

en, and lightly moistened with a sponge
The wet paper is then apphed to the

writing, and a flat iron of a moderate
heat being lightly passed over the unsiz-

ed paper', the copy is immediately pro-

duced. The use of the sugar is to preven
the ink from drying too soon.

CoPY-hold, a tenure, for which a tenant

has nothing to shew but the copy of the

rolls made by the steward of the lord's

court.

The customs of manors differ as much
as the humour and temper of the respec-

tive ancient Jords ; so a copyholder, by
custom, may be tenant in fee-simple, in

fee-tail, for life, by the courtesy, in dower,

for years, at sufferance, or on condition
;

subject, however, to be deprived ofthese

estates upon the concurrence ofthose cir-

cumstances, which the will of the lords,

promulged by immemorial custom, hath

declared to be a forfeiture or absolute de-

termination of those interests ; as in some
manors the want of issue, in others the

want of issue male, in others the cuUing
down timber, in others the non-payment of

rent or fine. Yet none of these interests

amount to freehold; for the freehold of the

whole manor abides alway* with the lord

only, who hath granted out the use of oc-

cupation, but not the corporeal seizin, or

true posse.ssion of certain parts or parcels

thereof, to these his customary tenants at

will.

If a person would' devise a copyhold

estate, he cannot do it by his will, but he
must surrender to the use of his last will

and testament, and in his will declare his
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intent ; and here the lands do not pass

by the will, but by the surrender thus

made.
Copyhold inheritances have no collate-

ral qualities, which do not concern the

descent, as to make them assets to bind

the heir, or whereof the wife may be en-

dowed, &c. They are not extendible in

execution, but are within the acts

ag-ainst bankrupts, and the statutes of

limitation.

CopT-AoWer, one who is admitted tenant

of lands, or tenements within a manor,

which, time out of mind, by use and cus-

tom of the manor, have been demisable,

and demised to such as will take them in

fee-simple, or fee-tail, for life, years, or at

will, according to the custom of the manor
by copy of court-roll. But is generally

where the tenant has such estate either

in fee or for three lives.

CopY-righi, the right which an author

may be supposed to have in his own ori-

ginal literary compositions; so that no
otlier person, without his leave, may pub-

lish or make profit of the copies. When a

man, by the exertion of his rational pow-
ers, has produced an original work, he

has clearly a right to dispose of that iden-

tical work as he pleases ; and any attempt

to take it from him, or vary the disposi-

tion he has made of it, is an invasion of his

right ofproperty. Now the identity of a

literary composition consists entirely

in the sentiment and the language ; the

same conceptions, clothed in the same
words, must necessarily be the same com-
position ; and whatever method be taken

of conveying that composition to the ear,

or to the eye of another, by recital, by
writing, or by printing, in any number of

copies, or at any period of time, it is al-

ways the identical work of the author
which is so conveyed : and no other man
(it hath bet-n thought) can have a right to

convey or transfer it, without his consent

either tacitly or expressly given. This
consent may, perhaps, be tacitly given,

when an author permits his work to be
published without any reserve of right,

and without stamping on it any marks of
ownership ; it is then a present to the
public, hke the building of a church, or

the laying out a new highway : but in

case of a bargain for a single impre-ssion,

or a total sale or gift of the copy-right

;

in the one case the reversion hath been
thought to continue in the original pro-
prietor ; in the other, the whole proper-
ty, with its exdusive rights, to be perpe-
tuaily transferred to the grantee. On the
oThrr hand it is urgr>d, that though the
exclusive right of tlie manuscript, and all

which it contains, belongs undoubtedly to
the owner before it is printed or pub-
lished, yet from the instant of publication
the exclusive right of an author, or his

assigns, to the sole communication of his

ideas, immediately vanishes and evapo-
rates, as being a right of too subtle and
unsubstantial a nature to become the
subject of property at the common law,
and only capable of being guarded by posi-

tive statute and special provisions of the
magistrate.

COR Caroliy in astronomy, an extra-
constellated star in the northern hemi-
sphere, situated between the Com.-i Bere-
nices and Ursa Major, so called by Dr,
Halley in honour of King Charles.

Cor Hydra, a fixed star of the first

magnitude, in the constellation of Hy-
dra.

Cor Leonisy or Begulus, in astronomy,
a fixed star of the first magnitude, in the
constellation Leo.

CORACIAS, the roller, in natural his-

tory, a genus of birds of the order Picae,

Generic character : bill straight, bending
towards the tip, sharp edged, the base
naked of feathers ; tongue cartilaginous

and bifid ; legs short ; feet formed for
walking, three toes before and one be-
hind, divided throughout. There are,

accordingto Gmelin, twenty-five species;
though Latham enumerates but sixteen.

The following is the principal. C. gar-
rulus, or the common roller. These birds

are about the size of a jay, and abound in

several parts of Europe. They are found
in the latitudes between Denmark and
Africa; and in Sicily and Malta, as well
as in Germany, are sold in the shops and
markets for food. Being birds of passage,

they are supposed to spend the winter in

Africa, as they are stated to be seen at Se-
negal not unfrequently in flocks. They
build in trees, though sometimes in holes

in the ground, and feed on insects, worms,
frogs, nuts, and corn. Their flesh has very^

much the taste of a turtle. Its name is de-
rived from a noise made by it similar to

chattering.

CORAL, By this designation we gene-
rally understand that substance of which
a variety of ornaments are made, consi-

dering it as a concrete substance, and sup-

posing it to be a marine plant. This was
tiie opinion entertained for centuries, from
the time even of Pliny to the beginning of
the seventeenth century, when various

circumstances gave rise to doubts as to

the formation of coral. Monsieur de
Peyssounel of Marseilles observed, that

the ramifications were inhabited by a nu-
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merous tribe of insects ; and that what ap-

peared to be the flowers ofthe coral, and
which receded into small apertures on its

being withdrawn from the salt water,

were those insects, which, on re-immer-
sion, again protruded themselves. Added
to this, the softness of the terminations of
all the points, and their being filled with
a milky fluid, gives just reason to con-
clude, that nature has not been deficient

in providing these insects with both the
means of forming their abodes, and with
the means of subsistence. What that sub-

sistence may be, or to what purpose, or

how the milky fluid is formed, naturalists

have not yet discovered. It should seemthat
the main channels in the principal branches
are gradually formed, and that the lateral

ramifications are produced by the expul-

sion of supernumeraries in the family,

which attach themselves to the exterior,

and form new galleries. This is the more
probable, because pieces of coral, broken
off from the main branches, in a few. days
are found to be again cemented to such
parts as they may happen to light upon,
Ijy this we may also infer, that a state of

rest is necessary to the existence of the
coral insect, and that it has very powerful
means of attaching itself to rocks, &c.
Coral is generally found covered with a

rugged incrustation, and on being left to

dry in the sun, soon appears discoloured,

and emits a very foetid smell, arising from
the corruption of the polypi, or insects,

that have died for want of their natural

element, and of food. The incrustation

being decoriated, the coral presents it-

self; mostly of a beautiful blood red co-

lour; some are white, and a few pieces are

black. The latter is much valued, but the
red only is used in medicine as an astrin-

gent. Vegetable distilled oils dissolve co-

ral ; the red kind yields, by distillation in

a retort, a volatile vitreous spirit, that ef-

fervesces with acids, turns syrup ofviolets
green, and causes the solution of corro-

sive sublimate to assume a milky appear-
ance. Calcined in a gentle heat it be-

comes white, and it imparts to all the
menstrua a red colour, which itself gra-

dually loses. The white coral is little va-

hied, and is generally made into lime of
the finest quality, where it grows in abun-
dance between high and low water mark.
Fisheries for red and black coral are esta-

blished in many parts of the world, prin-

cipally in the Levant, in the Red Sea,

Peruvian Gulf, Chinese Seas, and among
many of the numerous clusters of islands

in the Eastern and Pacific Oceans. The
largest, brightest, and heaviest, is account-

ed the best. The women of Asia wear
necklaces and bracelets made of one or
more rows of red coral ; there called

moongah. Although obtained in their own
quarter of the world, the beads are very
dear ; those of about the size of a large
marrow-fat pea being usually sold for four
or five rupees per tolah of half an ounce

;

which is equal to sixteen or twenty pounds
sterling for a pound avoirdupois. The na-
tives of Hindostan have a mode of imitat-

ing coral by means of the butts of large
conch-shells, which they colour very art-

fully. Coral is sometimes found in a fos-

sil state, but invariably of a white or yel-

lowish colour ; these, from some remain-
ing red spots in their interior, appear to

have been formerly entirely of that co-
lour, but to have lost it by absorption, or
by the action of acids : and the colour of
coral is by no means fixed : if a pound of
red coral (the isis nobilis of Linnaeus) be
boiled in a strong syrup, in which a pound
of wax is mixed, both being previously-

dissolved in spirits of wine, the whole co-

louring matter of the coral may be extract-

ed. Artificial coral is made of leviga-

ted cinnabar, or of minium ; but these
are easily detected : they will not ef-

fervesce with acids, nor do they afford an
alkaline earth, as real coral invariably

does.

CORALLINA, Coralline^ in natural his-

tory, a genus of the Vermes Zoopliyta:
Animal growing in the form of a plant;

stem fixed, with calcareous subdivided
branches, mostly jointed. C. officinalis

is common on almost every shore, grow-
ing in clustered tufts from two to five

inches long, about the thickness of a large

thread ; white, greenish, yellowish, pur-
ple or reddish, and frequently a mixture
of all the colours. This is the species

sometimes used in powder as an ab-

sorbent and vermifuge. C. flabellum in-

habits the West Indies, of various co-

lours, from a greenish- brown to milk-
white; sometimes of aflat kidney-shap-
ed form, and about an inch high ; some-
times expanding to a large subdivided
lobed and undulated mass, from one to

five inches high, and as many broad :

stem terminated by a tuft of fine radical

tubes.

CORCHORUS, in botany, a genus of
the Polyandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Columniferae. Tilia-

ceae, Jussieu. Essential character : co-

rolla five-petalled ; calyx five-leaved, de-
ciduous; capsule many valved, many
seeded. There are sixteen species. Na-
tives of both Indies,
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CORCULUM, in botany, a term used
by Linnxus tor the heart, or, more pro-

perly, embryo of a seed, aUuding to its

shape, which, in the walnut, and many
other seeds, resembles the animal heart

in miniature, it is the most important,

and even essential part of a perfect seed,

to which all the rest are subservient, be-

ing the point whence the future plant

originates. In unimpregnated seeds it

is deficient, or rather abortive ; in fertile

ones it is clt^sely connecied with the

cotyledons, on which it depends for the

first supplies of nutriment, and other ex-

citing causes of its evolution. The cor-

culum consists of the radicle, which de-

scends to become a root, and the plurau-

la or feather, which ascends and becomes
the stem and leaves.

COUD, magicaly an instrument in great

use among the Laplanders, and supposed
to possess considerable virtues in certain

magical rites and ceremonies. When
pro|jerly prepared with knots, it is sup-

posed to have power over the winds ;

and by means of it they will sell a favour-

able wind to any one that has faith

enough to become a purchaser. If they

untie only one of these knots, a moderate
gale is to succeed; if two, it is much
stronger ; and if three, there is to be a

storm.

CoBD of looody a certain quantity of

wood for burning, so called, because
formerly measured with a cord. The di-

mensions of a statute cord of wood are

eight feet long, four feet high, and four

feet broad.

CORDAGE, a term used, in general,

for all sorts of cord, whether small, mid-
dling, or great, made use of in the rig-

ging of ships. Cordage, cable-laid, as the

seamen term it, is made with nine

strands, i. e. the first three strands are laid

slack, and then three of them, being
closed together, make a cable, or cablet.

See Cable, Rope, Sec.

CORDATE, a term used in Natural
History, signifying heart-shaped.

CORDIA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Asperifoliae. Borragineae,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

funnel-form ; style dichotomous ; drupe
with two-celled nuts. There are twelve
species, of which one is C. myxa, smooth
leaved cordia, sebesten,or Assyrian plum.
The leaves of this tree are about three
inches long, opposite, flat, entire, on a
round petiole, half an inch in. length ;

-peduncles panicled, terminating, sub-

corymbed ; petals white, revolute ; fruit

inferior, red, nearly an inch in diameter.

The timber of this tree is tough arrd

solid ; it is used for procuring fire by
friction. A native of Arabia and the East
Indies.

CORDIAL, in medicine, whatever rais-

es the spirits, and gives them a sudden
strength and cheerfulness.

CORDON, in fortification, a row of
stones, made round on the outside, and
set between the wall of the fortress,

which lies aslope, and the parapet, which
stanils perpeiKiicular, afer such a man-
ner, that this difference may not be of-

fensive to the eye : whence the cordons
serve only as an ornament, ranging

round about the place, being only used
in fortification of stone-work. For in

those made with earth, the void space is

filled up with pointed stakes.

CORDWAINERS, a terra whereby
shoemakers are denominated in statutes.

By a statute ofJac. I. the master and war-

dens of the cordvvainers company, &c.

are to appoint searchers and triers of

leather ; and no leather is to be sold, be-

fore searched, sealed, &c.
CORDYLOCARPUS, in botany, a ge-

nus of the Tetradynamia Sihquo^a class

and order. Silique cylindrical, swelling

into knobs, jointed, the uppermost joint

distinct ; calyx closed. Two species

found in the Archipelago.
COREOPSIS, in botany, a genus of

the Syngenesia Polygamia Frusiranea
class and order. Natural order of Com-
positae Oppositifolise. Corymbifersc, Jus-

sieu. Essential character: calyx erect,

many-leaved, surrounded at the base

with spreading rays; down two-horned;
receptacle chaffy. There are twenty
species.

CORIACEOUS, a term used in Natural

History, of a leather like consistence.

CORL\NDRUM, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Umbellatae. Essential

character : corolla rayed ; petal inflex

emarginate ; involucre universal, one-

leafed ;
partial halved ; fruit spherical.

There are two species, viz. C. sativum,

common or great coriander, has an an-

nual root, the stem about a foot and a half

in height; universal involucre, one-leafed

or none, the three leaflets of the partial

involucre small, filiform ; petals white or

reddish. It flowers in June or July in

corn fields. C. testiculatum, small or

twin-fruited coriander ; root annual ; stem
angular ; umbel usually simple, very sel-

dom compound ; universal involucre one-

leafed ;
partial none ;

petals not rayed

;

anthers purplish. The leaves of this sort,

as well as the former, have a strong dis-
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agreeable scent. The seeds are grateful

to the laste, and, incrusted with sugar, are

sola by the confectionei's. The first sort,

tiiough found wild in Essex, where it has

bee n long cultivated, is not a native of

this country. They are both brought
from the South of Europe, China, and
Cochin China.

COKIARIA, in botany, a genus of the

Dioecia Decandria class and order. Es-

se iitial character : calyx five-leaved ; co-

rolla five petalled, very Uke the calyx.

Male, anthers two parted : female,

St} li s five ; seeds five, covered with suc-

culent berried petals. There are three
species.

CORIS, in botany, a genus of the Pen-
tandriu Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Lysimacliiae, Jussieu. Es-

sential character: corolla one-petalled,

irregular ; calyx spiious ; -apsuJe five-

valved superior. There is but one spe-

cies, viz. C. monspeliensis, Montpelier
coris. This plant is seldom more than

six inches high, and spreads near the

surface of the ground like heath. It

flowers in June, and makes a very pretty

api'car^nce. There are two varieties of

this plant, one with a red, and tiie other

wit i» a white flower. Native of the South
of France.

COHISPERMUM, in botany, a genus
of the Monantiria Digynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Oleraceae. Atripli-

ces, Jussieu. Essential character: calyx

none ;
petals two : seed one, oval, naked.

There are two species, viz. C. hys-

sopifolium, hyssop-leaved tickseed, and
C. squarrosuni, rough spiked tickseed.

These plants having little beauty are sel-

dom cultivated, except in botanic gardens.
They are natives of Russia.

CORK, is a substance analogous to

wood, it is the exterior bark of a tree be-

longing to the genus ouk, wnich grows
wild in the southern parts of Europe.
When the tree is fourteen or fifteen

years old it is fit to be barked, and may
be done successively for several years.

The bark always grows up again, and its

quality improves as the age of the tree
increases. If the bark is not taken ofl^in

due time, it spUts and peels off" by itself,

being pushed away by tlie second
growth. The best bark comes from
Spain and Portugal : it is taken off in

sheets, care being used in keeping them
as large as possible. After it is detached
from the tree the Portuguese burn or char
it, laying the convex side of the bark to

the fire in order to straighten and swell

it. It is then piled in stacks ready for sale.

Cork is formed into soles for shoes,
into corks and bungs for stopping bot-

tles, &c. into a floatage for the nets of
fishermen ; it is employed generally,
though perhaps with a considerable de-
gree of error, in teaching the art of
swimming; it is also ingeniously used,
on account of its lightness, when an am-
putation of the human leg h;is been ne-
cessary, to supply the deficiency ; the
Spaniards line stone walls with it, which
not only renders their houses very warm,
but corrects the moisture of the air ; the
Egyptians made coffins of it, which, be-
ing covered in the inside with a re-

sinous composition, preserved their dead
bodies. It is burnt to make that light

black substance called Spanish black,
from its having been first made in

Spam.
Cork bark has not only been applied

as above, but also in the preservation of
hfe when endangered by shipwreck ; the
most conspicuous exhibition of its advan-
tages is in the application of it in the
construction of the " life boat," or " cork
boat," as it was originally called. See
Boat, bfe.

A cork jacket too has been revived
from an old German discovery, by Mr.
Dubourg, to preserve the lives ofperso'is
in danger ofdrowning, which is construct-
ed as follows : pieces of cork about Uuee
inches long by two wide, and tne usual
thickness of the bark, stre inclosed be-
tween two pieces of strong cloth or can-
vass, and formed like a jacke; without
sleeves ; the pieces of clotli are sewed to-

gether round each piece of cord, lo keep
them in their proper siiuations ; vh.^ lower
part of the jacket, aboi't the hips, is

made like the same p;trt of won.ens*
stays, to give freedom to the thigJis in

swimming: it is matie sufficiently large
to fit a robust man, and is secured to the
body by two or three strong tapes sewed
far back on each side, and ii> d before

;

the strings are thus placed, to enable any
wearer to tighten it to his <;wn conve-
nience. Cork in its action has the elas-

ticity of a spring, and when pres.sed into

any aperture, its exerts a force acting out-

wardly on all sides from the centre. It is

this quality thai makes it valuable in

shutting out the external air from hquors
and elastic fluids ; an^i it is fitted for this

purpose in a degree proportioned to the

impermt ability of its pores. The elas-

ticil)' of cork has also been employed for

many other purposes in the arts ; it forms
the spring of the lifter in ordinary candle-

sticks, and where the frame is not
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heavy, it can be made into a good substi-

tute for the pulleys and weights of the
sashes of windows.
Cork cutting, or the manufacturing of

corks. This business, though it is thought
one of the most djrty, is not one of the
least profitable ; it is likewise easy in the
acquirement. The cork, after being press-

ed into square pieces, is received by the
cork cutters, and if not sufficiently flat

for their purpose, they "lay" it again
over a fire in their "burning-yard," turn-
ingthe convex part to the flame ; the heat,

by twisting the edges of the bark, coun-
teracts the natural bend, and compels it

to receive a flat form. During this ope-
ration, a considerable degree of attention
is paid to smoothing it, and particularly

again to cover its defects. It is next cut
into slips, narrow or wide, according to
the intended cork, bung, or tap, for such
•are the names of the general divisions in

this business. The use ofthe two former
is well known, the latter is used for stop-
ping the tap-holes of barrels, as the name
implies. These slips are again cut into

squares, of a length proportioned to the
use they are intended for. This opera-
tion is performed by one man, from whom
they are handed forward to several others.

A further division of corks takes place of
three different sorts, according to their

lengths, and are denominated "short,"
" short long," and "full long." The cork-
maker places himself before the table or
plank, on which is fastened a board about
three inches thick, four broad, and twelve
long : immediately on a line with his left

hand is a piece ofwood rising about four
inches from the board, and fixed about the
middle of it, on which the cork is laid after

being cut as above. This wood not only
supports the cork, and is as a guide to the
workman, but by its elevation above the
board gives room for the knife to cut a part
of the cork in a smooth and circular man-
ner, without striking on the table below.
The piece is then turned to where the last

cut ceased, and this is continued until the
knife has gone completely round ; the top
and bottom are then pared level, and the
cork thrown into a box or basket with the
rest of the same length. As the bark is not
ofthe same quality throughout each piece,
the corks are sorted by a boy into four
kinds, "supei-fine," "fine," "common,"
and " coarse," and are sold accordingly.
The only tool employed by the cork-cut-
ter is a knife about three inches broad in
the blade, and about six inches long, very
thin and sharp, and equal inbreadtji from
VOL. IV.

the handle nearly to the end, which is

finished by a gentle curve. This knife he
sharpens upon the board where the guard
is placed, by one whet or stroke on each
side, after every cut, and now and then
upon a common whetstone.
From the foregoing review, it is evi-

dent that the art of a cork-cutter is prin-
cipally to obtain a regular, round, and
quick turn of the wrist, in guiding the
knife so as to complete a pretty correct
circle, and to make a smooth surface ; it

is on this account that the knife must be
particularly sharp, to enable the workman
to turn it with ease. Cork received into
the stomach, in its crude state, is very de-
leterious : but after it has undergone cer-
tain processes, it is used in medicine. It

contains a small quantity of very power-
ful acid, called suberic acid. This acid
may be obtained in a solid form, but is not
crystallizable : it is either pulverulent
when it has been precipitated, or when
obtained by evaporation is in thin irregu-
lar pellicles. Its taste is slightly bitter and
acid : dissolved in a small • quantity of
boiling water, it is irritating to the throat,

and excites coughing. It reddens the
vegetable colours, and it attracts a little

humidity from the air, especially when it

is not perfectly pure. Exposed to heat, it

is volatilized, and forms crystalline flakes
on the sides of the vessel. Heated by the
blow-pipe, it first liquifies, then becomes
pulverulent, and lastly is sublimed, exha-
ling an odour ofsebacic acid. It becomes
brown from exposure to light. At the tem-
perature of 60°, an ounce of water dis-

solves ten grains of the concrete acid, but
if it is very pure, not more than four

grains. Boiling water dissolves half its

weight. It is not altered by oxygen gas.

The mineral, or the other vegetable acids,

have little action on it, and do not com-
pletely dissolve it, especially when it is

not quite pure. Alcohol developes in it

an aromatic odour.

Suberic acid unites easily with the alka-

lies and earths. Its salts are named sube-

rates. The mineral acids in general preci-

pitate the suberic acid from their solu-

tions ; and they are decomposed by solu-

tions of almost all the metallic salts.

Suberic acid has no action on platina,

goldj or nickle ; but it forms. salts with,

the gi'cater number of the other metals.

In general, these salts do not crystallize,

and they have a tendency to form with an

excess of acid. Its action on some metal-

lic solutions give some appearances which
may serve to distinguish it. It decom--

I
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poses acetlte and nitrate of lead, and ni-

trates ofmercury and silver : with nitrate

of copper it forms no precipitate, but
the blue colour of the solution passes to

green, as does also that of sulphate

of copper: the solution of sulphate of

iron becomes of a deep yellow, and that

of sulphate of zinc of a clear golden yel-

low. A character peculiar to it is, that

when a few drops of it are added to a so-

lution ofindigo in sulphuric acid, it causes

the blue colour to pass to a green.

The characters by which it is distin-

guished from the known vegetable acids

are,l. from the citric, by not crystallizing

;

2. from the gallic, by not precipitating

iron back ; S. from the mallic, by being
obtained in a concrete fbrm ; 4. from the

tartaric, by its volatility.; 5. from the oxa-

lic, by not precipitating the solution of
sulphate ofcopper, and by yielding to it

lime. From these, and the various phe-
nomena presented in its combinations, it

is considered as different from all the
other acids.

CORN, in country affairs, the grain or

seeds of plants, separated from the ear,

and used for making bread. See Agbi-
CULTUKE.
Corn trade. It is evidently desirable

in every nation, that there should be plen-
ty of the principal articles of food ; and
likewise that the money price of it should
be as low as possible. The policy of every
country, with regard to corn, should be
directed to these two capital ob^'ects.

It is found by universal experience, that

there is no method of favouring the pro-
duction of any article so safe and advan-
tageous, as the securing of a good price
to the producer ; and this end is answered
in England by permitting the exportation
of corn when it is cheap ; and enabling
the producer, by means of a bounty that

usually is at least equal to the expense of
carriage, to sell his corn in other coun-
tries as cheaply as the farmers of those
countries. With this view, the bounty on
the exportation of corn was originally

granted, and this end it is supposed to

nave answered.
The general objection to all bounties

has already been stated. See Bouittt.
With regard to the bounty on the expor-
tation ofcorn, it may be observed, that in

consequence of it, the money price ofcorn
has probably been higher, than, cat. par.,

it otherwise would have been: but the mo-
ney price of corn regulates the money
price of labour, and, consequently, the
money price of all the productions of la-

bour must be enhanced, by whatever en-
hances the money price of corn. Th*
bounty, therefore, has probably rendered
the money price of all articles of British

industry rather higher than it otherwise
would have been. Now this bad effect

could not arise from a bounty on produc-
tion, to be paid to the grower whenever
the market price was below a certain

sum ; or to be paid regularly for every
bushel of wheat grown. If a bounty,
therefore, be necessaiy, it seems more
desirable that it should be given for pro-
duction than for exportation.

But as the quantity of corn produced
depends not merely on the diligence and
skill of the farmer, but on the nature of
the seasons, some degree of uncertainty
will necessarily exist with regard to the
supply for any particular year. The pro-
portion between the supply and the de-
mand will vary, and the price consequent-
ly will fluctuate. Popular prejudice al-

ways ascribes scarcities to the farmer,
the miUer, or the corn dealer ; but an en-
lightened policy must regard all of these,

whose capitals enable them to keep a
large stock, and especially the last, as

most beneficially employed. It is their

interest to watch the market, to ascertain

the quantity produced, and to suit the
supply to the demand. They purchase
when they find the market overstocked

;

they sell when it is understocked ; they
keep a quantity in reserve when a scar-

city is apprehended, and all their acti-

vity and property is perpetually exerted
to prevent the dreadful extremity of a

famine.

Corn, in medicine and surgery, a hard
tubercle like a flat wart, growing in seve-

ral parts of the feet, especially upon the
joints of the toes. This disorder is attri-

buted to the wearing of too strait or nar-

row-toed shoes, which never fail to pro-

duce these tubercles, especially if the
person is obliged to stand or walk much,
and in the summer time. Various are the
methods used for removing these callosi-

ties of the skin and cuticle ; some by
knife, and others by application of emol-
lient and caustic or eroding medicines.

As few things are more troublesome
than corns in the feet to those who have
much walking, we may observe, that the
pressure may be prevented in the follow-

ing manner : Take a piece of linen, spread
with any emollient plaster ; lay one piece
over another, eight or ten, or more times,

and cut a hole in the middle ofthem, ex-

actly the same si^e and circumference as
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the corn, then apply it in such a way
that the corn enters the hole in the plas-

ter, and is thus defended against the con-

tact of shoes and stockings. Such a plas-

ter, properly applied, the corn will fre-

quently, in a few weeks, disappear with-

out any other remedy. If the corn is at

the bottom ofthe foot, a hole cut in a felt

sole, so as to fit the corn is sufficient.

"When this method is found inefficient,

rub the corn with the volatile liniment two
or three times, in the twenty-four hours,

keeping it covered in the intervals with

an emollient plaster. Every morning and
evening the foot must be kept in warm wa-
ter for halfan hour, and the corn well rub-

bed with soap. When softened with the
water, it should be scraped with a blunt

knife till the soft part is removed, and till

the operation begins to give pain. This
treatment is to be continued till the corn

is entirely extirpated.

CORNEA tumcOf in anatomy, the se-

cond coat of the eye, so called from its

substance, which resembles the horn of a
ianthorn. See Eye.
CORNET, in the military art of the

ancients, an instrument much in the na-

ture of a trumpet, which when it only

sounded, the ensigns were to march
alone, without the soldiers ; whereas,
when the trumpet only sounded, the
soldiers were to move without the en-

signs. The cornets and buccinse sound-
ed the charge and retreat, and the cor-

nets and trumpets sounded during the
course of the battle.

CoaNET, in the military art of the mo-
derns, the third commission officer in a

troop of horse or dragoons. This is a
very honourable post : he commands in

the lieutenant's absence; his principal

duty being to carry the standard, near
the middle of the first rank of the squa-
dron.

CORNEUS, the name by which Lin-
njeus calls a kind of tin ore, found in

black columns, with irregular sides, and
terminating in prisms. See Tiw.
CORNICE. That part of the entabla-

ture which rests upon the frize. See Ar-
chitecture.
CORNUCOPIA, or horn ofplenty, among

painters, &c. is represented under the
figure of a large horn, out of which issue
fruits, flowers, &c. Upon medals the
cornucopia is given to all deities, genii,

and heroes, to mark the felicity and
abundance of all the wealth procured by
the goodness of the former, or the care
and valoiir of the latter.

CoRBiTCOpix, in botany, so called from
the manner in which the flowers grow
within their involucre, hke a cornucopia,
or horn of plenty, a genus of the Trian-
dria Digynia class and order. Natural
order of Graminae or Grasses. Essential
character: involucre one-leafed, funnel-
form, crenate, many flowered ; calyx two-
valved ; corolla one-valved. There are
two species, of which is C. cucuUatum,
hooded cornucopiac, the root of this is

annual, fibrous, and branched; culms
numerous, ascending, jointed, smooth,
branched, leafy, dark purple at the
joints ; flowers several, arising from the
sheaths of the upper leaves ; calyx and
corolla striated, obtuse ; filaments pro-
jecting very far ; style connected at the
base, spreading in the upper part, twist-

ed, the length of the stamens. Native of
the vales about Smyrna, whence it was
sent to England.
CORNUS, in botany, a genus ofthe Te-

trandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Stellatae. Caprifoliae, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : involucre ge-
nerally four-leaved; petals four superior;
drupe with ^ two-celled nut.» There are
twelve species, of which C. florida, great
flowered dogwood, seldom rises above
seven or eight feet, and is generally fur-

nished with large leaves. It does not
flower here very plentifully, nor does it

produce berries in, England, though it is

very hardy. This tree attains the height
of twenty-five and thirty feet in the Unit-
ed States, and is one of the most ornamen-
tal of our forest trees. The bark of the
C. florida, and that of Cornus sericea, are
possessed of tonic powers. They have
been used as substitutes for Peruvian
bark. See Dr. Walker's inaugural dis-

sertation.

CORNUTIA, in botany, a genns of the
Didynamia Gymnospermia class and or-

der. Natural order of Personatae. Vitices,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

toothed ; stamina longer than the corolla;

stj^le very long ; berry one-seeded. There
are two species, viz. C. pyramidata,
hoary-leaved cornutia; and C. quinata;
the former is a native of the West Indies,

Campeachy, and la Vera Cruz, the latter

of China, in the woods near Canton.
COROLLA, among botanists, the most

conspicuous part of a flower, surrounding
the organs of generation, and composed
of one or more flower-leaves, most com-
monly called petals, to distinguish them
from the leaves of the plant ; according

lus tkere is one, two, gr three of these pe-
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tals,Mhe corolla is said to be monopeta-
lous, dipetalous, tripetalous, &g.

COROLLARY is an useful consequence
drawn from something already advanced
or demonstrated : thus it being demon-
strated that a triangle, which has two
equal sides, has also two angles equal,

this corollaiy will follow, that a triangle

which has three sides equal, has also its

three angles equal.

CORONA, in architecture, the princi-

pal crowning member of a cornice, being
the most prominent vertical face in the
entablature.

CORONARl^, in botany, the tenth

order of plants in Linnaeus' Fragments of

a Natural Method. Under this name
Linnaeus gives a great number of genera,

most of which furnish very beautiful

flowers, as the hyaciuthus, agave, poly-

anthus, &c.
CORONATION, the public and solemn

confirming the title, and acknowledging
the right of governing to a king or
queen; at which time the prince swears
reciprocally to the people, to observe the

laws, customs, and privileges of the king-

dom, and td act and do all things con-

formable thereto.

CORONER, an ancient officer of this

kingdom, so called because he is wholly
employed for the king and crown. The
office of coroners especially concerns the

pleas of the crown ; and they are conser-

vators of the peace in the county where
elected, being usually two for each coun-
ty. Their authority isjudicial and minis-

terial : judicial where a person comes to a

violent death ; to take and enter appeals

of murder, pronounce judgment on out-

iawries, &c and to enquire into the lands,

goods, and escape of murderers, treasure-

trove, wreck of the sea, deodands, &c.
The ministerial power is when coroners
execute the king's writs, on exception
taken to the sheriff, as being party in a

suit, of kin to either of the parties, or oli

the default of the sheriff, &c. The au-

thority of the coroner does not terminate

on the demise of the kin^. On default of
sheriffs, coroners are to impannel juries,

and to return issues on juries not appear-
ing, &c.
The coroner shall have for his fee, upon

every inquisition taken upon the view of
the body slain, 13s. Ad. of the goods and
chattels of him that is the slayer and
murderer, if he have any goods; and ifhe
have no goods, of such amercement, as

any township should happen to be amer-
ced for the escape of the murderer. 3.

Hen. VII. But j»s the said fee of 13^. 4d.

is not an adequate reward for the gene-
ral execution of the said office, therefore,

for every inquisition not taken upon view
of a body dying in gaol, the coroner
shall have 20s. and also 9c?. for every mile
he shall be compelled to travel from his

usual place of abode to take such inquisi-

tion; to be paid by order of the justices

in sessions, out of the county rates. 25
Geo. II. c. 29. s. 1.

CORONILLA, in botany, a genus of the
Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Papilionaceae, or Legu-
minosse. Essential character : calyx two-
lipped ; the upper teeth connate ; stan-

dard scarcely longer than the wings ; le-

gume contracted between the seeds.

There are fourteen species, mostly na-

tives of the south of France, Switzerland,

Italy, and Geneva.
CORPORAL, an inferior officer, under

a sergeant, in a company of foot, who has
charge over one of the divisions, places

and relieves centinels, and keeps good
order in the corps de garde ; he also re
ceives the word from the inferior rounds,

which passes by his corps de garde. This
officer carries a fusee, and is commonly
an old soldier : there are generally three

corporals in each company.
Corporal of a ship, an officer who has

the charge of setting and relieving the
watches and centries, and who sees that

the soldiers and sailors keep their arms
neat and clean : he teaches them how to

use their arms, and has a mate under
him.
CORPORATION, a body politic, or in-

corporate, so called, because the persons
or members are joined into one body, and
are qualified to take and grant, &c. Cor-
porations are either spiritual or tempo-
ral : spiritual, as bishops, deans, arch-dea-

cons, parsons, vicars, &c. Temporal, as

mayor, commonalty, bailiff, burgesses,

&c. And some corporations are of a mix-
ed nature, composed of spiritual and tem-
poral persons, such as heads of colleges

and hospitals, &c. All corporations are

said to be ecclesiastical or lay : ecclesi-

astical are either regular, as abbies, pri-

ories, chapters, &c. or secular, as bishop-

rics, deaneries, archdeaconries, &c. lay,

as those of cities, towns, companies, or

communities of commerce, &c.

Corporations may be established three

different ways,wr. by prescription, letters

patent, or act of parliament ; but are most
commonly established by patent or char-

ter. London is a corporation by prescrip-

tion : but though corporations may be by
prescriptioB, yet it shall be intended, that
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it did originally derive its authority by a

grant from the king-.

A COi-poration may be dissolved; for it

is created upon a trust, and if it be broken,

it is forfeited. No person shall bear office

in any corporation but such as have re-

ceived the sacrament, taken oaths, &c. and
none are to execute in a corporation for

more than a year. A corporation cannbt

sue or appear in person, but by an attor-

ney,
Ordinances made by corporations, to be

observed on pain of imprisonment, forfei-

ture of goods, &c. are contrary to Magna
Charta. Actions arising in any corpora-

tion may be tried in the corporation

courts ; but if they try actions not within

their jurisdictions, and encroach upon the

common law, they are liable to be punish-

ed for it. The corporation of the city of
London is to answer for all particular mis-

demeanors committed in any of the courts

of justice within the city, anrl for all other

general misdemeanors committed in the
city.

CORPUSCULAR pMloaophi/y ihat way
ofphilosophising, which endeavours to ex-
plain things, and to account for the pheno-
mena of nature by the motion, figure, rest,

position, &a of the corpuscles, or the mi-

nute particles of matter.

Boyle reduces tlie principles ofthe cor-

puscular philosophy to the four following

heads.

1, That there is but one universal kind
of matter, which is an extended, impene-
trable, and divisible substance, common
to all bodies, and capable of all forms. On
this head, Newton remarks thus :

" All

things considered, it appears probable to

me, that God in the beginning created

matter in solid, hard, impenetrable, move-
able particles ; of such sizes and figures,

And with such other properties, as most
conduced to the end for which he formed
them ; and that these primitive particles,

being solids, are incomparably harderthan
any of the sensible porous bodies com-
pounded of them ; even so hard as never
to wear or break in pieces ; no other pow-
er being able to divide what God made
one in the first creation. While these
corpuscles remain entire, they may com-
pose bodies of one and the same nature
and texture in ail ages; but should they
wear away, or break in pieces, the nature
of things depending on them would be
changed ; water and earth, composed of
old worn particles, of fragments of parti-

cles, would not be of the same nature and
texture now, with water and earth com-
posed ofentire particles at the beginning.

And therefore, that nature may be lasting,

the changes of corporeal things are to be
placed only in the various separations, and
new associations of these permanent cor-
puscles."

2. That this matter, in order to form
the vast variety of natural bodies must
have motion in some or all its assignable
parts ; and that this motion was given to
matter by God, the creator of all things i

and has all manner of directions and ten-
dencies. " These corpuscles, says New-
ton, have not only a vis inertiae, accompa-
nied with such passive laws of motion a«
naturally result from that force ; but also

are moved by certain active principles :

such as that of gravity, and that which
causes fermentation, and the cohesion of
bodies."

3. That matter must also be actually di-

vided into parts : and each ofthese primi-
tive particles, fragments, or atoms of mat-
ter, must have its proper magnitude,
figure and shape.

4. That these differently sized and
shaped particles have different orders,
positions, situations, and postures, from
whence all the variety of compound bo-
dies arises. See Atomic Philosophy:
AxTRACTIOIf.
CORREA, in botany, a genus of the

Octandria Monogynia class and order

:

calyx campanulate, four-toothed; petals

four, reflected at the ends ; capsule four-

celled, four-valved, with a single seed in

each. One species, the alba, a shrub, is a

native of Port Jackson.
CORRECTION, in printing, the point-

ing out or discovering the faults in a print-

ed sheets, in order to be amended by the
compositor, before it be printed off. See
Printers, marks of.

CORRIGIOLA, in botany, a genus of
the Pentandria Trigynia class and order.

Natural order of Holoraceae. Portulacese,

Jussieu. Essential character; calyx five-

leaved; petals five; seed one, three-sided.

There is but one species, viz. C. litoralis.

bastard knot grass, a native of France,
Germany, Switzerland, and Piedmont, in

sandy soils, usually near the sea or rivers.

CORRIRA, the conrier, in natural his-

tory, a genus of birds of the order Grallae.

Generic character : bill short and straight,

and without teeth ; legs long ; thighs lon-

ger than the body ; feet palnjated, with a

back toe. This bird, for there is only one
species, is a native of Italy, and is remark-

able for the extreme length of its neck a$r

well as legs ; it runs with pecuhar speed,

and derives, unquestionably, from this

circumstance its popular designation Qf
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courier. It seems to be extremely rare,

as Latham remarks that Aldrovandus was
the only naturalist who had seen it, and
that on his description all subsequent
writers had depended.
CORROSIVE sublimate, an old name

for the oxymuriate of mercury, or, as it is

called in the shops, muriated mercury. If

muriatic acid be added to the yellow sul-

phate ofmercury, or to the nitrate of mer-
cury, muriate of mercury is formed,
which is soluble in water, and which, on
account of its properties, was formerly
called corrosive sublimate, or corrosive

muriate of mercury.
To obtain it, in the large way, the fol-

lowing process is mentioned by Mr. Mur-
ray : mix together equal parts of dry oxy-
nitrate of mercury, decrepitated common
salt, and calcined sulphate of iron. One-
third of a matrass is filled with this mix-
ture ; the vessel is placed in a sand-bath,

and gradually heated to redness. When
the apparatus is cold, oxymuriate of mer-
cury is found sublimed in the upper part

of the matrass.

Oxymuriate of mercury, when obtained

by sublimation, is in the form of a beauti-

ful white semi-transparent mass, compos-
ed of very small prismatic needles. By
evaporation, it yields cubes or rhomboidal
prisms, or more commonly quadrangular
prisms, with their sides alternately nar-

rower, and terminated by dihedral sum-
mits ; its specific gravity is 51 ; its taste

is excessively acrid and caustic, and it

leaves, for a long time a very disagree-

able styptic metallic impression on the
tongue. When swallowed, it is one of the
most virulent poisons known, producing
violent pain, nausea, and vomiting, and
corroding in a very short time the sto-

mach and intestines. It is soluble in about
20 parts of cold water. Boiling water,

according to Macquer, dissolves half its

weight of it. According to Wenzel, water,

when boiled over this salt, dissolves very
nearly one-third of its weight of it. Alco-
hol, according to Macquer, at the tempera-
ture of 70°, dissolves three-eighths of its

weight, and 100 parts of boiUng alcohol
dissolves 88 parts of it. It is not altered

by exposure to the air. When heated, it

sublimes very readily ; and while in the
state of vapour, it is exceedingly danger-
ous to those who are obliged to breath it.

It is soluble in sulphuric, nitric, and
muriatic acids; and may be obtained again

by evaporation unaltered. It is decompos-
ed by the fixed alkalies, and its oxide
precipitated of a yellow colour, which
aoon becomes brick red. This decompo-

sition renders oxymuriate of mercury a
useful test for ascertaining the presence
of fixed alkalies in solution. If liquid

oxymuriate of mercury be dropt into a
solution containing the smallest portion of
alkali, the brick-red precipitate appears.
Ammonia forms with it a triple salt. The
component parts of this salt are, accord-
ing to Chenevix,

Oxide of mercury
Acid

82
18

100

Externally, this substance is employed
as an escayotic for destroying fungous
flesh.

CORROSIVES, in surgery, are medi-
cines which corrode whatever part ofthe
body they are applied to: such are, burnt
alum, white precipitate of mercury, white
vitriol, red precipitate of mercury, butter
of antimony, lapis infernaUs, &c.
CORRUPTION, the destruction of the

proper mode of existence of any natural

body.

Corhuption of blood, in law, on infec-

tion accruing to a man's estate attainted
offelony and treason, and to his issue; for
as he loses all to the prince, &c. his issue

cannot be heirs to him, or to any other
ancestor by him ; and if he were noble,
his heirs are rendered ignoble.

CORSELET, a little cuirass, or, accord-
ing to othere, an armour or coat made to
cover the whole body, anciently worn by
the pike-men, usually placed in the front
and flanks of the battle, for the better re-

sisting the enemy's assaults, and guard-
ing the soldiers placed behind them.
CORTULA, in botany, a genus of the

Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua classand
order. Natural order of Compositze Dis-
coideae, or compound radiated flowers.

Corymbiferse, Jussieu. Essential charac-

ter : receptacle almost naked ; down mar-
gined ; corollules of the disk four cleft ;

.

in the ray scarcely any. There are fifteen

species, mostly natives of the Cape.
CORTUSA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Precise. Lysimachiae,

Jussieu, Essential character : corolla

wheel-shaped, the throat having an ele- .

vated ring; capsule one-celled, oval, five-- ij

valved at the end. There are two spe- |

cies, C. mathioli, sends out many oblong
smooth leaves, a little indented on the
edges, forming a sort of head like the

auricula ; the peduncles come out in the
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centri of the leaves, rising about four

inches high, which support an umbel of

flowers, each on a slender short pedicle ;

they are of a flesh colour, and spread

open like those of the auricula. Native

of the Alps, Austria, Silesia, and Siberia,

flowering in April and May. C. gmelini

resembles the first, though the flowers

are much smaller and the calyxes larger

;

this is a native of Siberia.

CORVUS, the crow^ in natural history,

a genus of birds of the order Pica. Ge-
neric character : bill strong, convex,

sharp edged ; nostrils covered with brist-

ly feathers turned back over them ;

tongue cartilaginous and divided ; toes

three forward and one backward, the

middle one joined to the outer as far as

the first joint. The greater number of
this tribe of birds are to be found in al-

most every country, and they are distin-

guishable by being gregarious, noisy, and
prolific ; by being in general promiscu-
ous feeders upon animal and vegetable
Substances, and by laying six eggs in

nests built in trees. Some naturalists

reckon 41 species ; Gmelin, however,
specifies 48. Those most entitled to at-

tention are the following.

C. corax, the raven. This is the larg-

est species of the genus, and weighs
three pounds, and measures in length
two feet, and in breadth four. Itinhabits,

in the old continent, from Greenland to

the Cape of Good Hope, and in the new,
from Canada to Mexico. It will destroy
many animals, such as chickens, ducks,
and rabbits, and sometimes even lambs,
for subsistence, but appears to delight

more in the putrid remains of carcases,

which are to be almost every where met
with on a globe perpetually changing its

inhabitants. It may, in this point of
view, be regarded as highly serviceable,

preventing the contagion of disease in a
great degree, as well as the annoyance
of the senses. Its smell is particularly

acute, enabling it to discriminate its fa-

vourite repast, though at a great dis-

tance. Its caution is also extraordinary,

as it will rarely venture within the reach
of a gun, which it appears to distinguish

. with particular sagacity. It is long lived,

having been stated on respectable autho-
• rity to live from 40 to 60 years. It is easi-

ly familiarized, but is much addicted to
concealing, in holes and bye places,

things of no possible advantage to itself,

and which the owner is much embarrass-
ed by the want of. It may be taught to
speak. In America it builds in trees ; in
some other countries it builds in the
holes of rocks ; th^ duty of incubation is

performed by the male during the day,
and by the female in the night. The
Greenlanders make use of it for food,
and use its skin in the manufacture of
garments, and its wings for brushes. Its

feathers are split by them, and twisted
into fishinglines. The raven is the only
species of its genus at present existing in

Greenland, which may be considered as

an evidence of its robust and hardy con-
stitution. In times of superstition, this

was a bird of most important augury,
whose sounds were studied with the most
profound attention, and frequently over-

whelmed even the hero himself with ter-

ror. See Aves, Plate IV, fig. 4.

C. corone, the carrion crow, is very si-

milar to the raven in habits and colour ;

it is the bird so universally known in the
United States by the name of crow.

C. frugilegus, the rook. Rooks are, in

France and some parts of Germany, birds

of passage, but in England they are sta-

tionary. They live upon various worms
and the erucae of insects, particularly

those of the chafer, the extirpation of
which is of extreme service to the far-

mer, and far more than compensates for

the depredations committed by those

birds themselves on the corn, which they
thus usefully preserve from far more de-
structive plunder. Rooks are gregarious
birds, and, unless when breeding, regu-
larly repair, sometimes in immense
flocks, from the place where they roost-

ed to whatever spot of ground they may
fix upon as their grand refectory, return-

ing as the day closes in the same formida-
ble body to their former lodging. In
February they begin to build their nests,

which they do in large societies of many
hundreds on the tops of high trees, par-

ticularly elms. To the curious observer
this process is a scene of considerable in-

terest, exhibiting perpetual bustle and as-

siduity, incessant struggle and conten-

tion, stratagem and violence. Cunning
and oppression are in perpetual conflict,

art is often successfully substituted for

strength, and more frequently power for

right. It is a circumstance within the
recollection of several persons at New-
castle, England, that a pair of rooks, who
had been interrupted in various efforts to

build in a neighbouring rookery, at length

actually established their nest on the

weather-vane of the spire of the ex-

change, and produced their young to

perfection, notwithstanding all the per-

secutions of their enemies, all the cla-

morous admiration of the populace, and
the movements which they experienced

from every shifting breeze of wind. So
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tenacious were they of this situation,

that they returned to it for ten successive

years.

C. monedula, the jackdaw. These birds

are about the size of a small pigeon,
though not quite so thick. In England
they are stationary ; in France, Austria,

and Denmark, in different degrees, mi-

gratory. They rarely build their nests

in trees, preferring the ruins of human
habitations, or of chiirches and towers,

where their eggs and young are more
beyond the reach of depredating school-

boys. They sometimes lay in rabbit

holes. They are domesticated with great

facility, and may be taught to utter a

considerable number of words. They
are, like the raven, much addicted to

concealment and pilfering, hiding not

only their food, but a variety of toys

and trinkets, a circumstance which has

not unfrequently brought suspicion and
disgrace upon the most honest and
faithful domestics. See Aves, Plate IV.

fig. 5.

C. glandarius, the jay. The jay weighs
about seven ounces, and is about thirteen

inches long. Its colours are beautifully ar-

ranged, and it attracts by its appearance
that favourable and delighted attention,

.which is somewhat counteracted by its

harsh and chattering sounds. It is re-

garded by the sportsman with no little

aversion, as its vigilance is ever upon the
alert, and on the first sight of an enemy
it utters those screaming sounds of alarm,
which warn all within its reach of danger,
and defeat the hopes and aims of their ad-
versary. Its nest is built of sticks, roots,

and tender twigs, in the tvoods, and the
young continue with their parents till the
following season,when they withdraw and
form establishments of their own. Jays
feed on almost all sorts of seeds and fruits,

on nuts and acorns, and occasionally on
eggs, and even chickens. They are some-
times kept in a cage, but almost uniformly
lose in this confinement all the beauty of
their plumage. They will imitate with
great ease and accuracy a variety of
sounds, and articulate a considerable
number of words; and, by this acquired
talent, have sometimes produced consi-

derable mischief, setting on dogs to worry
cattle, calling the dogs by their names, in

imitation of the shepherd's voice ; and
they appear greatly to enjoy the specta-
cle of confusion and distress which they
thus produce. This jay is not found in

the south, beyond Greece or Italy, and is

unknown in Ireland and Amerio. See
Av?s, Plate IV. fig. 6.

' C. pica, the magpie. This bird is ex-

tremely common in England, and is found
in most countries between Sweden and
Italy in Europe. In America it has not
been long known, but was discovered in

considerable numbers by Lewis and
Clarke on the Missouri, and by Pike ; and
by the testimony of these travellers it

does not appear to be migratory, as the
latter met with them when the degree of
cold was excessive ; where this bii-d

abounds, the blue jay (C. cristatus) is not
found. Though its colours consist only
ofblack and white, yet these are attended
with such extraordinary bloom and radi-

ance, that the plumage of one seen in a
perfect state of nature will excite a very
high sensation of beauty. It may easily

be brought up in a state of domestication,

and will speak with great ease many
phrases with all the readiness of the par-
rot, though not with his distinct and ac-

curate enunciation. It feedsmuch hke the
crow on promiscuous substances. It con-
structs its nest with peculiar dexterity,

not only covering the bottom with materi-
als of a soft and downy texture, for the
comfort of its young, but fixing the en-
trance at the side, and tvattling, of appro-
priate substances, a complete roof for its

habitation, which is thus rendered warm,
dry, and secure.

C. graculus,.the red-legged crow, is

common on the coasts of Devonshire and
Cornwall, England ; in Kent. Wales, and
Scotland also, it is to be found. It is a
turbulent, bold, and clamorous bird,

builds every where in rocky situations, is

voracious, and often seen snatching from
its companions locusts or juniper berries,

which constitute itsfavourite food. It flies

in circles, and resembles the jackdaw in

some particulars of its manners, being
equally prone to pilfer and hide. It is

fond of glare, and has been known to

snatch up burning sticks from the hearth,

and place them in situations, where, if

unobserved, they must have produced
destructive conflagrations.

CORUNDUM, in mineralogy. Though
corundum appears to have been known to

Dr. Woodward, it may be said to have
been first distinguished from other mine-
rals by Dr. Black. In 1768, Mr. Berry,
aFapidary in Edinburgh, received a box of
it from Dr. Anderson of Madras. Dr.
Black ascertained that these specimens
differed from all the stones known to Eu-
ropeans ; and, in consequence of its hard-
ness, it obtained the name of adamantine
spar. It is found in Hindostan, not far

from the river Cavery, which is south of
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Madras, in a rocky matrix of considera-

ble hardness, partaking of the nature of

the stone itself. It occurs also in China,

and in Ceylon, Ava, &c. The Count de
Boumon pointed out the resemblance be-

tween this mineral and the sapphire, in a

dissertation published by him and Mr.
Greville in the Philosophical Transac-
tions for 1798, and suggested it as proba-
ble, that corundum may be only a variety

of the sapphire ; and that the seeming
difference in their ingredients is owing to

the impurity of those specimens of corun-
dum, which have hitherto been brought to

Europe. This conjecture has been since

confirmed by a subsequent dissertation of
Bournon, and the chemical analysis of
Chenevix. Werner subdivides it into two
species, namely, corundum, and adaman-
tine spar ; but, in reality, they seem to be
only varieties, or, at most, subspecies of
the same species. The chief difference

exists in the colours.

Corundum has been found in India, in

the Carnatic, and on the coast of Malabar.

It occurs massive, in rolled pieces, and
ciystallized ; ciystals the same as in sap-

phire ; colour greenish-white, passing in-

to greenish-grey, and asparagus-green,
sometimes pearl grey, which passes into

flesh-red; surface rough; fracture foli-

ated ; specific gravity 3.7 to 4.2.

Mr. Chenevix obtained the following
constituents from the specimens of the
corundums, which he subjected to chemi-
cal analysis.

IMPEKFECT CORUNDUM.
From the From From From
Carnatic. Malabar. China. Ava.

Silica . . . 5.U 7.0 5.25 6.5

Alumina . .91.0 86.5 86.50 87.0
Iron ... 1.5 4.0 6.50 4.5

97.5 97.5 98.25 98.0

toss . . 2.5 2.5 1.75 2.0

100 100 100 100

PERIKCT COBUKDUM.
Blue, or Red, or
Sapphire. Oriental Ruby.

Silica . . . 5 25 70
Alumina . 92.00 90.0
Iron . . 1.00 1.2

Loss
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CORUSCATION, a glittering, orgl6am
of light issuing from any thing. It is

chiefly used for a flash of lightning dart-
ing from the clouds in time of thunder.
See METEonoLOGT.
CORYLUS, in botany, English hasel,

or nut-tree, a genus of the Monoecia
Polyandria class and order. Natural or-,
der of Ameutaceae. Essential character:
male calyx one-leaved, three-cleft, scale-
form, one-flowered; corolla none; sta-
mens eight. Female calyx two-leaved,
lacerated; corolla none; styles two; nut
ovate. There are three species, with ma-
ny varieties; C. avellana, common hasel
nut tree, is properly a shrub, the trunk
of which is covered with a whitish cloven
bark, which is smooth on the branches,
frequently of a bay colour, spotted with
white ; the shoots are sometimes hairy,
ash-coloured, and green, with white tu-
bercles. The male catkins appear in au-
tumn, and wait for the expansion of the
female germs in spring; 'the styles are of
a bright red colour, long, and cetaceous ;

the flowering branches, especially those
which bear the fertile flowers, are set
with short fine hairs, terminating in glo-
bules ; the catkins are in pairs, and of a
yellowish-green colour.

CORYMBIUM, in botany, a genus of
the Syngesia Monogamia class and order.
Natural order of Compositac Discoidese.
Cinarocephalae, Jussieu. Essential cha-
racter: calyx two-leaved, one-flowered,
prismatic ; corolla one-petalled, regular;
seed one, below the corolla woolly. There
are four species, all natives of the Cape
of Good Hope.
CORYNOCARPUS, in botany, a genus

of the Pentandria Monogynia class and or-
der. Natural orderofBerberides, Jussieu.
Essential character : nectaries five, petal-
shaped, alternate with the petals, glandu-
lousatthe base. One species, found at
New Zealand.

CORYPHA, in botany, appendixpalm£.
Natural order of Palms. Essential cha-
racter ; flowers hermaphrodite, six-

stamened : spathe many-leaved ; corolla
three-petalled; pistil one; berry globose,
superior, one-seeded; seed bony, globose.
There are two species, viz. C. umbracu-
lifera, great fan palm, and C. minor ; the
former of which we shall g^ve a short de-
scription of It scarcely flowers till it is

between 30 and 40 years old. Knox de-
scribes the great fan palm under the name
of tallipot; he says it is as large as a
phip's mast, and very straight. The leaves
are of great use, one being so broad and
large that it will cover 15 or 20 men j
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being drletl, it is very strong and limber,*

yet it will fold close like a fan, being then

about the size of a man's arm. The
whole leaf spread is round, but is cut in-

to triangular pieces for use. Soldiers all

carry them upon their heads, not only to

shade them from the sun, and to keep
them dry in case of rain on their march,
but to make their tents for them to lie

under. These leaves all grow on the top

of the tree. It bears no fruit until the

last year of its life ; the yellow blossoms,

which are very beautiful, come out on the

top, spreading abroad in great branches

;

these come to a round, hard fruit, the size

of our largest cherries, and in such abun-
dance,that one tree will yield seed enough
for a country ; but they are not fit for

food. The flowers smell so strong, that

the trees are cut down where they are

near houses. It is a native of Malabar,

the island of Ceylon, the Marquesas,

and Friendly Islands. The trunk within

is only a pith, wiiich they beat in a mor-
tar to flour, and make cakes of it, which
taste much like white bread. The leaves

also serve for covering their houses, and
for writing on with an iron style. Most
of the books which are shown in Europe
for the Egyptian papyrus are made from
the leaves of this palm.
CORYPH^NA, the Corijphene, in na-

tural history, a genus of fishes of the or-

der Thoracici. Generic character : head
sloping suddenly downwards, gill-mem-
brane with five rays; dorsal fin as long
as the back. There are 19 species, of
which the principal is C. hippuris, the
common coryphene. These fishes are

commonly known by the name of dolphin,

and appear in the Indian and Atlantic

seas in immense numbers, frequently
following in the wake of ships, and
seizing with extreme rapacity whatever
is thrown from them at all applicable

for food. Indeed, occasionally, on their

being opened, their stomachs have been
found to contain hard and indigestible

substances. They are endowed with ex-
traordinary strength and vigour, swim
with extreme swiftness, and are perpetu-
ally ia the pursuit of smaller fish, paf-

ticularly the flying-fish, which has not a
more mortal enemy throughout the ocean.
They are of particularly rapid growth,
and they are often taken both by the
line and net, on account of their estima-

tion for the table. They are about the
length of three feet, and display in the
water the most ^azzhng splendour and
the most exquisite combination ofcolours,

particularly azure, green and gold. All
|

these vanish a short time after the dol- 1

phin is taken from the water, exhibiting,

however, incessant changes during the
conflict between life and death, one mo-
ment restored to their original lustre,

the next fading beyond observation, till

at length bloom and vitalityare both final-

ly extinguished. During the monotony
of an Indian voyage, the death of the dol-

phin is considered by sailors as fur-

nishing an agreeable variety, and is, in-

deed, watched with singular attention and
interest.

CO-SECANT, in geometry, the secant

of an arch which is the complement of
another to 90°.

CO-SINE, in trigonometry, the sine of
an arch, which is the complement of an-

other to 90°. See Sine and Trigono-
METRT.
COSMEA, in botany, a genus of the

Syngenesia Frustranea class and order.

Receptacle chaffy ; seeds four-sided, witk
a two or four-awned crown; calyx double,
each of them of one eight-parted leaf.

COSMETIC, in physic, any medicine
or preparation which renders the skin
soft and white, or helps to beautify and
improve the complexion, as lip-salves,

cold creams, ceruss, &c.

COSMICAL, a term in astronomy, ex-
pressing one of the poetical risings of a
star : thus, a star is said to rise cosmically,

when it rises with the sun, or with that

point of the ecliptic in which the sun is at

that time : and the cosmical setting is

when a star sets In the west at the same
time that the sun rises in the east.

COSMOGONY, a word frequently used
to denote the science of the formation of
the universe.

COSMOGRAPHY, a description of the
several parts of the visible world, or the
art of delineating the several bodies, ac-

cording o their magnitudes, motions, re-

lations, &c.

COSMOPOLITE, a term denoting a ci-

tizen of the world, or one who has no
fixed residence any where.
COSSIGNEA, in botany, a genus of the

Hexandria Monogynia class and order.

Calyx inferior, five-parted; corolla four

or five-petalled ; capsule three-celled,

opening at top ; the cells about three-

seeded. There are two species noticed

by Lamarck, found in Bourbon and Mau-
ritius.

COSTIVENESS. See Medicine.
COSTUME, a term among painters :

thus, a painter must observe the costume

;
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that Is, he must make every person and
thing sustain its proper character, and

not only observe the story, bwt the cir-

cimistances, the scene of action, the

country or place, and make the habits,

arms, manners, proportions, and the like,

to correspond.
COSTUS, in botany, a genus of the Mo-

nandria Monogynia class and order. Na-

tural order of Sciiamineae. Cann.t, Jus-

sieu. Essential character: corolla inner,

inflated, ringent, the lower hp trifid.

There are four species, all natives of the

East and West Indies.

CO-TANGENT, the tangent of an

arch, which is the complement of another

to 90°.

COT, in naval affairs, a particular sort

of bed frame, suspended from the beams
of a ship, for die officers to sleep in. It

Is made of canvass, sewed in the form of

a chest, about six feet long, one foot deep,

and two or three wide, and is exte ded
by a square wooden frame with a canvass

bottom, on which the bed or mattrass is

laid. It is reckoned much more conve-

nient at sea than either the hammocks
or fixed cabins.

COTTON it the produce of the gossy-

pium, a plant about the size of a currant

bush, a native of the torrid zone, though
it is produced in parts of Turkey, so far

as 44 or 45 degrees from the equator.

The finest cotton is known by the name
of cat's-claw, from its singular appearance
when it breaks the pod. This kind was
accidentally discovered at the island of

Bourbon, and was supposed to have been
introduced among some seed sent from
South America to the Mauritius. The
soil should be extremely well prepared,

and of the best quality, for the reception

of cotton seed, which is uusually sown in

Novemberor December,af(erthe periodi-

cal rains in tropical climates, and ripens

in May or June, when the numerous pods,

which are about the size of large goose-

berries, break, and display their downy
contents. These are picked, and after the

husks have been disengaged, the cotton

is put to a small mill, consisting of two
bright steel rollers, each about an inch in

diameter, set parallel within the distance

of about the twentieth part of an inch.

These rollers move different ways, and
draw the cotton through between them,
while the seeds are forced out of the re-

spective little balls ofdown in which they
are enclosed, and drop into a bag. The
generality of cotton is white ; but some
isofanankeen colour, and is invaluable

in the manufacture of that urticlcj »s it

fades very little, even with long use and
frequent washing. The elasticity of cot-

ton is inconceivable! It may be pressed
into a fiftieth part of the space into which
the strongest packers can reduce it by
personal exertion : large screws are erect-

ed at many sea-ports where cotton is

shipped, for the purpose of bringing the
bales into the smallest compass, so as td

save freight. ^ Cotton can only be im-
ported as a raw material, in which form
it comes to us from the Levant, the West
Indies, South America, and the East In-

dies. In the last quarter there are some
kinds indigenous, but some are exotics.

The name is obviously derived from the
Arabic appellation kutery which leads us
to suppose the cultivation may have ori-

ginated in Arabia. The amazing export
of cotton fabrics from our settlements in

the East created for some time a neces-
sity for the manufacturer to import the
raw material, and in a few instances the
thread, from the country where cotton is

cultivated to an immense extent, and
where a very fine sort is produced, far

superior to what the Le\ant or the West
Indies furnish. Of late years, however,
the great deman i for this material has
excited a strong spirit of enterprize, and
enabled the British colonies to raise nearly
as much as the looms of the countr\ , and
the demand of the mother country, gene-
rally require. It is a highly dangerous
cargo, being very subject to take fire if

at all damp when packed, or if the small-

est spark should reach it ; in either case
it will burn very slowly for weeks ; but
when the hold is opened and air supplied,

bursts forth with inconceivable fury.

There is a species ofsilky down produced
in pods, (similar to those of the cotton

plant) on a very large tree, called the
seemul. It is only fit to fill beds. Speci-

mens of it have passed through various

hands ; but this kind of cotton is so pe-
culiarly glossy, and the fibre is so short,

that it could neither be carded nor spun.

When mixed with rabbit's fur, &c. to make
hats, it always separated. It also failed in

paper-making ; otherwise its abundance
and cheapness would have rendered it

highly valuable.

Cotton, carding of^ as a preparation

for spinning, used formerly to be perform-
ed by the hand, with a single pair of
cards upon the knee ; but this being a te-

dious method, ill suited to the rapid ope-

rations of the new spinning machines,

other methods were contrived for afford-

ing a quicker and more adequate supply.

The first improvement for this purpose
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VFas likewise made by Mr. Hargrave, and
consisted in applying" two or three cards

to the same board, and fixing" them to a

stool or stock ; whence they obtained the
name of stock cards. With these one
woman could perform two or three times

as much work as she could do before in

the comnaon way. ^ still more expe-
ditious method of carding, however, by
what are commonly called cylinder cards,

was soon afterwards invented, and is

that which is now most commonly prac-

tised

CoTTos spi7imn_§\ the art or process

of reducing" cotton-wool into yarn or

thread. The most simple method for

this purpose, and the only one in use for a

long time in this country, was by the

hand, upon the well-known domestic ma-
chine, called a one-thread wheel. But as

the demand for cotton g-oods began to in-

crease, other inventions were thought of

for expediting this part of the manufac-
ture. About fifty years ago an engine
was contrived, for a more easy and expe-
ditious method of spinning cotton, and a

patent was obtained ; but the undertaking
did not prove successful. Some years

after, various machines were constructed

by different persons for facilitating the

spinning ofcotton, but without producing
any very material or lasting advantage.

At lengtli, about 1767, Mr. James Har-
grave, a weaver in the neighbourhood of

Blackburn, in Lancashire, constructed

a machine, by which a great number of

threads (from 20 to 80) might be spun
at once, and for which he obtained his

Majesty's letters patent. This machine
is called a jenny, and is the best contri-

vance for spinning woof, or shute, that

has hitherto appeared. It is now com-
monly constructed for 84 threads, and
with it one person can spin 100 English
hanks in the day, each hank containing

840 yards.

The next and most capital improve-
ments which this branch of manufacture
received were from Mr. Arkwright, after-

ward Sir Richard Arkwright, of Crom-
ford, in Derbyshire. He first brought
forward his new method of spinning cot-

ton in 1768, for which he obtained a
patent in 1769. In 1775 he obtained ano-

ther patent, for engines which he had con-

structed to prepare the materials for

spinning ; though one of these patents,

being challenged at law, was set aside

some years before it expired. The re-

sult of Mr. Arkwright's different inven-

tions and improvements is a combination

of machinery, by which cotton is carded,

roved and spun, with the utmost exact-'

ness and equality ; and such a degree of
perfection attained in spinning warj?, as is

not to be equalled in any other ,.art of the
the world. To these improvements this

country is entirely indebted for the great
extent of its cotton manufactures, large
buildings having been erected for that

branch both in England and Scotland,
many of which contain several thousands
of spindles, each driven by one or more
large water wheels ; and some of such,

extent, as to spin at the rate of one thou-
sand yards of twist or vvar-i yarn in the
minute. Other machines have been in-

vented at different times, and a variety

of improvements made by different me-
chanics and manufacturers, one of which
in particular we must not omit to men-
tion. It is called a mule, being a kind of
mixture of machinery between the warp-
machine of Mr. Arkwright, and the
woof machine, or hand jenny, of Mr.
Hargrave, and was also invented in Lan-
cashire.

CoTToiv?m7fe are large buildings, with
peculiar machinery for carding, roving,

and spinning cotton. These were en-
tirely unknown in this country before the
different inventions and improvements of
Messrs, Arkwright and Hargrave ; since:

which time great numbers have been
erected in. England, many in Scotland,

and some in Ireland. See Mai^ufactukk

of cotton.
' COTTUS, the hull-head, in natural his-

tory, a genus of fishes of the order Tho-
racici. Generic character : head broader
than the body, s i.iny ; eyes vertical and
supplied with a nictitating membrane; gill

membrane of six rays: body round, with-
out scales, ta[jering towards the tail

;

dorsal fins generally two. Jhereareten
s-jecies, ofwhich the principal isC.gobio,
the river bull-head. This is about five

inches long when full grown, is found in
almost every j^art of Europe in clear

streams, and conceals itself under a stone
or in the gravel. Its food consists of
worms, aquatic insects, and extremely
young fish. It is rejorted to deposit its

spawn in a hole in the gravel, formed by
it for the purpose, and which nothing but
necessity will induce it to leave. It is ca-

pable of swimming very vigorously and
rapidly, but is far more stationary than
aetive in its habit. It is used as food,

but almost exclu.sively by the poor. The
mailed bull-head, or C. caetaphractus, is

found in abundance iuthe seas of Europe.
For a re'resentation of it, see Pisces,

Plate m. fig. 2.
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COTYLEDON. A seed consists of
three parts : viz. the cotyledons, the radi-

cle, and the plumula, which are usually

inclosed in a cover. If we take a g-arden

bean, we may perceive each of these

three parts with great ease ; for this seed
is of solarg-e a size, that all its organs are

exceedingly distinct. When we .strip off

the external coats of the bean, which are

two, and of different degrees of thickness
in different parts, we find that it easily

divides into two lobes, pretty nearly of
the same size and figure. Each of these
lobes IS called a cotyledon. The cotyle-

dons of the bean, then, are two in num-
ber. See Gehmination.
CoTTLEDON, in botauy, a genus of the

Decandria Pentagynia class and order.
Natural order of Succulentae. Semper-
vivse, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
five-cleft ; corolla one-petalled, with five

nectareous scales at the base of the
germ ; capsules five. There are nine-
teen species, almost all of them natives of
the Cape.
COUCHANT, in heraldry, is under-

stood of a Hon, or other beast, when ly-

ing down, but with his head raised, which
distinguishes the posture of couchant
from dormant, wherein he is supposed
quite stretched out and asleep.

COUCHE, in heraldry, denotes any
thing lying along: thus, chevron couche,
is a chevron lying sideways, with the two
ends on one side of the shield, which
^hould properly rest on the base.

COUCHING, in surgery, one of the
two chiefmethods of curing a cataract, by
couching with the needle.

COVENANT, in law, the agreement
or consent of two or more by deed in

writmg, sealed and delivered, whereby
either or one of the parties promises to
the other that something is already done,
or shall be hereafter done : he that makes
the covenant is called the covenantor,
and he to whom it is made is denominat-
ed the covenantee.
A covenant is either in fact or In law.

A covenant in fact, is that which is ex-
pressly agreed on between the parties.

In law, it is that covenant which the law
intends and implies, though it be not ex-
pressed in terms : as where a person
grants a lease of a house, &c. for a cer-
tain term, the law will intend a covenant
«n the lessor's part, that the lessee shall

quietly enjoy the premises during the
Jterm against all incumbrances.

There is also a covenant real, an4 a co-
venant merely personal. A covenant
real, is when a person binds himself to

p»9S90Bi« jreal things, as lands ox tene-

ments, or to levy a fine of lands, &c. A
covenant personal, is when the same is

altogether personal ; as if a person, by
deed, covenants with another lo build
him a house, or to do him some other
service, &c.

Covenant to stand seized to use, is

where a man who has a wife, children,
brother, sister, or other kindred, does by
deed in writing, under hand and Seal,

covenant and agree, that, for their provi-
sion or preferment, he and his heirs shall

stand seized of the land to their use,
either in fee simple, fee tail, or for

life.

COVERT, in law. See Covertuke.
Covert rvat/, or Corridor^ in fortifica-

tion, a space of ground level with the
field on the edge of the ditch, three or
four fathoms broad, ranging quite round
the half moons, and other works toward
the country. It has a parapet raised

on a level, together with its banquets
and glacis. The greatest effort, in sieges,

is to make a lodgment on the covert-way,
because the besieged usually pallisade it

along the middle, and undermine it on all

sides.

COVERTURE, in law, is applied to
the state and condition of a married wo-
man, who is under the power of her
husband, and therefore called feme co-

vert ; and disabled to contract with any
person, to the detriment either of herself

or husband, without his consent and
privity, or allowance and confirmation
thereof.

COUGH. See Medicine.
COULTER, in husbandry, an iron- in-

strument fixed in the beam of a plough,
and serving to cut the edge of each fur-

row. See Plough.
COUNCIL, or Counsel, in a general

sense, an assembly of divers considerable
persons, to concert measures relating to

the state.

Council. In this country the law, in

order to assist the King in the discharge
of his duties, the maintenance of his dig-
nity, and the exertion of his prerogative,
hath assigned him a diversity of councils

to advise with.

1. The first of these is the high court
of parliameiit. See Parliament.

2. The peers of the realm are by their

birth hereditary counsellors ofthe crown,
and may be called together by the King,

to impart their advice in all matters of

importance to ihe realm, either in time

of parliament, or, which hath been their

principal use, when there is no parlia-

ment in being. Accordingly, Bracton,

speaking of the nobility of his time, says
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they might properly be called " consules

a consulendo ; reges enim tales sibi asso-

ciaiit ad consulendum.'* And in the law-

books it is laid down, that the peers are

created for two reasons : 1. Ad consulen-

dum ; 2. Ad defendendum regem ; for

which reasons the laws give them certain

great and high privileges ; such as free-

dom from arrests, &c. even when no par-

liament is sitting; because the law in-

tends, that they are always assisting the

King with their counsel for the common-
wealth, or keeping the realm in safety by
their prowess and valour.

Instances of conventions of the peers,

to advise the King, have been in former
times very frequent, though now fallen

into disuse, by reason of the more regu-

lar meetings of parliament. Sir Edward
Coke gives us an extract of a record, 5
Henry IV. concerning an exchange of

lands between the Kini; and the Earl of

Northumberland. Many other instances

ofthiskindof meeting are to be found
under our ancient kings ; though the

formal method of convoking them had
been so long left off, that when Charles,

I. in 1640, issued out writs under the

great seal, to call a council of all the

peers of England to meet and attend his

Majesty at York, previous to the meeting
of the long parliament, the Earl of

Clarendon mentions it as a new inven-

tion, not before heard of; that is, as he
explains himself, so old, that it had not

been practised in some hundreds of
years. But though there had not for

a long time before been an instance, nor
has there been any since, of assembling
them in so solemn a manner, yet in cases

of emergency, our princes have at seve-

ral times thought proper to call for, and
consult as many of the nobility as could
easily be brought together ; as was par-

ticularly the ease with James U after

the landing of the Prince of Orange ; and
with the Prince of Orange himself, be-
fore he called the convention parliament,
which afterwards called him to the
throne. Besides this general meeting, it

is usually looked upon to be the right of
each particidar peer of the realm to de-
mand an audience of the King, and to lay

before him, with decency and respect,

such matters as he shall judge of impor-
tance to the public weal.

3. A third council belonging to the
King are, according to Sir Edward Coke,
his judges of the courts of law, for law-
matters. And this appears frequently in

the English statutes, particularly 14 Ed-
ward III. c. 5. and in other books of
hew. So that when the Kingp's coimGiJ

is mentioned generally, it must be de-
fi^^d, particularized, and understood,
according to the subject matter; and
if the subject be of a legal nature, then
by- the King's council is understood his

council for matters of law ; namely, his

judges.
4. But the principal council belong-

ing to the King is his privy council,

which is generally, by way of eminence,
called The Council. For an account of
its constitution and powers, see Council,
Pnvi/.

CouNcit, Privt/y the primum mobile of
the civil government of Great Britain,

bearing part of that great weight in the
government, which otherwise would be
too heavy upon the King.

It is composed of eminent persons,
the number of whom is at the Sove-
reign's pleasure, who are bound by oath
to advise the King to the best of their

judgment, with all the fidelity and secre-

cy that becomes tiieir station. The King
may declare to, or conceal from, his

privy council whatever he thinks fit, and
has a select coCmcil out of their number,
commonly called the cabinet council,

with whom his Majesty determines such
matters as are most important, and re-

quire the utmost secrecy. All proclama-
tions from the King and the Privy Coun-
cil ought to be grounded on law, othef-

vvise they are not binding to the subject.

Privy counsellors, though but gentlemen,
have precedence of all the knights and
younger sons of barons and viscounts,

and are styled right honourable.
CotrxciL, Common^ in the city of Lon-

don, is a court, wherein are made all bye-
laws wich bind the citizens. It consists,

like the parliament, of two houses; an
upper, composed of the Lord Mayor and
aldermen ; and a lower, of a number of
common council men chosen by the seve-
ral wards, as representatives of the body
of the citizens.

CoujTciL, of 7var, an assembly of thfe

principal officers of an army or fleet, oc-

casiortally called by the general or admi-»

ral, to concert measures for their conduct
with regard to sieges, retreats, engage-
ments, &c.

CouBTciL, in church history, an assem-
bly of prelates and doctors, met for the
regulating matters relating to the doc-
trine or discipline of the church.
COUNSELLOR a^ Imv, a person retain-

ed by a client to plead his cause in a
public court of judicature. There are

two degrees of council, viz. barristers

and sergeants. Barristers are called to

the bar after a certain period of standing
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in the inns of court. See Ba«iiisteii.

After 16 years standing they may be call-

ed to the degree of sergeant. The judges
of the courts of Westminster are always
admitted sergeants before they ai-e advan-

ced to the bench. From both sergeants

and barristers the king's council are usual-

ly selected, the two principal of whom are

called his attorney and solicitor general.

Counsel are supposed to plead gratis,

and can maintain no action for their fees

;

and to encourage in them a freedom of
speech in the lawful defence of their

clients, a counsellor is not answerable
for any matter by him spoken, though it

should prove groundless, and reflect on
the reputation of another ; provided it

relates to the cause which he espouses,

a)>d is suggested in his client's instruc-

tions. And notwithstanding counsellors

have a special privilege to pi*actise the
law, yet they are punishable for misbe-
haviour by attachment. No counsel is

allowed to a prisoner upon a general
issue of indictment of felony, unless some
point of law arise ; for the court is the
prisoner's only counsel.

COUNT, a nobleman who possesses a

domain erected into a county. The dig-

nity is a medium between that of a duke
and a baron. See Earl. Counts were
originally lords of the court, or of the

emperor's retinue, and had their name
comites a comitando. Eusebius tells us,

that Constantine divided them into three
classes ; of the two first the senate was
composed : those of the third had no
place in the senate, but enjoyed several

other privileges of senators. There were
counts that served on land, others at sea

;

some in a civil, and some in a legal ca-

pacity. The quality of count is now no
more than a title, which a king grants

upon erecting a territory into a county,

with a reserve of jurisdiction and sove-

reignty to himself. A count has a right

to bear on his arms a coronet adorned
with three precious stones, and sur-

mounted with three large pearls, where-
of those in the middle and extremities

of the coronet advance abo\'e the rest.

See Cnowir.
CocxT, in law, signifies the original

declaration of complaint in a real action,

as a declaration is in a personal one.
CouifT -wheelt in the striking part of a

clock, a wheel which moves round once
in 12 or 24 hours. It is sometimes called

the locking-wheel. See Clock.
COUNTER 6arri/, or CoNTRE ifln^e, in

. heraldry, is the same as our bendy sinis-

ter per bend counterchanged.
. Counter bond, a bond of indemnifica-

cou

tion, given to one who has given his bon^l
as a security for another's payment of a
debt, or the faithful discharge of his of-

fice or trust.

Counter changed, in heraldry, is when
any field or charge is divided or parted
by any line or lines of partition, consist-

ing all interchangeably of the same tinc-

tures.

Counter deed, a secret writing, either

before a notary or under a private seal,

which destroys, invalidates, or alters a
public one.

Counter ermine, in heraldry, is the
contrary to ermine, being a black field

with white spots.

COUNTERFEITS, in our law, are
persons that obtain any money or goods
by counterfeit letters or false tokens,
who, being convicted before justices of
assize, or of the peacr, Stc. are to suffer

such punishment as shall be thought fit to

be inflicted, under death, as imprison-
ment, pillory, &c.
Counter march, in military affairs, a

change of the face or wings of a battalion,

by which means those that were in the
front come to be in the rear. It also sig-

nifies returning, or marching back again.

Counter mark, a mark put upon goods
that have been marked before. It is also

used for the several marks put upon
goods belonging to several persons, to

shew that they must not be opened but
in the presence of them all, or their

agents.

In goldsmith's work, the counter-mark
is the mark punched upon the work at

the hall, to shew that the metal is stand-

ard. With horse-jockies, the counter-
mark is an artful hole made in the teeth
of old horses, to make them pass for

horses of six years old. Counter-mark
of a medal is a mark added to it a long
time after its being struck. It is some-
times an emperor's head, sometimes a
cornucopia, &c. Counter-marks are dis-

tinguished from the monograms in this,

that, being struck after the medal, they
are indented : whereas the monograms,
being struck at the same time with the
medals, have a Httle relievo.

Counter paled, in heraldry, is when
the escutcheon is divided into twelve
pales parted per /esse, the two colours

being counter-changed ; so that the up-
per are of one colour, and the lower of
another.

Counter part, in music, denotes one
part to be applied to another. Thus the
bass is said to be a coimter-part to the
treble. In law, it is the duplicate orcojjy

of anv indenture or deed.
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OotTNTEB passant, is when two lions

are in a coat of arms, and the one seems
to go quite the contrary way from the

other.

CouJVTER plea, in law, a cross or con-

trary plea, particularly such as the de-

mandant alleges against a tenant in cour-

tesy, or dower, who prays the King's aid,

&c. for his defence.
Counter point, in music, the art of

composing harmony, or of disposing se-

veral parts in such a manner as to make
an agreeable whole, or a concert. In

general, every harmonious composition,

or composition of many parts, is called

counter-point. It took its name from
hence : before notes of different mea-
ures were invented, the manner of com-
posing was to set pricks or points one
against another, to denote the several

concords.
Counter poiyited, in heraldry, is when

two chevrons in one gscutcheon meet in

the points^ the one rising as usual from
the base, and the other inverted falling

from the chief; so that they are counter
to one another in the points. They may
also be counter-pointed, when they are

founded upon the sides of the shield, and
the points meet that way, called counter-
pointed in fesse.

Counter />02*e, is apiece of metal, call-

ed by some the pear, on account of its

figure, and the mass, by reason of its

weight, which, sUding along the beam,
determines the weight of bodies weighed
by the state ra romana.
Counter salieiit, is when two beasts are

borne in a coat leaping from each other
directly the contrary way.

Counter scarp, in fortification, is pro-
perly the exterior talus or slope of the
ditch ; but it is often taken for the co-
vered way and the glacis. In this sense
we say, the enemy have lodged them-
selves on the counter-scarp.

COUNTERxMAND. in the English law,

is where a thing, before executed, is by
some act or ceremony afterwards made
void by the party that did it. A coun-
termand may be either actual or implied :

actual, where a power to execute any
authority is, by a formal writing or deed
for that purpose, put off for a time, or
made void: implied, when a person makes
his last will and testament, whereby he
devises his land to such an one, and af-

terwards conveys the same land to an-
other by feoffment.

COUNTY, in geography, originally sig-

uified the territory of a count er earl, but

now it is used in the same sense with shire.

See Shire.

England, for the better government
thereof, and the more easy administration
ofjustice, is divided into 62 counties^ each
whereof is subdivided into rapes, lathes,
wapentakes, hundreds and ihese again
into tythings. For rhe execution of the
laws in the several counties, excepting
Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Dur-
ham, every Michaelmas term officers are
appointed, called slieriffs; other officers

of the several counties are, lord lieuten-
ants, custodes rotulorum, justices of the
peace, bailiffs, high constables, coroner,
clerks ofthe market, &c. Of the 52 coun-
ties ifi England and Wales, there are four
termed counties palatine, viz. Lancaster;
Chester,Durham, and Ely. These counties
are reckoned among the superior courts,

and are privileged as to pleas, so that no
inhabitant of such counties shall be com-
pelled by any writ to appear, or answer
the same except for error, and in cases
of treason, &c. The counties-palatine of
Durham and Chester are by prescription,

where the king's writs ought not to come,
but under the seal of the counties pala-

tine, unless it be a writ of proclamation.
There is a court of chancery in the coun-
ties-palatine of Lancaster and Durham,
over which there are chancellors. Scotland
is divided into 33 counties, the govern-
ment of which is committed to sheriffs.

County corporate, a title given to seve-.

ral cities, on which the English monarchs
have thought proper to bestow extraordi-

nary privileges, annexing to them a parti-

cular territory of land, or jurisdiction, as
the county of Middlesex annexed to the
city of London, the county of the city of
York, the county of the city of Bristol, &c.
County court, a court of justice, held

every month in each county, by the she-
riff" or his deputy. See Court.
COUP de bride, in the manege, the same

with ebrillade. See Ebkillade.
COUPED, in heraldry, is used to ex-

press the head or any limb of an animal,

cut off' from the trunk smooth ; distin-

guishing it from that which is called erass-

ed ; that is, forcibly torn off', and there-

fore ragged and uneven.
CoupED is also used to signify such

crosses, bars, bends, chevrons, &c. as do
not touch the sides of the escutcheon, but
are, as it were, cut off from them.
COUPLE doss, in heraldry, the fourth

part ofa chevron, never borne but in pairs,

except there be a cht rron between them,
saith Guillim, though Bloom gives as in-

stance to the contrary.
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COURSE, in navigation, that point of

the compass or horizon,; on which the

ship steers ; or the angle between the

rhomb-hne and the meridian. See Navi-

gation.
Course, in architecture, a continued

range of stones, level, or of the same*
lieight throughout the whole length of a

building, without being interrupted by

any aperture.

Courses, in a ship, the mainsail and

foresail : when the ship sails under them
only, without lacing on any bonnets,

she is then said to go under a pair of

courses. To sail under a main course

and bonnets, is to sail under a mdnsail

and bonnet.
COURSING, among sportsmen, is of

three sorts, viz> at the deer, at the hare,

and at the fox. These coursings are with
greyhounds ; for the deer there are two
sorts of coursings, the one with the pad-

dock, the other either in the forest or

purlieu.

The best method of coursing the hare
is, to go out and find a hare sitting, which
is easily done in the summer by walking
across the lands, either stubble, fallow,

or corn gi'ounds, and casting the eye up
and down ; for in summer they frequent

those places for fear of the ticks, which
are common in the woods at that season

;

and in autumn the rains falhng from the

trees offend them. The rest of the year

there is more trouble required ; as the

bushes and thickets must be beat to rouse

them, and oftentimes they will lie so

close, that they will not stir till the pole
almost touches them ; the sportsmen are

always pleased with this, as it promises a

good course. Ifa hare lies near any close

or covert, and with her head that way, it

is always to be expected that she will take

to that immediately on being put up ; all

the company are therefore to ride up,

and put themselves between her and the

covert before she is put up, that she may
take the other way, and run upon open
ground. When a hare is put up, it is al-

ways proper to give her gi-ound, or law,

as it is called : that is, to let her run
twelve-score yards, or thereabouts, be-
fore the greyhounds are slipped at her ;

otherwise she iskilled too soon, the great-

er part of the sport is thrown away, and
the pleasure of observing the several

turnings and windings that the creature
will make, to get away, is all lost. A good
sportsman had rather see a hare save him-
self after a fair course, than see her mur-

I
4ered by the greyhounds as soon as she

I

is up.
; VOL. IV.

In coursing the fox no other art is re-

quired, than standing close and in a clear
wind, on the outside of some grove where
it is expected he will come out ; and
when he is come out, he must have
head enough allowed him, othenvise
he will return back to the covert. The
slowest greyhound will be able to over-
take him, after all the odds of distance
necessary ; and the only danger is the
spoiling the dog by the fox, which too fre-

quently happens. For this reason, no
greyhound of any value should be run
at this course ; but the strong, hard, bit-

ter dogs, that will seize any thing.

COURT, in a law sense, the place
where judges distribute justice, or exer-
cise jurisdiction ; also the assembly of
judges, jury, &c. in that place.

Courts are divided into superior and in-

ferior, and into courts of record and base
courts : again, courts are either such as

are held in the King'^ name, as all the
ordinary courts, orwhere the precepts are
issued in the name of the judge, as the
admiral's court.

The superior courts are, those of the
King's Bench, the Common Pleas, the
Exchequer, and the Court of Chancery.
A court of record is that which has a
power to hold plea, according to the
course of the common law, of real, per-
sonal, and mixed actions ; where the debt
or damage is forty shillings or above, as
the court ofKing's Bench.
A base court, or a court not of record,

is where it cannot hold plea of debt, or
damage amounting to forty shillings, or
where the proceedings are not according
to the course of the common law, nor in-

rolled ; such as the county-court, courts
of hundreds, court-baron. Sec.

The rolls of the superior courts of re-
cord are of such authority, as not to ad-
mit of any proof against them, they be-
ing only triable by themselves ; but the
proceedings ofbase courts may be denied,
and tried by a jury. Some of the courts
may fine, but not imprison, a person, such
as the leet ; and some can neither fine

nor inflict punishment, and can only
amerce, as the county-court, court-baron,
&c. But the courts of record at West-
minster Hall have power to fine, imprison,
and amerce ; and in those courts the
plantifFneed not show, in his declaration,

that the cause of action arises within their

jurisdiction, being general ; though, in
inferior courts, itmust be sliowed at large,

on account they have particular jurisdic-

tions.

CouRT-BARON, a couft that every lord
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of a manor has within his own precints.

This court must be held by prescription,

and is of two kinds, viz. by common law,

and by custom ; the former is where the

barons or freeholders, being* suitors, are

the judges ; the other is, that where the

lord or his steward is the judge.
CouKT of chivalry, or tile marshaVs

courti that whereof tiie judges are the

lord high constable and the earl marshal
of England. This court is the fountain

of martial law, and the earl marshal is not

only one ofthe judges, but is to see exe-

cution done. See Chivalry,
Court of consciencet a court in the

cities of London, Westminster, and some
other places, that determines matters in

all cases, where the debt or damage is un-

der forty shillings.

Court ofdelegatest a court where dele-

gates are appointed by the King's com-
mission, under the great seal, upon an ap-

peal to him from the sentence of an arch-

bishop, &c. in ecclesiastical causes, or of

the court of admiralty,in any marine cause.

Court of hustings, a court of record
held at Guildhall, for the city of London,
before the Lord Mayor and Aldermen,
Sheriffs, and Recorder, where all pleas,

real, personal, and mixed, are determin-

ed ; where all lands, tenements, &c. with-

in the said city, or its bounds, are pleada-

ble in two hustings ; the one called the

hustings ofplea of lands, and the other the

hustings of common pleas. The court of

hustings is the highest court within the

city, in which writs of exigent may be
taken out, and outlawries awarded,
wherein judgment is given by the Recor-

der. To the Lord Mayor and city ofLon-
don belong several other courts, as the

court of Common Council, consisting of

two houses, the one for the Lord Mayor
and Aldermen, and the otherfor the com-
moners; in which court are made all bye-

laws which bind the citizens. The Cham-
berlain's court relates to the rents and re-

venues of the city, to the affairs of ser-

vants, &c.

To the Lord Mayor belongs the court of
coroner and escheator; another court for

the conservation of the river of Thames
;

another of gaol delivery, held eight times
a year at the Old Bailey, for the trial of
criminals, where ihe Lord Mayor himself
is the chiefjudge. There are also other
courts, called wardmotes, or meetings of
the wards; and courts ofhalymote, or as-

semblies of the guilds and fraternities.

CouRT-LEET, a court ordained for Uie
punishment of ofl'ences under high trea-

son against the crown.

CoraT-MAiiTiAL, a court appointed for

the punishing offences in officers, sol-

diei*s, and sailors, the powers of which
are regulated by the Mutiny Bill.

Court of PequeatSy was a court of
equity, ofthe same nature with the chan-
cery, but inferior to it. It was chiefly in-

stituted for the relief of such petitioners,

as in conscionable cases addressed
themselves to his Majesty ; the Lord
Privy Seal was the chief judge of this

court,

COURTESY, or Curtesy of England,
a certain tenure, whereby a man, marry-
ing an heiress seized oflands of fee sim-
ple, or fee tail general, or seized as heir
of the tail special, and hath a child by
her that cometh alive into the world,
though both it and his wife die forthwith,

yet, if she were in possession, he shall

keep the land during his life, and is call-

ed tenant per legem Anglise, or tenant by
the courtesy of England ; because this

privilege is not allowed in any country
except Scotland, where it is called curia-

litas Scotix.

COUSIN, a term of relation between
the children of brothers and sisters, who,
in the first generation, are called cousiij-

gennans; in the second generation,second
cousins, &c.

Before the time of Theodosius, there
was no law, eccesiastical or civil, to pro-
hibit the marriage of cousin-germans

:

under the reign ofthatemperor they were
forbidden, but allowed again in the next
reign, and under Justinian, who fixed
the allowance in the body ofhis laws; but
still the canons continued the prohibition,

and extended it to a greater degree.
COUSU, in heraldry, signifies a piece

ofanother colour or metal placed on the
ordinary, as if it were sewed on, as the
word imports. This is generally of co^
lour upon colour, or metal upon metal,
contrary to the general ride of heraldryl
COVERT, in heraldry, denotes some-

thing like apiece of hanging, or a pavi-

lion falling over the top of a chiefor other
ordinary, so as not to hide, but only to be
a covering to it.

COW, in zoology, the female of the ox-
kind. See Bos.

CRAB'S claws. See Materia Medi-
CA.

CRAB'S eyes. See Pharmacy,
Crab, an engine of wood, with three

claws, placed on the ground like a cap-

stan, and used at launching, or heaving
ships into the dock.
CRADLE, in surgery, a case in which

a broken leg is laid after being set.
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Cradle, among shipwrights, a timber
frame made along the outside of a ship by
the bilge, for the convenience of launch-

ing her with ease and safety.

CRAFT, in the sea language, signi-

fies all manner of nets, lines, hooks, &c.

used in fishing. Hence all such little

vessels as ketches, hoys, and- smacks,
&c. used in the fishing trade, are called

small craft.

CRAMBE, in botany, a genus of the
Tetradynamia Siliquosa class and order.

Natural order of Siliquosae Cruciformes.

Essential character : filaments, the four

longer two-cleft at the end, one only of

the tips bearing an anther : berry dry,

globose, deciduous. There are six spe-

cies, of which one is C. maritima, sea-

colewort ; the roots of this plant creep
under ground, whereby it propagates
very fast. The whole plant is smooth,
glaucous, and sometimes tinged with pur-

ple ; several stalks arise, about two feet

high, spreading, much branched, bearing

sessile leaves. The flowers or long pe-
duncles are white. The fruit at first

ovate, terminated by the blunt stigma,

afterwards nearly spherical, the size of
large peas. The young leaves, covered
up with sand, and blanched, 'are boiled

and eaten as a great delicacy. It is found
on the sandy and beachy coasts of Swe-
den and Denmark ; it is also common in

many parts of England, particularly in

the west.

CRAMP, in medicine, a convulsive

contraction of a muscular part of the
body, being either natural, as in convul-
sive constitutions, or accidental, from liv-

ing in cold places, under ground, &c. It

affects all parts indifferently, but the ham,
calves, feet, and toes, oftener than the
arms and hands.
An effectual preventative for cramp in

the calves of the legs, which is a most
grievous pain, is to stretch out the heel
of the leg as far as possible, at the same
time drawing up the toes to the body.
This will frequently stop the progress
ofa fit ofthe cramp after it has commenc-
ed ; and a person will, after a few times,
be able in general to prevent the fit com-
ing on, though its approach be between
sleeping and waking.
CRANE. See Gkus.
CRANE, in mechanics, a machine for

raising goods into loft, or from vessels to

wharfs, or for lowering them from
heights, &c. in a safe manner, and by the
application of a comparatively small
power. Numberless contrivances have
been resorted to for these purposes ; the
first of them appears to have been the

great drum-wheel, in which one or more
men, an ass, &c. being made to walk, a
rotary motion followed, whereby a rope
fastened to the axis of the wheel was
wound up, and with it whatever weight
the power thus created was capable of
lifting. But it was found that various
fatal accidents attended this piece of
machinery ; for when the man slipped,
the wheel would obtain a reverse mo-
tion, and by its accumulated velocity
would dash him to pieces. On the other
hand, ifthe rope suspending the weight
gave way, the motion of the wheel, it be-
ing released from opposition, became so
accelerated as to produce the same fatal

effects.

An improvement upon this was the
inclined plane, (seen in fig. 1, PI. IV.
Miscel.) which having ribs, or battens,
all pointing to its centre, is moved by a
man walking either nearer to or further
from the axis, according to the weight to
be raised, his greatest power being near
the edge ; the rope x, sustaining the
weight 0, passing through the pully i/,

and winding on the axis/>, as it revolves
in consequence of the man's pressure.
To prevent accidents, the man has hold
of the arm w, projecting from the post z ;

so that, in case of a slip, he might save
himself by bearing thereon.
But though this plan is certainly a

great improvement, yet it cannot be con-
sidered as altogether safe, and it takes up
so much space, that it is very rarely in
use. The windlass, worked by various
different powers, and those variously ap-
plied, has in general superseded all other
practices. It is to be lamented that some
are too complex . and expensive, which
would otherwise prove highly servicea-
ble. We give that in fig. 2, as being
cheap and effective. It consists merely
of a barrel, e, to which three concentric
iron wheels, a, 6, c, all graduated with
equidistant teeth, and laying in one
plane, secured also by cross bars, are
afiixed. The small wheel D, having
teeth fitting to those on either wheel,
may be brought forward to worlr in

either a, 6, ore, at pleasure. Now D be-

ing one foot in diameter, and a being
two feet, the latter will revolve once,
while the former revolves twice : this

power is suited to light weights. When
the resistance is greater, the power must
be increased by removing D farther from
the centre of the windlass e, and apply-

ing it to the second wheel b, which be-

ing three times the dianieter of D, will

turn only once while the latter makes
three revolutions: agam, when the
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Weight is very great, D must be made
to work upon the largest wheel e, which
being four times its diameter, will cause
D to turn four times while c turns but
once. The figure is not exactly in the
above proportions ; but the explanation
will suffice to render that minutia of less
importance. D is turned by a crank-han-
dle, or winch, and is made to fit into three
different sockets, wliere its axis is keyed
down, opposite to whichever wheel is to
be acted upon. It should have a small
ratchet, or pall, to prevent its retroces-
sion, incase the weight should overpow-
er the operator.
Some cranes are made to weigh goods

as they are raised ; but this can seldom be
done with ac/suracy, though the general
estimate may be correct enough for ordi-
nary occasions. It is done by allowing
the jib, or projection m, (fig. 2.) to play
on a joint at w, and by having a movea-
ble weight at the other end of the beam
s, ofwhich the jib forms a part, with an
index on the principle of the steel-yard.
But this cannot answer where very hea-
vy articles, such as cannon, &c. are to be
raised, as the joints would soon give way.
Whatever may be the construction of
cranes, power and safety ought to be the
principal objects.

We shall proceed to describe some
other cranes that are much in use in the
present day. Fig. 1. Plate Cranes, is an
elevation of a crane sideways, and fig, 2.

is a plan ; A B is a stout beam, turning in
a cast iron collar at B, affixed to beams in
the floor of the wharf; it goes down
about twelve feet below this, and has a
steel pivot in the lower end, which works
in a brass collar, so that the beam A B
can turn round freely without shake ; C
D are the two beams of the jib, with a
puUy at E, over which the chain for hoist-
ing the goods works ; the other end
of this chain is wound round a roll, e,l foot
diameter ; a cog wheel, marked 100, of
100 teeth, turned by a pinion of 7 leaves,

, on the same axle with another wheel 31,
of 31 teeth : this is turned by a pinion,
14, of 14 teeth. If great power is requir-
ed, thewinch handle isappliedto asquare
on the end of the spindle of the last pi-

nion, and for less weight the winch is put
on the axle of31 : when this is the case,
the pinion 14 must be disengaged from
its wheel, by sliding its axle lengthways.
G is a clip, to keep the pinion in or out of
gear, as it has been placed by the atten-
dant. A plan of it is also shewn in fig.

2 : the two semicircular bands in it fit

,
int^ grooves turned in the spindles, andi

the weight a at the end keeps them 1 n
this prevents them moving endways

;

when the weight a is raised, it releases

them both ; and when they are moved,
the clip fits into another groove turned
in them, so as to prevent their return.

The frame containing the wheels is form-

ed by two cast iron crosses, bolted to tlie

main beam A B by the ends of their ver-

tical arms, the two other arms forming
the bearing for the wheels.

Cranes of this kind are now coming in-

to very general us*e in London, as they
require no expensive framing over them,
and they can be turned all round. A fur-

ther advantage they possess, in common
with several other kinds, is, the chain not

being bent suddenly round the small

puUies over the jib when they are swing-

ing overland, as in the cortimon kind,

and fig. 4.

A crane of this kind, which we saw at

Woolwich Warren, had an apparatus

(shewn in fig 3.) attached to it for lower-
ing with safety great weights without any
exertion of the workmen. It consists of
a cylinder, b d e, of cast iron, smooth!^'

bored through
; /^ is a passage connect-

ing the top and bottom of the cylinder,

and h a cock by which this passage can
be closed ; z is a piston fitting the cylin-

der, and k the rod affixed to it, moving
through a stuffing box in the lid of the cy-

linder; the axis of the wheel 31 (fig 1 and
2.) or one in the place of it, has a crank on
it working the piston rod of the cylinder

(fig. 3.) which is bolted fast to the back
of the beam A B, with the usage sliding

motion to render its motion parallel. The
cylinder is filled full of oil, and as the han-

dle of the crane is turned, the piston is

moved up and down in the cylinder: now
if the cock h is open, the oil flows freely

from one part of the cylinder to the
other, without obstructing the motion
of the crane ; but if it is closed, the oil,

finding no other passage, and being an
incompressible fluid, stops the piston, and
the descent of the goods suspended by
the crane. By opening the cock partial-

ly, the friction (or, as it is technically

termed, the wire-drawing) of the oil im-
pedes the motion of the wheels, so as to

lower the greatest weights with any ve-

locity required. A portion of the circle

m is fastened to the cock, with fine teetk

cut in it ; a click takes into these teeth,

to hold the cock at any opening it may be
set to. This contrivance is described in

Gregory's Mechanics, published in 1806,

applied to a different kind of crane, but

the invention is ascribed to ]^r. David
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Hardie. We consider it a contrivance of
great utility, and likely to prove extreme-
ly useful.

Fig. 4, is an elevatipn of a crane at

Queenhithe wharf, London. A B is a
very strong upright beam, firmly bolted
to beams running inland, and further se-

cured by curved stays D : a </ e is a cast-

iron frame, bolted to the beam at one
end and the stays D at the other. This
forms the frame for the wheelwork, which
is the same as fig. 1 ; the chain, after
going round the roll, goes over a large
wheel yj and passes through the beam to
the jib. E is a cast-iron frame, bolted to
the top of the beam A B, to receive the
upper pivot of the jib ; g is one Of the
small pulleys, round which the chain
bends when the jib is turned overland
to raise or lower goods. F is another
cast-iron frame, to support the lower pi-

vot of the jib, and G is a pile bolted to it,

to assist. A few boards nailed over the
two stays D forms a cover for the whole
machinery, and defends the wheel-work.
The jib and its iron-work will be under-
stood by inspection of the figure. All
cranes where chains are used for hoisting
the goods should have barrels, with a
spiral groove cut in them, and the lower
half of the chain lay in the groove, as

in fig. 5. This was applied, in 1789, by
Mr. John Smeaton, to a crane designed
by him, and executed in the Wool-quay,
Custom-house, and found to be of great
advantage. In 1805, Mr, Gilbert Gilpin
received the silver medal of the Society
of Arts for the same invention, without
perhaps knowing it had been used before.

The pulleys should also be grooved, to

receive the lower half of the links of the
chain in the same manner.
CRANICHIS, in botany, a genus of

the Gynandria Diandria class and order.
Natural order of Orchideae. Essential

character : nectary guleated. There are
five species, all natives ofJamaica.
CRANIOLARIA, in botany, a genus of

the Didynamia Angiospermia class and
order. Natural order of Personatae. Big-
noniae, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx double of the flower; perianth four-
leaved ; spathe one-leaved ; corolla tube
very long; capsule of martynia. There
is but one species, viz. C. annua, found in
the neighbourhood of Carthagena in New
Spain.

CRANIUM. See Astatomy.
CRANK, a contrivance in machines, in

manner of an elbow, only of a square
from, projecting from a spindle, and serv-

ing, by its rotation, to raise and fall the
pistons of engines.

Chaitk likewise denotes the iron sup-
port for a lantern, or the like ; also the
iron made fast to a stock of a bell for
ringing it.

In the sea language, a ship is said to be
crank-sided when she can bear but small
sail, for fear of oversetting ; and when a
ship cannot be brought on the ground
without danger, she is said to be crank
by the ground.
CRANZIA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.
Essential character: calyx five-parted;
petals five ; nectary none ; berried cap-
sule. There is but one species, viz. C.
aculeata, a prickly shrub; leaves ter-

nate, with pellucid dots; fruit dotted
like the orange. A native of the East
Indies.

CRAPE, in commerce, a kind of stuff

made in the manner of gauze, with raw
silk gummed and twisted on the mill.

CRASPEDIA, in botany, a genus of
the Syngenesia Polygamia Segregata.
Essential character : calycle none ; calyx
imbricate ; florets in depressed bundles,
all hermaphrodite, tubular; down fea-

thered ; receptacle chaffy. One species,

viz. C. uniflora, a native of New Zea-
land.

CRASSULA, in botany, a genus of
the Pentandria Pentagynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Succulentae. Sem-
pervivae, Jussieu. Essential character

:

calyx one leafed, fivef-cleft
; petals five ;

nectareous scales five at the base of the
germ ; eapsule five, many seeded. There
are sixty-four species.

CRAT^GUS, in botany, a genus of
the Icosandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Pomaceae. Rosaceae,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

cleft; petals five; berry inferior, two-
seeded. There are twenty-three species.

This genus consists chiefly of shrubs or

trees, hardy, and deciduous; leaves sim-

ple, undivided, or lobed; peduncles in

most species many flowered ; corymbed
terminating, and solitary from the axils ;

corollas white, appearing in May and
June, and succeeded by red berries in

autumn.
CRATER, in astronomy, a constellation

of the southern hemisphere. See Astbo-
NOMT.
CRATEVA, in botany, a genus of the

Dodecandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Putaraineae. Cappari-

des, Jussieu. Essential 'character : ca-
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lyx four-cleft ; corolla three-petalled

;

berry one-celled, many seeded. There
are five species. These are trees with
ternate leaves, and the flowers in ter-

minating panicles. >;atives of both In-

dies.

CRAX, the curassow, in natural his-

tory, a genus of birds of the order Galli-

nx. Generic character: bill strong, con-

vex, and thick, the base of each mandi-
ble covered with a cere ; nostrils small,

and fixed in the cere ; feathers which
cover the head often curling at the ends

;

tail large and straight. Latham mentions
four species, and .Gmelin notices five.

We shall select the C. alector, or the pea-

cock pheasant of Guiana. These birds

abound in the woods of Guiana, and are

about the size of a small turkej, which
they also extremely resemble in taste.

They are destroyed by the Indians of the

country in vast numbers, and sold to the

planters, who are particularly fond of
them, and with whom, as they are so plen-

tiful, they constitute a frequent and £^l-

most daily article of food. They are

easily domesticated, and found in this

state, in great abundance, in the settle-

ments of Berbice and Demerara, and in

others of the West India islands. See
Aves, Plate IV. fig. 7.

CRAYON, a name for all coloured

stones, earths, or other minerals, used in

designing or painting in pastel. See
Paiitting.

CREAM. See Milk.
Cream of tartar, the common name of

supertartrate of potash ; it is also deno-
minated crystals of tartar. In this salt

there is an excess of the Tartaric acid,

which see.

CREDIT, in political economy, is the
trust which an individual places in ano-
ther individual, or in the state, in pecu-
niary transactions. This trust arises from
a confidence in the creditor, that the debt-
or will fulfil the engagement into which
he enters.

The foundation of credit is a knowledge
of the circumstances of the debtor, or of
his character for industry, ability, and
probity. The degree of confidence is

increased by experience of his punctu-
ality in making good his engagements,
and diminished by all circumstances
which diminish the safety, or even inter-

rupt the regular course of mercantile
transactions.

The money price of goods sold upon
credit must be higher than that of goods
paid for immediately, and this in propor-
tion to the length of credit given and the

risk. The advantage of giving credit to

men of large capitals is, that they get
higher prices, the difference between the
money price and the credit price being
greater than the legal interest of the mo-
ney price for the time. Hence it is a
principle with some traders to give very
long credit at proportionate prices. The
advantage to purchasers of small capital

is, that these credits are so much addition
to their capital for the time
Some men of larg^e property, but whose

concerns admit of indefinite extension,
will take all the credit they cai: get, ei-

ther on pecuniary loans, or in purchases,
being able to make a larger profit on any
capital they can procure by either of
these methods than it costs them. They
are exposed, however, 1, to the risk of
having great demands made upon them,
when it may be inconvenient to satisfy

them ; and, 2, to the very common mis-
fortune of forgetting how much of their
capital belongs to other people; Dr.
Franklin's observation being too true,
that most men think their debts and tlieir

sins less than they really are. A person
on whom credit is placed, and to whom
it is advantageous, should be religiously

punctual. Nothing will so much confirm
his credit. He, however, is in a safer
condition, who can give credit without
taking any ; who sells on credit, but buys
for money. And this should in general
be the object of every young trades-
man.
The degree of credit among private

persons is considerably affected by the
laws. If they tend to enforce the fulfil-

ment of engagements, they strengthen
credit ; if they facilitate fraud, they en-
feeble it.

The confidence placed in governments,
on the public credit, depends exactly on
the same causes as the credit of individu-
als, on the punctuality with which they
fulfil their engagements. Hence, in free
states, i. e. states in which the creditors
have a controul over the government, cre-
dit is extensive ; but in absolute monar-
chies it ishttle or nothing. It is an alarm-
ing circumstance for all creditors of the
state, that wherein a great national debt
has been contracted, the issue has been a
national bankruptcy. The republics of
Italy, and that of the United Provinces,
as well as the monarchs of France, have
ultimately discharged their debts in this

unhappy manner. This has been caused,
indeed, by the pressure of inevitable cir-

cumstances, but it is not the less alarming;

on that account.
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CREEPER, at sea, a sort of grapnel,

but witliout flooks, used for recovering

things that may be lost overboard.

CRENATE, in Natural History, scol-

loped or notched at the margin.

CREN'GLES, among seamen, small

ropes spliced into the bolt-ropes of the

sails of the main-mast and fore-mast, into

which the bowling bridles are made
fast.

CREPIS, in botany, a genus of the

Syngenesia Polygamia jEqualis class and
order. Natural order of Compositse
Semiflosculosse. Sichoracese, Jussieu.

Essential character: calyx calycled, with
deciduous scales, down hairy, stipitate

;

receptacle naked. There are twenty
species.

CREPITATION, in chemistry, the
noise which some salts make over the fire

during calcination, called also Decbipita-
Tioir ; which see..

CREPUSCULUM, twilight, the time
from the first dawn or appearance of the
morning to the rising of the sun ; and
again, between the setting of the sun
and the last remains of day.

The crepusculum, or twifight, it is sup-
posed, usually begins and ends when the
sun is about 18 degrees below the hori-

zon ; for then the stars of the 6th magni-
tude disappear in the morning, and ap-
pear in the evening. It is of longer du-
ration in the solstices than in the equi-
noxes, and longer in an oblique sphere
th*an in a right one; because, in those
cases, the sun, by the obliquity of his

path, is longer in ascending through 18
degrees of latitude.

Twilight is occasioned by the sun*s
rays refracted in our atmosphere, and
reflected from the particles of it to the
eye. Kepler indeed assigned a different
cause of the crepusculum, viz. the lumi-
nous matter about the sun. This may
lengthen the duration of the twihght, by
illuminating the air, when the sun is too
low to reach it with- his own light, but is

not the principal cause of it : which is

unquestionably the refraction of the at-

mosphere.
The depth of the sun below the hori-

zon, at the beginning of the morning, or
end of the evening twilight, is determin-
ed in the same manner as the arch of vi-

.sion; 'r;iz. by observing the moment when
the air first begins to shine in the morn-
ing, or ceases to shine in the evening ;

then finding the sun's place for that mo-
ment, and thence the time till his rising
in the horizon, or from his setting in it in
the evening. It is now generally agreed
that this depth is about 18 degrees upon

an average. Alhazen found it to be 1^;
Tycho, 1.7°; Rotiiman, 24°; Stevenius,
18°

; Cassini, 15° ; Riccioli, in tho equi-
•nox in the morning 16°, in the evening
20° 30'; in the summer solstice in the
morning 21° 25', in the winter solstice in
the morning 17° 25'.

This difference among the determina-
tions of astronomers is not to be wonder-
ed at, the cause of the crepusculum be-
ing inconstant ; for, if the exhalations in
the atmosphere be either more copious
or higher than ordinary, the morning
twilight will begin sooner, and the even-
ing hold longer, than ordinary; for the
more copious the exhalations are, the
more rays will they reflect, consequently
the more will they shine ; and the higher
they are, the sooner will they be illumi-
nated by the sun. On this account, too,
the evening twilight is longer than the
morning, at the same time of the year,
in the same place. To this it may be
added, that in a denser air the refraction
is greater; and that not only the bright-
ness of the atmosphere is variable, but
also its height from the earth : and there-
fore the twihght is longer in hot weather
than in cold, in summer than in winter,
and also in hot countries than in cold,
other circumstances being the same. But
the chief differences are owing to the
different situations of places upon the
eartli, or to the difference of the sun's
plac^ in the heavens. Thus, the twilight
is longest in a parallel sphere, and short-
est in a right sphere, and longer to places
in an oblique sphere, in proportion as
they are nearer to one of the poles ; a
circumstance which affords relief to the
inhabitants of the more northern coun-
tries, in their long winter nights. And
the twilights are longest in all places of
north latitude, when the sun is in the tro-
pic of cancer ; and to those in soutlv lati-

tudes,when he is in thetropic ofcapmcorn.
The time of the shortest twilighr is also

different in different latitudes : in Eng-
land, it is about the beginning of Octo-
ber and of March, when the sun is in the
signs Libra and Pisces.

CRESCENT, in heraldry, a bearing in

form of a new moon. It is used either as

an honourable bearing, or as the differ-

ence to distinguish between elder and
younger families; this being generally
assigned to the second son, and those that

descend from him The figure of the
crescent in the Turkish symbol, with its

points looking towards the top of the
chief, which is its mosJ ordinary repre-

sentation, called crescent montant. Cres-

cents are said to be adossed, when their

i
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backs are turned towards each other ; a

crescent is said to be inverted, when its

points look towards the bottom; turned
crescents have their points looking' to

the dexter-side of the shield ; cornuted
crescents to the sinister side ; and affront-

ed crescents, contrary to the adossed,

have their points turned to each other.

CRESCENTIA, in botany, Enghsh ca-

labash-tree, a genus of the Didynamia
Angiospermia class and order. Natural

order of Putamineae. Solaneac, Jussieu.

Essential character: calyx two-parted,

equal ; corolla gibbous ; berry pedicelled,

one celled, many seeded: seeds two-

aelled. There are two species, viz. C. cu-

jete, narrow leaved calabash-tree, and C.

cucurbitina, broad leaved calabash-tree.

These are small trees, with large leaves,

either singly alternate, or in alternate

bundles. Flowers on the trunk or branch-

es sub-solitary ; they are botli natives of

the West-Indies.

CRESSA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Digyriia class and order. Du-
bii, Linnaeus. Convolvuli, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : calyx five-leaved ; corolla

salverform ; filaments sitting on the tube

;

capsule two-valved, one-seeded. There

are two species, natives of the East In-

dies, in salt marshes.

CREST, in armoury, the top part of

the armour for the head, mounting over

the helmet, in manner of a comb, or tuft

of a cock, deriving its name from crista,

a cock's comb. The crest was for the

most part made of feathers, or the hair

of horses* tails or manes. The r.oldiers

took great pride in adorning them. In

most of the old monuments, we find the

crest represented not much unlike those

on the tops of our modern head^pieces

:

but whatever the common soldiers had,

those ofthe officers were usually wrought
in gold or silver, and the plumes of a

larger size, quite across the helmet; and
some wore two, three, or four together,

of these plumes.

Cbest, in heraldr}', the uppermost
part of an armoury, or that part of the

cask or helmet next to the mantle. Guil-

lim says the crest, or cognizance, claims

the highest place, being seated on the

most eminent part of the helmet
; yet so

as to admit of an interposition of some
escrol, wreath, chapeau, crown, &c.

The crest is esteemed a greater mark of

nobility than the armoury, being borne
at tournaments, to which none were ad-

mitted till such time as they had given
proof of their nobility ; sometimes it

serves to distinguish the several branches
of a family, and it has served, on occa-

sion, as a distinguishing badge of fac-

tions : sometimes the crest is taken for

the device; but more usually is formed
of some piece of the arms. Families
that exchange arms do not change their

crest.

CREW, the company of sailors be-
longing to a ship, boat, or other vessel.

The sailors that are to work and manage
a ship are regulated by the number of
lasts it may carry, each last making two
tun.

CRIBBAGE, a game at cards, whereia
no cards are to be thrown out, and the
set to make sixty-one : and as it is an ad-

vantage to deal, by reason ofthe crib, it is

proper to lift for it, and he that has the
least card deals.

There are only two players at this

game, wherein the cards are dealt out
one by one, the first to the de,aler's anta-

gonist, and the next to himself; and s«

on, till each have five : the rest being set

down in view on the table.
"

This done, the dealer lays down the
two best cards he can for his crib ; and
his antagonist lays down the other two,
the very worst in his hand, by reason the
crib is the property of the dealer. They
next turn up a card from the parcel left

after dealing, and then count their game
thus: any fifteen upon the cards is two;
as king and five, ten and five, nine and
six, eight and seven, &c. A p^r is also

two ; a pair royal, or three aces, kings,

&c.. six ; a double pairroyal, or four aceS,

&c. twelve. Sequences of three cards,

as four, five, and six, is three ; sequences
of four, four ; five, five, &c. and the same
holds ofa flush. Knave noddy,^ or ofthe
suit turned up, is one in hand, and two to

the dealer. If, after the cards for the
crib are laid out, you have in your hand a
nine and two sixes, that makes six ; be-

cause there is two fifteens, and a pair

:

and if a six chance to be turned up, then
you have twelve in your hand, viz. the

pair royal, and three fifteens. These are

to be marked with pegs, counters, or

otherwise. If you happen to have se-

quences, as of four, five, and six, in your
hand, and six be the turned up card,

they are counted thus : first, the sequen-
ces in your hand make three ; and the se-

quences of the four and five in your hand,

added to the six turned up, make other
three : there is likewise two fifteens,

counting first with the six in your hand,
and then with that turned up.

This done, the antagonist to the dealer

plays first, suppose a six ; and if the deal-

er can make it fifteen, by playing nine, he
gains two ; and he that reaches thirty-
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one exactly gains two, or comes nearest

under it gains one. Here too, in playing

of the cards, you may make pairs, pairs-

royal, flushes, &c. which are all counted
as above.
As to the crib, it is the dealer's, who

may make as many as he can out ofthem,
together with the card turned up ; count-

ing as above : if he can make none, he is

said to be bilked.

Thus they play and deal by turns, till

the game of sixty-one is up ; and if either

of the gamesters reach this before the
other is forty-five, this last is said to be
lurched, and the other gains a double
game.
CRIBRARIA, in botany, a genus of the

Cryptogamia Fungi : case furnished with
a double membrane, the outer one thin

and fugacious, inner one reticulate ; seeds
without filaments, ejected through the
foramina. One species, viz. the pallida.

CRICKET, the name of an exercise or
game with bats and balls. The laws of
this game, as settled by the cricket club

in 1744, and played at the Artillery

Ground, London, are as follow. The pitch-

ing the first wicket is to be determined
by the cast ofa piece of money. When the
first wicket is pitched, and the popping-
crease cut, which must be exactly three
feet ten inches from the wicket, the other
wicket is to be pitched directly opposite,

at twenty-two yards distance, and the
other popping-crease cut three feet ten
inciics before it. The bowling-creases
must be cut in a direct line from each
stump. The stumps must be twenty-two
inches long, and the bail six inches. The
ball must weigh between five and six

ounces. When the wickets are both pitch-

ed, and all the creases cut, the party that

wins the toss up may order which side

shall go in first, at his option.

The lawsfor the boiolers. Foitr balls and
over.—The bowler must deliver the ball

with one foot behind the crease even with
the wicket, and when he has bowled one
ball, or more, shall bowl to the number
four before he changes wickets; and he
shall change but once in the same innings.

He may order the player that is in at his

wicket to stand on which side of it he
pleases, at a reasonable distance If he de-
livers the ball with his hinder foot over the
bowling-crease, the umpire shall call no
ball, though slie be struck, or the player
is bowled out, which he shall do without
being asked, and no person shall have
any right to ask him.

Lawsfor the strikers, or those that are in.

—If the wicket is bowled down, it is out.
VOL. IV.

If he strikes or treads down, or he falls

himself upon the wicket in striking, but
not in over-running, it is out. A stroke
or nip over or under his bat, or upon his
hands, but not arms, if the ball be held
before she touches ground, though she
be hugged to the body, it is out. If in strik-
ing, both his feet are over the popping-
crease, and his wicket put down, except
Lis bat is down within, it is out. Ifhe runs
out of his ground to hinder a catch, it is

out. If a ball is nipped up, and he strikes
her again wilfully before she come to the
wicket, it isout. If the players have cross-
ed each other, he that runs for the wicket
that is put down is out: if they are not
crossed, he that returns is out. If i n run-
ning a notch, the wicket is struck down
by a throw before his foot, hand, or bat, is

over the popping-crease, or a stumj) hit
by the ball, though the ball was down, it

is out. But if the bail is down before, he
that catches the ball must strike a stump
out of the ground-ball in hand, then it is

out. If the striker touches or takes up
the ball before she is lain quite still, un-
less asked by the bowler or wicket-keep-
er, it is out.

.Bat, foot, or hand over the crease.—When
the ball has been in hand by one of the
keepers or stoppers, and the player has
been at home, he may go where he pleases
till the next ball is bowled. Ifeither of the
strikers is crossed in his running ground
designedly, which design must be deter-
mined by the umpires, the umpires may
order that notch to be scored. When the
ball is hit up, either of the strikers may
hinder the catch in his rutming ground,
or if she is hit directly across the wickets,
the other player may place his body any
where within the swing of the bat, so as

to hinder the bowler from catching her:
but he must neither strike at her, nor
touch her with his hands. If a striker

nips a ball up just before him, he may
fall before his wicket, or pop down his

but before she comes to it, to save it. The
hail hanging on one stump, though the
ball hit the wicket, it is not out.

Laws for the -ticket-keepers.—The
wicket-keeper shall stand at a rea.sonable

distance behiivl the wicket, and shall not
move till the ball is out of the bowler's
hand, and shall not by any noise incom-
mode the striker; andif hishandis, knees,
foot, or head, be over or before the wicket,

though the ball hit it, it shall not be out.

Jmivs for the umpires.—To allow two
minutes for each man to come in when
one is out, and ten minutes between
each hand. To mark the ball, that it may
M
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not be changed. They are sole judges
of all outs and ins, of all fair or unfair

play, of all frivolous delays, of all hurts,

whether real or pretended, and are dis-

cretionally to allow what time they think
proper before the game goes on again.

In case of a real hurt to a striker, they
are to allow another to remain, and the
person hurt to come in again ; but are

not to allow a fresh man to play on either

side on any account. They are sole

judges of all hindcrances, crossing the

players in running, and standing unfair

to strike ; and in case of hinderance, may
order a notch to be scored. They are

not to order any man out, unless appeal-

ed to by one of the players. Those laws

are to the umpires jointly.

Each umpire is the sole judge of all

nips and catches, ins and outs, good or

bad runs, at his own wicket, and his de-

termination shall be absolute, and he
shall not be changed for another umpire
without the consent of both sides. When
the four balls are bowled, he is to call

over. These laws are separately.

When both umpires call play three

times, it is at the peril of giving the

game from them that refuse to play.

CRIME, the transgression of the law,

either natural or divine, civil or eccle-

siastic.

Civilians distinguish between crimen
and delictum. By the first, they mean
capital oftences injurious to the whole
community, as murder, perjury, &c. the
prosecution of which was permitted to

all persons, though no ways immediately
interested. By the latter, they under-
st and private offences committed against

indivicluals, as theft, &c. By the laws, no
i)ody was allowed to prosecute in these,

except those interested.

With us crimes are distinguished into

capital, as treason, murder, robbery, &c.

and common, as perjuries, &c. Again,

some crimes are cognizable by the King's

judges, as the above mentioned ; and
others are only cognizable in the spiri-

tual courts, as simple fornication.

CRIMNOIDES, or Crimoides, among
physicians, a term sometimes used for the

sediment of urine resembling bran.

CRIMSON, one of the seven red co-

lours of the dyers. See Dyeing.

CRINODENDRUM, in botany, a genus

of the Monadelphia Pecandria class and
order. Essential character : calyx none :

corolla bell-shaped, six-petalled ; capsule

one celled, gaping elastically at top.

There is but one species, viz. C. patagua,

a beautiful evergreen branchy tree, with

a body seven feet in diameter. It is a

native of Chili.

CRINUM, in botany, a genus of the
Hexundria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Spathacese. Narcissi,

Jussieu. Essential character; corolla fun-

nel-form, monopetalous, six-parted, three
alternate segments unciate ; germ at the
bottom of the corolla, covered; stamina,

distant. There are six species.

CRITHMUM, in botany, a genus of
the Pentandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Umbellatae. Essential

character : fruit oval, compressed ; florets

equal. There are three species.

CRITICISM, from the Greek word
Jtg^vai, signifies, in general, the art of

judging ; but in its more restrained and
usual sense, denotes the art of judging
with propriety concerning the nature of
literary compositions.

Notwithstanding the ignorance and in-

solence which have occasionally disgraced

the writings of professed critics of minor
rank, and notwithstanding the sneers of

one of the wittiest of English authors

against what he denominates the " cant

of criticism," and his memorable eulo-

gium of those, " who are pleased they
know not why, and care net wherefore,"
the art of criticism is founded in nature,

and every man of thinking mind is led to

the practice of that art. The merits or

demerits of literary works are a perpe-
tual subject of comment, and the intelli-

gent reader is not contented with refer-

ring to his own immediate feelings as the

grounds of his verdict, but appeals to

certain principles, which he regards as

established, and which he quotes as the

guides of opinion. When, after we have
perused a poem, or attended at the re-

presentation of a play, we call to mind
what has pleased and what has displeas-

ed us in the whole, or in the parts of

it, we exercise criticism in its simplest

form ; but when, at the call of a laudable

curiosity, or in order to enable ourselves

to detail the reasons of our admiration or

of our disappointment, we attentively

examine those reasons, we rise into the

regions of philosophy ; and the princi-

ples which are founded on the basis of

philosophy can alone constitute the stand-

ard of true taste.

If these principles be the rules by
which the intelligent reader forms his

decision upon the character ofan author's,

writings, it is evident that the writer,

who would wish to please the intelligent,

must conform himself to the laws which
are established by their sanction. It is

true, indeed, that the promulgation o^
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the rules of criticism did not precede
the production of some of the greatest

monuments of human genius. On the

contrary, the circulation of works of

transcendent merit affords the models,

from the contemplation of which were
derived the rules of criticism. It was
from the study of Homer, of Eschylus,

of Sophocles, and Euripides, that Aris-

totle deduced those laws of composition,

which hare been universally received by
the enlightened part of the world as the

dictates of sound judgment and elegant

discrimination. But it must not on that

account be imagined, that the authors

of those models did not form and shape

them by rule. Though they were not

guided by any lex scripta, it may truly be
asserted, that " they were a law unto
themselves:" they were guided by an
intuitive sense

" Of decent and subHme, with quick
disgust

Of things deform'd, or disarrang'd, or

gross

In species ."

But as this immediate perception of

what is fitting and what is unbecoming, in

works of art, seems to be communicated
only to a chosen few, it must be regard-

ed as a law of our nature, that mankind
in general must be content to learn, by
study, what they do not derive from intui-

tion, and on this circumstance are found-

ed the utility and the dignity of the ele-

ments of criticism.

The truth of this observation will be
the more apparent, if we examine the

writings of those, who either enjoyed no
opportunity of becoming acquainted with

those elements, or from the heights of

their vain imaginations looked down up-

on them with contempt. These have uni-

versally been betrayed into the most glar-

ing improprieties, which, though they

may in some instances have been, by the

applause of the injudicious, rendered
popular for a short period, have never
stood the test of time, but in consequence
of the operation of good sense have been
finally condemned by the unanimous suf-

frage of the public. The conceits ofCow-
ley had their admirers for a few years, but
they are now buried in oblivion, or are

only quoted as lessons of warning to the
youthful poet. It is the opinion of true

judges, which rectifies the impressions of
the multitude when they are led astray

by haste, by ignorance, or by the pursuit

of false ornament, that at length bestows
the meed of lasting renown.
Let it not be said, in opposition to

this recommendation of the study of

the rules of criticism, that certain writ-

ings, which have grossly violated their
precepts, have nevertheless descended
with high applause to future times, and
are still read with unabating avidity.

This may be true : and indeed, in the de-
served popularity of the plays of Shak-
speare, we have in our vernacular lan-

guage a most striking case in point. But
it has been justly observed, thai these
plays " have gained the public admiration,
not by their being irregular, not by therr

transgressions of the rules of art, but in

spiti' o;" such transgressions. They pos-
sess ctiiev beauties, which are conforma-
ble to just rules; and the force of these
beauties hss been so great as to overpow-
er all censure, and to give the public a
degree of satisfaction superior to the dis-

gust arising from their blemishes." If

the mixed metaphors, the low puns, and
far-fetched allusions, which abound in

Shakspeare's writings, had not been re-

deemed by such truly empassioned and
high-wrought scenes as the closet inter-

view between Hamlet and his mother, or
the terrific phantom of the " air-drawn
dagger," his works would have been
left to moulder in the dust of public
libraries, or would have been doomed by
their rare occurrence to acquire a facti-

tious value, by being stored up on the
shelves of the curious collector.

If rightly considered, indeed, the in-

stance of Shakspeare eminently evinces
the necessity of an acquaintance with
the rules of criticism, to the attainment
of perfection in the art of composition.

Had that child of fancy possessed taste

in the same degree with which he was
gifted with, genius, he would have re-

duced the plots of his dramas to order

;

he would have pruned the luxuriance of
his style ; he would have discarded all

meretricious ornaments, and would have
cleared away those incongruities which
abound in his writings, like noisome
and disgusting weeds amidst a wilder-

ness of sweets. Thus would he have
risen from the rank of tlie darling of a

nation to that of the poet of the civilized

world. Whilst it must be confessed,

that the most approved system of rules

cannot kindle the fire of genius, or stimu-

late the activity of the imagination; yet

it is ,equally true, that a knowledge of
the laws of criticism is absolutely neces-

sary to preserve a writer from committing
egregious faults. Justly has it been ob-

served by Horace, that the author who
wishes to excel.

k
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" Cum tabulis ammiim censoris sicfnet ho-

tiesti.'*

And for the direction of his judgment
he can take no guide so sure, as those
principles which have been sanctioned, by
the approbation of enlightened ages, as
the lav/s ofjust taste.

To enter into a regular detail of the
objects embraced in a system ofthe rules
of criticism, would be inconsistent with
the design of the present work ; but a
short enumeration of the principal writers
on the subject may not be altogether
useless.

Aristotle is the great father of the critic

art; and his treatises on Poetry and Rhe-
toric exhibit the fundamental principles
on which that art is built. His style is

compressed and abrupt; and his lan-

guage is so devoid of the attractions of
ornament, that, as a celebrated French
scholar has justly observed, " in order
to he able to read his works, a person
must be fully bent upon obtaining in-

struction The dryness of his manner,
however, is amply compensated by the
perspicuity of his arrangement, the in-

genuity of his disquisitions, and the pro-
fundity of his thoughts. Many useful
observations on the general principles
of composition are to be found in Ci-
cero's treatises on the subject of orato-
ry; and the Institutes of Quintilian also
contain a rich mine of criticism. Much
useful instruction may also be gained from
the critical dissertations, which occasion-
ally occur in the Satires and Epistles of
Horace, and especially in his Epistle to
the Piseson the art of Poetry. Longinus's
•work on the Sublime, though occasional-
ly deficient iji precision, is written with
singular energy and spirit, and evinces a
feeling mind, the emotions of which are
regulated by exquisite taste.

The spirit of Horace was infused into
Boileau, who, of all the French critics,

was the most delicate injudgment; though
much praise is also due to the critical
works of Rapin, Bossu, and Bonhours.
Rollin's treatise on the Belles Letters is a
book of great value ; and in our own
days, the seeds of good taste have been
widely scattered through the continent
of Europe by the publication of La Har-
pe's Lyc^e.
The English language is rich in critical

disquisitions, of which many excellent
ones are to be found in the prefaces pre-
fixed by Dryden to his multifarious pro-
ductions. In his " Advice to an Author,"
Lord Shaftesbury has well asserted the

dignity and importance of the art of criti-

cism, and has detailed, in measured and
elevated style, the principles of fine writ-

ing, which he had collected from the
study of the Ancients. Pope's Essay on
Criticism is too well Known to stand in

need of commendation ; and the critique

of Addison on the Paradise Lost is perus-
ed with interest by every Englishman of
cultivated mind. At a more modern pe-
riod, Mr. Harris, in his Philological En-
quiries, has exhibited the substance of
the writings of Aristotle ; and Dr. John-
son, in his observations upon the works
of the English Poets, has, notwithstanding
the occasional aberrations into which he
was betrayed by prejudice, given decisive
proofs of a superior intellect. Ward's
'I'reatise on Oratory, Priestley's Lectures
on Oratory and Criticism, and Kaimes's
Elements of Criticism, respectively con-
tain systems of considerable merit. But
the standard book on this subject is Blair's

Lectures on Belles Lettres. Blair was a
scholar and a philosopher ; and his works
only want a portion of the spirit of en-
thusiasm, to render them a complete mo-
del of didactic composition.

Criticism, verbalt is the art of settling,

with probability, or, as a practitioner of
that art would say, with precision, the
text of the ancient Greek and Latin clas-

sic authors. Thisspeciesof criticism takes
its rise from the state in which the writ-

ings of those authors have come down to

modern times. The art of printing being
unknown at the period when they were
composed, they were presented by tran-

scription; from which circumstance they
were evidently liable to be deformed by
errors, and those errors must necessarily

have been greatly multiplied by the lapse

of ages. A passage in Aulus GeUius,
which states that a reading in Cicero was
justified by a copy made by his learned
freedmun Tyro, and a reading in Virgil's

Georgics by a book which had formerly
belonged to Virgil's family, at once de-
monstrates tlie early corruption of works
of taste, and the early stress which was
laid upon the authority of ancient manu-
scripts.

In the long night of ignorance, which
succeeded the subversion of the Roman
empire by the barbarians ofthe north, the

classic authors were forgotten, and their

works were neglected, and left to perish.

But when literature revived in Italy, they
became the objects of the most eager and
diligent research. In the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, the discovery of an

ancient Greek or Latin manuscript was
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celebrated as an dvent of the greatest im-

portance, and gave occasion to the most
enthusiastic exultation. The difficulty of

perusal, however, which was experienced
in some instances,called into exercise the

skill of the most practised scholars; and
the real or supposed con'uptions of the

text, in most of the codices, which were at

this period brought to light, afforded a

copious subject for the acumen of the
ablest critics. The letters of Ambrogio
Traversari, of Leonardo Aretivo, and of

Poggio Bracciolini, abundantly prove,

that emendation was one of the first du-
ties of the fortunate man of letters, who
had rescued a classic author from oblivi-

on. There is too much fear that this du-
ty was not in every instance discharged
with the requisite ability and discretion ;

—but, however this may be, the copies,

which were multiplied by the hands or

under the inspection of the revivers of li-

terature, are at this day almo.st the sole

authority, to which the learned can refer,

in settling the text ofthe compositions of

the most distinguished writers of Greece
and Rome.
The invention ofthe art ofprinting was,

as might naturally be expected, soon em-
ployed in multiplying copies ofthe ancient

classics, the impressions of which were
carefully superintended by the great lu-

minaries of the age. Among these shine,

with pre-eminent lustre,Politian,Landino,

and Marcus Musurus, who, by the colla-

tion of MSS. and the application of tem-
perate conjecture, endeavoured to exhi-

bit the works of the classic writers in

their purity. But of all these friends

and promoters of good literature, the
place of most distinguished honour is

due to Aldus Manutius. This illustrious

scholar, by his fame, and by his munifi-

cence, attracted to Venice, tlie place of
his residence, the ornaments of the lite-

rary world, by whose assistance, in the
examination of MSS. and in the other du-
ties of an editor, he was enabled to pub-
lish copious editions of almost every
Greek and Latin classic, which may be
yet regarded as unrivalled in elegance
and correctness. From this time, to the
present day, may be traced a succession
of scholars, who have endeavoured, with
various success, to evince their learning
and their acumen by their emendations
of the text of the ancient classics ; and
whosoever has studied with due atten-

tion the lucubrations of a Heyne, or a
Person, will readily acknowledge, that

t:ven at this late period, a rich harvest

may be gathered in the field of verbal
criticism.

It is much to be lamented, however*
that the art of verbal criticism has been
brought into discredit by the rashness of
certain editors of the ancient classics,

who, inspired with the rage of innovation,
have despised the authority of manu-
scripts, and have deformed the finest

models of antiquity, by the introduction
of their own crude fancies, under the
form of conjectural emendations. It has
been well observed, that, by such critics

as these, " authors have been taken in

hand, like anatomical subjects, only to

display the skill and abilities of the ar-

tist; so that the end of many an edition

seems often to have been no more, than
to exhibit the great sagacity and erudition

of an editor. The joy of the task was
the honour of amending, while corrup-

tions were sought with a more than com-
mon attention, as each of those afforded

a testimony to the editor and his art."

The gross impropriety of this pruriency
of alteration is well displayed in the Vir-

gilius Restauratus, which is usually print-

ed with the works of Pope, and which,
though expressly intended to ridicule

the proud presumption of Bently, may
be regarded as an anticipated speci-

men of the lucubrations of certain cri-

tics, who have flourished in more mo-
dern times.

Nearly aUied to verbal criticism is

Illustrative Criticism, or the art of ex-
plaining the ancient classic authors. This
art gave rise to the tribe of scholiasts

and commentators. Of these, some re-

stricted themselves to the illustration of
particular authors, and others exercised
their talents upon a selection of passages
from a variety of writers. Among tlie

former may be mentioned Didymus and
Eustathius, who bestowed their labours

upon Homer ; and among the latter may
be classed Politian, whose miscellanea
contains a copious fund oferudition. The
modern writers of these two classes, un-
der the denomination ofeditors, commen-
tators, and translators, are in a manner
innumerable.
CROCODILE. See Lacebta.
Chocodile, fossil, one of the greatest

curiosities in the fossil world which the
late ages have produced. It is the skele-

ton of a large crocodile, almost entire,

found at a great depth under ground,
bedded in stone. This was in the pos-
session of Linklus, who wrote many
pieces in natural history, and particu-
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larly an accurate description of this cu-

rious fossil. It was found in the side of

a large mountain in the midland part of
Germany, and in a stratum of black fos-

sil stone, somewhat like our common
slate, but of a coarser texture, the same
with that in which the fossil fishes in

many parts of the world are found. This
skeleton had the back and ribs very plain,

and was of a much deeper black than
the rest of the stone ; as is also the case

in the fossil fishes which are preserved in

this manner ; the part of the stone where
the head lay was not found, this being
broken ofFjust at the shoulders, but that

irregularly, so that in one place a part of
the back of the head was visible in its

natural form. The two shoulder bones
were very fair, and three of the feet were
well preserved : the legs were of their

natural shape and size : and the feet pre-

served even to the extremities of the five

toes of each.

CROCUS, in botany, a genus of the
Triandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Ensatae. Irides, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : corolla six-

parted, equal ; stigmas convolute. There
are two species, with many varieties, viz.

C. officinalis, officinal crocus, or saffron,

and C. vcrnus, or spring crocus,

CROISADE, Crusade, or Cruzado,
a name given to the expeditions of the
Chrlstains against the Infidels for the

conquest of Palestine; so called, because
those who engaged in the undertaking
wore a cross on their clothes, and bore
one on their standard. This expedition

was also called the holy war, to which
people flocked in great numbers out of
pure devotion, the pope's bulls and the
preaching of the priests of those days
making it a point of conscience. The
several nations engaged in the holy war
were distinguished by the different co-

lours of their crosses; the English wore
white, the French red, the Flemish green,
the Germans black, and the Italians yel-

low. From this enterprise several orders
of knighthood took their rise. They
reckon eight croisades for the conquest
of the Holy Land : the first began in

the year 1095, at the solicitation of the
Greek Emperor and the Patriarch of Je-
rusalem.
CROMLECH, in British antiquities,

are huge broad flat stones, raised upon
other stones set up on end for that

purpose. They are common in Angle-
sea. They are supposed by some per-

sons to have been tombs, though others

imagine that they were altars for religious

services.

CROSIER, or Crozier, a shepherd's
crook ; a symbol of pastoral authority,

consisting ofa gold or silver staff, crooked
at the top, carried occasionally before
bishops and abbots, and held in the hand
when they give the solemn benedictions.

The custom of bearing a pastoral staff

before bishops is very ancient. Regular
abbots are allowed to officiate with a

mitre and crosier. Among the Greeks
none but a patriarch had a right to the
crosier.

Crosikb, in astronomy, four stars in

the southern hemisphere in the form of a

cross, serving those who sail in south la-

titudes to find the antarctic pole.

CROSS, in heraldry, is defined, by
Guillim, an ordinary composed of four-

fold lines, whereof two are perpendicular,
and the other two transverse ; for so we
must conceive of them, though they are

not drawn throughout, but meet by cou-

ples in four right angles, near about the

fesse-point of the escutcheon. The con-

tent of a cross is not always the same

;

for when it is not charged, it has only

the fifth part of the field: but if it be
charged, then it must contain the third

part thereof. This bearing was bestow-
ed on such as had performed, or, at

least, undertaken, some service for Christ

and the Christain profession : and is

therefore held by several authors the

most honourable charge in all heraldry.

What brought it into such frequent use

was the ancient expeditions into the Ho-
ly Land, the cross being the ensigns of

that war.

CROSSOSTYLIS, in botany, a genus of

the Monadelphia Polyandria class and
order. Essential character : calyx sim-

ple, four-parted ; corolla four-petalled ;

nectary twenty, corpuscles betweeri the
filaments; stigmas four-jagged. There
is but one species, viz. C. biflora, a na-

tive of the Society Isles.

CROSSELET, a little or diminutive
cross used in heraldry, where the shield

is frequently seen covered with crosse-

lets ; also fesses and other honourable
ordinaries, charged or accompanied with
crosselets. Crosses fuequently terminate
in crosselets.

CROTALARIA, in botany, a genus of
the Diadelphia Decandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Papilionacese, or

Leguminosae, Jussieu. Essential charac-

ter : legume turgid, inflated, pedicelled

filaments connate, with a fissure on the
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back. There are thirty-two species, all

natives of warm climates.

CROUTE, sour croute. As this prepa-

paration of cabbage has been found of

sovereign efficacy as a preservative in

long voyages from the sea-scurvy, it may
not be unacceptable to give a concise ac-

count of the process for making it, ac-

cording to the information communicated
by an ingenious German gentleman. The
soundest and most solid cabbages are se-

lected for this use, and cut very small,

commonly with an instrument made for

this purpose, not unlike the plane which
is used in this country for slicing cucum-
bers. A knife is used when the prepara-

tion is made with great nicety. The
cabbage thus minced is put into a barrel

in layers, hand high, and over each is

strewed a handful of salt and carraway
seeds ; in tliis manner it is rammed down
with a rammer, stratum super stratum, till

the barrel be full ; when a cover is put
over it and pressed down with a heavy
\reight. After standing some time in this

state it begins to ferment ; and it is not

till the fermentation has entirely subsid-

ed that the head is fitted to it, and the

barrel is finally shut up and preserved
for use.

CROTALUS, the rattlesnake, in natu-

ral history, a genus of Amphibia, of the

order of Serpentes. Generic character :

scuta on the abdomen ; scuta and scales

beneath the tail ; rattle at the end of the

tail. There are five species, all natives

of America. The C. horridus, or banded
rattle-snake, inhabits North America, and
is from three to five feet in length, of a

yellowish brown colour. The rattle is

fixed at the end of the tail, and is com-
posed of dry and hollow bones, nearly of
the same form andsize. The tip of every
bone superior to the two last,passes with-

in the two immediately beneath it, thus
producing a firm coherence, and also an
increase of noise, as during the sounding
of the rattle each bone strikes against two
others. The object of this curious instru-

ment has not a little perplexed natural-

ists, and some have considered it design-
ed to warn other animals of their danger,
while others have regarded it as intend-
ed, indeed, to sound the alarm of peril;

but such an alarm as is followed by con-
sternation, under which the affrighted
victim experiences a prostration of all its

faculties, and is bereaved at once of in-

telligence and motion. These animals
were supposed to possess the power of
charming others, or of operating upon
them by some ineflable power, to induce
ihem to drop from their stations into the

very mouth of the destroyer. This opi-

nion, long prevailing, but now exploded,
not unnaturally arose from the circum-
stance just mentioned. The appearance
of the rattle-snake to these creatures,

who instantly recognise it for their mor-
tal enemy, and the sound of that instru-

ment, which is as it were the signal of
execution, impresses them occasionally

with a degree of terror, which withers

all the energies of their frame. These
animals have been known to enter houses
in America, and even to insinuate them-
selves into beds. They move with great

slowness; and, with respect to all other

animals but those which they subsist on,

never inflict any injury but in retaliation,

wounding on provocation, and not in ag-

gression. Their bite is not only poison-

ous, but rapidly fatal, and has been
known to kill a man in a few minutes.

When the bite is received in a fleshy

part, the Indians apply the knife with all

possible speed. In slight cases they
have recourse to various roots : and in

some cases they suck the wound : but
when a principal vein or artery is pene-
trated with the animal's full strength,

they abandon their case as hopeless, and
apply no remedy whatever. In the ter-

ritories of America but thinly inhabited,

rattle snakes are abundant ; but in others

they are almost exterminated. They are
seldom seen farther north than Lake
Champlain, or south than Brazil. They
are extremely fond of frogs. In summer
they are generally seen in pairs; in win-

ter they are gregarious, and secure them-
selves from the rigours of the season by
withdrawing deeply in the earth, whence
a fine day sometimes induces them to ap-
pear, but in a state of great weakness, in

which they may be attacked without dan-
ger, and in which a single person has
sometimes destroyed with a stick several

score in a single morning. The largest

ever seen by Catesby, who, while in Caro-
lina, paid particular attention to them,
was about eight feet long, and nearly nine
pounds in weight. It is mentioned by
Dr. Shaw, from Bouvais, that this snake,

which is viviparous, possesses the mode
of securing its young ascribed to the Eu-
ropean viper, of swallowing them during
the period of danger, and disgorging
them after it is over. Mr. Bouvais hav-

ing inadvertently molested a rattlesnake

in his walk, saw the animal instantly coil

itself up, and distend its jaws, into which
five young ones rushed with great rapi-

dity. He watched it for about a quarter

of an hour, at the end of which time he
saw them thrown up. To remove the
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possibility of deception, he then re-ap-

proached, and saw the parent open the
same asylum, and the offspring avail

themselves of it with the same celerity ;

after which the snake moved beyond his

observation. From experiments made on
various, dogs by the bite of this snake,

one was killed in a quarter of a minute ;

another bitten afterwards, in two hours,

and a third, bitten last, in above three.

It was a matter of natural curiosity to

ascertain whether the animal would de-

stroy itself by its bite, and being provok-

ed by some means to inflict on itself a

wound, it expired in about twelve mi-

nutes afterwards.

CROTCHES, in ship-building very
crooked timbers in the hold or bread-

roomfromthe mizen-step aft, fayed across

the keelson, to strengthen the ship in the

wake of the half timbers.

CROTCHETS, in music, one of the

notes or characters of time, marked thus

% equal to a half minim, and double of a

quaver.
Crotchet, in midwifery, an instru-

ment used in extracting the foetus.

Crotchet, in printing, a sort of straight

or curved line, always turned up at each

extreme ; serving to link such articles

as are to be read together ; and used
in analytical tables, &c. for facilitating

the divisions and subdivisions of any
subject.

Crotchets are also marks or cha-

racters, serving to inclose a word or

sentence, which is distinguished from

the rest, being generally in this form []

or this ().

CROTON, in botany, a genus of the

Monoecia Monadelphia class and order.

Natural order of Tricoccse. Euphorbise,

Jussieu. Essential character: male, ca-

lyx cylindric, five-toothed : corolla five-

petalled : stamens ten to fifteen : female,

calyx many-leaved ; corolla none ; styles

three, bifid; capsule three-celled; seed

one. There are 53 species. The plants

of this numerous genus are herba-

ceous, or more frequently shrubby.

Leaves accompanied with stipules; gene-

rally alternate, seldom opposite: flowers

axillary, or terminating usually in spikes,

but sometimes in corymbs : the spikes,

are mostly monaecous. These plants are

chiefly inhabitants of the East and West
Indies.
' CROTOPHAGI, the ani, in natural

history, a genus of birds of the order

Pic2e.' Generic character: bill compress-

ed, semi-oval, arched end cultrated at the

top ; nostrils round ; tongue flat, pointed

at the end ; tail of ten feathers j toes two

before and two behind. These are four

species ; the principal of which is the C.
ani, or the lesser ani. These are found
in many parts of the West Indies and
South America, and are about the size of

a blackbird. A curious peculiarity con-

nected with the history of these birds is,

that many females will unite in the con-

struction of one nest, where each will de-

posit a certain number of eggs, and con-

tribute her part to the general process of

incubation. Each will also contribute,

after the young are hatched, to provide,

as far as her means extend, for the whole
family. As soon as she has laid her eggs,

the female has been remarked invariably

to cover them with leaves, never failing

also to do the same previously to her
short absence in quest of food. In the
warm climate of the West Indiesthis sin-

gularity is not easily accounted for. The
food of these birds varies with the season,

and consists of grain, worms, and insects,

as well as fruit. They appear in flocks of
about twenty, are rank and unpalatable

as food, and by a chattering and scream-
ing noise, which they utter under every
impression of danger, often interrupt and
defeat the hopes of the sportsman, by
alarming valuable game beyond the reach
of his efforts.

CROW. SeeCoRvus.
Crow, in mechanics, a kind of iron-

lever with a claw at one end, and a sharp
point at the other : used for heaving or

purchasing great weights.

Crow's /eeif, in the military art, ma-
chines of iron, having four points, each
about three or four inches long, so made,
that whatever way they fall there is still

a point up: they are thrown upon breach-

es, or in passes where the enemy's calva-

ry are to march, proving very trouble-

some by running into the horses' feet

and laming them.
CROWEA,in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Calyx five parted; petals five, sessile ; sta-

mina flat, subulate, connected by inter-

woven hairs ; antherx growing longitudi-

nally from the inner part of the filaments;

capsules five, united ; seeds coated. One
species; viz. the saligna, a native of Aus-
tralasia.

CROWN, an ornament worn on the

head by kings, sovereign princes, and no-

blemen, as a mark oftheir dignity.

CuowN, in heraldry, is used for the re-

presentation of that ornament in the

mantling of an armory, to express the

dignity of persons. See Heralbry.
Crowx, in commerce, a general name

for coins, both foreign and domestif.
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\>^hich are of the value of five shillings

sterling. See Coix.

Cuovv:^, in architecture, denotes the

uppermost member of the cornice, called

also corona.

Crown, in astronomy, a name given

to two constellations, the one called bo-

realis, the other meridionalis. See Co-
rona.
Crown, in geometry, is a plane ring

included between two concentric perime-
ters, and is generated by the motion of
some part of a right hne round a centre,

the said moving part not being contigu-
ous to the centre.

The area of a crown will be had by
multiplying its breadth by the length of
the middle periphery ; for a series of
terms in arithmetic progression being nX
(1-4-10

—^—, that is, the sum of the first and

last multiplied by half the number of
terms, the middle element must be

-~—
; wherefore that multiplied by the

breadth, or sum of all the two terms, will

give the crown.

Crown of colours, certain coloured

rings, which, hke halos, appear about the

body of the sun or moon, but of the co-

lours of the rainbow, and at a less dis-

tance than the common halos. These
crowns Sir Isaac Newton shews to be
made by the sun's shining in a fair day,

or the moon in a clear night, through a

thin cloud of globules of water or hail,

all of the same bigness. And according

as the globules are bigger or lesser, the

diameter of these crowns will be larger

or smaller ; and the more equal these

globules are to one another, the more
crowns of colours will appear, and the

colours will be the more lively.

Crown office. The court of king's

bench is divided into the plea side, and
the crown side. In the plea side it

takes cognizance of civil causes, in the

crown side it takes cognizance of crimi-

nal causes, and is thereupon called the
crown office. In the crown office are
exhibited informations in the name of the
king, of which there are two kinds;
1. Those which are truly and properly
the king's own suits, and filed ex officio

by his own immediate officer, the attor-

ney-general, 2. Those in which, though
the king is the nominal prosecutor, yet
it is at the relation of some private person,
or common informer: and these are
filed by the king's coroner and attornev,
VOL. IV.

usually called the master of the crown
office.

Crown 7vh€el of a toatchy the upper
wheel next the balance, which by its mo-
tion drives the balance, and in royal pen-
dulums is called the swing-wheel.
Crown luovky in fortification, an out-

work, having a very large gorge, gene-
rally the length of the curtain of the place,
and two long sides terminating towards
the field in two demi-bastions, each of
which is joined by a particular curtain to
a whole bastion, which is the head of the
work. The crown work is intended to
inclose a rising ground, or to cover the
head of a retrenchment.
CRUCIANELLA, in botany, a genus

of the Tetrandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Stellatae. Ru-
biaceac, Jussieu. Essential character

:

calyx two leaved ; corolla one-petalled,

funnel-form, with a filiform tube and
tailed border ; seeds two, linear. There
are nine species. These are herbaceous
plants ; leaves stellate, from four to six

in a whorl, often linear ; flowers bract-

ed, in close terminating spikes, some-
times in corymbs. Natives of warm cli-

mates,

CRUCIBLE, a chemical vessel made
of earth, and so tempered and baked as

to endure the greatest fire. See Labo-
BATORT.
CRUCIFORM, in botany, a term ap-

plied to cross shaped flowers, or flowers
consisting of four petals which spread at

the top in form of a cross. Of this kind
is the stock-gillyflower, &c.
CRUDIA, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Monogynia class and order,
and found in Wildenow under this name,
now referred to Cyclas, which see.

CRUIZERS, in naval affairs, vessels, as

the name imports, employed on a cruize.

They are in truth small men of war,
made use of in the channel and else-

where, to secure our merchants* ships

and vessels from the enemy's small fri-

gates and privateers. They are generally

formed for sailing well, and are com-
monly well manned. The safety of the
trade in the channel requires keeping
out such ships at sea.

CRUSTACEOUS animals, in natural

history, those covered with shells, con-

sisting of several pieces or scales, as

those of crabs, lobsters, &c. These are

generally softer than the shells of the

testaceous kind, which consist of but few
pieces or valves, and commonly thicker

and stronger than the former; such as

N '
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those of the oyster, scallop, cockle. See
Cancer.
CRUSTS, i" chemistry. By crusts we

understand those bony coverings,of which
the whole external surface of crabs, lob-

sters, and other similar sea animals, are

composed. Mr. Hatchett found them
composed ofthree ingredients : 1. A car-

tilaginous substance possessing the pro-

perties of coagulated albumen. 2. Carbo-

nate of lime. 3. Phosphate of hme. By
the presence of this last substance they

are essentially distinguished from shells,

and by the great excess of carbonate of

lime above the phosphate they are equally

distinguished from bones. Thus the crusts

lie intermediate between bones and shells,

partaking of the properties and constitu-

tion of each. The shells of the eggs of

fowls must be referred likewise to the

class of crusts, since they contain both

phosphate and carbonate of hme. The
animal cement in them, however, is much
smaller in quantity. From experiments

it is extremely probable that the shells

of snails are composed hkewise of the

same ingredients, phosphate of lime hav-

ing been detected in them by these che-

mists.

Mr, Hatchett examined the crusts of

crabs, lobsters, prawns, and crayfish.

When immersed in diluted nitric acids,

these crusts effervesced a little, and gra-

dually assumed the form of a yellowish-

white soft elastic cartilage, retaining the

form of the crust. The solution yielded

a precipitate to acetate of lead, and am-
monia threw down phosphate of lime.

Carbonate of ammonia threw down a

much more copious precipitate of carbo-

nate of lime.

On examining the crust which covers

different species of echini, Mr. Hatchett

found it to correspond with the other

crusts in its composition. Some species

of starfish yieldeth phosphate of lime,

others none : hence the covering of that

genus of animals seems to be intermedi-

ate between shell and crust.

CRUZITA, in botany, a genus of the
Tetrandria Digynia class and order. Atri-

plices, Jussieu. Essential character : in-

ner calyx four-leaved; outer three-leaved;

corolla none ; seeds one. One species,

viz. C. hispanica, a native of South Ame-
rica.

CRYPSIS, in botany, a genus of the

Diandria Digynia class and order. Natu-
ral order of Grasses. Essential charac-

ter : calyx glume two-valved, one-flow-

ered ; corolla glume two-valved, awnless.

,
One species, viz. C. aculeata, prickly

crypsis. This grass is a native of the South
of Europe and Siberia ; it is common also

in Biirbary.

CRYPTOCEPHALUS, in natural his-

tory, a genus of insects of the Coleoptera
order. Characterised by fiUform antennae ;

four feelers; thorax margined ; shells im-
marginate ; body somewhat cylindrical.

This is a very extensive genus, nearly

300 species have been enumerated. They
are divided into two sections. A. feelers

equal, filiform ; B. feelers unequal; fore-

ones hatchet-shaped. A. is subdivided
into a, jaw, one-toothed; 1. hp entire,

cylindrical ; 2. lip entire, palpigerous at

the tip ; 3. lip bifid ; body oblong ; 6, jaw
bifid, body oblong. In B. there are some
of the genera that have horny lips ; others

with lip membranaceous, entire ; and
some whose lip is membranaceous, widely
emarginate.
CRYPTOGAMIA, in botany, the name

of the twenty-fourth class of Linnaeus's

Sexual Method, consisting of plants, in

which the parts of fructification are, ei-

ther from their minuteness or their situa-

tion, entirely concealed, or imperfectly
visible.

CRYPTOSTOMUM, in botany, a genus
of the Pentandria Monogynia class and
order. Essential character : calyx ven-
tricose, five-cleft; tube of the corolla

inserted into the throat of the calyx,

border five-cleft; nectary five-toothed,

closing the mouth of the corolla; berry ;

seed scarred. There is but one spe-

cies, viz. C. Guianense, Guiana cryptos-

tomum.

CRYSTALLINE humour^ in anatomy, a

thick, compact humour, in form of a flat-

tish convex lens, situated in the middle
of the eye, serving to make that refrac-

tion of the rays of light, necessary to

make them meet in the retina, and form
an image thereon, whereby vision may
be performed. See Eye.

CRYSTALLIZATION. When the at-

traction of aggregation has been weak-
ened, either by the application of heat, or

of a chemical affinity, and is suffered to

resume its force more slowly or equally,

the particles are not united indiscrimi-

nately, but in uniting assume a particular

arrangement ; and thus form masses of

regular figures, bounded by plain sur-

faces and determinfite angles. When
aggregation is exer*^ed in this manner,
and with this result, the operation is

j

named crystallization, and the regularly
j

figured masses are denominated crys-

tals.
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Crystallization is of two kinds : first, as

it takes place from the reduction of tem-
perature in a body which has had flui-

dity communicated to it by the operation

of heat ; and, secondly, as it proceeds
from the diminution of the solvent power
of a fluid, which has communicated flui-

dity to a solid by having combined with
it.

Of the first kind of crystallization, wa-
ter affords an example in passing into ice

by a reduction of its temperature. At finst

long and slender spiculae form in the fluid,

•and from these others shoot out at a cer-

tain angle, and this continues till the in-

terstices are filled with the crystals, and
the whole becomes a solid transparent

mass. We have also examples of it in the
metals, which, when melted and cooled
slowly, assume symmetrical forms. Some
inflammables, as sulphur, crystallize in a
similar way.
Of the second kind of crystallization,

the principal examples are derived from
the order of salts, and a few other solids,

soluble in water ; and with regard to this,

several facts of importance require to be
stated.

The solution of a solid in a fluid is in

almost every case increased by heat, which
weakens cohesion : hence a larger quanti-

ty of the solid is kept in solution at a
high than a low temperature. If, there-

fore, we prepare a solution of salt in hot
water, the solution being saturated, or the
fluid having dissolved as much of the salt

as it can do, on allowing it to cool, the
portion of the salt which the heat enabled
the fluid to dissolve will separate ; and
unless the cooling of the solution has been
very rapid, the particles of the solid, in

approaching to each other, will pass into

those regular arrangements which consti-

tute crystals.

The same result will be obtained by
withdrawing parts of the fluid in which
the solid is dissolved. If this be done
slowly, or by spontaneous evaporation,
the particles will obey the law of attrac-

tion, which unites them in regular forms

;

the crystals are in this way formed fre-

quently more regular, and of a larger size

than by the former method of reducing
the temperature of the solution: some can
be crystallized only in this method.

In both cases the fluid in which the
crystals form is still a saturated solution
of the sohd, and by a farther evaporation,
joined sometimes with subsequent cooling,
will again crystallize.

In general it holds true, that the slower
the formation of a crystal, the more per-

fect is its symmetrical arrangement ; it is

also larger, harder, and more transparent

:

whereas, when the process is too rapid, or
is disturbed by agitation, or other causes,
the arrangement is less regular and the
form incomplete. Hence the crystals

formed by nature are so much more per-
fect than those produced by artificial pro-
cesses.

Crystallization is promoted by affording
a nucleus, or solid point, at which it may
commence, and still more so, ifacrystalbe
introduced into the solution ; crystalliza-

tion immediately commences from it, ifthe
solution be a saturated one, and it is even
capable of causing part of the solid to be
separated, if the temperature at which it

takes place could have retained it in solu-

tion. Even the regularity of the figure of
this crystal seems to have an effect in
rendering the crystallization more or less

regular ; and on this Le Blank has found-
ed a method of obtaining large and perfect
crystals. It consists in selecting very re-

gular crystals of a salt that have been
newly formed, and putting them into a
saturated solution of the same salt. They
increase in size : and as the side which is

in contact with the vessel receives no in-

crease, they are to be turned daily, to pre-
serve their regularity. After some time,

the largest and most regular ofthese crys-

tals are to be selected, and the same pro-
cess repeated on them ; and thus crystals

much larger and more regular than are
usually formed in a solution may be ob-
tained.

The access of the air has an important
influence on this process. If a saturated
solution of salt, when hot, be put into a
vessel from which the air is excluded, it

does not crystallize even when cold. But
if the air be admitted, the crystallization

immediately commences, and proceeds
with rapidity. It has been shewn by Dr.

Higgins, that any pressure, equivalent to

that of the atmosphere, as the pressure
of a column of mercury, has the same ef-

fect.

During crystallization a quantity of heat
is rendered sensible. In many cases the
volume of the substance crystallizing is

enlarged, as in the example of water, of
iron, and of the greater number of salts

;

but in others the volume is diminished.

Quicksilver, in congealing, contracts

about one twenty-third of its whole bulk,

yet it exhibits the crystalline texture; and
when the congelation is partial, the crys-

talline figure can even be discovered.

Crystals deposited from water always

contain a part of it, which is retained by
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the affinity of the solid, and has passed
with it into the concrete form. It is term-
ed water of crystallization. Its quantity is

very various ; sometimes it equals or ex-
ceeds the weight of the solid, and some-
times it amounts only to a few parts in the
hundred. Much ofihe cold produced du-
ring.the solution of salts in water is owing
to this water of crystallization passing in-

to the fluid state : hence crystallized salts

generally produce more cold than when
they are uncrystallized. ' If the water of
crystaUization be expelled from a crystal,

it loses its transparency, and at length
its form. Crystals which part with their

water of crystallization when exposed to

the atmosphere are said to effloresce, and
to deliquesce when they attract water
and become humid.

Some substances have so strong an affi-

nity for the fluids in which they are dis-

solved, or so little tendency for cohesion,
that they do not crystallize. In some cases

their crystallization may be effected by
adding to the solution a substance exert-

ing an affinity to the fluid, and of course
weakening its affinity for the solid it dis-

solved.

As different bodies require very differ-

ent quantities of water for their solution,

it is possible, when two such bodies are
dissolved in one fluid, to obtain them
separate by crystallization, the one which
is least soluble, or most disposed to crys-

tallize, first passing into the sohd form ;

and by farther evaporation tlie other is

obtained. A fact on this subject, some-
what singular, is noticed by Mr. Kir-

wan. If into a saturated solution of two
salts in water, a crystal of either be put,

that salt crystallizes in preference to the
other.

By crystallization, also, salts, the solu-

bility of which is unequally promoted by
heat, may be obtained separately from
the same solution. Thus, if one salt be
much more soluble in hot than in cold
water, and another be equally soluble, or
nearly so, at any temperature, on eva-
porating the solution sufficiently, the lat-

ter salt will crystallize while the solution

is hot ; on cooling, the other will shoot
into crystals ; and by alternate evapora-
tion and cooling, the two may be obtain-

ed uncombined, though generally with a
little intermixture of each other.

Sometimes, however, when two salts

are in solution in the same fluid, and
have even different tendencies to crys-

tallization, their mutual affinity leads
them to crystallize in one mass, and
even to assume a form different from

tliat in which separately they would have
crystallized.

In other cases this mutual affinity, be-
tween substances in solution, is sufficient

to resist their crystaUization, or to render
it more difficult.

Crystallization sometimes takes place,

when bodies in the gaseous form become
subject to the attraction of aggregation,

as in sublimates ; and even solids sepa-
rated from a liquid by chemical action, in

some instances at the moment of their

separation, assume a crystallized form.
Every substance in crystallizing is dis-

posed to assume a particular figure.

Thus, sea-salt crystallizes in the form of
a cube ; nitre in that of a hexaedral
prism; sugar in that of a four or six-

sided prism, with triedral terminations.

The crystalline figure in any substance,

however, is not invariable, but may be
altered by circumstances affecting the
crystallization : and we find the same
substance crystallized under a variety of
forms. Sea-salt crystallizes, not only in

cubes, but also in octaedrons ; and car-

bonate of lime is found in nature in the
form of an hexaedral prism, an hexaedral
and a triedral pyramid.
The effect of light upon the act of

crystallization is very remarkable. It is

found in general, that the crystals of salts

are larger and better formed in the dark
than when light falls upon the solution.

But this relates only to such crystals as

are formed in the fluid. In many, and in-

deed most salts, there are crystals form-
ed, during the spontaneous evaporation
of the solution, which rise above the sur-

face into the air, either in contact with
the sides of the vessel, or supported by
their own structure. This phenomenon
is very striking and curious, and it ap-

pears to have been well determined,
be experiments of Chaptal and others,

that it does not take place without the

presence of light. See Vegetatiok of
Salts.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY. Hauy has
succeeded in developing the theory of
crystals, so far as to shew, that in every
crystallized substance, whatever may be
the difference of figure which may arise

from modifying circumstances, there is in

all its crystals a primitive form, the nu-
cleus, as it were, of the crystal, invaria-

ble in each substance, and by various mo-
difications, which he points out, giving

rise to the numerous secondary or actual-

ly existing forms.

The fact which led to these views is,

that crystals can be mechanically divided

only in certain directions, so as to afford
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smooth surfaces, a fact long known by
those who work on the gems. Suppose
we have a crystal of calcareous spar, a

regular hexaedral prism, represented in

plate crystallography, fig. 5 and 6, if we
endeavour to divide it parallel to the

edges which form the outlines of the

basis of the prism, we shall find that three

of these edges, taken alternately, are the

upper extremity of the edges //, d c, b m,

readily yield to this division by a knife

struck in the proper direction ; but that

the other three, those which are interme-
diate, /rf, c 6, and m /, cannot be divided

in a similar manner : and if broken by a

greater force, the fracture, instead of be-

ing polished like the others, is rugged
and uneven. If we repeat the experi-

ments at the under extremity of the

prism, we shall find here, also, that seg-

ments of three only of the edges can be
detached ; but these edges, instead of be-
ing the corresponding one with those di-

visable at the upper extremity, that is,

I fy c dy b triy are the intermediate ones

f df c d, b my are the intermediate ones

dfy c b, and m I.

The six divisions compose so many
trapeziums. Three of these are repre-
sented in fig. 6. namely, the two which
cut off the edges, I f,c d, represented by
the dotted lines/* p, o o and a a^k k, and
that which cuts off the inferior edge <//,

and which is marked by the dotted lines

71 n, i L
Each of these trapeziums will have a

smoothness and lustre, from which it can
be perceived that it coincides with one
ofthe natural joinings, the assemblage of
which form the prism. The prism can-
not be divided in any other directions

than these. But if the division be con-
tinued parallel to the first segments, it

necessarily happens, that on one hand
the surfaces of the bases of the prism be-

come narrower, and that on the other

hand the heights of the sides diminish :

and at the point at which, continuing the
section, the bases disappear, the prism
will be changed into a dodecaedrpn,
with pentagonal faces (fig. 7) ; six of
which, z O e, I A? f I, &c. are the re-

mains of the sides of the prism, and the

other six, E A I o o, O A K / ?, &c. are the
immediate results of the mechanical divi-

sion.

In this, and the two succeeding figures,

the hexaedral prism, which circumscribes

the solid extracted from it in the division,

is still represented, to shew better the

progress of the operation.

Beyond this point, the planes at the

extremity preserve their figure and di-

mensions, while the lateral planes conti-
nue to diminish in height, until the
points 0, k of the pentagon o I k ii coin-
ciding with the points f, i, and also the
otiier points similarly situated having a
like coincidence, each pentagon is reduc-
ed to a simple triangle, as is represented
in fig. 8.

Lastly, by continuing the section the
triangles are made to disappear, so that
there remains no vestige of the surface of
the original prism ; but in place of it we
have the obtuse rhomboid E A 1 O (fig.

9), which is therefore the nucleus, or
primitive form.
This discovery of the method of divid-

ing a crystal was made by Hauy, in
examining a crystal of calcareous spar
which had been detached from a group
of wiiich it formed a part. He observed
that the fracture had happened at one of
the edges of the base of the prism, and
that its surface was perfectly smooth and
regular. Attempting to detach a seg-
ment in a similar direction from the con-
tiguous edge, he could not succeed, but
the one next to it was easily divided ; and
proceeding in this manner, lie was able
to effect the mechanical division of the
crystal in the manner already explained.
Struck witii the important result of the
experiment, he applied the same method
to other crystallme forms of the same
substance, and obtained from them the
same result ; the crystal, whatever was
its figure, being by this mechanical divi-

sion converted into a rhomb. Thus, in
the dodecaedron, composed of two six-

sided pyramids joined by the base, the
primitive form may be obtained at once
by making a first section, on the edges
E O, O I, fig. 10 ; a second, on the edges
I K, G K ; a third, on G H, E H ; a fourth,
on O I, I K ; a fifth, on G K, G H ; and
lastly, a sixth, on E II, E O ; and the re-
sult is, that these edges become the same
with the; lateral edges of the primitive
form, as may be perceived from mere in-

spection of fig. 11, which represents this

primitive form described in the dodecae-
dron. He then applied it to other crys-
taUine substances, and found, that from
these also, by discovering the joints by
which the laminae composing the crys-

tals were united, a certain primitive form

.

might be extracted. That of fluor spar is

an octaedron ; and that of the heavy spar,

a prism with rhomboidal bases ; of corun-
dum, a rhomboid somewhat acute ; of
beryl, a hexaedral prism ; and of the elba

iron-ore, a cube. Each of these forms is

constant with regard to the species, and
is that from which all the forms of the
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varieties, often extremely numerous, are

derived. The latter are denominated, by
Ilauy, secondary forms. Sometimes,
though rarely, the primitive and secon-

dary forms are the same.
It is not every crystallized substance,

however, that admits of this mechanical
analysis. But with regard to those that

have hitherto refused it, Hauy has re-

marked, that their surface striated in a

certain direction, or the relation subsist-

ing among the different secondary forms
of the same substance, afford indications

which lead to the determination, with at

least much probability, of their primitive

forms.

Such is the process, by which Hauy es-

tablishes what he names the " Primitive

Form of Crystals," and which he defines,

"A solid of a constant form, inserted

symmetrically in all the crystals of the

same species, and the faces of which ob-

serve the directions of the layers which
compose these crystals." The primitive

forms hitherto observed are reducible

to six ; the parallelopipedon, which in-

cludes the cube ; the rhomb, and all the
solids which are terminated by six faces

parallel two and two; the tetraedron ;

the octaedron ; the regular hexaedral
prism ; the dodecaedron, with equal and
similar rhomboidal planes ; and the dode-
caedron with triangular planes.

Hauy carries the division of crystals

still further, however, than the primitive
forms. The solid which constitutes it is

not the last term of the mechanical ana-
lysis ; it may always be still further sub-
divided parallel to its different faces, and
sometimes even in other directions. All
the enveloping matter is equally divisible

by sections parallel to the faces of the
primitive forms : and the only limit to
this possible division is that placed by the
composition of the substance. The cal-

careous spar, to take it as an example,
may be reduced to a particle, beyond
which the division cannot be carried,

without resolving it into its elements,
lime and carbonic acid ; or at least it may
be reduced to a particle, beyond which,
if its minuteness allowed us to operate
upon it, it is demonstrable its figure
would not change. To these last parti-

cles, the result of the mechanical ana-
lysis, Hauy gives the name of integrant
particles, and their union constitutes the
crystal. Their forms, so far as experi-

ment has been carried, are three : the
tetraedron, the simplest of the pyramids

;

the triangular prism, the simplest of
prisms; and the parallelopipedon, the
simplest of solids, which have their faces

parallel, two and two. There is lit(:le

doubt that it is between these that the at-

traction of cohesion is immediately ex-

erted.

The primitive forms, and the figures of

the integrant particles, being determin-

ed, it remains to complete the theory of

the structure of crystals, to shew by what
arrangements the secondary forms, in

other words, the actually existing crys-

tals, are produced.
The nucleus of the crystal is the syni-

metrical solid which constitutes its primi-

tive form, arising from the union of the

integrant particles, either by their faces

or their edges ; and the additional matter,

which forms the crystal, consists of lay-

ers of these particles superadded to that

nucleus, and arranged on its faces ; and
to account for the formation of the crystal

under a figure different from that of its

primitive form, these layers, as they re-

cede from it, are supposed to decrease,

in the space they occupy, trom the regu-

lar abstraction of one or more ranges of

the integrant particles. This decrease
may take place in various modes ; and ac-

cording to these, different figures of crys-

tallization will be produced.
Thus, to take the simplest example,

let us suppose the primitive form is a
cube ; it is easy to conceive that on each
of its six sides may be reared a series of
decreasing layers, or laminae, composed
entirely of cubical particles, each layer

diminishing on each of its edges by one
row of the minute cubes of which it

consists. The laminse thus decreasing as

they recede from* the base on which they
rest, until the apex consists of a single

particle, it is obvious, that on each side

of the cube a four-sided pyramid will be
formed. Two of these are represented,
(fig. 12.) A B C D, G B C G.
We shall thus have, then,- six four-

sided paramids, and of course 24 trian-

gles, such as A B C, B C E, C E G, &c.
But since the decrease is uniform on all

the sides, as from the line B C to A, and
from the same line to E, it must also be
uniform from A to E ; it is obvious, there-
fore, that the side A B C of the one py-
ramid will be found exactly in the same
plane as the side B C E of the adjacent
pyramid; so that the entire surface of
these will be the rhomb A B E C. The
case must be the same with all the others.

The 24 triangles will therefore be reduc-
ed to twelve rhombs, and the figure will

be a dodecaedron, very remote from the
primitive form. Now a crystal of this

figure, and having this primitive form,

would be resolved into that form, merely
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by cutting off the six solid angles, by
sections, in the direction of the small

diagonals of the sides, which go to the

formation of these angles. We should
thus successively uncover six squares,

which will be the faces of the primitive

cube.
In explaining the structure of a crystal,

although tlie representation in the figure

be such as to shew the decrease of the

laminae, by rows of particles of such a

size as to give a surface uneven, similar

to a succession of steps, it is obvious, that

ifwe substitute for this the delicate struc-

ture of nature, the number of laminae

may be so great, and tlie number of

their cubical particles such, that the de-

pression or channel at their edges will

be altogether imperceptible to our senses,

and the surfaces will appear perfect

planes.

Such is an example of the production
of a secondary from a primitive form by

a superposition of laminae, decreasing ac-

cording to a certain law. It is obvious

that the laws of decrement tnay be vari-

ous, and accordingly the decrements sta-

ted by Hauy are of four different kinds :

first, decrements on the edges, or paral-

lel to the sides of the primitive form, of

which the above is an example. 2. De-
crements on the angles, that is, decre-
ments, of which the lines are parallel to

the diagonals of the faces of the primi-

tive form. 3. Intermediate decrements,
or those which are parallel to lines situ-

ated between the diagonals and edges of

that form. 4. Mixed decrements, in which
the number ofranges abstracted in breadth
or in height give proportions, the two
terms of which are beyond unity.

These four laws of decrement explain,

by the modifications of which they are

susceptible, all the varieties of form, un-
der which crystals are presented to us.

These modifications are reduced to the

following : 1. Sometimes the decrements
take place on all the edges, or on all the
angles. 2. Sometimes on certain edges
or certain angles only. 3. Sometimes they
are uniform by one, two, three ranges, or
more. 4. Sometimes the law varies from
one edge to another, or from one angle
to another. 5. In some cases the decre-
ments on the edges correspond with the
decrements on the angles. 6. Sometimes
the same edge or the same angle under-
goes successively several laws of decre-
ments. And, lastly, there are cases, in

which the secondary crystal has faces

parallel to those of the primitive form,
and which give rise to new modifications.

from their combinations with the faces
resulting from the decrements.
With such diversity of laws, the num-

ber of forms which may exist is immense,
and far exceeds what have been observ-
ed. Confining the calculation to two of
the simplest laws, those which produce
subtractions by one or two ranges, it is

shewn that carbonate of hme is suscepti-

ble of 2044 different forms, a number 50
times greater than that of the forms al-

ready known ; and if decrements of three
and four ranges be admitted into the
combination, the calculation will give
8,388,604 possible forms of the same sub-
stance. And even this number may be
much augmented, in consequence either

of intermediate or mixed decrements be-
ing taken into account.

In concluding this sketch of Crystallo-

graphy, which we have extracted from
the excellent " System of Chemistry" by
Murray, we have also thought it proper,
with him, to give the figures of the more
usual forms of crystals, and their modifi-

cations, with the terms and definitions of
Werner, instead of following Hauy in his

minute, though valuable, details.

It is necessary to premise, that the
parts of which a crystal is conceived to

be composed are, planes, edges, and an-

gles. Planes, according to the usual geo-
metrical definition, are surfaces lying

evenly between their bounding lines:

they are distinguished into lateral, which
are considered as those parts of the sur-

face of the body which are of the great-

est extent, and which form its confines

towards its snaallest extent ; and extreme
or terminal, which are those of smallest

extent, and form the bounds of the body
towards its largest extent. Edges are
formed by the junction of two planes un-
der determinate angles ; they also are la-

teral, or those formed by the junction of
two lateral planes; and terminal, formed
by the junction of two terminal planes,

or of a terminal with a lateral plane. Last-

ly, angles are formed by the junction of
three or more planes in one point.

Werner admits even primary figures of
crystals which are susceptible of nume-
rous modifications. These figures are the
icosaedron, the dodecaedron, the hexae-
dron, which includes the cube and the

rhomb, the prism, the pyramid, the ta-

ble, and the lens.

1st. The icosaedron, fig. 13, is a solid,

consisting of twenty equilateral triangu-

lar planes, united under equal angles.

2d. The dodecaedron, fi«. 14, or solid, of
twelve equal or pentagonal faces. 30,
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The cube, fig 15, or solid, composed of

six quadrilateral planes united at right

angles. 4th. The rhomb, fig. 16, or solid,

of six quadrilateral planes united at ob-

lique angles. 5ih. The prism, or solfd,

of two terminal planes, parallel, equal,

and similar, connected by quadrangular
lateral planes, having one direction ; the

number of lateral planes may of course
be various ; the usual fisrm observed in

crystals are, the four-sided rectangular
prism, fig. 17 ; and the six-sided equian-
gular prism, fig. 19. 6th. The pyramid,
or solid, the base of which is a plane of

an indeterminate number of sides, and
the sides triangles, the vertices of which
meet in one point, forming the summit

:

the more common varieties of this figure,

as forms of crystals, are the three-sided

pyramid, or tetraedron, fig, 20, and the
four-sided pyramid, fig. 21. 7th. The ta-

ble, which, strictly speaking, is nothing
but a very compressed prism ; it is de-

fined as composed of two parallel lateral

planes and of an intermediate number of
terminal planes, connected with the late-

ral planes and with each other, and small,

compared with the lateral ones ; the prin-

cipal varieties are, the obhque-angular,
or rhomboidal four-sided table, fig. 23,

the rectangular four-sided table, fig. 24,

and the six-sided table, fig. 24. Lastly,

The lens, fig. 25, a solid, consisting only
of two planes which are curved, of which
there are two varieties, one composed of
two convex planes, and another compos-
ed of a convex and a concave plane.

These simple figures are modified by
combination, by truncation, by bevel-

ment, and by acumination.
The modifications by combination are

confined to the pyramids, and these are
frequent, two pyramids being joined by
the base ; the lateral planes of the one
being set either directly on the lateral

planes of the other, as in the double four-

sided pyramid, or octaedron, fig. 26, or
obUquely, as in the double four-sided py-
ramid, fig. 27. Fig. 28, is the double six-

sided pyramid.

A crystal is said to be truncated, when
any or all of its solid angles or edges ap-
pear cut ofFjSo that where there would have
been an edge or angle we have a plane,
as has already been represented in fig.

2 and 3. These two figures represent
forms arising from the truncation of the
cube : fig. 29, shews the cube with the
singles and edges truncated : fig, 30, the
usix-sided prism, with truncated termi-

Tjal edges : fig.ty>l, the same prism, with
both the lateral and terminal edges trun-

cated.

A crystal is said to be bevelled, when
its edges, angles, or terminal planes, are so
altered, that instead of an angle edge or
terminal plane, there appear two smaller
converging planes, which terminate in
an edge : fig. " 32, shews the cube with
bevelled edges : fig. 33, the three-sided
pyramid with bevelled edges: fig. 34,
the oblique four-sided prism, bevelled on
both extremities.

Lastly, the forms of crystals are altered
by acumination. This is that kind of al-

teration, in which, in place of the angles
or terminal planes of a crystal, there are
three or more planes converging, and
forming a point or edge : fig. 65, shews
the cube, with angles acuminated by
three planes set on the lateral planes ; fig.

36, the rectangular four-sided prism, acu-
minated by four planes set on the lateral

planes : fig. 37, the six-sided prism, acu-
minated by six planes set on the lateral

planes. This kind of modification is often
described as consisting of the primary
form, with pyramidal terminations.
The forms of crystals from the preced-

ing modifications are frequently still more
altered, and rendered complicated, by
being super-added and combined; and
by the extent of the modifications, one
form frequently passes into another. The
figures of crystals are likewise rendered
complicated by aggregation, two or more
crystals of the same substance being
more or less closely united.

For the more niinute details ofthis sub-
ject, particularly asrelatnig to mineralogy,
reference may be had to Weaver's trans-

lation of the " External Characters of
Minerals," by Werner ; or the treatise on
the same subject by Professor Jameson.
See Crystallization.
CRYTANDRA, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Monogynia class and or-
der. Calyx five-leaved ; corolla tubular,
with a five-clefted border, and five-hood-
ed scales between the segments ; sta-

mina inserted in the throat under each
scale ; stigma three-cleft, capsule supe-
rior, three-valved, three-celled from the
inflected valves ; seeds solitary, compress-
ed. One species, a shrub found in Aus-
tralasia.

CUB-EA, in botany, a genus of the De-
candria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Lomentacex. Legumino-
sse, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
turbinate, five-parted, unequal, perma-
nent

;
petals five, unequal ; filaments vil-

lose, three shorter; germ pedicelled

;

legume villose, six or seven seeded. There
are two species.

CUBATURE, of a solid, in geometry.
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the measuring the space contained in it

;

or finding the solid content of it.

CUBE, in geometry, a solid body, con-

sisting of six equal square sides. The
solidity of any cube is found by multiply-

ing the superificial area of one of the sides

by the height. Cubes are to one another

in their triplicate ratio of their diagonals

4

and a cube is supposed to be 'generated

by the motion of a square plane along a

line equal to one of its sides, and at right

angles thereto ; whence it follows, that

the planes of all sections, parallel to

the base, are squares equal thereto,

and, consequently, to one another. See
BODT.

Cube, duplication of, is the finding the

ride of a cube that sltall be double in so-

lidity to a given cube, a problem of great

celebrity, first proposed by the oracle of

Apollo at Delphos, which, being consult-

ed about the mode of stopping a plague

then raging at Athens, returned for an-

swer, that the plague should cease, when
Apollo's altar, which was cubical, should

be doubled. Hence it is called the Delian

problem. This problem cannot be ef-

fected geometrically, as it requires the

solution of a cubic equation, or requires

the finding of two mean proportionals,

•viz. between the side of the given cube
and the double of the same, the first of

which two mean proportionals is the side

of the double cube, as was first observed

by Hippocrates. Let a be the side ofthe

given cube, and x the side of the double

cube sought, then xs = 2 a3 or a* : x* ::

x:2 a,so that, if a and »r be the first and
second terms of a set of continued pro-

portionals, then a* : x^ is the ratio of the

square of the first to the square of the

second, which, it is known, is the same
as the ratio of the first term to the third,

or of the second to the fourth, that is, of

x: 2 a-, therefore x being the second
term, 2 a will be the fourth : so that x,

the side of the cube sought, is the second
of four terms in continued proportion,

the first and fourth being a and 2 a ; that

is, the side ofthe double cube is the first

of two mean proportionals between a and
2 a.

Cube, or Cubic number, in arithmetic,

that which is produced by the multi-

plication of a square number by its root

;

thus, 64 is a cube number, and arises, by
multiplying 16, the square of 4, by the
root 4.

Cube, or Cubic quantity, in algebra,

the third power in a series of geometri-
cal proportionals continued ; as a is the
root, a a the square and a a a the cube.
VOL. IV.

All cubic numbers may be ranged into
the form of cubes ; as 8 or 27, whose
sides are 2 and 3, and their bases 4 and
9 ; whence it appears, that every true
cubic number, produced from a binomial
root, consists of these parts, viz. the
cubes of the greater and lesser parts of
the root, and of three times the square of
the greater part multiplied by the lesser,

and ofthree times the square of the lesser

multiplied by the greater, as,

aa-^2ab-\-bb
aA-b
aaa-{-2aab-{-abb

aab-\-2 abb -\-bbb
aaa+ 3aa6-f 3a6A+ bbb

From hence it is easy to understand
both the composition of any cubic num-
ber, and the reason of the method for ex-
tracting the cube root out of any member
given.

Cube root of any number or quantity,

such a number, or quantity, which, if

multipled into itself, and then, again,
the product thence arising by that num-
ber or quantity, being the cube root, this

last product shall be equal to the number
or quantity whereof it is the cube root;

as 2 is the cube root of 8, because two
times 2 is 4, and two times 4 is 8 ; and
a -f 3 is the cube root of o3 4- 3 a* b-\-

3ab^ -\. 63,

Every cube number has three roots,

one real root, and two imaginary ones,
as the cube number 8 has one real root 2,

and two imaginary roots, viz. y/— 3— 1

and v/— 3 4- 1 ; and generally, if a be
the real root of any cube number, one of
the imaginary roots ofthat number will be

a-\- ^ — 3aa
2 and the other

a— v^—3 a a

CUBEBS. See Materia Medica.
CUBIC, or Cubical Equation, in al-

gebra, one whose highest power con-

sists of three dimensions, as x3 =s a3—
63 or a;3 -j- r a? X = />^, &c. See EauA-
TIOW.

Cubic foot of any substance, so much of
it as is contained in a cube, whose side is

one foot. See Cube.
CUBIT, in the mensuration of the an-

cients, a long measure, equal to the

length of a man's arm, from the elbow
to the tip of the fingers. Dr. Arbuthnot
makes the English cubit equal to 18

inches; the Roman cubit equal to 1
O
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foot, 5,406 inches ; and the cubit of
the Scripture equal to 1 foot, 9,888
inches.

CUCKOW. See Cccuius.
CucKOw spit. See Cicada.
CUCUBALUS, in botany, a genus of

the Decandria Trigynia class and order.
Natural order of Caryophyllei. Essential
character : calyx inflated

; petals five,

having claws, but no crown ; capsule
threecelled. There are seventeen spe-
cies.

CUCUJUS, in natural history, a genus
of the Coleoptera order of insects : an-
tennae filiform ; four feelers equal, the
last joined truncate and thicker; lip short,

bifid, the divisions linear and distant;

body depressed. There are about thir-

teen species.

CUCULL^RIA, in botany a genus of
the Monandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Calyx four-parted ; corolla four-

petalled, unequally spurred ; filaments

petal-like ; anthers with distinct cellsi

One species, found in the woods of
Guiana.
CUCULLANUS, in natural history, a

genus of the Vermes Intestina. Body
sharp, pointed behind and obtuse before ;

mouth orbicular, with a striate hood.
Most of this genus are viviparous, and
generally intestinal There are four sec-

tions : A, infesting the mammalia ; B, in-

festing birds ; C, infesting reptiles ; and
D, infesting fish. There are seven spe-

cies, besides varieties.

CUCULUS, the Cuckotv, in natural his-

tory, a genus of birds, of the order Pi-

cas. Generic character: bill smooth,
somewhat bending and weak ; nostrils

surrounded by a small rim ; tongue short

and arrowed ; toes two forward and two
backward ; tail wedge-formed, of ten soft

feathers. Gmelin enumerates fifty-five

species, and Latham forty-six. The fol-

lowing are most deserving of notice : C.

Canorus, the Common Cuckow ofEurope.
This bird is about fourteen inches long.

It is found in Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Its food consists of insects and the larvae

of moths, but when domesticated, which
it may be without much difficulty, it will

eat bread, fruits, eggs, and even flesh.

When fattened, it is said to be excellent

for the table. It is in Great Britain a bird

of passage, appearing first about the mid-,

die of April, and cheering the vicinity of

its habitation with that well-known note

with which so many exquisite ideas and
feelings are associated. This note is

tised only by the male bird, and is the in-

timation of love. It has, very rarely only,
been heard, like the song of the nightin-
gale, in the middle of the night. About
the close of June this note ceases, but the
cuckow remains in England till towards
the end of September. It is imagined
sometimes to continue in the country for
the whufe of the year, as it has occasion-
ally been seen there so early as February.
Cuckows are supposed to winter in Afri-
ca, as they are seen twice a year in the
island of Malta.
With the history of these birds have

been blended much fable and supersti-
tion; their manners, however, are un-
questionably in a high degree curious,
and fable, in this as in many other cases,
is in a great degree connected with fact.

It is almost universally agreed by natu-
ralists, that the cuckow does not hatch its

own eggs, but deposits them in the nest
of some other bird. Buff'on mentions
the names of twenty birds, or more, on
whom the cuckow passes this fraud.

Those most frequently duped by it, how-
ever, in this manner, are the yellow ham-
mer, the water-wagtail, and the hedge-
sparrow, and of these three, by far more
than the other two, the hedge-sparrow.
The most minute and attentive examiner
into this extraordinary peculiarity is Mr.
Edward Jenner, from whose observations
on this interesting subject we shall select
a few of the most important. He states,

that the hedge-sparrow is generally four
or five days in completing her number
of eggs, during which time the cuckow
finds an opportunity of introducing to
the nest one of its own, leaving the future
management of it to the hedge-sparrow

;

and though it frequently occurs that the
latter is much discomposed by this in-

trusion, and several of the eggs are in-

jured by her, and obliged to be removed
from the nest, he states that the e^g of
the cuckow is never of this number,
When the usual time of incubation
completed, and the young sparrows and -

cuckow are disengaged from the eggs,
the former are ejected from the nest,

and the stranger obtains exclusive pos-
session. A nest built in a situation ex-
tremely convenient for minute observa-

tion fell under the particular exam inac-

tion of this gentleman, and was found on
the first day to contain a cuckow*s and
three hedge-sparrow's eggs. On the day.

following he observed a young cuckow
and a young hedge-sparrow, and as he
could distinctly perceive every thing

passing, he was resolved to watch the
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events whicli might take place. He soon,

with extreme surprise, saw the young
cuckow, born only the day before, ex-

erting itself with its tump and wings to

take the young sparrow on its back,

which it actually accomplished, and then
climbed backwards with its burden to the
verge of the nest, from which, with a

sudden jerk, it clearly threw off its load ;

after which it dropped back into the

nest, having first, however, felt about
with the extremities of its wings, as if to

ascertain whether the clearance were
completely effected. Several eggs were
afterwards put in to the young usurper,

which were all similarly disposed of. He
observes, that in another instance, two
cuckows and a hedge-sparrow were
hatched in the same nest, and one hedge-
sparrow's egg remained unhatched.
Within a few hours a conflict began be-

tween the two cuckows for the posses-

sion of the nest, which was conducted
with extreme spirit and vigour, and in

which each appeared occasionally to

have the advantage, lifting its adversary

to the very brink of the nest, and then,

from exhaustion of strength, sinking with

it again to the bottom. These vicissi-

tudes of success were repeated and re-

iterated, but towards the close of the fol-

lowing day the contest was decided in

favour of the bird which was rather the
larger of the two, who completely expel-

led his rival; after which the egg and
the young hedge-sparrow were dislodg-

ed with extreme facility. The infant

conquerer was brought up by the step-

mother with the most assiduous affec-

tion. The sagacity of the female cuckow
appears not inconsiderable, in her intro-

ducing her egg into the nests of birds

whose young are inferior in size and
strength to the young cuckow, and
which the latter is consequently able

to exclude without difficulty from its

usurped dominions. See Aves, Plate VI.

%1.
C. Indicator, or the Honey-guide. This

is an inhabitant of the interior of Africa,

and is supposed to feed principally upon
honey; it is at least extremely fond of it,

and possesses an extraordinary sagacity

in discovering where it is to be found.
The Dutch farmers and Hottentots near
the Cape are reported to derive essential

service from this bird. They imitate its

peculiar sounds in the morning or even-
ing, before it goes to feed, till they at

length get within hearing and sight of it

;

and wl^n it moves off to its repast, they

follow, asjcorrectly as they are able, the
direction of its flight, and scarcely ever
fai-l to arrive at some store of wild honey,
of which, it is added, they make a hberal
allowance to their little guide. It is cer-
tain, however, that these people have an
extreme regard, and almost veneration,
for this bird, founded on its utility ; and
the curiosity of the celebrated Dr. Sparr-
man was not gratified by the destruction
of one as a specimen for his collections,

without exciting high resentment and
disdain.

CUCUMIS, in botany, a genus of the
MonoBcia Syngenesia class and order.
Natural order of Cucurbitaceae. Essen-
cial character: calyx five-toothed; co-
rolla five-parted. Male, filaments three.
Female, pistil three-cleft

; pome with ar-

gute seeds. There are thirteen species.
These are all annual plants, with herba-
ceous scandent stems. C. sativus, com-
mon cucumber, generally cultivated for
the tables, is so well known, as not to re-
quire a particular description. C. melo,
common or musk melon, belongs to this

genus. There is a g^eat variety of this

fruit cultivated in this country, especially
by those who supply the markets, where
their size is chiefly regarded, so that, by
endeavouring to increase their bulk, the
fruit becomes of little value. For a par-
ticular and elaborate description of this

genus, the reader may consult Martyn's
excellent edition of Millar's Dictionary.
CUCURBITA, in botany, a genus of

the Monoecia Syngenesia class and order.
Natural order of Cucurbitacese. Essen-
tial character : calyx five-toothed ; corolla

five-cleft. Male, filaments three. Fe-
male, pistils five-cleft ; seeds ofthe pome
with a swelling margin. There are seven
species. The plants of this genus are
very nearly allied to those of cucumis,
and are distinguished from it chiefly by
the swelling rim of the seed. Like them
they are annttal, with trailing herbaceous
stems, furnished with tendrils for chmb-
ing.

CUCURBITAC^, in botany, the name
of the thirty fourth order in Linnaeus's

fragments of a natural method, consisting

of plants which resemble the gourd in

external figure, habit, virtues, and sensi-

ble qualities. These are divided into two
sections.—1. Those with hermaphrodite
flowers, as the passion flower. 2. Those
with male and female flowers, produced
either on the same or distinct roots, as the

cucumber, &c. In these the male flow-

ers are generally separated from the f«*
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male on the same root, and that either in

the same angle of the-Ieaves, as in the
sicyos or serpent cucumber ; or in differ-

ent angles, as in the gourd, and some spe-
cies of the bryony.
CUIRASS, a piece of defensive ar-

mour, made of iron plate, well hammer-
ed, serving to cover the body from the
neck to the girdle, both before and be-
hind.

CULEX, gnat, in natural history, a ge-
nus of insects of the order Diptera. Gene-
ric character: mouth consisting of seta-

ceous piercers within a flexible sheath ;

antennae approximate, filiform. Gnielin
enumerates fourteen species. The com-
mon gnat of Europe is produced from an
aquatic larva of a very singular appear-
ance, which, wiien first hatched from the
e^^j measures about the tenth part of an
inch. The eggs of the gnat are depo-
sited in close set groupes of three or four

hundred together, and are very small :

the whole group is placed on the sur-

face of the water, close to the leaf or
stalk of some water-plant. It feeds on
the minute vegetable and animal particles

which it finds in plenty on stagnant wa-
ters, in which it resides, the head being
armed with hooks to seize on aquatic in-

sects, and other kinds of food. When ar-

rived at its full growth, it casts its skin,

and commences chrysalis. In this state,

like the larva from which it proceeded, it

is locomotive, springing about in the wa-
ter nearly in a similar manner. When
ready to give birth to the included gnat,

which usually happens in the space of
three or four days, it rises to the surface,

and the animal quickly emerges from its

confinement. Gnats, as is known to every
body, are very troublesome in all coun-
tries ; but in Lapland, during their short

summer, the air is absolutely filled with
such swarming myriads, that the poor
inhabitants can scarcely venture out, with-
out first anointing their hands and faces

with a composition of tar and cream,
which prevents their attacks. This cir-

cumstance is not without its advantages,
as the lejgions of larvae,which fill the lakes

of Lapland, form a delicious and tempting
repast to innumerable multitudes ofaqua-
tic birds, and thus contribute to the sup-
port of the very people which they so
dreadfully torment. The musquito, of the
West Indies and America, is a distinct

species from the common European
gnat.

CULMINATION, in astronomy, the
passage of any heavenly body over the

meridian, or its greatest altitude for that

day.

CULMUS, in botany, a straw, or haulm,
the proper trunk of grasses, which ele-

vates the leaves, flower and fruit.

CUPHEA, in botany, a genus of the

Dodecandria Monogynia class and order.

Calyx six-toothed, unequal ;
petals six,

unequal, inserted into the calyx ; capsule

one-celled, with a three-sided follicle.

There is but one species.

CULPRIT, a formal reply of a proper
officer in court, in behalf of the king, af-

ter a criminal has pleaded not guilty, af-

firming him to be guilty, without which
the issue to be tried is not joined. After

an indictment for any criminal matter is

read in court, the prisoner at the bar is

asked whether he is guilty, or not guilty,

of the indictment ? If he answers, not
guilty, there is a replication by the clerk

of the arraignments from the crown, by
continuing the charge of the guilt upon
him, which is expressed in the word cul-

prit. The tern, culprit is a contraction

of the Latin culpabilis, and the old French
word prit^ now pret, importing that he is

ready to prove the criminal guilty.

CULTRATE, in natural history, shaped
like a pruning knife.

CULVERIN, in the military art, a large

cannon, or piece of artillery.

CUMINUM, in botany, a genus of the
Pentandria Digynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Umbellatae. Essential cha-

racter : involucres four-cleft ; umbellules
four ; fruit ovate, striated. There is but
one species, viz. C. cyminum cumin. Na-
tive of Egypt.
CUNEIFORM, in natural history, shap-

ed like a wedge.
CUNILA, in botany, a genus of the

Diandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Verticillatae, or Labiatae.

Essential character : corolla ringent ; up-
per lip erect, flat ; filaments two, barren

;

seeds four. There are four species. One
of these, C. pulegioides, is now referred

to the genus Hedeoma.
CUNNINGHAMIA, in botany, a genus

of the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Essential character : calyx very
small, four-toothed ; corolla four-cleft,

with a short tube ; berry crowned with a

two-celled two-seeded nut. One species,

viz. C sarmentosa.

CUNONIA, in botany, so called from
Job Christopher Cuno, of Amsterdam ; a
genus of the Decandria Digynia class and
order. Natural order of Saxifragae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character : corolla five-
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petalled ; calyx five-leaved ; capsule two-

celled, acuminate, many-seeded; styles

lonjj^er than the flower. There is but one
species, viz. C capensis, a native of the

Cape of Good Hope.
CUP ga/ls, in jiatural history, a name

given to a curious kind of galls found on
the leaves of the oak, and some other

trees. They derive their name from their

shape. Besides thi« species, the oak
leaves furnish us with several others, qf

various shapes and sizes, which appear
on the leaves at different seasons of the

year. They all contain the worm of some
small fly,that passes through all its changes
in this habitation, being sometimes found
in the worm, sometimes in the nymph, and
sonietimes in the fly state, in the cavity.

See Cynips.
CUPANIA, in botany, so named from

Francesco Cupani, of Sicily, a genus of

the Oclandria Monogynia, or Polygamia
Monoecia class and order. Natural order

of Trihilalse. Sapindi, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx five-leaved ;

petals

five-cowled at the top ; style trifid ; cap-

sule three-celled ; seeds solitary, arilled.

There are two species, viz. C. tomentosa,
and C. glabra, both natives pf the West
Indies.

CUPEL, in chemistry, a small vessel,

made generally of bone ; it absorbs me-
tallic bodies when changed by fire into

a fluid scoria. See LABOKATORr.
CUPELLATION. See Assaying.

CUPOLA, in architecture, a vaulted

roof or covering, being the section of a

sphere or ellipsoid, formed upon a curvi-

linear or polygonal plan.

CUPPING, in surgery, the operation of
applying cupping glasses for the dis-

charge of blood, and other humours, by
the skin.

CUPRESSUS, in botany, a genus of the
Monoecia Monadelphia class and order.
Natural order of Coniferse. Essential cha-
racter : male calyx, scale of an ament

;

corolla none ; anthers four, sessile, with-

out filaments ; female calyx of a strobile
;

scales one-flowered ; corolla none ; styles,

concave dots ; nut angular. There are
seven species. These are very beautiful

and ornamental trees. C. horizontalis,

spreading cypress tree, is by far the larg-

est growing tree, and is the most com-
mon timber in some parts of the Levant

;

it is said to resist the worm, moth, and
all putrefaction, and to last many hundred
years. The doors of St, Peter's Church
at Rome were framed of this material,

which lasted from Constantine to Pope
Eugenius the Fourth's time^ which was

eleven hundred years, and were then
sound and entire, when the Pope changed
them for gates of brass. The coffins

were made of tliis material, in which the
Athenians used to bury their heroes, and
the mummy chests brought with those
bodies out of Egypt are made of this

wood.
CURATE, properly signifies the par-

son or vicar of a parish, who has the
charge or cure of the parishioners souls.

Curate, also signifies a person substi-

tuted by the incumbent, to serve his cjiire

in his stead. A cure is to be licensed or
admitted by the bishop of the diocese, or
ordinary, having episcopal jurisdiction,

and when a curate hath the approbation
of the bishop, he usually appoints the
salary too ; and in such case, if he be not
paid, the curate hath a proper remedy in

the ecclesiastical court, by a sequestration
of the profits of the benefice ; but if he
have no licence from the bishop, he is put
to his remedy at common law, where he
must prove the agreement.
CURATELLA, in botany, a genus of

the Polyandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of magnoliae, Jussieu. Es-
sential character : calyx five-leaved ; pe-
tals four : styles two; capsule two-part-

ed, with two seeds in a cell. There is

but one species, viz. C. americana, a na-

tive of South America.
CURATOR, among civilians, a person

regularly appointed to manage the affairs

of minors, or persons mad, deaf, dumb,
&c. In countries, where the civil law-

prevails, minors have tutors assigned
them, till they are of the age of fourteen,

between which and twenty-five they have
curators appointed them. There are al-

so curators for the estates of debtors, and
of persons dying without heirs.

Curator of an university, in the Unit-

ed Netherlands, an officer that has the
direction of the affairs of the university,

such as the superintendance of the pro-
fessors, the management of the revenues,
&c. these officers, being elective, are
chosen by the states of each province.

Leyden has three curators

CURCULIGO, in botany, a genus of the
Polygamia Monoecia class and order. Es-
sential character : calyx none ; corolla

six-petalled ; filaments six; pistil one;
capsule ; seeds beaked. There is only one
species, viz. C. orchoides, native of shady,

uncultivated places about Samulcotab,

but by no means common. It is the Nal-

latady of the Telingas.

CURCULIO, weevil, in natural history,

a genus of insects of the order Coleopte-
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pa : antennae clavate, seated on the snout,

which is horny and prominent ; four feel-

ers, fiUform. Of this genus there have
been from 800 to 1000 species enumerat-
ed, and there are probably many more
that have not been observed by authors
who have treated on the subject. These
have been separated into three sections,

'viz. A. jaw cylindrical, one-toothed. B.

lip bifid
;
jaw bifid, short ; snout short.

C. lip rounded, horny ; feelers very short.

Of these the section A, is distinguished

into a, snout longer than the thorax

;

thighs unarmed : ^, snout longer than the
thorax ; thighs toothed : c, snout longer
than the thorax ; hind thighs formed tor

leaping : J, snout shorter than the tho-

rax ; thighs unarmed: e, snout shorter

than the thorax; thighs toothed. The
larvse of this most splendid tribe of in-

sects have six scaly legs, and a scaly

head; some of them infest granaries,

eating their way into grains of corn, and
leaving nothing but the husk ; some dwell
in other seeds, or are lodged in the in-

side of artichokes, thistles, and various

plants ; and others devour the leaves of

trees and herbs. C. salmarum, or palm
weevil, is two inches in length ; its larva

is large and white, and of an oval shape ;

it resides in the tenderest part of the
smaller palm-trees, and is considered in

the West Indies as one of the greatest

dainties. C. nucum, or nut weevil, is the
insect produced by the maggot residing

in the hazel-nut. The insect makes its ap-

pearance early in August, and may be
found creeping on hazel trees. The fe-

male singles out a nut, which she pierces

with her proboscis, and then, turning

round, deposits an egg in the cavity, and
she thus proceeds till she has deposited
in different nuts her whole stock of eggs.

This is done while the nut is in its young
state, which, however, is not injured by
the process, but continues to grow and
gradually ripens. When the egg is

hatched, the young larva begins to feast

on the kernel. By the time that it has
arrived at its full growth, and has nearly
consumed the whole of the kernel, the
nut falls, and the inclosed larva, not in-

jured by the fall, continues in the nut
some time longer, and then creeps out at

the hole in the side, which it has previ-
ously made by knawing in a circular di-

rection, and immediately begins to bur-
row or creep under the surface of the
ground, where it lies dormant about eight
months, and then, casting its skin, com-
mences a chrysalis, of the same general
shape and appearance with the rest ofthe

beetle tribe ; and it is not till the begin-
ning of August that it arrives at its com-
plete form, at which period it casts, off
the skin of the crysalis, creeps to the
surface, and commences an inhabitant of
the upper world. During this state it

breeds, and enjoys for a short time the
pleasures of a more enlarged existence.
To this genus belongs the weevil, pro-
perly so called. Many of the exotic spe-
cies are large and ofgreat beauty, but the
most brilliant and most beautiful is C. im-
perialis, or diamond beetle, a native of
Brazil, which, when seen through a mag-
nifying glass, affords one of the finest

sights that can be imagined.
CURCUMA, in botany, a genus of the

Monandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Scitamineae. Cannae, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : stamens four,

barren, a fifth fertile ; corolla four-parted ;

nectary three-lobed : filament flat. There
are three species, of which C. rotundo,
round-rooted turmerick, has a perennial
root, with a large ovate bulb, frequently
as big as a goose's egg, covered with a
thin pelicle, that has parallel rooting rings
within, solid, fleshy, reddish yellow, of a
bitterish taste, and slightly aromatic smell.

Native of the East Indies, the mountains
of China, Cochinchina, &c.
CURFEW, a signal giveni n cities taken

in war, &c, to the inhabitants to go to bed,
advertise the people to secure themselves
from the robberies and debaucheries of
the night.

The most eminent curfew in England
was that established by William the Con-
queror, who appointed, under severe pe-
nalties, that at the ringing of a bell, at

eight o'clock in the evening, every one
should put out their hghts and fires, and
go to bed : whence, to this day, a bell

rung about that time is called a curfew-
bell.

CURRANS, or Currants. See Gros-
SULARIA.

CURRENT, is a term used to express
the present time : thus, the year 1808 is

the current year ; the 20th current is the
20th day of the present month. The price
current is the known and ordinary price
accustomed to be given for it. As ap-
plied to commerce, we say, " current
coin,'* for the known and common coin of
the country.

CuRREiTT, in hydrography, a stream or
flux of water in any direction. In the sea,

they are either natural, occasioned by the
diurnal motion of the earth round its axis;

or accidental, caused by the water's be-

ing driven against promontories, or into
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gulfs and streights, where, wanting room
to spread, they are driven back, and thus
disturb the ordinary flux of the sea.

Currents, in navigation, are certain

settings of the stream, by which ships are

compelled to alter their course or velo-

city, or both, and submit to the motion
impressed upon them by the current. See
Htorographt.
CURRYING is the art of dressing cow-

hides, calves-skins, seal -skins, &c. prin-

cipally for shoes : and this is done either
upon the flesh or the grain.

In dressing leather for shoes upon the
flesh, the first operation is soaking the
leather in water until it is thoroughly
wet ; then the flesh side is shaved on a
beam about seven or eight inches broad,
with a knife of a peculiar construction,

to a proper substance, according to the
custom of the country and the uses to

which it is to be applied. This is one of

the most curious and laborious operations

in the whole mystery of currying. The
knife used for this purpose is of a rectan-

gular form, with two handles, one at each
end, and a double edge. They are ma-
nufactured at Cirencester, and composed
of iron and steel : the edge is given to

them by rubbing them on a flat stone of
a sharp gritty substance, till it comes to a

kind of wire ; this wire is taken off" by a
fine stone, and the edge is then turned
to a kind of groove wire by a piece of
steel in form of a bodkin, which steel is

used to renew the edge in the operation.

After the leather is properly shaved, it

is thrown into the water again, and scow-
ered upon a board or stone commonly ap-
propriated to that use. Scowering is per-
formed by rubbing the grain or hair side

with a piece of pumice-stone, or with
some other stone of a good grit, not un-
like in thickness and shape to the slate

with which some houses are covered.
These stones force out of the leather

a white sort of substance, called the
bloom, produced by the oak bark in tan-

ning. The hide or skin is then conveyed
to the shade or drying place, where the
oily substances are applied, termed stuff-

ing or dubbing. The oil used for this

purpose is prepared by the oil leather
dressers, by boiling sheep skins or doe
skins in cod oil. This is put on both sides

of the leather, but in greater and thicker
quantity on the flesh than on the grain or
hair side.

Thus we have pursued the currying of
leather in its wet state, and through its

first stage, commonly called getting out.

When it is thoroughly dry, an instru-

ment, with teeth on the under side, call-

ed a graining-board, is first applied to
the flesh-side, which is called graining

;

then to the grain-side, called bruising.
The whole of this operation is intended
to soften the leather to which it is appli-

ed. Whitening, or pairing, succeeds,
which is performed with a fine edge to
the knifS already described, and used in

taking off the gre'iise from the flesh. It

is then boarded up, or grained again, by
applying the graining-board first to tlie

grain, and then to the flesh.

It is now fit for waxing, which is per-
formed first by colouring. This is per-
formed by rubbing with a brush, dipped
in a composition of oil and lamp black, on
the flesh till it be thoroughly black : it is

then sized, called black sizing, with a
brush or sponge, dried, tallowed with a
woollen cloth, and slicked upon the flesh

with a small smooth piece of glass ; sized
again with a sponge ; and when dry, this

sort of leather, called waxed, or black on
the flesh, is curried.

Currying leather on the hair or grain
side, called black on the grain, is the
same in the first operation with that dress-
ed on the flesh, till it is scowered. Then
the first black is applied to it while wet

;

which black is a solution of the sulphate
of iron called copperas, in fair water, or
in the water in which the skins as they
come from the tanner have been soaked

;

this is first put upon the grain after it has
been rubbed with a stone ; then rubbed
over with a brush dipped in stale urine

;

slicked out with an iron slicker, in order
to make the grain come oiit as fine as
possible, and then stuffed in the manner
already described among the first opera-
tions of currying ; and when dry it is sea-

soned, that is rubbed over with a brush
dipped in copperas water on the grain till

it is perfectly black ; then slicked with a^

stone of a good grit, to take out the wrin-
kles as much as possible : after this the
grain is raised with a fine graining-board,
by turning the skin or piece of leather
in various directions, and, when a little

dried, it is bruised, in order to soften it.

When it is thoroughly dry it is whitened,
bruised again, and grained in two or three
different ways, and when oiled upon the
grain with a mixture of oil and tallow it

is finished.

Bull and cow hides are sometimes cur-

ried for the use of sadlers and collar-

makers ; but the principal operations are
much the same as those we have already

described. It should, however, be ob-

served, that only a small portion of flesh
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is taken offfrom hides designed for these
purposes. Hides for the roofs of coaches,

&c. are shaved nearly as thin as shoe
hides, and blacked on the grain side.

'I'he oil used in the first operation of
stuffing, or dubbing, is called spent oil,

and contains a portion of alkali. It has

latterly been made up expressly for the

curriers.' A fact worthy of remark is,

that it is imbibed more uniformly and ef-

fectually by wet than by dry leather;

and this no doubt arises from the gradual

evaporation of the water, which gives

place to the introduction of the oil by
capillary attraction, whereas the air, if in-

tersperstdin the pores, would resist it.

CUKSiTOR, a clerk belonging to the

Court of Chancery, whose business it is to

make out original writs. In the statute
18^ Edward HI. they are called clerks of

course, and are twenty-four in number,
making a corporation of themselves. To
each of them is allowed a division of cer-

tain counties, into which they issue out

the original writs required by the subject.

CURSOR, in mathematical instruments,

is any small piece that slides, as the piece

in an equinoctial ring-dial that slides to

the day of the month ; the little label of

brass divided like a line of sines, and
sliding in a groove along the middle of

another label, representing the horizon

in the analemma ; and likewise a brass

point screwed on the beam-compasses,
which may be moved along the beam for

the striking of greater or less circles.

CURTATE distance, in astronomy, the

distance of a planet from the sun to that

point, where a perpendicular let fall from

the planet meets with the ecliptic.

CURTATION, in astronomy, is the in-

terval between a planet's distance from
the sun and the curtate distance.

CURITN, CruTAtN, orCouRTix, in for-

tification, is that part of the rampart of a

place which is betwixt the Hanks of two
bastions, bordered with a parapet five feet

high, behind which the soldiers stand to fire

upon the covered way and into the moat.
CURTISIA, in botany, so named from

Williatn Curtis, teacher of botany in Lon-
don, atithor of "Flora Lortdinensis," a

genus of the Tetrandria Monogynia class

and order. Essential character : calyx

four-parted ; petals four ; drupe superior,

roundish, succulent, with a four or fiVe-

celled nut. There is but one species,

viz. C. faginea, beach-leaved Curtisia, or
hassagay-tree. This is one of the largest

trees in the African woods, with very di-

minutive flowers. The Hottentots* and
Caffres make the shafts of their javelins,

or- assagays, from the wood of this tree.

They always carry one or two of these
with them on their journies. They con-
sist of an iron spear hollowed out on each
side, about six inches long, with an iron
shaft. It is fastened with thongs of lea-

ther to a slender round stick, five feet
long, tapering towards the end. With
these lances, which they throw with great
dexterity to the distance of a hundred
paces, the Hottentots and Caffres defend
themselves, and kill buffaloes and other
wild animals.

CURVATURE, of a line, is the peculiar

manwerof itsbendingor flexure, by which
it becomes a curve of such and such pe-
cuhar properties. Any two arches of
curve fines touch each other, when the
same right line is the tangent of both at

the same point ; but when they are ap-
plied upon each other, in this manner,
they never perfectly coincide, unless they
are similar arches of equal and similar

figures: and the curvature of fines admit
of indefinite variety. Because the curva-
ture is uniform in a given circle, and may
be varied at pleasure in them, by enlarg-

ing or diminishing their diameters, the
curvature of circles serves for measuring
that of other lines.

Of all the circles that touch a curve in

any given point, that is said to have the
same curvature with it, which touches it

so closely, that no circle can be drawn
through the point of contact between
them. And this circle is called the circle

of curvature; its centre, the centre of
curvature ; and its semidiameter, the ray
of curvature belonging to the point of
contact. As in all figures, rectilinear

ones excepted, the position of the tan-

gent is continually varying, so the curva-
ture is continually varying in all curvi-

linear figures, the circle only excepted.
As the curve is separated from its tangent
by its curvature, so it is separated fi-om

the circle of curvature in consequence of
the increase or decrease of its cunature

;

and as its curvature is greater or less, ac-

cording as it is more or less inflected

from the tangent, so the variation of cur-

vature is greater or less, according as it

is more or less separated from the circle

of curvature.

When any two curve lines touch each
other in such a manner that no circle can
pass between them, they must have the
same curvature ; for the circle that

touches the one so closely that no circle

can pass between them must touch the

other in the same manner. And it can
be made appear, that circles may touch
curve lines in this manner ; that there

may be indefinite degrees of more or less
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intimate contact between the curve and
the circle of curvature ; and that a conic

section may be described, that shall have
the same curvature with a given hne at a
j^iven point, and the same variation of a

curvature, or a contact of the same kind
with the circle of curvature. The rays

of curvature of similar arches, in similar

figures, are in the same ratio as any ho-
mologous linesof these figures, and the
variation of curvature is the same. See
CUKVE.
CURVE, in geometry, a line, which,

running on continually in all directions,

may be cut by one right line in more
points than one. Curves are divided into

algebraical or geometrical, and transcen-
dental. Geometrical or algebraical curves
are those, whose ordiiiates and abscisses

being right lines, the nature thereof can
be expressed by a finite equation having
those ordinates and abscisses in it.

Transcendental curve, is such as, when
expressed by an equation, one of the
terms thereof is a variable quantity.

Geometrical lines or curves are diVid-

ed into orders, according to the number
of dimensions of the equation expressing
the relation between the ordinates and
abscisses, or according to the number of
points by which they may be cut by a
right line. So that a line of the first or-

der will be only a right line, expressed
by the equation y-\-ax-\-b = 0. A line

of the second, or quadratic order, will be
the conic sections and circle, whose most

general equation is y^ -f ax-\- b Xy-j-c
X' -{- dx-\- e = 0. A line of the third
order, is that whose equations has
three dimensions, or may be cut by a
right line in three points, whose most

general equation \sy^ -\- ax -\' d X y^-\-

ex^-i-dx-\-eX y -h/^3 -f^a;^ -\-hx-\-
' k z= 0. A line of the fourth order, is that
whose equation has four dimensions, or
which may be cut in four points by a
right line, whose most general equation

is y4 ^ax-^b X y^+ cx^ -\-dx-^e X y^

-\-fx3 -\- gxi -^-hx-if-kXy-^-lJc'^ nix^ -f
n x^ -|- /> x+ g = 0, And so on.

And a curve of the first kind (for aright
line is not to be reckoned among curves)
is the same with a line of the second or-

der ; and a curve of the second order,
the same as a line of the third ; and a line

of an infinite order, is that which a right
line can cut in an infinite number of
points, such as a spiral, quadratrix, cy-
cloid, the figures of the sines, tangents,
secants, and every line which is gene-
TOL. IV.

rated by the infinite revolutions of a eir?

cle or wheel.
As to the curves of the second order.

Sir Isaac Newton observes they have
parts and pi'operties similar to those of
the first. Thus, as the conic sections have
diameters and axes, the lines cut by these
are called ordinates, and the intersection
of the curve and diameter, the vertex ;

so in curves of the second order, any two
parallel fines being drawn so as to meet
the curve in three points, a right line cut-
ting these parallels, so as that the sum of
the two parts between the secant and the
curve on one side is equal to the third

part tei*minated by the curve on the other
side, will cut in the same manner all other
right lines parallel to these, and meet the
curve in three parts, so as that the sum of
the two parts on one side will be still

equal to the third part on the other side.

These three parts, therefore, thus
equal, may be called ordinates or appli-

cates : the secant may be styled the dia-

meter ; the intersection of the diameter
and the curve the vertex ; and the point
of concourse of any two diameters the
centre. And if the diameter be normal
to the ordinates, it may be called axis

and that point where all the diameters
terminate the general centre. Again, as
an hyperbola of the first order has two
asymptotes; that of the second three;
that of the third four, &c. : and as the
parts of any right line, lying between the
conic hyperbola and its two asymptotes,
are every where equal ; so in the hyper-
bola of the second order, if any right line

be drawn, cutting both the curve and its

three asymptotes in three points, the
sum of the two parts of that right hne, be-
ing drawn the same way from any two
asymptotes to two points of the curve,
will be equal to a third part drawn a con-
trary way from the third asymptote to a
third point of the curve. Again, as in
conic sections not parabolical, the square
of the ordinate, that is, the rectangle un-
der the ordinates, drawn to contrary sides
of the diameter, is to the rectangle of the
parts of the diameter which are termi-
nated at the vertices of the ellipsis or hy-
perbola, as the latus rectum is to the latus

transversum ; so in non-parabolic curves
of the second order, a parallelopiped un-
der the three ordinates is to a parallelo-

piped under the parts of the diameter,
terminated at the ordinates, and the three
vertices of the figure, in a certain given
ratio ; in which ratio, if you take three
right lines, situated at the three parts of
the diameter between the vertices of. the
P
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fig-iire, one answering' to another, then
tliese three rij^ht lines may be called the
latera recta of the figure, and the parts of
the diameter, between the vertices, the
latera transversa. And as in the conic
parabola, having to one and the same di-

ameter but one only vertex, the rectangle
under the ordinates is equal to tliat under
the part of the diameter cut off between
the ordinates and the vertex, and the la-

tus rectum -, so in curves of the second
order, which have but two vertices to the
same diameter, the parallelopiped under
three ordinates is equal to the parallelo-

piped under the two parts of the diame-
ter, cut off between the ordinates and
those two vertices and a given right line,

which therefore may be called the latus

rectum. Moreover, as in the conic sec-

tions, when two parallels terminated on
each side of the curve are cut by two
other parallels terminated on each by
the curve, the first by the third, and
the second by the fourth ; as here the

rectangle under the parts of the first is to

the rectangle under the parts of the

third ; as the rectangle under the parts

of the second is to that under the parts

of the fourth ; so when four such right

lines occur in a curve of the second kind,

each in three points, then shall the paral-

lelopiped under the parts of the first right

line be to that under the parts of the

third, as the parallelopiped under the

parts of the second line to that under
the parts of the fourth. Lastly, the legs

of curves, both of the first, second, and
higher kinds, are either of the parabolic

or hyperbolic kind : an hyperbolic leg

being that which approaches infinitely

towards some asymptote ; a parabolic

that which has no asymptote. These
legs are best distinguished by their tan-

gents ; for if the point of contact go off

to an infinite distance, the tangent of the
hyperbolic leg will coincide with the
asymptote ; and that of the parabolic leg
recede infinitely and vanish. The as-

symptote, therefore, of any leg is found
by seeking the tangent of that leg to a

point infinitely distant, and the bearing
of an infinite leg is found by seeking the
position of aright line parallel to the tan-

gent, when the point of contact is infinite-

ly remote : for this line tends the same
way towards which the infinite leg is di-

rected. For the other properties of
curves of the second order, we refer the
reader to Mr. Maclaurin's treatise " De
Linearum geometricarum Proprietatibus
generalibus."

Sir Isaac Newton reduces all curves of

the second order to the four following

particular equations, still expressing theiri

all. In the first, the relation between
the ordinate and the abscisse, making the
abscisse x and the ordinate t/, assumes
this form, x tf--{-e y = a x3 -\~ l^ x' -\- c x
-\-d. In the second case, the equation

takes this form, x y z= a x3 -^ b x- -\-c x
-\-d. In the third case, the equation is

y^=a x3 -{- hx- -\- c x -\- d. And in the

fourth case the equation is of this form,

y = a x3 -}- b x"^ -\- c x -{- d. Under
these four cases the same author enu-
merates seventy-two different forms of

curves, to which he gives different names,
as ambigenal, cuspidated, nodated, &c.

Curves, genesis of, of the second order

by shado7i)s. If (says Sir Isaac Newton)
upon an infinite plane illuminated from a

lucid point the shadows of figures bepro-
jected, the shadows of the conic sections

will be always conic sections ; those of
the curves of the second kind will be al-

ways curves of the second kind ; those of
the curves of the third kind will be al-

ways curves of the third kind, and so on
171 injinihim. And as a circle, by project-

ing its shadow, generates all the conic

sections, so the five diverging parabolas

by their siiadows v.ill generate and ex-

hibit all the rest of the curves of the se-

cond kind ; and so some of the mostsim-
ple curves of the other kinds may be
found, which will form by their shadows
upon a plane, projecting from a lucid

point, all the rest of the curves of that

same kind,

C anVES of the second order, having double

points. As curves of the second order
may be cut by a right line in three points^

and as two of these points are sometimes
6oincident, these coincident intersections,

whether at a finite or an infinite distance,

are called the double point.

Curves, use of, in the construction of
equations. One great use of curves in ge-
ometry is, by means of their intersec-

tions, to give the solution of problems.
See EauATioxs,

Suppose, ex gr. it were required to

construct the following equation of 9 di-

mensions.

x9 -f bx'' -\- cx^+ dx^ -j~ ex^-\-fn -\-f- xf

-\- g x"- -\- h X -\- k = 0: assume the
equation to a cubic parabola x'> = y \

then, by writing y for x^, the given equa-
tion will become y'i -\- b x y^ -{ e y^ \- d
x^ y -\- e X y -\- m y -^fx' -^ g x^ -\- h x
-\- k = ; an equation to another curve
of the second kind, where morf may be
assumed = 0, or any thing else : and by
the descriptions and intersections ofthese

curves will be given the roots of the

equation to be constructed. It is sujffi-
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cient to describe the cubic parabola once.

"When the equation to he constructed,

by omitting the two last terms h x and A?,

is reduced to 7 dimensions; the other
curve, by expunging w, will have the
double point in the beginning of the ab-

scisse, and may be easily decribed as

above : if it be reduced to six dimensions,
by omitting the last three terms ^x^-j"
h x-\~k ; the other curve, by expung
ing/, will become a conic section. And
if, by omitting the last three terms, the
equation be reduced to 3 dimensions, we
shall fall upon Wallis*s construction by the
cubic parabola and right line.

Curves, family oJ\ according to Wol-
fius, is a congeries of several curves of
different kinds, all defined by the same
equation of an indeterminate degree ;

but differently, according to the diversity

of their kinds. For example, let the
equation of an indeterminate degree be
a™

—

^x-=zy^'. If 7?i=2, a x will be equal
to y^. If m = 3, then will a^ x = y^.

If m = 4, then will di x = t/+, &c. ; all

which curves are said to be of the same
family. The equations, however, by
which the families of curves are de-
fined, must not be confounded with tran-

scendental ones ; though with regard to
the whole family they be of an indetermi-
nate degree, yet with respect to each
several curve of the family they are de-
terminate ; whereas transcendental equa-
tions are of an indefinite degree with re-

spect to the same curve.

CUSCUTA, in botany, a genus of the
Tetrandria Digynia class and order. Na-
tural order of convolvuli. Essential cha-
racter : calyx four-cleft ; corolla one pe-
talled; capsule two-celled. There are
four species. These are parasitical plants,

fastening themselves to, and drawing
their nourishment from, others. C. Eu-
ropsa, common dodder, is a native of
Europe, in the hedges, &c. usually on
bushes and the loftier plants, as hops,
brambles,woody nightshade, fern,thistles,

hemp ; also on flax, nettles, clover grass,

&c. flowering in July and August. Cus-
cuta Americana is the species indigenous
in the United States; it is found on plants
growing on the borders of creeks, rivu-

lets, fountains, and other damp places, at-

taching itself to Impaticus, Chephalan-
thus, 8cc.

CUSPIDATE, in natural history, ter-

minating in a sharp point.

CUSSONIA, in botany, so called in me-
mory of Cusson, a celebrated botanist

;

genus of the Pentandria Digynia class and
»rder. Natural order of Aralije. Essen-

tial character: petals three-cornered;
margin of the receptacle dilated into a
five-toothed calyx. There are two spe-
cies, viz. C. thysiflora and C. spicata, both
natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
CUSTOM, a very comprehensive term,

denoting the manners, ceremonies, and fa-

shions of a people, which, having turned
into a habit, and passed into use, obtains
the force of laws ; in which sense it im-
plies such usages as, though voluntary
at first, are yet, by practice, become ne-
cessary.

Custom is hence, both by lawyers and
civilians, defined lex non scripta^ a law,
or right, not written, established by
long usage, and the consent of our an-
cestors : in which sense it stands op-
posed to the lex scripta, or the written
law.

As no law can bind people without their

consent, so, wherever that is had, and a
certain rule used as a law, such rule gives
it the force of a law ; and if it be univer-
sal, then it is common law ; but if restrain-

ed to this or that particular place, it is

custom.
Custom had its beginning, and received

the sanction of the law, thus ; when a
reasonable act, once done, was found
to be beneficial to the people, and they
had frequent recourse to it; and by re-

petitions thereof, it became a custom,
which being continued ultra tritavum, time
out of mind, without any interruption, it

obtained the power of a law, and binds
the places, persons, and things, concern-
ed therein.

All customs ought to have a reasona-

ble commencement, be certain, not am-
biguous, have uninterrupted continuance,

and not be against the King's preroga-

tive : these are incidents inseparable

:

yet a custom is not unreasonable for be-

ing injurious to private persons and in-

terest, so as it tends to the general ad-

vantage of the people : but if any custom
be contrary to the public good, or if it in-

jures a multitude, and benefits only some
certain persons, such a custom is repug-
nant to the laws of reason, and conse-

quently void. Custom must always be
alleged in many persons ; and so it may
be claimed by copyholders, or the inhabi-

tants of a place, as within such a county,

hundred, city, borough, manor, parish,

&c. but regularly they shall not allege a

custom against a statute : nor may custom

be pleaded against custom ; though acts

of parliament do not always take away
the force of customs. The general cus-

toms used throughout England, being the
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common law, are to be determined by
the judges, who can over-rule a custom
that is against natural reason, &c. ; but
particular customs are determinable by
jury. See PRESCRiPTiosr.

Custom of London. It is a custom of

London, that where a person is educated
in one trade, he may set up another ; that

where a woman uses a trade without her
husband, she is chargeable alone, as a

feme sole merchant, and, if condemned,
dhall be put in prison till she pays the

debt ; likewise the bail for her are liable,

ifshe absent herself, and the husband, in

these cases, shall not be charged. If a

debtor be a fugitive, by the custom ofLon-
don he may be arrested before the day,

in orderto find better security, &c. These
are customs of this city, different from
those of other places.

- Custom of merchants. If a merchant
gives a character of a stranger to one
who sells him goods, he may be oblig-

ed to satisfy the debt of the stranger

for the goods sold, by the custom of

merchants. And when two persons are

found in arrears, upon an account ground-
ed on the custom of merchants, either

ofthem may be charged to pay the whole
sum due, &c.
CUSTOMS, in commerce, the duties

or taxes payable upon the importation

or exportation of merchandize. They
appear to have been originally levied to

reimburse the sovereign for the expense
he incurred in protecting foreign trade,

and were considered as taxes upon the

profits of the merchants, being imposed
equally upon all sorts ofgoods, necessaries

as well as luxuries, goods exported as

well as goods imported -, but at a high-

er rate on the goods of aliens than on
such as belonged to the merchants of the
country.

The customs of England appear to

have originated from the ancient claim
of purveyance and pre-emption, or the
right of buying by the intervention of
the King's purveyors, for the use of the
royal howsehold, at an appraised valuar

tion, in preference to all other persons,
and even without the consent of the
owner; this claim being extended to

goods imported from foreign parts, was
called prisage, and was levied by taking
a determined part of the goods for the
King's use, at- a price to be set by the
King, and called the King's price, which
was always lower than the current price.

Wine being the principal article of fo-

reign produce then in request, was the
chief object of this duty, and the claim

was two tons from every ship laden with
twenty tons or more, one to be taken
before, and the other behind the mast.

A small duty of two shillings for every
ton of wine imported by merchant stran-

gers was called butlerage, from being
paid to the King's chief butler.

From the charta mercatoria of Edw. I.

granted in 1304, it appears that there
were known and established customs or

duties long before that time, both on im-

portation and exportation, as the dutie*

then imposed were to be paid over and
above the old customs; which, with respect
to wool, the principal article of export,

was six shillings and eight pence for eve-

ry sack, and the new duty three shillings

and four pence. In the year 1354 the
whole revenue arising from the customs
of England was 82,426Z. 18«. IQcl. of which
the duties on the imported goods amount-
ed to only 580/. 6^. 8</. Nearly the whole
of the export duties was levied on wools
and wool-fells, and as the duties on wool
thus formed one of the chief branches of
the revenue of the crown, the exporta-
tion of this important material v^as en-
couraged, in order to augment the pro-
duce of the customs.
The ancient customs of England have

usually been divided into three branches.
1. The diities upon wool and leather. 2.

The duty upon wine,which,being imposed
at so much per ton, was called a tonnage.
3. A duty upon all other goods, which,
being imposed at so much in the pound
of their supposed value, was called a
poundage. The first branch declined
when the woollen manufacture began to
make some progress in this country, and
has since wholly ceased, from the prohi-.

bition of the exportation of wool. The
other two branches were usually granted
by the same act of parliament, and were
called the stibsidy oftonnage and pound-
age. The subsidy of poundage having
continued for a long period at one shilling

in the pound, or at five per cent, a subsi-

dy became the general denomination for

a custom duty at this rate per cent. The
original subsidy was levied according to

a book of rates established in the i2th
year of Charles II. and was called the old
subsidy, to distinguish it from the subsi-

dy of tonnage and poundage imposed in

1698. Other subsidies were imposed at

subsequent periods, differing from the

old subsidy onlj' in being laid almost

wholly on goods im])orted, whereas that

included both imports and exports.

The introduction of the funding sys-

tem occasioned very frequent impositions
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of new and additional duties, which
were generally adjusted on the princi-

ples of the old subsidy ; that is, the
value of the goods was ascertained by a
book of rates, and the amount computed
by the quantities of the goods, either with
respect to gauge, to weight, or to tale ; the
duty, therefore, was not a certain pro-
portion of their real value, but of an arbi-

trary value, agreeing perhaps with the
current value at the time of imposing the
duty, but which, from the natural fluctua-

tions of trade and manufactures, must ne-

cessarily be liable to many changes and
alterations. There was also another mode
by which duties were imposed ; this was,
by a proportion to the value on goods
not rated, being levied according to the
actual value of the same, as sworn to by
the importers. These principles being
once adopted, were followed in all the
new and additional duties of customs,
which were imposed for payment of the

interest on the various loans which were
raised from time to time for the public

service. In some instances the addition-

al duties were calculated by a per cent-

age on the duties previously paid ; in

others a further duty was laid on a differ-

ent denomination of the commodity,
either with respect to its value, its bulk,

its weight, or its number ; and by pro-

ceeding repeatedly in this manner, the
numerous additions made, at length, be-

came such a mass of confusion, as produc-
ed an infinity of inconvenience and delay

in business, and became the subject of

universal complaint among mercantile

persons. From the great complexity of

tlie whole of this branch of the revenue,

arising from the multiplicity of duties,

which, being appropriated to separate

funds, were obliged to be kept distinct,

scarcely any merchant could ascertain by
calculations of his own, the duties he was
to pay, but was left in a great measure at

the mercy of the officers of the customs,
who, from being intended as a check
upon the merchants, thus became their

agents.

The Commissioners of accounts, ap-
pointed in the year 1780, in their 13th,

14th, and 15th reports, the last of which

was dated 19th December, 17S6, have
given a full explanation of the constitu-
tion of this department of the revenue,
the duties of its several officers, and the
mode of collecting it, both in London and
the out-ports. They also pointed out a
variety of important regulations for re-
trenchment of expense, reduction of the
establishment and accommodation of the
merchants, most of which have since
been carried into effect. But the most
extensive and useful measure recommend-
ed by them as a consolidation of all the
existing duties, by the substitution of one
single duty on each article, amounting as
nearly as possible to the aggregate of all

the various duties then payable. This
was effected in 1787, by an act 27 Geo.
III. cap. 13, by which the accounts of the
custom-house were much simplified, and
the rates of duty rendered intelligible to
all persons affected by them.

In the year 1797 eight new branches of
duties had been created since the conso-
lidation, which made it necessary to keep
so many new and distinct accounts. At
this time the number of articles subject
to the custom duties amounted to not less
than 1200, not more than 160 of which
appear upon the innual accounts present-
ed to parliament, as yielding the sum of
1000/. and upwards ; the remaining 1040
are classed together, under the general
head of "sundry small articles," and did
not produce, in the whole, more than from
85,000/. to 110,000/. per annum ; each of
these articles, nevertheless, had some
special regulation belonging to it, and the
accumulated mass of these details had,
in the opinion of the Select Committee on
Finance, rendered the whole system much
too complex. That this opinion was well
founded will be admitted from the cir-

cumstance, that the statutes relative to
the customs alone, make six very large
volumes infoUo.

In the year 1803 the customs were
again consolidated, by 43 Geo. III. cap.

68; but additional duties have been since

imposed, which will render it necessary
to have recourse again to this useful mea-
sure at a future period.
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Total gross receipt of the customs of Great Britain, in the year ending 5th of

January, 1807. with the payments to which it was subject, and the nett amount
paid into the Exchequer.

X. 8. d.

Balance in the hands of the different Collectors on the 5th > ^^ g^,-, ^^ «

of January, 1806 3
"^^

Balance in the hands of the Receiver General of Scotland 54,657" 3 8^
Bills arising and remitted out of the revenue of 1805, but > 9«" 7<q i

'^^

not brought to^account till 1806 ... 5 ^^-^^^^^ ^ '^t

Gross receipt of permanent and temporary duties within ')

^^ 379 933 19 1^

Total jL. 12,769,244 4|

L. s. d.

Paid drawbacks, repayments on over-entries, and bounties 7
j ^^ ^45 11 8i

ofthe nature of drawbacks 5 '
'

Bounties for promoting national objects _ - . 307,864 3 Ij

Money imprest in the hands of out-port collectors, &c. 34,989 13 3

Paid towards the expenses of the civil government of Scot- ^ ^g . .^ jg g,
land 5 '

^
Charges ofmanagement 655,603 8 10^
Payments into the Exchequer 9,733,813 12 1^
Balance in the hands of the different collectors on the 5th

^ ^g ^g^ ^^ g,
of January, 1807 5 '

Balance in the hands of the Receiver General of Scotland > ^. ^,« j, «,
onthe5thof January, 1807 S ' *

Bills arising and remitted out of the revenue of 1806, but > ^q„ ^ ,„ 10 r2,

not brought to account till 1807 ... - 5 ^»u,^J4J 1^ /^

Total i.12,769,244 4^

Deducting from the gross receipt of 12,379,983^. 19*. l^d. the amount paid for

drawbacks on exportation, and in bounties for promoting national objects, being
469,983^. 14s. 2d.; the total nett produce of the year will be 11,910,000Z. 4s. ll^d.

which arose as follows :

L. s. d.

From duties inwards 10,166,561 13 4|
outwards - . - - - - 621,566 16 5i
coastways 1,035,988 17 8

remittances from the plantations, quaranfine duty, &c. 85 fe82 17 5i

Total i. 11,910,000 4 Hi

Tbetotal expense of collecting the cus- CUSTOS breviumy the principal clerk

tomsofGreat Britain was, in the year 1795, belonging to the court of common pleas,

at the rate of 6/. 198. 5d. per cent, on the whose business is to receive and keep all

gross receipt, or 10/. 3s. 5d. per cent, on the writs made returnable in that court,

the nett produce; but, in consequence of filing every return by itself ; and, at the

the various regulations which have since end of each term, to receive of the pro-

been adopted, the expense of the collec- thonotaries all the records of the nisi pri-

tion has been considerably reduced. In us, called the posteas. The posteas are

the year ending the 5th of January, 1807, first brought in by the clerks of assize of

it amounted to 51. 2s. 8d. per cent, on the every circuit to , that prothonotary who
gross receipt, or 6/. 4s. 2d. per cent, on entered the issue in the causes, in order

the nett produce. to enter judgment ; and after the protho-
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notary has entered the verdict and judg-
ment thereupon into the rolls ofthe court,

lie deUvers them over to the custos brevi-

um, who binds them into a bundle. The
custos brevium makes likwise entries of
writs of covenant^ and the concord upon
every fine : by hinn also are made out
exemplifications and copies of all writs

and records in his office, and of all fines

levied, which, being engrossed, are divid-

ed between him and the cnirographer,

which last keeps the writ of covenant
and the note ; and the former the con-

cord and foot of the fine. The custos

brevium is made by the king's letters pa-

tent.

Custos rohdoinim, an officer who has
the custody ot the rolls and records of

the sessions of peace, and also of the

commission of the peace itself. He usu-

ally issome person ofquahty, and always
a justice of the peace, of the quorum in

the county where he is appointed. This
officer is made by writing under the

king's sign manual, being the Lord Chan-
cellor's warrant to put him in commission.
He may execute his office by a deputy,
and is empowered to appoint the clerk of

the peace, but he may not sell the place,

on divers penalties.

CUTICLE, cuiicula, in anatomy, a

thin membrane, clos^ely lying upon the

skin or cutis, of which it seems a part,

and to which it adheres very firmly, being
assisted by ttie intervention of the corpus
reticulare.

CUTIS, the skin, in anatomy, is that

strong covering which envelopes the

whole external surface of animals. It is

composed chiefly of a thin white elastic

layer on the outside, called the epidermis
or cuticle, and a thicker layer, composed
of fibres thickly interwoven, and dispos-

ed in different directions, which is the
cutis or real skin. The epidermis is that

part of the skin which is raised in l^listers.

This is readily separated from the cutis

by maceration in hot wiiter. It is very
elastic, and in soluble in water and alcohol.

Pure fixed alkalies and hme dissolve it

entirely. Mr. Hatchett, from many ex-

periments, has shewn that the epidermis
resembles albumen in many of iis pro-

perties, or rather that it is nothing more
than a peculiar modification ofcoagulated
albumen. The cutis is a thick dense
membrane, composed of fibres inter-

woven like the texture of a hat. When
it is macerated some hours in water, and
agitation and pressure are employed to

accelerate the effect, the blood, and all

the extraneous matter with which it was

loaded, are separated from it, but its tex-

ture remains unaltered. On evaporating
the water employed, a small quantity of
gelatine may be obtained. No subse-
quent maceration in cold water has any
farther effect. When distilled, it yields

the same products as fibrin. The con-
centrated alkaUes dissolve it, converting
it into oil and ammonia. Weak acids

soften it, render it transparent, and at

last dissolve it. Nitric ac'.d converts it

into oxalic acid and fat, while, at the
same time, azotic gas and prussic acid

are emitted. When heated, it contracts,

and then swells, exhales a fetid odour,

and leaves a dense charcoal, difficult to

incinerate. By spontaneous decomposi-
tion in water or moist earth, it is convert-

ed into a fatty matter, and into ammonia,
which compose a kind of soap. When
allowed to remain long in water, it softens

and putrefies, being converted into a kind
ofjelly. When long boiled in water, it be-

comes gelatinous, and dissolves com-
pletely, constituting a viscid liquor,

which, by proper evaporation, isconvert-

into glue. Hence the cutis of animals

is commonly employed in the manufac-
ture of giue.

From these facts, the cutis appears to

be a peculiar modification of gelatine,

enabled to resist the action of water,

partly by the compactness of its texture,

and partly by the viscidity of the gelatine

of which it is formed; for those skins

which dissolve most readily in boiling

water afford the worst glue. The skin

of the eel is very flexible, and affords

very readily a great proportion of gela-

tine. The skin of the shark also readily

yields abundance of gelatine ; and the

same remark applies to the skins of the

hare, rabbit, calf, and ox; the difficulty

of obtaining the glue, and its goodness,

always increasing with the toughness of

the hide. The hide of the rhinoceros,

which is exceedingly strong and tough,

far surpasses the rest in the difficulty of

solution, and in the goodness of its glue.

When skins are boiled, they gradually

swell and assume the appearance ofhorn ;

then they dissolve slowly.

CUIXERY. Though cutlery, in the

general sense, comprises all those articles

denominated edge-tools, it is more parti-

cularly confined to the manufacture of

knives, forks, scissars, penknives, razors,

and swords. Damascus was anciently

famed for its razors, sabres, and swords.

The latter are said to possess all the ad-

vantages of flexibility, elasticity, and

hardness. These united distinctions arc
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said to have been efFected by blending
alternate portions of iron and steel in

such a manner, that the softness and te-

nacity of the former could prevent the
breaking of the latter.

The Germans, it appears, were ac-

quainted with the art of making various

cutlery, previous to such manufacture
being known in this country. The steel

employed for cutlery in Germany is im-
mediately made from the crude iron into

bars, without requiring afterwards to be
converted. It is generally of great tena-

city, but does not take a good polish, and
in consequence has been long supersed-

ed by the artificial steel of this country,

made from the bar-iron of Sweden and
Russia.

All those articles of cutlery which do
Rot require a fine polish, and are of low
price, are made from blistered sieel.

Those articles which require the edge to

possess great tenacity, at the same time

that superior hardness is not required,

are made from sheer-steel. The finer

kinds of cutlery are made from steel

which has been in a state of fusion, and
which is termed cast-steel, no other kinds

being susceptible of a fine polish. See
the article Steel.

Table Knives are mostly made ofsheer-

steel, the tang and shoulder, or bolster,

being of iron, the blade part being at-

tached by giving them a welding heat.

The knives after forging are hardened by
heating them red hot and plunging them
into water ; they are afterwards heated
over the fire till they become blue ; they
are then ground upon stones of large

diameter, for the purpose of making their

sides flat, since it is the disposition of

small stones to make the sides concave.

The blades are finished upon an instru-

ment called a glazor, which consists of a

circular piece of wood covered with
leather, and coated with glue and emery.
The handles of table knives are made of

ivory, plassed horn, bone, stag horn,

and wood, into which the blades are

cemented with resin and pulverized

brick : and for ivory, instead of the latter,

whitening.
Forks are made almost altogether by

the aid of the stamp and appropriate

dies. The prongs only are hardened and
tempered, by a method similar to that

employed for the knives, being required

of about the same degree of hardness.

The shank and bosom of the fork are

ground upon a thin stone, which is round
upon the face ; it is of very rough and
open texture, and is employed in the dry
state. The prongs are ground upon a

stone, which is broad and flat upon the
face ; they are finished upon glazop*

coated with emery and glue ; the insides

of the prongs are dressed by means of a

thin leathern strap, coated with glue and
emery; for this purpose the fork is plac-

ed in an horizontal position, and the strap

drawn backward and forward. Silver

forks are a distinct branch of manufac-
ture, being confined to the silversmiths

:

they are cast into moulds of fine sand,

and finished in a manner similar to that

of other silver goods.

Razors. Almost all razors are made of

cast steel, the quality of which should be
very good, the edge of a razor requiring

the combined advantages of great hard-

ness and tenacity. After the razor blade

is forged, it is hardened, by gradually

heating it to bright red heat, and plung-

ing it into cold water. It is tempered, by
heating it afterwards till a brightened
part appears of a straw colour. Though
this is generally performed by placing

them upon the open fire, it would be
more equally effected by sand, or what
is still better, in hot oil, or fusible mix-
ture, consisting ofeight parts of bismuth,

five of lead, and three of tin ; a ther-

mometer being placed in the liquid at

the time the razors are immersed, for the
purpose of indicating the proper tempe-
rature, which is about 500 of Fahrenheit.

Razors are ground crosswise upon stones,

from four to seven inches in diameter, a
small stone being necessary to make the
sides concave. Razors, having the con-

cave form, have been thought to shave
with more facility ; but if it be remarked
that the canal formed by honing the ra-

zors is a portion of a wedge, the length
of which is equal to the breadth of the
razor, and of a thickness equal to that of
the back, it will be readily seen that the
concave form cannot possess any other
advantage, than that of saving time in

sharpening the razor, owing to the small

surface exposed to the action of the hone
or the strap. After the razor has been
ground into its proper shape, it is finish-

ed by two processes, one called laping,

or glazing, and the other polishing. The
lap, or glazor, is formed o\ wood, faced
witl) an alloy of lead and tin ; after its

face is turned to the proper form and
size, it is filled with notches, which are
filled up with emery and tallow. This
instrument gives to the razor a smooth
and uniform surface, and consequently a
fine edge. The last process is that of
polishing; the polisher consists of a piece
of circular wood punning upon an axis,

'

like tJhat of the stone or the glazor. It is
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coated with leather, having from time to

time its surface covered with crocus mar-
tis. Xhe surface of the polisher, when in

motion, moves at the rate of 75 feet in a

second. This is slow, when compared
with tire velocity of the stone and the

glazor ; the surface of the former mov-
ing at the rate of 576 feet in a second,

and the latter with about twice that velo-

city. The handles of high priced razors

are made of ivory and tortoise-shell, but
in general they are of polished horn,

which are preferred on account of their

cheapness and durability. The horn is

cut into pieces and placed between two
corresponding dies, having a recess of the

shape of the handle. The dies are pre-

viously heated to about 500° of Fahren-
heit, and placed with the horn in a pro-

cess of such power, that allowing the

man's strength to be 200/6. it will be
equal to 43000/6. By this process the

horn admits of considerable extension;

if the horn is not previously black, the

handles are dyed black by means of a

bath of logwood and green vitriol.

They afterwards require to be dressed,

first with sand and water, and lastly

upon a buff, which is a species of glazor,

covered upon the face with buff leather,

and smeared over with rotten-stone and
oil.

The clear horn handles are sometimes
stained so as to imitate the tortoise-

shell ; this is effected by laying upon
the handle a composition of three parts

©f potash, one of minium, ten of quick-

lime,- and as much water as will make the

whole into a pulpy mass. Those parts

of the handle requiring darker shades

are covered thicker than the other. Af-

ter this substance is laid upon the handles,

they are placed before the fire for a few
hours, the time requisite for giving the

proper effect.

Penknives. The manufacture of pen-
knives is divided into three departments;
the first is the forging of the blades, the
spring, and the iron scales ; the second,

the grinding and polishing of the blades;

and the third, the handling, which con-
sists in fitting up all the parts and finish-

ing the knife. The blades are made of
the best cast steel, and hardened and
tempered to about the same degree with
that of razors. In grinding they are made
a little more concave on one side than
the other ; in other respfects they are
treated in a similar way to razors. The
handles are covered with horn, ivory,

and sometimes wood, but the most dura-
ble are those of stag-horn. The most
VOL. IV.

general fault in penknives is that of being
too soft. The temper ought to be not
higher than a straw colour, as it seldom
happens that a penknife is so hard as to
snap on the edge.

Scissars. The beauty and elegance of
polished steel is not displayed to more
advantage than in the manufacture of
the finer kinds of scissars. The steel
employed for the more valuable scissars

should be cast steel of the choicest qua-
lities ; it must possess hardness and uni-
formity of texture, for the sake of assum-
ing a fine polish; great tenacity when hot,

forthe pui*pose of forming the bow or
ring of the scissar, which requires to be
extended from a soHd piece, having a
hole previously punched through it. It

ought also to be very tenacious when
cold, to allow that delicacy of form ob-
served in those scissars termed ladies

scissars. After the scissars are forged as

near to the same size as the eye of the
workman can ascertain, they are paired,
and the two sides fitted together. The
bows and some other parts are filed to
their intended form, the blades are also

roughly ground, and the two sides pro-
perly adjusted to each other, after being
bound together with wire and hardened
up to the bows. They are afterwards
heated till they become of a purple co-

lour, which indicates their proper temper.
Almost all the remaining part of the work
is performed at the grinding mill, with
the stone, the lap, the polisher, and the
brush. The latter consists of a circular

piece of wood, fitted upon an axis, and
set upon the face with very strong bris- .

ties. It is used to polish those parts

which have been filed, and which the lap

and the polisher cannot touch. Previous
to screwing the scissars together for the
last time, they are rubbed over with the
powder of quicklime, and afterwards
wiped clean with the skin of soft sheep
leather. The quick lime absorbs the
moisture from the surface, to which the
rusting of steel is justly attributed. Scis-

sars are frequently beautifully ornament^
ed by blueing and gilding, and also with
studs ofgold or polished steel. They are

at present most elegantly ornamented by
the gold being inlaid on a level with the

surface of the steel, the gold surface

being afterwards increased. The very
large scissars are partly of iron and partly

of steel, the shanks and bows being of

the former. These, as well as those all

of steel, which are not hardened all over,

cannot be polished ; an inferior sort oflus-

tre,hovvever,is given to them by means of

Q
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a burnish of hardened polished steel,

which is very easily distinguished from
the real polish by the irregularity of the
surface. (For swords, see Sword.)

Casting of Cutlery. From the great- al-

liance of pig-iron to steel, it has been
long thought practicable to cast the steel

into the articles required, and by that

means save all the expense of forging,

and at the same time make the articles

much nearer their intended form than

could possibly be done by the hammer.
The steel in its perfect state is, however,
incapable of this advantage, though when
in a state of fusion it is capable of being
cast into large ingots. It is so imper-
fectly liquid at that temperature, as to

preclude the possibility of casting it into

articles so small as knives or scissars.

That species of pig-iron, called N°. 1, is

susceptible of so perfect a liquidity as to

be cast into needles and fish-hooks, and
has been employed for making a great

variety of cutlery, particularly forks and
scissars. Immediately after the articles

are cast, which is-generally into wet sand,

they are as brittle as glass, and in that

state could not be used for any purpose.

By being stratified with sand, and kept at

a red heat for twenty four hours, they as-

sume a degree of softness and tenacitj',

which will allow them to bend to aeon-
siderable angle. This process is called

annealing. This branch of manufacture
has of late undergone very considerable

improvement, by an invention of Mr.
Lucas of Sheffield, for which he has ob-

tained a patent. The articles are cast of

the most fusible pig-iron, and are after-

wards converted into a state of steel by
cementation. The pig-iron, which only
differs from steel in containing an excess

of carbon, is stratified in close vessels,

with some substance capable of furnish-

ing oxygen, with which the carbon of
the pig-iron combines, forming carbonic
acid, which escapes in the form of gas.

See the article Steel.

CUTTER, in naval affairs, a small ves-

sel, commonly navigated in the channels
of England, furnished with one mast
and a straight running bowsprit, or which
can be run in on deck occasionally ; ex-
cept which, and the largeness of the
sails, they are rigged much like sloops.

CUTTLEFISH. See Sepia,
CYANELLA, in, botany, a genus ofthe

Hexandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Coronariac. Asphodeli,
Jussieu. Essential character : corolla six-

petalled ; the three lower petals hanging

forwards ; stamens lower declined, longer
than the rest. There are three species,

natives of the Cape. ,

CYATHIFORM, in natural history,

shaped like a wine glass, more or less

obconical and cbncave.
CYATHEA, in botany, a genus of the

Cryptogamia Filices class and order.

Fructification in roundish scattered dots,

seated on a columnar receptacle, within
the calyx-like involucre which opens %t

top ; there are about nine species.

CYATIIUS, in botany, a genus of the
Cryptogamia Fungi : fungus campanulate
or cylindrical, bearing lentiform capsules
within. There are six species.

CYCAS, in botany, a genus of the
Dioecia Polyandria class and order. Na-
tural order of Palms. Filices, or Ferns^
Jussieu. Essential cliaracter: male, ament.
strobile form,with the scales covered eve-
ry where beneath witli pollen. Female
spadix sword-form, germ immersed into

the corners of it solitary ; style one ;

drupe with a woody nut. There are two
species, viz. C. circinalis, broad-leaved
cycas, and C. revoluta, narrow-leaved cy-
cas. The first is a native of the Cape,
the other of China, where it is cultivated

for its beauty.

CYCLAMEN, in botany, English cy-
clamen, or sow-bread, a genus of the
Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Precise. Lysimachiae,
Jussieu. Essential character : corolla ro-

tate, reflex, with a very short tube and
prominent throat ; berry covered with »
capsule. According to Martyn there are
five species. Linnaeus reckons two. Mil-

lar and Parkinson made eight and ten.

The flowers are borne singly on a naked
stem, peduncle or scape, and are nod-
ding. The root is roundish, sohd, and
tuberous. Linnaeus observes, that the
several varieties connect the plants which
have angular leaves with those whick
have round ones so intimately, that limits

are assigned to them with difficulty. They
are most of them natives of the South of
Europe.
CYCLAS, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order^of Lomentaceae. Legumi-
nosae, Jussieu. Essential character: calyx

four-parted, spreading, with a short tur-

binate tube ; corolla none ; filaments in-

serted into the neck of the calyx ; style

flexuose ; legume roundish, winged, one-
seeded. There are two species, viz. C.

spicata, and C. aromatica, both very tall

trees, natives of the great forests of Gui-
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ana, flowering in November and Decern-
ber. Vide Willd. Sub. Crudia.
CYCLIDIUM, in natural history, a ge-

nus of Vermes Infusoria. Worm invisible

to the naked eye, very simple, pellucid
flat, orbicular, or oval. There are se-,

ven species. C. bulla; orbicular, transpa-'
rent; in infusions ofhay

; pellucid, white,
with the edges a little darker ; motion
slow and circular. C. milium ; ellipti-

cal, transparent ; in vegetable infusions
;

pellucid, crystalline, membranaceous,
with a line through the whole length.
CYCLOID, in geometry, a curve ofthe

transcendental kind, called also the tro-

choid. It is generated in the following
manner : if the circle C D H (Plate III.

Miscel. fig. 15.) roll on the given straight

line A B, so that all the parts of the cir-

cumference be applied to it one after

another, the point C that touched the line

A B in A, by a motion thus compounded
of a circular and rectilinear motion, will

describe the curve A C E B, called the
cycloid, the properties of which are these:

1. If on the axis E F be described the
generating circle E G F, meeting the ordi-

nate C K in G, the ordinate will be equal
to the sum of the arc E G and its right

sine G K ; that is, C K will be equal to

E G+ G K. 2. The line C H parallel to

the chord E G isa tangent to the cycloid
in C. 3. The arc of the cycloid E L is

double of the chord E M, of the corre-
sponding arc of the generating circle

E M F : hence the semi-cycloid E L B is

equal to twice the diameter of the gene-
rating circle E F ; and the whole cycloid

A C E B is quadruple ofthe diameter E F.

4. IfE R be parallel to the base A B, and
C R parallel to the axis ofthe cycloid E F,
the space E C R,bounded by the arc ofthe
cycloid E C, and the line's E R and R C,
shall be equal to the circle area E G K :

hence it follows, ifA T, perpendicular to

the base A B, meet E Rin T, the space
E T A C E will be equal to the semi-circle

E G F: and since A F is equal to the semi-
circumference EGF,the rectangle EFAT,
being the rectangle of the diameter and
semi-circumference, will be equal to four
times the semi-circle E G F ; and there-
fore the area E C A F E will be equal to
three times the area of the generating
semi-circle E G F. Again, if you draw the
line E A, the area intercepted betwixt the
cycloid E C A, and the straight line E A,
will be equal to the semi-circle E G F ;

for the area E C A F E is equal to three
times E GF, and the triangle E A F =
A F X i E F, the rectangle of the semi-
circle and radius, and consequently equal

to 2E GF; therefore their difference, tlie

area E C A E, is equal to E G F. 5. Take
E 6 = O K, draw b Z parallel to the base,
meeting the generating circle in X, and
the cycloid in Z, and join C Z, F X; then
shall the area C Z E C be equal to the sum
of the triangles G F K and 6 F X. Hence
an infinite number of segments ofthe cy-
cloid may be assigned, that are perfectly
quadrable. »
For example, if the ordinate C K be

supposed to cut the axis in the middle of
the radius O E, then K and b coincide

;

and the area E C K becomes in that case
equal to the triangle G KF, andE6 Z be-
comes equal to F 6 X, and these triangles

themselves become equal.

This is the curve on which the doc-
trine of pendulums and time-measuring
instruments in a great measure depend

;

Mr. Huygens having demonstrated, that

from whatever point or height a heavy
body oscillating on a fixed centre begins
to descend, while it continues to move
in a cycloid, the time of its fallsor oscilla-

tions will be equal to each other. It is

likewise demonstrable, that it is the
curve of quickest descent, i e. a body
falling in it from any given point above,
to another not exactly under it, will come
to this point in a less time than in any
other curve passing through those two
points.

CYCLOPEDIA, or EisrcTctopiEDiA, de-
notes the circle or compass of arts and
sciences.

CYCLOPTERUS, the sucker, in natural

history, a genus of fishes of the order
Cartilaginei. Generic character : head
obtuse ; tongue short and thick ; teeth
in the jaws ; body short, thick, and with-

out scales ; ventral fins united into an
oval concavity, forming an instrument of
adhesion. There are ten species, of
which the principal is C. lumpus, the
lump-sucker. The shape of this fish is

very similar to that of the bream, and it

sometimes grows to the weight of seveji

pounds. Beneath the pectoral fins it

possesses an oval aperture, surrounded
with a soft muscular substance, edged
with small thready appendages, which
act as so many ciaspers. By this appara-

tus the sucker is enabled to adhere with

extreme tenacity to any substance, and
in several cases it has been found impos-

sible to make it quit its hold, but by the

application ofa force which has lacerated

and destroyed it. M. Pennant mentions

that one of these fishes, soon after being

caught, was flung into a pail ofwater con-

taining several gallons, and attached itself
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in a few moments so strongly at the bot-

tom of the vessel, that, on taking the fish

by the tail, the whole vessel was lifted,

together v/ith its contents, and the fish

appeared to shew no disposition to quit

its hold, 'these fishes are eaten com-
monly in Greenland, where their oily

quality renders them particularly pleas-

ing. In England they are thought taste-

less and flabby. In Scotland, near Caith-

ness, suckers are found in immense shoals.

They are pursued on that coast with the

most destructive havock by the seals,

which there also abound. During the

season in which these ravages are com-
mitted, the spot under which they take

place is distinguishable by the smooth
and oily surface of the water for a consi-

derable extent. The skins ofthe suckers,

whi6h are rejected by the seals, are also

found in vast abundance on the shores. •

For a variety of this species, called C.

pavonius, or the Pavonian sucker, see

Pisces, Plate, 111. fig. 3.

CYDER, a well-known Uquor, serving

in many parts of England as a* common
beverage, though not considered to be so

wholesome as well made beer, especially

to prcsons troubled with gravel, or

chronic complaints of any kind. Cyder
is made from apples, which should be
mellow ripe, and gathered when perfect-

ly dry. It was formerly held as a gene-
ral opinion, that *' the worse the fruit, the
better for cyder ;" but such an absurd
opinion was in time, though slowly, re-

futed. The best pippins make the best

flavoured and the wholesomest liquor
;

and such as are duly ripe will produce a
proportionate increase, both of the quan-
tity and of the flavour. Some persons
are so curious in this particular, that they
select their apples individually, and keep
the juice barrelled for several years,

whence it acquires considerable strength
and richness, equal, if not superior, to

many of the inferior classes of foreign
wines. When boiled, and kept in this

way, it is called cyder wine.
It is to be lamented, that very large

quantities ofcrude cyder are made in some
districts from unripe apples, especially

from windfalls. This liquor is peculiarly
unwholesome, and rarely fails, if drank
to excess, to induce violent colics, and
spasms oflong duration. The evil is in-

creased by the incautious practice of
drawing the expressed Hquor into copper
or leaden vessels, from which it receives

a metallic solution, that proves in most
instances fatal. Even those who make
cyder with the utmost care and cleanli-

sess from unripe apples should be par-

ticularly attentive to its due fermenta-
tion, without which, though it may not
immediately turn sour, it will neither be
palatable nor wholesome. Such should
be aided while fermenting by the addi-

tion of a very large toast, made of good
wheaten bread, well leavened ; and if

that should fail, the cyder should not be
used, without the addition of about a

quart of good spirits to two or three gal-

lons of the liquor. This will preventthe j

acetous fermentation from taking place,

and reduce the bad qualities of this crude
beverage.

Exclusive of the slate of the fruit when
gathered, much depends on the care with
which it is taken dow^n, and conveyed to I

the sweating room : such apples as are
'

bruised should be rejected, or at least be '

made separately ; for they will give a taint

to the liquor ; and if numerous, will al-

so occasion the fermentation to be un-
equal : a matter of great importance !

Apples should be gathered by hand, and
slipped into a basket by means of such a
ladder and cloth funnel as represented in

the Agricultural Magazine for Septem-
ber or October, 1807, whereby they are

saved from injury.

The proper degree of ripeness is easi-

ly ascertained by those who are in the

habit of gathering ; such persons know
by the touch, and by the mellow appear-

ance of proper fruits, when they are fit

for the press : the shaking of the kernels

is extremely uncertain, as is also the co-

lour of the kernels. When a hard sort of
apple bites crisp, and flakes without

toughness, it is in proper condition. The
softer fleshed apples may be tried by
pressing the thumb on that side which
has not been exposed to the sun. If the

flesh pits easily, and soon assumes a

bruised appearance, the juices are suffi-

ciently prepared for expression. By try-

ing the sun side of the apple much de-

ception is often experienced.
Those who are very curious in their

cyder pick off" all their stalks, and wipe
each with a dry cloth ; but this cannot be
done upon a large scale. However, all

filth should be avoided as much as possi-

ble. The fruit when first pulled should
be laid to air on a floor, and in a day or

two should be piled. If the weather
proves frostj', a blanket should be laid at

night over each heap, that the whole
may be kept in a very gentle sweat. This
dissipates much of the aqueous fluid, and
disposes the apples to break freely in

the mill, without which there would be
double labour and far less produce.

When they appear clammy, or begin to
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look shrivelled, they are In a state for

milling-. The mill and press are made up-

on different plans in various parts ; those

who make cyder for sale, and can shew
many hundred hotheads, generally have

a horse walk, and grind the apples by
means of a trough, wherein they are

crushed by a large stone roller, about a

foot broad', and three or four feet high,

which revolves on an axis fast at one end
to a central post, and at the other having

a hook, to which the horse is attached.

The horse goes round at an easy pace,

so as not to huriy the apples out of the

trough, while the stone partakes of the

circular motion, and mashes the apples,

which are confined by the two concen-

tric sides of the trough. The mills are

usually made in a very negligent man-
ner, whereby the apples are very insuffi-

ciently and unequally ground ; besides, it

is extremely difficult to keep the troughs

clean, and to prevent the apples from
jumping out when first acted upon by the

stone, unless the walls or sides are incon-

veniently high, or that only a thin layer

is bruised at a time. To remedy this, we
. offer a new form for the trough and stone,

which it will be obvious remedies the

former evil. (See fig. 3 and 4, Plate IV.

Miscel.)

In the same plate is shewn the mode
ofkeeping the apples from rising before

the wheel : it is simply a board, which fits

flat upon the top of the circular trough.

This board is fixed by two arms to the

axis on which the stone revolves, and by
meansof hinges at their junction will rise

and fall, according as the stone may sink

more or less into the trough ; thus caus-

ing the board always to keep at its pro-

per distance in front. The board may
have one or two iron pins on each side,

pointing downwards for two or three

inches, for the purpose ofguiding and re-

taining it in the proper direction on the

circular surface of the trough.

The best and most commodious grind-

ing mill for ordinary use consists of an
oblong funnel, capable ofcontaining about

two bushels ; this directs the apples down
to two cylinders, placed horizontally at

about half an inch or less asunder. Each
cylinder is furnished with many rows of
strong teeth ; between each two there is

a mortice, so that as one is set in motion
by a crank, or winch handle, it locks mu-
tually in with the other, and causes it to

revolve with a counter motion, thereby
catching in the apples, and forcing them
through between the rollers, into a re-

ceiver placed below. The cylinders may

be about a foot long, and perhaps four or
five inches in diameter. Many use iron
teeth ; but those made of lignum vitac

are preferable. They should be about an
inch square, and project nearly as much,
their ends being cut to a wedge form.
These teeth oughttobein regular bands,
with intermediate mortices for the recep-
tion of those locking in from the other
cylinder ; the bands or rows to be about
two or three inches asunder, and the
teeth about two inches apart. Fig. 5, in

the same plate, will give some idea of this

machine, which will be found also in the
Agricultural Magazine, for February or
March, 1808.

The pulp is put into cloth receivers,

made of horse hair; and being piled in as
many layers as the machine will contain,

is compressed by the means of large le-

vers turning a wooden pillar screw, the
same as in the paper manufactories, &c.
so that all the juice is forced out, and 'he
pulp is rendered dry and thin. The li-

quor thus obtained is called stum^ and
the residuum is called murk. The latter

is frequently broken up, and being infus-

ed with boiling water, is again pressed,
for the purpose of giving a small liquor,

called cyderkin, purre, or perkin. Some
add hops thereto, which makes it keep
very well. If too much water be not put,
say about one-third the quantity of ex-
pressed juice, the cyderkin will prove
good. It ought to remain 48 hours be-
fore repressed. The best way is to
grind the murk a second time, whereby
much more liquor will be obtained. The
cyder should be put into very clean sweet
casks, which should not be filled, but a
small space left for the working. The
duration ofthe ferment is uncertain, be-
ing from a week to a month, or more, ac-

cording to the state of the atmosphere.
If the fruit be in a proper state, and that

no frost should intervene, it will general-
ly be regular; but in the latter case, ar-

tificial warmth, not exceeding 60 degrees,
may be used, and a piece of well-toasted
bread be put in. When the fermentation
is declining, draw off' the cyder from its

lees, by means of a cock at a few inches
from the bottom of the cask, and put it

into another vessel, which must, after the

first effervescence, be well filled, and be
bunged up very close.

It is proper to state in this place, that

very large quantities of good stum are

annually spoilt, by being placed either in

too hot situations, where the fermentation

proceeds unduly to the second, or ace-

tous degree; or in too cold or damp a
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cellar, &c. as where the fermentation is

tardy and imperfect. Cyder left to work
upon coars'e foul lees will ferment with

great vigour, but is apt to expand itself,

and to leave either an insipid subacid li-

quor, or to burst the casks, if closed too

soon. Spirits are the best preventative

to both : on the continent, and in Ame-
rica, we understand that those few who
make good cyder (which is extremely

scarce in those parts, though apples of

the finest qualities abound) invariably

doctor the stum when the fermentation is

either defective or excessive : having

abundance of spirits, they can easily pre-

vent that mischief, which in this country

could not be obviated at any moderate
expense. When cyder fails, and becomes
acid, the acetous change should be en-

couraged : it makes excellent vinegar,

•worth at least two shiUings and six-pence

the gallon; whereas in cyder countries

the same quantity used as beverage would

not produce more than two shillings

;

from which deduct the duty, which is

about five-pence per gallon. When cy-

der has been well made, and is put into

capacious vessels, it will keep sound for

many years ; becoming rich and mellow :

in small quantities it is more apt to be-

come flat. When bottled for many years,

it is common to find it taste very strongly

of the cork; and if the straw in which it

is packed be not thoroughly dry, the li-

quor will acquire a very unpleasant mus-
ty flavour. All preparations used for

fining cyder are highly injurious to its

quality ; racking from the lees into fresh

vessels, after the fermentation has mode-
rated, is the only proper mode of remov-
ing the impurities.

We are concerned to state, that those

kinds of apples which were so long famous
for yielding a fine stum are much on the

decline ; and that no means have hitherto

been discovered of preventing the un-
timely decay of the trees. It is to be hop-
ed, that we shall either receive some
fresh grafts from the continent, or that

some ingenious person will devise the
means of preserving what we have from
the canker, which destroys our best or-

chards after a few y^ars growth.
Explanation of Plate IV. Miscel. fig. 3.

A. shews the vertical section of the stone

roller, with its axis C C. The suggested
improvement consists in rounding its edg-
es, and in suiting the bottom of the

trough B, B, B to that shape.

Fig. 4, shews the side of the wheel,
half way buried in the trough, of which
I. is the upper line, and K K the bottom.

The arm E moves freely on the axis F,

and is fastened at C, by a hinge, to the
board H H ; which is kept in its place on
the surface of the trough, by the pins 1 1

;

of which there are two on each side.

Thus the wheel (or stone) D revolves,

at whatever height the board will main-
tain its position. If too light, it may be
loaded.

Fig. 5, shews the two cylinders, with
their manner of locking into each other

;

one crank turning both ; the teeth o, o,

fitting into the mortices p, p. The wheels
M and N, having by this means contraiy

motions, catch the apples between their

approaching surfaces, and by aid of the
teeth crush them into small pieces

;

which are reduced to a perfect pulp as

they pass between the rollers into the
vessel below. X is the handle of the
winch.

This machine, fig. 5, is in common use
in the west of England, and is found to

answer well.

CYGNUS, in astronomy, a constellation

of the northern hemisphere. See Astbo-
NOMY.
CYLINDER, in geometry, a sohd body,

supposed to be generated by the rotation

of a parallelogram. If the generating
parallelogram be rectangular, the cylin-

der it produces will be a right cylinder,

that is, it will have its axis perpendicular
to its base. If the parallelogram be a

rhombus, or rhomboides, the cylinder

will be oblique or scalenous. *

Cyxi^J)ts.^, properties of the. 1. The sec-

tion of every cylinder by a plane oblique

to its base is an ellipsis. 2. The superficies

ofa right cylinder is equal to the periphe-

ry of the base multiplied into the length

of its side. 3. The solidity of a cylinder is

equal to the area of its base multiplied

into its altitude. 4. Cylinders of the same
base, and standing between the same pa-

rallels, are equal. 5. Every cylinder is to

a spheroid inscribed in it, as 3 to 2. 6.

If the altitudes of two right cylinders be
equal to the diameters of their bases,

those cylinders are to one another as jthe

cubes of the diameters of their bases.

To find a circle equal to the surface of

a cylinder, we have this th'eorem : the

surface of a cylinder is equal to a circle,

whose radius is a mean proportional be-

tween the diameter and height of the

cylinder. The diameter of a sphere and
altitude of a cylinder equal thereto be-

ing given, to find the diameter of the cy-

linder, the theorem is, the square of the

diameter of the sphere is to the square of

the diameter of the cylinder equal to it,
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nearly, as triple the altitude of the cylin-

der to double the diameter of the sphere.

CYLISTA, in botany, a genus of the

Diadelphia Decandr\a class and order.

Natural order of Papilionacex or Legu-
minosae. Essential character : calyx very

large, four-parted ; the upper division

cleftatthe end; corolla permanent. There
is but one species, viz. C. villosa, hairy

cylista. It flowers in April and May, was
introduced in 1776, but from what coun-

try is not known. It is a shrub, and re-

quires the heat of the stove to preserve it.

CYMATIUM, in architecture, the

crowning members of a cornice, being
synonymous with cyma recta, and cyma
reversa.

CYMBACHNE, in botany, a genus of

the Polygamia Monoecia class and order.

Natural order of Gramina, or grasses.

Essential character: inflorescence half

spiked; herm, calyx two-glumed, one-
flowered, parallel to the rachis ; outer

valve linear, the opposite boat-form ; fe-

male calyx one glumed, ovate, opposite

to the rachis. One species, viz. C. ciliata.

This is a slender grass, a foot in height,

with several culms, simple or branched,
with a single leaf, or leaflets. It is found
in Bengal.

CYMBAL, a musical instrument in use
among the ancients. The cymbal was
round, made of brass, like our kettle-

drums, and, as some think, in their form,
but smaller, and of different use.

CYMBARIA, in botany, a genus of the
Didynamia Angiospermia class and order.

Natural order of Personatae. Scrophula-
riae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
ten-toothed; capsule cordate, two-celled.

There is only one species, viz. C. daurica,

a native of the mountains of Dauria.

CYNANCHUM, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Contorts. Apocineae,
Jussieu. Essential character: contorted

;

nectary cylindric, five-toothed. There
are twenty seven species. These shrubs
are commonly twining ; leaves opposite ;

flowers axilliary or terminating, disposed
in spikes, corymbs, or umbels. These are
plants chiefly inhabitants ofhot chmates.
They are tender, and will not thrive in

this country, unless they are placed in a
bark stove. A new species has been
discovered in Egypt by Mr. Nectoux, to

which he has given the specific name of
QleafoHwn. He says this species is mixed
with the capia lanceolata of Lamark, or
true senna : and that the natives say it is

superior to the senna as a mild purga-
tive.

CYNARA, the artichoke^ a genus of the
Syngenesia Polygamia JEqualis class and
order. Natural order of Compositae Ca-
pitatae. Cinarocephalae, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx dilated, imbricate,
with fleshy scales, emarginate, with an
acumen. There are six species. The
artichoke in its wild state is said to attain

the height of a man. The leaves are
more tomentose than in the garden plant,

and every small division ofthem is armed
with a strong yellowish spine. Thd
heads are smaller, and have larger
stronger spines at the ends of the scales.

It is a native of the South of Europe. In
some parts it is eaten raw in its wild
state by the common people. It will dye
a good yellow : the flowers are used in-

stead of rennet to turn milk for cheese.

The whole plant has a peculiar smell, and
a strong bitter taste.

CYNICS, a sect ofancient philosophers,

who valued themselves upon their con-
tempt of riches and state, arts and sci-

ences, and every thing, in short, except
virtue or morality.

The sect of the Cynics, founded by
Antisthenes, is not so much to be regard-

ed as a school of philosophy, as an insti-

tution of manners. It was formed, rather

for the purpose of providing a remedy
for the moral disorders of luxury, ambi-
tion, and avarice, than with a view to es

tablish any new theory of speculative

opinions. The disciples of Antisthenes,

and other leaders ofthis sect, considered
their masters, not as authors of any new
doctrine, but as patrons of strict and in-

flexible virtue ; and were regarded by
them, rather as examples for their

imitation in the conduct of life, than as

preceptors to guide them in the search

of truth.
The sole end of the Cynic philosophy

was, to subdue the passions, and produce
simplicity of manners. The characteris-

tic peculiarities of the sect were, an in-

dignant contempt of effeminate vices,

and a rigorous adherence to the rules of
moral discipline. A Cynic, according to

the original spirit of the sect, was one
who appeared in a coarse garb, and car-

ried a wallet and staff*, as external sym-
bols of severity, and who regarded every
thing with indifference, except that kind

of virtue which consists in a haughty
contempt of external good, and a hardy

endurance of external ill. Simphcity and
moderation were indeed in this sect car-

ried to the extreme of austerity, and at

last produced the Stoic system of apathy;

but the real design of the founders, both

of the Cynic and the Stoic Sect, seems to
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have been to establish virtuous manners.

The rigorous discipline which was prac-

tised by the first Cynics, and which after-

wards degenerated into the most absurd

severity, was at first adopted for the

laudibie purpose of exhibiting an exam-
ple of moderation and virtuous self-com-

mand. If, in executing this praise-wor-

thy desiajn, a })ortion of vanity blended

itself with the Jove of virtue, who will not

be inclined to pardon the weakness, out

of respect to the merit of the character?

That they might be perfectly at liberty

to apply themselves to the cultivation of

virtuous habits and manners, without in-

terruption from the noisy contests of

speculative philosophy, the Cynics re-

nounced every kind of scientific pursuit

;

contending, that to those, who are en-

dued by nature with a mind disposed to

virtue, the pursuits of learning are an

unnecessary and troublesome interrup-

tion of the main business of life. Hence

they entirely discarded all dialectic, phy-

sical, and mathematical speculations, and

confined themselves to the study, or

rather to the practice, of virtue. This

was certainly injudicious ; but it is some

apology for their error, that Socrates had

taken pains to inspire his followers with

a contempt of theoretical science, when
considered in comparison with practical

•wisdom. It may also be added, that the

learning which fiourished at that time in

Greece chiefly consisted in futile specu-

lations, and an illegitimate kind of elo-

quence, which contributed Uttle towards

the happiness of society, or the real im-

provement of the human mind.

The sum of the moral doctrine of An-

tisthenes and the Cynic sect is this : Vir-

tue alone is a suflicient foundation for a

happy life. Virtue consists, not in a vain

ostentation of learning, or an idle display

of words, but in a steady course of right

conduct. Wisdom and virtue are the

same. A wise man will always be con-

tented with his condition, and will live

rather according to the precepts of vir-

tue, than according to the laws or cus-

toms of his country. Wisdom is a secure

and impregnable fortress ; virtue, armour
which cannot be taken away. Whatever
is honourable is good; whatever is dis-

graceful is evil. Virtue is the only bond
of friendship. It is better to associate

with a ^ew good men against a vicious

multitude, than to join the vicious, how-
ever numerous, against the good. The
love of pleasure is a temporary madness.

The following maxims and apothegms
are also ascribed to Antisthenes : As rust

consumes iron, so doth envy consume the

heart of man. That state is hastening to

ruin, in which no difference is niade be-
tween good and bad men. The harmony
of brethren is a stronger defence than a
wall of brass. A wise man converses
with the wicked, as a physician with the
sick, not to catch the disease,,but to cure
it. A philosopher gains at least one thing-

from his manner of life, a power of con-
versing with himself. The most neces-

sary part of learning is, to unlearn our
errors. The man who is afraid of ano-

ther, whatever he may think of himself,

is a slave. Antisthenes being told that

a bad man had been praising . him,
said, "What foolish thing have I been
doing ?"

CYNIPS, gall-fly, in natural history, a
genus of insects of the order of Hymenop-
tera. Generic character : mouth with a

short one-toothed membranaceous jaw,
the mandibles vaulted ; horny cleft, the
lip entire, feelers four, short, unequal,
capitate ; antennx moniliform ; sting spi-

ral, often concealed within the body.
There are 35 species enumerated. The
numerous excrescences, or galls, found
on the roots, branches, and leaves of va-

rious trees, are produced by the punc-
ture of these insects; the larva is with-^

out feet, soft, cylindrical, and inhabits

within the gall, feeding on the juices of
the tree ; the pupa resembles the perfect
insect, except in having only the rudi-

ments of wings. C. querci, or oak-leaf

cynips, is of a burnished shining brown
colour.. It is found in the hard galls un-
der oak leaves, generally fastened to the

fibres. Frequently, instead of the cynips,

there is seen an ichneumon, which is a
larger insect. This is not the inmate of
the gall, or he that formed it, but a para-

site, whose mother deposited her eggs
in the yet tender gall, which, when
hatched, brings forth a larva that destroys

the larva of the cynips, and comes out
when it has undergone its metamorpho-
sis, an4 acquired its wings. The cynips
of the oak-bud is of a very dark green,
slightly gilded : it produces one of the

finest galls, leafed like a rose-bud begin-

ing to blow. The gall is often an inch

in diameter.

CYNOGLOSSUM, in botany, English
hound's tongue, a genus of the Pentan-
dria Monogynia class and order. Natu-
ral o'rder of Asperifoiise. Borragineze,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

funnel form, the throat closed with

arches; seeds flat, aflixed to the style

by the inside only. There are twelve

species.

CYNOMETRA, in botany, a genus
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of the Decandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Leguminosae. Es-
sential character : calyx four-leaved ;

anthers bifid at the tip ; legume fleshy,

crescent shaped; one-seeded. There
are two species, viz. C. cauliflora, and
C. ramiflora. These trees are natives of
the East Indies. Their flowers are con-
jugate; and their peduncles are many
flowered
CYNOMORIUM, in botany, a genus

ofthe Monoecia Monandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Amentaceac. Es-
sential character: male calyx an imbri-

cate ament ; corolla none ; female calyx
in the same ament ; corolla none ; style

one, seed one, roundish. There are
three species.

CYNOSURUS, in botany, dog's tail, a
genus of the Triandria Digynia class and
order. Natural order of Gramina, or
Grasses. Essential character : calyx two-
valved, many flowered; receptacle pro-
per, unilateral, leafy, there are twenty
species. Several of them are natives of
the East and West Indies. Few of these
are known in Europe, otherwise than by
specimens or description.

CYPERUS, in botany, a genus of the
Triandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Calamarise. Cyperoi-
dex, Jussieu. Essential character: glumes
chaffy, imbricate in two rows ; corolla

none ; seed one, naked. There are fifty,

three species. Most of these plants have
three cornered culms or stems. The
flowers in aggregate peduncled and um-
belled spikes The lower chaffs are
frequently empty. The greater part of
them are natives of the East or West
Indies, and will therefore, if propagated
here, require the protection of the bark-
stove .

CYPHER, or Cipher. To write in

cypher denotes the art of communicat
ing by writing in such a manner, as shall

be legible only to those who are acquaint-

ed with the rules by which the charac-
ters made use of are formed or disposed.
It is principally used in diplomatic cor-

respondence, or on other national affairs,

such as those relating to the operations
of war. As the nature of alphabetic writ-

ing, and the structure of langiiages, ne-
cessarily imply certain indispensable ha-
bitudes of the letters and words, it often
happens that the laws or conditions made
use of for the sake of secrecy can be de-
tected by skilful persons, and the secret
by that means discovered. The art of
discovering the sense of writings of the
description here mentioned is called de-
cyphering.
VOL. IV

One of the most obvious methods of
disguising the alphabet will consist in

changing the characters. Thus, for ex-
ample, if the English language were writ-
ten in Greek characters, it would not be
legible by a person unacquainted with
them ; or if the English alphabet were to
be transposed, as by taking every conse-
quent letter for its antecedent, namely, b
for a, c for 6, d for c, &c. ; or by any other
ruleofarrangement, thesame consequence
would follow, and the writing would be
secret, unless the sagacity of the reader
should enable him to develope the condi-
tions ; which in the cases here mentioned
it would not be difficult to do.
From the comparative facility of decy-

phering writings made in a disguised sin-

gle alphabet, it became necessary to use
contrivances of less simplicity. By sub-
stituting figures in the place of letters, and
by using more than one figure to denote
each letter ; and, in addition to this, by
adopting a considerable number of dis-

tinct characters, letters, or combinations
of figures, for each letter of the alpha-
bet, the difficulty of decyphering may be
prodigiously augmented. Thus, for ex-
ample, if a table were made consisting of
tweftty-four vertical columns, having a
letter of the alphabet at the head of each

;

and six distinct ranges of characters were
placed on horizontal lines beneath ; and,
in particular, if a greater number of cha-
racters were allowed for the vowels, in

proportion to their frequency of recur-
rence ; and if, in writing, each range be
used in succession ; the developement of
a communication thus made would be ex-
tremely difficult. Or, otherwise, if a
square of twenty-five compartments be
made resembling the multiplication table,

but containing the letters of the alphabet,

and the first five digits be placed over
the top row and down the side, each letter

may be denoted by the two figures which
stand opposite the same, namely, at the

top and the side, as in the table beneath.

1 2 3 4 5

a / k P V

b 3- I r 70

c h m s X

d i n t y

e J ti z

In this manner, the letter a will be de-

noted by 11, and the letter b by 12,. the

letter n by 34, and the letter w by 52,

R
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Sec. ; and as It is advantageous, in every
kind of cypher, that the words should not
be written from each other, or with spaces
between, but that every line should be
continuous throughout, the other digits,

namely, 67890, may be used to denote
blank spaces. It is manifest also, that if

there were four or five of these tables,

each containing the alphabet in a differ-

ent order of arrangement, and the several
lines of the intended communication were
to be written, in succession, according
to each of the tables respectively, the
task ofdecyphering would be greatly en-
hanced.

In fact it does not appear difficult to

contrive a multiplicity of cyphers, which
shall be beyond the reach of human skill

to develope, otherwise than by some for-

tuitous circumstance or happy observa-

tion, not dependant upon rule; but at

the same time it must be observed, that

most of those cyphers which are the
most difficult to discover are also te-

dious, and not unfrequently difficult in

the use.

For the sake of brevity we pass over
the variety of arbitrary marks, which may
be substituted for the letters of the alpha-

bet, or for entire words ; such as a single

dot or right line, or unvaried character,

deriving its distinct significance from its

several positions with regard to ruled
lines or spaces on the paper ; which lines

may either be actually drawn or apparent,
or else their places may be indicated by
dots or other marks, to enable the reader
himself to draw them. Writing, by means
of the characters of music, comes under
this class; and the telegraphic signals

now so generally adopted may be refer-

red to those arbitrary combinations of
dots which signify letters or words. And
when the notion ofthese combinations
has once been clearly apprehended, it will

be easy to deduce the methods of com-
municating intelligence by combinations,
either contemporaneous or successive, of
torches, fires, rockets, or the sounds of
bellS; trnmpets, cannon, and other suit-

able Instruments.

The number ofcontrivances which have
been or may be adopted, for the convey-
ance of secret intelligence, seem capable
of unlimited variation, according to the
acutenessofthe contrivers. Pantomimic
signs and gestures are practised by every
one, and are usually carried to such an
extent, that we forget that the perform-
ers in this description of comedy have no
oral communication. The expedients of

a knotted string, which, when stretched
out, shall apply to letters or words upon a
gage possessed by the receiver : the
scytale of Lysander, or slip of parchment,
containing writing which became legible

when wrapped round a staff": the ela-

borate invention of Hystisus, who pre-
tended to cure a servant of sore eyes
by shaving his head, and writing his

secret upon the scalp with a scarifying

instrument, after which the man being
confined till his hair had grown, this ex-

traordinary epistle became in a fit state

to be forwarded, along with its bearer,

to the place of destination. These, and
many others of sufficient note in histo-

ry, as well as the events of common
life among smugglers and others, mani-

fest a variety of instances of the secret

conveyance of small parcels, such as

parchment, paper, cambric, lace, and
the like. A pye, or a bottle of wine
or beer, small casks of pickles or provi-

sion ; the interior of the construction of

saddles, of shoes, or other parts of
wearing apparel ; a false skin laced up-

on a dog: the intestines of a living ani-

mal, or of the human subject employ-
ed in swallowing a small receptacle,

containing a letter, to be afterwards

evaculated.—This short list of vehicles

may point out how extensive the gene-

ral means of secret communication may-

be made.
We shall conclude the present arti-

cle, which would require a volume to

do it justice, by mentioning two other

modes of communication with a consi-

derable degree of secrecy, though they

are perhaps liable to the objection of

slowness in the writing. The first con-

sists in the use of a dictionary, or other

work, which must be paged through-

out, and, if convenient, the Hnes should

be counted: but this last necessity may
be supplied by means ofa scale, or slip

of parchment, with hnes and numbers
from top to bottom, which may be ap-

plied to any page, when wanted for rea-
,

dily counting the lines. The correspon-

dents being each provided with the same
edition of the same work, the writer is to

complete his letter in the usual manner ;

but, instead of sending off* that copy, he
sends another, wherein, instead of the >,

words, he writes for each the page, line,

and numerical situation in the fine, ofeach
word. The correspondent will therefore j

discoverthem by seeking in his dictionary,

or printed work, it will easily be seen

that this method amounts to the same
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thing", as If an index locupletisslmus y^pre

made of the author to the minuteness
here mentioned, and one of the numeral
indications were to be put down in each
instance instead of the word itself. The
other method consists in the use of a
piece of parchment, ruled with lines cor-

responding- with other lines upon the pa-
per upon which the letter is to be written.
Holes are cut through the parchment here
and there upon the lines. The parchment
thus prepared being laid upon the paper,
the letter is to be written through the
holes ; after which the paper is to be un-
covered, and the remaining spaces be-
tween the words filled with other matter,
so as to make a significant letter. The
true letter can therefore only be read by
a correspondent in possession of a parch-
ment exactly like the original.

Upon this contrivance it may be re-

marked, that it is crude and inartificial

;

and that it supposes the writer to possess
suflficient ingenuity and talent to make a
rational ancl clear letter by filling the
spaces, and also that he has so much com-
mand and management of his pen, as that

the secret words shall not be discovered
by some crookedness in the line, crowd-
ing ofthe space, diflference in the pen or
ink, or some other circumstance attendant
on the writing. In the event ofthese or
any other failure, the letter will be liable

to suspicion. It is true, nevertheless, that

themethod of \> riting by interposed words
may be rendered less objectionable, by
placing the significant parts at certain in-

tervals among the others ; not by mea-
sure,but by reckoning from the beginning
according to some agreed rule ; and in

this method the objections with regard
to penmanship will be done away by writ-
ing the letter over again, after it has been
once completed.
The method ofsecret writing by trans-

parent or invisible inks has been little

used in real business, and is entitled to
no confidence. This process is effected
by^using a transparent or dilute solution
of some ingredient which becomes colour-
ed by the action of heat or light, or of
some other ingredient. Thus, if a letter
be written with a dilute solution of sul-

phate of iron, or green copperas, it will
be invisible when dry : but if the paper
be wetted by a feather dipped in the
infusion of galls, the writing will become
black ; or if the prussiate of potash be
used instead ofthe galls, the letters will

be blue. The objection to sympathetic
inks is, that the writing becomes visible

spontaneously after a short time, and

that most of them are rendered visible
by the application of any metallic solu-
tion, or simply by holding them to the
fire till the paper is a little scorched.
When a secret ink is used, it is advisable,
in order to prevent suspicion, that a com-
mon letter should be written with the or-
dinary ink between the lines. See Ink,
and also Dectphering.
CYPRiEA, cowri/, in natural history, a

genus of the Vermes Testacea. Animal
a slug; shell univalve, involute, sub-ovate,
smooth, obtuse at each end, linear, ex-
tending the whole length ofthe shell,and
toothed on each side. This is a very nu-
merous genus, of which there are several
distinct families ; one of these is dintin-

guished by being obtuse, and without any
manifest spire; such as the caput serpen-
tinus and tigris, the last of which is well
known by the appellation tiger cowry.
Another kind is perforated or furnished
with an umbellicus, as in the C. ziczac.

A different sort is margined like the com-
mon West India cowry, commonly called
** blackamoor's teeth." In the young, the
cypraea have much the appearance of a
volute, and are entirely destitute of the
thick denticulated lip or margin, so ob-
vious in the adult shells.

CYPRESS, the English name of a ge-
nus of trees. See Cupressus.
CYPRINUS the carp, in natural histo-

ry, a genus of fishes of the order Abdo-
minales. Generic character : mouth small

and without teeth ; gill membrane, with
three rays ; ventral fins often, and, per-
haps, generally nine-rayed. Of this fish

there are fifty species, of which it will be
sufficient to notice the following : C. car-

pio, or the common carp. This fish in-

habits the slow and stagnant waters of
many countries in Europe, in which it is

found extremely to vary in size, from 16
inches to the length of 3 or 4 feet. In
Persia the carp is not unfrequently found
of this length, and will weigh from 30 to

40 pounds. It was introduced into Eng-
land in the 16th century. It feeds on
herbs, worms, and water insects : it is ex-

tremely prolific, the roe having been oc-

casionally found to weigh as much as the

real substance of the fish : the principle

of vitality in the carp is uncommonly
strong: it may be kept alive in a damp
situation for a very considerable time af-

ter being taken from the water ; ^nd if

wrapped in wet moss, and plunged in wa-

ter every four hours, and fed on bread

and mi*k, will not only continue to exist,

but will thrive and fatten ; it has been as-

certained to live to a very considerable
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age,\vhen theybecome completely white.

The cafp was classed by the ancients

among sea-fish ; it is, however, generally

found in ponds and rivers ; and now con-

sidered as a fresh-water fish. For a va-

riety of this species, called the large scal-

ed carp, see Pisces, Plate III. fig. 4.

C. anratus, org»ld-fish. This was in-

troduced into England at the close of the

17th century: and, towards the middle of

the last, was become extremely common.
It exceeds in splendour all the other in-

habitants of the waters: in the full grown
fish the prevailing colour is that of the

richest gold, accompanied by a tinge of
scarlet on the upper part, and of silver

on the lower. Its native spot is supposed
to be the province of Kiang in the south

of China, from which it has been convey-
ed to every part of that vast empire, be-

ing introduced into the gardens of the

opulent, and even into their apartments,

in vases of immene size, and the most ex-

quisite workmanship. It appears sensi-

ble to favours, and capable ofattachment;

and by the sprightliness of its movements
also, as well as the unrivalled splendour of
its colours, is one of the most interesting

objects of care and attention to the ladies

of that country. In England it has now
long excited particular regard. It is fed

with small worms and fine bread, and oc-

casionally with the yolks of eggs dried

and pounded to powder ; it breeds as

rapidly as the common carp; a frequent
change of water is desirable for it, par-

ticularly in hot weather, and the vessel in

which it is kept should be considerably
open to the air.

C. tinea, or the tench. This is found
in almost every country, and is sometimess

seen of the weight of eight, ten, and even
twenty pounds : its common length, how-
ever, is* about twelve inches ; and its

scales, as numbered by some curious na-

turalists, to have amounted to thirty thou-
sand ; its favourite haunts are 'stagnant

waters, which have a soft and muddy
bottom, and under this it is supposed, by
many, to lie concealed and torpid during
the winter. The ancients considered it,

as a fish fit only for vulgar tables, and in

Germany the same opinion is now preva-
lent ; in England, however, it is consider-

ed as a delicacy. It differs much in quali-

ty, according to the situation it dwells in,

and til* male fish is generally considered
as far superior to the famale. The tench
resembles the carp in extraordinary te-

naciousnessof life, as also in rapid growth
and extreme fecundity.

C. jeses, the chub, is a fish frequently

to be met with in this country, but is ge-

neUtlly much smaller here than in many
other parts of Europe, as it weighs in
Germany commonly from five to eight
pounds : it is strong and swift, and pre-
fers the most clear and rapid streams :

it grows but slowly, and it is considered
as tasteless and coarse food.

C. gobio, or gudgeon, abounds much in

the rivers of this country, particularly in

the Kennet and Cole, where it is also in

the highest perfection. Gudgeons very
rarely exceed a few ounces in weight

:

they prefer small lakes and gently flow-
ing rivers, especially where there is a
gravelly bottom, to all other situations s

small worms and aquatic insects are their

food, and in quest of these they almost al-

ways remain'at the bottom of the streams
where they reside : they are extremely
prolific, and highly admired for the ta-

ble : they do not deposit at once all their

spawn, but with considerable intervals,

so that the whole process continues for a
month. In gome places of Germany the
lakes are most copiously stored with these
fish.

C. phoxinus, or minnow, is frequent in

clear gravelly streams, and in England
appears first in March, and towards No-
vember shelters itself in the muddy or
gravelly bottom, remaining in this se-

creted, and, perhaps, in a torpid state,

during the winter; it is about three
inches in length ; and is one of the most
elegant of European fishes : it is grega-
rious, and though but seldom used for

food, on account of its minute size, is re-

garded as a very delicate fish : it is fre-

quently employed as bait for trout and
other comparatively large fishes, known
to prey upon them with great avidity.

CYPRIPEDIUM, in botany, English
ladies* slipper, a genus of the Gynandria
Diandria class and order. Natural order
ofOrchideae. Essential character: nec-
tary ventricose, inflated, hollow. There
are five species.

CYRILLA, in botany, so named in ho-
hour of Dominico Cyrillo, a genus of the
Didynamia Angiospermia class and order.

Natural order of Personatae. Essential

character : calyx superior, five-leaved

;

linear lanceolate ; corolla declined, fun-

nel form ; tube cylindric, gibbous on its

lower edge ; throat tricallous ; segments
roundish, the three lower more pro-

duced ; filaments inserted into the mar-
gin ofthe corolla, incurved, with a fifth

barren ; anthers cohering ; germ infe-

rior, half emerging, with a nectareous

lid ; style bent down ; stigma two-lobed ;

capsule half two-celled, with two parted

receptacles ; seeds numerous. There i»
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but one species, viz. C. pulchella, a native

of Jamaica.
CYRTANTHUS, in botany, a genus of

the Hexandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Spathaceae. Narcissi,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla tu-

bular, club-shaped, crooked, six-cleft

;

segments ovate oblong ; filaments insert-

ed into the tube, converging at top.

There are two species, viz. C. angustifo-

lius, narrow-leaved cyrtanthus, and C. ob-

liquus, oblique-leaved cyrtanthus. These
are both natives of the Cape of Good
Hope.
CYTINUS, in botany, a genus of the

Gynandria Octandria class and order. Na-
tural order of Aristolochiae, Jussieu. Es-
sential character : style one ; calyx four-

cleft, superior ; corolla none ; anthers

sixteen, sessile ; berry eight-celled, with

many seeds. There is but one species,
viz. C. hypocistis, rape of cistus, a para-
sitical plant, growing at the roots of the
cistus ; leaves sessile, closely imbricate ;

flowers terminating, heaped. Native of
the country of Nice, Spain, Portugal, and
Barbary.
CYTISUS, in botany, laburnum, a ge^

nus of the Diadelphia Decandria class and
order. Natural order ofPapilionace^, or
Leguminosac. Essential character: calyx
two-lipped ; upper lip two-cleft : lower
three-toothed ; legume attenuated at the
base. There are eighteen species. All
the cytisus's are shrubs without spines,
most ofthem fit for ornamental planta-
tions. They are hardy ; the leaves are
ternate, and in some the flowers grow in
bunches.

D.

DOne of the letters of the alphabet,

5 the fourth in order, and the third

consonant. It is formed in the voice, by
applying the top ofthe tongue to the fore-

part of the palate, and then separating

them with a gentle gust of the breath, the

Kps being at the same time open.

As a numeral D denotes 500 ; and with

a dash over it thus, D, 5000. Used in

abbreviation, it has various significations :

thus, D. stands for doctor, as M. D. doc-

tor ofmedicine ; D. T. doctor of theology;

^'., D. D. signifies doctor of divinity ; D. D. D.
^ is used for dat, dicat, dedicat; and

D. D. D. D. for dignum deo donum dedit.

DAB. See PtEUKOifECTEs.
DACE, a species of Cyprinus.

' DACTYL, in ancient poetry, a metrical

foot, consisting of one long and two short
syllables, as murmure. The dactyl and
spondee are the only feet or measures
used in hexameter verses; the former
being esteemed more sprightly, and the
latter more solemn and grave.

DACTYLIOMANCY, a sort of divina-

tion, performed by means of a ring ; con-
sisting chiefly in holding the ring sus-

pended by a fine thread over a round ta-

ble, on the edge whereof were made
several marks with the twenty-four letters

of the alphabet ; and as the ring, in shak-
ing or vibrating over the table, happened
to stop over certain of the letters, these
being joined together composed the an-

swer required.

DACTYLIS, in botany, a genus of the
Triandria Digynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Grasses. Essential charac-

ter : calyx two-valved, compressed ; one
valve larger, keeled. There are seven
species, of which D. cynosuroides, Ame-
rican cock's-foot grass, is a perennial, and
a native of Virginia and Canada. The
culms are two feet high and reedy ; leaves

on the culm six, broad, very glossy, sca-

brous about the edge, bent in ; spikes six

or more, diverging, chaffy ; calyxes one
flowered, scabrous on the keel, mucro-
nate ;

pistils villose, very long.

D^MON, a name given by the an-

cients to certain spirits, or genii, which,

they say, appeared to men, either to do
them service or to injure them. The
Platonists distinguish between gods, dae-

mons, and heroes. The gods are those

whom Cicero calls Dii majorum gentium.

The daemons are those whom we call

angels. Christians, by the word daemon,

understand generally evil spirits ; but the

late learned Mr. Hugh Farmer has inves-
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tigated the subject with the utmost care,

and shews, upon seemingly incontestible

evidence, that the word is applied always
to human spirits. From the arguments
adduced by the same author, it should
appear that all persons, spoken of as

possessed with devils in the New Testa-

ment, were either deranged or epileptic,

and in the same condition with madmen
and epileptics of modern days.

DAFFODIL, the same with the narcis-

sus of botanists.

DAGYSA, in natural history, a genus
of the Vermes Mollusca. Generic cha-

racter : body loose, nayant, angular, tu-

bular, and open at each exiremity. One
species, viz. D. notata, found in the Spa-

nish sea, is about three inches long and
one thick. Body marked at one end with

a brown spot. This genus is very like the

Salpa ; which see.

DAIRY. See Agricultitiie.

DAIS, in botany, a genus of the De-
candria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Vepreculae. Thymelese,

Jussieu. Essential character : involucre

four-leaved ; corolla four or five-cleft

;

berry one-seeded. There are three spe-

cies, of which D. cotinifolia, cotinus-

leaved dais, is an ornamental green-house
shrub, of the deciduous kind ; not having

yet produced any perfect seeds here, as

it does in Holland, it keeps up a very high

price among nursery men.

DAISY. See Bellis.

DALBERGIA, in botany, a genus of

the Diadelphia Decandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Papilionaceae, or

Leguminosae. Essential character : fila-

ments two, four-cleft at top. Fruit pedi-
celled,not opening, leguminose, membra-
naceous, compressed. There are two
species, viz. D. lanceolaria and D. mone-
taria ; the former is a native of Malabar
and Ceylon, the latter of Surinam, in

moist places.

DALECHAMPIA, in botany, so called

in honour of Jacobus Dalechampius ; a

genus of the Monoecia Monadelphia class

and order. Natural order of Tricoccse.

Euphorbiae, Jussieu. Essential character:

outer common involucre with four leaf-

lets ; inner with two trifid leaves : male,
umbellule ten-flowered ; involucre two-
leaved, with numerous chaffs

; proper pe-
rianth-five leaved ; corolla none; filaments

very many, connate ; female floscules

three ; involucle three-leaved; proper pe-
rianth with eleven leaflets ; corolla none ;

style filiform ; capsule tricoccous. There
are two species, viz. D. colorata, coloured

dalechampia, found in New Granada : and
D. scandens. climbing dalechampia, is a
native of the West Indies.

DAMA. See Certus.
DAMASKEENING, or Damaskittg,

the art or operation of beautifying iron,

steel, &c. by making incisions therein,

and filling them up with gold and silver

wire ; chiefly used for adorning sword
blades, guards, and gripes, locks of pis-

tols, &c.
DAMASONIUM, in botany, a genus of

the Hexandria Hexagynia class and order.

Essential character ; spathe one-leafed,

perianth one-leafed, three-parted ;
petals

three ; berry ten-celled, inferior. There
is but one species, wz. D.alismoides,with
heart-shaped leaves, nerved, floating,

unarmed ; scape naked, quadrangular,

one-flowered. There are only six sta-

mens in the flower, witli six bifid styles.

Native of the East Indies, Malabar, Cey- i

Ion, &c.
;|

DAMPS, in natural history, noxious «

steams and exhalations, frequently found
in mines, pits, wells, and other subterra-

neous places. See Gas.
|DANCE, or Dastcing. The causes
j

which produce the active operation of
dancing are as completely inherent in

the human system, as any of those which
are generally called involuntary affec-

tions of the nerves. A review of the his-

tory of mankind will serve to prove, that

the passions are expressed by the same
disposition of the muscles in every quar-
ter of the globe, and thatjoy has produc-
ed an inclination to dance throughout the
individuals of nations, who know not of
each other's existence. In the very early

ages of the wor^d, before civilization had
polished the ideas, sudden joy may be
supposed to have been almost the only
stimulus to dancing, and this supposition ',

is corroborated by present observation ; \
the moderns have, indeed, so far refined 'i

their feelings, that their disposition to
'

leap or skip with joy is confined to the
minuet step in walking, which may be
frequently discovered when the features

exj^ress pleasure. On the contrary, the
rude child of nature, endued with nerves
of exquisite sensibiUty, having obtained
some desired object, received that inex-

plicable shock, which the Divinity hath
decreed man shall not fully comprehend

;

immediately the subtle pleasure extend-
ed to every fibre of his frame, and the
convulsive motion became a dance ; as

joy is communicable, his family were in-

spired, his neighbours caught the infec-

tion, and the manner of this first dance
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necessarily assumed some degree of me-
thod, I o prevent collision. Such may have
been the principal cause of dancing;

another arises from, certain combinations

of sounds, which, vibrating strongly upon
the air, communicates an impulse to the

dehcately sensible something residing in

the nervous system; wiien the sounds are

musical, the limbs are compelled to an-

swer to them ; and whether they are

merely sufficient to produce a march, or

measured steps, or powerful enough to

excite violent action, they equally belong
to dancing. In order to demonstrate the
truth of the above remarks, it may be
necessary to menrion the present state of

dancing in savage life; the natives of

Africa, particularly, carry it to the most
extravagant excess ; a few strings stretch-

ed across a dried calabash, struck by the

fingers, producing a set of deep discor-

dant tones, is a sufficient stimulus for the
inhabitants of a village to weary nature

completely, and this passion never leaves

even the unhappy slaves conveyed thence
to the West Indies and America, who
dance away those hours granted them
for repose. The Indians of North Ame-
rica, more ferocious in their manners,
have their war dances, and others suited

to the dreadful operation of torturing

their prisoners. The natives ofthe places

discovered by captain Cook entertained

him with well contrived movements by
their experienced dancers, and he wit-

nessed others locally festive and funereal

;

and the Mexicans dance in a barbarous
style to the sounds of drums and pipes,

similar to those of Otaheite.

Having thus shewn that dancing is less

an art, than a natural effect of joy and
lively musical sounds, it will be necessary
to trace its history when polished and im-
proved by art ; some indeed consider it

as a branch of the fine arts, and closely

allied to dramatic poetry. Dancing was
used by the refined nations of antiquity

as a religious tribute; the apostate Israel-

ites danced round their golden calf; and
at the more improved period, when king
David composed his inspired lines, the
Supreme Being received public homage
in solemn movements ; and that monarch,
affected by the most hvely joy at the re-

turn of the sacred ark from captivity,

dailced before it, with the greatest fer-

vour, in the grand procession which
restored it to the lawful proprie-
tors,

Plato classes the dances of antiquity

under three heads ; the gymnopedique,
performed by naked chUdren, which

were preparatory to the enopllan, or
pyrrhic, danced by young men armed, in

which they were taught the movements
necessary for attack or defence ; the
Spartans decreed by law, that all male
youths, who had attained the;r fifth vear,

should be trained to these niilitary dan-
ces. The second class, mentioned by
Plato, was solely for amusement; amongst
the variety under this head, they had
some extremely simple, particularly the
ascoliasmus, performed by jumping with
one root on oiled and distended bladders,

to the sound of voices, -jnd the kybesle-

sis, now known in England as the somer-
set ; but those, and others of their dances,

degenerated into voluptuousness and in-

decency. The third class, or the reli-

gious, were considered indispensable in

the celebration of all their mysteries

;

the most ancient was the b;)cchic, the
most solemn the hypochematic, suited

to the accompaniments of a lyre and the
voice. Plutarch mentions a dance com-
posed by Theseus, and performed by
him and a number of youths round the al-

tar of Apollo, on his return from Crete,

which consisted of the strophe, the anti-

strophe, and the stationary ; in the first,

the movements were from the right to

the left ; in the second, the reverse ; and
in the last, the performers danced a slow
movement before the altar.

The Greeks made dancing an appen-
dage to their dramatic representations,

and were imitated, and even excelled, by
the Romans, particularly in the Augustan
age, when Pylades danced and used such
action and gesticulation, as expressed all

the pathetic emotions of tragedy, and
Bathylus, his contemporary, was equally

happy in exhibiting the more lively pas-

sions. In short, such were their excel-

lence in ballet or pantomimic dancing,

that as they had brought the art to its

acme, so it declined with them, nor was
it revived till the celebration of the mar-
riage of Galias, duke of Milan, with Isa-

bella of Arragon, in the 15th century,

when a Lombard nobleman exhibited a

•ballet at Tortona of the most splendid

description, that excited the warmest ap-

probation throughout Europe, and served

as a model for imitation. Since the above

period, almost every civilized nation has

adopted stage dancing, which is now ar-

rived to great perfection in England;

nor has private dancing experienced less

attention, as many treatises have been

written on the subject, amongst which is

*' Weaver's Essay towards an History of

Dancing," and Tomlinson, a celebrated
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dancing master in the reign of queen
Anne, published an entertaining work,

in which he terms dancing a science, and
described the steps by printed charac-

ters ; to those may be added, Noverre's,

Gallini's, and Peacock's observations and
instructions ; the latter gentleman de-

clares "the fondness the Highlanders

have for this quartett, or trio, (the Scotch

reel) is unbounded; and so is their am-
bition to excel in it. This pleasing pro-

pensity, one would think, was born with

them, from the early indications we
sometimes see their children shew for

this exercise. I have seen children of

theirs, at five or six years of age, attempt,

nay even execute, some of their steps so

well, as almost to surpass belief. I once

hud the pleasure ot seeing, in a remote
part of the country, a reel danced by a

herd boy and two young girls, who sur-

prised me much, especially the boy, who
appeared to be about twelve years of

age. He had a variety of well chosen

steps, and executed them with so much
justness and ease, as if he meant to set

criticism at defiance. Circumstances like

these plainly evince, that those qualities

must either be inherent in the Highland-

ers, or that they must have an uncommon
aptitude for imitation." The music and
dancing of Scotland is greatly admired in

England; in truth, there is something so

exhilarating and lively in the sounds of

the former, that the writer of this article

has frequently observed the heads and
feet of a large audience suddenly set in

motion by the unexpected performance

of one of their favourite airs. Sensible

of this predilection, it is not uncommon
for the London professors ofdancing to vis-

it Edinburgh, in order to obtain a thorough
knowledge of the steps and inflections

used in the reels, and other dances pe-

culiar to Scotland, Many modern vo-

taries of this art have acquired the great-

est precision in the movements and fi-

gures, to which they have added so

much animation and dignity in their per-

formance, that instances have occurred
of personages of high rank, who, in the

simple minuet, displayed such noble

grace, as interested#some of the specta-

tors even to tears. This circumstance
serves to prove, that the utmost care

should be taken to prevent dancing from
degenerating into the insinuating prelude

to vice, as many of the experienced fe-

male performers on our different stages

dress and exhibit their persons in a man-
ner rather reprehensible, aiid at least re-

mind us of the dancing girls of the East,

where sets ofyoung and beautiful prosti-

tutes are taught the art of pleasing as a

science, and to dance as a principal al-

lurement. Some of those unfortunate
beings are attached to the Gentoo tem-
ples, and the service of their priests, and
the fascinations of several have been suf-

ficiently powerful to attract the affections

of chiefs and princes ; others have ac-

quired great wealth, and in the neigh-
bourhood of Goa is a village, founded by
them, where they reside, and attend the
rich, when they choose to send for them
to their voluptuous entertainments.

These wantons array themselves in the
utmost splendour and extravagance, and
are certainly agreeable objects in the es-

timation of their countrymen ; but Euro-
peans differ greatly in their opinions
respecting their persons and dances,
some pronouncing their movements
merely lascivious, and others graceful
and dangerous. These observations are
the more necessary, since dancing has
become a favourite s{>ectacle at our thea-

tres, and as many of the grand ballets

are attended with a considerable degree
of jjathos and effect, though frequently
degraded by the extremity of gesticula-

lation and distortion of the limbs, which
can only be applauded for their difficulty,

as they are directly opposite to the true
principles of the art, founded on ease^

grace, and agility.

Rope dancing, now classed with the
low amusements of a fair, or theatres of
the minor description, is of considerable
antiquity, and an art very difficult to ac-

quire, as it is almost impossible even to

stand on the narrow diameter of a rope,
extended several feet from the ground,
without the utmost correctness of vision,

and the total absence of apprehension ;

when this circumstance is recollected, it

must be allowed that proficients in rope
dancing deserve the applause they uni-

versally obtain, particularly when they
unite their agile springs with graceful
movements of the arms and legs, and
throw themselves on their backs at

length on the rope, turn suddenly round,
leap over garters, pass through hoops, or

ascend the steep line of the rope to the
spot where it is fastened.

DANjEA, in botany, a genus of the
Cryptogamia Filices class and order.

Fructification oblong, linear, transversely

immersed in front, parallel, many celled

;

ceils in a double row, opening upwards ;

seeds numerou.s, very minute. There
are two species, viz. the nodosa and
alata,

DANEGELT, a tax, or tribute, onj
every hide of land, imposed on our an-
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cestovs, the Saxonsi by the Danes, on

their frequent invasions, as the arbitrary

terms of peace and departure. It was

first imposed as a continual yearly tax

upon the whole nation, under King
Ethelred. It was levied by William 1.

and II. but was released by Henry I. and

finally abolished by King Stephen. No
church, or church-land, paid the dane-

gelt, because, as is set forth in the an-

cient Saxon law, the people of England

placed more confidence in the prayers of

the church, than in any military defence

they could make.
DAPHNE, in botany, a genus of the

Octandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order Vepreculae. Thymelese,

Jussieu. ^Issential character : calyx none :

corolla four-cleft, corollaceous, wither-

ing, including the stamens; berry one-

seeded. There are 28 species: these

are shrubs about five feet high. D. Me-
zereum. Mezereon is a strong woody
plant, putting forth branches on every

side, so as to form a regular head. The
flowers come out very early in the

spring, before the leaves, in clusters all

round the shoots of the former year.

The leaves are smooth and entire, of a

pale green colour, about two inches long

and three quarters of an inch broad. It

is a native of Lapland, Sweden, Denmark,
Germany, Switzerland, France, and Great

Britain. Another species, viz. Daphne
lagetto, yields the lace bark of the West
Indies. It is a native of Jamaica.

DARAPTI, among logicians, one of

the modes of syllogisms of the ttiird

figure, whose premises are universal

affirmatives, and the conclusion is a par-

ticular affirmative : thus,

Dar- Every body is divisible ;

AP- Every body is a substance ;

xr. Therefore some substance is di-

visible.

DAREA, in botany, a genus of the

Cryptogamia Filices class and order.

Fructification in scattered nearly margi-

nal lines : involucre originating laterally

from a vein, opening towards the margin.

There are nine species.

DARII, in logic, one of the modes of

syllogism of the first figure, wherein the

major proposition is an universal affirma-

tive, and the minor and conclusion parti-

cular affirmatives : thus,

"Da- Every thing that is moved is mov-
ed by another

;

HI- Some body is moved :

I. Therefore some body is moved by
another.

VOL. IV.

DASYPUS, the armadillo, in natural

history, a genus ofMammalia of the order
Bruta. Generic character : no tusks

;

grinders short and cylindrical, and seven
or eight in eaqh jaw ; body covered with
a shelly armour, intersected by circles.

These animals chiefly inhabit South A-
raerica, where they burrow like rabbits

in the ground, and live principally upon
roots and fruits. They exhibit a singular

difference from other quadrupeds, in that

testaceous substance which covers them
completely, and yet is so admirably
adapted to their frame, by its minute in-

tersections, as by no means to interfere

with flexibility or quick movement.
When attacked, they roll themselves up
into the compactness of a ball ; thus pre-
senting to the enemy almost impenetra-
ble armour. They repose by day, and at

night quit their habitations for food.

They are perfectly inoffensive. In a state

ofconfinement they will devour with con-
siderable appetite animal food, for which
in a state of nature they do not appear to

have any relish. They drink most co-

piously, and are often found extremely
fat. They are regarded as a very great
luxury for the table, and are not unfre-

quently dug from their burrows to be
sold for food : for this purpose, however,
they should always be taken young.
Their claws are of uncommon size and
strength, and enable them to form their

subterraneous habitations with extreme
facility. Shaw reports, that the female
produces three or four times in a year

;

and Gmehn states, that she produces eve-

ry month. It is ascertained, therefore,

that they are highly prolific. It is the

practice of naturalists to define the dif-

ferent species by the different number of
testaceous circles in the body. Gmelin
enumerates ten species, and Shaw six.

This extraordinary variety among qua-

drupeds deserves the particular attention.

of naturalists, who do not appear to have
so clearly defined the several species, or

to have collected so many particulars of
the manners and habits of the animal in

general, as its most singular structure ex-

cites a desire to be informed of.

DATA, among mathematicians, a term
for such things or quantities as are given

or known, in order to find other things

thereby that are unknown. Euclid uses

the word data (of which he hath a par-

ticular tract) for such spaces, lines, and

angles, as are given in magnitude, or to

which we can assign others equal. The
data of Euclid is the first in order of the

books that have been written by the an-

cient mathematicians, to facilitate and

S
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promote the method of resolution and
analysis. In algebra, the given quanti-

ties, or data, are expressed by the first

letters of the alphabet, and the unknown
quantities by the last letters ; thus, if the

problem be, from the sum and product of

two quantities given, to find the quanti-

ties themselves, the quantities are re-

presented by y and z ; and t/-l-2=a, the

sum given, and 2/2=b, the product given.

From the primary use of the word data

»in mathematics, it has been transplanted

into other arts, where it expresses any

quantity, which, for the sake of a present

calculation, is assumed as true, without

stopping to give a proof of it ; called also

the given quantity, number, or power.
Hence also such things as are known are

now frequently by physical writers de-

nominated data.

DATE, in law, is the description of the

da>, month, year of our Lqrd, and year

of the reign of the King, in which a deed
or other writing was made. Anciently,

deeds had no dates but only of the month
and year, and now, if in the <late of any
deed the year of our Lord is right, though
the year of the King's reign be wrong, it

shall not hurt the same. A deed is good,
though it has no date of the day, or if

that be mistaken, or though it con-

tains an impossible date ; but then he
that pleads such a deed must set forth

the time when it was delivered : for eve-

ry deed or writing has a date in law, and
that is the day ofthe delivery ; and where
there is none, a plaintiff, it is said, may
count it of any date.

In writings of importance, the date

should be written in words at length.

In letters, it is usually written in figures.

An ante-date, is a date prior to the real

time when the instrument was signed.

A post-date, is that posterior to the real

time when the instrument was passed.

DATE. See Phknix.
DATISKA, in botany, a genus of the

Dioecia Dodecandria class and order.

Essential character : male, calyx five-

leaved ; corolla none ; anthers sessile,

long, fifteen ; female, calyx two-toothed

;

corolla none ; styles three ; capsule tri-

angular, three-horned, one-celled, per-
vious, many-seeded, inferior. There are

two species ; viz. D. cannabina, smooth
stalked bastard hemp, found in Candia

;

and D. hirta, rough stalked bastard hemp,
a native of Pennsylvania. These are tall

upright herbs, with alternate unequally
pinnate leaves. The flowers ai-Q in spik-

ed racemes, axillary, with one bracte
;

the flower is apetalous ; fruit is inferior,

and contains many seeds.

DATISI, in logic, a mode ofsyllogisms
in tlie third figure, wherein the major is

an universal aflirmative, and the minor
;

and conclusion particular aflirmative pro-
positions. For example.

Da- All who serve God are kings ;

Ti- Some who serve God are poor

;

SI. Therefore some who are poor are
kings.

DATURA, in botany, English thorn-

apple, a genus of the Pentandria Mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order of
Luridsc. Solaneae, Jussieu. Essential cha-

racter : corolla tunnel-form, plaited ;

calyx tubular, angular, deciduous; cap-
sule four-valveti. Tuere are eight species :

these are all herbs, and annual, excepting
one ; the flowers and branches are soli-

tary ; they have a strong narcotic smell

;

most of the species, coming from hot
countries, require the protection of a
stove or glass case.

DAVELLIA, in botany, a genus of the
Cryptogamia Filices. Fructifica in round-
ish distinct dots near the margin ; in-

voluce membraneous from the surface,

half-hooded, distinct, somewhat truncate,

opening toward the margin. There are
eighteen species.

DAVIESIA, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.
Calyx angular, simple, five-cleft ; corolla

papilionaceous ; stigma simple, acute
;

legume compressed, one-seeded. One
species, D. australasia, described by Dr.
Smith in the fourth vol. of the " Linn.

Transactions.*'

DAVIT, in a ship, that short piece of
timber, with a notch at one end, wherein,
by a strap, hangs the fish-block. The
use of this block is to help up the fluke

of the anchor, and to fasten it at the
ship's bow, or loof The davit is shiftable

from one side of the ship to the other, as

there is occasion. There is also a small

davit in the ship's boat, that is set over
her head with a shiver, in which is

brought the buoy rope, wherewith to

weigh the anchor ; it is made fast to the
carlings in the boat's bow.
DAUCUS, in botany, English carroty a

genus of the Pentandria Digynia class and
order. Natural order of Umbellatae. Es-

sential character : corolla subradiate, all

hermaphrodite ; fruit hispid, with hairs.

There are seven species, of which we
shall mention D. carota, wild carrot, or
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bird's n6st ; this, in its wild state, has a

slender, hard, brownish, fusiform root

;

the stt-mis two feet high, uprigh», groov-

ed with alternate branches, which are

long, commonly from six to ten inches

;

they have one leaf, except the primary or

terminating one, which is naked ; and
have a single umbel of flowers, at top ;

the universal umbel has sometimes from
thirty to forty unequal rays ; the middle
rays being very short, the outer ones
above an inch long : the flowers are white,

those in the middle tinged with purple,

ihese are ftriile, those 'in the circumfer-

ence, which are irregular and larger, are

frequently neuter, or have pistils only;

the fruit is spheroidal, composed of pla-

noconvex seeds, on the back of which are

four membranaceous narrow crests, pec-
tinated with linear, setaceous, innocuous,
flexible teeth. 'I'lie carrot is commonly
cultivated in gardens for the kitclien ; the
different varieties of it are in some places

esteemed ; in London, the orange carrot is

preferred to all others.

DAY. In common language, the day
is the interval of time which elapses from
the rising to the setting of the sun ; the

night is the interval that the sun continues

below the horizon. The astronomical day
embraces the whole interval which passes

during a complete revolution of the sun.

It is the interval of time which passes

from twelve o'clock at noon till the next

succeeding noon. It begins when the

sun's centre is on the meridian of that

place. It is divided into twenty-four

hours, reckoningina numerical succession

from one to twenty-four : the first twelve

are sometimes distinguished by the mark
P. M. signifying post meridiem, or after-

noon ; ami the latter twelve are marked
A. M. signifying ante meridiem, or before

noon. But astronomers gei^rally reckon
through the twenty-four hours from noon
to noon ; and what are by the civil or

common way of reckoning called morning
hours, are by astronomers reckoned in the

succession from twelve, or midnight, to

twenty-four hours. Thus, nine o'clock in

the morning of February 14th is by as-

tronomers called February the 13th, at 21
hours. An astronomical day is somewhat
gfreater than a complete revolution of the
heavens, which forms a sideral day. For
if the sun cross the meridian at the same
instant with a star, the day following it

will come to the meridian somewhat later

than the star, in consequence of its mo-
tion eastward, which causes it to leave

the star ; and after a whole year has

elapsed, it will have crossed Uie meridian

just one time less than the star. A sideral

day is less than the solar day, for it is mea-
sured by 3(50° ; whereas the mean solar

day is measured by 360° 59' W nearly.

If an astronomical day be = 1, then a

sideral day is = 0.997269722; or the
difTerence between the measures ofa mean
solar day and a sideral day, viz. 59' 8'', re-

duced to time, at the rate of 24 hours to

360°, gives 3' 56"
; from which we learn

that a star, which was on the meridian
with the sun on one noon, will return
to that meridian, 3' 56", previously to the
next noon : therefore, a clock, which
measures mean days by 24 hours, will

give 23^ 56™ 4«, for the length of a side-

ral day.

Astronomical or solar days, as they are
also called, are not equal. Two causes

conspire to produce their inequality,

namely, the unequal velocity of the sun
in his orbit, and the obliquity of the echp-
tic. The effect of the first cause is sen-

sible. At the summer solstice, when the
sun's motion is slowest, the astronomical
day approaches nearer the sideral, than
at the winter's solstice, when his motion
is most rapid. To conceive the effect of
the second cause, it is necessary to recol-

lect, that the excess of the astronomical
day above the sideral is owing to the
motion of the sun referred to the equa-
tor. The sun describes every day a small

arch of the ecliptic. Through the extre-
m ities of this arch suppose two meridian
great circles drawn, the arc of the equa-
tor, which they intercept, is the sun's mo-
tion for that day referred to the equator

;

and the time which that arc takes to pass
the meridian is equal to the excess of the
astronomical day above the sideral. See
TiMK, equation of.

The nychthemeron is divided into

twenty-four parts, called hours, which
are of two sorts, equal and unequal, or
temporary.

Different nations begin their day at a
different hour : thus the Egyptians began
their day at midnight, from whom Hippo-
crates introduced that way of reckoning
into astronomy ; anjl Copernicus and
others have followed him: but the great-

est part of astronomers reckon the day
begun at noon, and so count 24 hours till

the noon of the next day ; and not twice

12, according to the vulgar computation.

The method of beginning the day at

midnight prevails also in Great Britain,

France, Spain, and most parts of Europe.
The Babylonians began their day at sun-

rising, reckoning the hour immediately

before its rising again the 24th hour of
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the day, from whence the hours reckoned
in this way are called the BabyIonic. In

several parts of Germany they begin their

day at sun-setting, and reckon on till it

sets next day, calling that the 24th hour

:

these are generally termed Italian hours.

The Jews' also began their day at sun-

setting; but then they divided it into

twice 12 hours, as we do, reckoning 12
for the day, be it long or short, and 12
for the night ; so that their hours continu-

ally varying with the day and night, the
hours of the day were longer than that of
the night for one half year, and the con-

trary the other : from whence their hours
are called temporary ; those at the time
of the equinoxes became equal, because
then those of the day and night are so.

The Romans also reckoned their hours
after this manner : as do the Turks at this

day. This kind of hours are called pla-

netary, because the seven planets were
anciently looked upon as presiding over
the affairs of the world, and to take it by
turns each of these hours, according to

the following order: Saturn first, then
Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury,
and last of all the Moon; hence they
denominated each day of the week from
that planet, whose turn it was to preside

the first hour. Thus assigning the first

hour of Saturday to Saturn, the second
will fall to Jupiter, the third to Mars, and
so the twenty-second will fall to Saturn

again ; and therefore the twenty-third to

Jupiter, and the last to Mars; so that on
the first hour of the next day it will fall to

the Sun to preside ; and by the like man-
nsr of reckoning, the first hour of the

next will fall to the Moon ; of the next,

to Mars ; of the next, to Mercury ; of the

next, to Venus : hence the days of the

week came to be distinguiseed by the

Latin names of Dies Satunii, SoUs, Lxmce^

Mortis^ Mercuriiy Jovisy and Veneris ; and
among us, by the names of Saturday,
Sunday, Monday, &c.
Day, in a legal sense, relates to the day

of appearance of parties, or the continu-
ance of suits, where a day is given, &c.
See Essoin.

In real actions there are common days
and special days given by the judges in
an assize, &c.
Days in bank, are days set down by

statute or order of the court, when writs
shall be returned, or when the party shall

appear on the writ served. They say,

also, if a person be dismissed without day,
he is finally discharged.

Days of ^race, are those granted by

the court, at the prayer of the defendant,

or plaintiff, in whose delay it is.

Days of grace, in commerce, are a cus-

tomary number of days allowed for the

payment of a bill of exchange, &,c. after

the same becomes due.

Three days of grace are allowed in

England ; ten in France and Dantzic ;

eight at Naples ; six at Venice, Amster-
dam, Rotterdam, and Antwerp ; four at

Frankfort; five at Leipsic; twelve at

Hamburg ; six in Portugal ; fourteen in
|

Spain ; thirty in Genoa, &c. 1

Day ligfd, in our law ; some time after 'j

sun-setting, and before sun-rising, being
accounted part of the day, when the hun-
dred is liable for any robberies committed
within that time.

Day's worA?, in naval affairs, the reckon-
ing or account of a ship's course and dis-

tance, run during 24 hours, or from noon
to noon, according to the rules of trigo-

nometry. Sea Dead Reckoning.
DEACON, one of the three sacred or-

ders of the Chrisiian church. The word
is sometimes used in the New Testament
for any one that ministers in the service

of God, in which sense bishops and pres- i

byters are styled deacons ; but in its re- 1
strained sense it is taken for the third or-

der ofthe clergy, as appears from the con-
current testimony ofancient writers, who
constantly style them ministers of the
mysteries of Christ, ministers of episco-

pacy and the church, and the like.

DEAD 7ne;j'5 eyes, in the sea language,

a kind of blocks with many holes in them,
but no sheevers, whereby the shrouds are
fastened to the chains: the crow-feet

reeve also through these holes ; and in

some ships the main stays are set taught

in them ; but then they have only one
hole, through which the laniards are pass-

ed several times.

Dead nettie.' See Lamium.
Dead reckoning, in navigation, the cal-

culation made of a ship's place by means
of the compass and log ; the first- serving

to point out the course she sails on, and
the other the distance run. From these

two things given, the skilful mariner,

making proper allowances for the varia-

tion of the compass, lee way, currents,

&c. is enabled, without any observations

of the sun or stars, to ascertain the ship's

place tolerably well.

DEAFNESS, the state of a person who
wants the sense of hearing ; or the dis-

ease of the ear, which prevents its due
reception of sounds. Deafness generally

arises, either from an obstruction or a
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compression of the auditory nerve ; or

from some collection of matter in the ca-

vities of the inner ear ; or from the audi-

tory passage being stopped up by some
hardened excrement ; or, lastly, from
some excrescence, a swelling of the

glands, or some foreign body introduced

within it. Those born deaf are also

dumb, as not being able to learn any lan-

guage, at least in the common way. How-
ever, as the eyes in some measure serve

them for ears, they may understand what
is said by the motion of the lips, tongue,

&c. of the speaker ; and even accustom
themselves to move their own, as they see

other people do, and by this means leai*n

to speak. Thus it was that Dr. Wallis

taught two young gentlemen, born deaf,

to know what was said to them, and to

return pertinent answers. Digby gives us

another instance of the same, within his

own knowledge ; and there was a Swiss

physician lately living in Amsterdam, one
John Conrad Amman, who effected the

same in several children born deaf with

surprising success.

In the « Phil. Trans." No. 312, we
have an account by Mr. Waller, R. S. Se-

cretary, of a man and his sister, each

about 50 years old, born in the same town
with Mr. Waller, who had neither of

them the least sense of hearing ; yet both

of them knew, by the motion of the lips

only, whatever was said to them, and
would answer pertinently to the question

proposed. It seems they could both hear

and speak when children, but lost their

sense afterwards ; whence they retained

their speech, which, though uncouth, was
yet intelligible. Such another instance is

related by Bishop Burnet of a young wo-
man. " At two years old, they perceiv-

ed she had lost her hearing; and ever

since, though she hears great noises, yet

hears nothing of what is said to her : but

by observing the motions of the mouth
and lips of others, she acquired so many
words, that out of these she has formed
a sort of jargon, in which she can hold

conversation whole days with those that

can speak her language. She knows no-

thing that is said to her, unless she see

the motion of their mouths that speak to

her, so that in the night they are obliged

to light candles to speak to her. One
thing will appear the strangest part of the

whole narration : she has a sister, with

whom she has practised her language
more than with any body else ; and in

the night, by laying her hand on her sis-

ter's mouth, she can perceive by that

what sh« says, and so can discourse with
her in the dark.

It is observable, that deaf persons, and
several others thick of hearing, hear bet-

ter, and more easily, if a loud noise be
raised at the time when you speak to

them ; which is owing, no doubt, to the
greater tension of the ear-drum on that

occasion. Dr. Wallis mentions a deaf
woman, who, if a drum were beat in the
room, could hear any thing very clearly ;

so that her husband hired a drummer for

a servant, that by this means he might hold
conversation with his wife. The same
author^mentions another, who, living near
a steeple, could always hear very well if

there was a ringing of three or four bells,

but never else. See Dubibness.
DEAL, a thin kind of fir J)Ianks, of

great use in carpentry : they are formed
by sawing the trunk of a tree into a great
many longitudinal divisions, of more or
less thickness, according to the purposes
they are intended to serve. Deals are
rendered much harder by throwing them
into salt water as soon as they are sawed,
keeping them there three or four days,

and afterwards drying them in the air or
sun ; but neither this, nor any other me-
thod, yet known, will preserve them from
shrinking. Deals are imported into this

country from Christiana, and other parts

of Norway ; from Dantzic, and various

parts of Prussia; from St. Petersburg,

Archangel, Narva, Memel, &.c. They
are sold by the piece, or by the standard

hundred, or by the long hundred of 120.

A standard, or reduced deal, is one inch

and a half thick, eleven inches wide, and
twelve feet long.

DEAN, an ecclesiastical dignity in

cathedral and collegiate churches, and
head of the chapter. As there are two
foundations of cathedral churches in Eng-

,

land, the old and the new, so there are

two ways of creating deans. Those of the

old foundation, founded before the sup-

pression of monasteries, as the deans of

St. Paul's, York, &c. are raised to that

dignity much after the manner of bisUops,

the king first sending his conge d'elire,

the chapter electing, and the king grant-

ing his royal assent, the bishop confirms

him, and gives his mandate, to install him.

Those of the new foundation, whose
deaneries were raised upon the ruins

of priories and convents, such as the

deans of Canterbury, Durham, Ely, Nor-

wich, Winchester, &c. are donative, and

installed by virtue of the king's letters

patent, without either election or confir-

mation. Canonists distinguish between
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deans of cathedral and those of collegiate

clmrches. Tiie first, with their chapter,

are regularly subject to the jurisdiction

of the bishop. As to the latter, they have
usually the contentious jurisdiction in

themselves, though sometimes this be-

longs to them in common with the chap-

ter. There are cathedral churches whicli

never had a dean, and in which the bisliop

is head of the chapter, and in his absence
the archdeacon : Such are the cathedrals

of St. David and Landaft'. There are al-

so deans without a chapter, as the dean
of Battle in Sussex, dean of the arches,

&c. and deans without a jurisdiction, as

the dean of the chapel royal. In this

sense the word is applied to the chief of

certain peculiar churches or chapels.

Dean and chapter, are the bishop's

council, to assist him in the affairs of re-

ligion, and to assent to every grant which
the bishop shall make to bind his suc-

cessors. As a deanery is a spiritual digni-

ty, a man cannot be a dean and prebenda-
ry of the same church.

DEATH. Physicians usually define

death by a total stoppage of the circula-

tion of the blood, and a cessation of the

animal and vital functions consequent
thereon ; as respiration, sensation, &c.

An animal body, by the actions insepa-

rable from life, undergoes a continual

change. Its smallest fibres become rigid ;

its minute vessels grow into solid fibres,

no longer pervious to the fluids ; its

greater vessels grow hard and narrow ;

and every thing becomes contracted,

closed, and bound up ; whence the dry-

ness, immobility, and extenuation, ob-

served in old age. By such means, the
offices of the minuter vessels are destroy-

ed; the humours stagnate, harden, and
at length coalesce with the solids. Thus
are the subtilest fluids in the body inter-

cepted and lost, the concoction weaken-
ed, and the reparation prevented ; only
the coarser juices continue to run slowly
through the greater vessels, to the pre-
servation of life, after the animal func-
tions are destroyed. At length, in the
process of these changes, death itself be-
comes inevitable, as the necessary conse-
quence of life. But it is rare that life is

thus long protracted, or that death suc-

ceeds merely from the decays and im-
pairmeat of old age. Diseases, a long and
melancholy train, cut the work short.

The signs of death are in many cases

very uncertain. Between life and death
the shade is often so very undistinguisha-

ble, that even all the powers of art can
scarcely determine where the one ends
and the other begins. The colour of the

BEA
visage, the warmth of the body, and sup-» ij

pleness of the joints, are but uncertainr
'

signs of life still subsisting; while, on
the contrary, the paleness of the com-
plexion, the coldness of the body, the
stifl^hess of the extremities, the cessation
of all motion, and the total insensibility

of the parts, are but uncertain marks of
death begun. In the same manner, also,

with regard to the pulse and breathing

;

these motions are so often kept under,
that it is impossible to perceive them.
By bringing a looking-glass near to the
mouth ofthe person supposed to be dead,
people often expect to find whether he
breathes or not. But this is a very un-
certain experiment ; the glass is fre-

quently sullied by the vapour of the dead
man's body ; and often the person is still '

alive, though the glass is no way tarnish-
'

cd. In tjje samie manner, neither burn-
ing nor scarifying, neither noises in the
ears, nor pungent spirits applied to the
nostrils, give certain signs of the discon-
tinuance of life ; and there are many in-

stances of persons who have endured
them all, and afterwards recovered with-
out any external assistance, to the as-

tonishment ofthe spectators. This ought
to be a caution against hasty burials, es-

pecially in cases ofsudden death, drown-
ing, &c.

All our first associations with tiie idea
of death are of the disgustfid and alarm-
ing kind ; and they are collected from all

quarters, from the sensible pains of eve-
ry sort, from the imperfection, weakness,
loathsomeness, corruption, and disorder,

where disease, old age, death, animal or
vegetable, prevail, in opposition to the
beauty, order, and lustre of life, youth,
and health, from the shame and contempt
attending the first, in many instances

;

whereas the last are honourable, as being
sources of power and happiness, the re-

ward of virtue, &c. and from the sympa-
thetic pajjsions in general. And it is ne-

cessary, that the heedlessness and inex-

perience of infancy and youth should
be guarded by such terrors, and their

headstrong appetites and passions curb-
ed, that they may not be hurried into

danger and destruction before they are
aware. It is proper, also, that they should
form some expectations with respect to,

and set some value upon, their future life

in this world, that so they may be better

qualified to act their parts in it, and make
the quicker progress to perfection dur-
ing their passage through it.

Death watch, in natural history, a little

insect, famous for a ticking noise like the
beat of a watch, which the vulgar have
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long taken for a presage of death in the

family where it is heard ; an error that

cannot be too often confuted by facts.

There are two kinds of death watches.

Of the first we have a goo account in the

Phil. Trans, of London. It is a small

beetle, half an inch long, of a dark brown
colour, spotted; having pellucid wings

under the vagina, a large cap or helmet

on the head, and two antennae pro .eednig

from beneath the eyes, and doing the of-

fice of proboscides. The part it beats

with, the writer observes, was the extreme

edge of the face, which he calls the up-

per-lip, the mouth being protracted by

this bony part, and lying underneath out

of view. This account is confirmed by

Dr. Derham, with the difference that, in-

stead of ticking with the upper-hp, he
observed the insect to draw back its

mouth and beat with its forehead. That
author had two death watches, a male

and a female, which he kept ahve in a box
several months, and could bring one of

them to beat whenever he pleased, by
imitating its beating. From some cir-

cumstances, the ingenious author con-

cludes those pulsations to be the way
whereby these insects woo one another.

See PxiNtrs.

The second kind of death-watch is an

insect, in appearance quite different from
the first. The former only beats seven or

eight strokes at a time, and quicker ; the

latter will beat some hours together

without intermission ; and his strokes are

more leisurely, and like the beat of a

watch. This latter is a small greyish in-

sect, much Uke a louse when viewed with

the naked eye. It is very common in all

parts of the house in the summer months:

it is very nimble in running to shelter,

and shy of beating when disturbed, but

will beat very freely before you, and also

answer the beating, if you can view it

without giving it disturbance, or shaking
the place where it is, &c. See Termes.
DEBENTURE, a term of trade, used

at the custom-house for a kind of certifi-

cate signed by the officers ofthe customs,

which entitles a merchant exporting goods
to the receipt of a bounty or drawback.
All merchandises that are designed to be
taken on board for that voyage being en-

tered and shipped, and the ship being
regularly cleared out, and sailed out of
port on her intended voyage, debentures
may bfi made out from the exporter's en-
tries, in order to obtain the drawbacks,
allowances, bounties, or premiums; which
debentures for foreign goods are to be
paid within one month after demand.

And in making out these debentures, it

must be observed, that every piece of
vellum, parchment, or paper, containing
any debenture for drawing back customs
or duties, must, before writing, be stamp-
ed, and pay a duty.

Debenture, in military affairs, is a
kind of warrant given in the office of the
board of ordnance, whereby the person
whose name is thereby specified is en-
titled to receive such a sum of money as
by former contract had been agreed on.

Debenture, in some acts of parliament,
denotes a kind of bond or bill, by which
the government is charged to pay the
soldier, creditor, or his assigns, the mo-
ney due on auditing the account of his

arrears. The payments of the board of
ordnance for the larger services at home
are always made by debentures ; and the

usual practice has been, to make those
payments, which are said to be in course
of office, at a period which is always
something more than three months after

the date of each debenture.
DEBET, among merchants, signifies

the sums due to them for goods sold on
credit, for which they have charged their

journal or ledger. It is more particu-

larly understood of the remainder of
debts, part of which has been paid on ac-

count
De3et, among book-keepers, is used

to express the left hand page of the
ledger, to which are carried all articles

supplied or paid, on the subject of an ac-
count.

DEBT, a sum due from one person to
another, in consequence of work done,
goods dehvered, or money lent, for which
reimbursement has not been made. The
non-payment, in these cases, is an injury,

for which the proper remedy is by action
of debt, to compel the performance of
the contract, and recover the special sum
due. '

Debt, national, the engagement en-
tered into by a government, to repay at a
future period money advanced by indivi-

duals for the public service, or to pay the
lenders an equivalent annuity. National
debts have arisen from the necessity of
obtaining larger sums of money than
could be raised, at the time they were
wanted, by direct contributions ; and of-

ten, when it would not have been abso-

lutely impossible to raise the requisite

sum, if a heavy tax had been imposed,
and strictly levied, it has been deemed
more prudent to avoid the evils atten-

dant on such a measure by the less ob-

noxious expedient of a loan. In most
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countries, the subordinate governors, to

whom is generally consigned the task of

providing for the public expences, being

desirous of popularity, have shown a

great predilection for this mode of obtain-

ing money, as it enables them to support

a profuse expenditure, without appearing

to oppress the people in so great a de-

gree as they otherwise must : the system
of getting into debt, or the funding sys-

tem, as it is generally called, from parti-

cular funds being usually appropriated

for payment of interest on the debts

contracted, has therefore been adopted
by most of the states of Europe, by many
of the colonies, and by the American re-

public.

The persons who lend the money which
a government has occasion to borrow
generally make a profit by it, but nothing

is brought into the country, nor the least

addition made to its total wealth, by a

transaction of this kind ; whatever there-

fore is gained by any individual concern-

ed in it must be taken from others, and
as those who lend the money are persons

already^possessing considerable property,

and those from whom the sums requisite

for paying the interest or repaying any
part of the principal is to be drawn, are

the public at large, it is evident that all

transactions of this nature contribute to

increase the existing disparity in the con-

'dition of the different classes of the com-
munity, and consequently that the natu-

ral tendency of the funding system, when
made a constant resource, is to destroy

the intermediate ranks, and divide a na-

tion into the two classes only, as unequal
in number as in circumstances, of very
rich and very pOor. It may however be
carried to a very great extent, without
fully producing this effect, if counteract-

ing circumstances exist, sufficiently pow-
eriul to dissipate the gains of the rich

nearly as fast as they are acquired, and
thus prevent a rapid accumulation of
wealth. This has been the case in Great
Britain ; but although the great increase
of necessary and fashionbble expense has
prevented the wealthy from becoming so
enormously rich as they otherwise would
have been, there can be Uttle doubt, that

taken collectively, they are possessed of
more property and income than the weal-

f
thy members of the community at any
former period, and that the number of
the poor is considerably augmented. In
"a state where taxation is general, the ef-

fects of the borrowing system are some-
what retarded, by the lenders themselves
contributing to the taxes levied to pay

them interest, and therefore the practice

niay be carried to a greater extent than
iI*those states, where particular classes,

as the nobility or priesthood, are ex-
empt from taxation, and under whose
privileges the money lenders may shelter

themselves from contributing their just

proportion.

Most governments have begun to bor-

row upon their general credit, without as-

signing any particular fund for the pay-

ment of the debt ; and when this resource
has failed them, they have gone on to

borrow upon assignments or mortgages
of particular funds. What is called Uie
unfunded debt of Great Britain is con-

tracted in the former of those ways ; but
this is a mode which never can be car-

ried to a great extent, without bringing
the finances of a country into disorder ;

the other mode is subject to no limitation,

while efficient funds can be found for

securing the regular payments stipulated

with the lenders. Borrowing on the se-

curity of particular funds is done in two
ways ; sometimes the assignment or mort-
gage is made for a short period of time
only, a year or a few years, for example :

and sometimes for perpetuity. In the for-

mer case, the fund is supposed sufficient

to pay, within the limited time, both prin-

cipal and interest of the money borrowed ;

in the other, it is supposed sufficient to

pay the interest only, which is either an
annuity terminable at the end of a certain

number of years, or a perpetual annuity,

which the government retains the hberty
of redeeming at any time, upon paying
back the principal sum borrowed. When
money is i-aised in the one way, it is said

to be raised by anticipation ; when in the
other, by funding.

The great expense attending the mo-
dern system of warfare appears to have
created the necessity of contracting na-

tional debts : the practice originated in

Italy, and was soon adopted in other
countries, but it has been brought into a
more regular system, and carried to a

much greater extent in Great Britain, than
in any other nation.

In the reign of King William, and du-
'

ring a great part of that of Queen Anne^
before the practice of funding on perpetu-l
al annuities had become famihar, the*
greater part of the new taxes were im-
posed for a short period of time (for four,

five, six, or seven years only) and the
principal part of the grants of each year
consisted of loans in anticipation of the
produce of those taxes. The produce
being, frequently insufficient for paying,
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wiihln the limited time, the principal and
interest oflhe money borrowed, deficien-

cies arose ; to make good which, it be-

came necessary to prolong the original

term, TJiis expedient was repeated, and
money was sometimes borrowed on a

fund already anticipated for several years

to come. Exchequer bills were issued,

and lotteries introduced, but all these

temporary means were found inade-

quate to the rapid increase of the public

expenditure ; which of course soon caus-

ed an accumulation of public debts; and
as the interest payable to the public cre-

ditors was frequently some time in ar-

rear, public credit was occasionally re-

duced to a very low ebb, and apprehen-
sions were entertained that the public

debt had already become too iieavy a

burthen for tbe country to prosper un-

der.

In the year 1711 a project was formed
for relieving the government from the

financial difficulties under which it la-

boured, by permitting the proprietors of

various debts and arrears, amounting to

8,971,325/. to subscribe them towards
raising the capital of a company formed
for carrying on a trade to the South Seas,

The actual capital of the company was
9,177,967/. 15s. 4d., which, for the further

accommodation of government, was in-

creased in 1715 to ten millions.

The total amount of the. national debt,

on the 31st of December, 1716, was
48,364,501/. 8s. 4d. which, on the opening
of the following session of parliament,

was mentioned in the King's speech, and
the Commons' address, as an insupporta-

ble weight, and the government appears
to have thought it necessary to concert
seriously such measures, as might lay the
foundation of an effectual plan for its re-

duction. In consequence of this dispo-

sition, all the existing taxes, except the
land and malt, were made perpetual ; and,
having been distributed into three classes,

called the Aggregate, South Sea, and
General Funds, the surplusses remaining,
after satisfying the previous charges upon
these respective funds, were formed into

a separate fund, called the Sinking Fund,
for the express purpose of discharging
the principal and interest of such national

debts and incumbrances as were incurred
before the 25th of December, 1716. See
Sinking Fund.
The memorable South Sea scheme, in

the year 1720, was to have furnished a
considerable sum, to be employed in the
reduction of the public debts; instead of
which it increased their amount by an ad-
VOL. IV.

dition to the'capital of 3,034,769/. 11». lid.
while the annual charge was rather aug-
mented than diminished by the allowance
for management on the increased capital.

The reduction of a part of the interest
was, however, secured ; and as the com-
pany's capital was redeemable, a further
reduction of interest might be effected at
a future period ; but this depended on
future circumstances: whereas, had the
terminable annuities which were convert-
ed into redeemable perpetuities by this
scheme, remained in their original state,

there was a certainty of their expiring at
a fixed period.

In 1727 the interest on 37,738,007/. of
the public debt was reduced from 5 to 4
per cent, wluch produced an important
addition to the Sinkir.g Fund. An opinion,
however, began to prevail, that the pub-
lic debts had increased since the esta-
blishment of the fund, and that this provi-
sion was inadequte to the purpose for
which it was designed. This occasioned
the publication of an excellent essay on
the public debts, which has been general-
ly ascribed to Sir Nath. Gould, in which
it was clearly shewn, that although from
the South Sea subscription, and from se-
veral articles being brought to account
which were actually due before the 25th
of December, 1716, there was an appear-
ance of increase, the debt had in reality

been diminished, and that from the great
addition now made to the Sinking Fund,
by the reduction of interest, it would, if

not diverted to any other purpose, dis-

charge all the debts then existing in about
56 years, or with a further reduction of
interest in a shorter period.
The application of the sinking fund to

its original object was, however, of short
duration : in 1733 half a million was taken
from it towards the supplies : larger sums
were taken in the following years, and
the whole amount paid off by the fund,
from its establishment to the year 1739,
was only 8,328,354/. leaving the total

amount of the national debt 47,314,829/.
The war which began in this year increas-

ed the debt to 78,293,313/. the interest on
which amounted to 3,061,004/, per an-

num : but the rise in,the price ©f the pub-
lic funds on the peace enabled govern-
ment, in 1749, to lessen the annual
charge, by reducing the interest on
57y703,475L from 4 to 3^ per cent, till the
25th December, 1757, and thence 3 per
cent. This reduction produced a saving

of 612,735/. per annum ; and with the

salt duties, amounting to about 220,00Q/.

per annum, formed another important ad-

T
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(^ition to the sinking fund, the yearly pro-

duce of which, on an average of ten years

previous to this augmentation, was
1,356,578/.; an income sufficient to have
effected a very considerably diminution

of the pubUc debts, if it had been strictly

applied to the purpose for which it was
designed; but being constantly taken
towards the yearly supplies, scarce any
progress was made in the reduction ofthe

debt.

The total amount of the national debt

at the commencement of the seven year's

war, in 1756, was 74,980,886/; and as

the increased expenditure, beyond the

charge of preceding wars, wliich is one
of the inevitable consequences of pei;pe-

tuating taxes, rendered it necessary to

borrow^ larger sums than had ever be-

fore been raised on loan, the debt in-

creased rapidly, and at the end of the

war, including the loan of 1763, and a

valution of the terminable annuities, it

amounted to 136,367,757/., exclusive of

the unfunded debt.

After the peace in 1763, the income
of the sinking fund increased considera-

bly. The causes of this were, partly the
falling in of life annuities, and the greater
productiveness of the taxes arising from
the increase of commerce and population.

But the principal cause w'as, the falHng in

of the interest of about ten millions and a
half of the pubUc debt, which was dis-

charged during the twelve years of peace
ending with 1775. This diminution of
the public debt could not, however, be
said to be made by the sinking fund, as

other sources supplied the principal part

of the amount : these were, a contribution

from the East India Company of 400,000/.

per annum, begun in 1768, and continued
for five years : the profits of ten lotteries

;

the composition agreed to be paid by the
King of France for the maintenance of
French prisoners ; monies arising from
the sale of French prizes taken before
the declaration of war, and other extraor-
dinary receipts, amounting in the whole
to above eight millions. The sinking fund,
therefore, did not pay off more than two
millions and a half, the rest of its produce
having been employed in bearing the ex-
pencesof the peace establishment, which
during that period were not much less

than double what they had been in any
former period.

At the commencement of the American
war, then considered as litte more than
a partial insurrection, wiiich would be
speedily suppressed, the resources and

perseverance of the colonists were much
underrated : it was not, therefore, deemed
necessary to incur any great expense for

the purpose of subduing them ; but when
the interference of France extended the

operations of the war in all directions, ve-

ry serious exertions became requisite, and
the expenditure was in consequence aug-

mented far beyond its amount in former
wars. The sums which it was necessary to

borrow thus increased from two millions

to five, seven, and twelve millions, and in

1782 the loan was thirteen miUions and a

half. The apparent magnitude of the

debt was also much increased, by the

practice of entithng the subscribers to the

loans to a larger capital of stock than the

money advanced, by which means, for the
total sum of 75,500,000/, borrowed during
this war, including the loan of 1784, a

debt was created of 97,400,000/. exceed-
ing the- money borrowed by 21,900,000/.

The interest payable on the whole amount-
ed to 4,119,125/. per annum, being equal
to 51. 9s. Id. per cent, on the sums, borrow-
ed. In addition to these sums, a very con-
siderable amount of navy debt was funded
after the conclusion of the war, which, be-
ing properly part of the expenses of it,

makes the total debt incurred by the A-
merican war amount to 115,267,992/., and
the interest payable thereon 5,012,562/.

per annum.
The total amount of the national debt,

funded and unfunded, including a valua-

tion of the terminable annuities at theii?

current prices, was, on the 5th January,
1786^ 268,100,379/. and the amount of
the annual interest 9,512,232/. At this

period, the general conviction of the ab-
solute necessity of some provision being
made for tlie gradual reduction of the
debt, induced government to propose
the es-tablishment of a new sinking fund,
under regulations which rendered it a
considerable improvement on the fund
formerly estabhshed for the same pur.
pose. But although the revenue wus
represented as sufficiently productive to

furnish a considerable surplus for this

purpose, which, with a few new taxes,

would amount to a milhon per annum,
it wa^ found necessary in 1789 to bor-
row, towards the supplies, 1,002,140/. on
a tontine, and 187,000/. on short annui-
ties.

The total amount of the national debt,
as it stood in 1792, being the year pre-
vious to the war with the French re-

public, was, according to the official

statement, 238,231,248/.; but, including
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tijc value of the terminable annuities,
and the amount of the unfunded debt,
the total was 268,267,272/. Ihe annual
interest and allowance for management
on which amounted to 9,752,67.^. From
this amount, however, a deduction of
more than eight millions is to be made
for the stock which had been bought
up at that period by the commissioners
for the reduction of the debt . The mag-
nitude of the sums borrowed in the
course of the war which began in 1793,
and the circumstance of the loans be-
ing chiefly made on 3 per cent, stock,
caused an unparalleled increase of the
national debt, attended with a great de-
preciation of the current prices of the
public funds, which obliged the govern-
ment to pay a very higii interest for the
money borrowed. In the years 1797 and
1798, it was found impracticable to raise
the sums required without paying up-
wards of 6 per cent, interest, being a
higher rate than had been paid on any
money borrowed for the public service
since the reign of Queen Anne. In the
latter years of the war, large sums be-
ing levied by extraordinary taxes, the
amount of the loans was rendered
somewhat less than it otherwise must
have been

; they were still, however, of
unprecedented magnitude ; and in 1802,
atter the conclusion of the war, it was
found necessary to borrow twenty-five
millions more, to make good expenses
of the war which had not been provided
ibr. The total amount of the loans of
this war was 200,500,000/. by which a
debt was created of 310,424,323/. ; to this
roust be added the amount ofstock creat-
ed by funding Navy and Exchequer bills,

making the total amount offunded debt
mcurred by the war 351,125,730/. and
the interest payable thereon 11,676,144/.
per ann. This is exclusive of the Impe-
rial loans, which there can be little doubt
will remain a perpetual burthen to this
country.

Among other financial occurrences of
this period, the pubHc debt of Ireland be-
came in a great measure blended with
that of Great Britain, from which it has
hitherto been entirely distinct. Ireland
has constantly had a public debt from

about the year 1760, but its amount was
for many years very small, in comparison
with the magnitude to which it has since

increased, as will appear from the follow^-

ing statement

:

Tean. Debt.

1?61 . . . L. 223,438
1771 . . . 773,320
1781 . . . 1,551,704
1791 . ,. . 2,464,590

1801 . ,. . 31,950,656

The loans which became necessary, in

consequence of the war, were in the first

year raised wholly in Ireland on 5 per
cent, stock. In 1794, an inducement was
offered to persons resident in England
to subscribe to the loans of Ireland, by
making the dividends on part of the stock

receivable at the Bank of England Tand
the same plan was followed in 1795 and
1796: but in 1797 the alarm of invasion,

and the disturbed state of the country,

rendered it impracticable for the govei-n-

ment of Ireland to raise the loan neces-

sary for the service of the year, with-

out submitting to the most exorbitant

terms : in consequence of which it was
deemed preferable, that it should be
chiefly raised and funded in Great Bri-

tain, as part of the sum borrowed by the

government of tliat country. The joint

loans for Great Britain and Ireland were^
therefore, raised as one sum, the interest

of the whole being charged on the con-

solidated fund of Great Britain ; and in

this manner all the principal loans for the
service of Ireland have be^n since raised,

the government of that country remitting

annually the interest, charges of manage-
ment, and appropriation of one percent,

on the capital, in order to reimburse the

payments made from the consolidated

fund on this account.

The total amount of the funded debt
of Ireland, on the 5th of January 1807,

was 64,721,356/. 15*. the principal part

of which, having been actually borrowed
by the government ofGreat Britain, is in-

cluded in the following statement, as with

respect to the public creditors, the whole
of the sums thus borrowed are tlie pro-

per debt of Great Britain.
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statement of the National Debt of Great Britain ^t Midsummer, 1806.

Consolidated 5 per cent, annuities

5 per cent, annuities, 1797 and 1802
Consolidated 4 per cent, annuities

Reduced 3 per cent, annuities

Consolidated 3 per cent, annuities

Deferred 3 per cent, annuities . .

3 per cent, annuities, 1726 . . .

Bank of England 11,686,800
South Sea Stock 3,662,784
Old South Sea annuities 11,907,470
New South Sea annuities 8,494,830
South Sea annuities, 1751 1,919,600

Capital.

L. s. d
. 46,674,742 1

, 2,406.132 13
. 49,725,084 17
. 164,705,570 6
. 406,116,201
. 1,740,625

1,000,000

8
3
2
5

5i-

61
7i
10 S

Value of the long annuities 21,245,367 16 0"

Ditto ofthe short annuities 211,519 12 10
Ditto of the life annuities 279,074 7 6
Annuities with survivorship, 1765 . . 18,000
Tontine annuities, 1789 239,428 4 3

Funded debt L 732,033,231 11
Navy, Victualling, and Transport debt 6,000,000
Ii;jichequer bills 12,000,000
Ditto for the bank charter 3,000,000
Ordnance debt. Treasury bills, &c. . . 3,000,000

5i

Total funded and unfunded debt
Redeemed by the commissioners .

Total unredeemed debt . . .

i 756,033,231 11

. 117,581,858
5i

Interest and Management.
L. 8. d.

2,354,740 14 9
121,389 7 10

2,011,379 13. 7
5,015,284 12 3
12,366,238 6 11

30,450
356,502 3 5

735,974 13 11

. 58,667 15 6
1,151,510 9 IJ
423,039 5 9
55,814 17 6

540
19,952 7 Oi

L 24,701,484 7 6|

630,000

/. 25,331,484 7
3,316,252 14

6|
9

L 638,451,373 11 5i . L 22,015,231 12 9|

The capital redeemed by the Commis-
sioners, for the reduction of the national

debt, is given as it stood on the 1st of
February, 1807, their accounts being
made up to that period.

The statement is exclusive of the capi-

tal of Imperial 3 per cent, annuities, be-

ing 7,502,633/. 6s. 8d. ; the dividends on
which, amounting to 225,079/. per an-

num, and likewise the annuities for 25
years of 230,000/. per annum, have be-
come as regular a charge upon the con-
sohdated fund as any part of the debt of
Great Britain.

For tlie terms on which the public
debts have been contracted, see Loaxs.
For the particulars of the different funds
of which they consist, and the mode of
transacting business therein, see Funds.
DEBTS and credits, in military affairs.

Every captain of a troop or company in

\he British service is directed to give in a
monthly statement of the debts and
Credits of his men ; and it is the duty of
every commanding officer to examine
each list, and to see that no injustice or
irregularity has been countenanced or
overlooked in this business.

DECAGON, in geometry, a plane fi-

gure with ten sides and ten angles : it is

called a regular decagon, when all the
sides aiKl angles are equal.

If we suppose the radius of a circle to

be r, then willv .|K ir,or\/ 5—1 X
2

f, be the side of a decagon inscribed in

that circle. Again, supposing the side

of a decagon to be 1, the area thereof
will be 8.69 ; whence, as 1 to 8.68, so is

the square of the side of any given deca-

gon to the area of that decagon.
DECAGYNIA, in botany, the name of

an order, or secondary division, in the
class Decandria, of the sexual method,
consisting of plants whose flowers are

furnished with ten stamina, and the same
number of styles. Neurada and Ameri-
can night-shade furnish examples.
DECALOGUE, the ten precepts or

commandments dehvered by God to

Moses, after engraving them on two ta-

bles of stone.

DECANDRIA, in botany, the name of

the tenth ctass in Linnaeus's system, con-

sisting of plants, whose flowers, as the
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name imports, are furnished with ten sta-

mina or male organs. This class, as well

as the other classes in Linnseus's method
that are compounded with a numeral, has

another character, which is not expressed
in the title, viz. that the flowers are all

hermaphrodite, that is, have both stamina
and pointels, which, according to our au-

thor, are the male and female organs of
generation within the same covers. In
this respect, the classes in question differ

from the Monoeciaand Dioeciaof the same
author, in which the male and female or-

gans are separated ; being placed, in the
former, upon diiferent parts of the same
plant: in the latter, upon distinct plants.

This of)servation merits attention, be-
cause character, which is the subject of
it, is indispensably necessary ; ami a plant
having ten, or any number of stamina, is

not on that account to be referred to its

respective numeral class, unless both male
and female organs are found contained
within the covers of the flower. To take
an example from the class which we are
now considering ; the flowers of the cu-
rious exotic, papaw, or popo-tree, have
ten stamina ; and yet the plant cannot be
arranged under the class Decandria, be-
cause the male and female parts are not
only placed within different covers, but
likewise produced upon distinct plants :

the popo seed ripened by the female flow-
ers producing both male and female trees.

Besides the sexes of the flowers, it is ne-
cessary that the stamina be of an equal
length, and distinct; that is, neither join-

ed at the bottom nor top ; circumstances,
which would remove the plants in which
they are found, to classes whose es-

sential character is no ways connected
with the number of the male and female
organa.

The drders- or secondary divisions in
this numerous class are five, and take
their name from the number of styles, or
females organs. Fraxenilla, lignum vitae,

dwarf rose-bay, and strawberry-tree, have
one style ; soap-wort, and carnation, have
two; cucubalus, viscous campion, and
sand-wort, three ; hog-plum, navel-wort,
and house-leek, five ; neurada, and Ame-
rican night-shade, ten.

Decandria is likewise the name of an
order or secondary division in the classes
Monadelphia, Diadelphia, Gynandria, and
Dioecia, in all which, the classic character
being unconnected with the number of
stamina, that circumstance, properly
enough, serves as a foundation for the
secondary or subordinate division.

DECEM tales, in law, a writ that issues

directed to the sheriff, whereby he is

commanded to make a supply of jury-
men, where a full jury does not appear
on a trial at bar.

DECIDUUS, in botany, a terra expres-
sive of the second stage of duration in

plants, but, like caducus, susceptible of
different senses, according to the par-
ticular part of the plant to which it is

applied. A leaf is said to be deciduus
which drops in autumn ; petals are de-
ciduus which fall off' with the stamina
and pistillum ; and this epithet is applied
to such flower-cups as fall after tlie ex-
pansion, and before the dropping of the
flower. This last is exemplified in ber-
berry, and the flowers of the class Tetra-
dynamia.

Most plants in cold and temperate cli-

mates shed their leaves every year. This
happens in autumn, and is generally an-

nounced by the flowering ofthe common
meadow saffron. The term is only appli-

ed to trees and shrubs ; for herbs perish

down to the root every year, losing stem,
leaves, and all. All plants do not drop
their leaves at the same time. Among
large trees, the ash and walnut, although
latest in unfolding, are soonest divested
of them ; the latter seldom carries its

leaves above five months. On the oak
and horn-bean the leaves die and wither
as soon as the colds commence ; but re-

main attached to the branches till they

are pushed off by the new ones, which
unfold themselves the following spring.

Tliese trees are doubtless a kind of ever-

greens ; the leaves are probably destroy-

ed only by cold ; and, perhaps, would
continue longer upon the plant, but for

the force of the spring-sap, joined to the

moisture.

With respect to deciduus trees, the fall-

ing off of the leaves seems principally to

depend on the temperature of the atmo-
shere, which likewise serves to hasten

or retard the appearance in question.

An ardent sun contributes to hasten the

dropping of the leaves. Hsnce, in hot
and dry summers, the leaves of the lime-

tree and horse-chesnut turn yellow about

the 1st of September ; whilst, in other

years, the yellowness does not appear till

the beginning of October. Nothing, how-
ever, contributes more to hasten the fall

of the leaves than immoderate cold or

moist weather in autumn ; moderate
droughts, on the other hand, serve to

retard it. It deserves to be remarked,

that an evergreen tree, grafted upon a

decidims, determines the latter to retain

its leaves. This observation is confirmed

by repeated experiments, particularly by

grafting the laurel, or cherry-bay, an ever-
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green, on the common cherry; and the

ilex, or ever-green oak, on the oak.

DECIMAL arithmetic, the art of com-
puting by decimal fractions.

DjEciMAL fraction, that whose denomi-

nator is always 1, with one or more cy-

phers : thus an unit may be imagined to

be equally divided into %0 parts, and each

of these into 10 more ; so that by a conti-

nual decimal subdivision the unit may be

supposed to be divided into 10, 100, 1000,

&c. equal parts, called tenth, hundredth,

thousandth part of an unit. In decimal

fractions, the figures of the numerator
are only expressed, the denominator be-

ing omitted, because it is known to be al-

ways an unit with so many cyphers as there

are places in the numerator. A decimal

fraction is distinguished from an integer

with a point prefixed, as .2 for ^^, .34

for ^-4^, .567 for -^^^^y &c. The same

is observed in mixed numbers, as 678.9

for 678 J»^, 67.89 for 67 **^, 6.789 for

Cyphers at the right hand of a decimal
fraction alter not its value ; for .5 or .50

or .5000 is each ofthem of the same value,

equal to _Sj, or ^ : but cyphers at the left

hand, in a decimal fraction, decrease the
value in a tenfold proportion ; for .05 is

As the denominator of a decimal is al-

ways one of the numbers 10, 100, 1000,
&c. the inconvenience of writing these
denominators down may be saved, by
placing a proper distinction before the
figures of the numerator only to distin-

guish them from integers, for the value of
each place of figures will be known in de-
cimals, as well as in integers, by their dis-

tance from the 1st, or unit's place of inte-

gers, having similar names at equal dis-

tances, as appears by the following scale
ofplaces, both in decimals and integers

:

&c. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6, &c.

.067, .0089, may be written thus, .3000,

.4500, .0670, .0089 ; all which consisting

of four places, their common denomina-
tor is an unit with four cyphers, namely,
10000.

Addition and subtraction of decimals

are the same as in whole numbers, when
the places of the same denomination are

set under one another, as in the following

examples

:

= 3 = o 5 3 5.

3 £.2,^ 2

lg
0.0-

OQ W WJ in V3 V2

V <u c c: c o
•73 w uj to S3

|lll'§

li

Decimal fractions are easily reduced
into a common denominator, by making,
or even supposing, all of them to consist

of the same number vf places; so .3, .45,

To 34.25

Add 3.026

From 16.5

Subtract .125

Sum 37.276 Rem. 16.375

In multiplication the work is the same
as in whole numbers, only in the product

;

separate, with a point, so many figures

to the right hand as there are fractional

places both in the multiplicand and mul-

tipUer ; then all the figures on the left

hand of the point make the whole num-
ber, and those on the right a decimal frac-

tion.

It is to be noted, that if there be not so

many figures in the product, as ought

to be separated by the preceding rule,

then place cyphers at the left, to com-
plete the number, as may be seen ia

Ex.5.

Ex. 1. Mult. 456
by 213

1368
456

912

Product 9712.8

Bx. 3. Multiply
by

Ex. 2. Mult. 45.6

by 21.3

Product 971.28

Product

Ex. 4. Multiply
by

456
0.213

97.128

45.6

0.213

Product 97.128

Ex. 5. Multiply

by
0.0456
0.213

Product 0.0097128
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Tn division the work is the same as in

whole numbers, only in the quotient, se-

parate, with a point, so many figures to

the rigiit hand for a decimal fraction, as

there are fractional places in the dividend,

more than in the divisor, because there

must be so many fractional places in the

divisor and quotient together, as there

are in the dividend.

As division of decimal fractions is ex-

tremely difficult, especially with regard

to the value of the figures of the quotient,

we shall here give a general rule for as-

certaining their values, viz.

Rule, place the first multiple of the

divisor under the dividend, as in opera-

tions of common division ; then will the
unit's place of this multiple stand under
such a place of the dividend, as the first

significant figure of the quotient is to be ;

that is, the first significant figure of the
quotient will be of the same name or

value with the figure of the dividend
which stands above the unit's place of

the multiple.

This rule will hold in all cases. 1.

When the number of decimals are equal

in the divisor and dividend, the quotient

will be integers, or whole numbers : for

placing the first multiple of the divisor

under the dividend, according to the

rule. Ex. 1.

8.45)295.75(35
25.35

4225
4225

The unit's place 5, is found to stand

under 9, the place of tens in the divi-

dend ; so that 3, the first figure of the

quotient, must be tens also, and 5, the

next figure, units. 2. When the number
of decimals in the dividend exceed those
in the divisor, as, Ex. 2.

24.3)780.516(32.12
72.9

Where 2, the unit's place of the mul-
tiple of the divisor, stands under 8, the
place of tens of the dividend ; whence 3,
the first figure of the quotient, must be
tens also ; and 2, the next figure, units

;

so that the remaining figures, 12, must
be decimals. This is done, more shortly,
by making as many figures of the quo-
tient decimals, as there are more deci-
mal places in the dividend than in the di-

visor. 3. When there are not so many
decimal places in the dividend, as there
are in the divisor, cyphers must be added
to the right hand of the dividend, to make
them equal: thus, to divide 192.1 by
7.684, as in Ex. 3.

7.684)192.100(25
15.368

Add two cyphers to make the deci-

mals equal ; and, by the above rule, the
quotient 25 will be found to be integers,

as 5, the place of units, stands under 9,

the place of tens. 4. If after division

there are not so many figures in the quo-
tient as there ought to be decimal parts,

supply this defect by prefixing cyphers
to the quotient found : thus, in Ex. 4.

957)7.2540(.00758 nearly.

6.699

.5550

4785

.7650

7650

The quotient by division is found to be
758; and, by the above rule, the first

figure, 7, ought to stand in the decimal
place of thousandths, which it is rAade to

do by prefixing two cyphers.
Vulgar fractions are reduced to deci-

mals of the same value, by dividing the
numerator by the denominator.

^. 1 10 ^ J 3 3.00 ^^Thus,-=-=.5,and -.=— :=.7S,

2 2.000000, &c. «„^^^ •

and =-=— =.285714, nearly.

Decimai. scales are those which are de-

cimally divided.

DECIMATE, in military affairs, is to

choose, by lot, one out of ten, either by
way of punishment, or for the purpose
of being employed upon some public

work.

DECIPHERING, the art of finding the

alphabet of a cypher. See Ciphek, and

Diplomatic Characters.

DECK of a ship, is a planked floor from

stem to stern, upon which the guns lie,

and where the men walk to and fro.

Great ships have three decks, first, se-
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cond, and third, beginning to count from
the lovverraost. Half deck reaches from
the mainmast to the stem of the ship.

Qarter-deck is that aloft the steerage,

reachin^r to rhe roimd house. See Ship.

DECLARATION, is a shewing in writ-

ing the grief and complaint of the de-

Wiandunt, or plaintiff, ajgainst the defend-

ant, or tenant, wherein he is supposed to

have done some wrong. And this ought
to be plain and certain, both because it

impeaches the defendant, and also com-
pels him to answer thereto. It is also an

exposition of the writ, with the addition

of time, circumstances. Sec. and must be
true as well as clear, for the court will

not take things in it by imphcation : and
it sets forth the names both of the plain-

tiff and defendant, the nature and cause

of the action, Stc. and the damage re-

ceived. Such a declaration in an action

real is termed a count, and it is essential,

that the count or declaration ought to

contain demonstration, declaration, and
conclusion ; and in the conclusion the

plaintiff ought to aver, and offer to prove
his suit, and shew the damages he has

sustained by the wrong done him. De-
claration must be certain: containing, 1.

Such sufficient certainty, whereby the
court may give a peremptory and final

judgment upon the matter in contro-

ver:5y. 2. The defendant may make a

direct answer to the matter contained
therein. 3. That the jury, after issue

joined, may give a complete verdict there-

upon. 4. No blank, or space, to be left

therein.

Declaration of xvar, a public pro-

clamation made by the herald at arms to

the members or subjccits of a state, de-

claring them to be at war with some fo-

reign power, and forbidding all and every
one to aid or assist the common enemy at

their peril.

DECLENSION, in grammar, an in-

flexion of nouns according to their divers

cases, as nominative, genitive, dative, &c.
It is a different thing in the modern lan-

guages, which have not properly any
cases, from what it is in the ancient Greek
and Latin. With respect to languages,

where the nouns admit of changes, either

in the beginning, the middle, or ending,
declension is properly the expression of
all those changes in a certain order, and
by certain degrees called cases. With
regard to languages, where the nouns do
not admit of clianges in the same number,
declension is the expression of the differ-

ent slates a noun is in, and the difterent

relations it has ; which difference of re-

lations is marked by particles, and called

articles, as a, the, of, to, from, by, &c. See
Article: also Ghammab.
DECLINATION, in astronomy, the dis-

tance of any celestial object from the

equinoctial, either northward or south-

ward. It is either true or apparent, ac-

cording as the real or apparent place of

the object is considered. A great circle

is supposed to pass through the two
poles, and through the centre of every

star. This circle is called a circle of de-

clination. The arc of this circle included

between the star and the equator mea-
sures the declination of the star. 'I'he

declination of a star then is itsj>erpendi-

cular distance from the equator. It is

north or south, according as the star is

situated on the north or south side of the

equator. All the stars situated in the

same parallel of the equator have, of

course, the same declination. The decli-

nation then marks the situation of a star

north or south from the equator. Pre-

cision requires still another circle, from
which their distance, east or west, may be
marked, in order to give the real place.

The circle of declination, which passes

through that point of the equator called

the vernal equinoctial point, has been
chosen for that purpose. The distance

of the circle of declination of a given

star from that point, measured on the

equator, or the arc of the equator \vf

eluded between the vernal equinox and
the circle of decUnation of the star, is

called its right ascension. If we know the

declination and the right ascension of a

star, we know its precise situation in the

heavens.

The declination of any star may be
easily found by observing the following

rule : Take the meridian altitude of the

star, at any place where the latitude is

known ; the complement of this is the

zenith distance, and is called north or

south, as the star is north or south at the

time of observation. Then, 1. When the

latitude of the place and zenith distance

of the star are of different kinds, namely,
one north and the other south, their dif-

ference will be the declination, and it is

of the same kind with the latitude, when
that is the greatest of the two, otherwise
it is of the contrary kind.—2. If the lati-

tude and the zenith distance are of the

same kind, i. e- both north or both south,

their sum is the declination ; and it is of
the same kind with the latitude. See
Globks, use of.

Dkclinatiox of a xoall or plain far
dials, is an arch of the horizon, contained

\
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either between the plane and the prime
vertical circle, if you reckon it from the

east or west ; or else between the meridi-

an and the plane, if you account it from

north or south. There are many ways
given by authors for finding the declina-

tion of a plane, of which all those that

depend upon the magnetic needle deserve

to be suspected on many accounts. The
common method, by finding the sun*s ho-

rizontal distance from the pole of the

plane, is subject to many errors and dif-

ficulties. The way therefore we would
recommend, as the best for finding the

declination of a plane, is by a declinator.

DECLINATOK, or DEcuNAxoar, an

instrument contrived for taking the de-

clinations, inclinations, and rechnatioos

of planes. See Instruments, mathema-

tical.

DECLINING (Hals, those which do not

face directly any of the four cardinal

points. See Dialling.
DECOCTION, the boiling of one^ or

more ingredients in a watery fluid. See
Pharmacy.
DECOMPOSITION, in chemistry. The

substance resulting from a chemical com-
bination is denominated a compound.
The substances of which it is formed are

called its constituent parts. When these

are again separated, the process is de-

nominated decomposition. See Analy-
sis.

DECOUPLE, in heraldry, the same as

uncoupled ; thus, a chevron decouple, is

a chevron wanting so much of it towards
the point, that the two ends stand at a

distance from one another, being parted
and uncoupled.
DECOY, among fowlers, a place made

for catching wild fowl. A decoy is gene-
rally made where there is a large pond
surrounded with wood, and beyond that

a marshy and uncultivated country : if

the piece of water is not thus surrounded,
it will be attended with noises and other
accidents, which may be expected to

frighten the wild fowl from a qitiet haunt,

where they mean to sleep in the day-time
in security. If these noises or distur-

bances are wilful, it has been held that

an action will lie against the disturber.

As soon as the evening sets in, the decoy
rises, and the wild-fowl feed during the
night. If the evening is still, the noise of
their wings during their flight is heard at

a very great distance, and is a pleasing,
though rather melancholy sound.
The decoy ducks are fed with hemp-

seed, which is thrown over the screens
in small quantities, to bring them for-

VOL. IV.

wards into the pipes or canals, and to al-

lure the wild-fowl to follow, as this seed
is so light as to float. There are several
pipes, as they are called, which lead up a
narrow ditch that closes at last with a
funnel-net. Over these pipes (which grow
narrower from their first entrance) is a
continued arch of netting, suspended on
hoops. It is necessary to have a pipe or
ditch for almost every wind that can blow,
as upon this circumstance it depends
which pipe the fowl will take to ; and the
decoyman always keeps on the leeward
side of the ducks, to prevent his scent
reaching their sagacious nostrils. All
along each pipe, at intervals, are placed
screens made of reeds, which are so si-

tuated, that it is impossible the wild fowl
should see the decoyman before they have
passed on towards the end of the pipe,
where the purse net is placed. The in-

ducement of the wild fowl to go up one of
these pipes is, because the decoy ducks,
trained to this, lead the way, either after

hearing the whistle of the decoyman, or
enticed by the hemp seed ; the latter will

dive under water, whilst the wild-fowl fly-

on and are taken in the purse. It often
happens, however, that the wild-fowl are
in such a state of sleepiness and dozing
that they will not follow the decoy-ducks.
Use is then generally made of a dog that

is taught his lesson : he passes back-
wards and forwards between the reed
screens (in which are little holes, both
for the decoyman to see, and the little

dog to pass through ;) this attracts the
eye of the wild fowl, who, not choosing
to be interrupted, advance towards the
small and contemptible, animal, that they
may drive him away. The dog all the
time, by the direction of the decoyman,
plays among the screens of reeds,nearer
and nearer the purse-net; till at last,

perhaps, the decoyman appears behind a

screen, and the wildfowl, not daring to

pass by him in return, nor being able to

escape upwards on account of the net-

covering, rush on into the purse-net.

Somtimes the dog will not attract their

attention, if a red handkerchief, or

something very singular, is not put about
him.

Df.cot, in military affairs, a stratagem
to carry off the enemy's horses in a fo-

raging party, or from pasture. The
word is also used to denote a stratagem

employed by a small ship of war to be-

tray a vessel of inferior force into an in-

cautious pursuit, till she has drawn her
within the range of her cannon. It is

usually performed by painting the stern
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and sides in such a manner, as to disguise

the ship, and represent her either much
smaller and of inferior force, or as a

friend to the hostile vessel which she
endeavours to ensnare, by assuming the

emblems and ornaments of the nation

to which the stranger is supposed to be-
long.

DECREE, in the civil law, is a deter-

mination that thfe emperor pronounces
upon hearing a particular cause between
plaintiff' and defendant.
Decrek, is a sentence pronounced by

the Lord Chancellor in the Court of
Chancery, and is equally binding upon
the parties as a judgment in a court
law. By the laws of England, a decree
(notwithstanding any contempts thereof)
shall not bind the goods or moveables,
but only charge the person. If a decree
be obtained and inrolled, so that the
cause cannot be reheard, then there is no.

remedy but by bill of review, whicl^

must be on error appearing on the la*se

of the decree, or on matter subsequent'
thereto, as a release or a receipt disco-

vered since.

Decrees ofcounciis, are the laws made
by them to regulate the doctrine and
policy of the church.
DECREPITATION, in chemistry, a

term applied to the crackling noise of
salts exposed to heat, by which they are

quickly split. It takes place in those salts

that have little water of crystallization,

the increased temperature converting
that small quantity into vapour, by which
the crystals are suddenly burst. Common
salt affords a good example of decrepita-

tion, and when used as a flux should be
previously decrepitated.

DECUMARIA, in botany, a genus of

the Dodecandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Myrti. Essen-
tial character : calyx eight to twelve-
leaved, superior ; petals eight to twelve ;

capsule eight-celled, with many seeds.
There is but one species, viz. D. bar-

bara, climbing decumaria, a native of Ca-
rolina.

DECUSSATE, in natural history, cros-

sed at right angles.

DEDICATION, in matters of litera-

ture, the inscribing a book, poem, play,

or the Uke, to some person of distinc-

tion, serving both as a protection to the
piece, and a mark of the author's respect

for the person to whom he dedicates his

work.
DEED, is a written contract, sealed and

delivered. It must be written before the
sealing and delivery, otherwise it is no
deed ; and after it is once formally exe-

cKited by the parties, nothing can be add-
ed or interlined; and therefore, if a
deed be sealed and delivered, with a
blank left for the sum, which the obligee
fills up after sealing and deUvery, this

will make the deed void. A deed must
be made by parties capable of contract-

ing, and upon a good consideration ; and
the subject matter must be legally and
formally set out. The formal parts of a

deed are, the premises, containing the
number, names, additions, and titles of
the parties. The covenants, which are
clauses of agreement contained in the
deed, whereby the contracting parties

stipulate for the truth of certain facts, or
bind themselves to the performance of

some specific acts. The conclusion,

which mentions the execution and date

of the deed, or the time of its being
given, or executed, either expressly, or
with reference to some day and year be-
fore mentioned.
A deed is the most solemn act of law

which a man canjperform with respect to

the disposition of his property, and
therefore no fperson shall be permitted
to aver or prove any thing against his

own deed. All the parts of a deed in-

dented constitute in law but one entire

deed ; but every part has the same ope-
rative force as all the parts taken to-

gether, and they are deemed the mutual
or reciprocal acts of either of the parties,

who may be bound by either part of the

same, and the words of the indenture

may be considered as the words of either

party. If the name of baptism or sur-

name of a party to a deed be mistaken,

as John for Thomas, &c. this has been
held to be dangerous. But any mistake,

as spelling, 8cc. not deviating from the

substance of the deed, will not render it

void. If a man get another name in com-
mon esteem than his right name, any
deed made to him under such name will

be valid. Every deed must be founded
upon good and sufficient consideration ;

not upon an usurious contract, nor upon
fraud or collusion, either to deceive

bona fide purchasers, or just and lawful

creditors ; any of which considerations

will vacate the deed, and subject the

parties to forfeiture, and in some cases to

imprisonnient. A deed also without any
consideration is void. A deed must be
written upon the proper stamps prescrib-

ed by the legislature, otherwise it cannot

be given in evidence.

The force and effect which the law of

England gives to a deed under seal can-

not exist, unless such deed be executed

by the party himself, or by another for
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b'.m, in his presence, or with his direc-

tion ; or, in his absence, by an agent au-

thorized so to do by another deed, also

under seal ; and in every such case the
deed must be made and executed in the
name of the principal.

A deed takes effect only from the day
of delivery, and therefore, if it have no
date, or a date impossible, the delivery

will in all cases ascertain the date of it ;

and if another party seal the deed, yet, if

the party dehver it himself, he thereby
adopts the sealing and signing, and by
such delivery makes them both his own.
The delivery of a deed may be alleged at

any time after the date, but, unless it be
sealed, and regularly delivered, it is no
deed. Another requisite of a deed is,

that it be properly witnessed or attested :

the attestation is, however, necessary,
rather for preserving the evidence, than
as intrinsically essential to the validity of
the instrument.

There are four principles adopted by
the courts of law for the exposition of
deeds ; viz. 1. That they be beneficial to

the grantee or person in whose favour
they are intended to operate. 2. That
where the words may be employed to

some interest, they shall not be void. 3.

That the words be construed according
to the meaning of the parties, and not
otherwise ; and the intent of the parties

shall be carried into effect, provided
such intent can possibly stand at law. 4.

That they are to be consonant to the rules
of law, and deeds shall be expounded rea-
sonably, without injury to the grantor,
and to the greatest advantage of the
grantee. Deeds are further expounded
upon the whole ; and if the second part
contradict the first, such second part shall

be void ; but ifthe latter expound or ex-
plain the former, which it may, both parts
may stand.

In construction of law, the first deed
and the last will stand in force; and
where a deed is by indenture between
parties, none can have an action upon
such deed, but the person who is a party
to it. In a deed-poll, however, one per-
son may covenant with another, who is

not a party, to do certain acts ; for the
non-performance of which he may bring
his action.

Where a man justifies title under any
deed, he ought to produce that deed ; if

it be alleged in pleading, it must be pro-
duced to the court, that it may determine
whether the deed contain sufficient words
to make a valid contract.
DEER. See Cervcs.
DEFAMATION, the offence of speak-

ing slanderous words of another; anfl

where any person circulates any report
injurious to the credit or character of
another, the party injured may bring an
action to recover damages proportioned
to the injury he has sustained ; but it is

incumbent upon the party to prove that he
has sustained an injury, to entitle him to
damages. In some cases, however, as
for words spoken, which, by law, are in

themselves actionable, as calling a trades-

man a bankrupt, a cheat, or swindler, &c.
there is no occasion to prove any particu-

lar damage, but the plaintiffmust be par-

ticularly attentive to state words precisely

as they were spoken, otherwise he will

be nonsuited.

DEFAULT is commonly taken for

non-appearance in court at a day assign-

ed ; if a plaintiff make default in appear-
ance in a trial at law, he will be non-
suited ; and where a defendant makes a
default, judgment shall be had against

him by default.

Default q/" jurors. If jurors make de-
fault in their appearance for trying of
causes, they shall forfeit their issues,

unless they have any reasonable excuse,
proved by witnesses, in which case the
justices may discharge the issues for de-
fault.

DEFENCE, in fortification, all sorts of
works that cover and defend the opposite
posts, as flanks, casemates, parapets, and
faussebrays. See Fobtit-ications.

DEFENDER of the Faith, a peculiar

title given to the King of England ; by
Pope Leo the Tenth to King Henry the
Eighth, for writing against Martin Lu-
ther, in behalf of the Church of Rome,
then accounted donucilium fidei catho-

licce.

DEFERENTIA vasa. See Axatomt.
DEFICIENT numbers, those whose

parts or multiples, added together, fall

short of the integer whereofthey are the

parts; such is 8, its parts, 1, 2, 4, making
only 7. See Number.
DEFILE, in fortification, a straight nar-

row passage, through which a company of
horse or foot can pass only in file, by mak-
ing a small front, so that the enemy may
take an opportunity to stop their march,
and to charge them with so much the

more advantage, in regard that those in

the front and rear cannot reciprocally

come to the relief of one another.

DEFINITE, in grammar, is applied to

an article that has a precise determinate

signification ; such as the article the in

English, le and la in French, &c. which
fix and ascertain the noun they belong

to, to some particular, as the King, le Roy;
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whereas in th« quality of King^ de Roy,
the articles q/'andrfe mark nothing pre-
cise, and are therefore indefinite.

DEFINITION, the shewing the mean-
ing of one word by several other not sy-

nonymous terms. The meaning of words
being only the ideas they are made to

stand for by him that uses them, the
meaning of any term is then shewed, or
the word is defined, when by other words
the idea it is made the sign of, and is an-

nexed to it in the mind of the speaker,
is, as it were, represented and set before
the view^ of another ; and thus its signifi-

cation is ascertained. This is the only
end and use of definitions, and therefore
the only measure of what is, or is not, a
good definition.

The names then of simple ideas are
ihcapable of being defined, because the
several terms of a definition signifying se-

veral ideas, they can altogether by no
means represent an idea which has no
composition at all ; and therefore a defi-

nition, which is properly but shewing the
meaning ofany one word by several others,

not signifying the same each, can in the
names of simple ideas have no place.

Definitions which then take place in com-
pound ideas only are of two sorts : the
definition of the name, which is the ex-
planation of what any word means ; and
the definition of the thing, which explains

in what the nature of that thing consists.

The special rules for a good definition

are these : 1. A definition must be uni-

versal, or adequate, that is, it must agree
to all the particular species, or individu-

als, that are included under the same
idea. 2. It must be proper, and peculiar

to the thing defined, and agree to that

alone. These two rules being observed,

will always render a definition reciprocal

with the thing defined, that is, the defi-

nition may be used in the place of the

thing defined ; or they may be mutually
affirmed concerning each other. 3. A
definition should be clear and plain ; and
indeed it is a general rule concerning the

definition both of names and things, that

jio word should be used in either ofthem,
^yhich has any difficulty in it, unless it

has been before defined. 4. A defini-

tion should be short, so that it must have
no tautology in it, nor any words super-

fluous. 5. Neither the thing defined, nor

a mere synonymous name, should make
any part of the definition.

DEFLAGRATION, in chemistry, the

act of burning two or more substances to-

gether, as charcoal and nitre. When a

quantity of nitre, (nitrate of potash,) is

jnixed with an equal weight of sulphur.

charcoal, or other inflammable substance,
if the mixture is thrown into a crucible
heated to redness, a very vivid combus-
tion is instantly excited : this is deflagra-
tion, \vhich is thus explained : nitre is a
compound of nitric acid and potash : ni-

tric acid consists of nitrogen and oxygen ;

the nitre, therefore, contains a large por-
tion of oxygen, which is in so weak a
state of combination, that it is separated
by exposure to a red heat. When, there-

fore, the mixture of the nitre and of the
inflammable body is thrown into the
heated crucible, the oxygen of the for-

mer is disengaged; it is thus suddenly
presented to the inflammable body, and
hence the vivid combustion that is excit-

ed ; and for the production of this, it is

not even requisite to raise the tempera-
ture so high as that which would be ne-
cessar}', if applied alone, to decompose
the nitre, tlie affinity of the inflammable
body to the oxygen of the nitre causing
it to take place at a temperature some-
what lower. The nitrogen, or azote of
the nitric acid, passes ofl^ in the state of
gas,' and the potash with which the acid

was united remains mixed, or united with

the body formed by the combination of

the oxygen, and the inflammable sub-

stance.

DEFORMITY, the want of that unifor-

mity necessary to constitute the beauty of
an object. See BEACTr.
DEGLUl rnON, in medicine, the act

of swallowing the food, peiformed by
means of the tongue driving the aliment

into the oesophagus, which, by the con-

traction of the sphincter, protrudes the

contents downwards.
DEGRADATION, a punishment of de-

linquent ecclesiastics. The canon law dis-

tinguishes it into two sorts ; the one sum-
mary, by words only ; the other solemn,

by stripping the person degraded of those

ornaments and rights which are the en-

signs of his order or degree.
DEGRADED cross, in heraldry, a cross

divided into steps at each end, diminish-

ing as they ascend towards the centre^

called by the French perronnee.

DEGREE, in geometry, a division of a^

circle, including a three hundred and six-

tieth part of its circumference. Every:
circle is supposed to be divided intO'

three hundred and sixty parts, called de-

grees, and each degree divided into sixty

other parts, called minutes ; each of thes

minutes being again divided into sixtl

seconds, each second into thirds, am
each third into fourths, and so on. By!
this means no more degrees or parts are

reckoned in the greatest circle than in
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the least that is ; and therefore, if the

same angle at the centre be subtended
by two concent rical arches, as many de-

grees are counted in the one as in the

other; for these two arches have the

same proportion to their whole peri-

pheries.

DfOREE of latitude. See Latitude.
D£GU££ of longitude. See Longitude

and Earth.
Degbez, in universities, denotes a qua-

lity conferred on the students or mem-
bers thereof, as a testimony of their pro-

ficiency in the arts or sciences, and enti-

tling them to certain privileges. The de-

grees are much the same in all universi-

ties, but .the laws thereof, and the pre-

vious discipline or exercise, differ. The
degrees are, batchelor, master, and doc-r
tor, instead of which last, in some foreign

universities, they have licentiate.

In each faculty there are two degrees,

batchelor and doctor, which were an-

ciently called batchelor and master. In
the arts, likewise, there are two degrees
which still retain the ancient denomina-
tion, viz. batchelor and master.

With regard to obtaining degi'ees at

Oxford and Cambridge, matters are near-

ly on the same footing, only at Cambridge
the discipline is somewhat more severe,

and the exercises more difficult. For
the degree of batchelor of arts, besides

residence in the university near four

years, it is required that the person in

the last year have defended three ques-
tions in natural philosophy, mathematics,
or etliics, and answered the objections of

three several opponents at two several

times ; as also that he have opposed three
times. After \yhich, being examined by
the master and fellows of the college, he
is referred to seek his degree in the
schools, where he is to sit three days,

and be examined by two masters of arts

appointed for the purpose. For the de-
gree of master of arts, the candidate is

obliged three several times to maintain
two philosophical questions in the public
schools, and to answer the objections

brought against him by a master of arts.

He must also keep two acts in the batche-
lors' school, and declaim once. To pass
batchelor of divinity, the candidate must
have been seven years master of arts : he
must have opposed a batchelor ofdivinity
twice, kept one divinity act, and preach-
ed before the university, once in Latin,

and once in English. For the degree of
doctor, see Doctor.
Degrees, in music, are the little inter-

vals whereof the concords, or harmonical
intervals, are composed.

DEHISCENT, in natural history, gap-
ing, notched.
DEIS TS, in the modern sense of the

word, are those persons in christian
countries, who, acknowledging all the
obligations and duties of natural religion,

disbelieve the christian scheme, or re-
vealed religion. They are so called from
their belief in God alone, in opposition
to Christians. The late learned Dr.
Clarke, taking the denomination in the
most extensive signification, distinguishes
Deists into four sorts. 1. Such as pre-
tend to believe the existence of an eter-

nal, infinite, incVpendent, intelligent Be-
ing, and who teach that this Supreme
Being made the world, though they fancy
he does not at all concern himself in the
management of it. 2. Those who beheve
not only in the being, but also the provi-

dence of God with respect to the natural
world, but who, not allowing any differ-

ence between moral good and evil, deny
that God takes any notice of the morally
good or evil actions of men ; these things
depending, as they imagine, on the arbi-

trary constitutions of human laws. 3.

Those who, having right apprehensions
concerning the natural attributes of God,
and his all governing providence, and
some notion of his moral perfections also,

yet being prejudiced against the notion
of the immortaUty of the human soul,

believe that men perish entirely at death,
and that one generation shall perpetually
succeed another, without any future re-

storation or renovation of things. 4. Such
as believe the existence of a Supreme
Being, togetlier with his providence in

the government of the world, as also the
obligations of natural religion, but so far

only, as these things are discoverable by
the light of nature alone, without believ-

ing any divine revelation. These last are

the only true Deists ; but as the princi-

ples of these men would naturally lead

them to embrace the Christian revela-

tion, the learned author concludes there

is now no consistent scheme of deism in

the world.

DELEGATES, court of, is so called, be-

cause the judges thereof are delegated
by the King's commission, under the

great seal, to hear and determine appeals

in the three following cases : 1. Where
a sentence is given in any ecclesiastical

cause by the archbishop or his official.

2. When any sentence is given in any ec-

clesiastical cause in the places exempt,

3. When a sentence is given in the admi-

ral's court, in suits civil and marine, by
order of the civil law. This commission
is usually filled with lords spiritual and
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temporal, judges of the courts at West-
minster, and doctors ofthe civil law.

DELIVERANCE, a criminal brought to
trial, to which pleading not guilty, he
puts himself on God and his country ; the
clerk of the crown wishes him a good
deliverance.

DELFT ware, a kind of pottery of
baked earth, covered with an enamel or
white glazing, which gives it the appear-
ance and neatness of porcelain. Some
kinds of this enamelled pottery differ

much from others, either in their sustain-

ing sudden heat without breaking, or in

the beauty and regularity of their forms,
of their enamel, and of the painting with
which they are ornamented. In general,
the fine and beautiful enamelled potte-
ries, which approach the nearest to por-
celain in external appearance, are at the
same time, those which least resist a
brisk fire. Again, those which sustain a
sudden heat are coarse, and resemble
common pottery. The basis of this pot-
tery is clay, which is to be mixed with
such a quantity of sand, that the earth
shall preserve enough of its ductility to

be worked, moulded, and turned easily ;

and yet that its fatness shall be sufficient-

ly taken from it, that it may not crack or
shrink too much in drying or in baking.
Vessels formed of this earth must be
dried very gently, to avoid cracking.
They are then to be placed in a furnace
to receive a slight baking, which is only
meant to give them a certain consistence
or hardness. And, lastly, they are to be
covered with an enamel, or glazing,

which is done by putting upon the ves-

sels thus prepared, the enamel which
has been ground very fine, and diluted
with water.

As vessels on which the enamel is ap-
plied are but slightly baked, they readily
imbibe the water in which the enamel is

suspended, and a layer of the enamel ad-

heres to their surface ; these vessels may
then be painted with colours composed
of metallic calces, mixed and ground
with sensible glass. When they are be-
come perfectly dry, they are to be placed
in the furnace, included in cases of baked
earth, called seggars, and exposed to a
heat capable of fusing uniformly the ena-
mel which covers them. This heat gi-

ven to fuse the enamel, being much
stronger than that which was applied at

first to give some consistence to the
ware, is also the heat necessary to com-
plete the baking of it. The furnace and
colours used for painting this ware, are

the same as those employed for porcelain.

The glazing, which is nothing but white
enamel, ought to be so opaque as not to

show the ware under it. There are many
receipts for making these enamels ; but
all of them are composed of sand or flints,

vitrifying salts, oxide of lead, and oxide

of tin ; and the sand must be perfectly

vitrified, so as to form a glass consider-

ably fusible. Somewhat less than an equal

part of alkaline salt, or twice its weight
of oxide of lead, is requisite to effect such
vitrifications of sand. The oxide of tin

is not intended to be vitrified, but to give

a white opaque colour to the mass ; and
one part of it is to be added to three or

four parts of all the other ingredients ta-

ken together. From these general prin-

ciples various enamels may be made to

suit the different kinds of earths. To
make the enamel, lead and tin are oxyd-
ed together with a strong fire ; and the
sand is also to be made into a frit with the 4

.salt or ashes. The whole is then to be
|

well mixed and ground together. The ^

matter is then to be placed under the

furnace, where it is melted and vitrified

during the baking of the ware. It is next J
to be ground in a mill, and applied as m
above directed.

Concerning the earth of which the

ware is made, pure clay is not a proper
material when used alone. Different

kinds of earth, mixed together, are found
to succeed better ;

pieces of ware made
of cl.iy aione are found to require too

much time to dry, i»nd they crack and
lose their form, unless they are made ex-

ceedingly thick ; an addition of marie di-

minishes the contraction of the clay, ren-

ders it less compact, and allows the water
to escape, without altering the form of

the ware in drying. It affords also a bet-

ter ground for the enamel, which appears
more glossy and white than when laid on
clay alone. The kinds of clay which
are chiefly used in the composition of

delft ware, are the blue and green. A
mixture of blue clay and marie would
not be sufficiently solid, and would be
apt to scale, unless it were exposed to a
fire more intense than what is commonly
used for the burning of delft ware. To
give a greater solidity, some red clay is

added ; which on account of its ferru-

ginous matter possesses the requisite

binding quality. The proportions of

these ingredients vary in different works,
according to the different quahties of

the e.irths employed. Three parts of
blue clay, two parts of red clay, and five

parts of marie, form the composition used
in several manufactories. See Ewamel.
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DELIMA, xn botany, a genus of the

Polyandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Rosaceae, Jussieu. Es-
sential character : calyx five-leaved : co-

rolla none ; beriy with two seeds. There
is but one species, viz. D. sarmentosa, a
native of Ceylon.
DELIQUESCENCE, in chemistry, a

term to certain saline bodies that have
become moist or liquid, by means of the
water which they absorb from the at-

mosphere, in consequence of their great
attraction of water. When the salt has,
by exposure to air, become so far deli-

quesced as to be in a liquid state, it is

said to be in the state of deliquium.
Hence, alkali, reduced by this means to
a liquid state, was formerly denominated
oil of tartar per deliquium.
DELIRIUM, in medicine, the produc-

tion of ideas not answerable to external
causes, from an internal indisposition of
the brain, attended with a wrong judg-
ment following from these ideas, and an
affection of the mind and motion of the
body accordingly; and from these in-

creased through various degrees, either
alone or joined together, various kinds
of deliria are produced.

DELIVERY, chilcUbirth. See Mid-
WIFERX.
DELPHINUM, in botany, larkspur, a

genus of the Polyandria Trigynia class

and order. Natural order of Multisiliquac.

Ranunculaceae, Jussieu. Essential cha-
racter: calyx none; petals 6ve; nectary
cloven, produced into a horn behind ; si-

liques three or one. There are eleven
species. These are mostly hardy, annuals
or perennials. The lower leaves digi-

tate or palmate : the upper less divided,
and sometimes even entire. The flowers
are in loose panicles at the ends of the
stem and branches, of various colours,

but chiefly blue.

DELPHINUS, the dolphin, in natural

history, a genus of Mammalia of the or-

der Cet3e. Generic character: teeth in

each jaw ; spiracle on the head. Shaw
enumerates six species, and Gmelin four.

C. phocaena, or the porpesse, is the most
abundant of cetaceous animals, and is

found particularly in the European seas,

whence it often advances very nearly to

the mouths of considerable rivers. Its

general length is from five to eight feet.

Porpesses are gregarious, and frequently

seen frolicking on the water, and playing
their uncouth gambols, more especially

in boisterous and tempestuous wea-
ther. They feed principally on smaller

fishes, and pursue the shoals of herrings

and mackrel with apparently unwearied
vigour and insatiable appetite. They
are covered immediately under the skin
with a fatty substance of considerable
thickness, and which produces a large

quantity of oil. The porpesse was for-

merly considered, not merely as eatable,

but as a species of luxury, being served
up at noble and royal tables. Such, how-
ever, are the revolutions of taste, that by
the least fastidious appetite this food is at

present decidedly rejected.

D. delphis, or the dolphin, has the
same general habits and appearance with
the preceding, but is considerably longer,

measuring occasionally even ten feet. It

abounds both in the Pacific and Euro-
pean Seas, and its appearance is in gene-
ral preliminary to a tempest. It not only

pursues and attacks small fish, on which
indeed it subsists, but assails the whale
itself, and is stated to have been seen
firmly adhering to whales as they hare
leaped from the water. The ancients

appear to have had almost a superstitious

attachment to this animal, and relate va-

rious anecdotes of it, implying a peculiar

susceptibility of gratitude and affection,

a strong attachment to mankind, and a
rapturous fondness for music. In natural

history, however, the ancients were
more fanciful than accurate, and, com-
pared with the moderns, were as dwarfs

to giants. The porpesse, though natu-

rally straight, swims in a crooked form

;

and the dolphin is said, by Linnaeus, to bo
crooked only when it leaps. Shaw thinks

it assumes this form also in swimming.
See Pisces, Plate HI. fig. 5.

D. orca, grampus. This is one of the

most ravenous and formidable inhabitants

of the ocean. It is found both in the At-

lantic and the Mediterranean, in the north-

ern and the southern seas, and is about

twelve feet broad, and twenty-four in

length. It preys both upon the porpesse

and dolphin, as well as upon smaller fish.

It frequently attacks seals, even on the

uncovered rocks, dislodging and often

destroying them by its dorsal fin. But it

is particularly and irreconcileably hostile

to whales, which it attacks without the

slightest hesitation, and often fastens on

with the most persevering and destruc-

tive tenacity.

DELUGE, an inundation, or overflow-

ing of the earth, either wholly or in part,

by water.

We have several deluges recorded in

history ; as that of Ogyges, which over-

flowed almost all Attica; and that of

Deucalion, which drowned all Thessaly,
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in Greece ; but the most memorable was
that called the universal deluge, or Noah's
flood.

DEMAIN, or Dbmesne, signifies the
king's lands appertaining to him in pro-

perly. No common person hath any de-

mains, simply understood, for we have no
land, (that of the crown only excepted,)
which is not holden of a superior, for all

depends, either mediately or immediate-
ly, of the crown : thus, when a man in

pleading would signify his land to be his

own, he says that he is or was seized

thereof io' his demain as of fee ; whereby
he means, that although his land be to

him and his heirs forever, yet it is not

true dem-iin, but depending upon a supe-
rior lord, and holding by service, or rent

in lieu of service, or by both service and
rent.

DEMAND, calling upon a man for any
sum or sums of money, or any other thing

due. By the several statutes of limitation,

debts, claims, &c. are to be demanded and
made in time, or they will be lost by law.

There are two manners of demands, the

one in deed, the other in law ; in deed,
as in every precepe, there is an express
demand ; in law, as in every entry in land,

distress for rent, taking or seizing of

goods, and such Uke acts, which may be
done without any words, are demands in

law.

Where there is a duty which the law
makes payable on demand, no demand
need be made ; but if there be no duty
till demand, in such case there must be a

demand to make the duty.

DEMOCRACY, the same with a popu-
lar government, wherein the supreme
power is lodged in the hands of the peo-
ple.

The advantages of a democracy, where
the people at large, either collectively,

or by representation, constitute the le-

gislature, are, liberty, or exemption from
needless restrictions, equal laws, regula-

tions adapted to the wants and circum-
stances of the people, public spirit, fru-

gality, averseness from war, the oppor-
tunities which democratic assemblies af-

ford to men of every description, of pro-

ducing their abilities and councils to pub-
lic observation, and the exciting thereby,

and calling forth to the service of the
commonwealth, the faculties of the best

citizens. The evils attendant upon this

form of government are, dissention, tu-

midts, faction, the attempts of powerful
citizens to possess themselves of empire,

the confusion and clamour which are the
inevitable consequences of assembling

multitudes, and of propounding questions

of state to the discussion of the people ;

the delay and disclosure of public coun-
cils and designs; and the imbecility of
measures, retarded by the necessity of
obtaining the consent of numbers; lastly,

the oppression of the provinces which
are not admitted to a participation in the
legislative power. Tlie late excellent
Dr. Paley mentions other advantages of
a democratic constitution, which, he .says,

ought not be forgbtten ; viz. the direc-

tion which it gives to the education,
studies, and pursuits of the superior or-

ders of the community. The share which
this has in forming the public manners
and national character is very important.
Popular elections procure to the common
people courtesy from their superiors.

The satisfaction which the people, in free
governments, derive from the knowledge
and agitation of political subjects; such
as the proceedings and debates of the
senate, the conduct and character of mi-
nisters, the revolutions, intrigues, and
contentions of parties : and, in general,
from the discussion of public measures,
questions, and occurrences. " Subjects
of this sort," says thie learned author of
the " Principles of Moral and Political

Philosophy," excite just enough of inter-

est and emotion to afford a moderate en-
gagement to the thoughts, without rising

to any painful degree of anxiety, or ever
leaving a fixed oppression upon the spi-

rits ;—and what is this but the end and
aim of all those amusements, which com-
pose so much of the business of life, and
of the value of riches. See Government,
mixed: Constitution, &c.
DEMONSTRATION, in logic, a series

of syllogisms, all whose premises are

either definitions, self evident truths, or
propositions already established.

DEMONSTRATIVE, in grammar, a
term given to such pronouns as serve to

indicate or point out a thing. Of this

number are hic,f>ac, hoc, among the Latins,

and this, that, these, those, in English.
DB'MUKRAGE, is an allowance made

to the master of a ship by the merchants,
for being detained in port longer than the
time appointed and agreed for his depar-
ture. The rate of this allowance is ge-

nerally settled in the charter party. It is

now firmly established that the claim of

demurrage ceases, as soon as the ship is

cleared out and ready for sailing.

DEMURRER, is a kind of pause or

stop put to the proceeding of an action

upon a point of difficulty, which must be
determined by the court before any far-

ther proceedings can be had therein.

He that demurs in law confesses the
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facts to be true, as stated by the oppo-
site party ; but denies that by the law
arising upon those facts any injury is done
to tlie plaintiff, or that the defendant has

made out a lawful excuse. As, ifthe mat-

ter of the plaintiff's declaration be insuf-

ficient in law, then the defendant de-

murs to the declaration ; if, on the other

hand, the defendant's excuse or plea be
invalid, the plaintiff demurs in law to the

plea ; and so in every other part of the

proceeding's, where either side percqives

any material objection in pomt of law up-

on which he may rest his case.

General demurrer being entered, it

cannot be afterwards waved without leave

of the court; but a special demurrer ge-

nerally may, unless the plaintiff have lost

a terra, or the assizes, by the defen-

dant's demurring.
And upon either a general or special

demurrer, the opposite party avers it to

be sufficient, which is called a rejoinder

in demurrer, and then the parties are at

issue in point oflaw ; which issue in law,

or demurrer, is argued by counsel on
both sides ; and if the points be difficult,

then it is argued openly by the judges of
the court, and if they, or the majority of
them, concur in opinion, accordingly
judgment is given: but in case of great
difficulty, they may adjourn into the Ex-
chequer Chamber, where it shall be ar-

gued by all the judges.
DENARIUS, in Roman antiquity, the

chief silver coin among the Romans,
worth in our money about seven-pence
three farthings. As a weight, it was the
seventh part of a Roman ounce.
DENDRITES, or Arborizations. This

appellation is given to figures of vegeta-
bles which are frequently observed in

fossil'substances. They are of two kinds

;

the one superficial, the other internal.
The first are chiefly found on the surface
of stones, and between the strata and
in the fissures ofthose of a calcareous na-
ture. Stones of a similar kind, when ve-
ry compact, sometimes also exhibit inter-
nal arborizations; such are the marbles
of He^se, of Angersburgh in Prussia, and
of Baden-Dourlach on the left bank of the
Rhine.

Several of these dendrites bear a stri-

king resemblance to the poplar ; while
others exhibit the straight stem, pyrami-
dal form, and pendent branches of the
fir. Some specimens of dendrites, found
in Switzerland, represent, in a very sur-
prising manner, plantations of willows

;

and many of them are so beautiful, as re-
iilly to appear the work of art. The su-
VOL. IV.

perficial dendrites are mostly ofa brown,
changing gradually to a reddish yellow.
The internal dendrites are of a deep
black. The most esteemed dendrites
are those found in agates ; and more par-
ticularly in the sardonyx, cornelian, and
other precious stones brought from the
East, and which are commonly denomi-
nated moka stones. The Oriental agates
display the most varied and beautiful
forms. Sometimes they exhibit the ap-
pearance of terraces covered with differ-

ent species of moss, interspersed with
plants of the fern tribe, having large
leaves, and the outhnes exquisitely fi-

nished : the colours are hkewise extreme-
ly brilliant.

DENEB, an Arabic term, signifying

tail, used by astronomers to denote
several fixed stars. Thus deneb elecet

signifies the bright star in the lion's

tail. Deneb adigege, that in the swan's
tail, &c.

DENEKIA, in botany, a genus of the
Syngenesia Superflua class and order.

Receptacle naked ; calyx imbricate : flo-

rets of the ray two-lipped. There is but

a single species, found at the Cape.

DENIZEN, a denizen is an alien born,

who has obtained letters patent whereby
he is constituted an English subject. A
denizen is in a middle state, between an
alien and a natural bgrn or naturalized

subject, partaking of the nature of both.

He may take lands by purchase, or de-

rive a title by descent, through his pa-

rents or any ancestor, though they be
aliens.

DENOMINATION, a name imposed
on any thing, usually expressing some
predominant quaUty. Hence, as the qua-

lities and forms ofthings are either inter-

nal or external, denomination becomes,
1. Internal, which is that founded on the

intrinsic form. Thus, Peter is denomi-
nated learned, on account ofhis learning,

which is something internal. 2. Exter-

nal denomination, that founded on an ex-

ternal form. Thus, a wall is said to be
seen and known, from the vision and
cognition employed upon it. And thus,

Peter is denominated honoured, by rea-

son of honour, which is not so much in

the person honoured, as in him who ho-

nours.

DENOMINATOR, in arithmetic, a

term used in speaking offractions. The
denominator of a fraction is the number
below the line, shewing into how many
parts the integer is supposed to be di-

vided. Thus, in the fraction |, the num-
X
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ber 4 shews that the integer is divided

into four parts. So in the fraction-r' b is

the denominator. See Fractiojt.

DbxominAT»B ofa ratio, is the quotient

arising from the division of the antece-

dent by the consequent. Thus 8 is the

denominator of the ratio 40 : 5, because
40 divided by 5, gives 8 for a quotient.

It is also called the exponent of a ratio.

See Exponent.
DENSITY of bodies, is that property

directly opposite to rarity, whereby they

contain such a quantity of matter under
such a bulk. Accordingly, a body is

said to have double or triple the density

of another body, when, their bulk being
equal, the quantity of matter is in the

one double or triple the quantity of mat-
ter in the other. The densities and
bulks of bodies are the two great points

upon which all mechanics or laws of mo-
tion turn. It is an axiom, that bodies of

the same density contain equal masses
under equal bulks. If the bulks of two
bodies be equal, their densities are as

their masses : consequently, the densities

of equal bodies are as their gravities. If

two bodies have the same density, their

masses are as their bulks ; and as their

gravity is as their masses, the gravity of
bodies of the same density is in the ratio

of their bulk. Hence also bodies of the
same density are of the same specific

gaavity; and bodies of different density,
of different specific gravity. The quan-
tities of matter in two bodies are in a
ratio compounded of their density and
bulk : consequently, their gravity is in
the same ratio. If the masses or gravi-
ties oftwo bodies be equal, the densi-
ties are reciprocally as their bulks. The
densities of any two bodies are in ft ratio

compounded of the direct ratio of their
masses, and a reciprocal one of their
bulks : consequently, since the gravity of
bodies is as their masses, the densities of
bodies are in a ratio compounded of the
direct ratio of their gravities, and a reci-
procal one of their bulks.
Densitt of the air, is a property that

has employed the later philosophers
since the discovery of the toricellian ex-
periment. It is demonstrated, that in the
same vessel, or even in vessels commu-
nicating with each other at the same
distance from the centre, the air has
every where the same density. The
density ofthe air, caeterisparibus, increases
in proportion to the compressing powers.
Hence the inferior air is denser than the
superior; the density, however, of the

lovver air is not proportional to the
weight of the atmosphere, on account of
heat and cold, and other causes, nerhaps,
which make great alterations in llensity
and rarity. However, from the elasticity
of the air, its density must be always
different at different heights from the 1

earth's surface ; for the lower parts
being pressed by the weight of those
above will be made to accede nearer to
each other, and tlie more so as the weight
of the incumbent air is greater. Hence,
the density of the air is greatest at the ,

earth's surface, and decreases upwards ia \

geometrical proportion to the altitudes
taken in arithmetical progression.

If the air be rendered denser, the
weight of bodies in it is diminished; if
rarer, increased ; because bodies lose a
greater part of their weight in denser
than in rarer mediums. Hence, if the
density of the air be sensibly altered, bo-
dies equally heavy in a rarer air, if their
specific gravities be considerably differ-

ent, will lose their equilibrium in the
denser, and the specifically heavier body
will preponderate. See Pneumatics.
Density of planets. The densities of

bodies being proportional to their masses
divided by their bulks; and, when bo-
dies are nearly spherical, their bulks are
as the cubes of their semi-diameters ; of
course the densities in that case are as
the masses divided by the cubes of the
semi-diameters. For greater exactness,
we must take tliat semi-diameter of a
planet which corresponds to the parallel,

the square of the sine of which is equal
to one-third, and which is equal to the
third of the sum of the radius ofthe pole,
and twice the radius of the equator. This
method gives us the densities of the prin-
cipal planets as follows, that of the sun
being unity

:

Earth .... 3.93933
Jupiter. . . . 0.86014
Saturn .... 0.49512
Herschell . . . 1.13757

See Astronomt. Planets, masses of.

DENTALIUM, tooth-shell, in natural
history, a genus of the Vermes Testacea.
Generic character: animal a terebella;
shell univalve, tubular straight or slightly
curved, with the cavity open at both
ends, and undivided. There are 22 spe-
cies, some of which are found in the fossil

state, in the alluvial deposit of New-
Jersey.

DENTARIA, in botany, English tooth-

xvort, a genus of the Tetradynamia Sili-
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quosa class and order. Natural order of

Siliquos2e. Cruciferx, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character: silique bursting elastical-

ly with the valves rolled back ; stigma

emarginate ; calyx converging length-

wise. There are four species, of which

D. enneaphylla, nine-leaved tooth-wort, is

about a foot and a half in height ; leaves

biternate : leaflets lanceolate, serrate,

acuminate, and smooth ; flowers from

three peduncles forming a panicle or ra-

ceme, erect, fasciled ; calyx pale-green

or yellowish ;
petals reddish-yellow, or

yellowish-red ; there is a gland on each

side, between the longer stamens and

the calyx, and one surrounding the base

of each shorter stamen ; in each cell are

four seeds. It is a native of Hungary,

Austria, Idria, Friuli, Silesia, in the

woods. It flowers in April and May.

DENTELLA, in botany, a genus of

the Pentandria Monogynia class and

order. Natural order of Contortae. Ru-
biacese, Jussieu. Essential character:

corolla tubular five-cleft, with three

toothed segments ; calyx five-parted
;

stigmas two; capsule globular, inferior,

two-celled, many seeded. There is but

one species, viz. D. repens, a native of

New Caledonia.

DENTIFRICE, a remedy for the

teeth. Various are the compositions

sold for the purpose of keeping the teeth

in good preservation ; they are mostly

composed of earthy substances, finely

powdered, and mixed with alum. Acids,

though very effectual for cleansing the

teeth, are decidedly mischievous. Char-
coal is at present in high reputation as a
dentifrice ; but the sepia or cuttle fish,

sold by the chemists, and finely powder-
ed, andwhich are picked up on the sands

on the southern coast, are much valued

for this purpose.
DENTITION, the breec^ng or cutting

the teeth in children. See Infancy, dis-

eases of.

DEOBSTRUENTS, in pharmacy, such
medicines as open obstructions.

DEODAND, in our customs, implies a

thing devoted or consecrated to God, for

the pacification of his wrath, in case of
any misfortune, as a person's coming to a

violent end, without the fault of any rea-

sonable creature ; as if a horse should
strike his keeper, and so kill him. In
this case, the horse is to be deodand ;

that is, he is to be sold, and the price dis-

tributed to the poor, as an expiation of
that dreadful event.

DEPARTURE, in navigation, is the
easting or westing of a ship in respect of
the meridian it departed or sailed from :

or it is the dlflTerence of longitude, eithet
east or west, between the present meri*
dian the ship is under, and that where th^
last reckoning or observation was made.
This departure, any where but under the
equator, must be accounted according to
the number of miles in a degree proper
to the parallel the ship is under.
DEPHLOGISTICATED, a term, ap-

plied, by Dr. Priestley, to what is now
called oxygen gas, when he first dis-

covered it. It was called by Scheele,
who discovered it at the same time, vital

air.

DEPOSITION. Proof in the high
court of chancery is by the depositions
of witnesses; and the copies of such, re*

gularly taken and published, are read as

evidence at the hearing. For the purpose
ofexamining^witnesses in ornearLondon,
there is an examiner's office appointed;
but for such as live in the country, a com-
mission to examine witnesses is usually

granted to four commissioners, two nam-
ed on each side, or any three or two of
them, to take the depositions there. And
if the witnesses reside beyond sea, a com-
mission may be had to examine them
there, upon their own oaths ; and if fo-

reigners, upon the oaths of two skilful

interpreters. The commissioners are
sworn tp take the examinations truly^

and without partiality, and not to divulge
them till published in the court of chan-
cery, and their clerks are also sworn to

secrecy. The witnesses are compellable
by process of subposna, as in the courts of
common law, to appear and submit to ex-

amination. And when their depositions

are taken, they are transmitted to the
court with the same care that the answet
of a defendant is sent.

DEPOT, in military affairs, any par-

ticular place in which military stores are
deposited for the use of the army. In a
more extensive sense, it means several

magazines collected together for that pur-

pose. It also signifies an appropriated

fort, or place for the reception ofrecruits,

ordetached parties,belonging to diflferent

regiments.
DEPRESSION of the pole. When a

person sails or travels towards the equa-

tor, he is said to depress the pole,because

as many degrees as he approaches nearer

the equator, so many degrees will the

pole be nearer the horizon. This phaeno-

menon arises from the spherical figure of

the earth. When a star is under the

horizon, it is termed the depression of

that star under the horizon. The altitude

or depression of any star is an arch of the

vertical, intercepted between the horizon
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^nd that star. See Horizos and Ver-
tical,

DEPRIVATION, is an ecclesiastical

censure, whereby a clergyman is deprived
of his parsonage, vicarage, or other spiri-

tual promotion of dignity.

Causes ofdeprivation : if a clerk obtain

preferment in the church by simonical

contract ; if he be an excommunicate, a
drunkard, fornicator, adulterer, infidel, or

heretic ,- or guilty of murder, man-slaugh-
ter, perjury, forgery, &c. if a clerk be il-

literate, and not able to perform the duty
of his church ; if he be a scandalous per-

son in life and conversation ; or bastardy
is objected against him ; if he be under
age, wz. the age of twenty-three years;
be disobedient and incorrigible to his or-

dinary; or a nonconformist to the canons;
if he refuse to use the eommon prayer ;

or preach in derogation of it ; do not ad-

minister the sacrament, or read the arti-

cles of religion, &c. ; if any parson, vicar

&c. have one benefice with cure of souls,

and take plurality, without a faculty or

dispensation ; or if he commit waste in

the houses and lands of the church, called
dilapidations : all these have been held
good causes for deprivations of priests.

DEPTH, in geometry, the same with
altitude ; though, strictly speaking, we
only use the term depth to denote how
much one body, or part of a body, is be-
low another.

Dkpth of a battalion, squadron^ &c. the
number of men in a file, who stand before
each other in a straight line. In the an-

cient armies this was very great.

DEPUTATION, a mission of select

persons out of a company, or body, to a
prince or assembly, to treat of matters in

their name. They are more or less so-

lemn, according to the quality of those
who send them, and the business they are
sent upon.
DEPUTY, one who performs an office

or duty in another's right; where an
office is granted to a man and his heirs,

he may make an assignee of that office,

and consequently a deputy.
There is a great difference between a

deputy and assignee of an office; for

an assignee hath an interest in the office

itself, and does all things in his own
name; for which his grantor shall not
answer, unless in special cases : but a
deputy hath not any interest in the of-

fice, but is only the shadow of an offi-

cer, in whose name he does all things.

A superior officer must answer for his

deputy in civil actions, if he be not suffi-

cient ; but in criminal cases it is other-

wise, where deputies are to answer for
themselves.
DERIVATIVE, in grammar, a worcl

which is derived from another, called its

primitive. Thus, manhood is derived
from man, deity from dem, and laxvyer

from law.

DERMESTES, leaiher-eater, in natural
history, a genus of insects of the order
Coleoptera. Generic character : anten-
nae clavate, the club perfoliate, three of
the joints thicker : thorax convex, slight-

ly margined ; head inflected and hidden
under the thorax. Gmelin has enumerat-
ed about 90 species, in three sections. A.
jaw bifid. B. jaw one-toothed. C. feelers
four, clavate, the last joint larger. This
genus consists principally ofsmall insects.

Their larvae are found among skins, furs,

and various animal substances of a dry
kind, which they injure, and on which
they live. They are exceedingly destruc-
tive to books, furniture, and collections
of natural history. In the ^rub state they
are of a lengthened oval shape, and hairy,
especially towards the end of the body.
The complete insect has the habit ofwith-
drawing the head beneath the thorax
when handled. D. lurdarius is something
less than half an inch in length, and of a
dusky brown colour, with the upper half
of the wing shells whitish, marked with
black specks. The larva is found on dried
and salted meat ; and is a sad pest to
museums, libraries, and preparations of
natural history.

DERRIS, in natural history, a genus of
the Vermes MoUusca. Generic charac-
ter; body cylindrical, composed of articu-

lations ; mouth terminal : feelers two.
There is only one species. D. sanguinea
found on the coast of Pembrokeshire,
England. Body cylindrical, gradually
tapering to a point behind, composed of
joints, and capable of great flexibility,

covered with a membranaceous transpar-
ent coat, through which the internal parts
are visible ; head extended beyond the
outer skin less than the anterior part of
the body, to which it is connected by a
membranaceous covering forming a neck.
It moves by an mndulatory motion of the
whole body.

DERVIS, a name given to all Mohame-
dan monks, though of v^Jttious orders.

DESCENSION, in astronomy, is either
right or oblique. Right descension is an
arch of the equinoctial, intercepted be-
tween the next equinoctial point and the
intersection of the meridian, passing
through the centre of the object, at its

setting, in a right sphere. Obhque de-
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Bcension, an arch ofthe'equinoctial, inter-

cepted between the next equinoctial

point and the horizon, passing through
the centre of the object, at its setting, in

an obUque sphere.

DESCENSIONAL difference^ that be-

tween the right and obhque descen-
. sion of any heavenly body. See Descen-
SIOMT.

DESCENT, in general, is the tenden-
cy of a body from a higher to a lower
place : thus all bodies, unless otherwise
determined by a force superior to their

gravity, descend towards the centre of

the earth : the planets too may be said

to descend from their aphelion to the
perihelion of their orbits, as the moon
does from the apogee to the perigee.

Heavy bodies,meeting with no resistance,

descend with an uniformly accelerated
motion, for the laws of which see Mecha-
sics.

Descent, or hereditary succession, is

the title which a man on the death of
his ancestor acquires his estate by right

of representation, as his heir at law : and
an estate so descending to the heir is in

law called the inheritance.

Descent is of three kinds; by common
law, by custom, or by statute. By com-
mon law, as where one hath land of in-

heritance in fee-simple,and dieth without
disposing thereof in his life-time, and the
land goes to the eldest son and heir of
course, being cast upon him by the law.

Descent offee-simple by custom issome-
times to all the sons, or to all the brothers

(where one brother dieth without issue,)

as in gavel-kind; sometimes to the young-
est son, as in borough English; and some-
times to the eldest daughter, or the

youngest, according to the customs of
particular places. Descent by statute is

of fee-tail, as directed by the statute of
Westminster, 2. de donis.

Descent, in genealogy, the order of

succession of descendents in a line or

•"family ; or their distance from a common
progenitor. Thus we say, one descent,

two descents, &c.
Descent, in heraldry, is used to ex-

press the coming down of any thing from
above ; as a lion en descent, is a lion with
his head towards the base points, and his

heels towards one of the corners of the
chief, as if he were leaping down from
some high place.

Descent, in fortification, are the holes,

vaults, and hollow places, made by un-
dermining the ground.
The descent into the moat or ditch is

adeep passage made through the espla-

nade and covert way, in form of a trend},
whereof the upper part is covered with
madriers and clays, to secure the besieg-
ers from the enemy'sfire. Inwet ditches
this trench is on a level with the surface
of the water, but in dry ones it is sunk as
deep as the bottom of the ditch.

DESCRIPTION, is such a strong and
beautiful representation of a thing, as

gives the reader a distinct view and sa-

tisfactory notion of it.

Description. In deeds and grants
there must be a certain description of the
lands granted, the places where they lie,

and the persons to whom granted, &c. to

make them good. But wills are more fa-

voured than grants as to those descrip-

tions ; and a wrong description of the
person will not make a devise void, if

there be otherwise a sufficient certainty

what person was intended by the testa-

tor. Where a first description of land,

&c. is false, though the second be true,

a deed will be void : contra, if the first

be true, and the second false.

Description, applied to botany, the
natural character of the whole plant, in-

cluding all the external parts. In this

respect the description of the species is

distinguished from the specific difference,

which regards the essential or striking

characters only. A perfect or complete
description is not confined to the princi-

pal parts of plants, as the root, stem,
leaves, and fructification ; but includes,

likewise, whatever is conspicuous in their

external appearance: as the foot-stalks of

the leaves and flower; the ,stipul3e, or
scales ; the bracteae, or floral eaves; the
glands, or vessels of secretion ; the wea-
pons of offence and defence 5 the buds ;

the complication, or folding of the leaves

within the buds ; and the habit or gene-
ral appearance of the whole plant The
order to be observed in the description is

that of nature, proceeding from the root

to the stem ; next the branches ; then the

foot-stalks, leaves, flower-stalks, and
flowers.

DESERTER, in a military sense, a sol-

dier, who, by running away from his regi-

ment or company, abandons the service.

A deserter is, by the articles of war, pu-
nishable by death, and, after conviction,

is hanged at the head of the regiment he
formerly belonged to, with his crime writ

on his breast, and suffered to hang till

the army leave that camp, for a terror to

others.

DESHACHE, in heraldry, is where a

beast has its limbs separated from its bo-

dy, so that they still remain on the escut-
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cheon, with only i small separation from
their natural places.

DESIDERATUM, is used to signify

the desirable perfections in any art or

science ; thus, it is a desideratum with
the blacksmith, to render iron fusible by
a gentle heat, and yet preserve it hard
enough for ordinary uses.

DESIGN, in a general sense, the plan,

order, representation, or construction, of

a building, book, painting, &c.

Design?, in the manufactories, express-

ses the figures with which the workman
enriches his stuff, or silk, and which he
copies after some painter, or eminent
draughtsman, as in diaper, damask, and
other flowered silk and tapestry, and the

like.

In undertaking of such kinds of figur-

ed stuffs, it is necessary, before the .first'

stroke of the shuttle, that the whole de-

sign be represented on the threads of the

warp : we do not mean in colours, but
with an infinite number of little pack-
threads, which being disposed so as to

raise the threads of the warp, let the
workman see, from time to time, what
kind ofsilk is to be put in the eye of the
shuttle, for w^oof This method of pre-

paring the work is called readingthe de-

sign, and reading the figure, which is

performed in the following manner : a

paper is provided considerably broader
than the stuff, and of a length propor-
tionate to what is intended to be repre-

sented thereon.—This they divide

lengthwise, by as many black lines as

there are intended threads in the warp
;

and cross these lines by others drawn
breadthwise, which, with the former,
make little equal squares : on the paper
thus squared, the draughtsman designs
his figures, and heightens them with co-

lours, as he sees fit. When the design is

finished, a workman reads it, while ano-
ther lays it on the simblot.

To read the design, is to tell the per-
son who manages the loom the number
of squares or threads comprised in the
space he is reading, intimating, at the
same time, whether it is ground or figure.

To put what is read on the simblot, is to

fasten little strings to the several pack-
threads, which are to raise the threads
named; and thus they continue to do
till the whole design is read.

Every piece being composed of^veral
repetitious of the same design, when the
whole design is drawn, the drawer, to re-

begin the design afresh, has nothing to

do but to raise the little strings,;with slip-

knots, to the top of the simblot, which
he had let down to the bottom : this he

is to repeat as often as is necessary, till

the whole be manufactured.
The ribbon weavers have likewise a

design, but far more simple than that

now described. It|'is drawn on paper
with lines and squares, representing the
threads of the warp and woof. But in-

stead of lines, whereof the figures of the

former consist, these are constituted of
points only, or dots, placed in certain of
the little squares formed by the intersec-

tion of the lines. These points mark
the threads of the warp that are to be
raised, and the spaces left blank denote \

the threads that are to keep their si- j

tuation : the rest is managed as in the
^

former.

Df.sigk is also used in painting, for the

first idea of a large work, drawn roughly,

and in little, with an intention to be exe-

cuted and finished in large. See Paint-
ing.

DESIGNING, the art of delineating or ,|

drawingthe appearance of natural ob-

jects by lines on a plane.

DESPOUILLE, in heraldry, the whole
case, skin, or slough of a beast, with the

head, feet, tail, and all appurtenances, so

that being filled and stuffed it looks like 1

the entire creature.

DETACHMENT, in mihtary affairs, a

certain number of soldiers drawn out

from several regiments or companies
equally, to be employed as the general

thinks proper, whether on an attack,

at a siege, or in parties to scour the

country.

A detachment of two or three thousand
men is a command for a brigadier; eight

hundred for a colonel ; four or five hun-
dred for a lieutenant-colonel. A cap-

tain never marches on a detachment with
less than fifty men, a lieutenant, an en-

sign, andtwo Serjeants. A lieutenant is

allowed thirty and a serjeant ; and a Ser-

jeant ten or twelve men. Detachments
are sometimes made of entire squadrons
and battalions.

Detachment, in naval affairs, is a cer-

tain number of ships of a fleet or squa-

dron, chosen by an admiral or commo-
dore from the others, to execute some
particular service.

DETENTS, in clock-work, are those
stops, which, by being hfted up or let

down, lock or unlock the clock in strik-

ing. See HoROLOGT.
Detent toheely or Hoop loheeU in a

clock, that wheel which has a hoop al-

most round it, wherein there is a vacancy
at which the clock locks.

DETERGENT. See Phaumact.
DETERMINATE problem, in geome-
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try, that which has but one, or at least a

limited number of answers ; as the follow-

ing problem, which has but one only so-

lution, viz. To describe an isosceles tri-

angle on a given line, whose angles at

the base shall be double that at the ver-

tex. But the following hath two solu-

tions, viz. To find an isosceles triangle,

whose area and perimeter are given.

DETINUE, is a writ which lies where
any man comes to goods or chattels, either

by delivery or by finding, and refuseth

to redeliver them ; and it lies only for the
detaining, when the detaining was law-

ful. In this writ the plaintiffshall recov-

er the thing detained ; and therefore it

must be so certain, as that it may be spe-

cifically known. Therefore it cannot be
brought for money, corn, or the like, for

that cannot be known from other money
or corn, unless it be in a bag or sack, for

then it may be distinguishably mark-
ed.

In order therefore to ground an action

of detinue, which is only for the detain-

ing, these points are necessary : 1. That
the defendant came lawfully by the

goods, as either by delivery to him, or

finding them. 2. That the plaintiff" have
a property. 3. That the goods them-
selves be- of value. And 4. That they be
ascertained in point of identity. Upon
this, the Jury, if they find for the plain-

tiff, assess the respective values of the

several parcels detained, and also da-

mages for the detention, and the judg-
ment is conditional, that the plaintiff re-

cover the said goods, or (if they cannot
be had) their respective values, and also

the damages for detaining them.
DETONATION, in chemistry, an ex-

plosion with noise, made by the inflam-

mation of a combustible body. Decrepi-
tation differs from detonation only as

producing a fainter noise, or merely a
kind of crackling sound peculiar to cer-

tain salts. Fulmination is a more quick
and lively detonation, such as takes place
with certain preparations of gold, silver,

mercury, &.C. See Decbkpitatiojt, Ful-
MIXATIOjy.

• DETRANCHE, in heraldry, a line

bend^ise, proceeding always from the
dexter side, but not from the very angle,

diagonally athwart the shield.

DEVISE, or Device, in heraldry,

painting and sculpture, any emblem used
to represent a certain family, person, ac-

tion, or quality, witli a suitable motto, ap-
plied in a figurative sense.

DEVOURING, in heraldry, is when
fishes are borne in an escutcheon, in a

feeding posture, for they swallow all the
meat whole.
DEUTZIA, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Trigynia class and order. Es-
sential character : calyx one-leafed ; cap-
sule three-celled ; filaments three-cusp

-

ed. There is but one species, viz. D.
scabra, a tree about the height of a man,
and very much branched, it is a native
of Japan, where the leaves are used by
joiners in smoothing and polishing.

DEW, a dense moist vapour, falling on
the earth in the form of a mishng rain,

while the sun is below the horizon. See
Meteohology ; Vapours, ascent of.

Dew Tvorm. See Lumbhicus.
DEWLAP, the membranous fleshy

substance that hangs down from the
throats of neat cattle.

DEXTANS, in Roman antiquity, ten
ounces, or 1 o of their as. See As.

DEXTER, in heraldry, an appellation

given to whatever belongs to the right

side of a shield, or coat of arms : tlius

we say, bend dexter, dexter point, &c.

DEXTROCHERE, or Destrochere,
in heraldry, is apphed to the right arm
painted in a shield, sometimes naked,
sometimes' clothed, or adorned with a

bracelet ; and sometimes armed, or hold-

ing some moveable, or member used in

the arms.
DIABETES, an excessive discharge of

urine, which comes away crude, and ex-
ceeds the quantity of liquids drank. See
Medicine.
DIACAUSTIC cw^e, a species of caus-

tic curves formed by refraction. Thus if

we imagine an infinite number of ravs
BA, BM, BD, &c. (Plate Miscell. Fig. 6.)

issuing from the same luminous point B,
to be refracted to or from the perpendi-
cular M C, by the given curve AMD,
and so that C E, the sines of the angles
of incidence C M E, be always to C G,
the sines of the refracted angles C M G,
in a given ratio, then the curve H F N,
which touches all the refracted rays, is

called the diacaustic, or caustic by re-

fraction.

DIACHYLON, a well known plaster,

composed of a solution ofUtharge in olive

oil : it is called emplastrum lithargyri,

See Pharmacy.
DIADELPHIA, in botany, two bro-

therhoods; the seventeenth class in Lin-

naeus's sexual system, consisting of plants

whose flowers are hermaphrodite,' and
have the stamina, or male organs, united

below into two sets of cylindrical fila-

ments. See PAPitioNACE;E.

The orders in this class are founded
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on the number of stamina, considered as

distinct. Some pea-bloom, or butterfly-

shaped flowers, have five stamina, ormale
organs, as monnieria ; some six, as fuma-

tory; some eight, as milk-wort; some
ten, as broom, bladder-sena, lupine, la-

dy's-finger, vetch, and the far greater

number of butterfly-shaped flowers. It

is only the last order that is included in

the natural family papihonaceae; the .re-

maining four genera are distributed a-

inong other families, to which they have,

at least, an equal alliance. The nanies

given by former botanists to the extensive

class of plants in question are much more
characteristic of their nature and ap-

pearance, than that of diadelphia. The
figure of the flowers and fruit never va-

ries ; the latter being always of the pod-

kind, the former of the butterfly shape

On the other hand, the two sets of united

stamma, the only classic character ex-

pressed in the Linnaean title, are never

to be traced Without difficulty; for one
of the sets only is properly united ; the

other consisting of a single filament,

"which, in most plants, adheres so closely

to its kindred set, that it cannot be sepa-

rated without the apphcation of a pin or

needle for that purpose. In some, even,

no separation can be efi^ected by this

means.
DIADEM, in heraldry, is applied to

certain circles, or rims, serving to inclose

the crowns of sovereign princes, and to

bear the globe and cross, or the fleur

de luces for their crest. The crowns of

sovereigns are bound, some with a great-

er, and some with a less number of dia-

dems. The bandage about the heads of

moors on shields is also called diadem, in

blazoning.
DliERESlS, in grammar, the division*

of one syllable into two, which is usually

noted by two points over a letter, as au-

lai, instead of aulse, dissoliienda, for dis-

solvenda.
DIAGNOSTIC, in medicine, a term

given to those signs which indicate the

present state of a disease, its nature, and
cause.

DIAGONAL, in geometry, a right line

drawn across a quadrilateral figure, from
one angle to another, by some called the
diameter, and by others the diameter of

the figure. Thus A C, (Plate IV. Mis-

cel. fig. 7.) is called a diagonal.

It is demonstrable, 1 . That every dia-

gonal divides a parallelogram into two
equal parts. 2. Th^t two diagonals drawn
in any parallelogram bisect each other.

3. A linof?^ G, passing through the mid-

DIA ^
die point of the diagonal of a parallelelo-

gram, divides the figure into two equal

parts. 4. The diagonal of a square is in-

commensurable with one of its sides. 5.

That the sum of the squares of the two
diagonals of every parallelogram is equal
to the sum of the squares of the four

sides. This proposition is of great use
in the theory of compound motions ;

for, in an oblique angled parallelogram,

the greater diagonal being the subtense

of an obtuse, and the lesser of an acute

angle, which is the complement of tj^

former, if the obtuse angle be conceit
ed to grow till it be infinitely great witlj^

regard to the acute one, the great diago-

nal becomes the sum of the the two sides,

and the lesser one nothing. Now two
contiguous sides of a parallelogram being

known, together with the angle they in-

clude, it is easy to find one of the diago-

nals in numbers, and then the foregoing

proposition gives the other. This second
diagonal is the line that would be de-

scribed by a body, impelled at the same
time by two forces, which should have

the i8ame ratio to each other as the

contiguous sides have, and act in those

two directions ; and the body would de-

scribe this diagonal in the same time

as it would have described eithrer of the

contiguous sides in, if only impelled by
the force corresponding thereto. 6. In

any trapezium, the sum of the squares of

the four sides is equal to the sum of the

squares of the two diagonals, together

with four times the square of the dis-

tance between the middle points of the

diagonals. 7. In any trapezium, the sum
of the squares of the two diagonals is

double the sum of the squares of two
lines bisecting the two pairs of opposite

sides. 8. In any quadrilateral inscribed

in a circle, the rectangle of the two
diagonals is equal to the sum of the two
rectangles under the two pairs of oppo-
site sides.

DIAL. Dials are of various construc-

tions, some being horizontal, others ver-

tical, and others moveable, so as to apply
to any particular latitude at pleasure.

The use of a dial is to indicate the
hour, which is done by means of a wire,

or by a triangular board, &c. placed at

right angles to the face or index. This

triangular piece is called the stile, or

gnomon, and is made to point due north ;

it should be perfectly vertical, and the

dial's face, on which the hours are mark-
ed, should*be equally divided thereby

;

the fine of 12 being in a true direction

with the stile, This line of direction is
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called the substlle : the angle contained
between the summit of the stile and the
face of the dial is called the elevation.
AH whirfi have their planes, or faces,

parallel with the horizon, are called ho-
rizontal dials ; those which have perpen-
dicular planes or faces, are called verti-

cal dials ; and such as are neither vertical

nor horizontal, are called reclining dials.

When erect dials do not face either the
north, or the south, they are called de-
clining dials. An universal dial is one
that answers for all latitudes.

The line passing under the centre of
the stile longitiidinally, and marking the
hour of 12, is called the meridian: in de-
clining dials, the substile makes an angle
with the meridian, in proportion to the
deviation from a northerly direction .-this

. angle is the difference of longitude.
With respect to the manner of construct-

ing, and of placing these useful instru-

ments, we shall now proceed to give some
account.

The following is the most simple dial

that can be made. (Fig. 1. Plate Dialing.)

Divide a circle into twenty-four equal
parts, and draw, through the several

points of division, rays from the centre.

That point which is to be the north is to

be marked XII, the next on the right

XI, and thus asfar as V. or IIII : those on
the left of the southern point 12, are to

be I, II, III, &c. in regular order, down
to VIII. In the centre, whence the cir-

cle was drawn, fix a pin, equal in length
to about a diameter of the circle, and be
very careful that it be peifectly upright.

Now, placing the dial at such an elevation
as may equal the latitude of the place
where it is to be used, see that the Xllth
hour be on the meridional line. Thus,
for the latitude of 60, the northerly part

XII, would require to be raised SO de-
grees from the horizon, so that the face

of the dial would stand in the plane of
the equator, and cause the shadow of the

pin to fall on the index, thus to point out
the time of day. This is called the equi-

noctial dial.

The following is the best mechanical
method known for making common ho-
rizontal dials. (Fig. 2.) Draw two con-

centric circles, between which the hours
are to be marked, and assuming any point

for the hour of XII., let the thickness of
your gnomon, or stile, be set off by two
lines a b, c d, passing near the centre e of
the circle, perfectly parallel ahd equidis-

tant from the meridional line which pass-

es exactly through the centre, and
through the mid-day or XII. point. Now
cross the meridional line at right angles,

VOL. IV.

by the VI. o'clock line /^, and from the
points b and d, as centres, describe the
quadrants/ A, ^ I, taking a good extent,
so as to approach nearly to the hour cir-

cle, for the sake of minute division ; if

such be required, divide the quadrants
respectively into 90 equal parts; then
from d draw a Hne at 110| from the line

e d, which will give the place of I. o'clock

;

draw another line at 24°|, which will
give the place of II. o'clock ; through
38°_i_ will give the place of III. o'clock

;

through 53°^ for IIII. o'clock ; through
71°J^ for V. o'clock; and the Une cross-

ing your meridian will give VI. o'clock.

The base of your gnomon is to be equal
to a radius of the inner hour circle, hav-
ing the altitude of the place you are at

for its angle : thus the gnomon in this fi-

gure would have bk, its upper line,

standing at an angle of 51°^ from its base
line a b ; the lowest part being set on to

the centre ofthe VI. o'clock line, even
with the meridional line, and the broad-
est (i e. highest) part of the gnomon a k,

being towards the hour of XII. The left

or morning side of the hour table is made
by drawing lines, at the angles already

described, from the centre/, through its

appropriate quadrant. The hours before

VI. in the morning, and after VI. in

the evening, are adjusted by continu-

ing through the centres b and d, re-

spectively, those lines which indicate

their ascertained numbers : thus the line

of V, p. M. continued through the cen-
tre d, will give the place ofV., A. M.

This dial must be placed exactly hori-

zontal, and its XII. o'clock point, i e. the
meridional line, must be precisely north-

ward. The most certain mode of laying

the meridian truly north is by observation

of the polar star; or by taking an obser-

vation at XII. at noon, by means of a
quadrant, when the exact moment of the
sun's utmost altitude for the day being
ascertained, the shadow thrown upon a
plane, by means of a thin cord sustain-

ing a heavy plumb, will give a correct

northern line, either on the dial plate,

already so far prepared on its base, or on
any other level surface, from which a

true parallel may be taken. With respect

to adjusting by aid of a compass, it can-

not be recommended : those instruments

are often faulty, and when they are not

so, the variation is not always exactly

laid down.
To construct a horizontal dial by means

of a terrestrial globe, elevate the pole to

the latitude of the place, and bringing

the nearest meridional line to the brazen

Y
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mei'icUan, set the index to XII. upper-
most. Now turn the globe until the in-

dex cumes exactly to 1. which will be
efiected by a movement of 15° measured
on the equator; each hour making a

change of 15° on the sun's place thereon;
(for 24 hours multiplied by 15 make a

total of 360°, equal to a whole circle.)

The place where the meridional line

moves to should be marked, for that will

give the place of I, o'clock; move on
15° more, to find where the meridional
line culs the equator, for tiie place of II.

o'clock; and thus in succession will all

the hours' places be indicated by the
meridian at each change of 15° on the

horizon ; always measuring close to the

meridian, or following the hour hand on
the index. If the latter be marked with
halves and quarters of hours, the corres-

ponding divisions may be made on the

equator, as the meridian by which you
are governed passes on, taking 7^° for a
half hour, and 3|° for a quarter ; but
such is seldom required, except in very
large dials ; the eye usually judging, with
tolerable precision, of the quantity cover-
ed by the shade of the gnomon.
To set this off on paper, measure the

number of degrees between the several

parts of the meridian, noted down as

stations of the governing meridional line,

when passed on 15° at each movement.
This being done from XII. to VI. will

establish a measurement that may be
imitated on any scale, observing to draw
the VI. o'clock line correctly, and to

give a proper length of base, as well as

a due latitudinal angle to the gnomon.
The method suggested by Mr. Ferguson,
of filling up the interior of the horizon
after drawing forth the globe, is prolix,

and suits but few persons: whereas, the
knowledge of how many degrees are in-

cluded in each interval, respectively,

prove • a sufficient guide. Those inter-

vals will be found to correspond M'ith

what have been directed in describing

the second figure.

To make an erect dial directly south.

Fig. 3. On this the sun can shine only

from VI. A. M. to VI. P M. ; therefore,

only the intermediate hours need be
noted. Elevate the pole as before di-

rected, bv!t, in htn of placing XII. to the

north, place it to the south of your dial

plate, which in this kind is most conveni-
ently made an obiong, projected verti-

cally belovv the VI. o'clock line. Pro-
ceed to find the places of the hours as

before shewn, trace them through their

centres to the opposite parts of the hour
circle, for on that they are to stand. The
gnomon is to make an angle equal only

to the co-latitude of the place: thus, if

you are in 51-|°, the co-latitude (being

the amount required to complete to 90°)

would be 38^°.

Or you may proceed as follows : on the

meridional line a 6, as it points down-
wards from the foot, or lowest part of

the gnomon, measure of^at pleasure any
distance, as a c, for the size of your dial

;

at c erect the perpendicular C D, and

make the angle CAD equal to the eleva-

tion of the equator ; then make a second

triangle CD E, the angle at D being equal
to that at A. Through E draw G H at

right angles with A E. Carry on E B
equal to E D, and with that distance as a

radius, describe the quadrant E F from
B as a centre. Measure off the proper
angles from the point B, through the se-

veral parts of the quadrant, which is di-

vided off into six equal parts ; these will

fall upon the prolonged line G H, and
give points thereon, through which lines

being drawn from the centre A of the VI.

o'clock line to the hour frame, the places

of the several hours will be given. The
gnomon is fixed at A, equal to A D E ;

being conformable to the co-latitude; or

it may be simply a wire fixed at C, equal

in length to C D, but perpendicidar to

the face of the dial ; some use large an-

gular iron rods. This kind of dial is often

seen on the sides of country church-

steeples facing the soutli.

To make an erect dial facing the nortft.

Invert the whole of that just described,

making the gnomon point upwards in-

stead of downwards, and causing all the

lower points to be transferred from left

to right, and from right to left. This

kind of dial will shew the hours before

VI. A. M. and after VI. P. M. When such

is wanted, the best way is to set up a

stout post, with the planes of two dials

back to back, they pointing due south

and due north, respectively ; thus, as the

pin retires from one, it will set upon the

other.

We shall now instrtict the reader

how to make those scales, which are

indispensable tov\ards the attaiiunent of

perfection in this pleasing branch of

study.

The lines useful in dialling are, 1, a

line of chords ; 2 a line of latitudes; 3,

a line of sines ; and 4, a line of hours.

They are all derived from the quadrant

of a circle, as will be shewn in fig. 4.
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Describe a circle and divide it into four
equal parts by the lines AB and C D, in-

tersecting in the centre E. Draw the
chords A C, C B, B D. Now divide the
two segments or quadrants, A D andC B,
each into nine equal parts ; either of
which contains ten degrees. Placing one
leg of your compasses at B for a centre,
draw the several arcs from the quadrant
subtended by the chord C B, so that they
may fall upon that chord, which being
numbered according as the several arcs

correspond with the division on the qua-
drant, will give a line of chords gradu-
ally diminishing from B towards C : all

the intermediate degrees or the mea-
sures of 10° each, thus obtained, may
be removed in the same manner from
the quadrant, if it be graduated accord-
ingly.

It will be proper to obsen-e, in this

place, that the chord of 60° is the radius
of a circle whose quadrant is.subtended
by 90° of the same scale ; hence a line

of chords is easily made upon any circle,

so that any part of that circle May be cut
off at pleasure. This is essential in every
branch of mathematics ; but in dialhngit
is indispensable to be known : the reader
will have observed, that in forming the
horizontal dial, the hour lines are drawn
thrugh particular points, so as to make
the required angles. As he may be at

a loss how to effect this on many oc-

casions, we shall give an example in fig 5,

whereby every doubt or difficulty will be
removed.

Let it be required to cut offan angle of
forty degrees from the quadrant, which
appertains to a circle for which we have
not a line of chords in readiness. On the
base line A B measure sixty degrees from
any line of chords you may have at hand:
it may either exceed or be less than your
baseline ; we will suppose tlie former:
in this case the base line must be pro-
longed to the measurement of 6(J° from
your scale, which will carry it on to C.
With that 60°, as a radius, and from A,
as a centre, describe the quadrant C D,
concentric with the quadrant E B, from
which you would cut off 40°. Now mea-
sure 40 degrees on your line of chords,

and, placing one foot of the compasses
at C, carry the measurement to F, which
will cause the angle F A C to measure
40°, and the line F A will, atjC, cut off 40
degrees from the quadrant E B. For an
angle does not vary by prolongation ;

therefore, if the exterior quadrant is cut

at 40°, the interior quadrant, being con-

centric therewith, must correspond with

that division

We now proceed to the opposite qua-

drant, which is not subtended by a chord,
but is divided into nine equal parts often
degrees each. Draw from the several

points of division on the quadrant eight

lines, all parallel with E A, and falling on
the radius E D ; this gives a line of sines

which is of very extensive use in various

branches of mathematics. From A draw
eight lines, passing through the several

points ascertained on the line of sines,

to the quadrant B D : these will cut the
chord subtending that quadrant, and give

thereon a line of latitudes, of equal length
with the line of chords, but very differ-

ently divided.

The remaining quadrant C A is to be
divided into six equal parts, viz. of 15°

each : make the chord C F A, and draw
its parallel tangent G H. Through the

several points of division on the quad-
rant, draw lines from the centre E to

the line G H, which will then represent

a line of hours : one of the extremes will

be XII, the other will be VI ; the seve-

ral intermediate places of I, II, III, IV,

and V, being ascertained by the various

lines proceeding from E.

The 6th figure shews part of a dial,

constructed by means of the lines of lati-

tudes and of hours. Having set off the
parallels for the substile, and drawn the
lineof VI o'clock, set off the latitude of

your place from A towards B ; taking the
measurement from the line of latitudes.

Then measure the whole extent of your
line of hours, and. placing one leg of
your compasses at B, let the other fall

wherever it may reach on the line C A.
Divide the line B C according to the mea-
sures on your line of hours; and from A
draw lines through the points of division

to the hour circle, which will thus be tru-

ly intersected at the horai points. We
have before stated, that by dividing the

quadrant C A, in fig. 4tli, more minutely,

that is, by dividing each of the six por-

tions into four, the halves and quarters

of hours may be shewn.
. Havingalready shewn the modes ofcon-

structing those dials which are in ordina-

ry use, we must refer the more curious

reader to Ferguson's " Lectures," for a

great variety of dials, which could not be

introduced into this work without greatly

augmenting the volume. He will there

find the modes of constructing dials by
logarithms, and by trigonometry ; togeth-

er with many items relating to the more
abstruse parts of our subject. We shall
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l^rieflyadd, that the following general
principle governs the formation of all

dials. Take the words of that great lumi-
nary of mechanics, the late James Furgu-
son, F. R. S.

" If the whole earth were transparent
and hollow, like a sphere ofglass, and had
its equator divided into 24 equal parts by
S80 many meridian semicircles, one of
thembeingthe geographical meridian of
any given place, say London ; and if the
hours of XII. were marked on the equa-
tor, both on that meridian, and on its op-
posite one, and all the rest of the hours
on the rest of the meridians, those meri-
dians would be the hour-circles of Lon-
don : then if the sphere had an opaque
axis, terminating at its poles, the shadow
of that axis would fall upon every particu-

lar meridian and hour, when the sun
came to the plane of the opposite meri-
dian ; and would, consequently, shew the
time at London, and at all the other pla-

ces on the meridian of London."
DIALECT, an appellation given to the

language of a province, in so far as it

difters from that of the whole kingdom.
The term, however, is more particularly

used in speaking of the ancient Greek,
•whereof there were four dialects, the
Attic, Ionic, iEolic, and Doric, each of
"which was a perfect language in its kind,
that took place in certain counrries, and
had peculiar beauties. In Great Britain,

besides the grand diversity of English
and Scotch, almost every country has a
dialect of its own, all differing considera-

bly in pronunciation, accent, and tone,

although one and the same language.
DIALIUM, in botany, a genus of the

Diandria Monogynia class and order. Es-
sential character: calyx none; corolla five-

petalled ; stamina at the upper side ofthe
receptacle. There is but one species,

•viz. D. indum, a tree with alternate pin-

nate leaves, having seven ovate oblong,
acuminate, petioled, even leaflets, a hand
in length. Flowers panicled, nodding.
Native ofthe East Indies.

DIALECTICS, in the literary history of
the ancients, that branch of logic which
taught the rules and modes of reasoning.

DIALING lines or scales, are graduat-

ed lines placed on rulers, or the edge of
quadrants and other instruments, to ex-

pedite the construction of dials. They
are, 1. A scale of six hours, which is on-

ly a double tangent, or two lines of tan-

gents each of 45°, set together in the
middle, and equal to the whole line of
sines, with the declination set against the
meridian altitudes in the latitude of the

place. 2. A line of latitude, which is fit-

ted to the hour-scale, and is made by this

canon. As the radius : to the chord of
90° : : so are the tangents ofeach respec-

tive degree of the line of latitudes : to

the tangent of other arcs. And then the

natural sines of these arcs are the num-
bers, which, taken from a diagonal scale

of equal parts, shall graduate the divi-

sions of the line of latitudes to any radius.

The lines of hours and latitudes are gene-

ral for pricking down all dials with cen-

tres. See Dial.
The other scales are particular, and

give the several requisites for all upright

declining dials by inspection. They are,

1. A line of chords. 2. Alineforthe sub-

stile's distance from the meridian. 3. A
line for the stile's height. 4. A line of the-

angle of 12 and 6. 5. A line of inclination

of meridians.

DIALOGUE, in matters of literature,

a conversation between two or more
persons, either by writing, or by word of

mouth.

DIALYSIS, in grammar, a mark or

character, consisting of two points, **,

placed over two vowels of a word, in or-

der to separate them, because otherwise
they would make a diphthong, as mosaic,
&c.
DIAMETER, in geometry, a right line

passing through the centre of a circle,

and terminated at each side by the cir-

cumference thereof, The chief proper-
ties of tlie diameter are, that it divides

the circumference of a circle into two
equal parts: hence we have a method of

describing a semicircle upon any line, as-

suming its middle point for the centre.

The diameter is the greatest of all chords.

For finding the ratio of the diameter to

the circumference, see Cikcle.

Diameter of a conic section^ or traiis-

rerse diameter, is a right line passing

through the centre of the section, or the

middle of the axis. The diameter bisects

all ordinates, or lines drawn parallel to

the tangent at its vertex. See Coni*
Sections.
Diameter, conjvg-atef is a diameter,

in conic sections, parallel to the ordinates

of another diameter, called the transverse

or parallel to the tangent at the vertex of

this other.

Diameter, ofany curve, is a right line,

which divides two other parallel right

lines in such manner, that, in each of

them, all the segments or ordinates on
one side, between the diameter and dif-

ferent points of the curve, are equal to
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all those on the other side. This is New-
ton's sense of a diaoieler.

But, according to some, a diameter is

that line, whether right or curved, which
bisects all the parallels drawn from one

point to another of a curve. So that in

this way every curve will have a diame-

ter: and hence the curves of ;he second

order have, all of them, either a right-

lined diameter, or else the curves of

some one of the conic sections for diame-

ters. And many geometrical curves of

the higher orders may also have, for dia-

meters, curves of more inferior orders.

DiAMETEE of a sphere, is the diameter

of the semicircle by whose rotation the

sphere is generated ; in which sense it is

the same with axis.

Diameter of g-ruvity, in any surface

orsohd, isthathne in which the centre

of gravity is placed. See Centke,
Diameter, in astronomy. The dia-

meters ofthe planets are either apparent

or real ; the apparent diameters are such

as they appear to the eye ; and being

measured by a micrometer, are found

difterent in different circumstances and
parts of their orbit. See Astronomy.
DIAMOND. The diamond has always

been regarded as the most valuable of

the gems, aud, consequently, as the most
valuable production of the itnneral world;

a superiority which it derives from its

very high lustre, its transparency, and
hardness. The first quality arises from

its greater refractive power, which is such

as to cause all the light to be reflected

which falls on it at an angle of incidence

greater than 24^ degrees ; and it is capa-

ble of being rendered still more brilliant

by its surface being cut into facets, which
multiply the reflections of light. From
its hardness, too, its lustre remains unin-

jured : this hardness is such, that it can

be cut, or rather worn down, only by

rubbing one diamond against another,

and is polished only by the finer diamond
powder.

This substance is found* in India, in the

districts of Visapore and Crolconda, and
likewise in Bengal, andinBrazilin South
America. It is not found in its original

situation, but in the beds of streams, or

in a loose ferruginous sand beneath the

soil. The Brazilian diamonds are infe-

rior in transparency and purity to the
Oriental.

The diamond is found crystallized,

being either in perfect crystals, or in

fragments often encrusted with a hard
coating. The usual form is an octahe-

dron, composed of two four-sided pyra-

mids joined by the base, the faces being
somewhat convex. Of this form there

are some modifications ; the angles being
replaced by triangular faces, so as to give

rise to a dodecahedron of twenty-four

faces, likewise a little convex. These are

the crystallizations of the Oriental dia-

mond. The Brazilian is generally a do-

decahedron, with rhomboidalfaces. These
crystalline forms are often iniperfect,pro-

bably frotn the attrition which they have
suffered, and frequently the fragments

are altogether indistinct.

The diamond is colourless, or tinged

of various shades of white or grey, and
sometimes also, though more rarely, of

brown, green, yellow, blue, and red, fre-

quently with darker coloured spots. It is

generally transparent, though not perfect-

ly so, and has the property of single re-

fraction ; its fracture is lamellated, and it

can be split by striking it in the direction

of the plates. Its specific gravity is from

3500 to 3600.

The diamond is phosphorescent, or,

when it has been exposed to the light, is

luminous in the dark. It is rendered

electrical by rubbing, the electricity be-

ing positive.

From the qualities of the diamond it

was long ranked with the other gems,

and considered as analogous to them in

its chemical construction. Newton, by a

happy application of a physical princi-

ple, conjectured that it was an inflam-

mable substance. Transparent bodies,

which are uninflammable, refract light

nearly in the ratio of their densities,

while those which are inflammable have

refractive powers which are greater than

their densities: and the diamond having

this great refractive power led Newton
to conclude, that it " probably is an unc-

tuous substance coagulated." (Optics,

Book II. Prop. 10.) In 1695 experiments

had been made at Florence, which prov-

ed the diamond to be dissipated by the

intense heat in the focus of the power-

ful burning lens of Tschirnausen. After-

ward, in experiments made at Vienna, it

was found, that in the heat of a furnace,

diamonds lost weight, and, if exposed

for a sufficient length of time, entirely

dissappeared, while the ruby and other

gems, exposed to the same heat, remain-

ed unaltered. At a later period Darcet

exposed diamonds to heat, enclosed in

balls of porcelain clay, in various ways,

and always found that tliey were dis-

sipated by exposure to a strong heat.

These facts at the same time appeared in

contradiction to the common practice of
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thejewellers who expose diamonds which
are foul to a strong heat, imbedded in

charcoal, to make them clear. An ob-

servation of Macquer first threw light

on this subject. He took notice, that

while the diamond was exposed to a

strong heat under a muffle, and while

it was losing weight, it was luminous,
and appeai'ed to burn, a fact which he
verified by subsequent experiments. It

cannot be doubted, therefore, tliat in

the experiments of Darcet air had been
admitted to the diamonds, from rents in

the porcelain clay balls in which they
were inclosed, and that in the method
of jewellers they are more efiectually

protected from the action of the air, by
tlie charcoal dust with which they are

surrounded.
Still a degree of uncertainty was at-

tached to the subject, and to remove
this, Lavoisier, associating with him in

the investigation Macquer and Cadet,
undertook some experiments. They first

ascertained, that in close vessels the dia-

mond does not evaporate : having expos-
ed 19* grams in a luted earthen retort,

connected with a glass receiver, and the

jointing secured, to a very strong heat,

the loss of weight amounted only to about
two grains

;
yet the heat applied was

nmch higher and continued much longer,

than would have been necessary to dissi-

pate the entire quantity of diamond in the
open air -, and repeating the experiment
of the jewellers, they found, that when
carefully imbedded in charcoal powder,
from Vv'hich the air was excluded, the
most violent heat produced no change in

the diamonds submitted to trial. They
were therefore disposed to conclude,that
the dissipation of the diamond,when heat-

ed in the open air, was owing to its com-
bustion. (Memoirs de i'Acad. des Sci-

ences, 1772, p. 350.) Facts similar to

these were established by asecond series

ofexperiments performed by Darcet and
Rouelle. And Lavoisier, in another me-
moir, demonstrated more decisively the
combustibility of the diamond, and dis-

covered tile product of its combustion.
When suddeaily lieatedbyalens,hefoimd
it to decrepitate, and to be thrown into

small tragmenis; when heated more
slowly it was dissipated without this de-
crep tation. When heated by a lens, in a

glass vessel placed over water, it was still

dissipated, and in the first experiment no
sensible product was obtained j in a se-

cond he observed,thatwhen the heat was
less powerful, the suiface of the diamond
became black, and was sensibly covered

with a thin coating of charcoal. In a sub-
sequent experiment, he found that the
air ofthe vessel in which the experiment
was made was diminished in volume to

the extent of about eight cubic inches in

60 ; on pouring into this residual air

lime water it became milky, as it would
have done from exposure to air in which
charcoal had been burnt ; and by sub-

jecting it to different trials, thismilkiness

was found to be owing to the presence of
carbonic acid, which of course had been
produced during the combustion of the

diamond. The same results were obtain-

ed on heating the diamond in a glass ves-

sel containing common air, placed over
quicksilver. Lavoisier drew the conclu-.

sion, that the diamond is a combustible
body ; and that, as objects of eliemistry,

there exists a great analogy between
it and charcoal.

Some years afterwards Guyton shewed
that the diamond is consumed whenheat-
ed with tile nitrate of potassa, and affords

carbonic acid. This experiment was re-

peated with more precision by Mr. Te-
nant. He exposed to a strong red heat,

for an hour and a half, in a gold tube,two
grains and a half of small diamonds with a

quarter of an ounce of nitrate of potassa.

The salt was decomposed,and,on examin-
ing the residuum,the potassa was found to

have attracted carbonic acid, while the
diamonds were entirely consumed. The
quantity of carbonic acid was attempted
to be ascertained, by adding to the solu-

tion of the residuum in water a solution

of muriate of lime: a precipitate of carbo-
nate of lime was formed; from this the

carbonic acid was disengaged by muriatic

acid, and it occupied a space equal to

about 10.1 ounce measures of water.

This, according to Mr. Tennant's calcu-

lation, was about the quantity that ouglit

to have been obtained from two grains

and a half of charcoal combined with oxy-

gen; and he therefore concluded that the

diamond is charcoal, and differs from that

substance only in its crystallized form.

Guyton at length investigated the sub-

ject with that precision, which was ne-

cessary to fix our opinion as to the na-

ture of the diamond. The diamond, an

imperfect octahedron, was placed on a

small porcelain crucible, elevated in a

jar filled with oxygen gas, ascertained

to be pure, placed over mercury. The ^

concentrated solar rays were thrown on

the diamond by a large lens : it appear-

ed at first farinaceous, and was after-

wards sensibl}' blackened on its surface :

the appearance of combustion was ex-
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tremely faint, and when it had began,
did not continue if the solar heat was
withdrawn. Afterwards, when a more
powerful lens was employed, the com-
bustion was more evident ; the diamond
first became black, and of a coally ap-

pearance ; an instant after it became
brilliant, and at some points appeared to

boil ; it gradually diminished, and the
appHcation of the solar heat was repeat-

ed at different times until it was entirely

consumed. The quantity of carbonic

acid.which had been formed was ascer-

tained by introducing a solution of ba-

rytes in water, and the unexpected re-

sult obtained, that the quantity was
much greater than what would have been
formed by the combustion of the same
weight of charcoal as of diamond. Twen-
ty-eight parts ofcharcoal in burning com-
bine with 72 of oxygen, and form 100 of

carbonic acid ; while the same weight of

acid, according to Guyton's experiment,
is formed from the combustion of 17.88

of diamond, which combine therefore with

82.12 of oxygen, Guyton concluded,

therefore, that it is not merely by its co-

lour, weight, hardness, transparency, and
other sensible qualities, that the diamond
differs from charcoal; neither does the

difference depend on the state of aggre-

gation, nor are the distinctive properties

of charcoal owing to the two hundreth
part of residue which it leaves in the

form of ashes, or to the small quantity of

hydrogen which it may contain ; but to

its oxydation, diamond being the simple

base of which charcoal is the oxide.

A striking fact with regard to the oxy-

g-enizement of the diamond, is the high
tempei-ature which is requisite to its

taking place. It appears, from Guyton's
statement, to be charred at about the

temperature of 18 or 20 of Wedgwood's
scale, (3417 or 3677 of Fahrenheit's)

and at about 30 (4977°) it burns with a

feeble flame : nor does it even in oxy-

gen gas produce as much heat as to

support its own combustion. This is no
doubt owing to the very strong cohesion

exerted between its particles. (Memoir
by Guyton, Annales de Chimie, tom. 31 ;

or Abstract of it in Nicholson's Journal,

4to. viii. p. 298.)
The appearances attending the com-

bustion of the diamond have been observ-
ed with perhaps more accuracy by Sir

George Mackenzie, and the temperature
requisite has been stated by him as less

high. A diamond cut and polished, when
introdiJC'?d into a muffle previously heat-
ed red hot, soon acquired the same red-

ness as the muffle, but in a few minufes
more became distinguished by a bright
glow, and began to consume. A piece of
plumbago placed beside it exhibited a si-

milar luminous appearance, but it began
at a lower temperature. When the air

was excluded from the muffle, both lost

their brightness ; but it returned on the
admission of the air, and was much in-

creased by blowing on them with a bel-
lows. To ascertain at what temperature
the combustion of the diamond took
place, one of the pyrometrical pieces of
Wedgwood was placed with it in the
muffle. When both were perfectly red
throughout, the pyrometer was with-
drawn, and indicated 13° of Wedgwood's
scale. They were replaced, and the heat
increased until the glow appeared; it

was kept at this as equal as possible

until the diamond was consumed ; the
pyrometrical piece then indicated 14°,

and in another diamond the heat requi-
site to produce the glow and consume it,

was 15°. These experiments are evi-

dently the most accurate that have been
made to ascertain this point ; and in-

deed the temperature assigned by Guy-
ton was rather from conjecture than ex-
periment. Although they shew that a
less elevation of temperature is requisite

for the combustion of the diamond than
was supposed, they still prove it to be
much higher than that which is requisite

for the combustion of charcoal.

Sir George Mackenzie, likewise, re-

peated and confirmed an experiment of
the French chemists, in which a piece of
soft iron was converted into steel by be-

ing heated with diamonds, in the same
manner as it would have been by being
heated in the usual manner with charcoal

powder; and his experiments are more
satisfactory, as having been made with

diamond in its purefst state. (Nicholson's

Journal, 4to. vol. iv. p. 103.)

The diamond is scarcely acted on by
any other agent than by oxygen, at an
elevated temperature. Bergman states

an experiment, from which it would ap-

pear to be capable of being partially

oxydedby sulphuric acid ; this acid, when
poured on the diamond powder, previous-

ly freed from impurities by disgesHon
with nitro-muriatic acid, and evaporated

to a small quantity, becoming black, and
depositing small pellicles, which take fire

on the approach of flame, and are con-

sumed. The other acids, according to

his observation, exert no sensible action

on it ; nor does it appear from the expe-

riments made with the soda (the mixture
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ofsoda and of diamond powder being ex-

posed to a very strong heat) that it had
suffered any chemical change from the
action of the alkali ; for though a minute
portion of earthy matter appeared to be
produced, this might probably be deriv-

ed from the various agents which were
employed in the experiments. Essays,

vol. ii. p. 118.)

Diamond, in the glass trade, an instru-

ment used for squaring the large plates

or pieces ; and, among glaziers, for cut-

ting their glass.

These sorts of diamonds are differently

fitted up ; that used for largft pieces, as

looking-glasses, &c. is set in an iron fer-

rel, about two inches long, and a quarter

of an inch in diameter ; the cavity of the

ferril being filled up with lead, to keep
the diamond firm : there is also a handle

of box, or ebony, fitted to the ferril, for

holding it by.

DiAMOxi), in heraldry, a term used for

expressing the black colour in the

achievements of peerage. Guillim does

not approve of blazoning the coats of

peersby precious stones instead ofmetals

and colours ; but the English practice

allows it. Morgan says the diamond is the

c-mblem of fortitude.

DIANJE arbor, or arbor hma, in che-

mistry, the beautiful crystallizations of

silver dissolved in nitrous acid, to which
some quicksilver is added ; and so called

from their resembling the trunk, branch-

es, leaves, &c. of a tree. This elegant ar-

rangement, however, of the particles of

silver is not peculiar to this state or men-
struum, since copper filings dropped into

the solution of silver in aqua fortis is

found to have the same effect, when view-

ed by the miscroscope : nay, the silver

ores are frequently found ramified in the

same manner.
DIANDRIA, the name of the second

class in Linnaeus's sexual system, consist-

ing of hermaphrodite plants, which, as

the name imports, have flowers with two
stamina or male organs. The orders in

this class are three, derived from the
number of styles or female parts. Most
plants, with two stamina, have one style,

as jessamine, lilac, privet, veronica, and
bastard alaternus. Vernal grass has two
styles; pepper three.

DIANTHERA, in botany, a genus of
the Diandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Personatse. Ac&nthi,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

ringent ; capsule two-celled, bursting

with an elastic nail ; stamina each a pair

of alternate antliers. There are twelve

species, of which D. Americana is a low
herbaceous plant, with a perennial root,

which sends out several weak stalks

about four inches long. The leaves are

hairy, sessile, and of a dark green colour,

and an aromatic odour. The flowers are

produced from the side of the stalks in

small spikes, and are in shape and colour

very like those of clinopodium. They
come out in July, but rarely produce
seeds in England. It is a native of Vir-

ginia. This species is also called Justi-

cia Americana, and Justicia pedunculosa

;

the last specific name given from the long

peduncles which support the flowers.

DIANTHUS, in botany, a genus of the

Decandria Digynia class and order. Na-

tural order of Caryophyllei. Essential

character : calyx cylindric, one leafed;

with four scales at the base ; petals five,

with claws ; capsule cylindric, one cell-

ed. There are thirty species. These
beautiful plants are chiefly herbaceous

;

some few however are suffruticose.

Most of them are hardy, and perennial

or biennial : some of the smaller wild

sorts only are annual ; stalks annual, from
one to three feet in height ; leaves oppo-
site, narrow, entire ; flowers terminating,

many, aggregate, some solitary, or several

together, but distinct. This numerous
genus includes the sweet-williams, carna-

tions, and pinks, with their several varie-

ties ; for a full and complete account of

which we refer the reader to Martyn's

edition of Millar's botany.

DIAPASON, in music, a musical inter-

val, by which most authors, who have
wrote upon the theory of music, use to

express the octave of the Greeks. See
Octave.
The diapason is the first and most per-

fect of the concords ; if considered sim-

ply, it is but one harmonical interval,

though if considered diatonically, by tones

and semi-tones, it contains seven degrees,
viz. the three greater tones, two lesser

tones, and two greater semi-tones.

The interval of a diapason, that is, the

proportion of its grave sounds to its

acuce, is duplicate, i. e. as 2 : 1.

DIAPENSIA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Preciae. Convolvuli,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla sal-

ver-shaped; calyx five-leaved, imbricate,

with three other leaflets ; stamens placed
on the tube of the corolla; capsule three-

celled. There is but one species, viz. D.
lapponica, a native of the mountains of

Lapland, among stones covered with

moss ; also in Norwav.

I
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DIAPERED, or Diapre, in heraldry,

) the dividing of a field in planes, hke fret-

I work, and filling the same with variety of

i
figures. This chiefly obtains on bordures

j
which are diapered or fretted over, and

'. the fret charged with things proper for

bordures. Baron renders it vaHatus,
which is not sufficient to express the se-

veral things of which it is variated.

DIAPHANOUS, an appellation given
to all transparent bodies, or such as trans-

mit the rays of light.

DIAPHORETICS, among physicians,

all medicines which promote perspira-

tion.

DIAPHRAGM, in anatomy, a large,

robust, musculous membrane or skin,

placed transversely in the trunk, and di-

viding the thorax from the abdomen. See
AXATOMT.
DIARRHOEA, in medicine, is a fre-

quent and copious evacuation of li-

quid excrement by stool. See Medi-
CIIfE.

DIASTOLE, among physicians, sig-

nifies the dilatation of the heart, auri-

cles, and arteries ; and stands opposed
to the systole, or contraction of the same
parts.

Diastole, in grammar, a figure of
prosody, whereby a syllable naturally

short is made long : such is the first syl-

lable of Priamides in the following verse
of Virgil.

Mque hie Priamides : nihil o tibi, amice,

relictu7n.

This figure is used either out of mere
poetic license, without any necessity for

so doing, or through necessity, for the
sake of the verse ; as when three or more
short syllables follow each other in hex-
ameter verse.

DIATESSARON, among ancient mu-
sicians, a concord or harmonical inter-

val, composed of a greater tone, a less

tone, and one greater semi-tone : its pro-
portion in numbers is as 4 : 3. The word
diatessaron has been of late, used by se-

veral authors for a harmony of the four
gospels.

DIBBLING, in agriculture, a mode of
setting corn, or other seeds, practised
with advantage in places where labour is

cheap ; it is chiefly used for putting wheat
crops into the ground. The practice of
dibbhng was first introduced into Nor-
folk, about 25 years ago. The method
of dibbling is this : when the land is

ploughed and rolled, a man with an iron
dibble of about three feet long in each
VOL. IV.

hand, walking backwards, makes two
rows of holesin each furrow, at about four
inches distance from each other, and an
inch or two deep. The dibbler is fol-

lowed by two or three women, or chil-

dren, who drop two or three grains into
each hole. The field is afterwards bush-
harrowed. The usual quantity of seed is

from a bushel and a half to two bushels
per acre, and the expense oflabour about
ten shillings. An experienced dibbler,
with three active attendants, will plant
half an acre a day, making six holes in
every foot length.

DICE, among gamesters, certain cu-
bical pieces of bone or ivory, marked
with dots on each of their faces, from
one to six, according to the number of
faces.

Sharpers have several ways of falsify-

ing dice : 1. By sticking a hog's bristle in

them so as to make them run high or low
as they please. 2. By drilling and load-

ing them with quicksilver ; which cheat
is found out by holding them gently by
two diagonal corners ; for, if false, the
heavy sides will turn always down. 3.

By filing and rounding them. But all

these ways fall far short of the art of the
dice makers ; some of whom are so
dextrous this way, that sharping game-
sters will give any money for their assis-

tance.

DICERA, in botany, a genus of the
Polyandria Monogynia class and order.
Essential character : petals four or five,

obovate, trifid ; nectary four or fire

emarginate corpuscles ; anthers two
horned. There are two species ; D. den-
tata, is an elegant tree, bearing at the ex-
tremities of the branches abundance of
leaves, which are alternate, oval, blunt-

ish, smooth, petloled, with a double
gland at their base; flowers on very mi-
nute pedicles, nodding ; stamens sixteen
when there are four, and twenty when
there are five petals ; pistil single ; fruit

an oval berry, with a hard stone in it. It

is preserved in its unripe state in the
manner of olives. It is a native of New
Zealand. D. serrata, agrees in the struc-

ture of the flower with the preceding,
but differs in the fruit. This is also a na-

tive ofNew Zealand.

DICHONDRA, in botany, a genus of
the Pentandria Digynia class and order.

Natural order of Asperifoliae. Borragi-

nese, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx five-leaved ; corolla rotate, inferior

:

capsule dicoccous. There is but one
species, wz. D. repens, a native of Peru,
Jamaica, and New Zealand.

DICKSONIA, in botany, so called in

Z
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honour of Mr. James Dickson, a genus of

the Crypto^amia Filices class and order.

Natural order of Filices, or Ferns. Ge-
neric character : fructifications kidney-

shaped, lying under the edge of the

frond at the lower surface ; outer valve

fornied ofthe substance of the leaf itself;

inner membranaceous ; involucre double,

one from the surface, opening outwards

;

the other from the inflated margin of the

frond, often embracing the former, open-
ing inwards. There are thirteen species,

D. arborescens, tree dicksonia, was
found by Sir Joseph Banks in the island

of St. Helena. It flower^most part of the

winter. And C. culcita, shining leaved

dicksonia, is found in the island of Madei-
ra, where it is called feila brom. The
inhabitants make pillows and cushions of
the roots. It is supposed (Phil. Trans.

1698) that this plant and the Scythian

Lamb are one and the same, though they
come from countries so remote.
DICOTYLEDONS, plants whose seeds

have two side-lobes, and consequently
rise with two seminal leaves. Most
plants are of this kind. See Cotyle-
dons.

In the lip and masqued flowers, the
didynamia of Linnaeus, and in plants

whose seed-vessel is of the apple, cher-

ry, or pod kind, the seed leaves rise unal-

tered; that is, without any farther ex-

tension or developement than when they
make part of the seed. In the mallow,
and the cross-shaped flowers, they ap-

pear double ; in buck-wheat they are

rolled up ; in cotton, folded or plaited ;

in salt-wort and all the pot-herbs, they
are spiral, or twisted like a screw.
DICRANIUM, in botany, a genus of

the Cryptogamia Musci class and order.

Capsule ovate, oblong; fringe simple,

of sixteen broadish, inflected, cloven
teeth. This is a very numerous genus,
divided into two sections ; A. teeth of
the fringe unconnected at the base"; B.
teeth of the fringe connected at the
base.

DICTAMNUS, in botany, English/rao:-

inella, a genus of the DecandriaMonogy-
nia class and order. Natural order of
Multisiliquse. Rutaceae, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character: calyx five-leaved; petals

five, patulous ; filaments having glandu-
lous dots scattered over them ; capsule
five, conjoined. There are two species,

ofwhich D. albus, fraxinella, has a pe-
rennial root, striking deep into the
ground, and the head annually increas-

ing in size ; stalks many, two or three
feet high ; flowers in a long pyramidal
loose spike, or raceme, nine or ten in-

ches long; calyx deeply five-cleft; seg-
ments lanceolate, obtuse, the three up-
per red, the two lower green ; corolla
large and handsome ; the natural colour
pale purple, with dark purple veins, va-
rying to white. The whole plant, espe-
cially when gently rubbed, emits an
odour like that of lemon-peel ; when
bruised it has something of a balsamic
scent : this scent is strongest in the pedi.
cles of the flowers, which are covered
with glands ofa rusty red colour, exuding
a viscid juice or resin, which exhales in

vapour, and in a dark place may be seen
to take fire. Fraxinella is a native of
Germany, France, Spain, Austria, and
Italy. It flowers with us about the end
of May, or early in June ; the seeds ripen
in September. For its beauty and fine

scent it deserves a place in every good
garden.
DICTIONARY, a collection, or cata-

logue of all the words of a language, art,

science, &c. with their explanations,

ranged in alphabetical order.

DIDELPHIS, the opossum, in natural

history, a genus of Mammalia of the or-

der Ferae. Generic character : fore-teeth

small and rounded ; upper, ten, small and
rounded ; intermediate, two, longer

;

lower, eight, intermediate two broader,
and very short ; tusks long ; grinders
denticulated ; tong^ie fringed with papil-

lae; abdominal pouch, in most species,

containing the teats.

These animals first became known to

Europeans on the discovery of America,
and excited their particular attention by
a deviation in ^eir structure from that of
all other known quadrupeds. This sin-

gularity consists in the female's posses-

sion of a bag or pouch in the lower part

of the abdomen, which is opened and
closed at pleasure, and to which her
young resort for shelter and security in a

variety of dangers. Some females pos-

sess, according to Gmelin, two or three

of these pouches, and the male is stated

also, in the same author, occasionally to

have one. These animals live in the

woods, burrowing in the earth, and, by
means of a prehensile tail, are alert in

climbing trees. Their general motion is

slow, and their food consists of insects,

worms, and vegetables, young birds, and
particularly poultry. They are by no
means peculiar to the Western continent,

but are to be found in various other parts

of the world. According to both Shaw
and Gmelin, there are twenty-one spe-

cies, of which the following are most de-

serving of attention : for the spotted

opossum, see Mammalia, Plate IX. fig. L
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D. virginiana, the Virginian opossum.
The size of this animal is little inferor to

that of the domestic cat ; its tail is cover-

ed with a scaly skin, the divisions of
which give it the resemblance of a small
snake, and the animal has the faculty of
coiling it with great tenacity round any
object, and of thus increasing its means
ofdefence and attack, and its facility of
movement among the branches of trees.

The teats of the female are inclosed in

that astonishing receptacle which dis-

tinguishes almost every species of this

animal ; and immediately after their
birth the young are introduced by their
parent to that cavity, or resort to it from
an impulse of their own. After first

emerging from it, on attaining a certain
degree ofgrowth and vigour, they have
repeated recourse to it on alarms of dan-
ger, and are securely kept, and even
carried about in it, by the dam, till all

ground ofapprehension ceases. In some
species this cavity does not exist, and na-
ture has substituted for it a sort of fur-
row. The Virginian opossum is gentle
and inoffensive in its manners, but has a
rank and disagreeable smell. It is well
known to almost every farmer, that this
animal, when overtaken or captured by
hunters, will feign itself dead, and may
be carried a considerable distance with-
out exhibiting any appearance of life.

The female produces four or five at a
birth, and prepares a sort of nest for her-
self, of grass, near the root of a tree.
She has the power of closing her pouch,
and preserving it closed so completely,
as to render it a matter ^great difficulty
to open it. D. marsupiahs, the Amboyna
opossum, is found in the warmer climates
of South America, as well as in some
countries of the East. It is bred with
rabbits in India, and passes, indeed, un-
der the name of the Aroe rabbit. It is

not only considered as fit for food, but
regarded as a considerable delicacy.
This species is much larger than the last.

D. lemurina, or the New Holland bear.
The length of this animal's body is about
a foot and a half, and that of its tail about
afoot. It is, perhaps, the most elegant
species of the genus. In its manners, or
mode of subsistence, it resembles the
other species ; it is frequently perceived,
however, to sit like a squirrel, with its
body erect, and holding its food in its

hands. Its fur is extremely rich, soft,
and thick. D. petaurus, or the great fly-

ing opossum of New Holland, is nearly
two feet in length to the beginning of its
tail, which is nearly two feet more. By
an expansile membrane reaching on each

side of its body, from the fore to the
hiiid legs, it is enabled to leap to an ex-
traordmary distance, and has thus gained
the designation by which it is distinguish-
ed. Its fur is of the most exquisite fine-

ness, and for the greater part of a sable
or deep-grey brown colour, extremely
brilUant. See Mammalia, Plate IX. fig.

2. D. sciurea, or the squirrel opossum.
This and the last species are considered
by Shaw as the two most beautiful qua-
drupeds in New South Wales. Us gene-
ral appearance extremely resembles that
of a squirrel. Its fur is, if possible, more
soft and valuable than that of the flying

opossum. Its abdominal pouch is rather
beyond the usual proportion. This ani-

mal reposes by day, but during the night
ranges in full activity.

DIDELTA, in botany, a genus of the
Syngenesia Polygamia Frustranea class

and order. Natural order of Compound
Flowers. Corymbiferac, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character : calyx expanding ; outer
leafy ; receptacle honey-combed, divid-

ing into parts which retain the seeds

;

down chaflTy, many-leaved. There are
two species, D. carnosa, succulent-leaved
didelta, has an herbaceous stem, very
much branched, erect, round, nearly
eighteen mches high ; leaves alternate,

sessile, spreading, acute, attenuated at

the base, quite entire, woolly above, be-
neath one-nerved, veinless, two or three
inches long, six or eight lines broad ; in

the stove permanent; flowers solitary,

terminating on long peduncles, yellow ;

annual, but in the stove it will last some
years, becoming shrubby, which is often

the case with annual plants. It is a native

of the Cape ; also D. spinosa; where they
flower about July.

DID US, the dodOi in natural history, a
genus of birds of the order Gallinse. Ge-
neric character; bill large, and at the
middle of the upper mandible bending
inwards, marked with two obhque ribs,

and considerably hooked at the tip; nos-
trils situated in the middle of the bill,

and obUquely near the edge ; legs short,

thick, and in the upper part feathered ;

feet cleft ; toes three forward and one
backward ; no tail. There are three
species D. ineptus, or the hooded dodo,
is nearly three feet long, and ii.. abits

the islands ofBourbon and Fiance Its

pace is slow; its body round and fatjj'

its weight, occasionally, fifty pounds; and
though sometimes eaten, according to

Herbert, is considered as indifferent food.

Its head appears to be covered with a
black cowl, and, altogether, its figure is

singularly curious and grotesque. In Mr.
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Grant's history of the Mauritius, how-
ever, this bird is stated to be no longer
found in that island or Bourbon : and
most probably is to be classed among
those species which have been destroyed
through the ease with which they were
taken : on uninhabited islands, however,
it is added, the hooded dodo may possi-

bly yet be found. The observation of
Mr. Grant, with respect to the dodo,
must be supposed to apply to all those of
the species, of which, indeed, the one
above-mentioned is given upon much
better authority than attaches to the other
two. Latham thinks it not improbable
that these two differed from the first

only in age or sex. Dr. Shaw, in the Na-
turalist's Miscellany, figures a foot of
the dodo found in the British Museum.
See Aves, Plate VI. fig 2.

DIDYNAMIA, in botany, the name of
the fourteenth class in Linnaeus's method
consisting of plants with hermaphrodite
flowers, which have four stamina or male
organs, two of which are long, and
swo short.

DIETETICS, the science or philosophy
of diets ; that which teaches us to adapt
particular foods to particular organs of
digestion, or to particular states of the
same organs ; so that the greatest pos-
sible portion of nutriment may be ex-
tracted from a given quantity of nutritive

matter ; or a sufficient portion may be
obtained with the least possible quantity
of organic action and exhaustion. In
this sense, the science of dietetics em-
braces a knowledge as well of the organs
and economy of digestion, as of the sub-
stances to be digested ; and under this
division we shall treat of it in the sketch
before us.

The organs of digestion differ exceed-
ing in different classes of animals ; but
in all, even in zoophytes and infusory
worms, there is one which answers the
purpose of a stomach, the most important
of all the digestive organs. In the more
perfect animals, the salivary glands, the
pancreas, and the liver, are all said to
concur with the stomach, and, perhaps,
the snialler intestines, in the process of
digestion ; and according to Cruikshank,
aboufca pint of gastric, or stomach secre-
tion, half a pint of saliva, half a pint of
pancreatic juice, and twenty ounces of
bile, are poured into the human stomach
in the period of every twenty four hours:
while the same process is aided by a
considerable quantity of solvent fluid, of
a different kind, secreted through the
whole length of the internal surfaces of

the intestines. Yet as some doubts have
been entertained as to the relative con-
tributions of these different viscera ; and
as in different classes of animals they
vary in every possible mode ofdeficiency,
till at length, in the lowest orders, we find

nothing but the stomach itself left to
maintain the entire economy; more espe-
cially as we cannot at present enter into

the question of the relative importance
of the rest ; we shall confine our observa-

tions almost exclusively to the stomach,
and shall only glance at the collatitious

viscera, as we may perceive it absolutejy

necessary.

If we look back into antiquity, we
shall find that the earliest opinion on the
cause of digestion was that of putridity.

It was by this process that both Hippo-
crates and Empedocles supposed the food
when taken into the stomach, to be re.

duced to a proper state for the support of
the animal system. Galen and his dis-

ciples conceived an idea, that it was
brought about by heat. Van Helmont,
whose wild conjectures can only be ac-

counted for by the spirit and enthusiasm
of alchemy which raged in his time, at-

tributed digestion to the vital energy of
the soul, which resided, as he thought,
in the stomach.
Grew and Santarelli were of opinion,

that the spirits which are poured forth
from the nerves of the stomach served
for the concoction of the food. Boer-
haave, who has in reality only attempted
to reconcile the variety of opinions that

had been proposed before him, supposes
there are twofprincipal agents in this

vital function, viz. the different fluids that
are collected in the stomach, and the me»
chanical action of that organ ; the secon-
dary agents, according to him, are heat,
air, the nervous fluid, the remains of the
food, andan incipient fermentation, op-
posing it in the extensive sense in which
it was considered before him. With re-

spect to the gastric fluid, his ideas ap-
pear to be indeterminate and unsettled :

he, however, conceived that its action on
the food was merely as a simple diluent,

like water, when heated to the same tem-
perature. He had no suspicion of its

being a solvent, or that it was capable of

acting upon the more tenacious and hard
substances that were taken in as food.

According to Pringle and Macbride, di-

gestion is carried on by a complete fer-

mentative process. The food, divided by
mastication, and penetrated by the saliva,

begins, as soon as it enters the stomach,

to be a^tated by that intestine motion
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which always accompanies fermentation ;

this motion is excited by the warmth of

that viscus, by the old remnants of the

food, by the gastric fluid, and more par-

ticularly by the saliva, whicli is above all

adapted to produce and promote this

process. They supposed that the first

effect of this intestine commotion is to

raise the solid parts of the aliment to the

surface of the gastric liquor, where they

will be for some time sustained by the air

bubbles, which, on their ceasing, . must
fall down again, and be thoroughly incor-

porated with the fluids of the stomach.

This mixture is rendered still more com-
plete by the peristaltic motion, the alter-

nate pressure of the diaphragm and abdo-
minal muscles, and the continual pulsa-

tion of the adjacent large vessels: in this

state the food passes into the small intes-

tines, where the fermentative motion pro-

duces still greater changes by the assis-

tance of the bile and pancreatic juices ; it

is then converted into chyle. Accord-
ing to the opinion ofHaller, the gastric

juice is more or less acid in different ani-

mals ; its action on the food very much
resembles that of water, in which a little

salt has been dissolved, which, from ex-

perience, 'is known to possess a very

great resolvent power ; and the conse-

quence is, that an incipient fermentation
takes place, which reduces the aliments

to a pultaceous mass. In animals that

feed on seeds, this process is assisted by
trituration. These, with many other fan-

ciful opinions, took place in their turn,

when Cheselden by chance happemed to

•conjecture right, viz. that digestion was
performed by some unknown menstruum.
This conjecture was confirmed by Reau-
mur and Spallanzani, who have proved
the menstruum to be the gastric juice,

by a number of experiments, a general
view of which it will be necessary to

give.

Spallanzani made his experiments by
introducing certain substances, such as

raw vegetablevS, &c. enclosed in small

perforated tubes, and causing animals to

swallow them ; he then either destroyed
the animal, in order to examine it, or

waited until it was vomited up. The
animal kingdom may be divided into three
kinds; containing stomachs muscular,
intermediate, or membranous ; the last

class is infinitely more numerous than
the two former. Of animals with mus-
cular stomachs, such as fowls, turkeys,

ducks, geese, doves, pigeons, &c. the
food is seeds, such as wheat, barley.

pease, &c, ; when it is taken spontane-
ously by these birds, it remains some
time in the craw, where it is macerated
and becomes softer; it is then conveyed
into the stomach or gizzard, which is

composed of very strong muscles, capa-
ble of grinding not only the grain it re-

ceives, but is of such force as even to re-

duce small pieces of glass, and blunt the
points of needles: by this means the food
is triturated and reduced very small ; it

is then converted, by the gastric juice it

meets with in this viscus, into a pulta-

ceous mass, called chyme. Spallanzani
found, that the gastric juice of this clas.«i

digests flesh, and that the animals are for

the most part both frugivorous and gra-

nivorous. He found it dissolved raw
flesh, when bruised, in about two days ;

but when entire, four and sometimes five

days were necessary : it dissolves grain
only when biniised ; hence, in the gallina-

ceous class, trituration and tlie gastric

f5uid in the gizzard, although Reaumur
was of opinion it contained no menstru-
um, mutually assist each other; the
former, by breaking down the aliments
in a mechanical way, prepares it for the
latter, which penetrates it, destroys its

texture, dissolves its particles, and dis-

poses them to change their nature and
isecome animalized. Spallanzani thinks
that this gastric fluid traced in the giz-

zard proceeds chiefly from the oesopha-

gus; the chyme he found to be a semi-

fluid pultaceous mass, of a whitish yellow
colour ; the transparency of this gastric

juice, in a state of purity, is little inferior

to water; it is fluid, and a little bitterish

and saline ; it retains, out of the body,
when warm, the power of dissolving ani-

mal and vegetable substances ; but it

must be fresh, for if kept in vessels, par-

ticularly if open, it loses its efficacy ; it

must nothave been used for experiments;
and likewise a heat equal to that of the

bird, is necessary, otherwise it has no
more eflTect than water.

The ruminating animals of the third

class, such as sheep, oxen, &c. very much
resemble this class of birds in their man-
ner ofdigesting substances : in both, the

gastric fluid requires an agent capable of

breaking down the food, before it can
dissolve it. The hay and grass, in the

ruminating tribe, descend immediately

into the first and second stomachs, in

nearly the same state as when they first

bronzed ; here they are softened by the

juices, as seeds are in the craws of birds

with gizzards; but as the stomachs of
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these quaclrupsd« have no triturating

power, and the aliment requires tritura-

tion, it ascends, in consequence of a gen-
tle stimuUis to vomit, into the cavity of

the mouth, where, by means of rumina-
tion, it is put into the same state, previous

to being digested by the gastric fluid, as

happens to the food in the stomachs of

granivorous fowls, after they have been
properly triturated by the gastric mus-
cles.

Animals with intermediate stomachs,

such as ravens, crows, herons, &c. have
muscular stomachs, which are by no
means equal in force to the stomachs of

the first class, but much more so than

those of the third class. These animals

possess the privilege of returning sub-

stances they are incapable of digesting,

at least eveiy nine, and in general every
two or three hours ; they are omnivorous.

Their gastric juice does not dissolve

whole seeds, they therefore bruise them
with their beak and feet, and they are

dissolved in twenty-four hours ; it soon
dissolves flesh and cartilage, but not bone.

The fluid in the oesophagus, Spallanzani

found inconsiderable as a menstruum,
when compared with that ofthe stomach,

since the first was six hours in dissolving

two parts of flesh, and the second one
hour only in dissolving six parts ; conse-

quently, the oesophagal liquor in the

craws of the gallinaceous is different

from that in this class. The resemblan-

ces between the gastric fluids of these

two classes may be reduced to five : 1st.

These fluids, besides being alike in co-

lour, are always salt and bitter, which
bitterness proceeds from the bile regurgi-

tating through the pylorus into the sto-

mach. 2dly, They are the immediate
agents of digestion, both in the muscular
and intermediate stomachs, independently
of trituration. 3dly, The fluids act in the

stomachs of these two classes of birds in

the same manner, in the solution of the
food; they first soften, and next convert

the surface into a jelly, then produce the

same effect on the intermediate parts,

insinuating themselves gradually into its

substance until it is completely dissolved.

4thly, They do not entirely lose their

solvent power as soon as taken out ofthe
stomach, provided they be heated to a

properdegree. 5thly,The origins whence
these fluids spring are nearly the same,

viz. the follicular glands with which their

organs abound. With respect to the dif-

ferences, they are in part reducible to the
inferior efficacy of the gastric ftnid in

muscular, to that of the same fluid in in-

termediate stomachs. The gastric juice

of the first is incapable of dissolving the
same ahment that the latter readily dis-

solves ; likewise, the food, which each
kind of gastric juice decomposes and di-

gests, is sooner subject to this change
from that which belongs to intermediate
stomachs : hence, artificial digestion suc-

ceeds much sooner with the first than the

second. The same inefficacy that the

gastric juices of birds with muscular sto-

machs shews in the solution ofalimentg
of a firm texture, extends also to their

oesophagal juices in the solution of soft
'

substances, notwithstanding the latter

are tolerably well decomposed by the

oesophagal juice of birds with interme-
diate stomachs. Another very striking

difference is, the prodigious force of

trituration in muscular stomachs, and the

weakness of the other, which greatness

of strength was necessary in birds whose
food is of considerable firmness, as seeds.

Animals with membranous stomachs,

such as frogs, newts, snakes, fishes, rumi-
nating animals ; carnivorous birds and
beasts, as the eagle, falcon, man, dog, cat,

&c. this class is infinitely more numerous
than the two former: it comprehends
nearly all the quadrupeds, fishes, reptiles,

birds of prey, and the greater part of in-

sects.

From Spallanzani's experiments it ap-

pears, that carnivorous birds do not dis-

solve vegetables, and throw up the indi-

gestible part every twenty-four hours;

that nature in these animals, whose diges-

tion depends on the gastric juice alone,

without any previous mastication or tri-

turation, has provided them with a mucb
larger quantity of it than the other classes;

that digestion is in proportion to the *

quantity of this fluid ; that the gastric

juice of the ruminating class has no effect

in dissolving plants, unless they have been
previously macerated, and ground by the

teeth ; that its colour in sheep is green,

and yellow in cows ; that owls digest

flesh and bones, but not grain ; that their

gastric juice evaporates sooner than wa-

ter; that that of the eagle dissolves

bread and bone ; its colour is cineritious,

audit digests animal and vegetable mat-

ters ovitof the body; that a wood-pigeon
may be brought by degrees to live on
flesh ; that the owl and falcon do not di-

gest bread; that the gastric juice of the

dog dissolves the enamal of the teeth ;

and that trituration is necessary in tlie

ruminating order and man, which is

produced by the teeth, as in gallinaceous

fowls by the gizzard ; but in other ani-

mals, as in the, frog, newt, serpents, and

birds of prey, trituration does not contri-
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bute to digestion : hence, in every order

of animals, the gastric juice is the princi-

pal cause of digestion, and it agrees in

every class in many properties, and dif-

fers in others. In the frog, the newt,

scaly fishes, and other cold animals, it

produces digestion in a temperature near-

ly equal to that of the atmosphere. In

warm animals it is incapable of of dissolv-

ing the aliment in a degree of heat lower

than that of these animals. In warm ani-

mals the food is digested in a few hours,

whereas in the opposite kind it requires

several days, and even weeks, particular-

ly in serpents ; likewise, the gastric juice

of the gallinaceous class can only dissolve

bodies ofa soft and yielding texture, and
previously triturated ; whilst, in others, as

serpents, the heron, birds ofprey, and the

dog, it decomposes substances of great

tenacity, as ligaments and tendons ; and
even of considerable hardness, as the

most compact bone : man belongs to this

class, but his gastric juice seems to hgve

no action on the hardest kind of bones.

Some species hkewise are incapable of

digesting vegetables, as birds of prey ;

but man, the dog, cat, crows, &c. dis-

solve the individuals of both kingdoms
alike, and are omnivorous, and in general

their gastric juices produce these effects

out of the body : hence, the dissolving

power of this fluid depends on the dif-

ference of the nourishment, and by some
authors it has been said to be the cause of

hunger, and of the difference in the choice

of the particular aliment ; by which pow-
er the carnivorous only enjoy flesh ; the

granivorous and ruminating, only vegeta-

ble aliments, and no flesh ; but man and
the omnivorous, both vegetable and ani-

mal substances. It is, however, asserted

by Carradori, as decided, that nocturnal

birds ofprey are capable of digesting ve-

getables : it results from his experiments,

that they also support themselves very

well with this nourishment, in spite of

their repugnance to it. If this be the

case, the opimon is erroneous, that the

gastric juice of these birds has only an

affinity with animal substances ; and what

he has established, viz. that carnivorous

animals find a nutriment ih the products

of plants, was already rendered probable

by the discovery of Fourcroy, of the ex-

istence of gluten, albumen, and gelatm, in

the vegetable tribes. Spallanzani, how-
ever, proves the insufficiency of Carra-

deri's experiments, as the owl died when
confined to vegetable food. The time,

moreover, requisite for digestion is dif-

ferent in different animals; in many it

does not exceed five or six hours, and in
some it is much shorter.

From the numerous experiments of
Gosse of Geneva upon digestion, and the
action which the gastric juice has upon
different substances, gi-eat light has been
afforded us upon this interesting subject.

He informs us, that in about one hour
and a half after the food is taken into the
stomach, it is changed into a pultaceous
mass; the gastric juice, likewise, renders
it fluid without altering its nature ; and
when digestion is properly can*ied on,
there is no appearance of acidity or alka-

lescence ; the food does not ferment, and
the process of digestion is not completed,
until the space of between two and three
hours has elapsed. The chyme which
arises from aliments taken either from the
animal or vegetable kingdom is the same;
they both are by the gastric fluid convert-

ed into the same substance, which is in

consequence, most probably ,of their both
containing gelatin, &c.: if, however, the
digesting solvent is not in sufficient quan-
tity, or is in a diseased state, the acetous

fermentation will take place in vegetable,

and the putrid in animal matter ; hence
milk, vegetable matter containing sugar,

wine, and even spirits, will degenerate,
when left to their spontaneous changes
in the stomach, to a very strong acid, and
sooner, sometimes, than out of the body,
perhaps from the heat, &c. ; all oily sub-

stances likewise become rancid, and flesh

meat putrid, producing acid and putrid

eructations, which is never the case in a

state ofhealthy digestion ; whilst, in many
animals, the digestion is finished before

the acetous or putrid fermentation can
begin.

Substances insoluble, or that were not

digested in the usual time in the stomach.

Animal substances : 1. Tendinous parts.

2. Bones. 3. Oily or fatty parts. 4. In

durated white of e^f;. Vegetable sub-

stances: 1. Oily or emulsive seeds. 2.

Expressed oils of different nuts and ker-

nels. 3. Dried grapes, and the skins of

fish. 4. Rind of farinaceous substances.

5. Pods of beans and pease. 6. Skins of

stone fruits. 7. Husks of fruits with

grains or seeds. 8. Capsules of fruit with

grains. 9. Ligneous stones of fruits. 10.

The gastric juice does not destroy the

life of some seeds ; hence bitter-sweet,

hemp, misletoe, and other plants which ^
sometimes grow upon trees, are produc-

ed by the means of the excrements of

birds, the kernels of the seeds being de-

fended from the menstruum by exterior

covering. Substances partly soluble, or
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parts of which were digested. Animal
substances : 1. Pork dressed various

ways. 2. Black puddings. 3. Fritters

of eggs, fried eggs and bacon. Vegeta-
ble substances : 1. Salads of different

kinds, rendered more so when dressed.
2. White of cabbage, less soluble than
red. 3. Beet,cardoons, onions, and leeks.

4. Roots of scurvy gtass, red and yellow
carrots, succory, are more insoluble in

the form of salad than any other way.
5. The pulp of fruit with seeds, when not
fluid. 6. Warm bread, and sweet pas-

try, from their producing acidity. 7.

Fresh and dry figs. By frying all the
substances in butter or oil they become
still less soluble. If they are not dissolv-

ed in the stomach, they are, however, in

the course of their passage through the
intestines. Substances soluble or easy
of digestion, and which are reduced to a

pulp m an hour, or an hour and a half.

Animal substances : 1. Veal, Iamb, and in

general the flesh of young animals, are
sooner dissolved than that ofold. 2. Fresh
eggs. 3. Cows' milk. 4. Perch boiled
with a little salt and parsley ; when fried

or seasoned with oil, wine, and white
sauce, it is not so soluble. Vegetable
substances : 1. Herbs, as spinach, mixed
with sorrel, are less soluble ; celery, tops
of asparagus, hops, and the ornithogalus

of the Pyrenees. 2. Bottom of artichokes.
,*?. Boiled pulp of fruits, seasoned with
sugar. 4. Pulp or meal of farinaceous

seeds. 5. Different sorts of wheaten
bread, without butter, the second day
after baking, the crust more so than the
crumb, salted bread of Geneva more so

than that of Paris without salt ; brown
bread, in proportion as it contains more
bran, is less soluble. 6. Rapes, turnips,

potatoes, parsnips not too old. 7. Gum
arabic ; but its acid is soon felt : the Ara-
bians use it as food. Substances which

• facilitate the menstrual power of the gas-

tric juice are, sea-salt, spices, mustard,
scurvy grass, horse radish, radish, ca-

pers, wine, spirits in small quantities,

cheese, particularly when old, sugar,

various bitters. Substances which retard
the gastric power are water, particularly

hot, and taken in large quantities. It oc-
casions the food to pass into the intes-

tines without being properly dissolved.

All acids, astringents, twenty-four grains
of Peruvian bark, taken half an hour
after dinner, stop digestion. All unctu-
ous substances, kermes, corrosive subli-

mate.
Gosse likewise observed, that employ-

ment after a meal suspended or retarded

digestion, as well as leaning with theT

breast against a table ; and that repose of
mind, vertical position, and gentle exer-
cise, facilitate it. It likewise appears,
that from the soluble power of this fluid

digestion goes on after death, but it is

far less considerable than In the living

animal ; that in fishes it retains its pro-
perty of digesting flesh, but in an infe-

rior degree to that of birds; and that in

some animals heat is necessary to this

power, which acts independent of the vi-

tal power.
1 Hunter attributes to the action of the

gastric juice, the erosions found in the
stomachs of those who have died sudden-
ly, in which sometimes the great curva-
ture of that organ is entirely consumed ;

he often found ihem on opening dead bo-
dies; the edges of the wounds appearing
like half-digested food.

Such is the stupendous power of that
fluid which is perpetually secreting by
the stomach in a state of health, in order
to comminute and dissolve into a pul-
taceous mass the alimentary substances
which are introduced into it. Here, how-
ever, the action of the gastric juice, and
perhaps ofthe stomach itself, ceases: for
whatever is found in the stomach is

chyme, or this pultaceous and uniform
mass alone. We have no chyle, except
by regurgitation from the smaller intes-

tines. 1 he stomach is therefore altoge-
ther a preparatory organ, and it appears
to be the action of the different fluids se-

creted from the collatitious viscera, the
saliva, the pancreatic juice, and the bile,

(we confine ourselves to the more per-
feet animals) that are alone able to con-
vert this comminuted chyme into the
saccharine fluid, called chyle, as it de-
scends through the pylorus, or inferior

orifice ofthe stomach, into the duodenum,
in which the process of chylification is

chiefly performed, and amidst the folds

or valvules connive7ites of which the lac-

teals are most numerously seated.

Yet it is not every thing the stoftiach is

capable of dissolving, that the secondary
action of the chylopoietic viscera is capa-
ble of converting into food, or of convert-
ing with equal facility; nor is it every sub-
stance, as we have already seen, contain-
ing the real pi-inciple of aliment, that the
stomach itself is capable of dissolving in

the same period of time, or with the same
degree of ease.

Hence the necessity of attending to

what we have made the second branch in

our present tract on dietetics, the nature

of different alimentary substances, and
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especially of the common principle on
which the aliment of all them may per-

haps depend.
Regarding this subject on a compre-

hensive scale, we have much reason to

suppose that there is no substance what-
ever, either in animal, vegetable, or mi-

neral existence, but contains a basis, from
which some animal or other is capable of
extracting nutriment. >5or is this much
to be wondered at, since we have already

observed, that iii different classes of ani-

mals the organs of digestion vary in every
possible manner, in regard to their pre-
sence or deficiency"; and more especially

since we know that the fluid secreted by
the stomach itself, the only organ that is

universal, is equally discrepant in its

powers and qualities in animals of differ-

ent structure ; being in some naturally

acid, in others alkaline, and in others
again insipid or neutral. And hence we
not only discern the truth, but can trace

the real cause of the fact long ago ob-
served by Lucretius, iv. 640.

Tantague in hiis rebus tUstaniia, differitus-

que estf

Ut, quod aliis cibus eat, aUisfuat acre vene-

rum.

-So vast, at times.

The strange discordance, that which
poisons this.

To that proves healthful, and prolon-

gates life,"

GOOD.

We can hence see the reason why
many ofthe serpent tribe should convert
a wholesome nutriment into a venomous
secretion; why. the euj^horbia, or spurge,
so noxious to man, and most quadrupeds,
should be greedily devoured by several

of the insect tribes ; why the cicuta,

which proves poison to the human race
and the horse, should be luxuriously

feasted upon by goats and quails,while the
horse, on the contrary, feeds with plea-

sure on the aconite, or bane-berry, which
the goat will not touch.
A thousand such peculiarities might be

advanced, if it were necessary ; but these
alone are sufficient to prove, that every
created substance possesses the basis of
a nutriment for some order of animals or
other : and that all that seems necessary,
with respect to those generally esteem-
ed the most poisonous, is a peculiar
power in the stomach to select the parts
that are nutritious froi» those that are

' VOL. IV.

baneful, and to secrete these alone into
the system.
These observations apply to food gene-

rally. We now ] roceed to observe, that
even the same foods, under certain states
of the stomach, to which they are natu-
rally appropriate, will not universally pro-
duce the same beneficial results. Two
questions, hence, naturally arise. What
are those states of the stomach, in which
its appropriate foods have for the - most
part a tendency to prove injurious instead
of salutary (for the digestion of every ali-

ment must do either the one or the
other)? And of what nature are those
substances, which, under almost every
circumstance, form an exception to the
rule of disease, andmay still be swallowed
ed with benefit ?

It is clear then, in the first place, that
the states of the stomach here referred
to are morbid states morbid either from
idiopathic, or symptomatic affection : and
secondly, that as in all such cases the
common action of the stomach must be
debilitated, and consequently its secreted
or gastric juice:partake of the debility, or
be extruded in a much weaker and more
dilute state, those aliments only can be
usefully employed, which are both capa-
ble of being digested with a small por-
tion of gastric energy, and at the same
time capable, when digested, of affording
a very large portion of the nutritive [;rm-

ciple.

It also happens, and that not unfre-
frequently,that in the preparation ofsuch
foods, we can add such accessary quali-

ties as may tend to oppose the morbid af-

fection of the stomach, or the tempera-
ment generally, an. I thus acquire a dou-
ble advantage, by imprinting upon our
ahraent a medicinal character ; as when
in flatulencies we make spices a part of
the regimen recommended ; in scorbutic

affections, acids ; and in' acidities, ani-

mal oils. But such accessaries are ra-

ther medicines themselves than foods,

and have scarcely a right to be regarded
otherwise.

What then are those states of the sto-

mach, either original, or dependent,
which render it necessary to deviate

from the general license of nature, and
to restrict those who are thus morbidly
affected to medicinal diets or regimens .''

To catalogue an4 treat individually of

the whole of these would require the

space ofa quarto volume : we must con-

fine ourselves therefore to the chief of

such affections, and, in discussing these

few, endeavour to make our rules so

Aa
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comprehensive, as to be a general direc-

tory to the rest.

The principal diseases then, whether
local or constitutional, in which the hu-

man stomach becomes so affected as to

render it a proper subject of medicinal

diet, are, acidity, flatulency, heart-burn ;

impletion; chronical sick-head-ache and
hypochondriasis ; hepatic affection from
hot climates ; hepatic affection from
hard drinking.

OF ACIDITY, fl;irf its concomitants or effects.

It is difHcult to determine whether aci-

dity of the stomach depends at all times

on the introduction ofacid by the mouth ;

or whether the gastric fluid be sometimes
secreted in a vitiated state. A great va-

riety of acids are occasionally introduced

into the human stomach with food or me-
dicine ; and that acid, which is the pro-

duct of fermentation, is frequently form-

ed in the stomach from the spontaneous

changes of vegetable matter in cases of

imperfect digestion, and where food is

taken in so large quantity that it is impos-

sible for any stomach to dissolve it : from

the latter cause, principally, the acid so

perpetually troublesome to the stomachs

of children appears to arise ; and the

cardialgia of adults may justly be suppos-

ed most frequently to have the same ori-

^n : it is constantly to be observed, how-
ever, that in obstructions of the liver or

gall-ducts, symptoms of cardialgia occur,

and that in cases of sick-head-ache and of

hypochondriasis, where the strictest at-

tention has been paid to rules of diet,

the patient is not relieved till acid be
evacuated from the stomach, either by vo-

miting or purging : hence it appears pro-

bable that the gastric fluid is in itself vi-

tiated in some diseases, having acquired

the properties of an irritating acid, and
being bereft of its solvent power ; and
that a due secretion of the bile is al-

ways reqviisite to the correction of acid

in the stouiach, both as neutralizing the

acid matter, and as stimulating the in-

testines to expel any uncombined acid,

which may resist its effects, or prove
more than it is adequate to neutralize.

The symptoms attending acidity in the
stomach f.re, flatulenc)' ; cardialgia {nau-
sea ; vomiting; costiveness ; or purging
with discoloured faeces ; foul bowels

;

head-ache ; paleness sometimes alternat-

ing with flushing ; increased pulse ; a
tongue coated with a white or brownish
fur ; increased heat, particularly on the
6kiu of the abdomen ; loss of appetite

j

sense of weight, pain and oppression
;

rigors ; langour, particularly about the
eyes, with discoloration round the eye-
lids ; stupor, and convulsions, or a dilat-

ed pupil so as to resemble hydrocepha-
lus. These symptoms occur according
to the magnitude and duration of the at-

tack, in conjunction with the constitution

of the patient.

In all common acidities in the stomach,
evacuation from the bowels is always ne-

cessary, whether the attack be accompa-
nied with costiveness or purgation. For
this purpose calomel is generally highly

serviceable. From its nature and the

smallness of the quantity requisite to pro-

duce the requisite effect, it may be ta-

ken without being tasted, and it common-
ly produces no nausea or vomiting, when
a fluid purgative would instantly have
this effect, from its irritation on the al-

ready irritated stomach, and from the
sympathy of that viscus with the organs
of taste and smell, when offended by such
medicine : the mode of operation of ca-

lomel, and its quickness of action, also

highly contribute to render it eminently
useful ; it instantly excites copious mu-
cous secretion from the glands of the
stomach, which contributes to dilute and
wash away the offending acid, and a con-

siderable portion of this medicine quick-
ly passing the pylorus augments the se-

cretion of bile, the natural corrector of
acid ; and that of the pancreas produc-
ing further dilution. It may be given in

doses from one grain to five, or even in

larger quantity, according to the age and
strength of the patient, and repeated as

occasion may require. In an hour or two
after its exhibition, the stomach will bear
some directly purgative matter, which
should be given, to insure the passage of
the calomel through the bowels, and to

increase the purgative effect. Rhubarb
will hereafter be of great advantage, in-

termixed with some aromatic powder or

pungent water, as mint or peppermint;
though the neutral salts will better agree
with some constitutions. Absorbents we
cannot recommend so largely as they
have often been recommended, especial-

ly the calcareous earths, for it often hap-
pens that the insoluble compound form-
ed by the union of chalk and the acid in

the stomach increases the load and irri-

tation in the bowels. In slight or recent
cases, they are chiefly useful, and to be
depended upon.
The morbid matter being removed or

destroyed, strict attention to diet is next

of very considerable consequence. What-
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ever is light and easy of digestion, and
especially whatever at the same time
contains in itself a considerable portion

of the nutritive principle, and counter-
acts acescency, is the bill of fare to be
rigidly adhered to. If there be thirst,

barley water may be taken plentifully

;

rice gruel is preferable to decoctions of
oatmeal, as being less ready to ferment,
andcontaining more demulcent mucilage.
As more solid food, rice itself may be ha-

bitually resorted to, with light animal food
of any kind, and varied in whatever way
the patient may prefer. Cardialgia, or

heart-burn, flatulence, and hence tympa-
nites, or enlargement of the belly, are

often mere symptoms, dependent upon
that debilitated state of the stomach that

predisposes it to a morbid secretion, or
renders it ineffectual to digest the com-
mon aUments that are introduced to it, or
even to resist the acetous fermentation to

which they are too often inclined. What-
ever, therefore, of medicine or regimen
will tend to remove this state of the sto-

mach, will tend at the same time to de-
stroy these distressing symptoms, which
are bat its concomitants or dependants.
Worms, again, may be regarded as ano-
ther result of the same debilitated ac-

tion; for, whether in children or adults,

they will never be found to exist either

in the stomach or intestines, while these
are in a state of perfect health, and tho-

roughly competent to a secretion of their

appropriate fluids. These, however, like

the acidity of the stomach, must first be
discharged from their station, before we
can expect any great degree of benefit

from an habitual regimen.
To the diet already recommended, we

may then add gentle tonics and cordials,

especially wine and palatable spices. So-
da water will also generally be a beve-
rage of very essential advantage, both
from the carbonic acid gas and from the
alkali it contains, the one proving gently
tonic to the stomach, and the other cor-
recting the superabundant acid : and it is

commonly necessary to continue the use
of rhubarb, or some other purgative, with
alkaline and slight bitter medicines, for a
length oftime, where the complaint shews
a disposition to return.

IMPLETIOJT OF TRE STOMACH.

This disease is of two kinds : the one
from temporary satiety, which is easily

removed by emetics and purgatives ; but
which, from not being removed in due
time, not unfrequently produces stupor

and apoplexy. The other, and which
chiefly belongs to our present considera-
tion, from habitual abstinence, from ex-
ercise, accompanied with an habitual
proclination of the body, as occurs in the
trade of shoe-makers, or of tailors, or the
occupation of writing clerks, or accomp-
tants, as well as of literary people in ge-
neral. Some years ago, from the pres-
sure of tlieir stays, women were frequent
sufferers in the same way : in the present
fashion of their dress they are far less sub-
ject to it, though it occasionally happens
to those who sit long stooping to needle-
work.
By this proclination of the body, the

thoracic and abdominal viscera are undu-
ly compressed together for many hours
in every day : the margin of the ribs is

forced upwards, so as to drive the sto-

mach against the diaphragm, and to im-
pede the passage through the pylorus

;

while all the adjoining organs, the blood
vessels and excreting ducts, partake of
the general injury from the compression,
and hereby concur to excite affections of
the lungs, or permanent disease in the
large vessels near the heart, as well as
more extensive and deeply seated mis-
chief in the stomach.
The symptoms indicating disease ofthe

stomach from this cause are, nauseous
taste in the mouth, with furred tongue,
pain in the region of the pylorus, and
sense of weight and the pain increased
on pressure at the pit of the stomach

:

there is always costiveness; from the
want offree passage through the pylorus,
the stomach becomes loaded with vis-
cous matter: the countenance is pale,
wan, and sallow, and very shortly black-
ness appears under the eye-lids, and fre-

quently a jaundiced tint appears, from
obstruction to the free secretion or pas-
sage of the bile, and all the common dys-
peptic symptoms occur.

It is obvious, in all these cases, when
the occupation of the patient will allow

of avoiding that posture, which is the sole

cause of his malady, that this is all which
is necessary to prevent its return : from
the force of habit, however, directions to

this effect are seldom sufficiently obeyed:
where the case has been of long stand-

ing, or there have been frequent repeti-

tions of the attacks, and the lungs, liver,

and other viscera, some or all of them be-

come affected, the treatment must be
adapted to thegtate of those parts: riding

on horseback daily will do much service ;

and many a working tradesman, having

lately entered into some corps of volun-
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teers, has learned to carry his person bet-
ter, and been afterwards free from this

complaint; whilst, before he had the drill-

serjeant*s assistance, it was difficult to
make liim stand erect at any time.

The overfilled stomach, which brings
the patient into an apoplectic state, is a
case which requires the instantaneous
exhibition of the most powerful emetics.
A strong solution of vitriolated zinc is the
most proper medicine for this purpose ; it

is preferable to any form of antimony, be-
cause the latter, even in a very large dose,
will commonly have no emetic effect at

all in the torpid state of the stomach,
which is here the alarming symptom, but
the patient will be thrown by it into a vio-

lent debilitating perspiration, and the
time for relieving his stomach and saving
his life v/ill be lost for ever. As soon as

the stomach is relieved, and the efforts to

vomit have ceased, a large dose of some
purgative medicine, and especially of the
mercurial class,may be advantageously ex-

hibited : and the exhaustion of the power
of the stomach must afterwards be at-

tempted to be recovered by a regimen of
warm and acrid stimulants, especially

horse-radish, mustard, garlic, and onions ;

w-ith the occasional use, as well in the

former, as in the present consequence of
the impletion, of gum pill with aloes, or

a very small quantity of calomel.

HTPOCHONDRIASIS AlfD SICK HEAD-ACH :

the disease of erudition and study.

The elegant and accurate Aretaeus ex-
presses himself to the following effect, in

his very valuable chapter on diseases of
the stomach.
" The stomach is a g^and seat of plea-

surable feehngs and ofdisquietude. When
its action is perfect, firmness and elastici-

ty of fibre in conjunction with a ruddy
complexion indicate health, and the diges-

tion is easy. On the contrary, when the
stomach is disquieted, there is an aversion

to food ; not only when it is placed on
the table, but to the very thought of it,

and dejection of mind is the consequence
of insufficent nourishment; nausea, anx-
iety, collections of fluid in the stomach,
and cardialgia, ensue, and sometimes in-

creased flow of saliva and vomiting.
Though the whole body suffers while^the
stomach remains empty, yet greater suf-

fering is produced when necessity has
required food to be taken, and it is masti-

cated with aversion, and swallowed with
still greater disgust, and pain nxJre intol-

erable than hunger ensues, and the pain

between the shoulders increases ; dim-
ness of sight, tingling of the ears, and
heaviness of the head, take place, with
torpor of the limbs, feebleness of the ex-

tremities, and sensations of palpitation

about the prsecordia
;
patients feel them-

selves agitated, and as it were driven to

and fro like reeds or trees by a gust of

wind ; they are sleepless, though heavy
and ready to fall asleep in a state resem-
bling coma ; they are meagre, pale, lan-

guid, deprived of strength, inactive, inani-

mate, and indolent, but they are sudden-
ly excited to anger : their situation much
resembles that of melancholia, with which
disease they frequently become affected."

Aretseus proceeds to state the causes

of the affection he has described ; it at-

tacks those, he says, who from necessity

have lived on thin and spare diet, and
those of laborious and patient erudition,

who are so absorbed in the precepts and
practice of philosophy, as to hold in con-
tempt a plenty and variety of nourish-

ment; they never change the scene, or
take exercise, or indulge in any relaxation

of mind ; their love of learning detaches
them from every other consideration,

from their country, their parents, their

kindred, from themselves, for the whole
of their lives; pale and wan at all times,

in youth they have all the infirmities of
age; their mind, from exhaustion, be-
comes enervated and cloudy, and they
seldom indulge in cheerfulness, and
laughter and mirth are strangers t«

them.
Such is a faint and very indifferent

sketch of the admirable picture drawn by
Aretaeus, so far as it applies to modern
hypochondriasis, as proceeding chiefly

from undue mental labour and exertion.

To persons of this character it does not
often happen, that the symptoms they
experience are the sole result of poor
feeding from necessity : yet it certainly

does occur to hypochondriacs, to have
their complaints aggravated from want
of regular meals, and many persons fall

into this disease, in a great measure, from
never thinking of taking any sustenance
till their very late hour of dinner ; and
when the disease has prevailed for some
time, they frequently form rules of diet

for themselves, or derive them from the

advice of all whom they may have oc-

casionally consulted, and they very com-
monly attend more to the cautions they
have received against the ladentia, than to

any encouragement as to the juvantia ;

depend for restitution of health on

avoiding all that has been pointed out to
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Ihera as wrong, and will scarcely believe
that much benefit is to be derived from a
good light meal, "fir from taking at inter-

vals any small quantity of exhilarating
nourishment.

Most of the symptoms already enume-
rated under acidity of the stomach make
their appearance in the present disease,

though varied in every diversity ofcombi-
nation : in addition to which there is ge-
nerally costiveness, and a peculiar affec-

tion of the head, a dead heavy pain, some-
times exacerbated to acute distress, and
always accompanied with that idiopathic

nausea of the stomach, which is well
characterised by the name of sick-head-
ache.

The affection ofthe mind in hypochon-
driasis is curable, or may be very much
palliated, by due care and attention to

the digestive process ; persons thus af-

fected are always disposed to view only
the gloomy side of objects : according
to the different circumstances and situa-

tions in life of each individual, he be-
comes oppressed with the fear of dis-

ease, of poverty, of death, of fatuity, of
loss of memory, or has other ground-
less fears of misery awaiting him ; such
paroxysms will sometimes occur seve-
ral times every day, and are often found
to depend on indigestion and flatulency,

which being removed bv the means to
be pointed out in the plan of treatment,
these ideas of apprehended evils will

gradually subside, or, at least, be very
considerably diminished.

In all cases of this kind, whether of
original affection of the primae viae, or
symptomatic of chlorosis, or any other af-

fection, little good can be done, without
unremitting attention to the regularity

of evacuation from the bowels, which
is essentially necessary to the subduing
of acid, when habitually formed in the
stomach, and towards gaining any ground
in the removal of pain, flatulency, and
every other dyspeptic symptom ; and the
means of attempting to effect this re-

gularity in different persons, and in the
same person at different times, must be
exceedingly varied ; now and then a case
occurs with an habitually lax state of the
bowels, and only rhubarb is requisite as
a purgative, joined with light aromatics,
but commonly we have to contend with
constipation, and rhubarb by itself does
mischief. When the stomach and bow-
els are loaded and foul, powerful doses
of mercurial purgatives are occasionally
necessary, particularly in those whose
blood-vessels are full, and whose ener-

gies are considerable. When this state
of the system is indicated by labouring
action of the heart, which is perceived
by the patient, or by vertigo, depending
upon repletion of the blood-vessels, it is

to be relieved by cupping: and if the
secretion of the bile be deficient or irre-
gular, the repetition of a grain ot calo-
mel daily, or every other day, for a week
or two, persisted in, will be frequently
found of great utility.

Yet it often happens that the bile,

though duly secreted, is an insufficient
stimulus to the intestines, either from its

being neutraUzed by the acid which pass-
es from the stomach to the duodenum, or
from the bowels being in a state too per-
manently torpid to be excited by it. In
such cases the repeated use of calomel,
as a stimulus to the liver, cannot fail to be
injurious: the intestinal canal itself

should be chiefly attended to, and pur-
gatives of a liquid kind, or those easily
rendered liquid, should be employed in
its stead. About a tea-spoonful of the
tincture of senna, rendered more grateful
to the stomach by the admixture of a lit-

tle tinct. of lavend. or of ginger, and ta-

ken at bed-time, without any admixture
of water, will often cause a more easy
night's rest, and operate mildly in the
mornin^ ; this is very useful in prevent-
ing the necessity of the too frequent re-
petition of more bulky or violent cathar-
tics. On the same principle, electuary
of senna and the various domestic prepa-
rations of that drug and of other mi^ lax-

atives have their uses ; for it is always to

be remembered, that violen<|j,jHiii^ing is

not the intention to be accojnpiished, but
only permanent regulariiy of evacsuation.
The aid of clysters should sometimes be
obtained, particularly when there ap-
pears to be a large collection of indurat-

ed faeces in the colon : this is soinetimes
evident from a hardness in the track of
this intestine, which may be felt in the
umbilical and left ihac regions ; and this

congestion alone has not unfrequently
produced strong hypochondriac symp-
toms.
Yet injections, too long and habitually

indulged in, are, of themselves, apt to

produce costiveness ; and are one grand
cause of that constitutional constipation,

to which a great part of the French na-

tion are so subject.

Aloes would be a convenient medicine,

but that the diseased now under conside-

ration, from a general torpidity of alvine

action, are peculiarly disposed to hae-

morrhoids ; a malady which is almost al-

ways increased, instead of being mello-
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rated by aloetic purgatives. Magnesia is

seldom useful, whether alone or in com-
bination. Calcareous earths often pro-

duce febrile heat, and augment the impe-
diments to digestion. In some cases,

however, of very chronic acidity, and
when the bowels are tolerably free, con-

siderable advantage may be derived from
lime-water prepared with oyster-shells,

as a purer form of calcareous earth than

that which is dug out of a chalk-pit, and
from bark prepared with lime-water. The
addition of natron, or aq. kali, to bark or

other bitters, is sometimes advantageous,

particularly if the case be complicated

with glandular affection; in the same
manner soda-water is beneficial, and from
the tonic power of the light carbonic acid

It contains ; the good effect of ammonia
taken into the stomach, may depend in

some measure on its alkaline nature, but
seems principally to be produced by its

gi'ateful stimulus, both in the form in

which it is taken, and after it may have
been combined into a neutral ammoniacal
salt, by union with any acid it may meet
with.

' Nothing, however, can be more
capricious than the stomach in hypochon-
driacs, and in all those diseases where
acidity habitually prevails : it is particu-

larly to be noticed that vitrolic acid, with
bark or without it, is often essentially

useful, and this, where acidity in the sto-

mach is continual ; the utility of this acid

is certainly in defiance of all chemical
reasoning, and may depend upon its as-

tringency, whereby it probably prevents

the secretion of acid fluid into the sto-

mach, or of such fluid as is ready to be-

come acid, and in some measure on its

power of preventing fermrentation. To-
nics for the most part are necessary, but
it is almost impossible to lay down any
form of them to be pursued for any
length of time; the stomach is common-
ly soon disgusted with any individual

preparations, and it is often very difficult

to suit its variation of aptitude by thfe

most judicious changes of medicine,
which, however, must always be attempt-
ed, since there is not any case of disease
which is so frequently aggravated by ne-
glect.

Steel is a doubtful medicine. Where
the head is chiefly affected, it is sure to

do harm. And even in cases in which we
may conceive that some chalybeate water,
as that of Tunbridge, or some chemical
preparation of steel, may be employed, it

will be necessary to discontinue their use
for some time, on the first approach or
return ofthe affection ofthe head. When

the spasm affects the voluntary muscles
ofthe body, the trial of steel is indicated,

and its Hse appears sometimes considera-

bly to contribute to the prevention of the
return of dyspeptic symptoms and of pain

in the stomach, as well as to the general
tone and strength.

The spasms about the hypochondria
very frequently cannot be relieved with-

out opium, and in this case also the solid

form of it is the best, as it is applied con-

stantly by gradual solution to the parts

immediately affected, and produces much
less injury to the stomach and to the sys-

tem than if given in a fluid state. Yet in

neither way should we have recourse to it

but when impelled by the supreme com-
mand of dire necessity; for at best it is

but a temporary remedy, and the irrita-

bility generally returns with augmenta-
tion from its use. In cases of less ex-

tremity, the fetid gums, in the form of

pills, camphor, aether, and Hoffman's
anodyne liquor, will be often found high-

ly serviceable, and will prove innocent of

the baneful effects ofopium. Flatulency
is often much relieved by increasing the
muscular action of the stomach and in-

testines; and mustard, horse-radish, and
other such stimuli, are useful, either in

the forms in which they are served at

table, or the mustard-seed may be taken
whole, orthe officinal and other prepara-
tions of horse-radish may be employed.
In cases of sick-head-ache opium must, as

much as possible, be avoided; to in-

crease the power of the stomach and re-

gulate the bowels are here the principal

objects.

With regard to external remedies,
blisters and other applications, soliciting a

discharge, are commonly very unneces-
sary torments, and are very seldom just-

ly applicable. Frictions on the hypo-
chondria with volatile liniments often

give very considerable relief Cold bath-

ing has been advised, but generally seems
to disagree with persons of a seden-
tary constitution, especially if advanced
in years.

'

Upon air and exercise mtrtli has been
written ; and some things have been writ-

ten erroneously. The air of large cities^

is indisputably injurous to all debilitated

invalids ; and to hypochondriacs a pure
air is peculiarly to be recommended. Yet
seclusion is so baneful, that the good ef-

fects of a purer air will be more than
counterbalanced, ifan hypochondriac shut .

himself up constantly by his fire-side in

his country study, or retire from society

into indolence and apathy. Cold piercingf
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winds are severely felt, and should be
avoided : at the same time the propriety

of hypochondriacs accustoming" them-
selves to bear the open air as much as cir-

cumstances will allow, must ever be im-

pressed upon them : and proper warmth
of clothmg, particularly about the feet,

must be worn.
Exercise, short of fatigue, is essential

;

and even a little fatigue must be endured
by those, who, from long sedentary occu-
pation, have lost the habit of exertion

;

riding on horesback, or in a carriage,

sailing, rowing, are all useful ; also mode-
rate walking, bowling, or working with
a spade in the garden, and other exercise

out of doors attended with some labour.

It is to be observed, however, of sick-

head-ache, that its attacks are frequently
induced by the motion of a carriage,boat,

or ship, and that exercise on foot or
horseback is best for such invalids : fric-

tion about the hypochondria with a flannel

or flesh-brush is often serviceable, and
to be recommended, when the debility of
the patient prevents other kinds of mus-
cular action. The military exercise, as

practised by our volunteers for a short

time every day, is also, where it can be
adopted, of very high advantage.
The plan of diet in this disease is a

point of much delicacy and management:
the same mode will seldom answer for

any two distinct cases. In general, the
patient is to be nourished with v/hatever
aliment he can digest, and an equal and
uniform reservation as to spices is by no
means necessary, provided that they
seem to improve rather than to injure
digestion ; his appetite for a moderate
quantity of almost any variety of food is

to be indulged, provided no derangement
of the stomach ensue from it, and the
juvantia and ladentia are to be made out
from observation in each case ; vinegar
and native vegetable acid commonly are
prejudicial, yet very frequently ripe fruit

is beneficial. In general every thing that
is oily or empyreumatic must be avoided:
mustard, horse-radish, and the like, are
often useful in the prevention of flatulen-
cy: sometimes in long cases ofhypochon-
driasis, where vomiting has been a tire-

some symptom, the yolks of eggs boiled
hard have been digested, and the vomit-
ing in a short space of time has ceased: in

these cases it is probable that the stomach
is in an habitual state of contraction, as
it has been sometimes actually found on
dissection, and mustard or horse-radish,
by increasing its muscular action, would
have been injurious, whilst any easily di-

Co.

gestible substance nearly solid, from not
occupying much space, would be retain-
ed, and gradually distend the stomach, or,
from causing the muscular eft'ort produc-
ed in vomiting to cease, give opportunity
to the stomach to recover its natural di-
mensions ; eggs, however, prepared in
any way that has been contrived, will not
always agree, even when this state of
stomach is to be suspected ; but will at
times be almost immediately rejected,
or produce much disturbance, when a
small quantity of gelatinous or mucilagi-
nous food, or even of light meat, will be
digested

It IS by no means justifiable to prohibit
light suppers peremptorily ; since, in
point of theorj', we know that digestion
and the absorption ofchyle proceed more
regularly during sleep than at any other
time ; and, in point of fact, we know
equally that hypochondriacs are often
benefitted by light suppers. Thus much
is certain, that the meals should always
be light and sparing, and consequently
frequent; and that, if suppers be indulged
at all, the hour of dinner should be much
earlier than is customary in the present
day.

With respect to drinks, malt-liquor
ought but seldom to be allowed. Soda-
water, with wine, commonly forms a most
excellent beverage. It is rarely proper
to require any large quantity of diluting

drink to be taken. (Joftee generally agrees
better than tea ; and sometimes cocoa, or
even chocolate, if its oily quahty do not
offend the stomach, is very proper for

breakfast, or in the forenoon.
Opium, for the mere purpose of pro-

curing sleep, ^louid never be allowed.
Much, in this respect, is to be accom-
plished by regularity in the hours of ris-

ing and going to bed, and especially by
opposing ail propensity to sleep in the
day time.

Themindin hypochondriasis cannot be
properly regulated without the best ef-

forts of the patient himself, but he will

for the roost part be induced to use them,
on the representation of a medical man
of intelligence and good humour, that it

is impossible for him to accomplish any
plan he has in view, and that he must al-

ways be a burthen to himselfand his con-

nections, till he makes the search after

cheerfulness and health his primary pur-

suit ; he must make himself alive to the

scene which passes before him, and his

family may commonly be instructed in

some methods of diverting his attention

from disinal ^reflections on himself, and

mn-^^V^ 0' """Ha -^
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from unremitting application to any fa-

vourite topic, and gently to remind him
of the harm lie is about to do himself,

when he seems ready to give way to any
excess of pa:>sron. His resort to public
places will be beneficial, when he can be
brought to attend to what is going for-

ward there, and by such attentions his

pursuit of health will daily become less

irjtsome and laborious ; and by the same
means he must be brought to unbend
his mind in the society of his equals, and
to attend to the proper times of exercise,

food, and rest,

HEPATIC AFFECTION, catenating -with af-

Jdciion of the stomach, and produced by

hot climates or hard drinking.

We have already sufficiently comment-
ed upon the general nature of t he bile,

and the importance ot its due and healtliy

flow towards the proper action of the

stomach, and the whole of the intestinal

canal. No a- it is clear, that if the organ
which secretes this impoitant fluid be
perpetually irritated by a stimulus of

any kind whatever, it w, 11 first become
inflamed, and suppurate, if the inflamma-
tion be very great and progressive ; and
secondly, it will become wholly exhaust-

ed and torpid, if the stimulus De not suf-

ficient to produce inflammation.

The stimuli of hot chmates and ofhard
drinking, especially when the beverage
consists largely of alcohol, have both a
tendency to produce each of these ef-

fects, though not in an equal degree ;

and consequently not merely to injure

the liver itself, but to derange the entire

process and economy of digestion.

In general, tliose who are affected by a

diseased state of tUe liver in warm cli-

mates return to their native homes before
inflammation sufficient to excite suppu-
ration has taken place ; and hence in our
own country we seldom meet with cases

of this kind ; but if the same persons do
not return home in dme, or if they be
actually prevented from returning at all,

suppuration will be a frequent conse-
quence ot'the disease they are labouring
under, and it is therefore a result which
is by no means ucommon in the East and
West Indies.

Commonly, as the case appears to us,

on the arrival of the patient in Europe,
the morbid excitement of the liver has

only produced an enlargement of its pa-

renchyma by the effusion of coaguiable

lymph; wiiich is often re-absorbed by a

recovery of healthy action in the lympha-

tics of the affected viscus, and especially

by gently stimulating them through ti

medium of mercury. In the meanwhil
however, the stomach and the whole
the digestive economy suffers severe!;

and much attention is necessary to tlj

nature and regulation of the diet

The excitement produced by har4^

drinking has a worse tendency, and U
often succeeded by a worse result to the

stomach, liver, and indeed all the chyly-

poietic viscera, than that produced by
hot climates. For, though in the former'l

case we have seldom morbid actionJ
enough to produce suppuration, we have^
enough to excite scirrhus,in conjunction

with torpidity, and consequently to ren-

der the organs almost incapable of recal

to a healthy and harmonious state by any
kind of regimen, or plan of medicine

whatever. While, at the same time, the

villous membrane of the stomach, from
perpetual exposure to the acrimony of

aloohol, becomes abraded of tiie mouths
of its secerning vessels, and rendered
often polished and glabrous throughout

its whole surface, like a sheet of glass

;

whence the stomach is just as incapable

ofsecreting gastric juice, as the liver is of

secreting bile.

The symptoms chiefly indicatory of an

affection of the liver, from a long resi-

dence in hot climates, m'c costiveness,

often alternating with diarrbosa, or dy-

sentery ; strong spasmodic pains about

the epigastr'um, and hypochondria ; fla-

tulence, and at times cardialgia. There
is also a general languor and depression,

altogether intolci-able and insuperable to

the patient. If he indulge in activity, he
sinks into a state of increasing debility,

and ifhe attempt any moderate exertion

he is overcome by fatJgue,or suffers from

cold or from some new symptoms, the

consequences of accidentally increased

action; and unless some effectual, but

moderate and permanent, means of re-

lief be afforded, he dies of some symp-

tomatic disease which ensues, or sinks

exhausted by the primary affection ofthe

stomach and other viscera concerned in

digestion. Such are the most striking

features of disease originating from this

state of the abdominal viscera, when it

is severe and permanent. In the more
common attacks, a great number of symp-

toms are very troublesome : nausea, car-

dialgia, eructation, faintness, sense of

weight, and oppression in the epigas-

tric region, which is tender to the touch,

and pain between the shoulders. In al-

most every case, the appetite is exceed-

ingly fastidious ; if food be not taken,
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fl?tulency and sense of languor increase,

ana the spasm becomes severe ; and
after eating, all the symptoms of dyspep-
sia occur, and the pain very often is ag-
gravated.

Those who, during their residence in a
hot climate, have been attacked by acute
inflammation of the liver, not terminat-
ing in suppuration, are frequently found,
on their return to Europe, as we have
already observed, to have the liver en-
larged from the deposition of coagulable
lymph in the pi-ogress of the inflamma-
tion, and in its termination by resolu-
tion ; in the same manner as the testi-

cle, and particularly of the epididymis,
which remains for a long time enlarged
after the inflammation called hernia hu-
moralis : it is seldom, however, that
these symptoms will not yield to a judi-
cious and persevering mode of medical
practice.

In aflfections of the stomach and other
chylopoietic organs from hard drinking,
the chief of the same symptoms will be
found to occur : but those peculiarly at-

tendant upon this last disease, perpetual
loss of appetite, nausea, and vomiting,
when the stomach is empty ; an almost
constant pain at the pit of the stomach ;

a general tremulation of the muscles,
and especially those of the hands and
arms, so that nothing can be held steady;
vertigo, and frequent fainting fits.

In the case of enlarged liver, from the
deposit or accumulation of coagulable
lymph, mercury should be administered
so freely and reiteratedly, as to produce
immediate and permanent action on the
liver, and rather by intmction on the ab-
domen than by the mouth ; or perhaps
by both at the same time. Yet the exhi-
bition of mercury in large quantities, and
80 as to excite ptyalism, has of late years
become too indiscriminate; and exceptiijg
in the individual case now alluded to, its

admission in this unrestrained manner
will be generally doubtful, and often un-
questionably injurious. In all other ca-
ses, when its use is at all indicated (and
it is seldom that it is not indicated) it

should be administered in small doses,
seldom exceeding the quantity of half a
grain ofcalomel once or twice a day : and
the plan thus begun should be persever-
ed in for w< eks or months—in effect,

till a radical cure be obtained, if it be
obtainable at all Into the rationale of
this progressive system, we cannot fully

enter at present: it may not, however, be
amiss to observe, that in every case the

vol,. IV.

chylopoietie organs have a much better

chance of being restored to a sound amd
healthy state by progressive gentleness
than by sudden violence ; that the per-
manent solicitation of a comparatively
mild stimulus will eventually accomplish
what a more forcible system can never
produce; and that hence the latter should
be reserved for mere cases of decided
extremity.

Aperient medicines are almost always
necessary, from the great irregularity of
the bowels, and generally an habitual

propensity to costiveness. Dr. Stone has

lately opposed the use of castor oil,

which has hitherto been in great vogue,
as well from the inaccwracy with which
it is generally expressed, as from its act-

ing chiefly on the large, and but little or

not at all on the small, intestines. But
after all, the patient must determine for

himself; for though it may disagree with
many constitutions, it will often occur in

others, that there is no aperitite that

completes its purpose so pleasantly.

When castor oil does not agree, a little

rhubarb, in combination with neutral

salt, in the proportion of a scruple or

half a dram of the former, and a dram of
the latter, dissolved in mint water, may
be resorted to, or the neutral salt alone

in double the quantity now prescribed.

Where we have reason to suspect
schirrosity of the liver, purgatives are of
more consequence than in any other
case : and here the more drastic kinds
are to be preferred ; as jalap, colocynth,

and scammony.
Peruvian bark seldom agrees with the

stomach in anj stage of this disease ; but
bitter tonics will usually sit easy, and of-

ten afiord considerable relief. If the
pain be violent, opium must necessarily

be had recourse to, but never otherwise.

When the sense of sinking in the sto-

mach is distressing, and particularly when
this symptom occurs with cardialgia, the
best stimulus is the compound spirit of
ammonia, in camphormixture,orin some
other light vehicle : this is much less in-

jurious to the digestive organs than
xther, or any other strong spirituous pre-

paration, or than aromatic confection, or
any other spice in large quantity ; and it

is frequently useful in conquering the pa-

tient's habit of taking high-seasoned

dishes ; It is sometimes not only useful,

but necessary, to be gradual in breaking

this habit, and it is commonly best to

allow a few glasses ofgenerous wine, re-

questing the patient at the same time to

Pb
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avoid all spirituous liquor ; a little wine
is often well applied, as it stimulates

him to take food which he would not
otherwise touch, and enables him to

digest it more easily. Here the diet

cannot be too plain and simple : rice is

one of the best vegetables, whether in

gruel or in a solid form, and should be
duly intermixed with animal food, ei-

ther roasted or boiled, at the patient's

option.

Bath water in moderation, and with
strict attention to the state of the bow-
els, often proves an excellent restorative.

Soda water is one of the best beverages
that can be- prescribed. Much Nvalking

usually induces dropsy, and should there-

fore be avoided; moderate exercise, how-
ever, is of high importance, and it may
be varied with great advantage by riding

on horseback, in a carriage, and short
excursions on the water.

There are several other diseases, which
are also dependant on a vitiated state

of the digestive organs, and are pecu-
liarly the objects of dietetic medicine.
But, in general, they will be found of less
consequence, and more easily subdued :

they will be characterised by the shghter
symptoms attendant upon those already
noticed, and will yield to the common
plan of medical regimen prescribed for

their cure.

DIFFERENCES, in heraldry, certain
additaments to coat armour, whereby
something is added or altered, to distin-

guish younger families from the elder.

Of these differences Sylvanus Morgan
gives us nine ; viz. the label for the first

son ; the crescent for the second ; the
mullet, for the third ; the martlet, for

the fourth ; the annulet, for the fifth
;

the fleur-de-lis, for the sixth ; the rose,

iav the seventh ; the eight-foil, for the
eighth; and the cross-moiine, /or the
ninth.

Again, as the first differences are sin-

gle for the sons of the first house or de-
scent, the sons of the younger house are
differed by combining or putting the said
differences upon each other. As the first

differences are the label, crescent, &c.
for the first house, the difference for the
second house is the label on the crescent
for the first of that house ; for the third

brother of the second house, a mullet on
a crescent, 8ic.

DIFFERENTIAL calculus. See Cal-
culus.

DIGESTER, an instrument to dissolve

solid animal substances, in a manner

somewhat similar to that performed by
the stomach. The vessel was invented
by Papin : hence it is usually called "Pa-
pin's Digester." After putting meat into

it, together with a sufficient quantity of

water, a lid is closely screwed on, so as

to admit no external air. By a moderate
fire the meat will, in the course of six or

eight minutes, be reduced to a perfect

pulp: by augmenting the heat of the fire,

or extending the time of digestion, the

hardest bones may be converted into -a

jelly. To these machines there is also a

safety valve, which should always be
kept in good order; for if by any means,

it is put over the fire, and tlie valve inca-

pable of opening, the most fatal conse-

quences may happen from the immense
power of confined steam.

DIGESTION, in animal economy. An
important distinction exists between ani-

mals and vegetables, in the mode in which
they receive their nourishment. Vege-
tables are constantly absorbing matter

from the soil ; it immediately passes into

the sap vessels, and is soon changed by
respiration and secretion. Animals, on
the contrary, with very few exceptions,

take in food at intervals, and retain it in

their stomach for a considerable time,

where it undergoes a chemical change,

which constitutes the function of diges-

tion, the first step in the general process

by which animal matter is formed. See
Physiologt,

Digestion, in chemistry, an effect

produced by the continued soaking of a

solid substance in a liquid, with the ap-

plication of heat.

DIGIT, DIGITUS, in astronomy, the

twelfth part of the diameter of the sun or

moon, is used to express the quantity of

an eclipse. Thus an eclipse is said to be
of six digits, when six of these parts are

hid.

Digit is also a measure taken from

the breadth of the finger. It is properly

three-fourths of an inch, and contains the

measure of four barley-corns laid breadth-

wise.

Digits, in arithmetic, signify any

integer under 10, as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8,9.
DIGITALIS, in botany, English foxr

glovst a genus of the Didynamia Angios-

permia class and order. Natural order

of Luridae, Linnaeus. Scrophulariae, Jus-

sieu. Essential character: calyx five-

parted : corolla bell-form, five-cleft, bel-

lying ; capsule ovate, two-celled. There

are twelve species. These are large
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ants, with alternate leaves and flowers

Ml spikes at the ends of the stem and
branches. D. purpurea, purple fox glove,

is biennial ; the stem is from three to

six feet high, upright, leafy, round, pu-

bescent ; leaves alternate, acute, veiny,

and wrinkled underneath ; flowers in a

long spike, nodding, imbricate, all di-

rected the same way; peduncles one-
flowered, pubescent, thickest at top ; ca-

lyx also pubescent ; corolla purple, the
bellying part sprinkled on the inside with
spots like little eyes ; filaments a little

broader at top, crooked at bottom ; an-

thers large, cloven almost to the base,

yellowish, and frequently spotted ; stig-

ma bifid ; nectary a gland, surrounding
the base of the germ ; seeds dark brown,
truncate at both ends. It is a native of
Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Britain,

in sandy and gravelly soils ; near London
it grows plentifully. It flowers from June
to August.

DIGITATED, among botanists, an ap-

pellation given to compound leaves, each
of which is composed of a number of
simple foliola, placed regularly on a com-
mon petiole ; though, strictly speaking,
there must be more than four foliola to

make a digitated leaf

DIGNITARY, in the canon law, a per-

son who holds a dignity, that is, a bene-
fice, which gives him some pre-eminence
over mere priests and canons. Such is a

bishop, dean, archdeacon, prebendary,
<tc.

DIGNITY, as applied to the titles of

noblemen, signifies honour and autho-

rity. As the omission of a name of digni-

ty may be pleaded in abatement of a

writ, so may it be, where a peer or no-

bleman, who has more than one name
©f dignity, is not named by that which is

most noble.

DIGYNIA, the name of an order or se-

condary division in each of the first thir-

teen classes, except the ninth, in Linnae-

us's method; consisting of plants, which,

to the classic character, whatever it is,

add the circumstance ofhaving two styles

•r female organs.

DILAPIDATION, is where an incum-
bent of a church living suffers the par-

sonage-house or out-houses to faU down,
or be in decay, for want of necessary re-

reparations ; or it is the pulling down or

destroying any of the houses or build-

ing belonging to a spiritual living, or
destroying of the woods, trees, &c. ap-

pertaining to the same ; for it is said to

extend to committing or suffering any wil-

ful waste, in or upon the inheritance of
the church.
DILATATION. See Expansioit.
piLATRJS, in botany, a genus of the

Triandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Ensatae. Irides, Jus-
sieu. Essential character : calyx none

;

corolla six-petalled, hirsute; filaments
one less than the other ; stigma simple.
There are three species, all natives ofthe
Cape.
DILEMMA, in logic, an argument con-

sisting oftwo or more propositions, which
divides the whole into all its parts, or
members, by a disjunctive proposition,
and then infers something concerning
each part, which is finally refered to con-
cerning the whole.
DILL. See Anethum,
DILLENIA, in botany, so named in

honour of J. J. Dillenius, professor of bo-
tany at Oxford, a genus of the Polyan-
dria Polygynia class and order. Natural
order of Coadunatae. Magnohae, Jussieu.
Essential character: calyx five-leaved;
petals five-cleft ; capsule many-seeded

;

connate, filled with pulp. There are se-
ven species. These are very handsome
trees, natives of the East Indies; the
leaves are large, and of a leathery sub-
stance

; the flowers are axillary or termi-
nating, and frequently very large.

DIMENSION, in geometry, is either
length, breadth, or thickness ; hence a
line hath one dimension, wz. leugth ; a
superficies, two, viz. length and breadth ;

and a body, or solid, has three, to wit,

length, breadth, and thickness.
DIMINUTION, in rhetoric, the exag-

gerating of what you have to say by an
expression that seems to diminish it.

DIMINUTIVE, in grammar, a word
formed for some other, to soften or di-

minish the force of it, or to signify a thing
is httle in its kind. Thus cellule is a di-

minutive cell, globule of globe, hillock

ofhill.

DIMORCARPUS, in botany, a genus
of the Octandria Monogynia class and
order. Calyx five-cleft ; corolla five pe-

talled ; berries two, one-seeded, large.

One species, found in China.

DIMORPHA, in botany, a genus ofthe

Diadelphia Decandria classand order. Na-

tural order of Papilionaceae, or Legumino-
sse. Essential character : petals one large

convolute, in place of the keel ; standard

and wings none. There are three spe-

cies, natives of the woods and banks of

rivers of Guiana.

DIOCESE, the circuit ofevery bishop's

jurisdiction. For this realm hath two

I
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sorts of divisions ; one into shires or

counties, in respect to the temporal state;

and another into provinces, in regard to

the ecclesiastical state ; which provinces

are divided into dioceses. The provinces

are two, Canterbury and York ; whereof
Canterbury includes twenty-one dioceses,

or sees of suffragan bishops; and York
three, besides the bishopric of the Isle of

Man, which was annexed to the province

of York by king Henry the Eighth.

D10DI>, in botany, a genus of the

Tetrandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Stellatae. Rubiaceae,

Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

one-petalled ; funnel-form; capsule two
celled, two-seeded. There are six spe-

cies, most ot them natives of the West-
Indies.

DIODON, in natural history, a g-enus

of fishes of the order Cartilaginei. Gene-
lic character ; jav^s bony and undivided ;

aperture of the gills linear; bod^ covered

on all sides with long moveable spines ;

no ventral fins There are three species

according to Gmelin, and five according

to Shaw.
D. hystrix, or the sea porcupine, as it

is termed popularly, grows to nearly two
feet in lengtli, and inhabits the Indian and
American seas. In some of the West
India islands it is used for food, but, in

general, is little valued. Its resemblance
to the porcupine and hedge-hog, and
likewise to the sea-urchinus, is considera-

ble, both in appearance and manners. It

possesses the laculty of raising and de-

jiressing its spines at pleasure, and like-

wise of riattenmg its body, or extending
it to a globular form, and is often fished

for Vk'ith a rod and line, merely for the

iake of the curious spectacle it exhibits

Dy these violent alternations. On first

perceiving the hook, it appears agitated

by the extreme of rage. Its spines are

erected with the utmost intenseness, and
iis body is swelled to the form of a ball,

and thus, for a considerable time, it moves
japidly in various directions, as if sur-

prised and maddened by the failure of all

its efforts at revenge and extrication. Be-
ing at length exiiausted, its spines are

levelled, and the air is expelled from its

body, which, from the form of a globe,

assumes that of a wafer. Its strength,

;io\vever, is partially renewed before it is

«;rawn on shore, and it exhibits again all

Ine intensity and fierceness of its agitation

iix the repetJLtion of the symptoms above
described, in which state it is thrown
upon the land, and there suffered for

.^jme time to remain, till the languors of

DIG
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death prevent the possibility of injury,

and extinguish at once its resentments
and vitality. See Pisces, Plate IV. fig. 1.

DlCECiA, two houses. The name of

the twenty-second class in Linnaeus's

sexual method, consisting of plants,

which, having no hermaphrodite flowers,

produce male and female flowers on se-

parate roots. These latter only ripen

seeds, but require, for that purpose, ac-

cording to the sexualists, the vicinity of

a male plant, or the aspersion of the male
dust. From the seeds of the female

flowers are raised both male and female

plants. The plants then, in the class

dioecia, are all male or female ; not her-

maphrodite, as in the greater number of

classes ; or with male and female flowers

upon one root, as in the class moncecia of

the same author.

DlOMEDEx\, the albatross, in natural

history, a genus of birds of the order An-
seres. Generic character: bill strong,

bending in the middle, and hooked at the

end of the upper mandible ; the low-

er mandible truncated; nostrils oval,

wide, prominent, and covered with a

large convex guard ; tongue hardly per-

ceivable ; toes three, and all placed for-

ward. There are four species, of which
we shall notice, the

D. exulans, or the wandering alba-

tross. This bird is an inhabitant of not

only many countries between the tropics,

but also beyond them, both to the north

and south. It is found in Kamtschatki^
and is particularly abundant at the Cape
of Good Hope. Its weight is from twelve

to twenty-eight pounds ; its length is oc-

casionally four feet, and its extent, from
wing to wing, ten. Its sounds are harsh,

and thought not a little to resemble the

braying of an ass. Its arrival at Kamt-
schatka is regarded as an infallible pre-

sage of the speedy arrival of shoals of

fish, and upon these, however emaciated
when it arrives, it fattens within a very

short time. It feeds, indeed, with un-

common voracity, and will often attempt

to swallow a fish of four pounds weight ;

the tail, however, of the fish protrudes

from the mouth of the bird till the head
is digested, and in the interval, the bird

is so unwieldy and defenceless, that it is

easily destroyed by the natives. It quits

Kamtschatka in August, never having

been certsunly known to build there. In

Patagonia and the Falkland Islands its

nest is made on the ground, with earth,

a foot in height and of a circular figure.

While the female sits, the male is inces-

sant in his assiduities to provide for her
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•ubsistence, and both are so tame as to

permit any person to push them from
their nest, and deprive them oftheir eggs,
without the slightest resistance. The
hawk is perpetually vigilant for the re-

moval of the female, during which it darts

on her nest, and purloins her treasure.
The grey gull takes a more daring aim,
and assails the albatross itself, attacking
it beneath, to prevent which, that bird,

when in danger from this gull, flies im-
mediately to the water, and seldom leaves
the surface for distant flights, unless in
the seasons of its migration. The nests
of the albatross, when vacated by them,
are immediately occupied by the penguin.
Albatrosses have been seen by voyagers
at the distance of 600 leagues from
land. For the albatross, see Aves, Plate
VI. fig. 3.

DIONJEA, in botany, a genus of the
Decandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Gruinales. Essential
character : calyx five-leaved

;
petals five

;

capsule one-celled, gibbous, containing
many seeds. There is but one species,
viz. D. mucipula, Venus's fly-trap, a na-
tive of North Carolina, in swampy places.

DIOPHANTINE problems, are certain

questions relating to square and cubic
numbers, and to right-angled triangles,

&c. the nature of which were first and
chiefly treated of by Diophantes in his al-

gebra.

In these questions it is chiefly intended
to find commensurable numbers to an-
swer indeterminate problems ; which of-

ten bring out an infinite number of in-

commensurable quantities. For example,
let it be proposed to find a right-angled
triangle, whose three sides x, y, r, are

expressed by rational numbers ; from
the nature of the figure it is known that
X* -f y» = 2*, where z denotes the hypo-
thenuse. Now it is plain that x and y
may also be so taken, that -z shall be
irrational ; for ifx = 1, and y = 2, then is

Now the art of resolving such prob-
lems consists in ordering the unknown
quantity or quantities in such a manner,
that the square or higher power may
vanish out of the equation, and then, by
means of the unknown quantity in its

first dimension, the equation may be re-
solved without having recourse to incom-
mensurables. e- g. let it be supposed to
find X, y, 2, the sides of a right-angled tri-

angle, such as will give x^-\-y^^z^. Sup-
pose z=x-{-u, then x^-\-y^==x^ 4-2 Xw
•+-W* ; out of which equation x"- vanishes.

y-
and X =—-— : then assuming y and u

equal to any numbers at pleasure, the

sides of the triangle will be y,
^^ ^ ^'

and the hypothenuse x -\- u =Ji ^^.
• if

2m '

y = 3, and M = 1, then^-^—^—4, and
• u

x-\-u— 5. It is evident that this problem
admits of an infinite number of solutions.
piOPSlS, in natural history, a genus

of insects of the order Diptera. Generic
character: head with two inarticulate
filiform horns, bearing the eyes and an-
tennae. There are three species, viz. D.
ichneumonea, which resembles the ich-
neumon, and is found in Guinea. D. ni-
gra, described by lUiger, found on the
coast of Sierre Leone. D. brevicornis, pe-
duncles of the eyes not longer than the
distance between their bases, they are
brown ; head, posterior spines, and feet
pale yellow; poisers white; thoi*ax fus-
cous ; lateral spines and abdomen black

;

fore thighs much thickened, with the
shanks brown, and pale yellow joints

;

wings fasciated near the apex.
The last species of this truly singular

genus of inseet^we had the good for-

tune to discover, early in the month of
May last, on the banks ofthe VVissahickon,
within a few miles of Philadelphia : it had
perched upon the leaf of the swamp cab-
bage (Pothos Foetida) and is now in the
coUection of the writer of this article.

DIOPTRICS, the science of refractive
vision, or that part of optics which con-
siders the different refractions of light in
its passing through different mediums, as
air, water, glass, &c. and especially len-
ses. See Optics.

DIOSCOREA, in botany, English yam,
a genus of the Dioecia Hexandria class

and order. Natural order of Sarraenta-
ceac. Asparagi,Jussieu. Essential charac-
ter : male, calyx six-parted ; corolla none.
Female, calyx six-parted ; corolla none ;

styles three : capsule three-celled, com-
pressed; seeds two, membranaceous.
There are fifteen species. These plants
have usually tuberous perennial roots,

with twining stems from right to left;

flowers axillary, in spikes or racemes,
Several of these species are natives ofthe
East and West Indies, where they are
cultivated for food.

DIOSMA, in botany, a genus of the
Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Aggregatsc. Rutaceae,

Jussieu. Essential character: corolla
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fivc-petalled ; nectaries five on the germ

;

capsule three or five conjoined: seeds

veiled. There are nineteen species.

These are all shrubs, bearing the resem-
blance of heaths. The leaves are either

opposite or scattered, frequently crowded
and linear, sometimes having the edge
underneath dotted. The flowers are in

corymbs, or heads, at the ends of the

branches. The calyxes of some are glan-

duious and dotted. They are natives of

the Cape of Good Hope.
DIOSPYNAS, in botany, a genus of the

Polygamia Dioecia class and order. Na-
tural order of Bicornes. Guaiacanse, J us-

sjeu. Essential character: hermaphro-
dite ; calyx four-cleft ; corolla pitcher-

shaped, four-cleft ; stamina eight ; style

four-cleft ; berry eight-seeded. Male, ca-

lyx, corolla, and stamina of the other.

There are nine species, of which D. lotus,

European date plum, is a small tree, six

feethigh, with spreading branches: leaves

ovate lanceolate, quite entire, large, al-

ternate, smooth, with oblique prominent

ribs; flowers pale, terminating, solitary,

with a large leafy calyx four or five part-

ed, flat, permanent ; berry round, half an

inch in diameter, yellow, lanuginose, one-

celled, containing eight oblong com-
pressed bony seeds, with very little pulp.

The broad-leaved variety grows up into

very large trees in the southern parts of

Caucasus. It is also found abundantly on
the whole coast of the Caspian Sea.

DIP, of the horizon, is an allowance

made in all astronomical observations of
altitude for the height of tlie eye above
the level of the sea.

DIPHTHONG, in grammar, a double
vowel, or the mixture of two vowels pro-

nounced together, so as to make one syl-

lable.

DIPHYSA, in botany, a genus of the
Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Papilionacese, or Legu-
minosBC. Essential character : calyx half

five-cleft ; legume with a bladder on each
side ; seeds hooked. There is but one
species, viz. D. carthaginensis, a small

tree about ten feet in height, approach-
ing to the arborescent mimosas. It is

common every where about Carthagena
in New Spain, flowering in August and
September.
DIPLOMA, an instrument or licence

given by colleges, societies, 8cc. to a cler-

gyman to exercise the ministerial func-

tion, or to a physician to practise the pro-

fession, &c. after passing examination, or
admitting him to a degree.

DIP 4
DIPLOMATIC fewers. The artof read-

ing letters written in cypher must be
founded on the knowledge of the art of

writing according to this method of con-
cealment. In examining a piece in newly
invented characters, we should endea-
vour to ascertain whether the number of

the characters correspond, or nearly so,

with the ordinary number of alphabetical

letters. We may sometimes detect a

weakness in the writer of having selected

his most simple marks, either for the
vowels or the first letters of the alphabet,

and his complex marks for the conso-

nants, or the letters most remote from a,

b, c, &c. We must observe which of the
characters, whether taken singly or com-
bined, occur the oftenest in the whole
specimen : and of these probably the most
frequent will represent e, a, i, o ; e being
much more common than the rest of the

vowels, but u and y are even less fre-

quent than many of the consonants.

Endeavour next to ascertain the be-

ginning and ending of words, which are

sometimes distinguished by spaces or

points, or the insignificant marks or

nulls interposed; but, however it be done,
you must expect these signs to occur
after every few letters, and the frequency
of their occurrence may serve as some
guide.

When you have found out the distinc-

tion between words, take particular no-

tice of the order, number, frequency, and
combination of the letters in each word ;

and first examine the characters of which
the shortest monosyllables are composed.
Remember, 1. That no word can be with-

out a vowel : a word of one letter must
therefore be a vowel, or a consonant with

an apostrophe. 2. That the vowels are

more frequently doubled at the begin-

ning ofwords than the consonants: indeed
the latter are only doubled at the be-

ginning of Spanish and Welsh words.

.3. That the vowels mostly exceed the

consonants in short words ; and when
the double consonants are preceded by
a single letter, that letter is a vowel. 4.

That the single consonant which pre-

cedes or follows double consonants , is /,

w, w, or r, 5. That the letter q is al-

ways followed by u ; and when two dif-

ferent characters occur, the latter of

which is often joined with other letters,

but the former never found alone, nor

joined with any than the latter, those

characters stand for qu^ which two, ex-

cept in a few Scotch names, are always

fellowed by a vowel. 6. That, although
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every language has something peculiar in

its structure, the foregoing observations

will apply with little variation to all the

European languages.

In the Enghsh let it be remarked, that

anJ and tlw are more often found than

any other words ; A is frequently preced-

ed by w, c, s, and t ,- y is seldom used

in the middle of a word ; the double let-

ters // and 8S appear frequently at the end
of words ; edt ty, ly, ingy and tiorit are very

common terminations; em, iriy com, and

con, are frequent prepositions ; a, i, and o

may stand alone ; o is often followed wilh

V; e is much more frequent in the begin-

ning and end of words than in the mid-

dle ; and in English the e is continually

employed, as in yes, yet, her, never, me,

loe; he, the, she, they, ye, fee, see, be, ever
•

speed, need, deference, excel, excess, &c.

Though this will not hold good in Latin,

as e and i are equally frequent in the lat-

ter, and next to these a and u; but o not

90 common as any of them: and yet in

the Spanish and Italian the o occurs very

frequently. When you meet with a cha-

racter doubled in the middle of a word
of four letters, it will be necessary to con-

sider what words of four letters are so

spelled. It is probable the vowels e or o

are these ; as meet, feel, good, book, look,

Sec. In polysyllables, where a double .

character appears in the middle of a

word, it is for the most part a consonant

;

and if so, the preceding letter is always a

vowel.

Observe also, that i in English never

terminates a word, nor a or u, except in

fea, sea, you, or thou : again, by compar-

ing the frequency of the letters, you will

generally find e occurs the oftenest; next

9, then a and i; but u and y ai*e not so

often used as some of the consonants, es-

pecially s and t. Among the vowels eand
9 are often doubled ; the rest scarce ever;

and e and y often terminate words ; but y
is much less frequent, and consequently

easily distinguished.

To find out one consonant from ano-

ther, you must also observe the frequency

of d, h, n, r, s, t ; and next to these, c, f,

g, I, m, -w; in a third rank may be placed

k, k, p, and lastly q, x, z. This remark,

however, belongs to English ; for in Latin

•common consonants are the /, r, s, t; next

c, /, m, n; ihen d, g, h, p, q; and lastly

b, X, z. But the difficulty is to come at

the knowledge of three or four letters ;

therefore, where a word of four letters

has the first and fourth the same, it it

most likely to be that : to discover which
took for another of four letters, beginning

with the two first, and ending with two
others, and it will probably prove to be
this; and more especially if you find ano-
ther, with three letters, beginning with
the two first ; for in that case it must be
the. Now, having found out in any part
of the cypher these three words, t/iat, t/ds,

and the, place them over the characters
which you know to be t, h, a, i, s, e, and
then consider what letters are deficient,

and what words, from the number of let-

ters that composed them, they are most
likely to be. You will thus find such
ready and surprising intimations from the
above six letters previously discovered,

that you will soon be in possession of tlie

whole alphabet.

When words of two letters appear of
the same characters, differently placed, it

is most hkely one is on and the other
no: so o/, and/or, and/ro?n, discover and
ascertain each other ; and th are very
often used in the beginning of English
words, as the, that, this, then, these, their,

thirst, &c. &c.
Besides these peculiarities, Mr. Falco-

ner points out the following, as applica-

ble to the English.

''most of the letters.

a, e, i, I, 0, r, u, y.

a, e, h, i, I, o, r, u.

a, e, i, o, r, u.

most of the letters,

a, e, i, I, 0, r,n, and sometimes v.

a, e, h, i, I, n, o, r, n, y,

vowttls only.

most of the letters.

a, e, i, n.

vowels only.

vowels only.

vowels only.

. „ most of the letters.

_« K a, e, h, i, I, o, r, s, sometimes
t,u,y.

only by v, and qu, by a, e, i, o.

a, e, sometimes h, i, o, u, y.

a, c, e, h, i, k, I, m, n, o, p, q^ t, u,

w,y.
a, e, h, i, o, r, m, w, y.

sometimes d, and g, I, m, n, p.

sometimes r, s, t, x.

vowels only.

a, e, h, i, o, r, y.

sometimes a or e.

! e, sometimes i, o.

\_e, sometimes o.

It would be two prolix in us to give an

equally minute account ofthe particulari-

ties ofother languages; but the inquisitive
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reader will find them very well specified

in the '* Cryptographia Denudata" of D.
A. Conard, 8vo. Lug. Bat. 1739, and in

the latter part of Breithaupt's "Ars
Decifratoria, sive Scientia occultas Scrip-

turas solvendi et legendi," Helmst. 12mo.
1737.

To excercise the English scholar, we
here subjoin one example ofplain cypher-

ing, in which two figures answer to each
letter : J9. 38, 31, 21, 35. 35, 14, 20, 18,

21, 19, 20, 35, J4. 20, 38, 39, 19. 32,

35, 31, 35, lb. 22, 39, 20^ 38. 13, 31,

14,24. 20,38,39,14,37,19. 31,19.
20, 15. 20, 38, 35. 13, 31, 14, 31, 37,

39, 14, 37. 15, 36. 20, 38, 3j. 31, 36,

36, 31, 39, 18. 18, 35, 17, 21, 39, 19, 39,

20, 35. 36, 15, 18. ^4, i5, .1. 20, 15,

11, 14, 15, 22. 18, 35, 13, 35, 13, 32, 35,

18. 20, 38, 31, 20. 15, 14. 14, 15. 31,

33, 33, 15, 21, 14, 20. 24, 15, 21. 36, 31,

39,12. 20,15. 13,35,35,20. 13,35,

31, 20. 14, 39, 14, 35. 20, 15, 13, 15,

18, 18, 15, 22. 14, 39, 37, 38, 20. 36, 15,

18. 22, 35. 13, 21, 19, 20. 14, 15, 20.

14, 15, 22. 34, 35, 12, 31, 24. 20, 38,

35. 19, 21, 18, 16, 18, 39, 25, 35. 15,

36. 20, 38, 35. 33, 31, 19, 20, 12, 35.

22, 38, 35, 14. 20, 38, 39, 14, 37, 19.

31, 18, 35. 39, 21, 19, 20. 18, 39, 16,

35. 36, 15, 18. 35, 23, 35, 33, 21, 20,

39, 15, 14.

By practising the foregoing rules, the
student will find that this method of se-

cret writing in plain cypher may, with as

much ease, if not as much speed, be de-
cyphered as written.

In all cases, begin first to decypher
the single characters and shortest mono-
syllables ; mark down on a sepai-ate pa-

per any corresponding signs and letters

you discover, and count the diflTerent

characters throughout the piece, in order
to compai-e heir frequency, &c. It will

generally, if not always happen, that the

most frequent is e.

In the whole of the preceding instruc-

tions it may be observed, that the suppo-
sitions of a single alphabet, and of the

spaces between the words being discover-

able, or the nulls, few have been made
throughout. But it may happen that the
spaces may have been very artfully con-

cealed ; tiiat the nulls may be at least

as many as the significantcharacters ; and
that both the one and the other, being
more numerous than the letters of an al-

phabet, may be intermixed, not only at

the ends but in the body of all short

words, and made to recur by a system of

periodcial change which shall ease the

writer of the burthen of their numbci

,

and nevertheless prevent the decyph^rer
from having any considerable portion of

similar writing to operate upon. When
these and other difficulties are opposed
to the exercise of the rules above laid

down, the decypherer will have an op-

portunity of exercising his natural or ac-

quired sagacity ; and though the advan-
tage may be on the side of the writer,

yet the patience and continued trials of

the decypherer will, in actual busmess,
be often rewarded by discoveries, at

which he himself will look back with sur-

prise.

DIPLOMATICS, a word derived from
diploma, m this instance signifying the

King's letters patent, for the immediate
expediting of an ambassador or envoy
to a foreign court. The art of diploma-
tics has been cultivated with great assidu-

ity by every nation in Europe for very
many years past, and men experienced in

political history, of engaging manners,
and possessing a considerable share of

dupUcity, have always been selected by
each to practise it. The principal aim of

the corps diplomatique (as the French term
ambassadors) is, to discover the move-
ments and intentions of their brethren,

and to conceal their own; in order to

accomplish this purpose, artifice, bribery,

deceit, and prevarication, are more fre-

q lently necessary than open and manly
conduct. This art has produced changes
in states surprising and calamitous, and
often counteracted the hostile intentions

of neighbouring nations ; nor was it ever

better understood and practised than at

the present moment, as the sudden friend-

ships, and unexpected enmities, of the

courts of Europe daily evince.

DIPPING, among miners, signifies the

interruption, or breaking off, ofthe veins

of ore ; an accident that gives them a

great deal of trouble before they can dis-

cover the ore again.

Dipping needle. See Maoitetism:.

DIPSACUS, in botany, a genus of the

Tetrandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Aggregatae. Dipsaceae,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx com-
mon, many leaved ; proper superior ; re-

ceptacle chaffy. There are four species;

these are biennial, tall, herbaceous plants,

prickly, terminated by rough heads of

flowers ; the leaves are sometimes con-

nate at the base, forming a basin. D. ful-

lonum, cultivated teasel, is reared in

great quantities in the West of England,

for raising the nap upon woollen cloths,

by means of the crooked awns or chaffe
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tipon the heads, which, in the wild sort,

are straight. For this purpose they are

fixed upon the circumference of a large

broad wjjeel, which turns round while the
cloth is held against them.
DIPTERA, in natural history, an order

of insects in the Linnaean system. This
order contains such insects as are furnish-

ed with two wings only ; such as flies,

gnats, and a variety of other insects. Un-
der each wing is a clavaie poiser or ba-

lancer, with its appropriate scale. There
are two sections, 1, A. with a proboscis

and sucker, containing the following ge-

nera, VIZ.

Conops
Diopsis

Empis

IVIusca

I'abanus

Tipula

and B. with a sucker, but no proboscis
of this there are also six genera, viz.

AsiUis

Bombylius
Culex

Hippobosca
Oestrus
Stomoxys.

DIPTERYX, in botany, a genus of the
Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Papilionacejc, or Legu-
ininos3E. Essential character : calyx two
upper segments winged ; legume ovate,

compressed, one-seeded. There are two
species, viz. D. odorata, Coumarouna,
and D. oppositifoiia, Taralea. These are

both tall trees ; about sixty feet high
;

very mugh branched at top ; the leaves

are large, alternate, and pinnate ; the leaf-

lets are perfectly entire, two or three on
each side, affixed alternately on the mid-
rib ; the flowers are borne in racemes;
which are axillary and terminal ; their

colour is purple, streaked with violet.

The almonds are fragrant, and are put by
the Creoles into chests, in order to drive
away insects, as well as for the sak;e of
their smell. They are both natives of
South America.
DIPUS, the Jerboa, in natural history,

a genus of Mammalia, of the order Glires.

Generic character : two front teeth in the
upper and in the under jaw ; fore legs

very short, hind legs very long ; clavicles

in the skeleton; tail long and tufted at

the tip. Shaw enumerates six species,

and Gmelin ten.

D. sagitta, or the Egyptian jerboa of
Pennant, is about the size of a rat, and
was known to the ancients by the name
of the two-footed mouse. It is to be met
with in various parts of Africa, and in the
VOL. IV.

eastern provinces of Siberia. In its pos-
ture and movement it greatly resembles a
bird. It stands on its hind feet, and rarely
applies its fore feet to the ground, em-
ploying them almost exclusively in apply-
ing food to its mouth, in the same manner
as the kanguroo. It inhabits subterra-
neous apartments prepared by itself, or
found Accommodated for its purpose, and
reposes in them during the greater part
of the day, choosing the night for excur-
sion and food. It is, in the tropical cli-

mates, susceptible of cold, feeds upon
various vegetables, such as it can procure
amidst the barren and sandy wilds, which
it prefers for its habitation, and burrows
with such extreme facility, that, in a
state of confinement, it will, in no long
time, work a passage through a wall of
brick. M. Sonnini considers the jerboa
as constituting a link between quadru-
peds and birds. The beginning of the
connection between the former and the
latter is considered by Shaw as formed
fay the jerboa, and the last link as com-
pleted m the bat. In the sand and ruins
about Alexajidria the jerboa is very fre-
quently to be found. It is, however, ex-
tremely shy, retiring on the slightest
alarm to its habitation, and the common
mode of destroying them among the
Arabs, as related by Sonnini, is by stop-
pmg up all the accesses to their residence
but one, and watching their egress at
that. In Egypt they are used as food.
M. Sonnini kept several in a cage for a
considerable time, feeding them on wal-
nuts and other fruits. Thev appeared
extremely fond of basking 'in the sun,
and indeed, in the sunshine, were often
extremely alert and i>Iayful. They were
mild in their dispositions even in feeding,
shewing no tendency to quarrelsomeness,
or ferocity

; but, on the other hand, they
exhibited little or no susceptibility ofgra-
titude or attachment, 6f joy or fear, and
their manners were characterised by a
cold and stupid indiflTerence. See Mam-
malia, Plate IX. fig. 5.

D. Canadensis, is an inhabitant of North
America, particularly the northern states.
This IS the smallest species of the jerboa,
being about the size of a mouse. Gene-
ral Udvies had several specimens in his
possession, and his account of this curious
animal is to be found in the fourth volume
of the transactions of the Linnxan Socie-
ty. In company with several other gen-
tlemen, the General caught one of these
jerboas, in a large field, after an hour's
chase, during wliich the little creature
took the extraordinary leaps offrom three
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to five yards in almost uninterrupted suc-

cession, sinking, however, at length, un-
der fatigue from such wonderful exer-
tions. Its food could not be ascertained
by the General, who offered it a great
variety, no article of which it appeared
a^ all disposed to touch, and the day after

its seizure it died, overwhelmed, proba-
bly, by its extreme efforts to escape from
its pursuers. It is sometimes found dor-

mant, and in this state, probably, passes

the winter in the rigorous climate of Ca-
nada. A specimen of it in this state was
brought to the General, after having been
found by a labourer, whose spade struck

against a substance, about the size of a

cricket ball, which, on examination, was
found to inclose a jerboa, completely
rolled up, and in a state of torpor. The
ball was found about a foot and a half un-

der the surface of the ground, was per-

fectly smooth internally, and about an
inch in thickness. This case, which was
composed of clay, was somewhat muti-'

lated by the accidental blow of the work-
man, but was deposited by the General,

with its contents, in his room, in a small

box supplied with some cotton, in hopes
that, as the warm season advanced, the

animal would revive from its suspended
vitality. This hope, however, was not

gratified. As the jerboa is not seen in

Canada from October till May, it may be

concluded that it passes the winter in this

curious envelope. See Mammalia, Plate

IX. fig. 6.

lilRCA, in botany, a genus of the Oc-

tandria Monogynia class and order. Na-
tural order of Vepreculse. Thymelese,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx none ;

corolla tubulous, with an obscure border;

stamina longer than the tube ; berry one-

seeded. There is only one species, viz.

D. palustris, marsh-leather wood, a native

of North America.
DIRECTION, in mechanics, signifies

the line or path of a body's motion, along

which it endeavours to proceed, accord-

ing to the force impressed upon it-

DIRECTOR, in commercial polity, a

person who has the management of the

affairs of a trading company : thus we
say, the directors of the India company.
South-sea company, &c.

Director, in surgery, a grooved probe,

to direct the edge of the knife or scissars,

in opening sinuses, or fistulse, that by this

means the subjacent vessels, nerves, and

tendons, may remain unhurt.

DIRGE, in music, a solemn and mourn-

ful composition performed at funeral pro-

cessions. The dirge was in very general

use with the ancients, and was numerous-
ly filled both by voices and instruments.
DIRIGEN r, or directrix, a term in ge-

ometry, signifying the line of motion,

'

along which the describent line or sur-

face is carried in the genesis of any plane
or solid figure.

DIS, an inseparable particle prefixed to

divers words, the effect whereof is either

to give them a signification contrary to

what the simple words have, as disoblige^
'

disobey, &c. or to signify a separation,

detachment, &c. as disposingy distributing^

&c.
DISA, in botany, a genus of the Gynan-.

dria Diandria class and order. Natural

'

order of Orchidese. Essential character

:

spathe one valved; petals three, two
parted, gibbous at the base. There are
four species. These are all natives of
the Cape.
DISABILITY, an incapacity in a man

to inherit or take a benefit which other-

wise he might have done, which may hap-
pen four ways; by the act of the ances-

tor, by the act of the party, by the act of
law, and by the act of God. 1. Disability

by the act of the ancestor ; as, if a man
be attainted of treason or felony : by this

attainder his blood is corrupt, and himself
and his children disabled to inherit. 2.

Disability by the act of the party himself;
as, ifone make a feoffment to another who
then is sole, upon condition that he shall

enfeofta third before marriage, and before
the feoffment made, the feoffee takes a

wife ; he hath by that disabled himself to

perform the condition according to the
trust reposed in him, and therefore the
feoffer may enter and oust him. 3. Disa-

bility by act of law, i.^ when a man by

'

the sole act of the law is disabled, as an
alien born, 8cc. 4. Disability by the act

of God, is where a person is of nwn-sane
memory, and in cases of idiocy, &c. But
it is a maxim in our law, that a man of full

age shall never be received to disable his

own person.

DISANDRA, in botany, a genus of the
Heptandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Pediculares, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx seven-leaved ;

corolla seven-parted, flat; capsule two-
celled. There are two species, viz. D.
prostrata, trailing disandria, and D. afri-

cana ; the former a native of Madeira, the

latter of Africa.

DISC, in astronomy, the body and face

of the sun and moon, such as it appears

to us on the earth ; or the body or face

of the earth, such as it appears to a spectar

tor in the moop, &c. The disc in eclipser
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isr supposed to be divided into twelve

eqcal parts, called digits : in a total eclipse

of the luminaries, the whole disc is ob-

scured ; in a partial eclipse, only a part

thereof.

DISCORD, in music, a dissonant and in-

harmonious combination of sounds, so

called in opposition to the concord.

Among various other discords are those

formed by the union of the fifth with the

sixth, the fourth with the fifth, the se-

venth with the eighth, and the third with

the ninth and seventh.

DISCOUNT, a compensation for the

advance of money which is not due till

after a certain period. The person ad-

vancing the money, had he retained it,

might have made in the given time a cer-

tani rate of interest ; therefore, if he ad-

vances it for the use ofanother, it is equi-

table that he should be allowed the same
gain as he would have made by retaining

it in his own hands during the time for

which it is lent. Thus, if a person is en-
titled to ibOl. at the end of a year, and
has occasion for the money immediately,
the sum that ought to be given as an

equivalent thereto, allowing 5 per cent,

interest, is 95*. 4«. Q^r/. ; for the discount

of is 4/. 15s. 2|f/. which is then retained,

will, if improved at 5 per cent, interest,

amount at the end of the year to 51. and
consequently the lender having then 105/.

will have made the same gain as he would
have made by retaining the money. This
is the true principle of discoimt, accord-

ing to which the tables published by
Mr. Smart are « computed; but in com-
mercial transactions, the general mode
is, to deduct from the sum to bediscount-
<f!d, the simple interest on that sum for

the time for which it is advanced. Thus,
if 100/. is payable at the end of six months,
the discount deducted is 21. 10s. being
the half of a year's interest ; or, if lOU/.

is payable at the end of one month, the
discount deducted is 8s. Ad. being the
twelfth part of a year's interest. By this

means, although the legal rate of inter-

est to be received for money lent is re-

stricted to 5 per cent, the person who
employs his money in discounting makes
a greater rate ofnnterest, and the shorter
the periods are for which he discounts,

the greater his annual gains. In discount-
ing bills of exchange, the days of grace
are included in the time the bill has to

run, the discount being calculated to the
•lay on which the money is receivable.

Discounting of bills ofexchange is one
of the modes in which bankers employ
the money placed in th^ir hands ; th^y

generally discount at 5 per cent, but in

time of peace, when the current prices
of the public funds are high, they are of-

ten willing to discount at 4^ or 4 per
cent. The bank of England, and other
public banks, likewise employ very con-
siderable sums in discounting : the bank
of England never discount any bills which
have more than 65 days to run.

Discount is likewise used for certain
customary allowances made by manufac-
turers, and wholesale dealers, to those
who purchase goods of them in order to
sell retail. In some trades this discount
is merely in lieu of credit, in others it is

made on all goods sold, whether for im-
mediate payment, or on credit ; and is

very different on different articles, being
on some not more than 1 or 2 per cent,

while on others it amounts to 50, and
sometimes more than 60 per cent.

DISCRETE, or Disjwict Proportion, is

when the ratio of two or more pairs of
numbers or quantities is the same, but
there is not the same proportion be-
tween all the four numbers. Thus, if

the numbers 3 : 6 : : 8 : 16 be considered,
the ratio between 3 : 6 is the same as that
betwen 8 : 16, and therefore the num-
bers are proportional ; but it is only dis-

cretely or disjunctly, for 3 is not to 6 as

6 to 8 ; that is, the proportion is broken
ofl' between 8 and 3, and is not continu-
ed as in the following continual propor-
tionals, 3 : 6 : : 12 : 24.

Discrete quantity, such as is not con-
tinuous and joined together. Such is a
number, whose parts being distinct units,

cannot be united into one continuum ; for

in a continuum, there are no actual de-
terminate parts before division, but they
are potentiallv infinite.

DISCUSSIO'n, in matters of literature,

signifies the clear treating or handling of
any particular point or problem, so as to

shake off the difficulties with which it is

embarrassed : thus we say, such a point
was well discussed, when it was well
treated of and cleared up.
DISEASE, in medicine, the state of a

living body, wherein it is deprived of the
exercise of any of its functions, whether
vital, natural, or animal. See Medicine.
DISGUISE, a counterfeit habit. Per-

sons doing unlawful acts in disguise are,

by our statutes, sometimes subjected to

great penalties, and even declared felons.

Thus, by an act, commonly called the
black act, persons appearing rlisguised

and armed in a forest, or grounds inclos-

ed, or hunting deer, or robbing a warreo
or a fish-pond, are declared feloas,
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DISH, among miners, denotes a wood-
en measure, wherein they are obliged to

measure their ore : it is kept by the bar-

master, and contains about- 672 soUd
inches.

Disjunctive />ro/>ow/«W, in logic, is that

where, of several predicates, we affirm

one necessarily to belong to the subject,

to the exclusion of all the rest, but leave

that particular one undetermined. Such
is the major of the following disjunctive

syllogism.

The world is either self-existent, or the
work ofsome finite, or of some in-

finite being.

But it is not self- existent, nor the work
of a finite being.

Therefore it is the work of an infinite

being.

DISPATCH, a letter sent abroad by a

courier on some affair of state, or other
matter of importance. The business of
dispatches lies upon the ministers of state

and their clerks.

DISPENSARY, a charitable institution,

very common in London and some other
large towns of Britain. They are sup-
ported by voluntary subscriptions, and
each has one or more physicians, sur-

geons, and apothecaries, who attend, or
ought to attend, at stated times, in order
to prescribe for the poor, and if necessary
to visit them at their own habitations.

The poor are supplied with medicines
gratis. Where these institutions are ma-
naged with care, they are of the utmost
importance to society, it being unques-
tionably more for the comfort of the sick

to be attended at their own houses, than
to be dragged from their families to an
hospital.

DISPENSATORY, denotes a book con-
taining the method of preparing the vari-

ous kinds of medicines used in pharmacy.
Such are the London, Edinburgh, and
Dublin pharmacopseias.

DISPLAYED, in heraldry, is under-
stood of the position of an eagle, or any
other bird, when it is erect, with its wings
expanded or spread forth.

DISPOSITION, in rhetoric, the placing
words in such an order as contributes
most to the beauty, and sometimes even
to the strength, of a discourse. See
Rhetoric.
DISSECTION, in anatomy, the cutting

up a body with a view of examining the
structure and use of the parts. See Abta-
TOMr.

DISSEISIN", is a wrongful putting out
of him that is seized of the freehold,

which may be effected either in corporeal

inheritances, or incorporeal. Disseisin of
things corporeal, as of houses and lands,

must be by entry and actual disposses-

sion of the freehold. Disseisin of incor-

poreal hereditaments cannot be an actual

dispossession, for the subject itself is nei-

ther capable of actual bodily possession,

or dispossession, but is only at the elec-

tion and choice of the party injured, if,
'

for the sake of more easily trying the

right, he is pleased to suppose himself

disseised. And so also even in corporeal

hereditaments, a man may frequently

suppose himself to be disseised, when
he is not so in fact, for the sake of

entitling himself to the more easy and
commodious remedy of an assize of novel

disseisin, instead of being driven to the

more tedious process of a writ of entry.

DISSENTERS, in church history, are

a numerous body of people in this coun-

try, who made their first appearance in

Queen Elizabeth's time, when, on ac-

count of the extraordinary purity which
they proposed in religious worship and
conduct, they were reproached with the

name of Puritans. They increased in

numbers by the act of uniformity, which
took place on Bartholomew's day 1682,

in the reign of Charles II. By this act

2000 ministers of the establishment, re-

fusing to conform to certain conditions,

were obliged to quit their livings, and
hence arose the name of Non-conformists,

The descendants of these are known
by the name of Protestant Dissenters

:

they may be considered in general aS

divided into the denominations of Pres-

byterians, Independents, and Baptist^

which see.

The principles, on which Dissenters

separate from the Church of England,

are the same with those on which she

separates herself from the Church of

Rome ; these are, the right of private

judgment ; liberty ofconscience ; and the

perfection of scripture as a cliristian's

only rule of faith and practice. Dr. Tay-
lor, speaking of the Dissenters who were
ejected in 1662, says, " They were men
prepared to lose all, and to suffer mar-

tyrdom itself, and who actually resigned

their livings, rather than desert the cause

of civil and religious liberty, which, toge-

ther with serious religion, would, I am
persuaded, have sunk to a very low ebb,

had it not been for the noble stand which

these worthies made against imposition

upon conscience, profaneness, and ar-

bitrary power. They had the best educa-

tion England could afford, most of themr

were excellent scholars, judicious divines.
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pious, faithful, and laborious ministers,

undaunted and courageous in their mas-

ter's work, standing' close to their people
in the worst times, diligent in their studies,

solid, aifectionate, powerful, awakening
preachers, aiming at the advaiicement of

real vital religion in the hearts and lives

of men, which flourished wherever they
had influence.*'

Before the revolution, many sta-

tutes were in force against Dissenters,

but by William I. stat. 1. cap. 18, com-
monly called the *' Toleration Act," it is

enacted that none of the acts made against

persons dissenting from the Cliurch of
England (except the Test Acts 25 Charles

II. cap. 2. and 30 Charles 11. slat. 2. cap.

1.) shall extend to any person dissenting

from the Church of England, who shall at

the general sessions ot the peace, to be
held for the county or place where such
person shall live, take the oath of allegi-

ance and supremacy, and subscribe the
declaration against popery, of which the
court shall keep a register ; and no ofiicer

shah take more than 6d. for registering

the same, and 6d. for a certificate there-

of, signed by such officer. Provided that

the place of meeting be certified to, the

bishop of the diocese, or to the archdea-
con ofthe archdeaconry, or to the justices

of the peace at the general or quarter ses-

sions ; and the register or clerk of the
peace shull register on record the same,
and give certificate thereof to any one
who shall demand the same ; for which
no greater fee than 6d. shall be taken

;

and provided that, during the time of

meeting the doors shall not be locked,
barred, or bolted.

Dissenters chosen to any parochial or
ward offices, and scrupling to take the
oaths, may execute the office by deputy,
who shall comply with the law in this be-

half But it seems they are not subject to

fine, on refusing to serve corporation offi-

ces ; for they may object to the validity of
their election, on the ground of their own
non -conformity.
DISSONANCE, in music, the effect

which results from the unison of two
sounds not in accord with each other.

DISSYLLABLE, among grammarians,
a word consisting only of two syllables :

such as nature, science, &c.
DISTAFF, an instrument about which

flax is tied in order to be spun.
DISTANCE, in general, an interval be-

tween two ihing.s, either with regard to

time or place. Dr. Berkley, in his essay

on vision, maintains, that distance cannot

of itself and immediately be seen, for, dis-

tance being a fine directed endwise to
the eye, it projects only one point in the
fund of the eye, which point remains in-

variably the same, whether the distance
be longer or shorter. But Mr. M'Lauriii
observes, that the distance here spoken
of is distance from the eye ; and that
what is said of it must not be appUed to
distance in general. The apparent dis-

tance of two stars is capable of the same
variations as any other quantity or mag-
nitude. Visible magnitudes consist of
parts into which they may be resolved, as
well as tangible magnitudes, and the
proportions of the former may be assign-
ed as well as those of the latter : so that
it is going too far to tell us, that visible

magnitudes are no more to be account-
ed the object of geometry than words

;

and that the ideas of space, and things
placed at a distance, are not, strictly

speaking, the obj ect of sight ; and are not
otherwise perceived by the eye than by
the ear.

Distance, in navigation, the number
of minutes or leagues a siiip has sailed

from any given place or point.

DisTAxcK, in astronomy. The dis-

tance of the sun, planets, and comets, is

only found from their parallax, as it can-
not be found either by eclipses or their
different phases : for from the theory of
the motions of the earth and planets, we
know, at any time, the proportion of the
distances of the sun and planets from us j

and the horizontal paralaxes are in a re-

ciprocal proportion to these distances.

See AsTnoJvo^iY.

DisTAKCE of the eye^ in perspective, is

a line drawn from lUe eye to the principal
point. See Persfectite.

DiSTAACEs accessible, in gedtnetry, are
such as may be measured by the chain,

&c.
DrsTANCEs inaccessible^ are such as can-

not be measured i)y the chain, &c. by rea-

son of some river, or the hke, which ob-
structs our passing from one object to

another. See Mensuration.
DISTICH, a couplet of verses mak-

ing a complete sense. Thus hexameter
and pentameter verses are disposed in

distichs.

DISTILLATION, a chemical process,

which consists in separating bodies wliich

are volatile from those which are more
fixed, by the application of heat. AH bo-

dies which are susceptible of the elastic

or vaporous form, at the same time that

they are not decomposed, or otherwise
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clianged in their properties, are capable

of being separated from other matter by
distillation.

The process employed for distilling

liquid bodies from other matter is sim-

ply called distillation ; that, on the con-

trary, used to separate solid bodies, by
giving them the elastic form, is termed
sublimation.

The apparatus employed for the first

process are of several varieties, suited to

the nature of the volatile body. That
employed for the distillation of water,

alcohol, and the various essential oils, is

called a still. It is chiefly made of cop-

per, and ought to be so constructed, that

as great an evaporable surface as possi-

ble may be exposed. Those employed
in the Scotch distilleries are in the form
of an erect cone, the base of which is

about four times the altitude. The va-

pour vvliich comes from the still is con-

densed in two ways. The first is the
oldest and most simple method, but not

the most effective. The head, or capital

of the still, is so formed, as to have a ves-

sel or cavity on the outside, containing

cold water ; the inside is in the form of

a cone, and sometimes of a dome, round
the base of which is placed a channel,

terminating in Jtn inclined beak, or tube,

to convey the liquid arising from tjie con-

densed vapour. When the vapour rises

up against the conical, or dome-like sur-

face, the external water causes it in-

stantly to condense, and the drops run
down the surface into the channel, from
whence they pass into the delivering

tube, and thence into the receiver. The
other method of condensation consists

in letting the vapour pass through a spi-

ral tube, fitted into the inside of a tub,

which is filled with cold water, and so

contrived that the product of the distil-

lation shall have no communication'with
the external water. This tub, which is

called a worm tub, should be supplied
with cold water at the bottom, while the
warm water, caused by the condensation
of the vapour, should be made to run off

at the top.

The apparatus employed for distilling

bodies more easily condensible consist

of two parts, one called the retort, con-
taining the substance to be distilled, and
the other the receiver, because it receives

the substance raised from the retort. In

the distillation of bodies which afford

permanent gases as well as condensible
matters, in addition to the receiver, a

number of connected vessels are employ,
ed, constituting what, from its inventoc.

is called a Woulfe's apparatus, in which,
what is not condensed, or absorbed in

the first bottle, passes forward to the se-

cond, and so on to the third and fourth^
till at length the absolutely incondens-
able part is received into a vessel called

a gasometer. Before the invention of
this apparatus, this kind of distillation

was attended with great danger, both to

the apparatus and the operator, the re-

ceiver being very liable to burst, and the
fumes being intolerably suffocating. Both
these inconveniencies are completely ob-
viated by the invention of the Woulfe's
apparatus. Sometimes an apparatus call-

ed an alembic is used for distillation ; it

is generally of glass, and is used for ex-
periments in the small way ; it consists of
a bottle holding the substance to be dis-

tilled, having a dome-like head, furnish-

ed with a channel similar to that of the
common stile ; indeed, it differs only from
it in not having cold water on the out-

side. There are various modes of apply-
ing heat in distillation, depending upon
the nature of the appanttus employed, as

well as upon the substance to be distilled.

The common still, which, being of metal,
is immediately exposed to the naked fire,

since from its tenacity, atid its property
of conducting heat with facility, it is not
liable to crack, which is not the case
with glass and earthen ware. If the ves-

sel holding the substance to be distilled

be of the latter kind, it is essential to ap-

ply the heat very gradually and uniform-
ly, and after the process, to suffer it to

cool in a similar manner. This is effect-

ed in different ways ; the most common
of which is the sand bath, whUili consists

of a vessel of iron filled with fine dry sand.

The retort, or other vessel, is imbedded
in the sand previous to the application of
the fire ; the inferior conducting power
of the sand does not allow the heat to ap-

proach the retort, bxh. in that gradual
way which will insure its safety from
cracking. The heat must also be more
uniform, since any sudden increase, or

diminution of the fire, will not so imme-
diately affect the retort.

In experiments in the small way, the
lamp will answer every purjiose of the
sand bath, as the sliding rest containing
the retort admits of its being placed at

any given distance from the flame. In

addition to this, the Argand lamp can be
adjusted by the rack to almost any degree
of intensity below its maximum. Ano-
ther method of defending the retort from
the too rapid effect of the heat consists

in coating tlie outside with a mixture of

horse dung and clay, or loam. When a
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limited degree of heat is required in dis*

tillation, recourse is had to a bath ofsome
liquid, whose boiling point will give the
degree of heat required, such as water,
oil, or mercury. If, for instance, it were
required to separate any substance from
water more volatile than that liquid, it

would be necessary to employ a water-
bath, in which to place the retort, keep-
ing the water in the bath below its boil-

ing point.

The laws of distillation, however, are
so modified by other circumstances, as to

render some of the preceding rules in

some measure exceptionable. If the
diilerent bodies subjected to distillation

had no chemical affinity for each othej^ it

is probable that each substance would
put on its elastic form only at that tem-
perature, at which it would, in a separate
state, be converted into vapour. But we
frequently find, that one volatile substance
will carry along with it other bodies of
considerable fixity. From the affinity

which water has to air, we observe the
evaporation of the former to take place at

all temperatures below its boiling point

;

and though it has been thought that water
might be freed from saline matter by dis-

tillation, it is found, by experiment, that

several salts are carried over along with
the vapour of the water, which, in their

dry state, would undergo decomposition
before they would be induced to assume
the elastic form. Hence water, by the
common mode of distillation, cannot be
rendered pure. From the circumstance,

that the air is capable of raising water
and other liquids at a low temperature,
we are enabled to perform the distillation

of such liquids, by making the slightest

degree of difference of temperature be-

tween the retort and the receiver. Wa-
ter and alcohol may he obtained perfect-

ly pure, by placing the retort in the tem-
perature of 100°, and the receiver in that

of 50° of Farenheit's scale.

The salts most liable to rise with wa-
ter in distillation are, carbonate ammo-
pia, muriates of lime and magnesia, and
nitrate of soda. Indeed, this tendency
appears to be directly as the solubility of
the salt, or rather as its deliquescent pro-
pertv, which is as its affinity for water.

DISTRESS, in law, is the taking of a
personal chattel out of the possession of
the wrong doer, into the custody of the
person who is injured, to procure a sa-

tisfaction for the wrong committed. It is

of two kinds ; cattle for trespassing and
doing damajje, or for non-payment of

rent or other duties. But the most usual
injury, for which a distress may be taken,
is that of non-payment of rent.

DISTRIBUTION of intestate's effects,

after payment of the debts of the deceas-
ed, is to be made according to the man-
ner following : one-third shall go to the
widow of the intestate, and the residue
in equal proportions to his children ; or,

if dead, to their representatives, that is,

their lineal descendants ; if there be no
children, or legal representatives, then a
moiety shall go to the wido^v, and a moi-
ety to the ne^t kindred in equal degree,
or their representatives : if no widow, the
whole shall go to the children : if neither
widow nor child, the whole shall be dis-

tributed amongst the next kindred in

equal degree, and their representatives

:

but no representatives are admitted
among collaterals, farther than the chil-

dren of the intestate's brothers and sisters.

The father succeeds to the whole perso-
nal effects of his children, if they die in-

testate and without issue ; but if the fa-

ther be dead, and the mother survive,

she shall only come in for a share equally

with each of the remaining children.

DITTO, usually written D°. in books
of accounts, an Italian word, signifying

the aforementioned.
DIVAN, a council chamber, or court

ofjustice, among the eastern nations, par-
ticularly the Turks.
DIVARICATE, a term used in natural

history, signifies spreading out widely.

DIVER. See Coltmbus.
DIVERGENT rays, in optics, are those

which, going from a point of the visible

object, are dispersed, and continually de-

part one from another, in proportion as

they are removed from the object : in

which sense it is opposed to convergent.

Concave glasses render the rays diver-

gent, and convex ones convergent. Con^
cave mirrors make the rays converge,

and cojivex ones make them diverge.

DIVERSION, in miUtary affairs, is when
an enemy is attacked in one place where
they are weak and unprovided, in order

to draw off their forces from another

place where tliey have made, or intend

to mak^, an eruption. Thus the Romans
had no other way in their power of driv-

ing Hannibal out of Italy, but by making
a diversion in attacking Carthage.

DIVIDEND. See Arithmetic.

Dividend, in commerce, the propor-

tion of profits which the members of a

society, or pubhc company, receive at

stated periods, according to the share
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they possess in the capital or common
stock of the concern.

The term is likewise generally applied

to the annual interest paid by govern-

ment on the various public debts, al-

though this is either a terminable or

perpetual annuity, and in no respect a

division of profits. In this sense, the or-

der by which stockholders receive their

interest is called a dividend warrant, and
the portions of interest unreceived are

denominated unclaimed dividends.

The amount of unclaimed dividends re-

maining in the hands of the bank of Eng-
land, previous to the year 1750, seldom
exceeded 50,000/. ; its increase since that

period will appear from the following ex-

tract from an account laid before the

blouse of Commons.

I. s. d.

On July 5, 1759 — 102,075 4 11|
1769 — 227,928 6 2^
1779 — 314,885 8 3^
1789 — 547,366 16 6|

In 1791, an act was passed authorising

the bank to advance, out ofthe unclaimed
dividends in their hands, 500,000/. for the

public service ; with a provision, that if

the sum in their hands should be reduc-
ed under 600,000/. the difference should
be repaid them. In consequence of the
publication of the names of the proprie-

tors of the dividends then unclaimed, a
considerable part of them were received,

and the sum advanced to government
thus became only 376,739/. 'I'he amount
of unclaimed dividends has accumulated
considerably, being

On Ar)rll 1, 18Q6 . 1,235,265/.
-- July 1 . . . 1,003,599— October 1 . . 1,067,778— January 1, 1807 1,019,336

In consequence of this great increase,

the bunk, in 1808, advanced the further
sum of 500,000/. for the public service,

on condition that the balance in their
hands, on this account, should never be
reduced below 100,000/.

DiviDEXD, in the university, signifies

that part or share, which every one of
the fellows equally divide among them-
selves of their yearly stipend.

DIVINATION, the knowledge ofthings
obscure, or future, which cannot be at-

tained by any natiu-al means.
DIVINE, something relating to God.
DIVING, the art of descending under

water to considerable depths, and abiding
there a competent time. The uses of
diving are considerable, particularly rn

fishing for pearls, corals, spongtfs, wrecks
of ships, &c. See Pbarl, &c.
There have been various engines con-

trived to render the business of diving
safe and easy ; the great point is to fur-

nish the diver with fresh air, without
which he must either make but a short

stay, or perish. Those who dive for

sponges in the Mediterranean, carry

down sponges dipt in oil in their mouths ;

but considering the small quantity of air

that can be contained in the pores of a

sponge, and how muchi that little will be
contracted by the pressure of the incum-
bent air, such a supply cannot subsist a

diver long, since a gallon of air is not fit

for respiration above a minute.

DivisvG bell. A diving bell is most con-
veniently made in form of a truncated
cone, the smaller end beii>g closed, and
the larger opened. It is to be poised
with lead, and so suspended, that the ves-

sel may sink full of air, and with its open
base downwards, and as nearly as may be
in a situation parallel to the horizon, so

as to close w'th the surface of the water
all at once. The diver, sitting under this,

sinks down with the included air to the
depth desired ; and if the cavity of the
vessel can contain a tun of water, a single

man may remain a full hour without much
inconvenience, at five or six fathoms
deep ; but the lower he goes the includ-

ed air contracts itself, according to the
weight of the water which compresses it,

so that at thirty-three feet deep the bell

becomes half full of water, the pressure
of the incumbent water being then equal
to that ofthe atmosphere : and at all other
depths, the spac^ occupied by the com-
pressed air in the upper part of the bell

will be to the under part of its capacity
filled with water, as thirty-three feet to

the surface of the water in the bell below
the common surface, and this condensed
air being taken in with the breath, soon ^
accommodates itself to the existing cir- I

cumstances, so as to have no ill effect,
'

provided the bell is admitted to descend
slowly ; but the greatest inconvenience of
this engine is, that the water, entering it,

contracts the bulk of air into so small a

compass, that it soon heats, and becomes ^

unfit for respiration, so that there' is a
necessity for its being drawn up to re-

cruit it, besides the uncomfortable situa-

tion of the diver, who must be almost cc

vered with water.

To obviate these difficulties of the dU
ing bell. Dr. llallej', to whom we owe
preceding account, contrived a farthi

apparatus, whereby, not only to reci

the air from time tp time, but also
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keep the water wholly out of the ma-
chine at any depth. This bell was made
of wood, containing- about sixty cubic feet

in its concavity, and was the form of a

truncated cone, whose diameter at the
top was three feet, and at the bottom
five. It was so loaded with lead, that it

woMld go down in a perpendicular direc-

tion and no other. In the top was a win-
dow to let in light, and likewise a cock
to let out the hot air that had been breath-

ed; and below, about a yard under the
bell, was a stage suspended by three
ropes, each of which was charged with
about one hundred height, to keep it

steady. To supply air, the bell had a cou-
pie of barrels so cased with lead as to

I

sink when empty, each having a bung
', hole in its lowest part, to let in the wa-
' teras tlie air in them condensed on their

I
descent, and to let it out again when they

j

were drawn up full from below. To a

I

hole in the uppermost part of these was
j

fixed a leathern trunk or hose, long

I enough to fall below the bung-hole, and
i kept down by a weight, in such a way

that the air in the upper part of the bar-

rels could not escape, unless the lower
ends of these hose were first lifted up.

These air barrels were made to rise and
fall like two buckets in a well ; by means
of these barrels fresh air was continually

supplied from above, and it was done
with so much ease, that two men, with
less than half their strength, could per-
form all the labour required. By an ad-

ditional contrivance it was found practica-

ble for a diver to go out of the engine,

to some distance from it, the air being
conveyed to him in a continuable stream
by sipall flexible pipes.

A great improvement in the diving
bell was made by the late Mr. Spalding,
of Edinburgh. This construction seems
designed to remedy some inconveniences
of Dr. Halley, wiiich are very evident,

and of a very dangerous tendency; these
are, 1. by Dr. HaHey's constructions, the
sinking or rising of the bell depends on
the people who are at the surface of the

' water : as the bell when in the water has
a very considerable weight, the raising it

not only requires a great deal of labour,

but there is a possibility of the rope
breaking, by which it is raised, and thus
every person in the bell would inevitably

perish : 2. As there are in many parts of
the sea, rocks which lay at a considera-
ble depth, the figure of which cannot pos-

. sibly be perceived from above, there is

danger that some of their ragged promi-
nences may catch hold of one of the

edges of the bell in its descent, and thus
VOL. IV.

overset it, before any signal can be giver,

to those above, which would infallibly be
attended with the destruction of the peo-
ple in the bell; and as it must always be
unknown before trial what kind of a bot-
tom the sea has in any place, it is plain,

that, without some contrivance to obviate
this last danger, the descent in Dr. Hal-
ley's diving bell is not at all eligible.

How these inconveniences are remedi-
ed by Mr. Spalding's new contrivance
will be easily understood from the follow-
ing descriptions : ABCD, fig. 3, represents
a section of the bell, which is made of
wood, ee are iron hooks, b^ means of
which it is suspended by rope's QBF e and
QAE e and QS, as expressed in the figure;

cc are iron hooks, to which are appended
leaden weights, that keep the mouth of
the bell always parallel to the surface of
the water, whether the machine taken
altogether is lighter or heavier than an
equal bulk of water. Bjr these weights
alone, however, the bell would not sink

;

another is therefore added, represented
at L, and which can be raised or lower-
ed at pleasure, by means of a rope pass-
ing over the pulley a, and fastened to the
sides of the bell M. As the bell de-
scends, this weight, called by Mr. Spald-
ing the balance weight, hangs down a
considerable way below the mouth of
the bell. In case the edges of the bell is

caught by any obstacle, the balance
weight is immediately lowered down, so
that it may rest upon the bottom ; by this

means the bell is lightened, so that all

danger of oversetting is removed; for, be-
ing lighter 'without the balance weight
than an equal bulk of water, it is evident
that the bell will rise as far as the length
of the rope affixed to the balance weight
will allow it. This weight therefore will

serve as a kind of anchor, to keep the bell

at any particular depth which the divers

may think necessary, or by pulling it

quite up, the descent may be continued
to"^the very bottom.
By another very ingenious contrivance,

Mr. Spalding rendered it possible for

the divers to raise the bell, with all the
weights appended to it, even to the sur-

face, or to stop at any particular depth, as

they think proper ; and thus they could
still be safe, even though the rope de-
signed for pulling up the bell was bro-

ken ; for this purpose the bell is divided
into two cavities, both of which are made
as tight as possible ; just above the se-

cond bottom, EF, are sm.dl slits on the
sides of the bell, through which the wa-
ter entering, as the bell descends, dis-

places the air originally contained in its

D d
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cavity, which flies out at the upper ori-

fice of the cock H. When this is done,
tlie divers turn the handle, which stops

the cock, so that if any n)Ove air was to

get into the cavity AEFB, it could no long-

er be discharged through the orifice H
as before When this cavity is full of
waver, the bell sinks, but when a consi-

derable quantity of air is admitted, it ri-

ses. If tlierefore the divers have a mind
to raise themselves, they turn the small

cock by which a communication is made
between the upper and under cavities of
the i>ell ; the consequence of this is, that

a quantity of air immediately enters tlie

upper cavity, forces out a quantity of wa-
ter contained in it, and thus renders the
bell lighter by the whole weight of the

water which is displaced thus. If a cer-

tain quantity of air is admitted into the

upper cavity, the bell will descend very
slowly ; if a greater quantity, it will nei-

ther ascend nor descend, but remain sta-

tionary ; and if a larger quantity of air be
^ill admitted, it will rise to the top. It

is to be observed, however, that the air

which is thus let out into the uppef cavi-

ty must be immediately replaced from
the air barrel, and the air is to be let out

very slowly, or the bell will rise to the

top with so great velocity, that the di-

vers will be in danger of being shaken
out of their seats : but by following

these directions, every possible accident

may be prevented, and people may de-

scend to very great depth without the

least apprehension ofdanger ; the bell al-

so becomes so easily manageable in the

water, that it may be conducted from one
place to another by a small boat with the

greatest ease, and with perfect safety to

those who are in it.

Instead of wooden seats, used by Dr
Hailey, Mr. Spalding made use of ropes
suspended by hooks b, b, b, and on these

ropes the divers may sit without any in-

convenience ; there are two windows
made of thick strong glass for admitting

light to the divers ; N represents an air

cask with its tackle, and C P the flexible

pipe through which the air is admitted

to the bell ; in the ascent and descent of

this cask, the pipe is kept down by a

small appended weight, as in Dr. Hal-

ley's machine ; R is a small cock, by
which the hot air is discharged as often

as it becomes troublesome.

Mr. Spalding is of opinion, that one air

barrel, capable of containing thirty gal-

lons, is sufiicient for an ordinary machine.

In fig. 1 and 2, are shewn representa-

tions of a frame for supporting a diving

bell, and transporting it from place to
place upon the water Fig. 1, is a side

elevation, and fig. 2, a section of it. The
same letters refer to both figures. A B,
fig. 2, are sections of two barges, such
as are used upon the Thames, at Lon-
don : D E F, is a frame laying across the
barges, and supporting a beam, G, fron^

which hangs a strong block for the rope
by which the bell, H, is suspended ; the

other end of the rope goes round a wind-
lass, a, with a ratchet wheel and click, to

raise and lower the bell as occasion re-

quires : b d are smdler blocks, for the
ropes to draw up the air barrels ; e/are
rollers, turned by winches, fixed on the

opposite barge to the windlass a ; the
ropes are wound round these rollers in

contrary directions, and the winches
come close together, so that one man
can turn them both at once, and when
one rope descends, the other ascends, so

as to give a constant supply of air to the
divers under the bell, H. When the
divers wish to come up, they give a sig-

nal to that purpose, and the windlass is

turned by men until the bottom of the
bell is brought above water ; a small

boat or raft is rowed under the bell, to

take the divers out : the same method is

to be used to get them in, and this will

be done without welting them, or any
other inconvenience. Several small bells

of very different tones should be fixed

to the beam G, and strings fastened to

them should go into the bell, for the

divers to ring as signals to the wi;rk-

men in the barges above. The barges
should be well secured together by cross

beams.
Several other machines have been con

trived to answer the purposes of the div-

ing-bell ; one of which, tig. 4, was invent-

ed in 1753, by Howe, Esq. and pub-
lished in the Universal Magazine.
The engine is a trunk, or hollow ves-

sel, of copper or brass, of sufficient

strength to resist the pressures of deep
waters, and dimensions to contain the

body of a man, supposed to enter there-

in feet foremost at t, bent at the bearing
of his knees at /, for the more convenient
going between rocks and great stones

;

at A7, and on the other side, are holes for

his arms to pass through, and a glass for

his sight at n. h represents a sleeve

made of soft leather, lined with fine

cloth, exactly to fit the diver, and fas-

tened to the body of the engine at ky

where the arms come through ; which is

likewise defended by a soft quilting, to

prevent the arms from being hurt by
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ressure, and the sleeves from being
thrust into the engine ; d d represents a

cover to fit the head of the engine, fas-

tened down with screws, and leather be-

tween the borders, so as to prevent leak-

ing in any depth of water ; a b repre-
sents a plate of lead, to be fastened be-
fore the engine, in a straight Hne, pass-

ing between the arms, not only as a pro-

per weight to sink the engine, but as a

balance thereto ; whereby the diver will

always be kept in a proper posture for

working, and the more so by means of a

block, or cradle, supposed to be fasleited

over the lead, by which means the di-

ver has not only the power of handling
what is at the bottom, but may at any
time rest his arms from work ; g is the
engine-rope, by which it is let down and
hauled up again from the bottom ; z yu
is called the life-line, with a knot at y, so

as the handle at z may always remain at

a due distance for the diver to take
hold thereof, in order to give any notice

to the persons above, as, by agreement,
by giving a certain number of pulls, or
sudden twitches, which is immediately
felt by the person that holds the line. The
diver can tarry under water at least half

an hour at one time, without the help of
pipes, or any other air than what the en-
gine contains. At » and w are two brass

screw caps, or plugs, both which are to

be opened as soon as the diver gets from
the bottom to the water's surface, in or-

der to give him fresh air by help of a pair

of bellows blowing at the latter ; at which,
when the engine leaks, we likewise

pump out the water. In deep water
the diver is forced to make use of a sad-

dle on his back, with a ridge touching
the upper part of the engine, whereby
he can keep his arms at a due distance

out of the engine, which otherwise
would be thrust in by the column of
water pressing thereon equal to the
weight thereof.

The subject of submarine navigation

was largely and pleasantly descanted upon
by Mersennus, in his " Tractatus de
Magnetis Proprietatibus," and Bishop
Wilkins has given a chapter at some
length on the subject, in his "Mathe-
matical Magick,'* (ed. 1648) where he
affirms that Cornelius Dreble has proved,
beyond all question, that the contrivance
is feasible, by the experiments he made
in England. The chapter of Wilkins is

entertaining, for a sort of visionary faci-

lity with which he removes the difficul-

ties, and enumerates the benefits, ofthese

submarine enterprises. For letting out

and taking in such things as the nature
of the voyage may require, he recom-
mends bags, or flexible tubes, some-
what resembling the scupper bags of
ships. The progressive motion may, he
observes, be produced by fins or oars,

which will operate with ease when the
vessel is truly equipoised ; and if swift-

ness should not be obtained, he sup-
poses the observations and discoveries
to be made at the bottom of the sea
would abundantly recompence for the
defect. The greatest difficulty, in his ap-
prehension, would be, the necessity of
renovating the air for respiration and
combustion ; for remedying which, be-
sides the probability that custom may
render men capable of living in air of in-

ferior purity, he has several philosophi-
cal views and projects. The conveni-
ences and advantages he enumerates are,

1. Privacy ; as a man may thus go to any
part of the world invisibly, without being
discovered or prevented. 2. Safety from
the uncertainty of tides and tempests
that vex the surface ; from pirates and
robbers ; and from the ices that so much
endanger other voyages towards the
poles. S. It may be of use to undermine
and blow up a navy of enemies. 4. Or
to relieve a blockaded place. 5. And as
the prospect enlarges in the mind of our
author, he proceeds to contemplate the
unspeakable benefit of submarine disco-
veries. Experiments on the ascent and
descent of submerged bodies ; the ex-
ploration of the deep caverns and pas-
sages, and the waters of the ocean ; ob-
servations' on the nature and kinds of
fishes, with allurements, artifices, and
treacheries, which may successfully be
practised during so familiar a residence
in their territories ; the food and oil they
may aflTord ; the probability of fresh
springs for a supply of water at the bot-
tom of the sea ; the facility of recovering
submarine treasures, whether lost or na-
turally produced beneath the ocean ; and
last of^11 he adds, that
" All kinds of arts and manufactures may

be exercised in this vessel The obser-
vations made by it may be both written,

and, if need were, printed here likewise.

Several colonies may thus inhabit, hav-
ing their children born and bred up
without the knowledge of land, who
could not chuse but be amazed with
strange concents upon the discovery of
this upper world."
The only modern instance of actual

submarine navigation is that of Mr. Bush-
nel, recorded in the Transactions of the
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American Society, vol. iv. The exter-

nal shape of his vessel bore some resem-

blance to two upper tortoise shells of

equal size,' joined together; the place of

entrance into the vessel being represent-

ed by the opening made by the swell of

the shells at the head of the animal.

The inside was capable of containing the

operator, and air sufficient to support

him thirty minutes without receiving

fresh air. At the bottom, opposite the

entrance, was affixed a quantity of lead

for ballast. At one edge, which was di-

rectly before the operator, who sat up-

right, was an oar for rowing forwards

and backwards. At the other edge was
a rudder for steering. An apei'ture at the

bottom, with its valve, was designed to

admit water for the purpose of descend-

ing ; and two brass forcing-pumps served

to eject the water within when necessary

for ascending. At the top there was like-

Avise an oar for ascending or descending,

or continuing at any particular depth ;

a water-gauge or barometer determined
the depth of descent, a compass directed

the. course, and a ventilator within sup-

plied the vessel with fresh air when on
the surface.

- The entrance into the vessel was ellip-

tical, and so small as barely to admit a per-

son. This entrance was surrounded with

a broad elliptical iron band, the lower
end of which was let into the wood, of

which the body of tl>e vessel was made,
in such a manner as to give its utmost
support to the body of the vessel against

the pressure of the water. Above the

upper edge of this iron band there was a

brass crown or cover, resembling a hat

with its crown and brim, which shut wa-
ter tight upon this iron band. The crown
was hung to the iron band with hinges,

so as to turn over sideways when open.
To make it perfectly secure when shut,

it might be screwed down upon the
band by the operator, or by a person
without.

There were in the brass crown three
round doors, one directly in front, and
one on each side, large enough to put the
hand through : when open they admitted
fresh air; their shutters were ground per-
fectly tight into their places with emery,
hung with hinges, and secured in their

places when shut ; there were likewise
several small glass windows in the crown,
for looking through and admitting light

in the day time, with covers to secure
them. There were two air-pipes in the
crown. A ventilator within drew fresh

ahr through one of the air-pipes, and dis-

charged it into the lower part of the res-
sel ; the fresh air, introduced by the ven-
tilator, expelled the impure light air

througli the other air pipe. Both air .

pipes were so constructed, that they ahut
themselves whenever the water rose near
their tops, so that no water could enter

through them, and opened themselves
immediately after they rose above the
water.

The vessel was chiefly ballasted with
lead fixed at the bottom ; when this was
not sufficient, a quantity was placed with-

in, more or less, according to the weight
of the operator ; its ballast made it so
stiff, that there was no danger of its over-

setting. The vessel, with all its appen-
dages, and the operator, was not of suffi-

cient weight to settle it very low in the
water. About two hundred pounds of
the lead at the bottom for ballast could
be let down forty or fifty feet below the
vessel ; this enabled the operator to rise

instantly to the top of the water in case

of accident.

When the operator would descend, he
places his foot on the top of a brass valve,

pressing it, by which he opened a large

aperture at the bottom of the vessel;

through this the water entered at his

pleasure ; when he had admitted a suffi-

cient quantity, he descended very gra'

dually ; if he admitted too much, he
ejected as much as was necessary to ob-

tain an equilibrium by the two brass forc-

ing pumps which were placed at each
hand. Whenever the vessel leaked, or he
would ascend to the surface, he also made
use of these forcing pumps. When the
skilful operator had obtained an equili-

brium, he could row upward or down-
ward, or continue at any particular depth,
with an oar placed near the top of the
vessel, formed upon the principle of the
screw, the axis of the oar entering the

vessel ; by turning the oar one way, he
raised the vessel ; by turning it the other

way he depressed it.

A glass tube, eighteen inches long and
one inch in diameter, standing upright,

its upper end closed, and its lower end,

which was open, screwed into a brass

Eipe, through which the external water
ad a passage into the glass tube, served

as a water-gauge or barometer. There
was a piece of cork, with phosphorus on
it, put into the water-gauge. When the

vessel descended, the water rose in the

water-gauge, condensing the air within,

and bearing the cork with its phosphorus
on its surface. By the light of the phos-

phorus, the ascejit of the water in the
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gniage was rendered visible, and the depth
of the vessel under water ascertained by
a graduated line.

An oar formed upon the principle of

the screw was fixed in the fore part of

the vessel ; its axis entered the vessel,

and being turned one way, rowed the

vessel forward, but being turned the

other way, rowed it backwards ; it was
made to he turned with the hand or foot.

A rudder, hung on the hinder part of

the vessel, commanded it with the great-

est ease. The rudder was made very
elastic, and might be used for rowing
forward. Its tiller was within the vessel,

on the operator's right hand, fixed at a

right angle on an iron rod, which passed
through the side of the vessel ; the rod
had a crank on its outside, which com-
manded the rudder, by means of a rod
extending from the end of the crank to a

kind of tiller fixed on the left hand of the

rudder. Raising or depressing the first

mentioned tiller turned the rudder, as the
case required.

A dompass marked with phosphorus di-

rected the course both above and under
the water ; and a line and lead sounded
the depth when necessary.

The internal shape of the vessel, in

every possible section ofit, verged towards
an ellipsis as near as the design would al-

low ; but every horizontal section of it,

although eUiptical, was as near to a circle

as could be admitted. The body of the
vessel was made exceedingly strong;
and to strengthen it as much as possible,

a Arm piece of wood was framed parallel

to the conjugate diameter, to prevent the
sides from yielding to the great pressure
of the incumbent water, in deep immer-
sions. This piece of wood was also a seat

for the operator.

Every opening was well secured. The
pumps had two sets of valves. The aper-
ture at the bottom for admitting water
was covered with a plate perforated full

of holes, to receive the water, and pre-
vent any thing from choaking the pas-

sage, or stopping the valve from shutting.

The brass valve might likewise be forced
into its place by a screw, if necessary.
The air pipes had a kind of hollow sphere
fixed round the top of each, to secure the
air-pipe valves from injury : these hollow
spheres were perforated full of holes for
the passage of the air through the pipes :

within the air pipes were shutters to se-

cure them, should any accident happen to
the pipes or the valves on their tops.

Wherever the external apparatus pass-
ed through the body of the vessel, the

joints were round, and formed by brass
pipes, which were driven into the wood
ofthe vessel; the holes through the pipes
were very exactly made, and tlie iron
rods that passed through them were
turned in a lathe to fit them ; the joints '

were also kept full of oil, to prevent rust
and leaking. Particular attention was
given, to bring every part necessary for
performing th« operations, both within
and without the vessel, before the opera-
tor, and as conveniently as could be de-
vised ; so that every thing might be found
in the dark, except the water-gauge and
the compass, which were visible by the
light of the phosphorus, and nothing re-
quired the operator to turn to the right
hand or to the left, to perform any thing
necessary.

The intended object of this vessel was
to destroy shipping, by the explosion of
a magazine of gunpowder. In the fore
part of the brim of the crown of the sub-
marine vessel was a socket, and an iron
tube passing through the socket; the tube
stood upright, and could slide up and
down in the socket six inches ; at the top
of the tube was a wood screw, fixed by
means of a rod, which passed through
the tube, and screwed \he wood screw-
fast upon the top of the tube ; by push-
ing the wood screw up against the bot-
tom of a ship, and turning it at the same
time, it would enter the planks ; driving
would also answer the same purpose

;

when the wood screw was firmly fixed,
it could be cast off by unscrewing the
rod which fixed it upon the top of the
tube.

Behind the submarine vessel was a
place above the rudder for carrying a
large powder magazine ; this was made
of two pieces of oak timber, large enough
when hollowed out to contain 150 pounds
of powder, with the apparatus used in
firing it, and was secured in its place by
a screw turned by the operator. A strong
piece of rope extended from the maga-
zine to the wood screw above mentioned,
and was fastened to both. When tlie

wood screw was fixed, and to be cut oft'

from its tube, the magazine was to be
cast off likewise by unscrewing it, leav-

ing it hanging to the wood screw ; it was
lighter than the water, that it might rise

up against the object, and apply itself

where fastened.

Within the magazine was an apparatus,

constructed to run any proposed length

of time under twelve hours : when it had
run out its time, it unpinioned a strong

lock resembhhg a gun-lock, which gave
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fire to the powder. This apparatus was
so pinioned that it could not possibly

move, till by casting off the magazine
from the vessel it was set in motion.
The skilful operator could swim so low

on the surface of the water, as to ap-

proach very near a ship in the night with-

out fear of discovery, and might, if he
chose, approach the stem or stern above-

water with very little danger. He could

sink very quickly, keep at any depth he
pleased, and row a great distance in any
direction he desired, whhout coming to

the surface ; and when he rose to the

surface, he could soon obtain a fresh sup-

ply of air, when, if necessary, he might
descend again and pursue his course.

The projector foimd some time and at-

tention to be requisite for the gradual in-

struction of this operator, and after va-

rious attempts he found one on whom he
thought he could depend. He sent this

man from New York to a 50 gun ship,

lying not far from Governor's Island. He
went under the ship, and attempted to fix

the wood screw in her bottom, but struck,

as he supposed, a bar of iron, which
passes from the rudder-hinge, and is spik-

ed under the ship's quarter. Had he re-

moved a few inches, which he might have

done without rowing, the projector has

no doubt but he might have found wood,
where he might have fixed the screw ; or,

if the ship were sheathed with copper, he
might easily have pierced it ; but not be-

ing well skilled in the management of the

vessel, in attempting to row to another

place, he lost the ship : after seeking her

in vain some time, he rowed to some dis-

tance, and rose to the surface of the wa-

ter, but found day-light had advanced so

far that he durst not renew the attempt.

He says he could easily have fastened

the magazine under the stern of the ship

above the water, as he rowed up to the

stern, and touched it before he descend-

ed. Had he fixed it there, the explosion

of 150 pounds of powder (the quantity

contained in the magazine) must have

been fatal to the ship. In his return

from the ship to New York, he passed

near Governor's island, and thought he
was discovered by the enemy on the

island ; being in haste to avoid the danger

he feared, he cast off the magazine, as

he imagined it retarded him in the swell,

which was very considerable. After the

magazine had been cast off an hour, the

time the internal apparatus was set to nm,
it blew up with great violence.

Mr. Bushnell made some other trials,

which may be seen on consulting the ori-

ginal, or Nicholson's Journal, quarto, ii

229. ,

DIVINITY, properly signifies the
ture, quality, and essence of the ti

God.
DIVISIBILITY, that property by whici

^
the particles of matter in all bodies are'
capable of a separation, or disunion from
each other.

As it is evident that body is extended,
so it is no less evident that it is divisi-

ble ; for since no two particles of matter
can exist in the same place, it follows,

that they are really distinct from each
other, which is all that is meant by being
divisible. In this sense the least con-
ceivable particle must still be divisible,

since it will consist of parts which will

be really distinct. To illustrate this by
a familiar instance, let the least imagina-
ble piece of matter be conceived lying
on a smooth plain surfi\ce, it is evident
the surface will not touch it every
where : those parts, therefore, which it

does not touch, may be supposed se-

parable from the others, and so on, as
far as we please ; and this is all that is

meant, when we say matter is infinitely

divisible.

The infinite divisibility of mathema-
tical quantity is demonstrated thus geo-
metrically. Suppose the line A D (Plate
Miscel. fig. 7.) perpendicular to B F, and
another, as G H, at a small distance
from it, also perpendicular to the same
line : with the centres C, C, C, &c. de-
scribe circles cutting the fine GH in

the points e, e, e, &c. Now, the greater
the radius A C is, the less is the part
e H. But the radius may be augmented
in infinitum ; so long, therefore, the part
e H may be divided into still less por-
tions, consequently it may be divided in
infinitum.

AH that is supposed in strict geome-
try (says Mr. Maclaurin) concerning the
divisibility of magnitude, amounts to no
more, than that a given magnitude may
be conceived to be divided into a number
of parts, equal to any given or proposed
number. It is true, that the number of
parts into which a given magnitude may
be conceived to be divided is not to be
fixed or limited, because no given num-
ber is so great but a greater may be con-
ceived and assigned : but there is not,

therefore, any necessity of supposing the
number of parts actually infinite ; and if

some have drawn very absurd conse-

quences from such a supposition, yet

geometry ought not to be loaded with
them.
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Thus far we have shown that exten-

sion may be divided into an unlimited

number of parts ; but with respect to the

limits of the divisibility of matter itself,

we are perfectly in the dark. We can

indeed divide certain bodies into sur-

prizing fine and numerous particles, and
the works of nature offer many fluids and
solids of wonderful tenuity ; but both our
efforts, and those naturally small objects,

advance a very short way towards infinity.

Jgnorant of the intimate nature of mat-

ter, we cannot assert whether it may be
capable of infinite division, or whether
it ultimately consists of particles of a

certain size, and of perfect hardness.

We shall now add some instances of the
wonderful tenuity ofcertain bodies, which
have been produced either by art, or

discovered by means of microscopical ob-

servations, amongst the stupendous works
of nature.

The spinning of wool, silk, cotton, and
such-like substances, affords no bad spe-

cimens of this sort ; since the thread
which has been produced by this means
has often been so very fine, as almost to

exceed the bounds of credibility, had it

not been sufficiently well authenticated.

Mr. Boyle mentions that two grains and
a half of silk were spun into a thread 300
yards long. A few years ago, a lady of
Lincolnshire spun a single pound of wool-
len yarn into a thread of 168,000 yards
long, which is equal to 95 English miles.

Also a single pound weight of fine cotton-

yarn was lately spun, in the neighbour-
hood ofManchester, into a thread 134,400
yards long.

The ductility of gold likewise furnishes
li. striking example of the great tenuity of
matter amongst the productions ofhuman
ingenuity. A single grain weight of gold
has been often extended into a surface
equal to 50 square inches. If every
square inch of it is divided into square
particles of the hundredth part of an
inch, which will be plainly visible to the
naked eye, the number of those particles

in one inch square, will be 10,000 ; and
multiplying this number by the 50 inches,
the product is 500,000; that is, the
grain of gold may be actually divided
into at least half a million of particles,

each of which is perfectly apparent to
the naked eye. Yet, if. those particles

are viewed in a good microscope, they
will appear like a large surface, the ten-
thousandth part of which might by this

means be easily discerned. An ingenious
artist in London has been able to draw
parallel lines upon a glass plate, as also

upon silver, so near one another, that
10,000 of them occupy the space of one
inch. Those lines can be seen only by
the assistance of a very good microscope.
Another workman has drawn a silver
wire, the diameter of which does not
exceed the r50th part of an inch. But
those prodigies of human ingenuity will

appear extremely gross and rude, if they
are compared with the immense subtilty
of matter which may every where be ob-
served amongst the works of nature.
The animal, the vegetable, and even the
mineral kingdom, furnish numerous ex-
amples of this sort. What must be the
tenuity of the odoriferous parts of musk,
when we find that a piece of it will scent
a whole room in a short time, and yet it

will hardly lose any sensible part of its

weight ! But supposing it to have lost

one-hundredth part of a grain weight,
when this small quantity is divided and
dispersed through the whole room, it

must so expand itself, as not to leave an
inch square of space where the sense of
smell may not be affected by some of its

particles. How, small must then be the
weight and size of one of those particles !

The human eye, unassisted by glasses,

can frequently perceive insects so small
as to be barely discernible. The least re-

flection must show, that the limbs, the
vessels, and other parts of such animals,
must infinitely exceed in fineness every
endeavour of human art. But the mi-
croscope has discovered wonders that
are vastly superior, ami such indeed as
were utterly unknown to our fore-fathers,

before the invention of that noble instru-

ment.
Insects have been discovered so small,

as not to exceed the 10,000th part of an
inch : so that 1,000,000,000,000 of them
might be contained within the space of
one cubic inch; yet each animalcule must
consist of parts connected with each
other ; with vessels, with fluids, and with
organs necessary for its motions, for its

increase, for its propagation, &c. How
inconceivably small must those organs
be ! and yet they are unquestionably
composed of other parts still smaller, and.

still farther removed from the perception
of our senses.

DIVISION, in general, is the separat-

ing a thing into two or more parts. Al-

though the mechanical division of bodies
separates them into smaller parts, it can
not extend to the primary particles of any
body, and is, consequently, incapable of
breaking what is called the aggregation.

Division is also reckoned among the termf5
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in chemistry, but not very properly, as it

is merely used preparatory to other ope-
rations, particularly solution : for this it

is lujeful, as it increases the quantity of
surface, and the points of contact of any
body.

DivisioiT. See Algebra and Abith-
MEWC. t-

Division, among logicians, is the ex-

plication of a complex idea, by enumerat-
ing the simple ideas whereof it is com-
posed ; in which sense it is nearly allied

to definition, only that this last regards
names and things, whereas division is em-
ployed wholly about ideas.

When the parts of an idea are divided,

in order to a clearer explication of the
whole, this is called a subdivision : thus, a

year is divided into twelve months, a

month is subdivided into weeks, weeks
into days, days into hours, and so on.

The rules for a good division are these,

that the members entirely exhaust the
whole ; that they be opposite ; that sub-
divisions be not too numerous ; that the
whole be first divided into its larger
parts, and these into the more remote and
minute parts.

Division, in natural philosophy, is

the taking a thing to pieces, that we' may
have a more complete conception of the
whole : this is frequently necessary in

examining very complex things, the se-

veral parts of which cannot be surveyed
at one view. Thus, lo learn the nature
of a watch, the workman takesit to pieces,

and shews us the spring, wheels, axies,

pinions, balances, dial plate, pointer, case,

&c. and after describing the uses and
figures of each of them apart, explains
how they contribute to form the whole
maqhine.

Divisioir, in music, the dividing the
interval of an octave into a number of
less intervals. The fourth and fifth divide
the octave perfectly, though differently

:

when the fifth is below, and serves as a
bass to the fourth, the division is called
harmonical ; but when the fourth is be-
low, it is called arithmetical. To run a
division, is to play, or sing,' after the man-
ner above-mentioned ; that is, to divide
the intervals of an octave, fifth, fourth,
&c. into as many parts, and as agreeably
as possible, which depends entirely upon
taste and fancy.

Division of propot^ion. If four quan-
tities be proportional a.b-.-.c-.d; then
the assumption of the difference between
the antecedent a—6, or b—a, to either
the antecedent a, or consequent ^, of the

first ratio a to b; and the difference be-
tween the antecedents c—d or d—c to

either the antecedent b, or consequent d,

of Uie second ratio c to d, is called di-<.

,

vision of proportion.
Division, in the sea-language, the •

third part of a fleet of men of war, and
sometimes the ninth part : which last

happens when the fleet is divided into

three squadrons ; for then each squadron
is distributed into three divisions. See
Tactics Natal.

Divisions ofa battalion, are the several

parcels into which a battalion is divided in

marching. The lieutenants and ensigns
.march before the divisions.

DIVORCE, a separation of two defacto
married together; of which there are two
kinds ; one a vinculo matrimonii^ from the
very bond of marriage r the other a mensa
et thorny from bed and board. Causes for

separation a vinculo^ are consanguinity or
affinity within the degrees prohibited, also

imfniberty orfrigidity ; where the marriage
was merely void ab initio, and the sentence
of divorce only declaratory of its being
so. This divorce enables the parties to

marry again : but in the other case, »
power for so doing must be obtained by

,

act of parliament. The woman divorcedi^

a vinculo matrimonii receives all again she^
brought with her. Divorce a mensa et

thora, is where the tise of matrimonj , as

the use of cohabitation of the married
person.s, on their mutual conversation, is

prohibited for a time, or without limita-

tion of time. And this is in cases of adul-

tery, cruelty, or the like ; in which case,

the marriage having been originally g»od,
is not dissolved or affected as to the «m-
culum or bond. The woman under sepa-

ration by this divorce may sue by her
next friend; and she may sue her hus-

band in her own name for ahmony. But
the children which she hath after the
divorce shall be deemed bastards : for

a due obedience to the sentence will be
intended, unless the contrary be shewn.

DIURETICS. See Pharmacy.

DIURIS, in botany, a genus of the Gy-
nandria Diandria class and order. Nec-
tary dependent; petals nine; the five

outer ones very large ; of two shapes

;

columns of the fructification reversed,
with a lid at top. One species, D. austra-

lasia, described by Dr. Smith in Linnean
Transactions.

DIURNAL, in astronomy, something
relating to the day, in opposition to noc-^

turnal, which regards the night.
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DicR^TAL arch, the arch or number of

degrees that the sun, moon, or stars,

describe between their rising and set-

Diurnal motion of apianef, is so many
degrees and minutes as any planet moves
in twenty-four hours. Hence the motion
of the earth about its axis is called its

diurnal motion.
DOSCHICK, a species of Colymbus.
DOCK, in maritime affairs, is a pit,

great pond, or creek, by the side of an
harbour, made convenient either for the

building or repairing of ships. It is of

two sorts: 1. Dry-dock, where the water
is kept out by great flood-gates till the
ship is built or repaired, when the gates

are opened, and the water let in to float

and launch her. 2. Wet-dock, a place

where the ship may be hauled into out of
the tide's way, and so dock herself, or
sink herself a place to lie in.

Docks, &c. Liverpool, Hull, and Bris-

tol, but especially the two first of these
places, had proved the advantages of wet-
docks long before London possessed any
such accommodations. The inconveni-

ences arising from the crowded state of
the river at *]1 times, but particularly

when ships arrived in large fleets, and
from the want of sufficient wharfroom
for discharging their cargoes, were long
felt and complained of by all the princi-

pal merchants in London, who were sub-

ject to considerable losses from the de-

lays in getting their goods landed, and
the opportunities of plunder to which
they were exposed. At length, about the

year 1793, a plan was circulated for form-

ing capacious wet-docks, with wharfs and
warehouses, in a convenient situation ad-

joining the Thames at Wapping; the

project gave rise to much discussion, and
to the formation of other plans accommo-
dated to particular interests ; but through
the indefatigable perseverance of Mr.
William Vaughan, assisted by other high-

ly respectable mercantile characters, the
original plan was matured, and a bill

"brought into parliament for carrying it

into execution. Contending interests ren-

dered the first application unsuccessful

;

and a few years after the corporation of

London proposed to make a navigable

canal or passage across the Isle ofDogs

;

while another plan was brought forward
tor making wet docks for West India

shipping only ; and afterwards one for

making docks for East India shfl!>ing
only ; all in the vicinity of each other.

These several undertakings, all arising

out of the original project of the London
TOL. IV.

docks, have been since carried into exe-
cution, to the great convenience of th.e

commerce of the port of London, and the
permanent benefit of the subscribers, by
whom the large sums necessary for ac-

complishing theYn were advanced.

LOKSOir DOCK.

This company was established by an
act of 39 and 40 George III. passed the
20th of June, 1800, by which they were
empowered to raise a capital stock of
1,200,000/.; and, if necessary, to borrow
at interest the further sum of 300,000/.

:

but a lager capital being necessary for

completing the undertaking, they applied
to parliament for leave to augment their

capital stock by any further sum not ex-
ceeding 500,000/. ; and have since ob-
tained another act for raising a further

sum of 500,000/. ; so that the total capital

stock which the company are authorized

to raise, if necessary, is 2,200,000/,

The company is under the manage-
ment of twenty-four directors, who are
elected annually. Two general courts of
proprietors are held every year, at which
all persons are entitled to vote who pos-
sess 500/. stock or upwards.
The dividends on their stock are re-

stricted to 10 per cent, per annum, and
are paid on the first of January, and the
first of July. The present dividend is 5J
per cent, and the company pay the pro-
perty tax thereon. The dividends are
paid, and transfers made, on any day ex-
cept holiday*.

The company was required to com-
plete the docks within seven years, and on,

the 24th of January, 1805, they gave no-
tice, by advertisement, that the basin at

Bell-dock, and the dock communicating
therewitii, and also part of the ware-
houses, vaults, and quays, were ready for

the recef)tion of ships and landing their

cargoes, in consequence of which the
dock was opened for public use in the
following week.

WEST INDIA DOCK.

This company was established by an
act of 39 George III. passed the 12th of
July 1799, and was impowered to raise a
joint stock of 500,000/. with liberty to in-

crease the same to 600,000/. by consent
of the majority of proprietors at a gene^
ral meeting. This increased capital was,
however, found inadequate to complete
the undertaking ; and in 1802 the com-
pany were authorised to add 200,000/. to

Ee
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it, making the capital 800,000/. vvliich has
since been increased to 1,200,000/. Of
this sum, 1,127,500/. has been called for ;

and a further subscription of 2^ per cent,

was added in January, 1808. They were
to pay 5 per cent, interest for the money
advanced, until the docks were com-
pleted, and afterwards to make divi-

dends not exceeding 10 per cent, per
annum.
The company is under the manage-

ment of twenty-one directors, eight of

whom must be members of the Corpo-
ration of London. They are elected an-

nually, five going out every year for three

years, and six the fourth year.

Two general meetings of proprietors

are to be held every year, in January and
July, at which all persons are entitled

to vote who hold 500/. stock or up-

wards.
Votes may be given by power of attor-

ney.
The present dividend is 10 per cent,

per annum, and becomes due the 1st of

January and the 1st of July. The divi-

dends are payable every day, and the

company pay the property tax thereon.

The dock was opened the 27lh of Au-
gust, 1802.

EAST INDIA DOCK.

This company was established by an

act of 43 Geo. III. passed the 27th of Ju-

ly, 1803, and was authorised to raise a ca-

pital of 200,000/. divided into shares of

100/. each, with liberty to increase their

capital to 300,000/. if found necessary.

In 1806 they were empowered to add
100,000/. to their capital, making with the

former sum 400,000/. nearly the whole
of which has been raised. They were to

pay 5 per cent, interest on the money ad-

vanced ; and after the docks should be
completed, to make dividends not ex-

ceeding 10 per cent, per annum.
The company is under the manage-

ment of thirteen directors, who must be

holders of at least twenty shares of the

company's stock, and four of them must
be directors of the East India company.
They are elected annually in July, and
three go out every year.

Two general meetings are held year-

ly, in January and July, at which pro-

prietors of five shares and upwards are

entitled to vote. They must also be di-

rectors of the East India Company, or

have been so within two years, or be an

agent, husband, consignee, or owner, to

the value of 500/. or upwards, of East In

dia shipping.

The present dividend is at the rate of

5 per c^nt. per annum, and is payable at

Lady-day and Michaelmas, every day, ex-

cept Fridays, between the hours of 11

and 2 o'clock.

The dock was opened in August, 1806.

Dock yards, in ship building, are maga-
zines of all sorts of naval stores. The
principal ones in England are those of

Chatham, Portsmouth, Plymouth, Wool-
wich, Deptford, and Sheerness. In time

of peace ships of war are laid up in these

docks ; those of the first rates mostly at

Chatham, where, and at other yards, they

receive from time to time such repairs

as are necessary. These yards are gene-
rally supplied from the oorthern crowns
with hemp, pitch, tar, rosin, &c. ; but

as for masts, particularly those of the

larger size, they are brought from New
England.
DOCKET, or Dogget, a brief in writ-

ing, on a small piece of paper or parch- -^

ment, containing the effect of a larger f

writing, and annexed to other papers for

particular purposes. In law, a docket is

necessary in all judgments^ and no debts >

will be entitled to a preference, in debts

due from a party deceased, as judgment
debts, unless such judgments be regular-

ly docketed.
DOCTOR, a person who has passed all

the degrees of a faculty, and is empower-
ed to teach or practise the same : thus we
say, doctor in divinity, doctor in physic,

doctor of laws.

The title of doctor seems to have been
created in the Xllth century, instead of

master, and established, with the other
scholastic degrees of bachelors and licen-

tiates, by Peter Lombard and Gilbert

Porreus, then the chief divines of the

University of Paris. Gratian did the

same thing, at the same time, in the Uni-

versity of Bologna, Though the two
names of doctor and master were used a

long time together, yet many think that

their functions were different, the mas-
ters teaching the human sciences, and the

doctors those sciences depending on re-

velation and faith. Spelman takes the ti-

tle of doctor not to have commenced till

after the publication of " Lombard's Sen-

tences," about the year 1140, and affirms

that such as explained that work lo their

scho^s were the first that had the appel-

latio" f doctors.

To pass doctor in divinity^ at Oxfoid, it

is necessary the candidate have been four
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years bachelor of divinity. For doctor

of laws, he must have been seven years

it} the university to commence bachelor
of laws, five years after which he may be
admitted doctor of Jaws. Otherwise, in

three years after taking- the degree of

master of arts, he may take the degree of
bachelor in laws, and in four years

*

more that of doctor : which same method
and time are likewise required to pass

the degree of doctor in physic. At Cam-
bridge, to take the degree of doctor in

divinity, it is required the candidate have
been seven years bachelor of divinity :

though in several colleges the bachelor's

degree is dispensed with, and they may
go out per saltum. To commence doctor
in laws, the candidate must have been
^ve years bachelor of laws, or seven years
master of arts. To pass doctor in physic,

he must have been bachelor in physic
five years, or seven years master of arts.

It is remarkable, that by a statute of o7
Hen. VIII. a doctor of civil law may ex-
ercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction, though
a layman.
Doctor in musit, a musician upon

whom some university has conferred the
degree of doctor in the faculty of music.

By the qualifications formerly required
of a candidate, either for a doctor or ba-

chelor's degree in music, it should seem
that tlie science was regarded merely as

speculative. The present statutes, how-
ever, are formed on a broader principle,

and, looking to talent and active science
for the necessary quahfications, require
of the candidate an exercise in eight vo-

cal parts, with instrumental accompani-
ments, which he is to submit to the in-

spection of the musical professor, and to

have performed in the music school, or
some other public place in the univer-
sity.

DODARTIA, in botany, so called in

honour of M, Dodart, a genus of the Di-
ilynamia Angiospermia class and order.
Natural order of Personatas. Scrophula-
riae, Jussieu. Essential character : calyx
five-toothed ; corolla lower lip twice as

long as the upper; capsule two-celled,

globular. There are two species, viz.

I), orientalis, oriental dodartia, and D. in-

dica, natives of India.

DODECAHEDRON, in geometry, one
of the Platonic bodies, or regular solids,

contained under twelve equal and regu-
lar pentagons. See Body.
DODECANDRIA, the name of the

eleventh cla.ss in Linnaeus's Sexual System

;

consisLing of plants with hermaphrodite
Hovvers, that, according to the title, have

twelve stamina gr male organs. This
class, however, is not limited with re-
spect to the number of stamina. Many
genera have sixteen, eighteen, and even
nineteen stamina ; the essential charac-
ter seems to be, that, in the class in ques-
tion, as in Polyandria, the 13th, the sta-
mina are inserted into the receptacle :

whereas, in the intermediate class, Ico-
sandria, which is as little determined in
point of number as the other two, they
are attached to the inside of the calyx.
The orders in this class, which are six,
are founded upon the number of the
styles, or female organs. Asarabacca,
mitngostan, storax, purple loose-strife,
wild Syrian rue, and purslane, have one
style ; agrimony and heliocarpus have
two ; burning thorny plant and bastard
rocket three ; glinus five ; ilUcium eight

;

and houseleek twelve.
DODECAS, in botany, a genus of the

Dodecandria Monogynia class and order.
Natural order of Calycanthemse. Myrti,
Jussieu. Essential character : corolla
five-petalled : calyx half four-cleft, bear-
ing the corolla, superior; capsule one-
celled, connate with the calyx. There is

but one species, viz. D. giirinamensis, a
native of Surinam.
DODECATHEON, in botany, a genus

of the Pentandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Preciac. Lysi-
machise, Jussieu. Essential character :

corolla rotate, reflex ; stamina placed on
the tube : capsule one celled, oblong.
There is only one species, viz.D. meadia,
Virginian cowslip, or meadia, has a pe-
rennial yellow root, from which come out,
in the spring, several long smooth leaves,
six inches long, and nearly two broad : at
first they stand erect, but afterwards they
lie on the ground, especially if the plant
be much exposed to the sun; from a-

mong these leaves arise three or four
flower stalks, eight or nine inches high ;

they are smooth, nuked, and .terminated
by an umbel of flowers, of a peach-co-
loured blossom ; these appear in April or
May ; the seeds ripen about July, soon
after which the leaves decay, and the
roots remain inactive till the following
spring. It is a native of Virginia, and
many parts ofNorth America.

DODO. See Dinus.

DODONJEA, in botany, so named' in

honour of Rembert Dodonseus, a famous
botanist of the sixteenth century, a genus
of the Octandria Monogynia class and
order. Natural order of Dumosae. Te-
rebintaceee, Jussieu. Essential character :
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calyx four-leaved ; corolla none ; capsule

three-celled, inflated ; seeds in couples.

There are two species, viz. D. viscosa,

broad-leaved dodonaea, and D. angustifo-

lia, narrow-leaved dodonsa. The former
is a native of the countries between the

tropics ; the latter is found at the Cape
ofgood Hope.
DOG. See Canis,

Dog daysy the same with those called

canicular. See Cauiculab days.

DOLABRIFORM, in natural history,

liatchet shaped.

DOLICHOS, in botany, a genus of the

Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Natural order of Papilionacex, or Legu-
minosae. Essential character : two paral-

lel oblong calluses at the base of the

standard, compressing the wings under-

neath. There are thirty-eight species ;

most of these are annual, and natives ei-

ther of the East or West Indies. They
are chiefly herbaceous, with twining

stalks: the flowers are frequently in

spikes, and axillary ; the legume is often

smooth, sometimes villose, or pruni-

ent. Mr. Millar aflirms, that he has cul-

tivated more than sixty, besides many va-

rieties.

DOLIOCARPUS, in botany, a genus of

the Polyandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Essential character : calyx five-leav-

ed ; corolla three-petalled, plaited ; stig-

ma sub-bifid ; berry globular,, crowned
with a style, one-celled, two-seeded
There are three species.

DOLPHIN. See Delphinus.

DOMBEYA, in bolany, so called in me-
mory of Jos. Dombey, a genus of the

DioeciaMonadelphia class and order. Na-
tural order of Coniferae. Essential cha'ac-

ter : male, calyx of the ament ; scales i^r-

minated by a leaflet ; corolla none ; an-

thers ten or twelve, without filaments.

Female, calyx ament, with many germs
;

corolla none ; stigma bivalve, unequal

;

seeds many, in a roundish strobjle. There
is but one species, viz. D. chilensis, a tree

very little known, of a resinous nature, in

some respects allied to protea ; and also

to the pines in some particulars of its

fructification ; the trunk is straight, and
ofconsiderable height ; the wood is white,

solid, and clothed with a kind of double
bark. The flowers are male and female,

borne on diff'erent individuals, and hang
in sessile solitary catkins from the top of

the branches. A native of Chili.

DOME, in architecture, a spherical

roof, or a roof of a spherical form, raised

ov.er the middle ofa building, as a church.

hall, pavilion, vestibule, stair-case, &c. by
way of crowning. See Arcuitecture.
DOMESDAY, or Dooms-dat-book, a

very ancient record made in the time of
William the Conqueror, which now re-

mains in the Exchequer, and consists of
two volumes, a greater and a less ; the
greater contains a survey of all the lands

in most of .the counties in England, and
the less comprehends some counties that

were not then surveyed. The book of-

domesday was begun by five justices,

assigned for that purpose in each county,

in the year 1081, and finished in 1086. It

was of that authority, that the Conqueror
himself submitted, in some cases where-
in he was concerned, to be determined
by it. Camden calls this book the tax-

book of king William ; and it was farther

called magna rolla. , There is likewise a
third book of domesday, made by com-
mand of the Conqueror ; and also a

fourth, being an abridgement of thejother

books.

DOMINICAL lettei^ in chronology, is

that letter of the alphabet which points

out in the calendar the Sundays through-
out the year, thence also called Sunday
letter. See Chronologt.
DONATIA, in botany, a genus of the

TriandriaTrigynia class and order. Es-

sential character : calyx three-leaved ;

petals nine, twice as long as the calyx,

linear oblong ; anthers sub-globular, twin.

There is but one species, viz. D. fasci-

cularis.

DONAX, in natural history, a genus of
Vermes Testacea. Generic character

:

animal a tethys ; shell bivalve, generally
with a crenulate margin, the frontal mar-
gin very obtuse ; hinge with two teeth,

and a single marginal one placed a little

behind, rarely double, triple, or none.
There are nineteen species. D.scortum
is a triangular heart-shaped shell, with a
flat frontal margin. It inhabits the Indian
ocean ; cinereous, mixed here aad there
witli violet, witliin snowy, except near the
hinge, which is violet ; marginal teeth,

double in each valve, with an intermediate
cavity. D. scripta inhabits the coast of

Malabar, it is elegantly painted with an-

gular reddish, blue, or brown lines ; the
hinge something resembles that of a

Venus.
DOOR, in architecture, an aperture in

a wall, to give entrance ,and exit into and
out of a building, or any apartment there-

of See Akchitectuhe.
DORitlNA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Essential character: corolla five -cleft

;
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stigma emarglnate; capsule one-celled.

One species ; viz. D. japonica, a native

of Japan.
DORIC order^ in architecture, the first

invented by the Greeks, the second of the

five orders, being that between the Tus-

can and Ionic. See Abchitectubb.
Doric dialect, in grammar, one of the

five dialects, or manners of speaking,

which were principally in use among the

Greeks.
DORIS, in natural histor}% a genu3 of

the Vermes MoHusca. Generic charac-

ter : body creeping, oblong and flat be-

neath ; mouth placed below in the fore

part ; vent behind on the back, and sur-

rounded by a fringe ; feelers two to four,

seated on the upper part of the body in

front, and retractile within their proper

receptacles. There are twenty-four spe-

cies, in t<ro sections : A. tentacula, or

feelers, four : B. two tentacula only : D.

argo inhabits the European seas, and

called sea-lemon. This has an oval body,

convex, marked with numerous punc-

tures, is of a lemon-colour, hence its tri-

vial name ; the vent is beset with elegant

ramifications. P. verrucosa, or warty

doris, found in the sea near Aberdeen,
Scotland, is ofan ovatedform, convex, and
tuberculated.

DORYCHIUM, in botany, a genus of

the DiadelphiaDecandria class and order :

calyx five-toothed, two-lipped ; filaments

subulate ; stigma capitate ; legume tur-

gid, one or two seeded. There are three

species, found in France and Spain.

DORMANT, in heraldry, is used for

the posture of a lion, or any other beast,

lying along in a sleeping attitude, with

the head on the fore paws ; by which it is

distinguished from the couchant, where,
though the beast be lying, yet he holds

up his head.
DORONICUM, in botany, leopard's

bane, a genus of the Syngenesia Polyga-

mia Superflua class and order. Natural

order of Composilae Discoidese. Corym-
bifer?e, Jussieu. Essential character:

calyx scales in two rows equal, longer
than the disk; seeds of the ray naked,
and destitute of down ; dow n to those of
the disk simple ; receptacle naked. There
are three species ; they grow naturally in

Germany, France and Spain.

DORSTENIA, in botany, a genus of
the Tetrandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Scabridae. Urtic3e,

Jussieu. Essential character : receptacle
common, one-leaved, fleshy, in which
solitary seeds nestle. There are eight
species.

DOSSIL, lint made into acylindric form.

See SuRGEUT.
DOUBLE ietter, in grammar, a letter

which has the force and effect of two.

The Greeks have three of these, viz.

Z, E, •*•
; the Latins have two, X and Z

;

and most of the modern languages have
the same.
DOUGLASSIA, in botany, so named in

honour of James Douglas, M. D., a genus
of the Polyadelphia Polyajidria class and
order. Essential character : calyx half

six-cleft ; corolla none ; nectary six ; fila-

ments none ; germ superior ; stigma six-

cleft ; berry ovate, one-celled ; seed one,

with a brittle shell. There is but one
species, viz. D. guianensis, guiana dou-

glassia.

DOVE tailing, in carpentry, is the man-
ner of fastening boards together by let-

ting one piece into another, in the form

of the tail of a dove. The dove tail is the

strongest of the assemblages or jointings,

because the tenon, or piece of wood
which is put into the other, goes widen-

ing to the extreme, so that it cannot be
drawn out again, by reason of the extreme
or tip being biggee than the hole.

DOWER, the portion which a widow
hath of the lands of her husband, after

his decease, for the sustenance of herself

and the education of her children.

DowEB by the common law, is a third

part of such lands or tenements whereof
the husband was sole seised in fee-sim-

ple, or fee-tail, during -the marriage,

which the wife is to enjoy during her

fife ; for which there lies a writ of dower.
Dower by custom. This kind of dower

varies according to the custom and usage

of the place, and is to be governed ac-

cordingly ; and where such custom pre-

vails the wife cannot wave the provision

thereby made for her, and claim her

thirds at common law, because all cusr

toms are equally ancient with the com-
mon law itself.

Dower ad ostium €cclesr<t, is where a

man of full age, seised of lands in fee,

after marriage, endows his wife, at the

church door, of a moiety, a third, or other

part of Ills lands, declaring them in cer-

tainty ; in which case, after her husband's

death she may enter into such lands with-

out any other assignment, because the

solemn assignment at the church door is

equivalent to the assignment in pais by
metes and bounds ; but this assignment

cannot be made before marriage, because

before she is not entitled to dower.

Doweu ex assetmt patris, is where the

father is seised of lands in fee, and his
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soil and heir apparent, after marriage,
endows his wife, by his father's assent, ad
ostium ecclesice, of a certain quantity of

them ; in whicli case, after the death of

the son, his wife may enter into such par-

cel without any other assignment, though
the father beUving; but tliis assent of
the father's must be by deed, because his

estate is to be charged tnfuturo, and this

may likewise be of more than a third

part*

The dowers ad ostium ecclesice^ or ex
assensu patris, if the wife enter and assent

to them, are a good bar of her in com-
mon law ; but she may, if she will, wave
them, and claim her dower at common
law, because, being made after marriage,

she is not bound by them.
DOWN, the sliortest, smoothest, soft-

est, and most dehcate feathers of birds,

particularly geese, ducks, and swans;
growing on their neck and part of the
stomach. Down is a commodity of most
countries ; but that in most repute for

fineness, lightness and warmth, comes
from Denmark, Sweden, and other north-

ern countries. There is a down called

ostrich down, otherwise ostrich's hair,

and sometimes wool : it is of two sorts

;

that called the fine is used by hatters in

the manufacture of common hats, while
the coarse is used for making lists for

white cloth.

DOXOLOGY, an hymn used in praise

of the Almighty, distinguished by the ti-

tle of greater and lesser.

DRAB A, in botany, English tohitlow

^assf a genus of the Tetradynamia Sili-

culosa class and order. Natural order
of Siliquosx, or Cruciformes. Cruciferae,

Jussieu. Essential character : silicle en-
tire, oval oblong ; valves flattish parallel

to the dissepiment ; style none. There
are nine species, of which one is D.
aizoides, hairy-leaved Alpine whitlow
grass. It has a perennial root ; the stem
is three inches high

;
petals entire, silicle

hairy, rough, ovate, sharp at b«th ends
;

ending in a long style. This is a pretty
plant, well adapted to rock work, having
a sweet smell. It is a native of the moun-
tains of France,* Switzerland, Savoy, Aus-
tria and Silicia. Draba verna, or D. his-

pidula of Michaux, is the earliest of the
spring flowers in the United States,

it flowers from the last of Feburary to

the autumn.
DRACHM, a Grecian coin, of the value

of seven pence three farthings. This was
also the name of a kind of weight, con-

sisting of three scruples, and each scruple

of two oboli. As to the proportion that

the drachm of the Greeks bore with the
ounce of the Romans, Q. Remnius, in his
poem of weights and measures, makes
the drachm the eighth part of an ounce,
not much different from the crown of the
Arabians, which weighs something more
than the drachm.
DuACHM is also a weight used at pre-

sent by physicians, containing sixty grains,

or the eighth part ofan ounce.

DRACO, the dragon, in natural history,

a genus of Amphibia, of the order Rep-
tiles. Generic character: body four-foot-

ed, and tailed, and supplied on each side

with an expansile membrane, strengthen-

ed by radii or bony processes. Of these
animals there is only one species, D. vo-

lans, or the flying dragon. This is about

four inches in length, exclu.sively of the

tail, which is generally six or seven. Its

colour is a beautiful pale bluet It abounds
in various parts of Africa and Asia, and
resembles the genus of lizards (to which
it has by some naturalists been attached,)

in ranging along the boughs, feeding on
the insects, which are, in those situations,

amply supplied for its subsistence. It is

perfectly gentle and inoffensive- It is dis-

tinguished from lizards by being accom-
modated with large, expansile, cutaneous

processes, supported by ribs, which reach

to the extremity of this membrane, and
by wiiich the animal' contracts or extends

it. This representation of the flying dra-

gon is totally diffei'ent from what must be
expected by those who are unacquainted

with natural history, and whose ideas of

the dragon are formed on the monstrous

creations ofpoetry and romance. Though
little adapted to excite terror, however,

the flying dragon is well calculated to

gratify curiosity. See Amphibia, Plate I.

fig.l.

DuAco, a constellation of the northern

hemisphere. See Astronomy.
DRACOCEPHALUM, in botany, a ge-

nus of the Didynamia Gymnospermia
class and order. Natural order of Verti-

cillatae. Scrophulariae, Jussieu. Essen-

tial character : corolla throat inflated, up-

per lip concave. There are fifteen species.

Tiiese are mostly herbaceous. The stalks

are square, the leaves opj)osite in pail's.

Tlie flowers are either in whorls, forming
altogether a spike at the end of the stalk,

or axillary on one-flowered or many-flow-

ered peduncles; they are supported by
hractes, which are generally broad, and
sometimes ciliate.

DRACAENA, in botany, a genus of the

Hexandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Sarmentaceae. Aspara-
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gi, Jussieu. Essential character : corolla

six-parted, erect; filaments somewhat
thicker in the middle ; berry three-celled,

one seeded. There ar^ fourteen species,

mostly natives of the East Indies and Co-

chin China.
DRACONTIUM, in botany, a genus of

the Gynandria Polyandria class and or-

der. Natural order of Piperitse. Aroi-

dex, Jussieu. Essential character : spathe

boat-form ; spadix covered; calyx none ;

petals five ; berries many-seeded. There
are five species, of which D. polyphillum

has a large, knobbed, irregular root, co-

vered with a rugged brown skin. The
stalk rises about a foot- in height, it is

smooth, and of a purple colour, full of
sharp protuberances of various shades,

shining like the skin of a serpent ; it is

naked to the top. Where it has a tuft

of leaves, divided into many parts. The
flower-stalk rises immediately from the
root, and is seldom more than three

inches high, having an oblong swell-

ing hood at top, which opens length-

wise, showing the short, thick pointed
style within, upon which the flowers are

closely ranged. This plant grows nata-

rally in several islands of America.
DRAGON. See Draco.
Dragon's blood. See Pharmacy.
DRAINING. See Agricuitube.
DRAMA, a poem, in which the action

is represented.

To the Greeks we owe the invention of
both forms of dramatic composition, tra-

gedy and comedy. These exhibitions were
extremely simple. The action was con-
tinued from beginning to end without
^pauses or intervals ; there was no change
of scene : and the attention ofthe specta-

tors was continually occupied either by
the actors or the chorus. It was neces-
sary, therefore, in order to give probabi-
lity to the fiction, that the rule of the
three unities should be strictly observed.
The poem was confined, and the same ac-

tion, out of which arose the incidents re-

quisite to support it to its conclusion, and
ail tending to one great point. No epi-
sodes were admissible, but such as were
so connected with the main story, as not
to be suppressed or transposed without
altering or destroying the plot. The unity
of place, on a stage which admitted of
no change of scene, must, of course, be
rigorously attended to, and the fable so
constructed as to draw all the characters
to the same spot. This, notwithstanding
the inconveniences which arose from it,

was an Indispensable rule, as any viola-

tion of it would completely destroy the
illusion. The time, strictly speaking, was
that of the representation. It might com-
prehend twenty-four hours, but by no
means could it extend beyond that time.
The precept of Aristotle even goes to de-
scribe the length of the poem ; it could
not exceed thirteen or fourteen hundred
verses.

A drama composed on these principles
could afford but little variety of incident
and character; it must depend for its

success on the poetical talent of its au-
thor, and on the interest he could there-
by excite in the breasts of his audience
for the characters he introduced.
The modern stage gives wider scope to

the imagination, and renders the strict

observance of the unities less necessary.
The introduction of pauses by the division

of acts justifies a change of scene, and
also allows a longer extension of time,
without any violation of probability. Thus,
a greater range of subjects for dramatic
representation is provided, while at the
same time, as the obstructions of art are
removed, the mirror, if we may so ex-
press it, becomes more true to nature.
The poet may so construct his drama, as

to lead the imagination of his audience
along with him, and thus may pass in re-

view the striking events of history ; while,
by the aid of scenic illusion, the transition

from place to place becomes as consistent

with probability as the transition from
one period of time to another.

Yet there are, who insist on the appli-

cation of the Grecian rules to the modern
drama. The French, in particular, ob-
serve them strictly. Their best pieces
are composed on the ancient model ; the
scene never changes, and the action con-
tinues and ends on the same spot where
it is supposed to begin. The time, like-

wise, seldom exceeds that prescribed by
the Greek critic, and is often confined to

that of the representation. H-nce the na-

tional taste is so decidedly formed, that

the best production of the English school
would only afford them .matter of ridi-

cule, for its obvious violation of the long*"

established laws of criticism.

The unity of action is certainly essen-

tial to that probability which supports
the theatrical illusion. Yet even the ob-
servance of this rule is not incompatible

with variation of scene, and extension of
time, though it requires a masterly ge-
nius to manage them judiciously. In the

works of our immortal Shakspeare we
often see this talent exemplified. We be-
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hold in his Macbeth th^e transition from

the hero to the villain, and view the a\v-

ftil retribution, though lon^ withheld, yet

finally overwhelm the guilty. Yet who
thinks of objecting to so grand a play,

because the 'scene shifts from Inverness to

the English court and back again, or be-

cause a period of seventeen years elapses

from the murder of Duncan to the death

of the usurper.

Hence the rules ought to be subsen'i-

ent to the great end of dramatic repre-

sentation, the instruction of mankind by
impressive and striking lessons, and we
may conclude, with our great critic, that
*' the unities of time and place are not

essential to a just drama ; and that, though
they may sometimes conduce to pleasure,

they are always to be sacrificed to the no-

bler beauties of variety and instruction ;

that a play written with nice observation

of critical rules is to be contemplated as

an elaborate curiosity, as the product of

superfluous and ostentatious art, by which

is shown rather what is possible than

what is necessary."

DRAPERY, in sculpture and painting,

signifies the representation of the cloth-

ing of human figures, and also hangings,

tapestry, curtains, and most other things

that are not carnations or landscapes. See
Painting and Sculptubk.
DRASTIC, in physic, an epithet be-

stowed on such medicines as are of pre-

sent efficacy, and potent in operation ;

and is commonly applied to emetics and
cathartics.

DRAUGHT, in trade, called also cloflf

or clough, is a small allowance on weigh-
able goods, made by the king to the im-

porter, or by the seller to the buyer, that

the weight may hold out when the goods
are weighed again.

The king allows lib. draught for goods
weighing no less than Icivt ; 2lb. for goods
weighing between 1 and 2cwt. ; 31b. for

goods weighing between 2 and Scivt. ; 4/6,

from 3 to lOcwt. ; 7lb. from 10 to 18cwf.

;

9lb. from 18 to 30, or upwards.
DRAWBACK, in commerce, an allow-

ance made to merchants on the re-expor-

tation of certain goods, which in some
cases consists of the whole, in others of a

part, of the duties which had been paid

upon the importation.

Drawbacks were probably originally

granted for the encouragement of the
carrying trade, which, as the freight of
ships is frequently paid by foreigners in

money, was supposed to be a more cer-

tain source of wealth than other branches

DRA Jof foreign trade. They are granted,

only on foreign commodities which have
paid a duty on importation, but also on
the exportation of such home manufac-

tures as are subject to excise duties.

Upon the exportation of some articles

of foreign produce, of whicli the quantity

imported greatly exceeds what is neces-

sary for the home consumption, the

whole of the duties which had been paid

on importation are drawn back. Tlius,

while the American states were under
the dominion of Great Britain, they had
the monopoly of the tobacco of Marj'-

land and Virginia, of which about 96,000
hogsheads were annually exported, while

the home consumption did not exceed
14,000 : to facilitate the great exportation

which was necesaary in order to get rid

of the surplus, the whole duties were
drawn back, provided the exportation

took place within three years.

Drawbacks are paid by the collector of
the customs at the port where the goods
are exported, on producing a debenture,
authenticated by the proper officers, as

the authority or voucher for the pay-
ment.
Drawbacks can never, it is probable,

be injurious: for they can never turn to

any particular employment a greater
share of the capital of the country, han
would naturally go to that employment.
They only prevent the natural tendency
of capitals from being deranged by taxa-

tion. When the duties paid on the ex-
portation of sugar or tobacco are return-

ed on their exportation, the trade in those
articles is only replaced on the situation

it would have been in, if the articles had
not been taxed.

A still more equitable arrangement than
that of drawbacks is, to allow the mer-
chant, who imports any commodity which
he may probably wish to export again, to

deposit it in the king's warehouses, giv-

ing a bond for payment of the duties,

should he dispose of it for home con-

sumption. This is called bonding, and is

allowed to a considerable extent.

DRAWBRIDGE, a bridge made after

the manner of a floor, to draw up or let

down, as occasion serves, before the gate

of a town or castle. See Bridge.
DRAWING is the art of expressing

with accuracy the outline, or true boun-
dary, of objects of every description on
any plain superficies. This pleasing me-
thod of preserving the forms of persons

and places, long after the originals have

perished, or entirely changed, has becR
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cultivated from the most remote antiqui-

ty, and received many improvements,

which were frequently lost and recovered
through the temporary patronage andne-
gleet of the rich, under whose auspices

only the art ofdrawing can ever flourish.

To form a just conception of the earliest

state of drawing, it will be necessary to

recur to the distorted forms produced by
man in an uncultivated state of nature, in

which we may discover genius.struggling

Vith ignorance, and always without suc-

cess ; such were the productions of the

first population of the world, and such are

still the productions of European youth,

before the kind hand of experience has

pointed out the paths of correctness and
taste. The scriptures furnish numerous
])roofs, that the art of drawing had before

llieir date arrived to considerable per-

fection, and the remains of Egyptian
sculpture, still extant, shew that people
to have been tolerable proficients in de-

lineating the outlines of men and ani-

mals ; but the ancient Greeks appear to

have studied nature with infinitely great-

er success, and we are indebted to them
for the best of statues, formed with ex-

quisite skill, from the most noble and
graceful models of male and female beau-

ty, which cannot be too frequently exa-

mined, and copied, by the student who
wishes to excel. The Romans, inspired

by emulation, imitated the Greeks, and
altliough they never attained the excel-

lence of their masters, have left multipli-

ed specimens of correct knowledge in

the human outline. Long after the fall

of their empire, Italy produced asuccess-
sion of men, who brought the art of dpaw-
ing almost to its greatest possible perfec-
tion ; of those, Michael Angelo and Ra-
phael were particularly celebrated, and
though the latter seems to be most ad-

mired for his taste and correctness, the
former once convinced him he had drawn
the figures too small in a painting of Ga-
latea, on the ceiling of a chamber in II

Picciolo Farnese, by sketching a large

and admirable head of a Faunus on a
wall with charcoal, which was preserved
with the utmost care in Keysler's time,

who relates the circumstance. Roused
by the successful exertions of the Ita-

lians, every nation in Europe made their

works their study, and many persons at

different periods might be' mentioned,
belonging to each, who have excelled in

particular branches of drawing; nor are
the modern English at all inferior to their

rivals in this essential foundation of all

the ramifications of the fine arts, as, with-
VOL. IV. \

out truth in the drawing or formation of
the outlines, a statue becomes a disgust-

ing copy of human deformity, and ob-
jects delineated in painting or water co-
lours, destitute of this requisite, there-
presentations of creatures of the fancy,
unlike those of nature or of art : fr ni
these positions it must be obvious, that
the student shoiild begin his operations
with the greatest caution, acquiring a
thorough knowledge of geometry, and
the laws of perspective, which will ena-
ble him to comprehend the various cir-

cular forms adopted by nature, and the
peculiar shapes they assume when placed
in particular positions.

Drawing may be practised with lead,

chalk, crayons, charcoal, water colours,

and Indian ink.

To proceed regularly and methodically,
the learner must be provided with wove
paper, in other words, drawing paper,
without wire marks, of different thick-
nesses and sizes, and middle tint paper,
brown orgrey, equally calculated to shew
the white and black chalks, or coloured,
for which it is expressly intended. As pa-
per, when wet, will present an uneven
surface, it becomes necessary to stretch
it during the operation of colouring by
means of drawing-boards, one descrip-
tion ©f which is merely a strong and true
square ofdeal secured from warping, on
which the paper may be fastened by wet-
ting it with a sponge, tracing a border of
paste or glue along the edges, and laying
it smooth on the board ; thus prevented
from blistering, the drawing may be cut
away from the border of paste when com-
pleted ; but the most conveiiierit board is

composed of a square frame, with a move-
able pannel, on which the paper is laid

wet, then pressed into the frame, and se-

cured by wedges on the back, when it will

dry perfectly even, and become fit for use.

Other instruments required are, com-
passes for ascertaining distances between
lines, forming circles, taking measure-
ments by gitale, &c. &c. ; a steel pen, for

drawing very fine clear lines ; a parallel

ruler, formed of two pieces of hard black

wood fastened together by brass bands,

turning on pivots at the extremities so

exactly, that, when opei ed, lines drawn
along the outward half must be parallel

with the halfheld firm on the paper ; and
a T ruler or square so contrived as to su-

persede the above on the drawing board,

by applying the stock or shortest end to

the edge of the board, where it is slid

backwards or forwards, and the long part

used for tracing the line.

F f
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The materials for drawing are, black-

lead cut into long- pieces, and inclosed in

red cedar ; the greatest care should be
taken in the choice of black-lead pencils.

as the inferior are nothing more than frag-

ments of this mineral united by glue,

which cannot be brought to a point by a

knife, or made to produce a line for a

minute together; on the contrary, the ge-
nuine black-lead cuts with ease, and yet

has so much solidity, that considerable

pressure will not break a taper point,

Indian-rubber, which is used for cleans-
ing offerroneous lines made by the black-

lead pencil ; this singular substance, im-

ported principally from south America in

the shape of small bottles, and the East In-

dies in other forms, is composed of the

gum of a tree, which, in hardening, be-

comes elastic, and possesses a strong ad-

hesive property, extremely useful for re-

moving dirt from drawings and prints.

Indian-ink is another valuable material,

brought from China, where the secret of
making it still remains ; the real import-
ed ink bears certain Chinese characters,

breaks smooth and shining, is not gritty,

and when used appears of a clear brown-
ish black. The English imitation may be
known by the harshness of its compotent
parts.

Hair-pencils. The Chinese, who use
the Indian-ink for writing, with a brush,

make them very excellent for drawing,
with white hair drawn through a reed;
but those are difficult to procure, and
camel's hair inserted in various sized

quills are substituted, which are tried by
slightly wetting them ; if they form a

point without separating, they are fit for

use.

Chalks. It is common to sketch the
outlines of figures with charcoal made
from the willow, previous to the use of
the chalk, as whatever errors may be
committed with this material are easily

effaced by the feathers from the wing of
a duck or goose.

White chalk, for drawing*, is harder
than the common chalk, and pipe clay

will make a good substitute.

Black chalk, is a hard fossil substance,

cut into the shape of slate pencils, and
used in steel or brass port-crayons, and
with the white is constantly preferred in

the model room of the Royal Academy,
the professors of which consider it the
best material for drawing from plaster

figures or the life ; red chalk is but httle

used at present. The French chalk is

softer than the Italian.

Stumps made of soft leather, or paper

rolled into cylinders, and pointed, are
necessary for blending the lights and
shades.

Thus prepared, the student must con-
fine himself to the copying of single sub-
jects, and by no means attempt groupes
of objects, as the eye, more rapid than
thought, will wander over them, and
confound his ideas, not yet taught the
faculty of discrimination ; to attain this

faculty, it is absolutely necessary to ad-
vance progressively, commencing with
the geometrical figures of arches, cir-

cles, ovals, cones, cylinders, and squares,

which, except the latter, have an evident
resemblance to many of the forms of na-

ture, and accurately attain the shading
which produces their rotundity, convexi-
ty, angles, and most remote parts from
the eye. Grapes detached from, or ad-

hering in clusters to, the stalk, and many
other fruits with their leaves, furnish ex-

cellent hints for the acquiring of graceful
turns, and the art ofplacingjustly, strong,

direct, and reflected lights. 'I'hose re-

quire no rules or directions whatever,
even in the colouring, .as the tints may
be composed from the originals. Trees
should also be drawn singly, carefully ob-

serving the nature of the bark, the cha-

racteristics of the trunk, the particular

ramifications of the branches, the form
of the leaves, and tlieir appearance in

the aggregate, so that an observer shall,

upon the first inspection of the drawing,
pronounce whether it is an oak, an elm,

an ash, or a poplar.

Animals may be the next object of the
learner's attention, a knowledge of the
forms of which will be best obtained by
examining the most approved drawings
and prints, copying them, arid comparing
them with living subjects, carefully avoid-

ing in future such errors as may be dis-

covered; he may then proceed to the
human figure, commencing his labours

with drawing the eye, mouth, nose, feet,

hands, &c. separately, till he is perfect,

when the whole figure may be attempt-

ed. The copying ofinanimate substances

requires but few directions, as they lay

fixed, and may be placed in any position ;

but it is far otherwise in drawmg from
animals or man, for which reason an ac-

curate knowledge of the true shape of

the bones, the disposition of the mus-
cles, and the exact relative proportions

of the different parts of the body, must
absolutely be acquired; nor is this all

that is necessary ; motion continually va-

rying the appearance of the muscles, the

student must learn from living subjects
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every swell or depreasion in them, which
is not the consequence of unnatural dis-

tortion : as there are certain limits to

their motion, he should be capable of as-

certaining those limits correctly from re-

membrance. It having pleased the divi-

nity to grant the human race the most
graceful variety of curved forms through-

out the exterior of their frames, and each
being subject to sudden and unexpected
ciianges, we may safely assert the artist

has a most difficult lask in his attempts to

delineate them, in order to do so suc-

cessfully, it would be well for him to imi-

tate the parts already mentioned from
good drawings, with black lead, or black
chalk, on either of the papers before re-

commended, endeavouring to give a close

resemblance of the outhnes with char-

coal, and then shading with the greatest

care, after the orignial, in parallel lines

of greater or less strength, according
with the curve to be expressed, those to

be intersected by others forming lozenge
intervals ; this mechanical part of the art

of shading will be better explained by
the drawing copied from, than by any di-

rections, and much trouble will be saved
by using the middle tint paper ; but it

should he remembered, that though
black chalk can be used upon white pa-

per, black lead must be confined to it.

The shadows are sometimes softened off

by tlie stump, yet clear hatched hues in

the form above-mentioned have a better

effect, not that we would recommend the

servile resemblance of an engraving, imi-

tations of this description never faihng

to injure the freedom of hand, essential

in drawing well.

It is necessary that the student should
by no means depend upon his own judg-
ment in selecting drawings or prints for

copying ; those of acknowledged excel-

lence by or after the best masters are to

be exclusively preferred, otherwise error

would be perpetuated, and the arts

would fall into irrecoverable contempt;
he will soon see the necessity for this pre-

caution, and learn to look with disgust

upon deformity and mediocrity. Suppos-
ing the student perfect in his imitations

of the different parts of the face, his next
step will be to draw the head in every
natural position, which forms an intro-

duction to the whole figure, admitting
him to have a competent knowledge of
the human skeleton and the muscles, as

those are the only branches of anatomy
useful in drawing ; to accomplish this, or
confirm his ideas, he should attend lec-

tures on that intricate science, confining

his attention solely to the demonstrations
and observations applicable to his pur-
suits, afterwards examining their effects

as discoverable in a living subject, and in

drawing either from that, or good plaster
figures, he 'hould begin with the most
prominent muscles, which will facilitate

his progress with the less.

The young artist ought, if practicable,

to visit the Royal Acatlemy, London,
where he will see, at a glance, how the
light should be disposed to draw with
effect ; if that is impossible, he must re-

member to throw one light downward on
the object, whether it proceeds from the
day or a candle : and that he cannot too
strictly attend to the true proportions of
the body and limbs, as nothing is more
disgusting than to see a man with ahead
unnaturally large, an enormous mouth,
short legs, or too long arms ; to prevent
his falling into such errors, let him ob-
serve, that in a well-formed person, his

arms extended make a distance between
the extremities of the middle fingers

eqtial to his length ; that the face con-
sists of three exact divisions, from the
hair on the forehead to the eyes, from
the eyes to the bottom of the nose, and
from that to the chin. The whole figure is

ten faces in length ; from the chin to the
collarbone is twice the length of the nose,

thence to the lowest part ofthe breast one
face, from that to the navel another, to the
groin one, to the upper part of the knee
two, the knee is half a face in length,

from the lower part of which to the
ancle is two faces, and hence to the sole

ofthefootis one half. Measuring from
the extremes of the breast, the breadth
will be found to contain two faces, and
the bone of the arm from the shoulder
to the elbow, the same number; thence,

including part of the hand, two faces;

and from the shoulder-blade to the hol-

low between the collar-bones is one
face. The thumb is the length of the

nose ; from the commencement of the
hand to the middle of the arm is five

lengths of the nose : and from the pec-
toral muscle to the same place is four.

The great toe is of the length of the

nose, and the sole of the foot is the sixth

part of the length of the figure ; the

hands are double their breadth in length,

and when extended they are exactly the

length of the face. The breadth of the

limbs vary according to the state of

health in the body, and the particular si-

tuation of the muscles whenever moved.
The proportions of children are ge-

nerally thus ; three heads in length from
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the crown of the head to the groin, and
thence to the so c o: the foot two, one
head and a h.iii between the shoulders,

one or the body between the hips and
armpits; the breadth of the limbs should

be ascertained from a healthy child.

It is perhaps impossible to draw a per-

fectly beautiful figure from any one per-

son : ihe most skilful statuaries and pain-

ters, sensible of this fact, have composed
their finest works from different sub-

jects, as it is very common for the pos-

sessor of a truly Grecian head to have a

deformed trunk, or another to have
graceful limbs and the face of a gorgon.

To draw a figure con-ectly, the intended

length should be marked, and all the

preceding admeasurements strictly ad-

hered to, beginning the sketch on the

left hand, with the head, following with

the shoulders, the trunk, the leg most in

action, then the other, finishing with the

arms, and making the outhne perfect be-

fore any part is finished ; as we may ima-

gine a living or plaster model placed be-

fore the student, that will serve better

for improving him than any written in-

structions, but he will find the greatest

difficulty in correctly copying the eyes,

mouth, ears, hands, and feet, and should

consequently be particularly careful when
employed on those parts to which rules

are utterly inapplicable.

To represent the passions well, every
possible attention must be paid to their

particular influence on the muscular
system ; certain determinate attitudes fol-

low each sensation of the soul, and it is

the muscles which express their energy ;

in sleeping or quiescent bodies, they are

not obtruded on the view ; but when
their action is excited by some pleasing

or horrible cause, they become tense, or

yelax, and are partially very prominent

;

the luocoon, and several of the single

figures of gladiators, are good studies

for the muscles ; indeed the modern
brethren of the latter, of pugilistic cele-

brity, might afford many useful hints of
manly exertion : it should be recollected,

that the most violent emotions of the fe-

male sex do not produce the same ap-

pearances in their muscles as is observa-

ble from similar causes in men, it would
therefore be very improper to shew them
as prominently ; in addition, persons in

the lower ranks of life ought to be re-

presented more muscular than the mem-
bers of the highest orders of the com-
munity. (See article Muscles, in^AKATO-
3ir).

Dratoing of Drapery follows : in this

particular, we are in a great measure
compelled to have recourse to the an
cients, as, however convenient our mo-
dern habits may be, they are decidedly
ungraceful opposltes to the tasteful clotl\-

ing of antiquity ; for this reason every
bea\itiful example from that pure source

ought to be studied, carefully distinguish-

ing the light, airy dresses of the heathen
deities, and angels of more recent con-

ception, and their almost transparent

folds clinging through motion to their

forms, from those intended expressly to

cover nakedness, and preserve the person

from the ill effects of cold air, observmg,
besides, the particular shapes of gar-

ments, characteristic of the Jewish, Gre-

cian, or Roman nations.

Many statuaries have erred in repre-

senting their figures as if clothed in wet
linen, in order to shew the contour of the

limbs to greater perfection ; but this ab-

surdity carries its own condemnation with

it. It must be obvious to the most su-

perficial observer, that the texture of

drapery should be suited to the inner or

outward habit, and its richness, or the

reverse, to the situation of the party

represented: to determine this point with

accuracy, it will be proper to read such

works as describe the official and other

habits of ancient times, and compare their

descriptions with antique statues and
paintings : the ornaments and insignia of

the rich and powerful may be known by
the .same means

In drawing of fine linen, the folds

should be made delicate, inclined to an-

gles, and numerous, or otherwise, accord-

ing to the disposition of the habit on the

body ; where it is confined by a girdle, or

broach, they are multiplied, and in lines ;

but those should neither be parallel nor

dis})osed like rays : the^ reflected and
transparent lights are particularly pleas-

ing in this material, nor are the shades

ever deep and harsh. In clothes made
of wool, care must be taken to shew it

fine on the rich, and coarse on the poor ;

in either case the folds should be large,

and by no means numerous, partly cylin-

drical in their form, sometimes angular,

and at others waved ; the lights must not

be very strong, but the shades deep, and
the reflected lights faint, if the colour of

the dye is dark. Silks fall into the least

graceful folds of any material used in

clothing; it will be best therefore to draw
them from reality, endeavouring to catch

the most natural, and copying with great

attention the brilliant edges which are

their characteristics, and the numerous
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reflections occasioned by the gloss on

the inferior projections. Jewels and orna-

mens of' gold, embroidery, &c, will at

times be useful, but there are no rules

applicable to the drawing of them. In

the general disposition of the drapery,

the posture of tiie figure and of the limbs

must uniformly be consulted ; they must
accord, or there can be no other effect

than stiffness in the ;)erson represented.

Drapery gently agitated by the wind, in

rumiing or flying figures, has a good ef-

fect when it !s made to flow in one direc-

tion, and not too much extended; the

lights require great care, and should be
directed on the most rotund parts, and
those must not be crossed by dark shade,

or Uie limbs or body so treated will ap-

pear oroken.
, Lest it should be supposed the fore-

i going rules are rather calculated for a

person in some degree acquainied with

_ the art of drawing, than one beginning
••, with the first rudiments, we shall de-

scend to stilJ further minutiae.

When a picture highly varnished, a

I
drawing in brilliant colours, or glazed

\ print, is to be coi^ied, it should be placed

in a reclining position, that the light may
I not glare on it and confuse the eye ; ifthe

painting is large, the distance should be
proportionably increased, so as to enable

' the copyist to see the whole at once. Af-

I
ter marking the spaces between the fea-

I

tuves, and tue different parts ofthe body,

I

the outlines must be faintly sketched

;

j

and if the subject contains several figures,

it will be proper to find the centre, and
mark it, which will give the learner an
opportunity of ascertaining the places of
the most conspicuous correctly on either

I

side. Having completed the outline, it

! must be critically examined, and amend-
! ed where fxiulty, ere the least attempt be

made at finishing. If a print is to be
imitated, the lines which compose it are
to be followed in every particular with a
good pen and Indian ink, as an engraving
supersedes all directions.

There are several useful rules to be ob-
served in drawing a truly proportioned
head and face :ihe former contains four
equal parts, measuring from the crown to
the upper part ofthe forehead, to the eye-
brows, to the lower part of the nose, and
to the chin. The first step towards draw-
ing a full face is to form an oval, through
which make a perpendicular line, and a
second across the centre, then divide the
former into four equal parts, the first is

to include the hair, the second the fore-
head, the third the nose, and the last the

lips and chin; the transverse line is to be
considered five times the length of the

eye, one length of which is to be left for

the space between the organs of sight;

the cars should never be higher than the
eye-brows, nor lower than the bottom of

the nose ; the mouth is the length of the

eye, and the middle of it must be on the
perpendicular line, and the exterior of

the nostrils ought not to extend beyond
the inner corner of the eyes. To illus-

trate the above directions prcatically,

they may be followed on an oval of wood
made for the purpose, which, when turned
sideways, upwards, or downwards, will

shew the true lines of the face in ihose

positions. See Pjlates—Drawixg. In

drawing the profile, the line oi tlie oval is

still to be preserved, but the projections

of the nose, Stc. must be left to tlie learn-

er's observa ions on living figures. It has

been observed by an eminent painter, that

nothing is more easy than to represent an
infant smiling, or under the influence of
grief, which is accomplished by raising

the corners of the mouth m the first case,

and depressing them in the second : in

smiling, the eye-brows undergo but little

alteration ; but in frowning, they are vio-

lently contracted, and drawn towards

each other. In other parts of the figure,

care shoidd be taken to avoid shewing
the muscles too strong, even in represent-

ing large persons; in youth they are

less visible, and in corptilent figures they

are almost concealed from view. In the

breadth of the limbs it will be found,

that the calf of the leg is double the di-

ameter of the ancle, and that the largest

part of the thigh is three times the dia-

meter of the smallest.

Dratdrig of Landscapes. The science

of perspective is so absolutely necessarj-

in this branch of the art, that it must be
acquired before the student attempts to

copy a drawing or print ; for although the

heights of trees, btishes, hills, &c. &c.
vary greatly, yet there is a general and
palpable declension in the relative propor-

tions as they retire from the eye ; besides,

if a building intervenes, the want of truth

in this particular becomes instantly ob-

vious.

When the student is master ofperspec-

tive, he may proceed to copy good draw-

ings, either with black lead pencils or

chalk, according to the paper he adopts ;

but he should prefer those only that give

a clear and distinct idea of the outUne,

as he cannot possibly comprehend the

forms of objects which are mixed and
lost in others, merely to bring the light
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into a focus for brilliant effect : it would
not be amiss, at the same time, to draw
detached objects, till their forms are per-
fectly and correctly obtained ; having ac-

complished this point, groupes will be
more easily understood and copied. Shad-
ing' with the above materials must be go-
verned by the objects drawn from : in

using Indian ink, the student should lay

on the colour exceeding faint next the
light, and deepen the shade gradually

;

and we would recommend him to confine
himself to it till a good judge of his merit
pronounces he may attempt colounng, as

he should remember his aim is to become
a skilful artist by regular progression,
and not a mere gaudy colourist, to en; rap
vulgar applause. When the student ar-

rives at this most difficult and arduous
branch of the art, he cannot too atten-

tively consult the best specimens of co-

louring within his reach, remarking how
the tints of the air in the zenith are ge-
nerally treated, which is ofa purer blue
than on the horizon, where the vapours,
continually floating near the earth, be-
come more visible, and are tinged with
yellow or purple, according to the posi-

tion of the sun, and their form when con-
densed and raised in clouds, which par-

take ofthe same tints from the same cause,

their transparency in some parts, their

dazzling light, reflections, and deep
shades, in others. He will perceive that

the experienced artist, sensible of the ex-

istence ofmoisture in the a r between him
and the remotest objects, has shewn very
distant hills obscured by blue, or faintly

purple vapours, which, becoming less

dense in nearer objects, are gradually

made more perfect, till those in the front

of the drawing exhibit a decided bounda-
ry, and clearly defined lights and shades.

Contrary to Sir Isaac Newton's opinion,

that the rays of the sun contained seven
primitive colours, more modern philoso-

phers insist there are but three, blue, red,

and yellow ; those must therefore serve
as the grand basis in colouring ; but as

nature never glares in fierce tints, they
should be tempered according to her dic-

tates, and for the causes mentioned
above. No one colour should prevail in

a good landscape, neither should they be
disposed in the prismatic form, but all

parts ought to harmonize, and give a
pleasing aggregate. The colouring of
objects in the fore-ground requires parti-

cular attention, as neither a wall, a bank,
or a tree, presents one uniform tint ; on the
contrary, the stones, or bricks, of which
the first is composed, always differ from

each other in colour; besides, the trickling
of dews, the vegetation of different spe-
cies of moss, the corroding effects of
time and t!ie weather, produce charac-
teristic effects extremely picturesque :this

is equally observable on wood ; and the
bark of trees, and banks, present nume-
rous tints in the sand, clay, and stones,
of which they are composed, exclusive
of the variety of plants scattered on their
surface. The walls of castles and of
monasterres adorned with beautiful mass-
es of ivy, the north sides of houses in

damp situations, and trees, are excel-
lent subjects for contemplation in this

particular; indeed, every substance in a
state of decay seems to invite represen-
tation, by the beautiful properties vhey
assume, which are still further observa-
ble as they become useless to the pos-
sessor. The peasant's house, in this
instance, in complete ruins, with fallen
bricks, or broken plastered sides, and
almost without thatch, is more inviting
to the artist, than all the splendour of
Grecian facades and magnificent porti-
cos.

In composing a drawings the best parts
of various views from nature should
be selected, always remembering that
those parts sliould never resemble each
other, and that none of their lines should
be parallel ; if nothing more is intended
than a good composition, such are to be
obtained trom reality, by merely correct-
ing little errors committed by nature ; for
instance, a stream of water may flow in

nearly a straight line through a most
beautiful district, yet, thus represented, it

would have a bad effect in the drawing;
equally disagreeable are two or three
hills of similar outlines ranged beyond
each other: to turn the stream into a

more serpentine form, or change the out-

lines of the hills, will, therefore, be no de-
viation from propriety : it is far otherwise
in making a view of any particular place

for topographical purposes ; in that case,

the object to be attained is not an unex-
ceptioaiable drawing, but a true represen-

tation even of deformity.
The best colours a»e those sold in

boxes, properly mixed with gum, which,

rubbed on a tile, and diluted with water
in the brush, flow readily, and are very
clear: those commonly used will be
found properly placed and named in the

cases alluded to. Nothing will contri-

bute more towards obtaining correctness

in drawing, than a free and unembarrassed
conduct of the black-lead pencil and port-

crayon, which should not be held too
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near the points, nor should the rule and
compasses be employed, except in mak-
ing- admeasurements and drawings of

architecture; when copying from any

given subject, it will greatly expedite
the progress to imagine the picture or

drawin;^ divided into squares, and the

paper in an equal number; by this means
the true situation of each figure, within

these imaginary squares, may be trans-

ferred to the same imaginary squares on
the paper. A more mechanical method
to copy in the same size as the original,

or to reduce or enlarge the copy, is, to

draw real lines across each, forming an
equal number of exact squares, and num-
bering them throughout so as to corres-

pond : threads stretched across a picture

instead of hnes must be less injurious to

it, and ought to be preferred. The penta-
graph is an useful instrument, invented
for enlarging or reducing the outlines of
pictures, drawings, prints, or plans, or

. copying them from the original size. In

drawing from nature, much circumspec-
tion should be used in choosing the spot
whence the view is to be seen, as a few
feet or yards often make an essential

difference in the beauty of the groupes
and individual objects; a gentle elevation
should be preferred, whence the eye may
embrace a large circumference ; then fix-

ing upon some certain points, imagine
several perpendicular lines, and marking
an equal number on the paper, let the
horizontal line intersect them; the objects

i
to be represented are thus obtained as in

I

the method ofcopying by squares. Every
i peculiarity of tlie landscape must be

I

r.aught with avidity, the declination of

i

lines, the apparent lessening of objects,

the species of the trees, the tendency of
the broken fragments on the edges of
clouds, and the movements ofthe foliage

and branches by the wind; the seasons
should also be observed, as the lights vary
greatly with them, and the colouring es-

sentially. Raging billows, waterfalls,
' and cloudy discharging rain, offer many

particulars for minute observation, and
the shadows of passing clouds have a
beautiful effect, when chasing each other
over the sides of mountains, or are
spread like a veil over a large tract of
country. In making ihe lights and shades
of a landscape, it must never be forgot-
ten, that, whatever place the sun may be
in, the light can fall but one way, and that
all the diff'erence possible in the shades
are their degrees of strength between
morning, evening, and noon, and their

strength at either extreme of the day,

compared with the meridian ; as they are
very short at that period, and often inter-

rnixed with strong reflected light, expe-
rienced artists always prefer morning
and evening, as productive of those gold-
en and purple tints, which catch upon ob-
jects half buried in deep shadow, and
give a beautiful effect to the landscape.
Claude Lorrain was almost the only
painter, who thought himselfequal to re-
presenting the sun, and the silvery eff*ect

of its beams upon water ; tliat he suc-
ceeded to admiration must be acknowl-
edged, but it is extremely doubtful whe-
ther his pictures will ever be equalled :

it is, however, certain, that the attempt
has failed in every modern instance. As
one step towards imitating the brilliancy

of the orb of day, it has been the custom
to suppose the sun just beyond the boun-
dary of the picture, by making the sky
clear and light on that side, and gradual-
ly fading thence through the landscape.
As this method isfounded uponjust prin-

ciples, the young artist may safely adopt
it, though not as an indispensable rule ;

for the light breaking through clouds,
and luminating the centre or front of a
view, has an excellent effect, especially
if that spot is animated by human figures
or cattle. When a building, whether a
modern or ancient edifice, is the principal
object, the light should be thrown de-
cidedly on it, though that on the sides of
clouds next to the sun must be brightest.
But as that may be considered too at-

tractive of the attention from the build-
ing, the atmosphere ought to be rather
dark and tempestuous ; because, if there
are few clouds, the light distributed on
the globules of moisture floating in the
air will overpower even the direct rays of
the sun on an opaque body. In shading
circular bodies, the light side ought not
to cut hard upon the next object, but be
softened into it in a slight degree ; the
brightest light succeeds, then the shading
gradually deepens about three quarters
through, alter which the extremity catch-

es a reflected light, and the outline

blends with the tint behind it ; in the
same manner foliage, the edges of hills,

SiC. should combine with the light or

shade behind them. In representing the
angles of houses, the strongest shades

must be next the light, whence they de-

cline and become lighter : in this case,

and in every particular relating to archi-

tecture, it will be most proper to draw
from the works of the best masters, and
finally from reality, as it is almost impos-

sible to describe the consequence ofevery
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little light and shade projected from .the

ornaments. Contrast, when artfully con-

trived, is the true secret of producing- re-

lief ; for instance, a plain light surface will

not relieve from the paper; but if the

same surface has part of its depth shad-

ed, as if placed obliquely, it assumes
solidity : thus, if too deeply darkened
objects are connected, they will appear
on the same line ; but if afaint light, de-

rived by reflection from some neighbour-
ing substance, is thrown upon the most
distant, it will detach itself, and give an
idea of separation from the other : hence
it follows, that shade should always be
opposed to light throughout a landscape,

but in that judicious manner pointed out

by nature, whose operations in this case

must be closely examined and ascertain-

ed, as they are often so faintly and capri-

ciously performed as to elude an eye un-

accustomed to accurate observation : let

it be remembered, besides, that her con-

trasts are never violent and glaring,

ever declining in force with the dis-

tance of the objects ; those in the front

of a view require the most attention, as,

every part being near, they become per-

fectly distinct, and must be represented
with the strongest colours suited to the

substance.

There are some other rules proper in

drawing ; particularly, if a flower is to be
copied from nature, it is usual to begin
with the centre, proceeding thence with
the leaves composing it to the extremi-

ties, which method enables the student
to lay them one above another,in the cor-

rect and beautiful manner they are dis-

posed by the Great Author of all things.

In colouring those fascinating objects,

infinite skill is required in blending their

tints so as to keep each clear and bright.

In observing birds, it will be found that

the feathers of the head are smallest,

whence they proceed to the tail in five

ranges. In this instance, and in draw-
ing animals, every precaution cannot be
too closely attended to, which will give
tlieir true characteristics.

IFaving completed the necessary in-

structions for drawing by the improve-
ment of a native genius, or inclination for

the study of the fine arts, which is known
to be inherent in some, and utterly un-
known to the majority of mankind, we
shall Kext notice what may be termed

Mf.chanical drauvin^, which is indispen-

sable in many pursuits, and amusing to
all, whose time might be less profitably

employed. To draw plans, maps, and fi-

gures of new inventions well, geometry

and perspective mu.st be thoioughly un-
derstood, particularly if elevations and
sections of buildings are attempted : to

proceed regularly, the free use of the
black pencil ought to be attained, after

which the use of Indian ink with afine pen
should be accjuired, with afucihty of draw-
ing lines either with or without a ruler,

particularly curves beyond the range of a
small compass : to those are to be added
the doctrines of light, shade, and reflec-

tion, and an easy, careless method of sha-

ding, which is readily accomplished, ifin-

struments of any kind are to be copied, as

they may be placed in the most favoura-

ble light at pleasure. Taste is out of

the question in this branch of the art,

merely suited to the architect, the phi-

losopher or mathematician, and the geo-
grapher. Young ladies of fortune, and
persons fond of pleasant employment,
may derive information from the follow-

ing modes of proceeding in copying,
tracing, &c. &c.

Tracingpaper is readily made by taking

a sheet of very thin silk, or other paper,
and rubbing it over gently with some soft

substance, filled with a mixture of equal
parts of drying oil and oil of turpentine,

which, suspended and dried, will be fit

for use in a few days, or it may be had at

any of the colour shops. Lay this trans-

parent material on the print or drawing
to be transferred, and with a sharp black
lead pencil trace the outlines exactly as

they appear through the paper. If more
permanent or stronger lines are wished,
ink mixed with ox-gall will be necessary
to make it adhere to the oiled suiface.

Tracing against the light: there are two
methods ; one to lay the print, &c. flat

against a pane of glass, with thin paper
over it, when the lines appearing through
it are to be followed by the lead : the

other is more convenient, and consists of

a frame inclosing a squave of glass, sup-

ported by legs, on which the paper is

laid as before, and a candle placed behind
the glass A pen and ink may be used
in this manner, but they cannot in the

former instance.

Another 7nethod of tislng transparent pa-

per. Take a piece of the size required,

and rub itycqually over on one side with

black lead reduced to a powder, till the

surface will not readily soil a finger, then

lay a piece of white paper,with the black

ed paper and leaded side next to it, un-

der the print, and securing them firmly

together with pins at the corners, pro-

ceed to trace the outlines with a blunt

point, and some degree of pressure,
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which will transfer the lead to the clean

pajjer precisely in the direction the point

passed over the print : this may be cor-

rected with the black-lead pencil, and
cleansed of any soil by the crumbs of
stale bread.

Copying drarvbigs, &c. ivith fixed mate-

•inls. Rub a thin piece of paper tho-

loughly and equally with fresh butter,

and after drying- it well by a fire, cover
it with black-lead, as before-mentioned,
or with carmine, lamp-black, or blue-

bice, on the side which received the

])utter. When the operation has so far

succeeded, as that the colour will not ad-

here to any substance passed over it, lay

the coloured surface on white paper, the
print on it, and trace the subject through
with a point, as above.

To transfer any impression Tcith vermilion.

Mix the colour with linseed oil in a state

j

sufficiently fluid to flow from the point

I

of a pen, with which let every line of the

j.
print be accurately traced; then wet the
back of it, and turning the face down-
wards on clean white dry paper, place
other paper on the back, and gently rub
or press it, till it may be supposed the red
lines are completely transferred to the
paper from the print.

Writing, or outlines of prints, may be
conveyed exactly by the following me-
thod. Mix fine vermilion with water,
of the same fluidity as ink, and putting it

into a vessel containing cotton, use it

with a pen in tracing over the subject,

making the lines of the same breadth as

the original; then wet white paper with
gum-water spread by a sponge, and lay

the vermilion tracing on it gently, press-

ing every part till the process is com-
plete : when the print is withdrawn, the

gum will retain the vermilion, and after

it is dried they will become inseparable.

This mode, except the gum and paper,
is used by engravers, who secure the

lines by wax on their copperplates.

There are numerous beauties in tlic

skeletons or fibres of leaves : and it is at

least a pleasing, if not an useful employ-
ment, to collect all, or a part of their va-

rieties, which maybe done with decisive

accuracy as follows.

To obtain the tnie shape and fibres of a
leaf rub the back of it gently with any
hard substance, so as to bruise the fibres,

: then apply a small quantity of linseed oil

to their edges ; after which press the leaf

on white paper, and, upon removing it, a
perfectly correct representation of every
ramification will appear, and the whole
may be coloured from the original.
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Another way, wliich may be called
printing of a leaf. This is effected by
carefully touching the fibres with one of
those balls, lightly covered with ink, us-
ed by printers, and impressing it on wet
paper. This is done to most advantage
by a round stick covered with woollen
cloth, rolled backwards and forwards
over the paper and leaf.

A substitute may be adopted by rub-
bing and bruisingthe leaf, oiling it as be-
fore, and scattering powdered black lead,
charcoal, or the powder ofburnt cork, on
it, and pressing it on paper. Other co-
lours may be used, prepared with butter
or oil, of which blue-bice is the best, as
it serves as a ground for colouring the
leaf from nature. The back of the leaf
must be exclusively preferred, as tlie fi-

bres project on that side only.

Stenciling is a process well calculated
for multiplying of patterns, for working
in muslin, &,c. ; when a print or drawing
is to be copied in this way, it must be
placed upon a sheet of white paper, and
the outline pricked through both with a
pin or needle ; the pierced sheet may
then be laid on a second clean one, and a
muslin bag of powdered charcoal shaken
or rubbed over it, when, upon removing
the former, the latter ^lU be found a
pefectcopy.

Tlie camera obsciira makes the most
pleasing representation of nature hither-
to discovered, by which the external ob-
jects are reflected on any plane within
the chamber in the liveliest colours, and
every leaf and animal appear in motion ;

but unfortunately in a reversed position.

The constructing of a camera obscura is

a very simple operation : close all the
windows of an apartment, and leave a
single circular aperture, suitedfor the re-

ception of a convex or plane convex lens

in the shutter of that which faces the
greatest variety of landscape; then place
any smooth white surface before it, at the
proper distance, which is to be deter-

mined upon the same principle as the
movement of the glasses of a telescope,

and every portion of the view will be ex
hibited on it. If the least ray of light

makes its way through any other means,
the effect will be destroyed ; and it will

he heightened, if the atmosphere is clear

and the f?un shines bright.

The portable camera obsciira resembles a

wooden box or chest, furnished with a

circular or angular projection in the mid-
dle, opening from it, and to be directed

towards the landscape ; beyond this aper-
ture, and within the box, is placed a
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small mirror inclined loan angle of 45
degrees, serving^ to reflect the exterior
rays on a convex lens set in a tube, and
the lig-ht streaming from this will convey
the true forms and colours of the land-
scape to a paper situated at the proper
distance to receive lljcm; this beautiful
picture is viewed through an oblong
aperture, and may be copied with equal
facility and advantage

; indeed the most
experienced artist may W)tain hints from
the carnera ohscura, which might escape
his notice in drawing directly from reali-

ty. The literally darKened chaml)er fur-

nishes the means ofimprovement, though
rsome little contrivance is necessary to

Tise them conveniently, and obviate the
unpleasant circumstances attending the
drawing the reversed objects ; it may,
however, be recollected, that any thing
drawn in this position will become right

.
on turning the paper ; or the person de-
sirous of 90 doing may place the paper
on some low article of furniture, and
standing over it, view every part in its

])roper state; but the portable camera
obscufa, being expressly intended for
making of correct drawings, should be
preferred, as it affords a horizontal plane
for the hand to rest on conveniently.

Transparencies weTQ not long since ex-
tremely fashionable, as blinds for win-
dows, and substitutes for painted glass

;

indeed authors and artists have been
known to venture quarto volumes on the
subject. Their effect is certainly pleas-
ing, when the lights are clear and bril-

liant,and the shadesjudiciously contrasted
'with them ; but those, like every product
of the fine arts under the same circum-
stances, become contemptible, when in-

correctly executed. The choice of the
subject is of great importance in each
bmnch of drawing, and none more so
than those for transparencies, for which
moon-light and fire-light scenes are ge-
nerally adapted, as both are capable of
producing great richness in the tints, and
when introduced with ruins are more
particularly attractive : for instance, the
court of an ancient feudal castle, sur-
rounded by fragments of walls, pierced
with windows of magnificent mould,
through which the foliage of the ivy
hangs in grand festoons, grouping with
the aspiring ash, the branches of the lat-

ter silvered by moon-light, gleaming be-
tween various towers retiring each be-
yond the other, and waving over the
deep shades of the former, at the same
time fliintly illuminating the gliding fi.

gwres of'midnight plunderers, seen pass-

ing through the gateway.
Having excited attention to the nature

of the best subjects, it will be necessary
to say how they should be treated. >'ix

the paper intended for this purpose in ai

straining frame, draw the design, and
colour it in the usual manner ; then plac-

ing it against a window, examine where
the .shades reqtiire strengthening, which
will be sometimes necessary on the back
of the drawing, and with the opaque sub-

stances of ivoiy or lamp-black, mixed
with gum water ; having completed it to

the due efiect, the brightest parts, as the
moon or a fire, are to be impregnated
with spirits of turpentine on each side of
the paper, and the next lights on one side

only ; those must be covered again with
a varnish, composed of two equal por-
tions of spirits of turpentine and Canada
balsam, but with great care, lest it spread
beyond the desired limits. The moon
must not be coloured, but fire and flame
will require red lead and gamboge.
There is one other process, which will

be entertaining to a studious mind, desti-

tute of any particular partiality for the
arts, which is, preparing a sheet of thi»

white-brown paper, by passing a brush
over, it filled with oil of turpentine; thus
made transparent, it isto be strained upon
a frame, and placed against any object
that may be preferred ; then take a per-
forated board suited to the eye, and look-
ing through it, draw the outline observa-
b!e on the transparent paper with a black-

lead pencil ; the sha<ling of the object
may be obtained very coi-rectly by this

means, with a little attention ; but it

should be done rapidly, as the position of
the shadows continually vary with the
motion of the sun : to facilitate this part
of the operation, it would be well to make
several degrees of colour, and number
them as they appear on the paper, in or-

der to finish the drawing at more leisure.

Drawino a castf among bowlers, i.<

winning the end, without stirring the bow
or block.

DnAwiiirG,/we, among taylors, the art

of sowing up button- holes, or any rents
in cloth, in so nice a manner, as that they
cannot be discovered from the entire part
of the cloth.

DREAMS have been described as the
imaginations, fancies, or reveries of a
sleeping man, and they are said to be de-
ducible to the three following causes : 1,

The impressions and ideas lately receir

.
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ed, and particularly those of the preced-
jng day. 2. The state of the body, par-

ticularly the stomach and brain ; and, 3.

Association. That dreams are, in purt,

deducible from the impresssionsand ideas

of the preceding day, appears from the
frequent recurrence of these, especially

i of the visible ones, in our dreams: in

i g-eneral, ideas that have not affected the
mind for some days, recur in dreams only

from the second and third causes. That
<he state of the body affects our dreams,
is evident from the dreams of the sick,

and of those who labour under indiges-
tions, spasms, and flatulencies ; and a lit-

tle observation will shew that vve are car-

ried on from one thing to another in our
dreams partly by association. In proof
«f what we have advanced, we may ob-
serve, 1st. That the scenes which' pre-
sent themselves in dreams are taken to
be real, and we suppose ourselves pre-
sent, and actually seeing and hearing
what passes, which is occasioned by there

! being no other reality to oppose to the
ideas which offer themselves; whereas,
in the common fictions of the fancy, while
vve are awake, there is always a set of
real external objects striking some of our
senses, and precluding a like mistake
there. Again, the trains of visible ideas,

which occur in dreams, are far more vivid
than common visible ideas, and may there-
fore be more easily taken for actual im-
pressions. 2dly. There is a great wild-
aess in our dreams ; for the brain, dur-
ingsleep,is in a state so different from that
in which the usual associations were form-
ed, that they can by.no means take place
during vigilance. The state of the body
suggests such ideas, among those that
have lately been impressed, as are more
suitable to various kinds and degrees of
pleasant and painful emotions, excited in

the stomach, brain, or other part. Thus
a person who has taken opium sees either
gay scenes or ghastly ones, according as

the opium excites pleasant or painful sen-
sations in the stomach. Hence, it will

follow, tliat ideas will rise successively in

dyeams, which have no such connection
as take place in nature in actual impres-
sions, nor any such as is deducible from
association; and yet, if they rise up
quickly and vividly, one after another, as

subjects, predicates, and other associates

use to do, they will be affirmed of each
other, and appear to hang together. Thus
the same person appears in two places at

the same time ; two persons, appearing
successively in the same place, coalesce

into one : a brnte is supposed to speak ;

any idea, qualification, office, 8cc. coin-

ciding in the instant of time with the idea

of one's self, or of another person, ad-

heres immediately, Stc. &,c. 3dly. We do
not take notice of, or are offended at,

these inconsistencies, but pass on from
one to another. For the associations,

which should lead us thiis to take notice,

and be offended, are, as it were, asleep ;

the bodily causes also hurrying us on to

other and new trains successively. Hut if

the bodily state be such as favours ideas

of anxiety and perplexity, then the incon-

sistency, and apparent impossibility, oc-

curring in dreams, are apt to give great

disturbance and uneasiness. It is to be
observed, likewise, that v/e forget the

several parts of our dreams very fast in

])assing from one to another; and that

this lessens the apparent inconsistencies,

and their influences. 4thly. It is common
in dreams for persons to appear to theni-

selvesto be transferred from one place to

another by a kind of sailing or flying mo-
lion. This arises from the change of tlie

apparent magnitude and position of the

images excited in the bi*ain, this change
being such as a change of distance and
position in ourselves would have occa-

sioned. Whatever the reasons be, foi»

which visible images are excited in sleep,

like to the objects with which we con-

verse when awake, the same reasons will

hold for changes of apparent magnitude
and position also ; and these changes, in

fixed objects, being constantly associated

with motions in ourselves when awake,
will infer these motions when asleep. But
then we cannot have the idea of the vis

inertice of our own bodies answering to

the impressions in walking; because the
nerves of the muscles either do not ad-

mit of such miniature vibrations in sleep,

or do not transmit ideas to the mind in

coHsequeiKie thereof; whence we appear
to sail, fly, or ride. Yet sometimes a per-

son seems to walk, and even to strike,

just as in other cases he seems to feel the
impression of a foreign body on his skin.

5thly. Dreams consist chiefly of visible

imagery. This agrees remarkably with
the perpetual impressions made upon the
optic nerves and corresponding parts of

the brain during vigilance, and with the

distinctness and vividness of the images
impressed. 6thly. It may be observed,

that many of the things which are pre^

sented in dreams appear to be remem-
bered by us, or, at least, as familiar to

US; and that this maybe solved by the

readiness with which they start up, and
succeed one another in the fancy, fthlj
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Dreams ought to be soon forgotten, as

they are in fact ; because the stale of the
brain suffers great changes in passing
from sleep to vigilance. The wildness
and inAnsistency of our dreams render
them still more liable to be forgotten. It

is said, that a man may remember his

dreams best by continuing in the same
posture in which he dreamt, which, if

true, would be a remarkable confirma-
tion of the doctrine of vibrations; since
those which take place In the medullary
substance of the brain, would be least

disturbed and obliterated by this means.
8thly. The dreams which are presented
in the first part of the night are, for the
most part, much more confused, irregu-

lar, and difficult to be remembered, than
those which we dream towards the morn-
ing ; and these last are often rational to a
considerable degree, and regulated ac
cording to the usual course of our associ-

ations. For the brain begins then to ap-
proach to the state of vigilance, or that

in which the usual associations were form-
ed and cemented. However, association

has some power even in wild and incon-
sistent dreams.
DREIN, in the military art, a trench

made to draw the water out of a moat,
which is afterwards filled with Imrdles
and earth, or with fascines, or bundles of
rushes and plank.s, to facilitate the pas-
sage over the mud.

DRESSING of ores, the breaking and
powdering them in the stampingmill, and
afterwards washing them in a wooden
trough.

Duessixg, in surgery, the treatment of
a wound or any disordered part. The ap-
paratus of dressing consists of dossils,

tents, plasters, compresses, bandages,
bands, ligatures, and strings.

Drift, in naval language, the angle
which the line of a ship's motion makes
with the nearest meridian, when she
drives with her side to the wind and
waves, and is not governed by the power
of the helm. It also impHes the distance
which the ship drives on that line. A ship's

way is only called drift in a storm, and
then when it blows so vehemently as to
prevent her from carrying any sail, or at

least restrain her to such a portion of
sail as may be necessary to keep her suffi-

ciently inclined to one side, that she may
not be dismasted by her violent labour-

ingproducedby the turbulence of the sea.

DRILL, in mechanics, a small instru-

ment for making such holes as punches
will not conveniently serve for. Drills

are of various sizes, and are chiefly used

by smiths and turners.

DiiiLL, or DuiLL-Hox, a name given to

an instrument for sowing land in the new
method of horse-hoeing husbandry. li

plants the corn in rows, makes the cha

nels, sows the seeds in them, and cove'

them with earth when sown ; and all this

at the same time, and with great expedi-

tion. The principal parts are, the seed-

box, the hoppej', tl'.e plough and its har-

row, of all wliich. the* seed-box is the

chief It measures, or rather numbers,
out the seeds which it receives from the

hopper, and is for this purpose as an arti-

ficial hand ; but it delivers out the seed
much more equally than can be done
a natural hand. See AGiiicuLTunE.

DRINK, a part of our natural food in 1

liquid form, serving to dilute and moist

'

the dry meat. See Dietetics.

DRIVING, in tlie sea-language, is said

of a ship when an anclior being let fall

will not hold her fast, nor prevent her

sailing away with the tide or wind. The
best help in this case is to let fall more
anchors, or to veer out more cable; for

the more cable she has out, the safer she

rides. When a ship is a-hull or a-try,

they say she drives to leeward.

DRONE, in the histoiy of insects, the

male of the common honey bee, larger

than the working bees ; it is so called

from its idleness, as never going abroad

to collect either honey or wax. See Apis.

Drone, in music, the largest tube of

the bag.pipe ; the office of which is to

emit one continued deep note, as an ac-

companying bass to the air or tune play-

ed on the smaller pipes.

DROPS, in meteorology, small sphe-

rical bodies which the particles of fluids

spontaneously form themselves into, when
let fall from any height. This spherical

figure the Newtonian philosophers de-

monstrate to be the effect of corpuscular

attraction; for, considering that the

tractive force of one single particle of

fluid is equally exerted to an equal di

tance, it must follow that other fluid pi

tides are on every side drawn to it, a

will therefore take their places at

equal distance from it, and consequen'
form a round superficies.

Duors, in medicine, a liquid reme
the dose of which is estimated by a c

tain number of drops.

DROPSY, in medicine, an unnatu;

collection of watery humours in any part

of the body. See Medicike.
DROSERA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Pentagynia class and order.
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Natural order of Gruinales, Capparides,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

cleft
;
petals five ; capsule one-celled,

i

five or three valved at the tip ; seeds

1 very many. There are nine species.
' These are herbs of a snjall size, and
i singular structure. The leaves in most

I

of the species, near the root, are fur-

I nished with glandulous hairs on the up-
per surface, and fringed round the edge :

these hairs have each a small globule ofa

pellucid liquor like dew, continuing even
in the hottest part of the day, and in the
fullest exposure to the sun. Hence their

i
English name of sundew. D. acaulis is

j

singular for having a sessile flower in the

bosomof the root leaves. These plants

have the property of entrapping small in-

sects within their folded leaves. It was
! discovered jpy Mr. Whately, a surgeon.
On inspecting some of the contracted

i leaves, he observed a fly in close impri-
1 sonment; and on centrically pressing other
' leaves, yet in their expanded form, with

j
a pin, he observed a sudden elastic spring
of them, so as to become inverted up-
wards, and as it were encircling the pin.

The American species are 3. D. rotundi-

I

folia, D. Americana, and D. Tenuifolia.

i DROWNING, signifies the extinction

I

of life, by a total immersion in water. In

I

some respects there seems to be a gi'eat

similarity between the death occasioned
by immersion in water, and that by stran-

gulation, suffocation by fixed air, apo-
plexies, epilepsies, sudden fainting, vio-

lent shocks of electricity, or even violent

falls and bruises. Physicians, however, are
not agreed with regard to the nature of
ihe injury done to the animal system in

any or allof these accidents. It is, in-

deed, certain, that in all the cases
above mentioned, particularly in drown-
ing, there is very often such a suspen-
sion of the vital powers, as to us hath
the appearance of a total extinction of
them; while yet they may be again
set in motion, and the person restored
to life, after a much longer submersion
than hath been generally tliought capa-
ble of producing absolute death. It

were to be wished, however, that, as it

is now universally allowed that drown-
ing is only a suspension of the action
of the vital powers, physicians could as

unanimously determine the means by
which these powers are suspended ; be-
cause on a knowledge of these means
the methods to be used for recovering
persons apparently drowned must cer-

tainly depend. We shall, in this place,

give some directions on the subject.

which have been recommended on re-

spectable authority, and have been sanc-

tioned by long experience.

Mr. Hunter observes, that when as-

sistance is soon called tfter immersion^
blowing air into the lungs will, in some
cases, effect a recovery ; but when any
considerable time has been lost, he ad-

vises stimulant medicines, such as the

vapour of volatile alkali, to be mixed
with the air ; which may easily be done,
by holding spirits of hartshorn in a cup
under the receiver of the bellows. And
as applications of this kind to the olfac-

tory nerves tend greatly to rouse the

living principle, and put the muscles of

respiration into action, it may probably,

therefore, be most proper to have air

impregnated in that manner thrown in

by the nose. To prevent the stomach
and intestines from being too much dis-

tended by the air so injected, the larynx

is directed to be gently pressed against

the asophugus and spine. While this

business is going on, an assistant should
prepare bed-clothes, carefully brought
to a proper degree of heat. Heat, our
author considers as congenial with the
living principle ; increasing the necessity

of action, it increases action ; cold, on
the other hand, lessens the necessi-

ty, and, of course, the action is dimin-
shed : to a due degree of heat, there-

fore, the living principle, he thinks, owes
its vigour. From experimenis, he says,

it appears to be a law in animal bodies,

that the degree of heat should bear a

proportion to the quantity of life ; as

life is weakened, this proportion re-

quires great accuracy, while greater
powers of life allow it greater latitudes.

After these and several other observa-

tions on the same subject, our author
proceeds to more particular directions

for the management of drowned people.
If bed clothes are put over a person,
so as scarce to touch him, steams of
volatile alkali, or of warm balsams, may
be thrown in, so as to come in contact
v/ith many parts of the body. And it

might probably be advantageous, Mr.
Hunter observes, to have steams of the
same kind conveyed into the stomach.
This, we are told, may be done by a hol-

low bougie and a syringe ; but the opera-

tion should be very speedily performed,
as the instrument, by continuing long in

the mouth, might produce sickness,

which our author says he would always
wish to avoid. Some ofthe warm stimula-

ting substances, such as juice of horse-

radish, peppermint water, and spirits of
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bartshorn, arc directed to be thrown
into the stomach in a fluid state, as also

to be injected by the anus. Motion,
possibly, may be of service ; it may, at

]east, be tried; but as it hath less eflect

than any other of tlie usually prescribed
stimuli, it is directed to be the last part

of the process. The same care in the
operator, in regulating the proportion of
every one of these means, is here di-

rected, as was formerly g-iven for the
apphcation of heat. For every one of
them, our author observes, may possibly

have the same property of destroying
entirely the feeble action which they
have excited, if administered in too great

a quantity : instead, therefore, of increas-

ing and hastening the operations on the
first signs of returning life being observ-
ed, as is usually done, he desires they
may be lessened, and advises their in-

crease to be afterwards proportioned, as

nearly as possible, to the quantity of pow-
ers as they arise. Wtien the heart be-
gins' to move, the application of air to

tlie lungs should be lessened, that

when the muscles of respiration begin to
act, a good deal may be left forthem to do.

Mr. Hunter absolutely forbids blood-
letting in all such cases : for as it not on-
ly weakens the animal principle, but les-

sens life itself, it must consequently, he
observes, lessen both the powers and
dispositions to action. For the same rea-

son he is against introducing any thing
into the stomach that might produce
sickness or vomiting : and, on the same
principle, he says, we should avoid
throwing tobacco fumes, or any other
such articles, up by the anus, as might
tend to an evacuation that way. I'he
following is a description of instmments
recommended for such operations by our
author. First, a pair of txellows, so con-
trived with two separate cavities,that, by
opening them when applied to the nos-

trils or mouth of a patient, one cavity will

befilltid with common air, and the other
with air sucked out from the lungs, and
by shutting them again, the common air

will be thrown into the lungs, and that

sucked out of the lungs discharged into

the room. The pipe of these should be
flexible ; in length a foot, or a foot and a

Jialf, and at least three eighths of an inch
in width. By this the artificial breathing
may be continued while the other opera-
tions, the apphcation ofthe stimuli to the
stomach excepted, are going on, which
could not be conveniently done, if the
muzzle of the bellows were introducced
into the nose. The end next the nose

should be double, and applied to both
Jiostrils. Secondly, A syringe, with a

hollow bougie, or flexible catheter, of
suflicient length to go into the stomach,
and convey any stimulating matter into it,

without affecting the lungs. Thirdly, A
pair of small bellows, such as are com-
monly used in throwing fumes of tobacco
up by the anus.

Within these few years great numbers
of drowned people have been restored

to life by a proper use of the remedies
we have enumerated, and societies for

the recovery of drowned persons have
been instituted in different places. The
first society of this kind was instituted in

Holland,where,from the great abundance
of canals and inland seas, the inhabitants

are particularly exposed to accidents by
water. In a very few years 150 persons

were saved from death by t?»is society ;

and many ofthese had continued upwards
of an hour without any signs of lite, after

they had been taken out of the water.

The society was instituted at Amster-
dam in 1767, and, by an advertisement,
informed the inhabitants of the United
Provinces of the methods proper to be
used on such occasions ; offering rewards
at the same time to those who should,

with or without success, use those me-
thods for recovering persons drowned,
and seemingly dead. The laudable and
humane example of the Dutch wasfoUow-
ed, in the year 1768, by the magistrates of

health in Milan and Venice ; afterwards
by the magistrates of Hamburg, in the

year 1771 : by those of Paris, in the year
1772 ; and by the magistrates of London
in 1774.
The following directions are given for

the recovery of drowned persons by the
society at London : 1. As soon as the pa-

tient is taken out of the water, the wet
clothes, if the person is not naked at the
time of the accident, should be taken off

with all possible expedition on the spot,

(unless some convenient house be very
near,) and a great coat or two, or some
blankets, if convenient, should be wrap-
ped round the body. 2. The patient is

to be thus carefully conveyed in the arms
of three or four men, or on a bier, to the
nearest public or other house, where a

good fire, if in the winter season, and a

warm bed, can be made ready for its re-

ception. As the body is conveying to

this place, a great attention is to be paid

to the position of the head ; it must be
kept supported in a natural and easy

posture, not suffered to hang down. 3.

In cold or moist weather the patient is
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to be laid on a mattrass or bed before the

jSre, but not too near, or in a moderately

heated room ; in warm and sultry weather
on a bed only. The body is then to be
wrapped as expeditiously as possible with

a blanket, and thoroughly dried with

Warm coarse cloths or flannels. 4. In

summer or sultry weather, too much air

cannot be admitted. For this reason it

will be necessary to set open the win-

dows and doors, as cool refreshing air is

of the greatest importance in the process

of resuscitation. 5. Not more than six

persons are to be present to apply the

proper means ; a greater number will be

useless, and may retard, or totally pre-

vent, the restoration of life, by rendering

the air of the apartment unwholesome.
It will be necessary, therefore, to request

the absence of those who attend merely
from motives of curiosity. 6. It will be
proper for one of the assistants, with a

pair of bellows of the common size, ap-

plying the pipe a little way up one nos-

tril, to blow with some force, in order to

introduce air into tlie lungs ; at the same
time the other nostril and the mouth are

to be closed by another assistant, whilst a

third person gently presses the chest with

his hands, after the lungs are observed

to be inflated. By pursuing this process,

the noxious and stagnant vapours will be
expelled, and natural breathing imitated.

If the pipe of the bellows be too large,

the air may be blown in at the mouth,
the nostrils at the same time being clos-

ed, so tliat it may not escape that way :.

but the lungs are more easily filled, and
natural breathing better imitated, by
blowing up the nostril. 7. Lei the body
be gently rubbed with common salt, or

with flannels sprinkled with spirits, as

rum or geneva. A warming pan heated

(Uie body being surrounded with flan-

nel) may be lightly moved up and down
the back. Fomentations of hot brandy
are to be appUed to the pit of the sto-

mach, loins, &c., and often renewed.
Bottles filled with hot water, heated tiles

covered with flannel, or hot bricks, may
be efficaciously applied to the soles of

the feet, palms of the hands, and other
parts of the body. The temples may be
rubbed with spirits of hartshorn, and the

nostrils now and then tickled with a fea-

ther; and snuft", or ^om tie /wee, should be
occasionally applied. 8. Tobacco fumes
should be thrown up the fundament : if

a fumigator be not at hand, the common
pipe may answer tlie purpose. The ope-
i-ation should be frequently performed,
as it is of importance ; for the good ef-

fects of this process have been experien-
ced in a variety of instances of suspended
animation. But should the application of
tobacco smoke in this way be not imme-
diately convenient, or other impediments
arise, clysters of this herb, or other acrid

infusions with salt, &c. may be thrown up
with advantoge. 9. When these means
have been employed a considerable time
without success, and any brewhouse or
warm bath can be readily obtained, the
body should be carefully conveyed to

such a place, and remain in the bath, or
surrounded with warm grains, for three
or four hours. If a child has been drown-
ed, its body should be wiped perfectly

dry, and immediately placed in a bed be-

tween two healthy persons. The saluta-

ry effects of the natural vital warmth,
conveyed in this manner, have been prov-

ed in a variety of successful cases. 10.

While the various methods of treatment
are employed, the body is to be well
shaken every ten minutes, in order to

render the process of anlBiation more
certainly successful; and children, in par
ticular, are to be much agitated, by tak-

ing hold of their legs and arms frequent-
ly, and for a continuance of time. In va-

rious instances, agitation has forwarded
the recovery of boys who have been
drowned, and continued for a considera-

ble time apparently dead. 11. If there

be any signs of returning life, such as

sighing, gasping, or convulsive motions,

a spoonful of any warm hquid may be
administered ; and if the act of swal-

lowing is returned, then a cordial in

warm brandy or wine may be given ia

small quantities, and frequently repeat-

ed.

DRUG, a general term for goods of

the druggist and grocery kinds, espe-

cially for those used in medicine and
dyeing.

DRUGGET, in commerce, a stuffsome-
times all wool, and sometimes half wool
half thread, sometimes corded, but usual-

ly plain. Those that have the woof of
Avool, and the warp of thread, are called

threaded druggets ; and those wrought
with the shuttle on a loom of four march-
es, as the serges of Beauvois, and other

like stuffs, corded, are called corded
druggets. As to the plain, they are

wrought on a loom of two marches, with

the shuttle, in the same manner as cloth,

camlets, and other hke stuffs, not cord-

ed.

DRUIDS, the priests or ministers of re-

ligion of the ancient Britons and Gauls

The drnids were chosen out of the best
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families; and were lield, both by the

honours of their birth and their office, in

the greatest veneration. They are said

to have understood astrology, geometry,
natural history, politics, and geography :

they had the administration of all sa-

cred things, were the interpreters of re-

ligion, and the judges of all affairs indif-

ferently.

Whoever refused obedience to them
was dechired impious and accursed;

they held tiie immortality of the soul,

and the metempsycliosis ; they are divid-

ed by some into several classes ; they

had a chief, or arch-druid, in every na-

tion : he was a sort of high-priest, having

an absolute authority over the rest, and
was succeeded by the most considerable

among his survivors. The youth used

to be instructed by them, retiring with

them to caves and desolate forests, where
they were sometimes kept twenty years.

They preserved the memory and actions

ofgi-eat men by their verses; but are

said to have sacrificed men to Mercu-
ry. Caesar imagined that the druids came
from Britain into Gaul, but several a-

mong the modern writers are of a differ-

ent opinion.

DKUM, is a military musical instru-

ment, in form of a cylinder, hollow with-

in, and covered at the two ends with

vellum, which is stretched or slacken-

ed at pleasure, by the means of small

cords and sliding knots. It is beat up-

on with sticks. Some drums are made
of brass, but they are commonly of

wood. There are several beats of the

drum, as assembly, chamade, reveille, re-

treat, &c.

Dhum, of the ear. See Axatomt.
DiiuMs, A:e«fe, are two sorts of large ba-

sins of copper or brass, rounded in the

bottom, and covered with vellum orgoat-

skin, which is kept fast by a circle of iron,

and several holes fastened to the body of

the drum, and a like number of screws

to screw up and down. They are much
used among the horse, as also in operas,

oratorios, concerts, &.c.

DRUMMER, he that beats the drum,
of whom each company of foot has one,

and sometimes two. Every regiment
has a drum major, who has the com-
mand over the other drums. They are
distinguished from the soldiersby clothes

of a different fashion ; their post, when
a battalion is drawn up, is on the flanks,

and on a march it is betwixt the divi-

sions.

DRUNKENNESS, tlieory of. The com-
mon and immediate effect of wine is to

dispose to joy, i. e, to introduce such
kinds and degrees of vibrations into the
whole nervous system, or into the sepa-
rate parts thereof, as are attended with
a moderate continued pleasure. This it

seems to do chiefly by impressing agree-
able sensations upon the stomach and
bowels, which are thence propagated
int9 the brain, continue there, and also

call up the several associated pleasures
that have been formed from pleasant im-
pressions made upon the alimentary duct,
or even upon any of the external senses.

But wine has also probably a considera-
ble effect of the same kind, after it is ab-

sorbed by the veins and lacteals, viz. by
the impressions which it makes on the
solids, considered as productions of the
nerves, while it circulates with the
fluids in an unassimilated state, in the
same manner as may be observed of
opium; which resembles wine in this

respect also, that it produces one species
of temporary madness. And we may
suppose, that analogous observations hold
with regard to all the medicinal and
poisonous bodies, which are found to

produce considerable disorders in the
mind ; their greatest and most immediate
effect arises from the impressions made
on the stomach, and the disorderly
vibrations propagated thence into the
brain ; and yet it seems probable, that

such particles as are absorbed produce
a similar effect in circulating with the
blood.

Wine, after it is absorbed, must rarefy

the blood, and consequently distend the
veins and sinuses, so as to make them
compress the medullary substance, and
the nerves themselves, both in their

origin and progress ; it must, therefore,

dispose to some degree of a palsy of the
sensations and motions, to which there
will be a farther disposition, from the
great exhaustion of the nervous capilla-

ments and medullary substance, which
a continued state of gaiety and mirth,

with the various expressions of it, has oc-

casioned. It is moreover to be noted,

that the pleasant vibrations producing
this gaiety, by rising higher and higher
perpetually, as more wine is taken into

the stomach and blood vessels, come at

last to border upon, and even to pass

into, the disagreeable vibrations belong-
ing to the passions of anger, jealousy,

envy, &c. more especially if any of tl

mental causes of these be presented
the same time.

Now it seems, that, from a comparison
ofthese and such things with each other,

sy»

H
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the peculiar temporary madness of drun-

ken persons might receive a general ex-

planation Particularly it seems natural

to expect, that they should at first be
much disposed to mirth and laughter,

with a mixture of small inconsistencies

and absurdities ; t]>at these last should

increase from the vivid trains which force

themselves upon the brain, in opposition

to the present reality ; that they should

lose the command and stability of the vo-

hmtary motions, from the prevalence of

conftised vibrations in the brain, so that

those appropriated to voluntary motion
cannot descend regularly as usual ; but
that they should stagger and see double

;

that quarrels and contentions should arise

after some time ; and all end at last in a

temporary apoplexy. And it is very ob-

servable, that the free use of fermented
liquors disposes to passionateness, to dis-

tempers of the head, to melancholy, and
to downright madness : all which things

have also great connections with each
other. The sickness and head-ache which
drunkenness occasions the succeeding
morning seem to arise, the first from the
immediate impressions made on the

nerves of the stomach; the second from
the peculiar sympathy which the parts

of the head, external as well as internal,

have with the brain, the part principally

affected in drunkenness, by deriving their

nerves immediately from it. See Hart-
ley on Man.
DIIUPA, in botany, a species of seed-

vessel, that is succulent, has no valve or
external opening like the capsule and
pod, and contains within its substance a
stone or nut. The cherry, plumb, peach,
apricot, and all stone fruit, are of this

kind. The stone, or nut, which, in this

species of fruit, is surrounded by the
soft pulpy flesh, is a kind of woody cup,
containing a single kernel or seed. The
definition just given will apply to every
seed-vessel denominated drupa in the
" genera plantarum." The mond is a
drupa, so is the seed-vessel of the elm-
tree and the genus rumphia; though far

from being pulpy or succulent, the first

and third are of a substance like leather ;

the second like parchment. The same may
be said of the walnut, pistacia-nut, and
some others. Again, the seeds of the
elm, flagellaria, and the mango-tree, are
not contained in a stone. The seed-ves-
sel of burr-reed is dry, shaped like a top,

and contains two angular stones. This
species of fruit, or more properly seed-
fessel, is commonly roundish, and when
seated below the caTvx, or receptacle of
VOL. IV.

the flower Is furnished, like the apple, at

the eifd opposite to the foot-stalk, with a
small umbilicus or cavity, produced bjr

the swelling of the fruit before the falling

of the flower-cup.

DRY rot, a disease incident to timber
used for building, such as flooring boards,
joists, wainscotting, &c. Dr. Darwin is of
opinion, that the dry rot may be entirely

prevented by soaking the timber first in

lime water till it has absorbed as much
of it as possible, and after it has >ecome
dry, immersing it in a weak solution of
vitriolic acid in water, which he supposes
will not only preserve it from decay for

many centuries (if it be kept dry,) but also

render it less inflamniable ; a circum-
stance that merits considerable attention

in constructing houses. In the transactions

of the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts, we meet with the following account
of the cause of the dry rot in timber, and
the method of preventing it, communicat-
ed by Mr. B.atson, of Limehouse. He ob-
serves, that the dry rot having taken
place in one of his parlours, to such a de-
gree as to require the pulling down part

of the wainscot every third year, and per-

ceiving that it arose from a damp, stag-

nated air, and from the moisture of the
earth, he determined, in the month of
June, 1783, to build a narrow closet next
the wall through which the moisture
came to the parlour. This expedient had
the desired effect. But, though the rot

in the parlour was totally stopped, the
evil soon appeared in the closet, where
fungi of a yellow colour arose in various

parts. In the autumn of the year 1786
the closet was locked up about ten weeks

:

on opening it, numerous excrescences
were observed about the lower part; a
white mould was spread by a plant re-

sembling a vine, or sea-weed ; and the
whole of the inside, china, &c. was cover-

ed with a fine powder, of the colour of
brick-dust. On cleaning out the closet,

it was discovered that the disease had
affected the 'Wood so far as to extend
through every shelf, and the brackets
that supported them. In the beginning
ofthe year 1780, he determined to strip

the whole closet oflining and floor, not to

leave a particle of the wood behind, and
also to dig and take away, about two feet

of the earth in depth, and leave the walls

to dry, so as to destroy the roots or seeds

of the evil. When, by time, the admis-

sion of air, and good brushing, it had be-

come properly dry and cleansed, he filled

it, of sufficient height for the joists, with
anchor-smith's aisheSj because no ve|feta*

Hh
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ble wiU grow in them. The joists being

sawed off to their proper lengths, and ful-

ly prepared, they and their plates were
well charred, and laid upon the ashes ;

particular directions being given, that no

scantling or board might be cut or planed

in the place, lest any dust or shavings

might drop among the ashes. The
flooring-boards being very dry, he caused

them to be laid close, to prevent the dust

getting down, which, perhaps, in the

course oftime, might bring on vegeta-

tion. The framing of the closet was then

fixed up, having all the lower pannels let

in, to be fastened with buttons only, so

tiiat, if any vegetation should arise, the

pannels might with ease be taken out and
examined. In some situations, it might

be expedient and necessary to takeout a

greater depth of earth ; and where ashes

can be had from a foundry, they may be
substituted for those of anchor smiths ;

but house ashes are by no means to be
depended upon. At the expiration of

seven years from the period of making
this experiment the wainscot was remov-

ed, and the flooring-boards also taken up,

when they were found entirely free from
any appearance ofthe rot : two pieces of

wood (yellow fir) which had been driven

into the wall as plugs, without being pre-

viously charred, were alone affected with

this disease.

DRYANDRTA, in botany, so named in

honour of Jonas Dryander, a Swede, and
amost excellent botanist, a genus of the

Dioecia Monadelphia class and order.

Natural order of Tricoccse. Euphor-
bise, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx two-leaved ; corolla five-petalled ;

or calyx five-leaved, resembling a co-

rolla, surrounded by a two or three leav-

ed calycle ; stamina nine : fruit three or

four grained. There is but one species,

viz. D. cordata.

DRYAS, in botany, a genus of the
Icosandria Polygynia class and order.

Natural order of Senticosae. Rosacea,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five

to ten cleft ; petals five to eight ; seeds
tailed, hairy. There areltwo species, viz.

D. anemonoides, and D. octopetala. The
latter is a delicate evergreen plant, with
snow-white blossoms. The stalks and
branches are woody and perennial, lying

flat upon the ground, spreading wide
about the roots in tufts. It is a native of
high mountains in Lapland, Denmark,
and Switzerland ; also in Scotland and in

some parts of Yorkshire. It flowers in

June.

!DRYPI&, in botany, a genus of the
Pentandria Trigynia class and order.

Natural order of Caryophillei. Essen-
tial character : calyx five-toothed ; petals

five ; capsules clipped round, one seed-

ed. There is only one species, viz. D.
spinosa, the leaves of which are subulate,

somewhat three cornered, mucronate

;

those at the subdivisions of the stem are

lanceolate, with three teeth on each
side ; peduncles shorter than the flower;

calyx erect ; corolla crowned, as in Si-

lene, purple or white ; petals very nar-

row, spreading: stamens erect. It is

biennial : native of Barbary, Italy, and
Istria.

DUCATOON, a silver coin, frequent
in several parts ofEurope. See Coin.—
Table.
DUCES tecum, inlaw, a writ that com-

mands a person to appear in the Court of
Chancery, and bring with him certjun

writings, evidences, or other things,

which the court is inclined to view.

DUCK. See Anas.
DUCKING at the main-yard, among

sea-men, is away of punishing offenders

on board a ship ; and is performed by
binding the malefactor, by a rope, to the
endof the yard, from whence he is vio-

lently let down into the sea, once, twice,

or three times, according to his offence

:

and if the offence be very great, he is

drawn underneath the keel of the ship,

which they call keel-haleing.

DUCT, in general, denotes any tube
or canal. See Ajfatomt.
DUCTILITY, in physics, a property of

certain bodies, whereby they are capa-
ble of being expanded, or stretched

forth, by means of a hammer, press, &c.

The great ductiHty of some bodies,

especially gold, is very surprising : the

gold-beaters and wire-drawers furnish

us with abundant proofs of this proper-

ty ; they, every day, reduce gold into

lamellae inconceivably thin, yet without

the least aperture, or pore, discoverable,

even by the microscope : a single grain

of gold may be stretched under the nam-
mer into a leaf that will cover many
square inches, and yet the leaf remain
so compact as not to transmit the rays of

light, nor even admit spirit of wine to

transude. Dr. Halley took the following

method to compute the ductility of gold:

he learned from the wire drawers that

an ounce of gold is sufficient to gild,

that is, to cover or coat a silver cylinder

of forty-eight ounces weight, which cy-

linder may be drawn out into a wire so
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very fine, that two yards thereof shall

; only weigh one grain ; and consequently

j

ninety-eight yards of the same wire only

I forty-nine grains : so that a single grain

I
of gold here gilds ninety-eight yards ;

I and, of coui-se, the ten-thousandth part

of a grain is here above one-third of an
inch long. And s'mce the third part of

an inch is yet capable of being divided

into ten lesser parts visible to the naked
eye, it it evident that the hundred-
thousandth part of a grain of gold may be
seen without the assistance of a micro-
scope. Proceeding in his calculus, he
found, at length, that a cube of gold
whose side is the hundredth part of an
inch, contains 2, 433,000,000 visible parts;

and yet, though the gold wherewith
such wire is coated be stretched to such
a degree, so intimately does its parts co-

here, that there is not any appearance of

j
the colour of the silver underneath.

i;
Mr. Boyle, examining some leaf-gold,

* found that a grain and a quarter's weight
took up an area of fifty square inches

;

supposing, therefore, the leaf divided by
parallel lines one -hundredth of an inch
apart, a gi-ain of gold will be divided into

five hundred thousand minute ^squares,

all discernible by a good eye : and the
same author shews, that an ounce of gold
drawn out into wire, would reach 155
miles and a half

!
But M. Reaumur has carried the duc-

tility of gold to a still greater length: a
gold wire, every body knows, is only a
silver one gilt. This cylinderofsilver, co-

vered with leaf-gold, ihey draw through
the hole of an iron, and the gilding still

keeps pace with the wire, stretch it to

what length they can. Now M. Reau-
mur shews that, in the common way of
drawing gold-wire, a cylinder of silver

twenty-two inches long and fifteen lines

in diameter is stretched to 1,163,520
feet, or is 634,692 lines longer than be-

fore, which amounts to about ninety-

seven leagues. To wind this thread on
silk for use they first flatten it, in doing
which it stretches at least one-seventh
farther: so that the twenty-two inches are
now 111 leagues: but in the flattening,

instead of one-seventh, they could stretch

it one-fourth, which would bring it to 120
leagues. This appears a prodigious ex-
tension, and yet it is nothing to what
this gentleman has proved gold to be ca-

pable of
Ductility of glass. We all know,

that when well penetrated with the heat
©f the fire the workman can figure and
manage glass like soft wax ; but what is

most remarkable, it may be drawn, or
spun out, into threads exceedingly long
and fine. Our ordinary spinners do not
form their threads of sUk, flax, or the
like, with half the ease and expedition
as the glass-spinners do threads of this

brittle matier. We have some of them
used in plumes, for children's heads, and
divers other works, much finer than any
hair, and which bend and wave like
hair with every wind. Nothing is more
simple and easy than the method of
making them. There are two workmen
employed ; the first holds one end of a
piece of glass over the flame of a lamp,
and when the heat has softened it, a se-
cond operator applies a glass hook to
the metal thus in fusion ; and withdraw-
ing the hook again, it brings with it a
thread of glass, which still adheres to

the mass : then, fitting his hook on the
circumference of a wheel about two feet
and a half in diameter, he turns the
wheel as fast as lie pleases ; which,
drawing out the thread, winds it on its

run, till, after a certain number of revo-
lutions, it is covered with a skein of
glass thread. The mass in fusion over
the lamp diminishes insensibly, being
wound out like a clue of silk upon the
wheel ; and the parts, as they recede
from the flame, cooling, become more
coherent to those next to them, and this

by degrees : the parts nearest the fire

are always the least coherent, and, of
consequence, must give way to the ef-

fort the rest make to draw them towards
the wheel. The circumference of these
threads is usually a flat oval, being three
or four times as broad as thick : some of
them seem scarcely bigger than the
thread of a silk-worm, and are surpris-

.

ingly flexible. If the two ends of s;icli

threads are knotted tos^ether, they may
be drawn and bent, till liie aperture, or
space in the middle of tlie knot, does not
exceed one fourth of a line, or one forty-

eighth of an inch in diameter. Hence
M. Reaumur advances, tiiat the flexibili-

ty of glass increases in proportion to the
finenessof the threads; and that, proba-
bly, had we but the art ofdrawing threads
as fine as a spider's wt-b, we might weave
stufls and cloths of them for wear. Ac-
cordingly, he made some experiments
this way ; and found that he could make
tiireads fine enough, viz. as fine, in his

judgment,asspider's thread, but he could
never make them long enough to do any
thing with them.
DUEL, a single combat, at a time and

place appointed, in consequence of a
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qhaUenge. This custom came originally

from tlie northern nations, among whom
it was usual to decide all their controver-

sies by arms. Both the accuser and ac-

cused gave pledges to the judges on their

respective behalf ; and the custom pre-

vailed so far amongst the Germans, Danes,
and Franks, that none were excused from
it but women, sick people, cripples, and
such as were under 21 years of age, or

above 60. Even ecclesiastics, priests,

and monks, were obliged to find champi-
ons to fight in their stead. The punishment
of the vanquished was, either death by
hanging or beheading ; or mutilation of
members, according to the circumstances

of the case. Duels were at first admitted
not only on criminal occasions,but on some
civil ones, for the maintenance ofrights to

estates, and the like : in latter times, how-
ever, before they were entirely abolish-

ed, they were restrained to these four

cases : 1. That the crime should be capi-

tal. 2 That it should be certain the
crime was perpetrated. 3. The accused
must, by common fame, be supposed guil-

ty. And, 4, The matter not capable of

proof by witnesses. In England, though
the trial of duel is disused, the law on
which it is founded is still in force. See
Champion.
Duel, at present, is used for a single

combat on some private qwarrel, and
must be premeditated, otherwise it is

called a rencounter. If a person be kill-

ed in a duel, both the principals and se-

conds are guilty of murder, whether the

seconds engage or not. It is also a very
high offence to challenge a person, either

by word or letter, or to be the messen-
ger of a challenge.

DUET, in music, a composition ex-
pressly written for two voices or instru-

ments, with or without a bass and accom-
paniments. In good duets the execution
is pretty equally distributed between the
two parts, and the melodies so connected,
intermingled, and dependent on each
other, as to lose every effect when sepa-
rated, but to be perfectly related and
concinnous when heard together.

DUKE, is either the title ofa sovereign
prince, as the Duke of Savoy, Parma, &c.
the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Muscovy,
&c. or it is the title of honour and nobi-

lity next below princes. The command-
ers of armies in time of war, the go-
vernors of provinces, and wardens of
marches, in time of peace, were called

duces, under the latter emperors. The
Goths and Vandals divided all Gaul into

dutchies and counties, the governors of

DUM
which they sometimes call duces, and
sometimes comites. In France, under the
second race of kings, though they re-

tained the name and form of ducal go-
vernment, there were scarce any dukes,
except those of Burgundy, Aquitain, and
France. In England, among the Saxons,
the commanders of armies, &c. were call-

ed dukes, duces, without any addition,

till Edward III. made his son, the Black
Prince, Duke of Cornwall ; after whom
there were more made in the same man-
ner, the title descending to their poste-

rity. Duke, then, at present, is a mere
title of dignity, without giving any do-
main, territory, or jurisdiction, over the
place from whence the title it taken. A
duke is created by patent, cincture of
sword, mantle ofstate, imposition of a cap
and coronet of gold on his head, and
a verge of gold put into his hand. His
title is Grace; and in the style of the he-
ralds, Most high, potent, high-born, and
noble prince.

DULCIMER, in music, is a triangular

instrument, strung with about fifty wires
cast over a bridge at each end, the short-

est or most acute of which is about
eighteen inches long, and the longest
or most grave thir'.y six. It is perform-
ed upon by striking the wires by little

iron rods.

DUMBNESS, the privation of the fa-

culty of speech. The n.ost general, or
rather the sole couse of dumbness, is the
want of the sense of hearing. The use of
language is originally acquired by imitat-

ing articulate sounds. From this source
of intelligence deaf people are entirely

excluded; they cannot acc^uire articulate

sounds by the ear: unless, therefore, ar-

ticulation be communicated to them by
some other medium, these unhapp\ peo-
ple must for ever be deprived of the use
of language : and as language is the prin-

cipal source of knowledge, whoever has
the misfortune to want the sense of hear-

ing must remain in a state little superi-

or to that of the brute creation. Deaf-
ness has in all ages been considered as

such a total obstruction to speech or
written language, that an attempt to

teach the deaf to speak or read has been
uniformly regarded as impracticable, till

Dr. WaUis, and some others, have of late

shown, that although deaf people cannot
learn to speak or read by the direction 6f

the ear, there are other sources of imi-

tation by which the same effect may be
produced. The organs of hearing and
of speech have little or no connection^

Persons deprived of the former general-

1
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ly possess the latter in such perfection,

that nolhin,?' rther is necessary, m order

to make them aiticulate, than to teach

them how to use these organs. This, in-

deed, is no easy task ; but experience

shews that it is practicable. Mr. Thomas
Brai.lwood, late of Edinburgh, was per-

haps the first who ever brought tliis sur-

prising art to any degree of perfection.

He began with a single pupil in 1764,

and since that period has taught great

numbers of people born deaf to speak

distinctly, to read, to write, to under-

stand figcres, the principles of rehgion

and morality, &c.

But a new and different method, equal-

ly laborious and successful, we under-

stand, is practised by the Abbe de I'Epee

of Berlin. We are informed that he be-

gins his instructions, not by endeavouriHg

to iorm the organsofspeecli to articulate

sounds, but by communicating ideas to

the mind by means of signs and charac-

ters : to effect this, he vi rites the names
of things ; and, by a regular system of

signs, establishes a coiuiection between
these words and the ideas to be excited

by them. After he has thus furnished

his pupils with ideas and a medium of

communication, he teaches them to ar-

ticulate and pronounce, and renders

them nut only grammarians, but logicians.

In this manner he has enabled one of his

pupils to deliver a Latin oration in public,

and another to defend a thesis against the

objections of one of his fellow pupils in

a scholastic disputation ; in which the ar-

guments of each were communicated to

the other, but whether by signs or in

writing is not said.

DUMOSA,(from Dumus, abush) bushy
plants ; the name of the forty -third order

in Linnseus's Fragments of a Natural Me-
thod; consisting of a number of shrubby
plants, which are thick set with irregular

branches, and bushy.
DUNG, in husbandry, is of several

sorts, as that' of horses, cows, sheep,
hogs, pigeons, geese, hens, &c. See Au-
BICULTUKE.

DUNGEON, in fortification, the high-

est part of a castle built after tlie ancient

mode ; serving as a watch-tower, or place

of observation ; and also for the retreat

of a garrison, in case of necessity, so

that they may capitulate with greater ad-

vantage .

DUO, in music, a song or composition
to be performed in two parts only, one
sung, the other played on an instrument,
or by two voices.

Duo is also when two voices sing dif-

ferent parts, accompanied with a thirds

which is a thorough bass. It is seldom
that unisons and octaves are used in duos,
except at the beginning and end.
DUODENUM, the first of the small

guts, so called from its length, which is

about twelve fingers breadtli. It has its

origin at the pylorus, or right orifice of
the stomach ; from which ascending a
little, it afterwards descends again, ami
towards its end re-ascends, and runs
transversely tow ards the left kidney : at

the distance of three or four fingers

from the pylorus it receives, at one pro-
minent hiatus or mouth, tiie choledo-
chic and pancreatic ducts, which dis-

charge their respective liquors into it.

See Anatomy.
DUPLICATE, among lawyers, denotes

a copy of any deed, writing, or account.
It is also used for the second letters pa-
tent, granted by the Lord Chancellor iij

a case wherein he had before done the
same. Also a second letter, written and
sent to the same party and purpose as
the former, for fear of the first's miscarry-
ing, is called a duplicate.

DuPLicATK proportion^ or ratio, is a ra.

tio compounded of two ratios: thus, the
duplicate ratio of a to 6, is the ratio of a a
to b b, or of the square of a to the squai*e
01*6. Hence the duplicate ratio ought to

be well distinguished from double.

In a seiies of geometrical proportion-
als, the first term to the third is said to

be in a duplicate ratio of the first to the
second : thus in 2, 4, 8, 16, &c. the ratio

of 2 to 8 is duplicate of that of 2 to 4, or
as the square of 2 to the square of 4. Du-
plicate ratio is therefore tiie proportion
of squares, as triplicate is of cubes, 8cc.

and the ratio of 2 to 8 is said to be com-
pounded of that of 2 to 4, and of 4 to 8.

DUFLICA riON, in general, signifies

the doubling of any thing, or nudtiplying
of it by 2 : also the folding of any thing
back again on itself. See Cuke.
DUKA mater, one of the membranes

which surround the brain. See A:vato-
Mr.
DURANTA, in botany. So called in

honour of Castor Durantes, a genus of
the Didynamia Angiospermia class and
order. Natural order of Persowatae. Vi-
tices, Jussieu. Essential character : ca-

lyx five-cleft, sujjerior ; berry four-seed-

ed; seeds two-celled. There are three
species. These are shrubs with quad-
rangular branches; the flowers are in

loose spikes, either from the axils, or at

the ends of the branches. They have
generally axillary spines j and they arp
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so much alike in their manner of flower-

ing, as well as in the structure and co-

lour of the flower, that it is doubtful

whether they may not be all one species.

DURATION, an idea which we get by
attending to the fleeting and perpetually

perishing part ofsuccession; the ideaof
succession being acquired by reflecting

on that train of ideas wliich constantly

follow one another in our minds, as long

as we are awake. The simple modes of
duration are any different lengths of it

whereof we have distinct ideas, as hours,

days, years, time, eternity, &,c. Dura-
tion, as marked by certain periods and
measures, is what we most properly call

time.
Duration 0/ action, according to Aris-

totle, is confined to a natural day in tra-

gedy ; but the-epopoeia, accordingto the

same critic, has no fixed time.

Duration of an eclipse. See Astrono-
MT and Eclipse.

Duratiok, in botany, the division of

vegetables into trees, and perennial and
annual herbs, is founded on the different

duration of these plants. Trees subsist

for several years, both by the root and

stem : perennial herbs lose their stems du-

ring the winter, and are renewed by the

root in the following spring : annuals per-

form the changes of vegetation but once,

and are perpetuated in the seed, Stri-

king as those differences are, Linnaeus

thinks the duration of plants so fallaci-

ous, that he never employs it as a speci-

fic diff'erence. The reason he assigns is

very pertinent. The duration of plants,

he says, is frequently affected by place

or climate, and therefore ought not to be

regarded as an invariable circumstance

proper for discriminating the species. In

tlie warmer climates, which enjoy a per-

petual summer, most of the plants are

perennial, and of the tree-kind; yet ma-

ny of them, when removed to our colder

European climates, lose their woody tex-

ture, and become herbaceous, and fre-

quently annual. Of this the ricinus, or

tree palma christi, and marvel of Peru,

ate familiar mstances,

Indian cress, beet, sweet marjoram, and
tree-mallow, which, with us, are annual,

become, in very warm regions, perennial

and shrubby.
DURESSE, in law, is where a person

is wrongfully imprisoned, or restrained

of his liberty, contrary to law ; or is threat-

ened to be killed, wounded, or beaten,

till he executes a bond, or other writing.

Any bond, deed, or other obligation, ob-

tained by duresse, will be voidiu law;

BUT 1
and in an action brought on the execu-
tion of any such deed, the party m4y
plead that it was brought by duresse. A
deed must be avoided by special pleading
in these cases; for the party cannot plead
to it, noil est factiiniy because it is his
deed.

DURIO, in botany, a genus of the Po-
lyadelphia Polyandria class and order.

Natural order of Putamineae. Capparides,
Jussieu. Essential character : calyx five-

cleft, pitcher shaped, inferior; corolla

five-petalled, small ; style one ; stamina
in five bodies ; pome five-celled. There
is only one species, viz. D. Zibethinus, a
lofty tree with flowers below the leaves,

which are alternate. The leaves resem-
ble those of the cherry, but not dented at

the edges, the flowers are borne in loose

heads ; they are large, and of a pale yel-

low white. The fruit is very large, the
fleshy part of which is of a creamy sub-

stance and delicate taste, but of an un-.

pleasant smell. Native of the East Indies.

DUROIA, in botan)^ a genus of the

Hexandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Uubiaceae, Jussieu. Es-

sential character : calyx cylindric, trun-

cate ; corolla six-parted ; filaments none ;

pome hispid. There is but one species^

viz. D. eriopila, a tree, with thick unequal
branches, hirsute at the end; leaves ter-

minating, opposite, approximating; pe-

tioles very short ; flowers at the ends of

the branches, sessile, many, several of

them aboi-tive ; corollas white, fruit larger

than a turkey's egg, spherical, covered
very thick with erect brown hairs; um-
bilicate, with the hollow calyx ; it is well

flavoured, and much esteemed at Suri-

nam, where it is a native,

DUTCHY cwr/, a court of the dutch
chamber of Lancaster, held at Wcstmin^
ster, before the chancellor of the same,

for matters concerning the lands and-

franchises of that dutchy. The proceed-,

ings in this court are by English bill, as

in chancery. Gwyn says that this court

grew out of the grant of king Edw. III.

who gave the dutchy to John of Gaunt,

and endowed it with royal rights and pri-

vileges ; several others of our ancient

kings hkewise separated this dutchy from

the crown, and settled it in the natural

persons of themselves and their heii-s;

though, in succeeding times, it was unit-

ed to the crown again.

DUTY, in general, denotes any thing

that one is obliged to perform.

Dutt, in polity and commerce, signi-

fies the impost laid on merchandizes, at

importation or exportation, commonly
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called the duties of customs ; also the

taxes of excise, stamp duties, &.c. See
(Customs, Excise, &c.

DWARF, in general, an appellation

given to things greatly inferior in size to

that which is usual in their several kinds

;

thus there are dwarfs of the human spe-

cies, dwarf-dogs, dwarf-trees, &c.

Dwarf fmiit-trees are propagated by
grafting them on a quince-stock, about

six inches above tlie ground ; and when
the bud is shot so far as to have four eyes,

it must be stopped, to give rise for lateral

branches, for which purpose the upper-
most eye should always be left outwards.

Apple, pear, plum, and cherry-trees

are thus formed into dwarfs, but the sum-
mer and ?iutumn pears are found to suc-

ceed best. As to the planting of dwarf-

trees, they should be set at twenty-five

feet square distance, and the ground be-
tween sown or planted for kitchen use
while the trees are young, only keeping
at some distance from their roots ; stakes

also should be fixed all around them, to

which the branches may be nailed with
list, and thereby trimmed in an horizontal

direction, and prevented from crossing

©ne another.

DYE, any square body, as the trunk,

or notched part of a pedestal ; or it is the

middle of the pedestal, or that part in-

cluded between the base and the corniche,

80 called, because it is often ^ade in the
form of a cube or dye. See Architec-
TUBE.
DYEING, as the word is commonly

used, is the art of communicating colour
of some considerable degree of perma-
nence to articles used in clothing ; the
procesess for colouring other substances
will be found under the articles of stain-

ing wood, bone, leather, and marble.
This art is probably of great antiquity,

as we find accounts of coloured garments
in the earliest records of history. The
ancient Egyptians must have carried it to

great perfection, as the method of pro-
ducing very brilliant colours of extreme
durability was well known to them, nu-
merous specimens of such colours on
various substances being still found on
the walls of their early built temples, on
the sides of their catacombs, and on the
coverings of their mummies ; and it may
be fairly inferred, from their producing
such fine colours on these substances,
that they must have known how to do so

^ on other substances, and in other man-
ners; besides which, Pliny expressly men-
tions, (Hist. Nat. Lib. o5. chap. 2.) that
the Egyptians bad a mode of dyeing,

which from his description was very like

that which we use for colouring printed

linens, as the stuffs were immersed in

vats, where they received various colours,

probably after having been impregnated
with different mordants.

Among the Greeks, dyeing was but lit-

tle practised ; but the Tyrians, who may
b.e called their neighbours, were, at a
very early period, acquainted with the
method of producing the beautiful tint

of purple, for which they were so long
famous; from the Tyrians the ai-t pro-
ceeded to the Greeks, and from them to

the Romans.
The ancients also obtained from the

coccus, now known by the name of

kermes, a colour, which was almost as

highly esteemed as the purple, and which
was sometimes mixed with it. See Coc-
cus.

There is reason to think it was not till

the time of Alexander, that the Greeks
attempted materially to improve the
black, blue, yellow, and green dyes;
which it is probable they learned the

means of effecting from the natives of
Asia, with which the conquest of Alex-

ander rendered them familiar, and among
some of whom, particularly the Indians,

the art of dying fine colours was known
from the earliest antiquity. But as the

art of dyeing has not proceeded to us

directly from the Indians, it is sufficient

to note this circumstance, in tracing its

progress in countries more adjacent to

our own.

The qualities of the colours used by
the ancients may be judged of by the

substances employed in making them ; of

which M. Biscoff, who has minutely ex-

amined the subject, enumerates the fol-

lowing ingredients, in addition to the

coccus and purple shell fish :

1. Alum ; but this it is probable the an-

cients were unacquainted with in its pre-

sent state of purity.

2. Alkanet, which Suidas says was used
by women as a paint.

3. The blood of birds, which was used
among the Jews.

4. The fucus ; that of Crete was pre-

ferred, and was generally employed as a

ground for valuable colours.

5. Broom.
6. The violet; from which the Gauls

prepared a colour that resembled one
kind of purple.

7. Lotos medicago arborea, snail tre-

foil ; the bark was used in dyeing skins,

and the root in dyeing wool.
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8. The bark of the walnut tree, and
the peel of the shell.

9. Madder ; there is no certainty whe-
ther the ancients used the same species

with us, or another root of the same
tribe.

10. Woad ; but we do not know that

the ancients used the same preparation

of it which we do.

Our acquisitions of dyeing materials,

especially since tlie discovery of America,
give us such a decided superiority over
the ancients in this respect, that we pro-

bably have no cause to regret the loss of

their methods, even in the instance of

their celebrated purple, which it may be
questioned if we do not equal in beauty
with a purple prepared from other much
cheaper materials.

The kermes affords a colour which was
almost as highly esteemed by the ancients

as the purple, and we probably know how
to employ the kermes to greater advan-

tage than they did, as we possess alum in

a state of purity, which they knew not

how to obtain, with which the stuff is

prepared to receive a more durable and
beautiful colour ; yet our dyers have al-

most entirely discontinued the use of it,

because they can obtain from cochineal

a colour beyond all comparison more
beautiful.

The ancients were also unacqnainted
with that useful substance, soap, which
gives us a superiority in scouring, and
some parts of the art of dyeing ; instead

of it they used two species of plants, one
called radiculrj by Pliny, and struthian by
the Greeks, which some think to be our
saponaria, soap-wort ; and the other be-

in^ a species of poppy, according to

Pliny : some of the bolar earths were
likewise employed for the same purpose.
From America we have acquired seve-

ral substances, which have been found
useful in dyeing ; namely, cochineal, bra-

sil-v,'ood, and anotta. But above all, we
are indebted for the superiority of our co-

lours to our preparations of alum, and
the solution of tin, which give so much
brilliancy to many of our dyes.

The Venetians, who derived much of
their power from furnishing shipping for

the crusades, acquired the arts of dyeing
used in the east at the same time : from
thence they spread over the rest of Italy :

in the year 1338, Florence contained two
hundred thousand manufacturers, who
are said to have made from seventy to

eighty thousand pieces of cloth.

About the year 1300, archil is said to

"have been discovered accidentally by a

Florentine merchant. Having observed
that urine gave a veiy fine colour to a
certain species of moss, he made experi-

ments, and learned to prepare archil.

He kept this discovery long secret, and
his posterity, (a branch of which still sub-

sists, according to Dominique Manni,)
have retained the name Ruccellai, from
oreiglia, the Spanish term for that spe-

cies of moss.
The first collection of the processes

employed in dyeing appeared in Venice,
in the year 1429, under the title of " Ma-
riegola de I'Arte de i Tentori :" a second
edition of it much improved came out in

1510; and a certain person called Ven-
tura Rosetti, having formed the design of

rendering this description more useful

and extensive, travelled through the dif-

ferent parts of Italy, and the neighbour-
ing countries, to make himself acquaint-

ed with the various processes employ-
ed, which he published, under the title

" Plictho," and which, accoiding to M.
Bischoff, ought to be considered as form-

ing the leading step toward the perfec-

tion which the art of dyeing has since at-

tained, ft is remarkable, that in " Plic-

tho," not a word is said either of cochi-

neal or of indigo, which makes it proba-

ble that these two dyes were not employ-
ed in Italy.

Pliny speaks of a substance called indi-

cum, but only as being used in painting.

It is probable, however, that the Indians

employed it in dyeing. The first of it

used in Europe appears to have been

brought by the Dutch from the East In-

dies. The cultivation of it in America
was first established in Mexico, and after-

wards in other parts, where it acquired a

superior quality to that which is procur-

ed from India. The use of indigo was
not at first easily established; it was strict-

ly prohibited in England in the reign of

Elizabeth, as was also logwood, and the

the prohibitionwas not taken off till the

reign of Charles II. Its use was also pro-

scribed in Saxony, and in the edicts

against it, it is spoken of as a corrosive co-

lour, and called food for the devil, fves-

seude teufels.

The prohibitions against indigo were
caused by the representations of those

who prepared woad, that its use would
destroy the sale of this article, which was
the produce of the country. The preju-

dice against indigo was likewise commu-
nicated to France, and Colbert's instruc-

tion forbade the use of more than a cer-

tain quantity in the pastel vats.

Cochineal was. introduced into Europe

«
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shortly after the conquest of Mexico.
The Spaniards having observed that the
Mexicans employed cochineal in painting

their houses, and in dyeing their cotton,

gave their government an account of it,

and in the year 1523, Cortes was
ordered to promote the increase of the
valuable insect from which it is ob-

tained.

I'he natural colour obtained from co-

chineal is only a dull crimson ; but soon

after it was known in Europe, an emi-

nent chemist, of the name of Kepler,

found out the present process for dye-

ing scarlet with it, by means of a solu-

tion of tin, and carried the secret to

London, in the year 1543 : this process

was first used at Bow, and hence the
scarlet produced by it was called the
Bow dye.

A Flemish painter, called Gluck, got
possession of the secret, and communi-
cated it to Giles Gobelin, who establish-

ed a manufactory of it in the place in

France which still bears his name. This
undertaking was deemed so rash, that it

was termed Gobehn's folly : but his as-

tonishing success at length induced peo-

ple to suppose that he had made a com-
pact with the devil, from which the appli-

cation of the term goblins to evil spirits

is probably derived. Tlie knowledge of

this process afterwards spread through-

out all Europe.
The discovery of this mode of dyeing

scarlet may be considered as the most re-

markable 3cra in the art of dyeing. The
ancients applied the name scarlet to a co-

lour obtained from kermes, which was
much inferior in beauty, to the colour

procured from cochineal.

Dufay, Heliot, Macquer, and Berthol-

let, were suscessively charged by the
French government with the care of im-
proving the art of dyeing. Dufay was the

first who entertained just, though imper-
fect ideas ofthe nature of colouring sub-

stances, and the power by which they
adhere ; he examined certain processes

with great sagacity, and established the
surest methods that could at that time be
employed, tor determining the goodness
of a colour. H^Uot published a metho-
dical description of the processes used
in dyeing wool, which even now is the
best treatise we have on the subject.

Macquer has given an exact description

of tlie processes employed in dyeing
silk; he has made us acquainted with

the combinations of the colouring princi-

ple of Prussian blue ; he has endeavour-
ed to make an application of it to the
VOL. IV.

art of dyeing, and has given us a process
for communicating the most brilliant co-

lours to silk by means of cochineal. He
intended to pubhsh a general treatise on
the art of dyeing, of which he gave the
prospectus in 1782 ; but his death, which
took place in 1784, prevented the execu-
tion of any part of the work.

Berthollet succeeded Macquer ; his

treatise on dyeing is one of the best epi-

tomes on the subject ; and chemistry
and the arts of dyeing, and of bleach-

ing, have been much indebted to his la-

bours.

In his theory of dyeing, he refers all

the combinations produced in the forma-
tion of colours to the laws ot chemical at-

traction : and all the changes, which the

colouring particles undergo, to the con-

junction of the elements of the new com-
bination. The first effect of the attrac-

tion he considers as analogous to the
formation of neutral salts ; the second to

combustion, putrefaction, and many other
operations of nature.

Besides the authors mentioned, Chap^
tal,D'Apligny, D'Ambourney, and Haun-
man, in France, have published treatises

on the art of dyeing, wliich have much
contributed to its improvement. In Swe-
den, Scheffer alone has written on the
subject; his work is accompanied with
notes by the celebrated Bergman. lu
Germany, experiments in different pro-
cesses of dyeing have been published by
Beckmann, Poerner,Vogler, and Franche-
ville. In England, two very valuable es-

says on dyeing, by Delaval and by Hen-
ry, have appeared ; to which may be
added the excellent treatise on the phi-

losophy of permanent colours, by Dr.

Bancroft.

Of the Attractions of Colouring Substanees^

A variety of theories have been pro-

duced by ingenious men, to account for

the effects of dyeing. Bergman seems
to be the first who referred them entirely

to chemical principles ; and this opinion
is so consonant to reason, that it is now
universally adopted.

Dyeing, then, is to be considered mere-
ly as a chemical process; but in order that

it may succeed, it is necessary that the

colouring matters should be dissolved in

some fluid, (for in their solid state no at-

traction takes place between them and
the stuff,) and that their attraction to the

fluid should be less than that to the stuff.

Besides, the colouring matters being

brought within the proper distance for

li
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attraction by this means, they are also

caused to apply themselves more equally,

as every part of the stuff' has thus an op-

portunity of attracting- to itself the proper
quantity of colouring matter.

The stuff receives the dye better, in

proportion to the degree of affinity which
the colouring matter has to it and to the

solvent relatively, for if its attraction to

the stuff is much more than to the sol*

vent, the stuff receives the dye too ra-

pidly, and it will be scarcely possible to

prevent Its being unequal : but if, on the

other hand, its attraction to the solvent

is too great, the stuff will either not take

the dye at all, or it will take it very

slowly and faintly. Wool has a stronger

attraction for colouring matters than silk,

silk than cotton, and this latter a stronger

than linen. Hence it is necessary to use

solvents for the dyes of the stuffs last

mentioned, which have a weaker affinity

for them than for those used in dyeing
wool.
The essential circumstances in dyeing

are, to ascertain the affinities of the co-

louring substance ; first, to the solvents

;

secondly, to those substances which mo-
dify its colour, increase its briMancy, and
strengthen its union with the stuff; third-

ly, to the different agents, which may
change the colour, and principally to air

and light.

The colouring matters possess chemi-

cal properties, that distinguish them from
all others : they have attractions peculiar

to themselves, by means of which they

unite with acids, alkalies, metallic oxides,

and some earths, particularly alumen.

They frequently precipitate oxides and
alumine from the acids which held them
in solution ; at other times they unite

with salts, and form supra-compounds,
which combine with the wool, silk, cot-

ton, or linen : and with these their union

is rendered much more close by means
of alumine, or a metallic oiide, than it

would be without their intervention.

The qualities of the uncombined co-

louring particles are modified when they
unite with any substance ; and ifthis com-
pound unites with a stuff, it undergoes
new modifications. Thus the properties

of the colouring particles of cochineal

are modified by being combined with the

oxide of tin; and those of the substance

thence resulting are again modified by
their union with the wool or silk : and
all these modifications are analogous to

what is observed in other chemical com-
binations.

Of Mordant^'-

The title of mordant is applied to those

substances which serve as intermedes be-

tween the colouring particles and the
stuff to be dyed, either for the purpose
of facilitating, or of modifying their com-
bination ; and by their means, colours are

varied, brightened, made to strike, and
rendered more durable.

\Vas it i)ossible to procure a sufficient

number of colouring matters, having a
strong affinity to cloth, to answer all the

purposes of dyeing, that art would be
exceedingly simple and easy. But, ex-

cept indigo, there is scarcely a dye-stuff

which yields of itself a good colour, suffi-

ciently permanent to deserve the name
of a dye. This difficulty is obviated by
employing an intermediate substance,

which has a strong affinity both for the

stuff and the colouring matter, and this

is the principal purpose for which the

mordant is used.

A mordant is not always a simple agent;

new combinations are sometimes formed
by the ingredients which compose it: so

that the compounds resulting from the

mixture, and not the simple substances

that compose it, are the immediate agents

which produce the effect.

Sometimes the mordant is mixed with

the colouring particles, sometimes the

stuff is impregnated with it, and on other

occasions both those modes are united ;

and, finally, stuffs are d}ed successively

with liquors containing different substan-

ces, the last of which only can act on that

witli which the stuff is impregnated.
The principal substances employed as

mordants are, aluminous salts, lime, me-
tallic oxides, some astringent substances,

and animal matters.

Formerly sulphate of alumen was the

only species used as a mordant in dye-

ing; but of late years acetite of alumen
has been introduced with excellent ef-

fect, particularly for cottons or linens,

whose attraction to the a'umen being
weak, they require it to be applied, com-
bined with a substance to which it has

not so strong an union as it has to sul-

phuric acid ; and its attraction to jicetous

acid is found to be sufiiciently inferior to

that for the cotton or linen, that it readily

quits the acetous acid to combine with

them.
Acetite of alumen ispreparedby pourr

ing acetite of lead into a solution of alum,

in the proportion of one part ofthe ace-

tite of lead to three ofthe alum in weight.
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» sixteenth of potash, and as much of
powdered chalk, are also added. In this

mixture, the sulphuric acid combines with
the lead, and is precipitated ; and the
alumen, or base of the alum, combines
with the acetous acid, as it parts from the
lead, and forms acetite of alumen ; the
chalk and potash serve to saturate the ex-
cess of acid.

The final effect of alumining, in what-
ever way performed, and whatever che-
mical changes may have taken place in

it, consists in the combination of alumen
with the stuff; this union is probably im-
perfect, and the acids but partially sepa-
rated at first, but becomes complete when
the stuff is afterwards impregnated with
the colouring substance.

The attraction of alumen for animal
substances may be shewn by direct ex-
periment ; for if a solution ofalum is mix-
ed with a solution of glue, on adding an
alkali, the glue is precipitated in combi-
nation with the alumen.

The attraction ofalumen for most co-
louring substances may also be proved
by experiment. If a solution of a co-
louring substance be mixed with a solu-

tion of alum, and an alkali be added,
which decomposes the alum, the colour-
ing matter will be precipitated combined
with the alum, and the liquor will re-

main clear. The matter precipitated is

called a lake. In this experiment too
much alkali must not be added, because
alkalies are capable of dissolving most
lakes.

No direct experiment has yet shewn
that alumen attracts any vegetable sub-
stances, except colouring matters: its at-

traction to them seems much weaker than
that which it has for animal substances;

hence the acetite of alumen is a better

mordant than alum for linen and cotton,

as has been observed ; and upon this de-
pend the different means employed to

increase the fixidityof the colouring par-

ticles in dyeing these substances.

Lime is the only earth, besides alum,
which is employed in dyeing: the affinity

of lime for cloth is sufficiently strong; it

is, however, found to answer the purpose
of a mordant less perfectly than alumen,
on account of the colour, which is not so

good. It is employed either in the state

of lime-water, or of that of sulphate of
lime dissolved in water.

Metallic oxides have so great an at-

traction for many colouring substances,
that they quit the acids in which they
Were dissolved, and are precipitated in

combination with tiiem : they hav* vSko

the property of uniting with animal sub-
stances; it is therefore natural, that they
should serve as a bond of union between
the colouring particles and animal sub-
stances ; but, besides the attraction ofthe
oxides for colouring substances, and for
animal matter, their solutions in acids
possess quahties which render them more
or less fit to act as mordants : thus, those
oxides which easily part with their acids,

such as that of tin, are capable of com-
bining with animal substances, without
the aid of colouring particles : it is suffix

cient to impregnate wool or silk with a
solution of tin, although they be after-

wards carefully washecl, which is not the
case with other metallic solutions.

Some metallic substances afford in
combination only a white and colourless
basis ; and some, by the admixture of
their own colour, modify that which is

proper to the colouring partides; but in
many metallic oxides, the colour varies
according to the proportion of the oxy-
gen they contain, and the quantity of this

is easily liable to change. Upon these
circumstances their properties in dyeing
principally depend.
The attraction of metallic oxides for

substances of vegetable origin is much
weaker than for animal substances, and
we are even ignorant whether they are
capable of contracting a real union with
them or not: metallic solutions are there-

fore ill-fitted to serve as mordants for co-

lours in linen or cotton, except iron, the
oxide of which unites firmly with vege-
table substances, as is shewn by iron

moulds, which are owing to a real com-
bination of this oxide. When the co-

louring particles have precipitated a me-
tallic oxide from its menstruum, the su-

pernatent liquor contains the disengaged
acid, which is commonly capable of dis-

solving a portion of the compound of

colouring substance and oxide, so that

the liquor remains coloured : but some-
times the whole'ofthe colouring matter

is precipitated, when the proportions

have been accurately adjusted : this pre-

cipitation is facilitated, and rendered
more complete, by the presence of the

stuff, which assists, by the tendency it has

to unite with the compound of oxide and
colouring matter.

Uncombined metallic oxides have also

a very evident action on many colouring

substances when boiled with them, and
modify their colour ; the oxide of tin, in

particular, increases the brightness and
fixidity of several.
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The compounds of oxides and colour-

ing substances may be compared to many
other chemical compounds which are in-

soluble, when the principles of which
they are formed are properly proportion-

ed, but which are capable of being- su-

per-saturated by an excess of one of the
principles, and thence of becoming solu-

ble. Thus, a metallic oxide, united with
a colouring substance in excess, will pro-

duce a liquor, the colour of whioh will

be modified by the oxide ; whereas,
when the colouring matter is not in ex-

cess, the compound will be insoluble, or
nearly so : these effects are veiy evident
in the combination of iron with the as-

tringent principle.

Some other saline substances, as well as

the metallic salts, are also employed as

mordants. The neutral salts, sal ammo-
niac, nitre, and particularly sea salt, act

as mordants, and modify colours, but it is

difficult to ascertain the manner in which
they act : salts with calcareous bases also

modify colours ; but as these modifica-

tions are nearly similar to those which
would be produced by the addition of a

small quantity of lime, it is probable they
are decomposed, and that a little of the
lime enters into combination with the co-

louring particles and the stuff.

Astringent substances are often em-
ployed as mordants. Tan, or the astrin-

gent principle, having a strong affinity

for cloth, and for colouring substances, is

found very useful for this purpose. It is

commonly prepared by infusing nut-galls

in water ; the cloth is immersed in this

solution, and allowed to remain till it is

sufficiently impregnated with the tan.

Sumach, which consists of the shoots of
the rhus coriaria (a shrub that grows in

the southern parts of Europe,) is often
used and prepared in the same way as
nut-galls.

Animal substances are sometimes used
as mordants; in the process for dyeing
the Turkey red, the cotton stuff is im-
pregnated with animal oil ; audit is pro-
bable linen and cotton would take other
colours better, after some similar prepa-
ration.

Exsiccation favours the union of the
substances which have an attraction for

the stuff, and the decompositions which
may result from that union ; but the ex-
siccation should be slow, that the sub-
stances may not be separated before their
mutual attractions have produced their
effect.

Tojudge, ofthe most advantageous man-

ner of employing mordants, we must firat

pay attention to the combinations which
may be produced, either by the action of

the substances which compose them, or

by that of the colouring matter and the
stuff: secondly, to the circumstances
which may concur in bringing about these

combinations more or less quickly, or

in rendering them more or less com-
plete ; thirdly, to the action that the

liquor in which the stuff is immersed
may have, either on its colour or tex-

ture ; and in order to foresee what that

may be, it is necessary to know the pro-

portions of the principleswhich enter into

the composition of the mordant, and what
will be left in an uncorabined state ia

the liquor.

Ofthe action ofair and light on colours.

The action of atmospheric air on co-

lours is chiefly owing to the oxygen it

contains ; this Berthollet has shewn in

some cases to have similar effects to a
slight combustion; as when the air ren-

ders a substance yellow, fawn-coloured,

or brown, which he supposes it does
by the oxygen combining with the hy-

drogen of the stuff, and leaving the

charcoal predominant, which then com-
municates its own colour to it. The
action of the air in bleaching he sup-

poses to be caused by the combination
of its oxygen with the colouring matter

of the stuff, which renders it soluble

in alkaline lixivia ; which for this reason

should always be used alternately with
exposure to the air.

The changes which occur in the colours

produced by the union of colouring mat-

ter with metallic oxides are effects com-
pounded of the change that takes place

in the colouring matter, and of that which
the metallic «xide undergoes.
The light of the sun considerably ac-

celerates the alteration of colours ; this,

according to Berthollet, it effects, by fa-

vouring the combination of oxygen, and
by the combustion thereby produced.
Mr. Sennebier (who has published many
interesting observations on the effect o
light on colours,) on the contrary, attri>.

butes these effects to a direct combina-
tion of light with tlie substances ; but
Berthollet established his opinion by a
numbetof accurate experiments, wnich
give it a decided superiority.

Colouring substances resist the action

of the air more or less, according as they
are more or less disposed to unite with
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oxygen, and thereby to suffer more or

less quickly a smaller or greater degree
of combustion : light favours this effect;

j

but the colouring matter, in its separate

I

state, is much more prone to this com-
I

bustion that when united to a substance,

i such as alumen, which may either de-

I

fend it by its own power of resisting

i
combustion, or, by attracting it strong-

iy, weaken its action on other substan-

ces, which is the chief effect of mor-
dants ; and this compound acquires
greater durability, when it is capable of

combining intimately with the stuff.

Thus the colouring matter of cochineal

dissolves easily in water, and its colour is

quickley changed by the air; but when
united to the oxide of tin, it becomes
much brighter, and almost insoluble in

water, though it is still easily affected by
the air, and by oxygenated marine acid :

it resists the action of these better, how-
, ever, when it has formed a triple com-
• pound with a woollen stuff.

Oxygen may unite in a small propor-
tion with some colon ring substances, with-
out weakening their colour, or changing
it to another: thus indigo, which becomes
green by uniting with an alkali, with
lime, or a metallic oxide, resumes its

colour, and quits those substances, when
it (recovers a small portion of the oxy-
gen which it had lost. The liquor of
the whelk, employed to dye purple, is

naturally yellowish ; but when exposed
to the air, and more especially in the
sunshine, it quickly passes through vari-

ous shades, and at length assumes that

colour so precious in the eyes of the an-
cients.

It may be considered as a general fact,

that colours become brighter by their

union with a small portion of oxygen ; for

this reason it is found necessary to air

stuffs, when they come out of the bath,

and sometimes even to take them out of
it from time to time, expressly for this

purpose ; but in some cases the quantity
of oxygen, which, thus becoming fixed,

contributes to the brightness of the co-

lour, is very inconsiderable, and its dete-
rioration soon commences.
The action ofthe air affects not only the

colouring matter and the stuffs, but also

metallic oxide, when they are employed
as intermetles, because the oxides are
deprived at first by the colouring matter
of part of their oxygen, and absorb it

afterwards from the air. Those oxides,

then, whose colour varies in proportion to

their quantity of oxj'gen, cause changes
of colour in liie stuffin this manner.

Thus the blue given to wool, by sul*

phate of copper and logwood, sooli

changes into a green by the action of the
air; because the copper, which is blue,

when combined with a small portion of
oxygen, becomes green, by its union with
a larger quantity.

Colouring matter, in a state of combi-
nation with most substances, is less liable

to be changed by the air than when un-
combined ; but there are some excep-
tions; for alkalies produce a contrary ef-

fect : they darken the colours to which
they are added, and are found by experi-

ment to promote the absorption of air,

and in proportion as this takes place, the
colours in general become more and more
brown. This is consonant to the eflect

they produce on other substances, such
as sulphur, for they favour the absorp-
tion of air, because they havo- a strong at-

traction for the substance which is the
result of thatabsorptioH.

Of the differences bettoeen Wool, Silk, Cot-

ton, and Linen, and tlxe operations by

ivMch they are preparedfor dyeing.

Wool and silk are animal substances,

cotton and linen are vegetable produc-
tions. Animal substances have a greater

disposition to combine with other sub-

stances than those of vegetable origin ;

hence they are more liable to be destroy-

ed by different agents, and are more dis-

posed to combine with colouring parti-

cles. BerthoUet accounts for these pro-

perties by their principles being more
disposed to assume a gaseous form, and
having less cohesive force among them-
selves. Thus the pure or caustic alkalies

destroy animal substances, because they
combine with them, and thereby lose

their causticity. For this cause animal

substances cannot bear leys, and alkalies

should be used with gr-eat caution in

the processes for dyeing them ; whereas
no dangeris to be appreh&nded from the

use of alkalies with vegetable sub-

stances. Nitric and sulphuric acids have
also considerable action on animal sub-

stances.

Silk appears to bear some resemblance
to vegetable substances, by being less

disposed to combine witlt colouring par-

ticles, and by resisting the action of alka-

lies and acids more jjowerfully; but

though the action of these substances on
silk is weaker than upon wool, they

should still be employed with great

caution, because the brightness of co-

lour in silk appears to d^^nd uaon the

|Uiri7BRSIT7]
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smoothness of its surface, which should
therefore be preserved unimpaired.

Cotton withstands the action of acids

better than flax or hemp, and is dif-

ficultly destroyed even by the nitric

acid.

Of Wool.

Wool is naturally covered with a kind
of grease called suint, which preserves it

from moths, so that it is not scoured until

it is about to be dyed or spun. In order
to scour wool, it is put for about a quar-
ter of an hour into a kettle containing' a

Sufficient quantity of water, mixed with a

fourth part of putrid urine, heated to such
a degree us the hand can jtist bear, and
it is stirred from time to time with sticks;

it is then taken out and put to drain. It

is next carried in a large basket to a

stream of running water, where it is mov-
ed about until the grease is entirely sepa-

rated, and no longer renders the water
turbid ; it is then taken out, and again
left to drain. It sometimes loses in this

operation more than a fifth of its weight.

The scouring should be carefully per-

formed, bacause the wool is thereby bet-

ter fitted to receive the dye. In this pro-

cess the volatile alkali of the urine unites

with the grease, and forms a kind of soap,

soluble in water.

When wool is dyed in the fleece, its

filaments, being separate, absorb a larger

qiuintity of the colouring matter; for the

same reason woollen yarn takes up more
than cloth ; but cloths themselves vary

considerably in thisrespect, according to

their degree of fineness, or the closeness

oftheir texture. The wool dyed in the
fleece is chiefly intended to form cloths

of mixed colours.

For most colours wool requires to be
prepared by being boiled with saline sub-
stances, principally with alum and tartar.

For some dyes wool does not require this

preparation, and then it must be well
washed in warm water, and wrung out,

or left to drain.

The asperity of the surface of the fila-

ments ofwool, and their disposition to ac-

quire a progressive motion towards their

roots, form an obstacle to the spinning of
wool, which is removed by impregnating

it with oil. This oil must be discharged

previous to the stuff", formed of the wool,

being dyed. For this purpose it is carri-

ed to the fulling mill, where it is beaten

with large beetles in a trough of water, in

which a particular kind of clay has been

diffused ; that, uniting with the oil,

ders it soluble in the water.

Of Silk.

Silk is naturally coated with a su!>t

stance, which has been considered as a

gum, to which it owes its stiff'ness and
elasticity; that which is most commonly
met with contains, besides, a yellow co-

louring matter. Most of the purposes
for which silk is employed require that

both these substances should be remov-
ed, which is effected by scouring it with
soap.

The .scouring ought not to be so com-
plete- for silks which are to be dyed, as

for those which are intended to remain
white, and a difference ought to be made
according to the colour the silk should

leave.

This dlfperence consists in the quantity

of soap employed ; for common colours,

the silk is boiled for three or four hours
in a solution of twenty pounds of soap

for every hundred of silk, taking care to

fill up the kettle from time to time,

that there may be always a sufficient

proportion of fluid. The quantity^ of

soap is increased for those silks which
are to be dyed blue, and more especially

for those which are to be scarlet, cherrjr

colour, &c. because for these colours the

ground must be whiter than for such as

are less delicate.

When silk is intended to be employed
white, it undergoes three operations :

First, the hanks of silk are kept in a so-

lution ofthirty pounds of soap to the hun-

dred weight of silk, which ought to be
very hot, but not boiling. When the im-

mersed part of the hanks is freed from
the gum, they are turned upon the skein

sticks, that the parts not before immers-
ed may undergo the same operation; they

are then taken out of tiie kettle, and
wrung out according as the operation is

completed.
In the second operation, the silk is put

into bags of coarse cloth, five and twenty
or thirty pounds in each bag, which is

called a boiling bag. In these bags it is

boiled for an hour and a half in a bath of

soap, prepared like the former, but with

less soap, taking care to keep the bags

constantly stirred, that those \vliich touch

the bottom of the kettle may not receive

too much heat.

The third operation is intended prin-

cipally to give the silk a slight cast, to

make the white more pleasing ; froul

which it derives different names, such as
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China white, silver white, azure white,

or thread white. For this purpose a so-

lution of soap is prepared, tlie proper
strength of wliich is determined by its

mode of frothing- when agitated ; for the

China white, which should have a slight

tinge of red, a small quantity of anottu is

added, and the silk is shaken over in it

till it has acquired the desired shade. To
the other whites more or less of a blue
tinge is given, by adding a little blue to

the solution of soap.

The preparation of silk with alum is

necessary in all cases, for without it the
greatest part of the colours applied
would possess neither beauty nor dura-
bility. For this operation forty or fifty

pounds of Roman alum, previously dis-

solved in warm water, is mixed with
about forty or fifty pails of water.

After having washed and beetled the
silk, and wrung it out with the jack and
pin, in order to separate any soap it may
have retained, it is immersed in the
alum liquor for eight or nine hours,
after which it is wrung out by hand
over the vat, and washed in a stream of
water.

The above quantity of liquor will be
sufficient for one hundred and fifty

pounds ofsilk ; but when it grows weak,
which is known by the taste, twenty or
twenty-five pounds of alum, dissolved as

before, must be added, and this addition

must be repeated,till the liquor acquires
a disagreeable smell, and then it may be
employed for stuffs intended for browns,
marones, and othei dark colours, till it

has lost all its strength. The preparation
of silk with alum is always made in the
cold, because if the liquor should be em-
ployed hot, the lustre of the silk is Uable
to be impaired.

Of Cotton.

The several species of cotton differ

principally in the length oftheir filaments,
their fineness, their strength and colour.
They are of different shades, from a deep
yellow to a white. Tiie darkest cotton
comes from Siam and Bengal, and is of-

ten made into stuffs in its natural colour.
The most beautiful is not always the
whitest: it is necessary to bleach it.

Processes similar to those employed for-

linen may be employed ; but those in

which oxygenated muriatic acid has been
used are more expeditious, produce a
more beautiful white, and prepare the
cotton better (according to M. Decroi-

sille) for the reception of a fine colour in

dyeing.
In order to dispose cotton to receive

the dye, it must be first scoured ; some
boil it in sour water, but more frequently
alkaline ley is used; the cotton must be
boiled in it for two hours,andthen wrung
out; afterwards be rinsed in a stream of
water, till the water comes off clear, and
then be dried. The cotton stuffs, which
are to be prepared, must be soaked for
some time in v\ ater, mixed with at most
one fiftieth of sulphuric acid, after which
they must be carefully washed in a stream
of water and dried. The acid employed
in this operation has been observed to
take up a quantity of calcareous earth
and iron, which would have injured the
colours.

Aluming and galUng are generally ne-
cessary in dyeing cotton and linen.

In the preparation with alum, about
four ounces of it are required to each
pound of the stuff. It must be employ-
ed with the precautions mentioned in the
last article ; some add a solution of soda,
in the proportion of one-sixteenth of the
alum, others a small quantity of tartar

and arsenic. The thread is well impreg'-
nated by working it pound by pound in
this solution. It is then put altogether
into a vessel, and what remains of the
liquor is poured upon it. It is left there
for twenty-four hours, and then removed
to a stream of water, where it is suffered
to remain for an hour and a half, or two
hours, in order to extract a part of the
alum, and then it is washed. In this ope-
ration the cotton gains about one-fortieth
of its weight.

In the operation of galling, different
quantities of galls, or other astringents,

are used, accoi'ding to the quality of the
astringents, or the effect desired. The
galls, powdered, are boiled for about two
hours in a quantity of water proportioned
to that of the thread to be gulled ; the li-

quor is then suffered to cool to a tempe-
rature which the hand can just support,
after which it is divided into a immber of
equal parts, that the thread may be
wrought pound by pound, and what re-

mains is poured upon the whole toge-
ther, as described in the process of alum-
ing. It is then left for twenty-four hours
especially when intended for maddering
for black, but for other colours twelve or
fifteen are sufficient. After this it is to

be wrung out and dried. When stuffs

are to be galled, which have already re-

ceived a colour, the operation mtist be
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performed in the cold, that the colour

may not be injured. Cotton which has
been alumed, acquires more weight in

the gaUing than that which has not un-

dergone that process. Although alum
adheres but in small quantities to cotton,

it gives it a greater power of combining
both with the astringent principle, and
the colouring matter.

0/ Flax.

As flax and hemp possess the same pro-

perties, as fur as relates to dyeing, the di-

rections for one will succeed equally well

for the other.

Flax must undergo several prepara-

tions before it is fit to receive the dye
;

the first is the watering, by which the fi-

brous parts of the plant become dispos-

ed to separate, so as to be rendered fit for

spinning.

In watering, a glutinous juice, which
holds the green coIouri;.g part of the

plant in solution, and which is the me-
dium of union between its cortical and
ligneous parts, undergoes a greater or

less degree of putrefaction, according to

the mode of conducting the operation.

This process is performed to the gi'eat-

est advantage in pits situated on the banks
of rivers, where the water may be cliang-

cd often enough to prevent a degree of

putrefaction that would injure the flax,

and be prejudicial to the workmen, yet

not so often as to hinder the degree of

putrefaction necessary for rendering the

glutinous substance soluble in water.

After watering, the flax is dried, and the

ligneous parts separated by a mechanical
operation.

Some have proposed the mixing a small

quantity of caustic alkali with the water,

to increase its solvent power, but it ap-

pears from Dr. Home's experiments, that

the alkali retards the operation, and ren-

der the flax liable to break. But after

the watering and drying, alkaline sub-

stances dissolve the greatest part of the
colouring matter, on account of the

change it has undergone from the expo-
sure to air and light, and the consequent
absorption of oxygen.
The processes published by the prince

of S. Sever, for obtaining fine dressed

hemp, depend on the solution of the co-

louring matter by alkali. He directs

that dressed hemp be lixiviated in a so-

lution of two parts soda and one of lime,

then impregnated with soap, and kept in

digestion ; and afterwards well washed
knd hagkJed; but in tliis process only

that portion of the colouring matter I9

dissolved, which woultl have been carried

off by the first leys used in the beginning;

of the bleaching of the cloth. The
great fineness given to it probably can-

not be produced, but at the expense
of the length and firmness of the fila-

ments.
A clergyman of the department of

Somme, in France, employs a process not

liable to the inconveniences caused by
leying the dressed hemp. He waters the

hemp as soon as it is pulled, and separates

the cortical part by a peculiar operation

immediately after the watering, and hav-

ing soaked it in a weak solution of black

soap, he washes it with great care ; pre-

vious to the drying, the colouring matter,

(which would afterwards have been so-

luble only in alkali) may be dissolved and

extracted by water, with the addition of

a small quantity of soap ; the hemp be-

comes much whiter, and divides better

and more minutely, without, however,
having been injured ; and the leys pre-

paratory to the bleaching become unne-

cessary. Thread and linen contain then

a colouring substance, most of which may
be extracted by simple leys, but there is

a pait of it, which is really combined
with the vegetable fibres, and which can

only be taken away by the destruction of

its nature, effected by the combustion it

undergoes during its combijiation with

oxygen. Thread loses, by the operations

employed in bleaching, from one-fourth

to one-third of its weight.
Flax, or linen, intended to be dyed,

must be subjected to the same operations

of scouring, aluming, and galling, which
cotton undergoes.
The well known greater difiiculty with

which linen, cotton, and silk, take dyes

than wool, have been accounted for by

supposing the pores of their fibres to be

smaller ; this, however, appears not lo

be true, from the greater quantity of co-

louring matter which they absorb. Un-

bleached cotton is always preferred for

dyeing Turkey red, because in this state

its colour is more permanent. The same

thing is observed of raw or unscoured

silk, Vk^hich is found to combine more ea-

sily with the colourinj^ matter, and to re-

ceive a more permanent colour in this

state, than after it has been scoured and

whitened. This has been accounted for

also on mechanical principles, but it more
probably is owing to the difference of

the affinity, which exists between the co-

louring matter and the substance separat-

ed from the silk or. cotton in bleaching or
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I jicouring". This substance acts probably

I

the part of a moivlant, and liaving a

I stronger affinity for the stuff and the co
louring matter, tljan the stuff has for the

latter, the colour communicated is more
durable, when the silk or cotton is

dyc«l in the unbleached or unscoured
State.

Of the Processesfor dyeing black.

According to the method described by
Hellot, woollen cloth to be dyed black

ought to have received the deepest blue

tint, to have been washed in the river as

soon as taken out of the vat, and to have
afterwards been cleaned at the fulling-

mill.

For an hundred pounds of the stuff,

ten pounds of logwood, antl ten pounds
of Aleppo galls powdered, are put into a

bag, and boiled for twelve hours in a mid-
dle sized copper, with a sufficient quan-
tity of water. One-third of this buth is

put into another copper, with two pounds
of verdigrise, and into this die stuff is im-

mersed, stirring it continually for two
•hours, and observing to keep the buth
very hot, without letting it boil. The
stuff is then taken out, and a portion of
the bath equal to the former is put into

the copper, with eight pounds of vitriol,

or sulpliate of iron. The fire is now to be
diminished, and the bath suffered to cool
for half an hour, whilst the vitriol dis-

solves; tlie stuff is then put in again,

moved about well for an hour, and after-

wards taken out to air. Lastly, the re-

mainder of the bath is added, taking c.ire

that the bag be well pressed out. Fif-

teen or twenty pounds ofsumach are now
put in, and the bath is made to boil once,
and then immediately stopped with a
little cold water ; two pounds more of
the sulphate of iron are added, and the
stuff is kept another hour. The stuff is

now washed, aired, and again put into

the copper, constantly stirring it for an
hour : it is then carried to the river, well
washed, and then fulled Wlien the wa-
ter comes off clear, anoth-.r bath is pre-

pared with weld, which is made to boil

for a moment, and after being cooletj,

the stuff is passed through it, to soften
it, and render the black more firm. In
this mmner a very beautiful black is

obtained, without making the stuff too
harsh.

In general, more simple processes are
employed. Cloth previously dyed blue
is merely boiled in a bath of galls for two
hours , it is then kept two hours in the
VOL. IV.

bath of logwood and sulphate of Iron,
without boiling, and afterwards washed
and fulled. M. Hellot has also found the
following nietiiod to succeed. For fif-

teen ells of deep blue cloth, a bath is to
be made with a pound and a half of yel-
low wood, five pounds of logwood, and
ten pounds of sumach. After having
bfjiied ihe cloth in this baiti for three
hours, it is taken out, ten pounds of sul-
phate of iron are put into the copper,
and the cloth is then put into it for two
hours more. It is then aired, put into ' he
bath again for another hour, and after-

wards washed and fulled. This black is

less velvety than that of the process first

described.

Black may be dyed without a blue
ground, and this is usually done for stufls
of low price. In this method the stuff is

dyetl of a brown, or root colour, with
gve:e:n walnut peels, or the root of the
walnut tree : they are then blackened as
above directed.
The proportions used by the English

dyers are, for every hundred pounds of
woollen cloth, dyed first of a deep blue,
about five pounds of sulphate of iron, five

pounds of galls, anil thirty of logwood.
Tiiey begin with galling the cloth, and
then pass it through the decoction of log-
wood, to which the sulphate of iron has
been added.
Some recommend fine cloths to be full-

ed with soap suds ; but this operation re-
quires an e.\perienced workman, to
cleanse the cloth perfectly of the soap.
Many advise to give the cloth a dip in a
bath of weld when it comes from the full-

ing mill, which they say softens it, and
fixes the black. Lewis says, the weld
bath is totally useless when the cloth has
been treated with soap-suds, though in
other cases it may be of advantage. He
ascribes its effects entirely to the alkali
with which the dyers commonly prepare
its decoction.

The leaves of the uva ursi may be em-
ployed instead of galls. They must be
carefully dried in autumn, so that they
may remain green. Wiien they are to
be used, 100 pounds of wool are boiled
for two hours with sixteen pounds of suK
phate of iron and eight of tartar : the day-

following the cloth is to be rinsed as af-

ter aluming : 150 pounds of uva ursi are
then to be boiled in water for two lioors,

and after thi ir being taken out, a little

madder is to be added to tlie liqiior, at

the same time putting in the cloth,

which is to remain there an hour and a
half, or an hour and three quarters, after

K k
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which it is to be rinsed in water. This
process gives a pretty good black to blue

cloth, but only a deep brown to white

:

the madder and tartar are supposed by
Lewis to be useless.

Of dyeing Silk black.

It is necessary to cleanse silk that is to

be dyed from the substance which ad-

heres to it, called its gum ; for though
raw silk takes the dye with more facility,

the colour is much less intense, and less

durable, than wlien the silk is scoured

;

which is done by boiling it four or five

hours with a fifth of its weight of white

soap, after which it is beetled and care-

fully washed.
After being cleansed, the silk must be

galled ; for which nearly three-fourihs of

its weight of galls are boiled for three or

four hours, but their quantity must de-

})end on the kind used ; after boiling, the

iquor is left at rest for two hours, that

the galls may subside ; the silk is then
put into the bath, and left in it from
twelve to thirty-six hours ; it is then ta-

ken out, and washed in the river. Silk

is capable of combining with much of the

astringent matter of the galls, which at-

tracts the colouring matter in proportion

;

therefore, when what is called a heavy
black is required, it is allowed to remain
longer in the gall liquor, the galling is

repeated, and it is dipped in the dye
a greater number of times, and left in

it also for a considerable time. This
method neither improves the dye nor
the silk ; but is merely used to give

profit to the vender where silk is sold

by weight.

Silk-dyers preserve the black bath for

silk for several years ; when its effect be-

comes weak, it is renewed by adding
more of its ingre4ients, and when the

gnuinds accumulate too much, they are

taken out.

While the silk is preparing for dyeing
the bath is heated, taking care to stir it

occasionally, that the grounds, which fall

to the bottom, may not acquire too much
heat ; it should never be heated so as to

boil. Gum and solution of iron are added,
in proportions depending on the differ-

ent processes used : and when the gum
is dissolved, and the bath near boiling,

it is left to settle for about an hour. The
silk is then dipped into it, being in ge-

neral at first divided into three parts,

each of which is put in successively.

Each part is afterwards wrung gently

three times, and hung up in the air after

each wringing. The action of the air

deepens the shade, and the wringing out
the liquor prepares the silk to imbibe a
fresh quantity.

After this the bath is again heated, and
as much gum and sulphate of iron is put
in as at first. The operation is repeated
twice for light blacks ; but for the heavy
blacks three times ; and after the last the
silk is left in the bath for twelve hovirs.

Sixty pounds of silk are commonly dyed
at one operation.

After the dyeing is finished, the silk is

rinced, by turning and shaking it in a ves-
sel ofcold water.

Silk when dyed is extremely harsh ; to
softtn it, a solution of four or five pounds
of soap to every hundred pounds of silk

is poured through a cloth into a large
vessel of water ; being well mixed, the
silk is put in, and left about a quarter
of an hour, after which it is wrung out
and dried.

When raw silk is dyed, the galling is

performed with cold liquor, to preserve
its natural gum, and the elasticity which
it causes. If the gall liquor is weak, the
silk is left in it for several days ; liquor
that has been employed for other silk is

generally used, and silk which has natu-
rally a yellow hue is preferred. The
raw silk thus prepared is dyed in the
cold bath ; it takes the dye readily, and
the water in which other silk has been
rinced suffices to communicate it, if sul-

phate of iron be added. It requires more
or less lime to lie in the rincings, accord-
ing to their strength : sometimes three or
four days are necessary, after which it is

washed, and beetled once or twice ; but
not wrung, that its elasticity may not be
injured. It may be dyed more speedily
by shaking it over in the cold bath after

galling, and then airing it, and repeat-
ing these operations a few times ; after

which it is to be washed and dried as

above.

Macquer describes a more simple pro-
cess, with which they dye velvet black at

Genoa; it is as follows.

For an hundred pounds of silk, twenty
pounds of Aleppo galls, in powder, are

to be boiled an hour in a sufficient quan-
tity of water. The bath is then left to

settle till the galls have fallen to the bot-

tom, when they are taken out, and two
pounds and a half of English vitriol of

iron, twelve pounds of iron filings, and
twenty pounds of gum, are put into a

copper cullender with two handles, and
immersed in the bath ; the cullender is

supported by sticks, that it may not touch
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Uie bottom, And an hour is allowed for

dissolv ing tbe gum, wJiich is occasionally

stirred. If all the gum be dissolved in

that time, three or four pounds more
may be added. The cullender is only re-

moved during the dyeing, and is put in

again after it : the copper is kept hot the

whole time, but not suffered to boil : the

silk is galled with one-third of Aleppo
galls, and left in the liquor six hours the

firsr time, and twelve the second. The
rest of the process is conducted in the

common method. The gum is useful to

keep the dye suspended in the hquor;

but it is probable a smaller quantity might
answer
As galls are expensive, the following

method has been used to lessen their con-

sumption. The silk, after being boiled

and washed in the river, is prepared by
immersing it in a strong decoction of

walnut peels till the colour is exhausted :

it is then wrung, dried, and again washed
in the river ; after which it is left in a so-

lution of two ounces of verdigrise for eve-

ry pound of silk, in cold water, for two
hours, and then dipped in a strong decoc-

tion of logwood, which gives it a blue

ground ; it is then wrung out, dried, and
washed in the river. The black bath for

it is prepared by macerating two pounds
of galls and three of sumach in twenty,

five gallons of water, over a slow fire,

for twelve hours ; after straining, three

pounds of sulphate of iron and as much
gum arable are dissolved in it. In this

solution the silk is dipped at two different

times, left two hours in the bath each
time, and aired and dried after each dip-

ping ; it is then beetled twice at the river,

dipped again, and left in the bath four or

five hours; drained, dried, and again

beetled twice, as before. The heat of the

bath must not exceed 122 Fahrenheit.

Before each of the last dippings, half a

pound of sulphate of iron, and as much
gum arable, should be added. Some
think that the galls are only added to

increase the weight, and that the sumach
is sufficient for the dye.

Of dyeing Cotton and Linen black.

Cotton and linen do not take a black
that will resist soap. The weakness of
their affinity for iron renders a solution

of it necessary in dyeing them in some
acid, to which it has less attraction than
to the sulphuric. This solution is pre-
pared with iron and vinegar, or alegar

from small beer or fermented worts, ac-

cording as the country where the process

it carried on affords them cheapest. (Py-
rolignous acid, or the acid liquor pro-
cured in distilling spirits of turpentine,
has also been used for the same purpose
with success.) Pieces of old iron are
thrown into the acid liquor, and they
are allowed to remain in it six weela
or two months before it is used, that it

may be fully saturated with the iron.

This solution is called iron liquor in this

country.

The process for dyeing linen and cot-

ton thread black at Rouen is the follow-

ing. It is first dyed sky blue ; then wrung
out and dried, (a deep blue is thought to

be better;) it is next galled, using four
ounces of galls to every pound of thread,

and leaving them twenty-four hours in

the gall liquor: after which they are

wrung out and dried again. About five

quarts of the iron liquor are then poured
into a tub, in which the thread is worked
by hand, pound by pound, for a quarter

of an hour, and then wrung out and
aired. This operation is repeated twice,

adding each time a fresh quantity of
the iron liquor, which should be care-

fully scummed; after this the thread is

again aired, wrung out, washed at the

river, and dried.

The thread receives the colour by im-

mersion in the following bath. A pound
of alder bark for every pound of thread

is boiled an hour, in a sufficient quantity

of water; about half the bath that served

for the galling, and half as much sumach
as alder bark, are then added, and the

whole boiled together for two hours, and
strained through a sieve. When the li-

quor is cold, the thread is put into it on
sticks, and worked pound by pound, air-

ing it from time to time ; it is then let

down into the bath again, left in it twenty-

four hours, wrung out, and dried. To
soften this thread, it is usual to soak and
work it in the remains of a weld bath, that

has been used for other colours, adding

to it a little logwood.

At Manchester, the method used is, to

first gall the stuff with galls or sumach,

then to dye it in the iron liquor, and af-

terwards to dip it in a decoction of log-

wood and a little verdigrise. This process

is repeated till a deep black is obtained.

It is necessary to wash and dry after each

operation. The iron liquor for this pro-^

cess is frequently composed of infusion of

alder-bark and iron.

M. GuhUche recommends highly the

following solution of iron for dyeing linen

and cotton. A pound of rice is to be
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boiled in twelve or fifteen quarts of wa-
ter iill v\ holly dissolved ; the vessel that

coiivains this liquor is to he half filled

wiih old iron made red hot, and the whole
to be exposed to the air anrl light for a

week ; an equal quantity of red-hot iron

is lo he thrown into as many quarts of

vinfg:tr, which is also to be exposed to

the air and light : after some days, the

two sol'itions are to be mixed together,

and exposed to the air and light for ano-

ther wetk. The liquor is then to be
dfcantfd, and kept in a close vessel for

use.

The linen or cotton left in this liquor

for iwc-ii!\-four hours acquires a good
black. If tlie liquor doi s not contain

iron enough, a fresh portion should be

used, whiclj will produce a permanent
black. This liquor may be advantage-

ously substituted for sulphate of iron in

dyeing wool or silk, which only require

to be di()ped in a decoction of logwood,
after being taken out of the bath, to give

them a beautiful black.

Berthollet mentions, that iron ought to

be mort- oxygenated to unite with cotton

or linen, than with wool or«ilk ; and that

therefore the longer the iron liquor is ex-

posed to the iur the better. The place of

galls, which bear an high price, is fre-

quently supplied by oak bark, oak saw-

dust, sumach, the cups and husks of

acorns, and other astringents.

Of dyeing Wool blue.

Blue may be dyed by woad alone,

which would give a permanent but not
a deep blue ; but if indigo be mixed
with it, a very rich colour will be ob-

tained.

The following is the method of pre-

paring a blue vat, recommended by M.
Quatremere. Into a vat about seven and
a half feet deep, and five and a half broad,

are thrown two balls of woad, weighing
together, about four hundred pounds, first

breaking them ; thirty pounds of weld
are boiled in a copper for three hours, in

a sufficient quantity of water to fill the
vat; when this decoction is made, twenty
pounds of madder, and a basket fidl of
bran, are added, and it is boiled half an
hour longer. This bath is cooled with
twenty buckets of water ; and after it is

settled the weld is taken out, and it is

poured into the vat; all the time it is

running in, and for a quarter of an hour
after, it is to be stirred with the rake.

The vat is then covered up very hot,

and left to stand for six hours, when it

is raked again for half an hour, and
i

this operation is repeated every three
hours.

When blue veins appear on the surface

of the vat, eight or nine pounds of quick
lime are thrown in. Immediately after

the lime, or, along with it, the indigo i»

put into the vat, being first ground fine

in a mill with tiie least possible quantity

of water. When it is diluted to the con-

sistence of a thick pap, it is drawn off.

at the lower part of the mill, and thrown,
j

thus into the vat. The quantity of indigo i

depends on the shade of colour required, j

From ten to thirty pounds may be put to j

the vat now described.

If on striking the vat with the rake a
j

fine blue scum arises, it is fit for use, after I

being stirred twice with the rake in six i

hours, to mix the ingredients. Great '

care should be taken not to expose the '

vat to the air, except when stirring it. !

As soon as that operation is over, the vat

is covered with a wooden lid, on which -

are spread thick cloths, to retain the heat
as much as possible. Notwithstanding
this care, the heat is so much diminished
at the end of eight or ten days, that

the liquor must be re-heated, by pouring
the greater part of it into a copper over

a large fire : when it is hot enough, it is

returned into the vat, and covered as be-

fore.

This vat is liable to two inconveniences;
first, it runs sometimes into the putrefac-

tive fermentation, which is known by the

fetid odour it exhales, and by the reddish

colour it assumes. This accident is re-

medied by adding more lime. The vat

is then raked, after two hours lime is put
in, the raking performed again, and these

operations are repeated till the vat is re-

covered; secondly, if too much lime is

added, the necessary fermentation is re-

tarded; this is remedied by putting in

more bran or madder, or a basket or two
of fresh woad.
When cloth is to be dyed, the vat is

raked two hours before the operation, and
to prevent it from coming in contact with

the sediment, which would cause inequa-

lities in the colour, a kind of lattice of

large cords, called a cross, is introduced

;

when wool is to be dyed, a net with small

meshes is placed over this. The wool or

cloth being thoroughly wetted with clear

water, a Httle warm, is pressed out, and

dipped into the vat, where it is moved
about a longer or a shorter time, accord-

ing as the colour is intended to be more
or less deep, taking it out occasionally to

expose it to the air ; the action of which
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is nece:isary to change tlie green colour,

givLU ihe stutt" by llie batli, to a blue.

Wool and clotli d^ed in tins manner,

ouglit lo be caretully washed, to carry ott'

the loose colouring matter; and those

which are of a deep blue ought to be

even tuUed with soap, which cleanses

them eHeciually, without injuring the co-

lour.

A vat wliich contains no woad is called

an indigo vat ; the vessel used for this

prepumtion is of copper, into whictj is

poured, according to lis capacity, water;

in forty pails of which, six pounds of

potash, twelve ounces of madder, and
six pounds of bran, have been boiled ; six

pounds of indigo, ground in water, are

then put in, and afier raking it carefully,

the vat is covered; a slow fire is to be
kept up round it. Twelve hours after it

is filled, it is to be raked a second time,

which is to be repeated at similar inter-

vals of time, till it comes to a blue, which
will generally happen in forty-ciglit hours.

If the bath be well managed it will be of

a tine green, covered with coppery scales

and a fine blue scum. In this vat the in-

digo IS rendered soluble in the water by
the alkali instead of lime ; the operation

of dyemg with it is the same as the pre-
ceding.

Hellot describes two vats, in which the
indigo is dissolved by means of urine.

Mctdder is added to them, and in the one
vinegar is put, in the other alum and tar-

tar, of each an equal weight to the indigo.

The quantity of urine ought to be very
considerable. It is probable the indigo

is dissolved in them by the ammonia form-
ed in the urine. These vats are not so

good as those before described ; less

work can be performed with them, so

that they are adapted only to small dye-
houses.

The colour dyed by a solution of indigo

in sulphuric acid is called Saxon blue,

from having been discovered at Gros-

senliayn, in Saxony, by Counsellor Bartli.

M. Poerner, who has paid great attention

to this preparation, directs four parts of

sulphuric acid to be poured on one of in-

digo, in fine powder: the mixture is to

be stirred for some time. After having
stood twenty-four hours, one part of good
dry potash in fine powder is added ; the

whole is to be again well stirred, and
having stood twenty-four hours longer,

more or less water is added gradually.

To dye Saxon blue, the clolh is pre-

pared with alum and tartar ; a greater or

less proportion of indigo is put into the

bath, according as the shade required is,

deep or light ; fOr deep shades the stuff

must be passed several times through ilie

bath; light shades may be dyed after liie

deep ones, but they have more lustre

when dyed in a fresh bath.

Ofilyeinff Silk blue.

Silk is dyed blue by the indigo vat he-
fore described. In general, a larger pro-
portion of indigo is put in than is there
directed, but nearly the same quantities

of bran and madder, Macquer sa)s, that

half a pound of madder for every pound
of potash makt s the vat greener, and tlie

colour more fixed. When the vat is

come to about two pounds of potash,

three or four ounces of madder should be
added; it should then be raked, and in

four hours it will be fit for dyeing. Its

heat should be just what the hand can
bear without pain. The silk is prepared
for this bath by being boiled with thirty

l)ounds of soap for every hundred pounds
of silk, and being afterwards well cleans-

ed from it by two or more beetlir.gs in a
stream of water. As the silk is very lia-

ble to take the colour unevenly, it is ne-
cessary to dye it in small portions ; the

workman dips each hank separately, and
when he has turned it once or twice in

the bath, he wrings it strongly over it,

and airs it, to turn the green colour to a

blue ; when the green is thoroughly
changed, he throws it into some clear

water, after which he wrings it several

times with the pin. Care must be taken
that the silk dyed blue dry speedily. In

the winter, and in damp weather, it should

be dried in a chamber heated by a stove,

where it should be hung on a frame kept
in constant motion. When the bath grows
weak, a pound of potash, an ounce of
madder, and an handful of bran well

washed, are added. Indigo is also put
in when it appears to be wanted. Some
dyers use vats grown weak to dye light

shades, but fresh vats give a more beau-

tiful and perm inent colour.

As indigo alone cannot give a deep
blue, the silk must be prepared by re-

ceiving a ground, or other colour, pre-

vious to dyeing. For the Turkey blue, a

very strong archil bath is first given ; and
for the French royal blue, a weaker one
ofthe same kind. Cochineal is us'-d also

for the ground of another fine deep blue,

which is more permanent. Verdigrise and
logwood are also used for a preparatory

colour, but produce a blue that is not per-

manent. It might be rendered more last-

ing, by making the shade lighter than
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that iiuciuled in this bath, afterwards dip-

ping it in the archil bath, and lastly in the
blue vat.

When raw silk is to be dyed blue, that

which is ofa white colour should be cho-
sen. It should be thoroughly soaked in

water, and afterwards put into the vat in

separate hanks, in the same manner as

the scoured silk. In general, raw silk

takes the dye more readily ; wherefore,
when it can be done, the scoured silk is

put into the bath before it. If raw silk

requires archil, or the other grounds
mentioned, it should be treated as direct-

ed for silk in general.

The solution of indigo in sulphuric acid

is also used for silk ; the colour called

English blue is produced by it. To give

silk this colour, it is first dyed a light

blue, and then dipped in hot water, wash-
ed in a stream, and afterwards left in a

bath made With the sulphate of indigo, to

which a little tin has been added, till the

proper shade is obtained, or the bath ex-

hau,sted.

The silk, before it is put into this bath,

may be dipped in a solution of alum, in

whicli it should remain only a very short

time. Silk, dyed in this manner, is free

from the reddish shade given by the blue

vat, and from the greenish cast of com-
mon Saxon blue.

Of dyeing Cotton and Linen blue.

The vat for dyeing cotton and linen

blue should contain, according to M,
Pileur d'Apligny, about 120 gallons. The
quantity of indigo used is generally from
six to eight pounds. This indigo, after

being pounded, is boiled in a ley drawn
off" clear from a quantity of lime equal to

the indigo, and double its weight of pot-

ash. The boiling is continued till the
indigo is thoroughly penetrated with ley,

which should be carefully stirred all the
while.

During the boiling of the indigo, an
equal weight to it of quicklime is to be
slacked; about twenty quarts of warm
water are added, and in this is dissolved
sulphate of iron, twice the weight of the
lime. When the solution is completed,
the liquor is poured into the vat previous-
ly half filled with water. To this the so-

lution of indigo is added, and the rest of
the ley not used in boiling it. After this

the vat must be filled up to within two or
three inches of the brim, and be raked
two or three times a day, till it is fit for

dyeing ; which generally happens in 48
hours, or sooner, according to the tem-

perature of the air. Some add to this vat

a little bran, madder, and woad.
In the process used at Rouen, which is

simpler, 20 pounds of indigo, macerated
for a week in caustic ley, which will float

an Q^^, are ground in a mill ; three hogs-
heads and an half of water are then put
into the vat, and afterwards twenty
pounds of hme. When the lime is

thoroughly slacked, the vat is raked, and
thirty-.six pounds of copperas are put in.

When the solution of this is complete, the
ground indigo is put in through a sieve.

On the same day it is raked seven or eight

times : and after having stood 36 hours it

is tit for dyeing.
Bergman recommends a still simpler

bath, composed in the proportions of

three drachms of powdered indigo, three
drachms of copperas, and three drachms
of lime, to two pinis of water. This being
well raked will, in the course of a few
hours, be fit for use.

The solution of indigo in sulphuric

acid has been hitherto only used for

dyeing wool and silk. The affinity of ve-

getable substances for indigo is not suffi-

ciently strong to separate it from the

sulpluric acid. It cannot therefore be
employed to advantage in dyeing cotton

or linen.

Attempts have been made to dye cloth

with Prussian blue, but no method has yet

been found to make this colour apply it-

self evenly, sufficiently certain and per-

fect for general use. This process de-

serves farther experiments, as the colour

produced by it was very beautiful, and
not liable to change, though exposed to

all the vicissitudes of the air. But dust

and rubbing injure it ; and any touch of

an alkaline liquor destroys it altogether.

The process in which stuffs, previously

impregnated with alum and copperas,

are submitted to a solution of Prussian al-

kali, seems that most Hkely to succeed
in diffusing the dye equally, if improved
by farther trials. Perhaps also a solution

of caustic alkali might form a sufficient

solvent for the Prussian blue, if ground
with it, to admit of its being used in some-
what the same way as indigo.

Of dyeing Wool red.

Ked colours are of various shades, ac-

cording to the nature of the colouring

matters used. They all require mor-

dants to render them permanent. The
principal shades of red are, scarlet, crim-

son, and madder red.

Madder red is only employed for dye-
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ing coarse woollen stuffs. To produce
this red, the stuffs are first boiled for two
or three hours with alum and tartar ; they

are then left to drain, slightly wrung out,

and then put into a linen bag, and car-

ried to a cool place, where they are to

remain a few days. Some recommend
five ounces of alum and one of tartar to

each pound of wool ; by increasing the

proportion of tartar, a deep and perma-

nent cinnamon colour is produced instead

of red ; others advise to use only a se-

venth part of tartar. Tlie^ madder bath

should not exceed the temperature which

the hand can bear; if let to boil, the co-

lour will be different from that required.

When the water is at this heat, Hellot re-

commends half a pound ofgrape madder
to be put into it for every pound of wool

to be dyed. It is to be well stirred before

the wool is introduced, which should re-

main in it for an hour without boiling,

except for a few minutes towards the end
of this period, to make the combination

of the colouring matter with the stuff

more certain.

Madder reds are sometimes rosed, as it

is called, with archil and brazil wood. In

this way they become more beautiful and
velvety, but the brightness thus given is

not permanent.
When sulphate of copper is employed

as a mordant, the madder dye yields a

clear brown, somewhat inclined to a yel-

low ; when solution of tin is used, the tint,

according to Berthollet, is somewhat
brighter than that obtained by the com-
mon method, but is always more inclined

to yellow or fawn colour.

The red procured from kermes is finer

than that from madder. The kermes is

an insect found on a small species of live

oak, in Languedoc, Spain, Portugal, and
other places ; the females alone are used,

they are of the shape and size of a pea,
and Jf a reddish brown colour.

To dye woollen yarn with kermes, it is

first boiled half an hour in water with
bran ; then two hours in a fresh bath, of
one fifth of Roman alum, and one tenth
of tartar dissolved in sour water ; after

this, it is left in a linen bag for some
days- in a cool place. To obtain a full

colour, as much kermes as equals three
fourths, or even the whole of the weight
of the yarn, is put into a warm bath, and
the wool is put in at the first boiling. As
cloth is less dense than wool, either .spun

©r in the fleece, it requires one fourth less

of the salts in boiling, and of the kermes
in the bath.

The scarlet made by kermes was Called

scarlet in grain, from the insect resem-
bling a grain ; it has much less bloom
than that procured from cochineal ; but
is more permanent, and spots of grease
may be discliarged from it without injury.

Since the art of heightening the colour
of cochineal by solution of tin has been dis-

covered, kermes has n»)t been much used.

The scarlet produced by the prepara-
tion of cochineal just mentioned is es-

teemed the finest and most splendid of
any. Cloth to be dyed with it is first sub-

mitted to the following bath : six pounds
of tartar are infused in the water made
warm, for every hundred pounds of the
cloth ; the bath is then stirred briskly,

and when the heat has increased a little

more, half a pound of powdered cochi-

neal is to be added, and the whole is then
to be well mixed ; immediately after-

wards, five pounds of a very clear solu-

tion of tin are to be poured in, and care-

fully mixed. When the bath begins to

boil, the cloth is introduced, and briskly-

moved for two or three turns, after which
it is moved more slowly. The boiling hav-

ing continued for two hours, the cloth is

taken out, exposed to the air, and carried

to the river to be well washed.
The cloth is afterwards passed through

a second bath for the reddening ; to pre-

pare which, the boiler is to be first emp-
tied, and again filled with water ; and
when this has just reached the boiling

point, five pounds and three quarters of
cochineal, powdered and sifted, are to be
added. These are to be well mixed; and
some time afterwards, when a crust that

forms on the surface opens of itself in

several places, 13 or 14 pounds of solution

of tin are poured in. Should the bath
after that rise above the edge of the boil-

er, it may be cooled with a little water.

The bath being well mixed, the cloth is

put in, and turned quickly two or three
times. It is then boiled in the bath for

an hour, taking care to keep it under the

surface. It is afterwards taken out, ex-
posed to the air, and, when cool, washed
in the river, and dried.

Some dyers do not remove the cloth

out of the first bath ; but merely refresh

it, and perform the operation of redden-
ing in the same bath. In this method, the
infusion of cochineal, made in a separate

vessel, and mixed with a proper propor*
tionoftin, is added. By conducting the

process in this way, the scarlet is suppos-

ed to be equally fine, and there is a

considerable saving of time and fuel.
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To give scarlet llie bright lively red,

called fire colour, a yellow tiiig'e is com-
municated to tlie clotlj by boiling fustic

in the first bath, or by adding a little tur-

meric to the cochineal. A larger propor-

tion of the solution of tin also produces
this yellow shade, but it renders the clotli

harsh, and limits die action of the colour-

ing mauer.
Di- Hancroft recommends a method of

dyt'i ig scarlet, in which a much smaller

portion of cochineal produces an equal

effect. He conceived scarlet, from his

experimenls, to be a compound colour,

caused by about three fourths of crimson

or rose colour, and one-fourth of pure
bright yellow. He therefore supposed,

that, when the natural crimson of the

cochineal is made scarlet, by the usual

process, a fourth of the colouring mat-

ter of the cochineal must be changed
from its natural crimson to a yellow co-

lour by the action of the solution of tin.

For this reason he introduced a bright

yellow dye into the bath with the cochi-

neal, and reduced the quantity of this

more expensive ingredient. He also

found that a mixture of two pounds of

sulphuric acid with about three pounds
of muriatic acid, poured oji fourteen

ounces of granulated tin, with expo-

sure to heat, produced a solution of tin,

that had twice the effect of the common
nitro-muriatic solution, at less than a

third of the expense, and which raised

the colours more, without producing a

yellow shade. For the yellow dye. Dr.

Bancroft used quercitron bark. His pro-

cess for dyeing scarlet, by the use of this

substance, and the above preparation of

tin, is as follows :

An hundred pounds of cloth are to be
put into a tin vessel, nearly filled with

water, in which about eight pounds of

the murio-sulphuric solution of tin have
been previously mixed. The liquor is

made to boil, and the cloth is turned
through it by the winch for a quarter of

an hour in the usual manner. The cloth

is then taken out, and four pounds of

cochineal, with two pounds and a half

of quercitron bark in powder, put into

the bath and well mixed. The cloth is

then returned into the liquor, which is

then made to boil, and the operation

is continued, as usual, till the colour

be duly raised, and the dyeing liquor

exhausted, which will usually happen
in about fifteen or twenty minutes; af-

ter which the cloth may be taken out,

and rinsed as usual. In this method, the

labour and fuel necessary for the second
bath are saved ; the operation is finished
in much less time; all the tartar will be
saved, as well as two-thirds of the expense
of the solvent for the tin, and at least

one-fourth of the cochineal usually em-
ployed ; and the colour produced will not
be inferior, in any respect, to that dyed
with so much more expense and trouiile

in the ordinary way ; anil, moreover, looks
much better than it by candle light.

A rose colour may be readily and
cheaply dyed by the above process, by
only omitting the quercitron bark.

Crimson is produced either by dyeing
the wool this colour at once, or by first

dyeing it scarlet, and then changing the
shade to that required. To dye crimson
by a single process, a solution of two
ounces and a half of alum, and an ounce
and a half of tartar, are employed in the
boiling for every pound of the stuff, for

each of which also an ounce of cochineal
is to be afterwards used in dyeing it.

It is customary to employ solution of tin,

but in smaller proportion than for dyeing
scarlet. To render the crimson deej)er,

and give it more bloom, archil and pot-

ash are frequently used, but this bloom is

extremely fugacious.

To produce a criinson from a scarlet,

the alkalies, alum, and earthy salts are
used, all of which have this effect. Crim-
son is the natural colour of the cochineal,

and to produce it from a stuff' dyed scar-

let, the stuff' is boiled for an hour in a

solution of alum, the strength of which
is to be regulated by the depth of shade
required.

Of dyeing Silk red.

The red colour obtained from madder
does jiot possess sufficient brightness fot

silk ; one of the best ()rocesses for its use
is the following of M. Guhliche ; for every
pound of silk, four ounces of alum and
one of solution of tin are to be mixed
with water; when the liquor has become
clear it is decanted, and the silk is soaked
in it for twelve hours, after which it is

immersed in a bath of half a pound of

madder to each pound of silk, softened

by boiling with an infusion of galls in

white wine. The bath is to be kept mo-
derately hot for an hour, and then made
to boil for two minutes. The silk is then

to be taken out, washed in a stream of

water, and dried in the sun. The colour

thus obtained is very permanent. By
leaving out the galls it is clearer.
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Crimson produced on silk by cochineal
is called grain crimson, to distinguish it

from a colour called false crimson, dyed
with Brazil wood. For the grain crimson,
the silk, being well cleansed from soap
at the river, is to be immersed for a night
in alum liquor of the full strength ; it is

then to be washed, and twice beetled at

the river. The bath is prepared by fill-

ing a long boiler two-thirds with water, to

which are added, when it boils, from
half an ounce to two ounces of powdered
white galls for every pound of silk.

When it has boiled for a few moments,
from two to three ounces of cochineal,

powdered and sifted, are put in for every
pound of silk, and afterward? one ounce
of tartar for every pound of cochineal.
When the tartar is dissolved, one ounce
of solution oftin is added for every ounce
of tartar. Macquer recommends this

solution of tin to be made by dissolving

.six ounces of fine grain tin, with two
ounces of sal ammoniac, in a pound of ni-

tric acid, diluted with twelve ounces of
water. When these ingredients are mix-
ed together, the boiler is to be filled with
cold water, the proportion of which, for

every pound of silk, is about eight or ten
quarts. In this bath the silk is to be
immediately immersed, and turned on
the winch till it appears of an uniform
colour ; tiie fire is then increased, and
the bath is kept boiling for two hours,

taking care to turn the silk occasionally

;

the fire is afterwards put out, and the
silk immersed in the bath, where it is

suffered to remain a few hours longer ; it

is then taken out, washed at the river,

twice beetled, and dried.

To obtain other shades of red, the
above processes must be varied. If, af-

ter the silk has been wrung out of the
solution of tin, it is steeped for a night
in a cold solution of alum, in the propor-
tion of one ounce to a quart of water,
wrung, dried, then washed, and boiled
with cochineal, it will appear of a pale
poppy colour. But a fine poppy-red
may be procured by steeping it twelve
hours in the solution of tin, diluted with
eight parts of water, then leaving it all

night in the solution of alum, after which
it is to be washed, dried, and passed
through two baths of cochineal, taking
care to add to the second bath a small
quantity of sulphuric acid.

The colour that comes nearest to scar-

let has been produced, on silk, by first

dyeing it crimson and then dyeing it

^^with carthamus, and afterwards submit-
VOL. IV.

ting it to a yellow bath without heat. The
colour thus given is very fine, but the dye
of carthamus is not permanent. In Dr.
Bancroft's process, the silk is soaked for

two hours in a solution of tin, in the
murio-sulphuric acid, after which it is

wrung out and dried partially. It is then
to be dyed in a bath, prepared with four
parts of cochineal and three of quercitron
bark. In this way a colour approaching to

scarlet is obtained. To give the colour
more body, the immersion may be repeat-
ed in the solution of tin, and in the dye-
ing bath ; the brightness of the scarlet

is increased by the addition ofcarthamus.
A lively rose colour is produced by omit-
ting the quercitron bark, and dyeing with
the cocliineal alone.

Of dyeing Cotton and Linen red.

To dye cotton and linen red, madder
is used; which cotton attracts more
strongly than linen. The madder-red of
cotton is distinguished into two kinds,

the one is called simple madder-red ; the
other, which is much brighter, is called

Turkey, or Adrianople red.

The process used at Rouen for the
simple madder-red is as follows. The
cotton must be scoured, galled with one
part of galls to four of cotton, and then
alumed with four ounces of Roman alum
to one pound of cotton, and an equal
weight of water : to the solution of alum
one twentieth part of a solution of soda,

consisting of half a pound of soda to a
quart of water, must be added. When
the cotton is taken out of this mordant, it

is slightly wrung with the pin and dried

;

the colour is more beautiful as the dry-
ing is slow ; twenty pounds of cotton are
usually dyed at pnce, but ten would be
better, because when many hanks are
dyed at a time it is difficult to make the
colour equal. To prepare the bath for

ten pounds of cotton, about two hun-
dred and twenty quarts of water should
be heated in a copper, and when almost
too hot for the hand, six pounds of good
Dutch g^ape madder are to be carefully

dispersed through it. When it is well
mixed, the cotton is to be immersed,
hank by hank, on sticks. When all the
cotton is in, it is to be well worked, and '

the hanks turned on the sticks for three
quarters of an Iwur, the bath being kept
constantly at the same degree of heat,

without boiling ; at the end of this time
the cotton is to be taken out and left on
the edges of the copper, a pint of the
LI
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above ley of soda is to be added to the
bath, and the cotton to be put into it

again, and boiled from ten to fifteen mi-

nutes : lastly, it is to be taken out, left to

drain, wrung, washed in a stream of wa-
ter, and wrung on the pin a second time.

Two days afterwards the cotton re-

ceives a second maddering, in the pro-
portion of eight ounces of madder to the
pound of cotton, and is worked as in the
first maddering, except that no ley is

added, and that well water is used for

the bath : after this the cotton is left to

cool, washed, wrung, and dried. M. d'Ap-
ligny recommends, instead of receiving

two madder baths, that the cotton be
alumed twice, and then dyed in a single

bath only. This red is made more lively

by soaking the cotton, pound by pound,
in a bath of warm water, into which
about a pint of the ley is poured ; it is

then wrung and dried ; then washed in

a stream of water, and spread on the
grass, where the red brightens more
than by any other operation.

The Turkey red possesses a degree
of brightness mttch superior to the com-
mon madder red, and more powerfully
resists the action of alkalies, alum, soap,

and acids. The processes used in Tur-
key for this red are very complicated
and tedious, some taking a month to

perfect ; the best of them are detailed

in BerthoUet's treatise on the *• Elements
of Dyeing." Their efficacy depends
chiefly on the impregnation of the cotton
with animal matter, which is mostly done
by fish-oil and sheeps' dung.
One of the best processes for the

Adrianople red, practised in our part of
the world, is that at Gdasgow, introduced
by M. Papillon, at the expense and at

the instance of the commissioners for

manufactures in Scotland, and which is as

follows: A ley is prepared for 100/6.

of cotton, from 100/6. of Ahcant barilla,

20/6. of pearl-ashes, and 100/6. of quick-
lime, strong enough to bear an egg. A
weaker sort is also prepared, of the
strength marked by two degrees of the
French hydrometer, the first kind being
of six degrees. (A saturated solution of
common salt marks 60°, and soft water
0°, on this instrument.) The pearl-ashes

are dissolved in ten pails of soft-water,

of four gallons each, and the lime in four-

teen pails ; the liquors are let to stand
till quite clear, and then ten pails of
each are mixed together. In this the
cotton is boiled five hours, washed in

running-water, and dried ; it is then sub-

mitted to what is called the grey bath.

For the grey bath, in twenty pails of
the strong ley are mixed two pails of

sheep's dung, two quarts of oil of vitriolj

and one pound of gum arabic and one
pound of sal ammoniac, previously dis-

solved in a proper quantity of the weak
ley ; and, lastlj^, twenty-five pounds ot

olive oil well mixed with two pails of the

weak ley. The whole being well mixed*
the cotton is trodden down in it till it is

well soaked, left thus for twenty-four

hours, and then wrung hard and dried.

This operation is repeated a second and
a third lime, after which the cotton is

well washed and dried.

The white bath, in which the cotton is

ne.xt placed, is managed in every parti-

cular as the preceding, except that the

sheeps* dung is omitted in it.

The gall bath, in which it is then put,

is prepared by boiling twenty-five pounds
of bruised galls in ten pails of river-wa-

ter until four or five are boiled away;
the liquor is strained into a tub, and cold

water is poured on the galls in the

strainer. In this liquor, made milk

warm, the cotton is to be dipped, hank
by hank, and left to steep in it twenty-

four hours. It is then wrung carefully

and equally, and dried well without

washing.
For the first alum bath, twenty-five

pounds of Roman alum are dissolved in

fourteen pails of warm water, without

making it boil : the liquor is well skim-

med, two pails of the strong ley are add-

ed, and the whole is let to cool till it is

luke-warra. In this bath the cotton is dip-

ped, handled hank by hank, left to steep

twenty-four hours, then wrung equally,

and dried well without washing.

The second alum bath, to which it is

next submitted, is managed exactly like

the above : but after the cotton is dry, it

is steeped six hours in the river, and then

washed and dried.

Into the dyeing bath it is next put, by
ten pounds at a time ; which is prepared

by mixing two and a half gallons of ox

blood with twenty-eight pails of milk-

warm water, adding twenty-five pounds
of madder, and stirring all well together^

The ten pounds of cotton, previously

put on sticks, is dipped into this liquor,

and turned constantly for one hour, du-

ring which the heat is gradually increased,

till the liquor begins to boil at the end

of the hour. The cotton is then sunk in

it, boiled gently one hour longer, and

then washed and dried.

For the next ten pounds of cotton, so

much of the boiling liquor is taken out,
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that what remains may produce a luke-
warm heat with the fresh water with
which the copper is again filled up, and
then the dyeing liquor is made up as

above.

For the fixing bath, five or six pails of
the grey bath liqour, and as much of the
white bath liquor, are mixed together ; in

this the cotton is trodden down, left to

steep six hours, and then wrung mode-
rately and equally, and dried without
washing.

The brightening bath is prepared by
dissolving carefully and completely ten
pounds of white soap, in sixteen or eigh-
teen pails of warm water : if any little

bits of the soap remain undissolved, they
will make spots in the cotton ; four pails

of the strong ley are added, and well
stirred in. In this liquor the cotton is

sunk, kept down with cross sticks, co-
vered up, and beiled gently two hours

;

it is then washed and dried, which com-
pletes the process.
For the common madder red, Mr. Wil-

son advises acetite of alumen to be used
as the mordant, instead of alum. The
cotton in his process is galled, dried,

then impregnated with the acetite of
alumen diluted with hot water ; dried a

second time, maddered, washed, and dri-

ed again.

The scarlet colour communicated to
cotton by cochineal is far from being per-

manent ; but if it is desired. Dr. Bancroft
recommends the cotton to be first steep-
ed for half an hour in a diluted solution

of murio-sulphate of tin, to wring it, and
then plunge it into water, in which as

much potash has been dissolved as will

neutraHze the acid adhering to the cotton,

so that the oxide of tin may be more co-

piously fixed on its fibres ; the stuffrinsed

in water is then to be dyed with cochi-

neal and quercitron bark, in the pro-
portion of four pounds of the former to

two of the latter. A full bright colour is

thus given, that will resist soap and the
air.

With acetite of alumen, used as a
mordant, cotton dyed with cochineal

receives a beautiful crimson ; it will bear
washing and the weather for some time ;

but is not permanent. Dr. Bancroft
thinks that a small portion of cochineal

added, in dyeing madder reds on the
finer cottons, would be highly advanta-

geous.

Of dyeing Wool yello-w.

Weld is most commonly used in dyeing

yellow. For the preparatory bath for

dyeing wool this colour, Hellot directs

four ounces of alum, and only one of
tartar, to be used for every pound of
wool.
For the dyeing bath, the weld is boiled

inclosed in a thin linen bag, in the pro-
portion of from three to to six pounds for

every pound of cloth ; it is kept from ris-

ing by a wooden cross : some dyers add a
little quicklime and ashes, which height-
en the colour, but render it less capa-
ble of resisting acids. Lighter shades of
colour may be obtained by dyeing after

deeper ones, adding water after each
dipping, and keeping the bath at a boil-

ing heat. These are not so lively as when
fresh baths are used with a suitable pro-

portion of weld. Alum renders the shade
psler and more lively, tartar still paler,

but sulphate of iron causes it to incline to

brown.
Poerner recommends a similar prepa-

ration for this dye to tliat for scarlet, by
which the colour will be brighter, more
permanent, and lighter.

Dr. Bancroft states quercitron bark to

be the cheapest and best substance for

dyeing wool yellow. For its use the fol-

lowing process is directed. The bark,

with an equal weight, or one-third more,
of alum, i§ to be boiled for about ten
minutes, in a suitable proportion of wa-
ter ; the stuff' previously scoured is then
immersed in the bath. The higher co-

lours are dyed first, and afterwards the
pale straw colours. The colour may be
considerably heightened, by passing the
unrinsed stuff a few times through hot
water, to which one pound and a half of

clean powdered chalk has been added
for every hundred pounds of stuff.

The bark in boihng should be tied up
in a thin linen bag, and suspended in the

liquor, after having been first reduced to

powder. This is the cheapest and quick-

est process ; but the colour will be fuller

and more permanent, if the stuff is first

boiled for an hour and a quarter in a bath

of a sixth or an eighth of its weight of

alum, dissolved in a proper quantity of

water, and be then, without being rins-

ed, immersed in the dyeing bath, form-

ed by a weight of powdered quercitron

bark equal to that of the alum, tied up in

a linen bag, in clean hot water: it is to be
turned through the boiling liquor in the

usual manner, till its colour appears suffi-

cient. One pound of clean powdered
chalk, for every hundred pounds of stuff,

is then to be mixed with the dyeing bath,

jind the operation is to be continued for
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eight or ten minutes longer. The addi-

tion of the chalk heightens and brightens

the colour.

To give a beautiful orange-yellow to

woollen stuffs, ten pounds of quercitron

bark tied up in a bag, for every hundred
pounds of stuff, are to be put into the

bath with hot water. At the end of six

or eight minutes, an equal weight of mu-
rio-sulphate of tin is to be added, and the

mixture to be well stirred for two or

three minutes. The cloth, first scoured,

and completely wetted, is then immers-
ed in the dyeing liquor, and briskly turn-

ed for a few minutes ; by this process the

highest yellow may be produced in less

than fifteen minutes.

High shades of yellow are given by
young fustic and nitro-muriate of tin, but
they are less permanent, less beautiful,

and more costly than those obtained from
the above bark.

Of dyeing Silk yellow.

To dye silk a plain yellow, in general,

weld alone is used. The silk is first

scoured with soap, in the proportion of

twenty pounds of soap to the hundred of

silk, then alumed, and washed.
The dyeing bath is prepared with two

pounds of weld to every pound of silk,

which, having boiled for fifteen minutes,

is to be passed into the vat through a

sieve or cloth. When the temperature
is as high as the hand can bear, the silk

is introduced, and turned, until it ac-

quires an uniform colour ; during this

time the weld is to be boiled a second
time in fresh water; one half of the first

bath is then taken out, and its place sup-
plied with a fresh decoction. The tem-
perature of the fresh bath may be a little

higher than that ofthe former, but should
not be too great, lest the colour already

fixed be dissolved. The stuff is to be
turned as before, and then taken out of
the bath. Soda is to be dissolved in a
part of the second decoction, and a larger

or smaller quantity of the solution is to

be added to the bath, according to the
intensity of the shade wanted. The co-

lour is examined by taking out a skein
and wringing it.

To produce shades having more of a
^old colour, anotta is added in propor-
tion to the depth of the colour required.

Lighter shades, such as pale lemon co-

lour, are obtained by previously whiten-
ing the silk, and regulating the propor-

tion of the ingredients of the bath by the

Sjiade required. To give a yellow, with

a green tinge, a little indigo is added to

the bath, if the silk has ^ot been previ-

ously azured ; to prevent the greenishi'

shade being too deep, the silk should be',

more slightly alumed than usual.

t)r. Bancroft asserts that all the shades
of yellow can be given at a cheaper rate?

by quercitron bark than by weld. To
dye with this bark, a quantity of it pow-
dered, and inclosed in a bag, in propor- >

tion to the shade wanted, from one <o \

two pounds for every pound of silk, is

put into the vat while the water is cold.

Heat is applied, and when the bath is ra-

ther more than blood warm, or of the i

temperature 100°, the silk, after beingf
|

first alumed, is immersed and dyed in the'
j

usual way. A deeper shade may be given i

by adding a small quantity of chalk or j

pearl-ashes towards the end of the opera-

tion. To produce a more lively yellow,
,

a small portion of murio-sulphate of tin I

may be employed, but it should be used! I

cautiously, as it is apt to diminish the lus-

tre of the silk.

To dye silk of an aurora or orange co-

lour, after having been properly scoured,

it may be immersed in an alkaline solu-

tion of anotta, the strength of which is

to be regulated by the shade required.

The temperature of the bath should be
between that of tepid and boiling water.

When the desired shade is obtained, the

silk is to be twice washed and beetled,

to free it from the superfluous colour-

ing matter, which would injure the beauty

of the colour. When raw silk is to be

dyed, that which is naturally white should

be selected, and the bath should be near-

ly cold ; for otherwise the alkali, by dis-

solving the gum of the silk, destroys its

elasticity. Silk is died of an orange co-

lour by anotta, but if a redder shade be
wanted, it is procured by alum, vinegar,

or lemon juice. These colours are beau-

tiful, but do not possess permanency.

Of dyeing Cotton and Linen yellow.

In dyeing cotton or linen yellow, the

first operation is to scour the stuff with

a ley prepared from the ashes of green

wood ; it is then washed, dried, and alum-

ed with one fourth of its weight ofalum ;

after twenty-four hours, it is taken out of

the alum hquor, and dried without being

washed. A weld bath is then prepared,

by an infusion of a pound and a quarter

of weld for every pound of the stuff, and
in this it is dyed, by being turned and
wrought till it has acquired the proper

shade. It is then taken out of the bath,
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ind soaked, for an hour and a half, in a

solution of a quantity of sulphate of cop-

per equal to one fourth of the weight

of the stuff; it is then thrown, without

being washed, into a solution of soap,

in the same proportions : after being

well stirred, it is boiled in it, for near-

ly an hour, and then well washed and
dried.

If a deeper colour is wanted, the stuff

is not alumed, but two pounds and a half

of weld are used for every pound of the

stuff, for each of which a drachm of ver-

digrise mixed with a part of the bath is

added ; in this bath it is dipped and work-
ed, till it has acquired an uniform colour

;

it is then taken out of the bath, and a lit-

tle ley of soda poured in ; after this it is

again returned into the bath, kept there

a quarter of an hour, and then taken out,

wrung, and dried. Other shades of yel-

low may be obtained, by varying the

proportion of the ingredients ; a lemon
colour may be procured, by using only

one pound of weld for every pound
of cotton, and by diminishing the propor-

tion of verdigris, oy using- alum as a sub-

stitute.

Dr. Bancroft directs a method for dye-
ing cotton yellow, which he asserts to be
much cheaper, and which appears better

in several respects, particularly as to the

mordant. It is as follows

:

The mordant to be used is the acetite

of alumen, formed by dissolving one
pound of sugar of lead, and three pounds
of alum, in a sufficient quantity of warm
water. In this liquor, heated to 100°, the

cotton is to be steeped two hours,after be-

ing first properly rinsed. It is then taken
out and moderately pressed over a ves-

sel, to prevent waste of the hquor. It is

then dried in a stove heat, and after being
again soaked in the aluminous solution,

is wrung out a second time and dried : it

is then barely wetted with lime-water,

and afterwards dried ; and if a full and
bright colour is wanted, it may be neces-

sary to soak the stuff again in the diluted

aluminous mordant, and, after drying, to

wet it a second time with lime-water

:

after it has been soaked for the last time
it should be well rinced in clean water, to

separate the uncombined portion of the
mordart, which might injure the applica-

tion of the colouring matter. By the use
of the hme-water, a greater proportion of
iilumen combines with the stuff, as well
as a certain portion of lime.

In the preparation of the dyeing bath
from twelve to eighteen pounds of quer-
citron bark are inc^losed in a bag, for

every hundred pounds of the stuff, vary-

ing the proportion according to the shade
required. The bark is put into the water
while cold, and immediately after the
stuff is immersed, and agitated or turned
in it for an hour or an hour and a half,

during which the water should be gra-
dually healed, and the temperature rais-

ed to 120°. At the end of this time the
heat is increased, and the dyeing liquor

brought.to a boiling temperature ; but
at this temperature the stuff must only
remain in it for a few minutes, because
otherM'ise the yellow assumes a brownish
hue. The stuff, having thus acquired a
sufficient colour, is taken out, rinsed, and
dried.

Many attempts have been made to imi-

tate the shade of yellow which nankeens
possess ; but none have hitherto succeed-
ed, so as to produce a colour whose dif-

ference from the real nankeen could not
be in general distinguished at first sight

;

or in the very few instances where this

was at all doubtful, a little wear soon be-
trayed this deception. Chaptal has recom"
mended a colour procured from salt of
iron for this purpose; and in the processes
of others, iron in general has been the co-
louring substance used ; but a colour
from iron has the evident defect of get-
ting black stains from the least touch of
any astringent liquor, to which it is per-
petually liable wherever tea is used. It

is therefore useless to insert receipts for

a colour which never yet came suffi-

ciently near what it was intended, to pro-
duce the least competition in the market
with the real article.

Nankeen is made of cotton, whose co-

lour is naturally such as we see it ; some
of the best grows in Bhaugalpore in the
East Indies; it would be an object well
worth the attention of thte cotton plant-

ers in the West India Isands, to get over
plants or seeds of this species of cotton,
to raise it for the English market. Per-
haps the Bhaugalpore cotton might be
imported from the East cheap enough for
the use of our manufacturers, which
would save the nation much of the large
sums that go out of it annually for the
purchase of nankeens.

Of dyeing Wool green.

Having given an account of the most
approved processes for dyeing the four
simple colours, black, red, blue and yel-
low, we now proceed to the compound co-
lours ; which are so called, because in ge-
neral they are produced in dyeing by ijiix-
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tures of the simple colours, though in a

few instances sxibstances are found which
produce some of the compound colours
without addition.

To dye woollen green, either a blue
or a yellow dye may be first given to it

;

but the first is generally done, because
the yellow dye of the stuff would injure

the blue bath. The intensity of the blue

must be proportioned to the shade of
green required. When the blue dye is

given, the yellow is communicated by
some of the processes described. The
cloth, having first got the proper ground,
is washed at the fulling mill, and boiled

as for the common process of weld-

ing; but when the shade is to be light,

the proportion of salts should be less. In

this case tlie quantity ofweld used should

also be less, but for all other shades it

siiould be greater than for dyeing simple

yellow.

Sulphate of indigo is employed for the

greens called Shxou greens. Dr. Ban-
croft directs for this dye, that from six

to eight pounds of quercitron bark, en-

closed in a bag, should be put into the

bath for every hundred pounds of cloth,

with only a small proportion of water

just as it begins to grow warm. When
the water boils, six pounds of murio-

sulphate of tin should be put in, and a

few minutes after, about four pounds of

alum ; these having boiled five or six

minutes, cold water should be added,

and the fire be diminished, so as to bring

down the heat of the liquor nearly to

what the hand is just able to bear ; im-

mediately after this as much sulphate of

indigo is to be added, as will suffice to

produce the shade of green required,

taking care to mix it thoroughly with the

bath. The cloth, previously scoured and
moistened, should then be expeditiously

put into the liquor, and turned very brisk-

ly through it for a quarter of an hour,

that the colour may apply itself evenly

in every part. By these means very full,

even, and beautiful greens may be dyed
in half an hour; but during this space it

ts best to keep the liquor a little below
the boiling heat.

Of dyeing of Silk green.

The silk is first scoured, as for other

colours ; and for light shades the scour-

ing must be as complete as for blue. It

is then first dyed yellow in small parcels,

(after being well alumed, and slightly

washed at the river) by carefully turning

it in the weld bath. When it has ac-

quired the proper shade ofyellow for i\

green required, which is known by tr

ing a pattern in the blue vat, it is take
out, washed, and then immersed in the'
blue vat. A deeper colour is given, and
the shade varied, by adding a decoc-
tion of logwood, fustic, or anotta, to the
yellow bath, after the weld has been
taken out. For light shades a lighter

ground is given.

For Saxon green from sulphate of in-

digo, the silk is prepared by boiling as

for welding, and afterwards washed.
Then fustic in chips, enclosed in a bag, is

put into the same bath, boiled for an hour
and a half, and then taken out, and the
bath let to cool till the hand can bear its

heat. A pound and a quarter of indigo
is added for every eigliteen yards of
stuff; the stuff should be first turned
quickly, and afterwards more slowly,

and it should be taken out before the
bath boils.

In Dr. Bancroft's process for the Saxon^
green, four pounds of quercitron barl

three pounds of alum, and two pount'

of murio-sulphate of tin, are infused in,

proper quantity of water: the bath is boil

ed ten or fifteen minutes, and when cool
ed till the hand can bear it, is fit for use i

by adding different proportions of sul

phate of indigo, various beautiful shadf
of green may be obtained. Care must N
taken to keep the bath constantly stirred^

to prevent the colouring matter fror

subsiding. Those shades which are ii

tended to incline to yellow should b<

dyed first ; and by adding sulphate of ir

digo, the green having a shade of blu<

may be obtained.

Of dyeing Cotton and Linen green.

Cotton and linen are scoured in th<

usual way, and then first dyed blue ; afte

being cleaned, they are dipped in th<

weld bath, to produce a green colour

The strength of the blue and yellow \i

proportioned to the shade of green want4
ed. But as it is difficult to give cottoB

velvet an uniform colour in the blue vat|

it is first dyed yellow with turmeric, anc

the process completed by giving it

green by sulphate of indigo.

The different shades of olive, ant

drakes-neck green, are given to cottoi

thread, after is has received a blu«

ground, by galling it, dipping it in

weaker or stronger bath of iron liquorjj)

then in the weld bath, and afterwards ii

the bath with sulphate of copper ; the

colour is lastly brightened with soap.
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Yellow colours are rendered more in-

tense by means of alkalies, sulphate of

lime, and ammoniacal salts, but become
fainter by means of acids, solutions of

tin, and alum.

Of dyeing Wool purple, •violet, and lilac.

Violet, purple, lilac, dove colour, and
a great variety of other shades, are pro-

duced by the mixture of red and blue,

according to the proportions of the sub-

stances employed. For violets, a deep
blue ground is given, and for purples a

lighter blue ; in lilacs, and similar co-

lours, both the red and blue are light.

For violets and purples, the stuff

should first be dyed a light blue, not deep-
er than sky blue ; it is then boiled with
alum and two-fifths of tartar, and is after-

jyards dipped in a bath composed of near-

ly two-thirds the quantity of cochineal

required for scarlet, with the addition of
tartar. The same process is followed as

for dyeing scarlet. It is common to dye
these colours after the reddening for

scarlet, making such additions of cochi-

neal and tartar as the intensity of the
shade may require.

For lilacs, dove colours, and other
lighter shades, the stuff may be dipped
in the bath which has served for violet

and purple, and is somewhat exhausted,
taking care to add a proper quantity of
alum and tartar. For reddish shades,

such as peach-blossom, a small propor-
tion of solution of tin is added. It may be
observed, in general, that though the pro-

portion of cochineal is less in lighter

shades, the quantity of tartar must not be
diminished.

A less expensive process is recom-
mended by M. Poerner for these colours :

he prepares the stuffby boiling it an hour
and a half, with three ounces of alum for

every pound of it, and leaving it a night
in the liquor after it is cold : he makes
the bath with an ounce and a half of
cochineal, and two ounces of tartar, for

every pound of stuff, boihng it three-

quarters of an hour, and then adding two
ounces and a half of sulphate of indigo in

the above proportion to the stuff, he
stiis the bath, and makes it boil gently
for a quarter of an hour, and thus obtains

a very beautiful violet ; he increases and
diminishes the indigo in all proportions,
fi'om five drams to five ounces to each
pound of stuflT, according to the shade
wanted ; he also reduces the quantity
of cochineal, but never below an ounce
to the poand, because the colour would

then be too dull: he varies the pro-
portion of tartar, and prepares the stuff

with different quantities of solution of
tin.

A purple colour, as well as some other
shades, may be given to wool by log-
wood, with the addition of galls, but
the colours thus obtained are not per-
manent. M. Decroizille discovered a
process, by which a durable dye may
be procured from logwood, of which
the following is an account. The mor-
dant used was a solution of tin in a mix-
ture of sulphuric acid, common salt, and
water ; to which were added red acidu-
lous tartrite of potash, and sulphate of
copper.

If the wool is to be dyed in the fleece,
it will require a third of its weight of this

mordant, but for cloth a fifth will be suf-

ficient. A bath is to be prepared as hot
as the hand can bear, with wliicli the
mordant is to be well mixed, and the
stuff is to be dipped in it -and stirred;
the same temperature is to be kept up
for two hours, and increased a little to-
wards the end ; after which the stuff is

to be taken out, aired, and well washed.
A fresh bath of pure water is prepared
at the same temperature, to which a suf-
ficient quantity of the decoction of log-
wood is added : in this the stuff is im-
mersed and stirred ; the heat is then in-

creased to the boiling temperature, and
continued so for fifteen minutes, after
which the stufl[" is taken out, aired, and
carefully rinsed. If tlie decoction of one
pound oflogwood has been used for eve-
ry three pounds of wool, and a propor-
tionate quantity for stuffs that require
less, a fine violet colour is produced ; to
which a sufficient quantity of Brazil wood
imparts the sliade known in France by
the name of pnine de J\fo?meur.
The colours produced by logwood,

Brazil, fustic, and yellow wood, may be
fixed on wool to advantage by tlie last

mentioned mordant. The alkah of the
soap used in fulling is apt to change the
colour given by the two first of these
substances, but this is remedied by a
slightly acid bath a little hot, called the
brightening bath, for which sulphuric
acid is the best ; the colour after this is

as deep, and frequently much brighter,
than before the change. Wool dyed by
means of ttiis mordant is said to admit of
being spun into a finer and more beauti-

ful thread than that prepaied by alum.
If the sulphate of copper is omitted,

.

more beautifuj colours, are produced by
fustic and yellow wood, as well aa by
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>^eld. An orangfc red is given by mad-
der with it, but not so deep as with a si-

milar quantity of alum. When sulphate
of copper is omitted, the wool is said to

be much liarsher, and the mordant pre-
pared without it yields but indifferent

colours with logwood, and in particular

with Brazil wood.

Of dyeing Silk violet or purple.

Silk njay be dyed violet in two differ-

ent modes ; the colour produced by the
one is called the fine colour, and that by
the other the false, the latter of which is

dyed by means of archil or Brazil wood.
When the fine colour is required, the
silk must first be passed through a cochi-

neal bath, and afterwards be dipped in

the blue vat. The preparation and dye-
ing of silk with the cochineal are the
same as for crimson, with the omission of
tartar and solution of tin, by which the
colour is heightened. The quantity of
cochineal made use of, is always proper-
tioned to the required shade, whether it

be more or less intense ; but the usual

proportion for a fine violet colour, is two
ounces of cochineal for each pound of
silk. When the silk is dyed, it is wash-

ed at the river, twice beetled, dipped in

a blue vat, more or less strong in propor-
tion to the depth of the shade of violet

wanted, and then washed and dried, with
the precautions which all colours require

that are dyed in this vat. If the violet is

to have greater strength and beauty, it is

usual to pass it through the archil bath
;

without this, light shades would be too

dull.

When silk has been dyed with cochi-

neal as above directed, only a very light

shade is requisite for purple; the shades

which are deepest are dipped in a weak
blue vat, but those which are to be
lighter, it is sufficient to dip in water in-

corporated with a small quantity of the

liquor of the vat, because in the vat it-

self they would acquire too deep a tinge

of blue, however weak it might be. The
light shades of this colour, as gilly flower,

peach-blossom, &c. are produced in this

manner, by diminishing the quantity of

cochineal.

The false violet colour of the greatest

beauty is given to silk by archil, in the

various ways used for producing it ; the

bath of which is to have its strength pro-

portioned to the colour required. The
silk having been beetled at the river,

after scouring, is turned in the archil bath

on the skein sticks ; and when the colour

is deemed sufficiently deep, a pattern is

tried in the blue vat, to ascertain whether
it takes the violet colour intended to b6
produced. If the shade is of the proper
depth, the silk is beetled at the river, and
dipped in the vat in the same way as

for the fine violet colours ; and less either
of the blue or of the archil colour is

given, according as the .violet is intend-
ed to have the blue or red shade predo-
minant.

A violet colour may be imparted to

silks by immersing them in water im-
pregnated with verdigris as a substitute
for aluming, and next giving them a bath
of logwood, in which they assume a blue
colour ; which is converted into a violet,

either by dipping them in a weaker or
stronger solution of alum, or by adding it

to the bath ; the alum imparts a red shade
to the colouring matter of the logwood.
This violet possesses but little beauty or
durabihty ; but if the alumed silk be im-
mersed in a bath of Brazil wood, and
next in a bath of archil, after washing it

at the river, a colour is obtained, possess-

ing a much higher degree of beauty
and intensity. M. Decroizilles' process,

above related, for dyeing wool, suc-

ceeds equally well, according to his ac-

count, in communicating a violet colour
to silk.

Ofdyeing Cotton and Linen violet.

To communicate a violet colour to cot-

ton and linen, they commonly receive first

a blue ground in the vat, proportioned to

the shade required, and are then dried.

They are afterwards galled with the pro-

portion of three ounces of galls to every
pound of stuff, and being left in this bath

for 12 or 13 hours, are wrung out and
dried again. They are next passed
through a decoction of logwood, and
when thoroughly soaked and taken out,

the bath receives an addition of two
drams of alum, and one of dissolved ver-

digrise, for every pound of the yarn. The
skeins are then dipped again on the skein

sticks, and turned for about 15 minutes,

when they are taken out and aired ; they

are next immersed in the bath for 15 mi-

nutes, taken out and wrung. To cot

plete the process, the vat employed
emptied ; half of the decoction of Ic

wood not before used is now poured
with the addition of two drams of all

and the yarn is again dipped in it til

has acquired the shade proposed, whi
must always regulate the strength'
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(weakness of the decoction of logwood.
Tiiis colour bears the air tolerably well,

but is much inferior in permanency to
that which is obtained by the use of
tnadder.

Of dyeing Wool orange.

»
Orang-e, being a mixture of yellow and

red, may be communicated by the pro-
cesses for dyeing scarlet in which yellow
is used, by diminishing the proportion of
red, and increasing that of yellow. Wool
dyed red by madder, and afterwards yel-

low by weld, acquires a cinnamon colour,

for whicli the most proper mordant is a
mixture of alum and tartar. The shades
may be varied at pleasure, by substituting

other yellow dye stuffs for weld, and by
altering the proportions as circumstances
may require. Wool receives a reddish
yellow, by bein^ passed through the
madder balh after having been dyed
yellow, Ltrazil wood is sometimes em-
ployed with yellow substances singly,

or mixed with cochineal and madder, to

produce this colour. When, instead of
weld, or other yellow dyes, walnut-tree
root, wahuit-peels, or sumach, are used,
snuff, chesnut, musk, and other shades,

are obtained.

Of dyeing Silk orange shades.

Marones, cinnamons, and all the inter-

mefliate shades, are given to silk, by log-

wood, Brazil, and fustic ; a bath is pre-
pared by mixing decoctions ofthese three
woods made separately ; the proportion
of each is varied according to the shade
required, but that of fustic ought to pre-
vail ; the bath should be of a moderate
temperature ; and the silk, after being
scoured and alumed in the usual man-
ner, is immersed in it. The silk is turn-

ed on the skein sticks in the bath, and
when taken out, if the colour be uniform,
it is wrung, and dipped in a second bath
©f the three ingredients, the proportions
of which are regulated according to the
effect of the first bath, in order to obtain
the shade required.
For some colours blue is united to red

and yellow ; it is thus olives are produc-
ed ; a blue ground is first given, then the
yellow dye, and lastly a slight madder-
ing. Olive may be dyed without using
the blue vat, by dipping the silk in a
very strong weld bath, after being first

alumed ; to this a decoction of logwood is

afterwards added, and when the silk is

dipped, a little solution of alkali is put in,

VOL. IV.

which turns it green, and gives the silk

the olive colour. The silk is repeatedly
dipped in this bath until it has acquired
the proper shade.
A kind of reddish olive is produced by

a bath of fustic, to which more or less

copperas and logwood have been added.
Russet-olive is dyed, by adding fustic

and logwood to the bath after welding.
The addition of logwood alone givea
a redder colour, if such is required.

Of dyeing Cotton and linen orange shades.

By beginning with weld and verdigris,

cinnamon colour is given to thread and
cotton, which are then dipped in a solu-

tion of copperas, wrung, and dried. When
dry, they are galled with three ounces of
galls to the pound dyed ; they are then
dried again, alumed as for red, and mad*
dered. After being then washed, they
are put into very warm soap-suds, and
turned till ihey are sufficiently brighten-

ed; a decoction of fustic is sometimes
added in the aluming.

M. d'Apligny states, that a fine olive

may be imparted to cotton and thread
from four parts of weld and one of potash,
boiled in a sufficient quantity of water,
and Brazil wood, which has been steep-

ed one night, boiled separately with a
little verdigris, by mixing the two decoc-
tions in the proportions the shade re-

quires, and immersing therein the thread
or cotton.

Of dyeing Cloth brown or grey.

To impart a brown shade, the stuff as

soon as dyed is dipped in a solution of
copperas, to which an astringent has been
added; which is better than mixing cop-
peras with the bath, as some do.

Coffee, damascene, and other shades,

are produced, by giving the cloth first a
colour more or less deep, according to the
shade wanted, and then dipping it in a
bath of galls, sumach, alder-bark, and
copperas, according to the effect de-
sired.

Blue-greys are given by solution of in-

digo in sulphuric acid, combined with a
mixture of decoction of galls and coppe-
ras. Other shades are obtained by a bath

of cochineal, fustic, and galls, to which
copperas is added.

For marone, and similar colours, sauo-

ders and galls are employed ; and some-
times a browning with the addition of
logwood. These colours may be made to

M m
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incline to crimson or purple, by adding a
small quantity of cochineal or madder.
A little tartar gives brightness to the co-

lour. With a mixture of galls, fustic, and
logwood, some madder, and a little alum,
bazel colours are produced.

Ofdyeing Silk dark mixed colours.

Silk may be dyed a violet purple, with-
out a blue ground, by preparing it with
a mordant of two ounces of alum, one
ounce of solution of tin, and halfan ounce
of muriatic acid, to each pound; steeping
it twelve hours in a mixture of one part

of galls dissolved in white wine, with
three parts of water ; and then, after

wringing, dyeing it in a bath composed
with two ounces of cochineal and a small
quantity' of iron liquor, till the intended
shade is given.. Madder may be used in

the same way.
Colours resembling that of bricks may

be produced, by immersing silk in an an-

notta bath, after preparing it with a mix-
ture of solution of galls and iron liquor.

By the combination of brazil, logwood,
archil, and galls, and by browning with
copperas, a nnmber of different shades
are dyed : but though their brightness is

pleasing, they are not permanent.

0/ dyeing Cottan and Idnen dark mixed
colours.

Thread and cotton may be dyed a per-
manent violet, by submitting them, after

being scoured in the common mode, to

a mordant prepared by boiling two quarts
of iron liquor with four quarts of water,
for every pound, carefully removing all

the scum, and adding to this liquor pour-
ed into a vat, while warm, four ounces of.

sulphate of copper, and one ounce of ni-

tre, to the quantity stated. In this the
skeins are steeped ten or twelve hours,
wrung out, and dried, and then dyed in a
madder bath, if suitable to the shade
wanted. If a deep violet is required, two
ounces of verdigris mtist be acfded to the
bath ; and the colour becomes still deep-
er, by galling the yarn more or less be-
fore it is steeped in the mordant, if the
nitre be omitted. If the proportion of
nitre is increased, and the sulphate of
copper diminished, the violet inclines

more to lilac. By modifying the mordant
in different ways, a number of different

shades may be produced.

To dye cotton different shades of ma-
tone colour, it is galled, dipped, and work-

ed in the usual way in a bath, to whicH
more or less iron liquor has been added.
It is then washed in a bath mixed with
verdigris, welded, and dyed in a bath of
fustic, to which a solution of alum and
soda are sometimes added : it is then
completely washed, after that well mad-
dered, then dipi)ed in a. weak solution of
sulphate of copper, and lastly in soap-
suds.

For some hazels and snuff colours, a
browning is sometimes given by soot,

after the welding, and a madder bath,

to which galls and fustic have beea
added ; the soot is sometimes mixed with
the bath : a browning is likewise given by
solution of copperas. Walnut peels are
also used for the same piu'pose : the
colour they impart is rather dull, but it

is not liable to be changed by the air

into a yellower shade, as is the case in the
brownings imparted by means of iron.

The goodness of this dye, and its cheap-
ness, are sufficient to recommend its use
for grave colours, which are sometimes
fashionable.

For calico printing, see Calico Priivl

ing.

DYNAMICS. This branch of mec
nics relates to the action of forces
give motion to solid bodies ; which fo

are calcidated, both by their active po
ers, and by the proportion of time in

which those powers become efficient. Our
readers cannot fail to perceive, that the
complete analysis of all appertaining t»
this subject would occupy many formi-
dable volumes; while the generality of

those who have absolute occasion to ac-

quire a complete knowledge ofdynamics,
would be led to consult the various ela-

borate publications that have been pub-
lished, for the edification of such as pos-

sess that disposition. We must, necessa-
rily, study simplicity, so far as our sub-

ject may admit, and endeavour to bring
the most prominent matters into a mode-
I'ate compass.
Each body is considered as a mass of

atoms divisible ad infinitum ; the bulk or

substance of a mass we consider as hav-

ing density, which relates directly to the

quantity of the matter, and inversely r*

fers to the magnitude. We are also coi"

pelled to consider, that, as the generali

of bodies are more or less porous, th

quantity of matter is not in every insta

found to correspond with the bulk th

exliiblt. Thus we find that a pound
gold and a pound of lead, though app
rently solid, give very different weigh!

ritii'

)o^3HI
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within the same bulk. The former, is

said to be more dense, while the latlt r is

said to be more rare ; density and rarity

being opposite qualities. Tlieretbre, if

we could always ascertain the number of
atoms, or of minute parts, contained in a

mass, we should be able to appreciate tiie

density ; because, under the certainty

that, in proportion as more or less atoms
are comprised within a given space, so

must the mass be more or less dense

;

t. e. heavier or lightei:.

In computing density we therefore take
thej rectangle of the mass, and, ascertain-

ing the dimensions, discover by its weight
how many atoms, or particles, it contains.

Hence is derived our table of specific gra-

vities, or the comparative weights of va-

rious bodies of unequal densities. (See
HinuosTATics.) From this it will be
seen that bodies ol similar substance
and form, but differing in bulk, are

to each other in proportion to the mag-
nitude of their respective masses ; while,

on the other hand, bodies of similar

form, and equal in bulk, are, to each
other, in proportion to their respective
densities.

Forces are considered according to the
quantities of motion they are capable of
producing ; but, as we cannot measure
those forces, we are under the necessity

of ascertaining the power by means of
the effect. Thus we can correctly ascer-

tain the force of gunpowder by the ef-

fect produced by tlie shot ; orwe can fully

explain the force with which the spring
of a watch acts, by finding what re-

sistance it is capable of overcoming ;

or we may compute the strength of a

horse, by witnessing the weight he can
draw. I3ut it must be obvious we could
not discover, per se, either the strength of
the gunpowder, the elastic powers of
the spring, or the muscular vigour of the
animal.

Force and velocity are, in feet, synony-
mous terms ; for the impetus given to
tlie shot fired from a cannon, estimated
by the bulk of the sliot, and the distance
to which it may be projected, or the im-
pression it may make on an opposing ob-
ject, completely supply the result of our
research; remarking, that, this being a

diminishing force, its action will be
strongest at the moment of expulsion,

and gradually less as it recedes from the

origin of motion, until it finally acquires

a state of rest. The spring in a measure
partakes of the same diminishing tenden-

cy ; but as it may be held in equilibrio at

any period of its exertion, it cannot be

classed with the former, though, rigidly
speaking, it is assuredly a diminishing
force ; tor, as we see in clocks and watch-
es, springs will in due time arrive at a
state of rest, or inaction. The animal
power is subject to so many anomalies,
that it is next to impossible to treat of it

with any strict adherence to calculation ;

because, in so doing, we are compelled
to banisii what we know to be the effects
of labour, and to consider the power as
always equal, and always maintaining the
same physical ability. Here, indeed, we
find theorists generally proceeding upon
a wrong basis ; and, of course, rareljr

correct in their conclusions. We find

them estimating the powers of horses,
&.C. as though tlieir limbshad no flexibili-

ty, their muscles no relaxation, and as if

their shoulders were insensible to pres-
sure ; in fact, they generally consider the
animal as a fulcrum of wood, iron, &C.
The absurdity of such a calculation must
be obvious.

But to proceed. We consider force to
be either equal (or permanent), accele-
rating (or gaining in power), or dimi-
nishing (or losing in power). Thus, the
motion of a well-regulated clock may be
considered as an equal force ; because, in
equal periods, it proceeds over equal
spaces. A weight falling from a height
is an accelerating force ; because it gra-
dually accumulates velocity in proportion
to the space through which it falls : and
a shot fired from a cannon is a diminish-
ing force ; because it constantly and gra-
dually loses velocity, until, at length, it

ceases to move. Dissimilar bodies will

move through the same space in exact
ratio with their own squares, and tjieir

relative impulses ; but if two bodies, of
equals bulk and density, be set in motion
oppositely, by the same momentum, or
power, they will hold each other in equi-

librio : and if two such bodies so acted
upon should meet, they will mutually ob-

struct each other's progress. Of this we
may frequently see instances in the game
of billiards. But if two bodies of differ-

ent density oe acted upon by forces

that correspond with their masses re-

spectively, the greater will overcome the
lesser : as will also a body impelled by a

greater force than one of equal density,

to which it may come in opposition.

Thus, a pistol shot meeting a fives' ball

will cause it to deviate from its course, or

to recede.
Uniform, or perfectly equal, motion

does not exist naturally. It is, perhaps,

not to be found any where ; though onr
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mechanical arts have furnished us with
various instances of great approximation
thereto, for a time only. Yet all motions,

generally speaking, would be uniform,

were it not that obstacles perpetually

present themselves to retard their veld-

city, either perceptibly or imperceptibly.

We are, however, compelled to consider

uniform motion to exist ; else we could
form no just comparison on many oc-

casions ; and, as some st^indard is need-
ful, we estimate the velocity of bodies

by seconds of time ; taking a second as a

unit. The following will be sufficient to

give full insight into this part of our sub-

ject.

When bodies have different uniform
motions, the spaces described are pro-

portional to the times and velocities,

jointly. Hence the velocity is as the space
divided by the time. For the velocities

of two bodies, moving uniformly, are di-

rectly as the spaces, and inversely as the
time ; for, in equal times, the velocities

are proportional to the spaces run over

;

and if the velocities are equal, the spaces

passed over are proportional to the

times ; again, if the spaces passed over
are equal, the velocities are reciprocally

as the times.

We have an easy mode of exhibiting

the comparative velocities of bodies : let

the velocities be described by base Unes,

and let the altitudes express the time

;

the area of each figure thus found will

display the space over which the body, of

which it is respectively the representa-

tive, has passed. This shows their pro-

gress, whatever may be their direction ;

but where they follow the same, or a pa-

rallel course, though their velocities

should be different, their several situa-

tions are easily ascertainable. In. such
case we may consider them as moving in

concentric orbits, and, after ascertaining

their several velocities, remove them, ac-

cording thereto, at suitable distances

from the centre, when all would be found
to persorm their revolutions within the

same period ; their velocities being equal
to the rectangle contained under the dia-

meters of the orbits in which they seve-

rally move. Or, we may consider them
all as moving in the same orbit, as the

hour, minute, and second hands of a
watch, all shew their progress upon the
same index, or dial plate.

But we sometimes find two forces act-

ing upon the same body ; if they be si-

multaneous (or equal) the movement of
the body being equally acted upon by
either, it will assume a medium course.

and divide the angle at which tlie two
forces stand apart. Thus, in fig. 1. Plate
Dynamics, if a body O be equally impelled
by two forces, the one in the direction of
S T, the other of N R, it will traverse the
diagonal line, O X, and arrive at the op-
posite corner of the square ; and that too
in the same time, say one second, as it

would have required, if acted upon by
only one of the forces, to have passed
from O either to T or to R.

If the forces are unequal, the body will

be impelled in the same manner towards
the opposite point of a parallelogram,
and will thus gain more towards th6
course of the stronger power, than in the
direction of the weaker; between which
it will exhibit a true proportion. Say
that A B, fig. 2. be the direction of a force

three times as powerful as the force AC.
The body will move along the diagonal

A D, in the same time that it would have
been urged by the greater power from A
to B ; or by the lesser power from A to

C. Perhaps no more obvious proof of
this could be deduced, than the course
of a ship, when laying, what is technically

called, " near the wind." The real track
of the ship is always seen by her wake, or
a peculiar mark left in the water ; though
the ship's head may lay quite in another
direction. Therefore, it is customary to

ascertain the angle made between the
wake and the ship's apparent course, by
means of a compass, and to set off" that

angle under the head of lee-way ; the
wake always appearing rather towards
the weather (or wind-side) quarter ofthe
vessel. Thus, although it should seem
the vessel were proceeding in the direct

line E F, fig. 3, yet on account of the

wind acting as two different powers, that

is, partly causing her to proceed in the

direction of her keel, and partly in a line

with her beam, or diameter, she would
arrive at the opposite point G ; supposing
her progress forward to be twice the

amount of her lee-way, or lateral tenden-
cy, as above stated, the wake would de-

scribe her true course, while her apparent
course would always appear to be parallel

with the line E F.

Let us suppose that H and I, fig. 4. t

equal weights, were to be raised

means of a chord from each meeting
K : the line of force which should rai

them with equal velocity would be along'

the diagonal K L. If the weights were
unequal, the line would not be the di

gonal of an equilateral quadrangle, as

the preceding case, but along the paral

Q V of the diagonal formed by a prop

1
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tlonate parallelogram, fig. 3. The angle

being more acute with tlie line of the

greater weight B, and more obtuse with

that of the lesser weight C, the paral-

lelogram would be formed of sides cor-

responding with the proportions of the

two weights ; which are in this instance

considered at 4 to 1,

When various bodies, moving in the

san»e course, are acted upon equally by a

second power, not in a line with that of

the primary momentum, they will each
preserve their relative situations in regard

to each other. We have a familiar proof

of this in the descent of rain, &c. which
will be found to preserve a parallel

course among the drops respectively,

though they may each be driven from
the line of gravity, and be impelled into

an oblique direction, by the force of

wind. The case is similar among the

vessels of a fleet, supposing all to sail

ahke, when they get into a current

;

they will preserve their relative situa-

tions, and perform all their evolutions,

precisely as though they were in stagnant

water.

Uniformly varied motion relates to bo-

dies, which, at regular periods, or at re-

gular distances, receive new impulses,

either in the same direction, or in oppo.
sition thereto ; in the first case, the new
momentum is to be added to the former
velocity : in the latter case, it is to be
deducted from it. In variable motions
we compute the velocity, according
either to a medium taken at the average
of the accession of forces, or we consi-

der the velocity at the instant chosen for

calculation to be equal to an unit ; i. e. a

second of time ; we may thus calculate

each unit separately. A force causing a

body to move quicker is termed an acce-

leratingforce ; though the term is also ap-

plied to forces which cause the motion to

vary: when it occasions a regular increase

of velocity, by an equable addition of im-

pulse, it is termed an uniformly accelerat-

ing force ; but if it occasions a body to

move regularly slower, as an additional

weight in mechanics, or a lengthened pen-
dulum in clock-work, it is called an uni-

formly retarding force.

A single body would, by a constant

force, give four objects of consideration,

viz. the space, the time, the velocity, and
the force : any three of these being
given, the fourth may be found. For
the velocities generated in equal bodies,

by the action of constant forces, are in

the compound ratio of the forces, and
the times of acting. The momenta ge-

nerated in unequal bodies are also coii«

jointly as the forces, and their times of
action ; and the momenta lost or de-
stroyed in any times are hkewise con-
jointly as the retarding forces, and their
times of action : for an equal opposing
force would, in equal time, destroy the
impelling force. The velocities generat-
ed or destroyed ih any times are directly

as the forces and times ; and reciprocal-

ly as the bodies or masses. In ail mo-
tions uniformly accelerated, when the
force and body are given, the space de-
scribed during a certain time is the half
of that which the body, moving uniform-
ly with the last acquired velocity, would
describe in an equal time

i and the
spaces described by a body uniformly
accelerated are as the squares of the
times; hence the velocities acquired be-

inj^ as the times, we shall find the spaces
described to be the squares of the velo-

cities. Therefore, either tiie velocities,

or the times, are as the square roots of
the whole of the described spaces. And
this applies equally to motions uniformly
retarded.

OfvariabU motions in general. By this

we immediately refer to those forces

which act incessantly, but always in dif-

ferent degrees of strength.: of this we
have an instance in the release of springs
from heavy pressure ; whence they gra-

dually recover the form in which they
were made. A carriage set in motion,
though the horses may appear to act uni^.

formly, nevertheless occasions less exer-
tion to them, when it has acquired its

due degree of velocity. For bodies in a
state of rest are, in a manner, disposed
to remain so; and bodies in motion are
disposed, in a certain degree, to continue
so, as will be subsequently shewn : there-
fore we find the first effort to be consi-

derable; while, on the other hand, it of-

ten requires much resistance on the part
of the horses, even on level ground, to

discontinue that motion of which their

forces were the cause. Besides this il-

lustration, we find that bodies are very
sensibly affected by the forms of those
spaces over which they have to pass,

admitting the ascents to be equal, and
the whole to be perfectly level, and free

from impediments ; which, indeed, must
ever be understood, while treating of
the motion of bodies, especially by com-
parison. If a body X should have to

pass over the point A, fig. 6, along the
plane A B, its motion would be uniform-

ly continued by the power C ; but if the

surface were concave^ as A D B, tlien the
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first part of the motion would be more
rapid than the lattter; because the com-
mencement of the concave space being
more horizontal than the latter, or upper
part, would permit the force to act more
powerfully on the body D. On the other
hand, if the line of ascent were convex,
as at A E B, the first part of the ascent,

being steepest, would be slowest ; and
the latter, in consequence of its regular

approach to the horizontal, would be
proportionately rapid. Thus we see
that C is an uniform force on the plane
A B ; an accelerating force on the con-

vex ascent A E B ; and a retarding force

on the concave ascent A D B : we there-

fore deduce, that accelerating and retard-

ing motions may be described by arcs of

which the axes are easily ascertained.

There is a kind of fluctuating or alter-

nate force to be found in the action of
forcing pumps. In these the compres-
sion of the' fluid, and of the intermediate

air, demands a greater force, in propor-

tion as the piston descends ; and, vice

•versa, as it ascends ; the gradual increase

of compression, furnished by the return

of the fluid into the lower part" of the

cylinder, causes a gi^adual diminution of

resistance to the upward motion, and
consequently acts as an accelerating

force.

When bodies at rest fall from heights,

the times employed are, respectively, as

the square roots of the cubes of the

heights from which those bodies fall.

We may, perhaps, form a reacfy estimate

of this circumstance, when we recollect

that gravity gives to all falling bodies an

accelerating force. In the latitude of

London, a heavy body falls nearly sixteen

one-twelfth feet in the first second ;

which velocity is not only doubled in the

next second, so as to amount to 32^ feet,

but quadrupled by means of the addi-

tional force gained by the continued ac-

tion of gravity ; the third second of time

will give 96^ for its increase, and the

fourth second will give 128.|, In this

we suppose the bodies not to be impell-

ed downwards by any force, (exclusive of
gravity) but to be in a state of rest, and
allowed to descend simply by their own
weight ; for instance, by cutting the fine

thai suspends a weight
As bodies gain velocity in fdling, so

they lose velocity when projected up-

wards. If a body be impelled upwards,
with the same force it had acquired in

falling, its velocity upwards would gra-

dually decrease in the exact ratio that it

increased in descending, and with such a

power it would r^ch to that height

whence it had fallen, but no further.

Hence, by ascertaining either the time
of ascent, or of descent, the height will

be discovered. It is worthy of notice,

that the acquired velocities are as fol-

low: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &.C. upon each pre-
ceding second respectively ; the spaces
for each time being 1, 3, 5, 7, &c. re-

spectively, and their constant differences

2. These laws of acceleration were as-

certained, by Galileo, to prevail equally
ii) the motion of botlies along inclined

planes, which may, indeed, be fully

proved by observing the progress of a
ball as it descends a hill : but this will

not hold good unless the body be at per-
fect liberty ; for in cases of interruption,

each gradation must be considered as

the incipient motion ; were it other-
wise, no carriage could descend a long
declivity without the certainty of being
dashed to pieces, nor ascend a hill at the
same pace throughout.
The force which accelerates or re-

tards the motion of a body upon an in-

clined plane is, to the force of gravity, as

the height of the plane to its length; or
as the sine of the plane's elevation to the
radius ; and if the diameter of a circle

be perpendicular to the horizon, and
chords be drawn from either extremity,
the time of descent down all the chords
will be'equal ; and each will be equal to

the time of free descent through the ver-

tical diameter. In the circle, fig. 7, the
fine A B is a vertical diameter, the
chords AC, AD, A E, and E B, are all

of different lengths, and of different in-

clinations from the horizon. It is evident
that, in every instance, the shortest

chords have the least deviation from the

horizontal ; consequently they must re-

tard the progress of a body passing

dow^n them much more than those which
approach to the vertical ; the latter, ob-

viously, give a more free passage to the

body ; and as they become more verti-

cal, approach nearer to the free descent

atAB.
,

When a body descends along any num-
ber of contiguous planes, it will ultimate-

ly acquire. the same velocity as woidd
have been acquired by falling perpen-
dicularly through the height of the

whole number of planes. The times of

descents along similar arcs, similarly si-

tuated, are as the square roots of those

arcs; or as the square roots of the radii

of their respective circles. And if a

body, being at rest, is suffer' d to fall

down a curved surface whicli is perfectly

ly smooth, the velocity acquired will be

equal to that which would result from
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falling the same perpendicular height. It

will require an incipient force to urge the

body back to the height whence it fell,

equal to that which it had acquired on
reaching the bottom ofthe curve. There-
fore a body falling from O, fig. 8, to the

bottom P of the curve OPS, would have
power to re-ascend(excluding h-iction) to

S, which is level with O ; and it would
rise from P to S in the same space oftime

it occupied in falling from O to P; in

either case the time occupied would be
the same as from X to P. When treating

of the pendulum this will be more ob-

viously demonstrated.
It was for a long time supposed, that a

body would move more rapidly in a direct

line, not being vertical, than by any other
course ; but it has been ascertained, that

any curve, not exceeding 60 degrees, is

a quicker descent than its chord ; and that

a curve of 90 degrees is a quicker de-
scent thau any tangent laying between
the same parallels. Thus, in fig. 9, the
curve A B C is of quicker descent than
the chord A C, and the curve M A B C
gives a quicker descent than the tangent
F G, or H I, or K L, laying between the
same parallels, M K and C D.

With regard to the motions of projec-
tiles, we refer the reader to that article.

Of centralforces we have already given
an article, but shall observe here, in ad-

dition, that all bodies, when put in mo-
tion, would preserve their respective ve-
locities, and their original directions,

were they not acted upon by other forces.

When a force acts equally for a limited

distance, and then is superseded by the
actions of another force, the body will de-
scribe a polygon in its track : but if the
original force be gradually weakened,
the body will then describe a curve,
bending towards the centre of attraction,

resulting from the operation of a deflect-

ing force, which, by its pressure, causes
the body to bend from its original direc-

tion. When a body is constantly attract-

ed towards a centre, it is under the influ-

ence of a centripetal force ; and when it

is disposed to fly from that centre, it is

under the bias of a centrifugal force.

These two latter constitute what are

termed central forces. The projectile

force is the original direction of an im-
pelled body, forming a tangent with the
curve occasioned by the deflecting force.

The track of a body under the influence

of a centripetal force, is called its trajec-

tory, or orbit. The radius vector is a line

drawn from the centre to which the force

is referred, or wherein it is supposed to

act, to any point in the trajectory where

the body is found. A body moving regu-
larly on a trajectory, or orbit, which re-
turns into itself, is, on its return to the
incipient point whence the motion began,
said to have made a period ; and the time
occupied is called its periodical time. It

must be understood, that a body can nei-
ther set itself in motion, nor avert its own
course ; such effects must be the result
of forces exteriorly applied ; also we must
state, that the motion of each body is na-
turally in a right line, but by the impulse
of some one or more powers its course
will deviate into a curve. Thus, a peb-
ble in a sling, or a glass full of water
placed within a hoop that is turned swift-

ly round, will follow the course of the
sling or hoop, respectively ; but when
liberated, or improperly checked, they
will fly off in a right line, which they
must preserve if not opposed by the air,

&c.

We invariably find, that, when a boat
is pushed off from the shore, a certain
bias towards the place quitted is felt by
every person on board. If any thing
should be overset at that instant, unless
pressed towards any other point, it will

fall towards that shore. On arriving at
the opposite bank, if the boat is allowed
to run against it, a disposition to fall to-

wards that bank will be manifested by
every person, and by every matter at li-

berty, within the boat. Hence we find,

that all bodies at rest are disposed to re-
main so ; and that, when bodies are set in
motion, they would continue to move,
were they not obstructed by either a me-
chanical, or an invisible, agent. All bo-
dies moving in orbits have a disposition

to fly out of them ; and those which de-
scribe orbits of the smallest diameter have
rotatory motions quicker than those
which take a greater range. If one body
moves round another, both will describe
curves round their common centre of
gravity. The centrifugal force of a re-

volving body is in direct proportion to
the quantity of matter multiplied into the
velocity. The centripetal forces in cir-

cles are as the squares of the velocities

directly, and of the radii inversely

:

therefore, when the centripetal force,

and the distance from the centre, are gi-

ven, the velocity is given. The mutual
attraction of bodies does not affect their

centre of gravity ; and if, while two bo-

dies act on each other, they be projected

in opposite and parallel directions, with
velocities in proportion to their respec-

tive distances from the centre of gravity,

they will describe similar figures around
that centre. It is on these principles
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(which involve an immense collection of
cases and circumstances), that the science

of ustronomy, and whatever relates to the
wonderful correspondence we observe in

all the operations of the grand universal

system, is ftXmded.
In rotatory motions we are always to

consider, that every atom which is at rest

requires a certain power to cause its re-

moval : and that, when one part of a
wheel moves, the whole must move

;

therefore the power must be such as is

equal to move the whole. Hence we
find, that, in a well balanced wheel, the
motion is easy, because there are as many
atoms disposed to descend as there are to

be raised ; consequently, the opposing
atoms are held in equilibrio. We must
observe, however, that the resistance to

motion is greater as we approach the cen-

tre ; for a power which would give a

wheel motion when applied at its peri-

meter, or exterior, would be inadequate
to set it in action if applied near to the axis.

Therefore, powers applied at the great-

est distance from the centre have more
force than such as are applied nearer to

the centre : their effects will be in exact
mtio with the squares of their distances

from the centre, while the imparted ve-

locity will diminish in exact proportion
with the accession of force. Of this we
see innumerable instances in clocks,

cranes, and other machines, in which one
wheel is made to move another, or in any
system of wheels. We cannot, indeed,
have a more familiar demonstration than is

afforded by the greater facility with which
the hind wheel ofa coach revolves, com-
pared with the fore wheel, which, being
so much smaller, has the power [i. e. the
earth) so much nearer its axis, and con-

sequently revolves with an increase of
velocity proportioned to its difference of
diameter.
Before we quit this article it may be

proper to observe, that the principles of
gyration and of oscillation have a close

connection with the foregoing points. The
powers ofwindlasses, winches, or cranes,
jacks, &c. all depending upon the appli-

cation ofa power at more or less distance
from the centre. Thus we find the com-
mon steelyard is affected by the removal
of the pea, or shifting resistance, along a
scale, whereon the power is indicated

to augment, according as it recedes from
the point ofoscillation. But we see, that,

in scales equally removed from that cen-
tre, the perpendicular distances of
the weight, or of the goods to be weigh-
ed, do not in any degree change the pow-

er, when the two points of suspiension
are equidistant from the centre of oscil-

lation ; and that the two scales, together
with their suspending chords, &c. are
perfectly counterbalanced. A reference
to fig. 10 will exhibit, that, provided the
two arms, or suspending points, A A, be
equally removed from the point of oscil-

lation, C, it matters not whether the scales

be at.equal distances below A A respec-
'

tively, or whether one scale be at D and
the other at E, provided all their respec-
tive parts be perfectly equipoised ; but if

one arm should be longer, so as to remove
one scale further from the centre of os-

cillation, by giving unequal distances, C
A and C F, between the two parts of
suspension, their state of equihbrium
would be thereby totally destroyed.

We shall now finally observe, that in

every branch of mechanics it will be
found that equable motion is the surest,

the safest, and the most durable ; and that,

in proportion as the forces, and the re-

sistances thereto, are broken or fluctu-

ating, so will the former be diminished
and the latter be increased. Hence ex-
perience shews us, that windmills wear
more than water-mills, and that animal
powers are apt to tear machinery to

pieces. We can command an uniform
supply of force where water is the
power; but hitherto no means have been
found so completely to regulate either

the quantity of wind, or the paces of

cattle,

DYNASTY, among ancient historians,

signifies a race or succession of kings of
the same line or family : such were the
dynasties of Egypt. The Egyptians rec-

kon thirty dynasties within the space of

36525 years; but the generality of chro-

nologers look upon them as fabulous.

And it is very certain that these dynas-

ties are not continually successive but
collateral.

DYSENTERY. See Mkdicine.
DYSOREXY, among physicians, de-

notes a want of appetite proceeding
from a weakly stomach.
DYSPEPSY, a difficulty ofdigestion, fot

which phvsicians prescribe bitters.

DYSPNOEA, a difficulty of breathing,

usually called asthma.

DYSURY, in medicine, a difficulty of

making urine, attended with a sensation

of heat and pain. It is distinguished from
a strangury, as in the last the urine is

voided by only a drop, as it were, at a

time, but, however, with pain ; and fi*om

an ischury, as in this disorder there is an
almost total suppression of urine.
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. DYTISCUS, in natural history, a genus
of insects of the order Coleoptera. An-
tennae setaceous ; feelers six, filiform

;

hind-legs formed for swimming, fringed

on the i inter side, and nearly unarmed
with claws. Nearly two hundred species

of this genus have been enumerated.
This has sometimes obtained the name
of water-beetle, it being an aquatic ge-
nus, and rarely seen in flight except
during the evening. One of the largest

European species is the D. jnarginaUs,

about an inch long, of an ochre colour :

the whole insect is of a polished surface

on the upper part, and the wing-shells

are each marked by two rows of scarcely

perceptible impressed points. This in-

aect is net uncommon is stagnant waters,

where its larva also resides, which is of
a very extraordinary shape, and so unlike
the animal into which it is at length trans-

formed, that no one, not conversant in

entomology, would suppose it to have the
most distant relationship to it. It is of a

bold and ferocious disposition, commit-
ting great ravages, not only among the
weaker kind of water-insects, as well as
water-newts, tadpoles, &c. ; but even
among fishes, of which it frequently de-
stroys great numbers in a season, and is

therefore justly considered as one of
the most mischievous animals that can
infest a fish-pond. A larva of this kind
has been known to seize on a young tench
of three inches in length, and to kill it

in a minute. When arrived at its full

growth, tlie larva betakes itself to the
banks of the water it inhabits, and, form-
ing an oval hollow in the soft earth or
clay, in a few days changes into a chry-
salis much resembling that of the genus
scarabxus, and of a whitish colour. From
this, in the space of about three weeks,
proceeds the complete insect. Many
other much smaller species of this genus
nuay be found in ponds. There have been
enumerated forty-nine species of British

dystici.

E.

EThe fifth letter ofthe alphabet, and
5 second vowel, has different pro-

nunciations in most languages. The
Greeks have their eta, ^, and epsilon e, or

long and short e. The French have their

e open, pronounced much like our a in the

words face and make ,• their e masculine,

pronounced not unlike our y at the end
ofwords, as liberti, liberty; their e feminine,

or mute, very weakly if at all pronounc-
ed, added generally at the end of words,

either to distinguish the feminine gender,

or lengthen the syllable ; and their e be-

fore an m or n, which sounds, like our a in

the word war.- these are all exemplified

in the words empechee or enfermie. In

English there are three kinds of e, viz. the

open or long e, as in the words bear^ -wear ,•

the close or short e, as in -wet, kept,- and
raute c, which serves to lengthen the syl-

lable, as in love, came, &c.
As a numeral, E stands for 250. In

music it denotes the tone e-la-mi. In the
calendar it is the fifth of the dominical
letters. And in sea-charts it distinguishes

all the easterly points ; thus, E. alone, de-
VOL. IV.

notes east, E. by S, and E. by N. east by
south, and east by north.

EAGLE. See Falco,
Ea»le, in astronomy. See Aauii-A.
Eablk, in heraldry, is accounted one

of the most noble bearings. They are
generally borne with their wings and tails

expanded. This posture is best fitted to

fill up the escutcheon.
EALDERMAN. See Eari.
EAR. See Anatomx and Compaka-

TiVB anatomy.

Ear, in music, implies that sensible,

clear, and true perception of musical
sounds, by which we are offended at dis-

sonance, and pleased with harmony. To
have an ear, which is a common phrase,

is to be capable of distinguishing the
true intonation from the false, to be sen-

sible of metrical precision, and to feel

all the nicer changes of artificial combi-
nation.

Ear pick, an instrument of ivory, sil-

ver, or other metal, somewhat in form of
a probe, for cleaning the ear.

Ear wax. See Cbrpmbit.

Nn
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Eae w/g". See Forficula.
EARING, in the sea language, is that

part of the bolt-rope, which, at the four
corners of the sail, is left open, in the
shape of a ring. The two uppermost
parts are put over th| ends of the yard
arms, and so the sail is made fast to the
yard ; and into the lowermost earings,

the sheets and tacks are seized or bent
at the clew.
EARL, a British title of nobility, next

below a marquis, and above a viscount.

Earls were anciently called comites, be-
cause they were wont comitari regem^ to

•wait upon the King for council and ad-

vice. The Germans call them graves, as

landgrave, margrave, palsgrave, rhein-

grave ; the Saxons ealdermen, unless that
title might be more properly applied to

Qur dukes ; the Danes, eorlas ; and the
English, earls. The title, originally, died
"with the man. William the Conqueror
first made it hereditary, giving it in fee
to his nobles, and allotting them for the
support of their state the third penny out
of the sheriff's court, issuing out of all

pleas of the shire whence they bad their

title. But now the matter is quite other-

wise ; for whereas heretofore comes and
comitatus were correlatives, and there was
no comes or earl but had a county or
shire for his earldom, of latter years the
number of earls increasing, and no more
counties being left, divers have made
choice ofsome eminent part of a county,

as Lindsey, Holland, Cleveland, &c;
some of a lesser part, as Strafford, &c.

;

others have chosen for their title some
eminent town, as Marlborough, Exeter,
Bristol, &c.; and some have taken for

their title the name of a small village

;

their own seat or park, as Godolphin,
Clarendon, &c. An earl is created by
cincture of sword, mantle of state put
upon him by the King himself, a cap and
a coronet put upon his head, and a char-

ter in his hand. All the earls of Eng-
land were formerly denominated from
some shire, town, or place, except three

;

two of whom, viz. Earl Rivers and
Earl Paulet, take their denomination
from illustrious families ; the third is

not only honorary, as all the rest, but
also officiary, as the Earl Marshal of
England.
Earl Marshal of England, is a great

officer, who had anciently several courts
under his jurisdiction, as the court of
chivalry, and the court of honour. Un-
der him is also the herald's office, or
college of arms. He hath some pre-emi-

nence in the court of Marshalsea, whe
he may sit in judgment against those

who offend within the verge of the Kind's
court. This office is of great antiquity

in England, and anciently of greater pow-
er than now ; and has been for several

ages hereditary in the most noble family

of Howard.
EARNEST, a part of the price paid in

advance to bind parties to the perform-

ance of a verbal agreement. The party

is then obliged to abide by his bargain,

and is not discharged upon forfeiting

his earnest, but may be sued for the

whole money stipulated, and damages?
and by the statute of frauds 29, c, 2.

c. 3, no contract for sale of goods not

to be delivered immediately to the value

of 10/. or more, is valid, unless con*

tract is made by the parties, or th

lawfully authorised by them, or earnest

given.

EARTH, the vast mass or planet we
inhabit. The scientific and theoretical

attempts which have been made to ascer-

tain the form and internal composition of

the earth, have produced less certain re-

sults than could be wished. With re-

spect to the grand outline we may con-

clude, without much danger of error, that

it is spherical ; which observation is sup-

ported by the appearance of the moon,
the nearest body to the earth. We may
illustrate this supposition by drawing a

true circle, and filling its circumference
with a capricious outline, sometimes
touching and at others receding from it.

The cause of the inequalities, which we
denominate mountains and vallies, seems
to be the natural consequences of thi

composition of the earth, the action oft!

air and water ever chapging the pc

tion of the softer materials, and havi

but little effect on the hardest. Th
on the borders of the sea, large trai

of land are known to crumble into \\

and that even mountains are undei
mined : Mont Blanc has recently affo:

ed a most melancholy proof. Besides thi

above causes, there are others volcani(

and arising from the earthquakes p
duced by them. Still greater chan
in the surface of the earth have takel

place at periods beyond the records
history, except in the single instance

the scriptures and the deluge, which
demonstrated by the discovery of sul

stances, evidently peculiar to the
only, in the highest mountains, whe
it is impossible to account for their ar-

rival, but by supposing that the spoi

m
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vhere they are found were raised by
strong internal pressure from the cen-
tre, under the bottom of the sea, which
doubtlessly presents a surface very simi-
lar to the parts we inhabit.

Before the invention of instruments
calculated to ascertain geographical
doubts with precision, and Llie circum-
navigation of the globe, the ancients ima-
gined the earth flat or cylindrical ; but
the moderns with greater truth, derived
from superior means, pronounce it al-

most spherical, founding their opinion
upon the following just grounds; the cir-

cular shadow of the earth in eclipses of
the moon, the general appearance of the
planetary system in all parts of the earth
being the same, and the observations
made in circumnavigatmg it concurring
with those which must result from a glo-
bular form. That great philosopher. Sir
Isaac Newton, was led by accident to
suppose from the revolving of the earth
round its axis, and the laws of hydros-
tatics, that it is an oblate spheroid, flat-

tened at the poles. Professor Jameson
admits the trutli of this supposition, and
says, " The spheroidal figure of the earth
is a proof of its original fluidity. This
important conclusion was never disputed

;

the only question has been, whether this

fluidity was the efl^ect of fire or water.
Rocks, which have been formed or alter-

ed by the action of heat, are most dis-

tinctly different from those that consti-

tute the great mass of the crust of the
globe ; consequently, this fluidity cannot
be attributed to the agency of heat."
Whether the conjectures on the opposite
hypothesis are founded on a tenable basis,

cannot be ascertained to demonstration ;

but it may not be amiss to let the Pro-
fessor speak further on the subject.
*• The only other agent we are acquaint-
ed with, that is capable of producing this

fluidity, is water ; and we have the strong-

est evidence that it has been the active
agent. In chap. 2> when mentioning the
effects of water on the surface of the
globe, w^e described several mechanical
and chemical depositions which are daily

taking place, as it were, under the eye ;

and we may now add, that a comparison
of their structure, with that of the great
fossil masses of which the crust of the
earth is composed, evinces so complete
an agreement, as entitles us to infer, with
great certainty, that these also have been
formed by the same agent. As the high-
est mountains are composed of rocks,
possessing a structure resembling those
fossils which have been formed by water.

we naturally conclude, that the ocean
must have formerly stood very high over
these mountains. Further, as the most
elevated mountains are composed ofrocks,
such as granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-
slate, and others, which extend around
the whole globe, and have been formed
during the same period of time ; it fol-

lows irresistibly, that the ocean must
have formerly covered the whole earth at
the same time.'*

In order to clear the surface of the
earth of this superabundance of water,
which militates against the existence of
life but in one species of the animated
system, and equally against every species
of vegetation, our theorist observes, *' It

was reserved for Werner to give this

theory stability. With his usual acute

-

ness, he soon discovered that the impor-
tant documents for the illustration of this

great phenomenon were not to be sought
for in the formations that have taken
place within the limits of human history,

but in the mountains themselves, those
mighty aquatic formations. His investiga-
tions were attended with complete suc-
cess; for he discovered, 1st, That the
outgoings of the newer strata are gene-
rally lower than the outgoings of the
older, from granite downwards to the
alluvial depositions, and this not in par-
ticular spots, but around the whole globe.
2nd, That the primitive part of the earth
is entirely composed of chemical preci-
pitations, and that mechanical depositions
do not appear until a later period, that
is, in the transition class ; and that from
this point they continue increasing,
through all the succeeding classes of
rocks, to the newest, or the alluvial, which
are almost entirely mechanical deposits.

These most important observations ascer-
tain, in a satisfactory manner, the univer-
sal diminution of the water from the sur-
face of the earth."

To obviate the difficulty above noticed,
the Professor supposes animals to have
been created as the earth was cleared to

receive them ; but the superfluous water
is still in want of a receptacle capacious
enough to contain it : such are the unfor-
tunate consequo/ices of theory. Newton
has certainly proceeded upon the best
data, and his calculations are almost uni-

versally correct and convincing.

When M Richer visited Cayenne, he
found a clock he then possessed, of par-

ticular excellence, which had gone per-

fectly true at Paris, lost daily two minutes
and twenty-eight seconds ; the situation

of the island is about five degrees from
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the equator, and altliough tlie heat of a
climate lengthens pendulums, and im-

pedes their motion, yet that of Cayenne
was by no means sufficient to produce so

considerable a difference, which cannot
otherwise be accounted for than by ad-

mitting less pressure of gravity to have
caused it. In the revolution of the earth,

its parts recede from the axis, and the

equatorial particularly, consequently the
polar press internally, and raise the for-

mer, till an equilibrium occurs ; hence
the form of an oblate spheroid, the short-

er axis of which passes through the poles.

Pursuing the lights afforded him by na-

ture in a superior degree, Newton cal-

culated the different diameters, and found
that the equatorial exceeds the polar 34
miles and one-fifth. This assertion was
combated by several philosophers on the
continent, but it was fully confirmed sub-
sequently, by the admeasurements and
observations oftwo deputations of mathe-
maticians, who visited the vicinity of the
northern and southern poles in 1735, and
agreed in pronouncing them flattened,

making the difference between the diame-
ters as 266 to 265, or as 179 to 178. Many
calculations of profound subtlety have
since been made, but as most of the cal-

culators contradict each other, too much
reliance ought not to be placed on either

;

those may be found in various publica-

tions, and particularly in the Philosophi-
cal Transactions, to which brevity com-
pels us to refer the very curious reader.

The magnitude of the earth is subject

to the same uncertainty as the exact
figure of it ; but repeated endeavours
have been made to ascertain it with some
degree of precision. According to Dio-

genes Laertius, Anaximander was the

tirst who attempted this difficult task ; it

may be supposed with no great success,

as he lived 550 years before the Christian

xra, though his result was adopted till

the period when Erastosthenes flourish-

ed. Aristotle, in speaking of this subject,

says, mathematicians make the circuit of
the earth 40,000 stadia, probably includ-

ing the measurement of Anaximander.
Certain Arabian philosophers, by the
command of their monarch Almaimon,
afterwards proceeded to the plains of
Mesopotamia, where they went through
the process then best known, and found
that the circumference of the globe was
from 20,160 to 20,340 miles.

Professor Snell, of Leyden, measured
considerable distances between the paral-

lels about 1620, and thus found one de-

gree amounted to 19 Dutch miles, and
the whole circumference to 6,840 miles.

Richard Norwood measured the space
between London and York with a chain,

fifteen years afterwards, and on the 11th
of June, 1635, old style, he took the sun's

altitude at the meridian, with a sextant

of five feet radius, and found a degree of
69 miles, one half, and 14 poles, whence
he inferred that the diameter of the earth

is about 7,966 miles, and the circuit 25,036
miles. This measurement, though far su
perior to those of the ancients, was trie

by several French mathematicians, whi

suspected some slight errors, by th

King's command, with a quadrant of 3.

feet radius, French measure, when the;

ascertained a degree consisted o{ 542,3i

feet. M. Cassini, jun. acting under the
same authority, used a quadrant of lO
feet radius, . in 1700, with which he ob-
tained the latitude, and one of 3^ feet for

taking the angles of the triangles, by
which experiment he found the degree to

be nearly 69^ English miles.

From these and other attempts of a si-

milar nature, to obtain the length of one
degree of the meridian which is to be^

multiphed by 360, the following mean
generally adopted.
The earth's circumference, 25,000 mil
The diameter, 7,957$.
The superficies, 198,944,206 squi

miles.

The solidity, 26,393,000,000 cubic mil
It is conjectured, besides, from thi

measurement of the most approved ma
that the unexplored portions of the eai

and seas contain 160,522,026 squa:

miles, the inhabited part of the form
38,922,180,thusdivided,Europe4,456,0r
Asia 10,768,823, Africa 9,654,807, am
America 14,110,874.

The attentive and skilful observer

the works of nature, whether when e

ployed in examining the most wretch
or the most sublime, will find that jud
ment, and infinite wisdom and ingenuit

has equally prevailed throughout. Q
it then be supposed for a moment, th;

the internal parts of the earth we inhab

has received less attention from the Cre
tor, than those objects which are unde
our immediate and unimpeded inspei

tion ? Were it possible to entertain

thought so erroneous, we possess stron,

proofs to the contrary, which convince
that order and regularity reign beneath
ih tlie same degree as around us. Befo:

the industry, or, more properly speaking,
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the avarice of man, had led him to pene-
trate as fur as his hmited powers will per-

mit towards the centre, he had but few
opportunities of ascertaining, and that

only from analogy, how the difierent strata

of the eartli was disposed, and connected
or held together by the vast masses of

stone, which may be called the bones of

this vast body. As scientific men were
gradually admitted to the knowledge of

the secrets of the earth by the exertions

of the miner, in the same proportion did

all ideas of a chaos vanish, and we are now
convinced, though i:heir excavations are

mere punctures in the globe, that, were
it possible to penetrate through, it would
tend to prove that self-existmg causes,

originating immediately from the Creator,

are constantly employed in preserving the

whole from derangement, and what we
term decay, which, in truth, is simply a

change of form, and not annihilation.

The celebrated miner, Agricola, was the
first who recorded the internal proper-
ties of the earth, between whose time and
that of Werner some discoveries were
made as to its structure ; Lehman formed
the idea of primitive and secondary clas-

ses of mountains. Cronstad conjectured
the age of several mineral repositories.

Hamilton, Dolomieu, and Spallanzani,

have gone to very successful and satisfac-

tory lengths in ascertaining the opera-

tions of volcanos, the nature of the ma-
terials which support them, and the sub-

stances they eject. Saussure has increased
our knowledge of rocks, Williams of the
independent formation of coal, and Wer-
ner has profited by every preceding ob-

servation, and, possessing a cultivated ge-
nius of his own, united them into a sys-

tem,which approaches nearer to the truth

than the nature of the subject would lead

us to expect. Unfortunately, the labour
and expenseof penetrating to any great
depth into the earth ever has, and ever
must, limit our knowledge of the extent
of strata, and its similarity in different

latitudes; but from the opportunities al-

ready afforded by mines, we are led to

conclude that those lines of matter spread
through vast spaces, if not throughout the
globe ; many theories have been attempt-
ed, to account for their varieties and ca-

pricious elevations and depressions from
a horizontal direction. Dr. Woodward,
who deeply considered the subject, sup-
poses all the terrestrial masses disposed in

strata to have been dissolved by the wa-
ters of the deluge, which subsiding, the
most ponderous fell to the bottom, and
the rest settled in gradations suited to

their specific weights. This solution na-
turally disposes the strata uniformly ho-
rizontal, and he accounts for the breaks
in the lines and fissures every where ob-
servable, by the action of volcanos, earth-
quakes, &c. Sec. Buffoa's fancies of cor-
ners torn from the sun by comets, and
the earth lignified by fire, barely deserve
notice, and make a disgraceful contrast
with Woodward's ingenious conjectures-

The surface of the earth is known by
every enlightened person to be composed
of a confused mass of vegetable, and, in

some slight degree, of animal substances,

below which, Jameson says, there are
four different kinds of structure :

•' The
first is that which is to be observed in

hand specimens ; it is the smallest kind
of structure, and occurs in what are
termed mountain-rocks or stones. The
second kind of structure, or that of moun-
tain-masses, is more on the great scale,

and is not to be observed in hand speci-

mens, but only in single masses of rock.
To this structure belongs stratification,

and the seams of distirtct concretions.

The third kind of structure is that of
rock formations, or those great masses of
which the crust of the earth is compos-
ed. To examine this kind of stmcture,
we must traverse considerable tracts of
country. The fourth kind of structure is

that of the earth itself, which is formed by
the junction of various formations. To
examine this structure, we must travel

through many countries."

When, in passing through long tracts

of land, we observe loose rocks, firm
rocks, clay, sand, &c. &c. in succession,

in those instances the strata of the earth
lay almost perpendicular, in large masses
of rocks, which present nearly a plain

front, the inclination of the strata is dis-

tinctly visible, and in some cases their

agreement with others opposed to them
demonstrate, that they have been se-

parated by some convulsion of the
earth.

The gravity of a portion of the earth
was calculated by Dr. Maskelyne in the
years 1774 and 1775, at the mountain
Schehallien, and its attraction on a plum-
met ascertained on each side ; besides
which, he computed the quantity of mat-
ter contained in it by a considerable num-
ber of sections in various directions ; and
the result being afterwards compared with
the acknowledged magnitude and attrac-

tion of the earth, ^he found that the den-
sity was as 9 to 5 of common stone, and
as 9 to 2 water ; whence it was inferred

that large quantities of metal lay conceal-
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ed within it. Before this period little

was known of the gravity or density of

the earth, though the relative densities

of that and others of the planets had
been ascertained with tolerable preci-

sion. From the data thus acquired, the

quantity of matter in the earth is known
to be equal to the product of its density

by its magnitude ; the forc6 of attraction

on the surface has been proved by expe-
riments, that substances fall 16 1 feet in

one second of time ; and hence, that if

any place within or beyond it may be
known, as in the former case the force is

at its distance from the centre, and in the

latter as the square of its distance from
the same point.

The earth has three motions : that

which gradually occasions the precession
of the equinoxes ; that round its axis,

which causes the succession of day and
niglit, accomplished in 24 hours ; and that
of the whole mass round the sun in a
wide orbit, of which the luminary of day
is the centre: in the latter its axis is

constantly parallel to itself, and inclined
in the same angle to its path ; thus pro-
ducing the visible and perceptible alte-

ration from spring to summer, and from
that period to winter. This annual mo-
tion of the earth round the sun is per-
formed between the orbits of Venus and
Mars with the former, and that of Mer-
cury within its own, or between it and
the sun in the centre, and those ofMars,
Jupiter, Saturn, &.c. above it or without,
which are called from this circumstance
superior planets, and the rest inferior.

The time occupied in performing this re-

volution is 365 days, 6 hours, and 49 mi-
nutes, or a tropical year, calculated from
an equinox or solstice to the same again ;

the sideral year, as computed from any
fixed star to the same point, and seen
from the sun, makes the revolving ofthe
earth to occupy 365 days, 6 hours, and
9 minutes : the figure of the orbit is el-

liptical, with the sun in one focus : the
supposed distance is 95 millions of miles,

adaiitting the sun's parallax to be 8?J\ or

the angle beneath which the semidiame-
ter of the earth would appear from the
sun ;

" and the eccentricity of the orbit,

or distance of the sun in the focus from
the centre of this elliptic orbit, is about
^1- of the mean distance.'*

There are nine descriptions of earth,

which are, barytes, strontian, lime, mag-
nesia, alumina, yttria, glucina, zirconia,

and silica. Every substance is an earth
which is insoluble in water, or becomes

so when combined with carbonic acid,

with httle taste or scent under the above
circumstances, and incapable of altera-

tion by fire when in a pure state, then
capable of beingf turned to white pow-
der, and not exceeding 4.9 in specific

gravity.

The word earth is generally applied to

the whole mass of the globe, and always
to the mould which supports the growth
of vegetables ; the latter has been atten-

tively examined by various chemists, and
found to consist of several substances,

without any regularity in their arrange-
ment.
EARTHQUAKE. The dreadful conse-

quences attending sudden and violent

tremblings of the earth, are sufficient

reasons for attempting toaccount for their

causes, but, as from the nature of those
it is utterly impossible to ascertain them
accurately, rational conjecture must be
accepted in place of actual observation.
Every writer on the effects of volcanic
eruptions concurs in attributing earth-
quakes to their internal operations, which
become less frequent in their neighbour-
hood after violent explosions through the
craters ; indeed, it must be obvious on
the first thought, that the furious ef-

forts of fire, hot air, and steam, exclu-
sive of electric matter, cannot but pro-
duce convulsive motion in the substances
which confine them, and of more or less

extent and violence, in proportion to
the cause. When a free passage is ob-
tained, the agitation gradually subsides,
and is only increased at intervals by the
escape of accumulated matter. Sir Wil-
liam Hamilton, who carefully examined
all the visible phenomena produced by
the earthquakes of 1783, in Calabria, is de-
cidedly of opinion that they originated
from under the sea, situated between the
coast of Calabria and the island of Stronfi-

boli, or near the city of Oppida, which he
illustrates, by forming a circle round those
points, and remarking that the most de-
structive effects were there, whence they
became gradually less ruinous. Mount
Stromboli had been unusually quiet for

some time previous to this calamitous pe-
riod, a circumstance highly favourable to

his conjecture, founded besides on the
experience of remote ages, when, ac-

cording to Strabo, Campania was sub-

ject to frequent and dreadful earth-

quakes, which were less common and
ruinous after Vesuvius had become the

means of dispersing the confined mat-
ter. Since that fortunate jera, the vicini-

ty of the above mountain has suffered
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more from the lava and ashes than earth-

quakes.
If stronger proofs were necessary, that

volcanic eruptions cause this piienome-
non, the rising of hills near ^tna, or any
other volcano, and the Lipari Islands, are

sufficient demonstrations how severely

the earth must be convulsed by subter-

raneous fires; those consequences are

not, however, always visible, earthquakes
often occurring without any other effect

than the overturning of slightly built

edifices, an undulating or shaking motion,

and a deadened sound; but it by no
means follows, that the origin of such
were not to be attributed to fire, the va-

pours caused by which may roll through
cavities, actually pass from a very great

distance to a volcanic mountain, or es-

cape unperceived through the sea or ob-

scure vents.

The electric fluid being known to reside

in the earth in very considerable quan-
tities, and always seeking an equilibrium,

great abundance may sometimes collect

through various causes in a particular

spot, whence it will be attracted to ano-

ther less charged with this astonishing

fluid ; when the tremendous conflict be-

tween it and the air is remembered dur-
ing a storm in our atmosphere, we must
readily admit that it may produce a strong
concussion in the earth, and probably
be the origin of the slight earthquakes
peculiar to some countries.

Another cause of inconsiderable tremb-
lings may, perhaps, proceed from the ope-
rations of subterraneous streams, which,
rushing through caverns, and undermin-
ing vast bodies of earth and stone, those
fall and shake the neighbouring parts in

proportion to their bulk and weight.
When the motion of the sea, during an
earthquake, had destroyed the support
of Port Royal, in Jamaica, the town sunk
into it ; in the same manner new cavities

occurring through the fall of earth, the
surface must necessarily sink in the same
degree, if it is within the influence of the
cause,

Frezier is of opinion that earthquakes
should be ascribed to an effect of the wa-
ters, which appear to moisten the earth,

in passages similar to the veins of living

bodies. *' Now the waters may occasion
earthquakes after several manners, either
by dissolving the salt scattered through
the earth, or by penetrating through po-
rous lands, mixed with stones which they
insensibly loosen ; and the fall or removal
thereofmust cause a stroke or shock, such
as is felt in earthquakes. Lastly, the wa-

ter penetrating some sulphurous bodies
must there cause a fermentation, and then
the heat produces foul exhalations, which
infect the air when they open the earth,**

This extract from a narrative of the
dreadful earthquakes at Lima in 1746, is

illustrated by the experiment of M. Le-
mery, related in the Memoirs of the
French Academy of Sciences for 1700 ;

that gentleman having mixed equal quan-
tities of filings of iron and sulphur, and
tempered them with water into the con-
sistence of paste, buried them ; they
some time afterwards agitated the earth,

and finally burst into a flame. To con-
firm this effect of fire, however generated
in the bowels of the earth, we shall quote
the following paragraph from that accu-
rate modern observer Spallanzani, who
was indebted to Professor Bottis for the
facts contained in it, which relate to the
production of seven small mountains by
the eruption of Vesuvius in 1760. After
repeated concussions of the earth, which
were felt fifteen miles round Vesuvius,
the sides of the fiery mountain opened in

the territory of the Torre del Greco, and
fifteen volcanos appeared, eight of which
were soon after covered by a torrent of
lava, which rushed from one of them

;

the other seven remaining entire, and
incessantly ejecting from their mouths
vast quantities of ignited substances,
which, falling almost perpendicularly
around the volcanos, produced, in the
short space of ten days, seven small
mountains, of various heights, disposed
in a right line. During these ejections,

the noise which accompanied them some-
times resembled that of violent thunder,
and at others the discharge of a number of
cannons. Several of the burning stones,

even the largest, were thrown to the
height of 960 feet, and some fell at a
considerable distance from the mouths
whence they were thrown. These eruc-
tations shook all the neighbouring coun-
try, and the joarings of the mountain
were dreadful to the inhabitants.

That there are many substances exist-

ing within the depth of the earth, which,
coalesced, produce fire, cannot be disput-

ed, but that they exist in such amazing
quantities as to afford fire for centuries,

seems at least problematical ; there are
therefore but two ways of accounting for

their continuance, either that the volatile

effluvia of the ignited matter, collected

on the sides of volcanic caverns, becomes
new fuel ; or that heat being uecessajy

for the various properties of the globe, a

self-existent fire, coeval with the creation.
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bas been placed >yitbin it by the wisdom
of the Creator, an idea not of more doubt-
ful evidence than the existence of the
electric fluid in visible, or any other of the
phenomena of nature by which we are

surrounded. (See Volcano.) Admit-
ting these' premises, another cause of
earthquakes^ occurs; it is well known,
that volcanos communicate with the sea,

by the frequent discharge of sahne wa-
ter and tufa, or the slirac and mud of its

bottom, through their craters ; this inter-

fering with the operations of the fire, vast

bodies of steam must ensue, than which
nothing can be more powerful and insi-

nuating ; this rushing by the force of vio-

lent explosions through every aperture

of the various slratas of the surrounding
earth, must occasion those horizontal and
perpendicularmovements and tremblings,

so terrific to the inhabitants above ; be-

sides, hot steams impregnated with
sulphurous vapours often attend earth-

quakes.
Homer, whose knowledge was exten-

sive, seems to have been aware that the
sea caused earthquakes, several instances

of which might be quoted from the
Iliad:

" But Neptune rising from the seas

profound.
The God whose earthquakes rock the

sohd ground.'* Book xiii. 1. 67.

And in the sxth book, line 77.

" Beneath stern Neptune shakes the

solid ground

;

The forests wave, the mountains nod
around

;

Through all their summits tremble Ida's

woods.
And from their sources boil herhundred

floods." .

Indeed, the sudden eruption of stones

and calcined matter seem unquestionably

the effect of water flying off in steam, and
carrying every loose object with it. The
sea, or water of any gi*eat extent, always
indicates the commencement of an earth-

quake, before it is otherwise perceived

;

this circumstance doth not proceed from
any cause pecuhar to the component parts

of the water, but merely from the motion
of the earth under the bottom, which is

not felt by a person on the adjacent shore,

probably from its gliding steadily in one
direction, and returning in the same man-
ner ; but water, ever seeking a level, will

rise at the remotest influence from the

land, as that inclines towards it, and
then rush precipitately buck to its pre-
vious level, as far as it can be attained,

before another inclination of the earth
prevents it. The sea is observed to re-

tire before the eruptions of Vesuvius,
which is evidently caused by tiie ris-

ing of the earth during the first efforts

of the matter endeavouring to escape
out of the mountain ; when that is dis-

charged, the water flows back again im-
petuously, plainly indicating that the
earth has again sunk to its original place

j

the same effect w^is noticed at Lisbon,
as far as related to the dreadful agita-

tion of the sea, from which vessels re-
ceived violent shocks at fifty leagues
distance; indeed, the effects of that earth-

quake, so fatal to the city above named
in 1755, were felt throughout Europe and
America.

Having detailed some of the probable
causes of earthquakes, it will be pro-
per to mention the indications of their
approach in those countries where they
are most prevalent, which is in Mexico,
Peru, Jamaica, and the neighbouring
islands ; Italy, particularly in Sicily ; Asia
Minor, and Portugal ; they are felt in al-

most every other country, but so slightly

as seldom to occasion serious injury. Be-
ginning near their visible causes, where
they are necessarily most frequent, it

may be observed, that when a long inter-

val has occurred from the last eruption
of a volcano, there is just reason for alarm
that the succeeding will be introduced by
violent concussions of the earth. There
are some phenomena which attend earth-

quakes of decided certainty, others may
happen accidentally near the time of their

approach, and be attributed erroneously
to them ; such as very dry and hot sea-

sons, which undoubtedly take place fre-

quently where shocks are but little

known, and dark atmospheres caused by
unusual vapours ; of the latter, many in-

stances are recorded without the least

calamity following ; indeed, the case of
Lisbon is directly in point against this be-

ing universally an indication of earthquake,
for the morning of that dreadful day was
particularly fine, and the sun shone with
the utmost briUiancy. Neither is the sud-

den ebbing and flowing of the sea, or

rivers, always to be depended upon as

the forerunner ofconvulsions of the earth,

though it is uniformly the consequence of

them, as such effects have been observed

without any assignable cause. Electrical

phenomena sometimes attend them, in

violent streams of lightning, the aurora

I
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borealis, meteors, &c. but as these are O ctober 28, 11?'46, the anniversary of St,

common appearances, they afford no just

cause of alarm, ifa trembling of the earth

doth not very soon succeed.
If the clear water ofdeep wells sudden-

ly becomes heated and impregnated with
soil, and an unusual stillness of the air

prevails, and cattle evince great restless-

ness and terror, well founded apprehen-
sions may be entertained of an approach-
ing earthquake, which will commence
with slight trembling motion, perceiva-

ble in the most fleshy parts of the body,
accompanied by a deep hollow sound,
indescribable, yet resembling distant

thunder, combined with the roar of nu-

merous cannons. The most violent and
dangerous shocks are undulatory, hori-

zontal, and perpendicular, the two latter

are most dreadful in their consequences,
by throwing down the strongest edifices,

and making those horrible chasms which
engulph every object within their boun-
daries, emit pestilential vapour, heated
water, sand, smoke, and flames: each
particular shock seldom exceeds a minute
in duration, but they often follow one ano-
ther with great rapidity.

Such are the indications and peculiari-

ties attending earthquakes ; the follow-
ing short narratives of their consequen-
ces, in diff'erent places, will enable the
reader, who has happily escaped feehng,
to justly understand them.

* There is no part of the world per-
haps so subject to earthquakes as Peru ;

nor any part of Peru more liable to them
than Lima and its neighbourhood. On
Monday, October 20, 1687, N. S. at 4
o'clock in the morning, there occurred a
most horrible earthquake, which threw
down some houses, and buried several

persons under their ruins. An hour af-

ter there was another shake, accompa-
nied with the same noise ; and at six

o'clock, when they thought they had
been all in safety, came a third shock,
with great fury and a rushing noise ; the
sea, with hideous roaring, swelled beyond
its bounds ; the bells rang of themselves ;

and the destruction was so great, that no
building was left standing. The noise

was so dreadful, says P. Alvarez de To-
ledo, (who sent the account from thence,)

that those in the fields assure us the cat-

tle were in great astonishment : he adds,

Callao, Canete, Pisco, Chaucay, and Los
Chorillos, are all ruined: above 5000
dead bodies are already found, and they
find more daily."

Lima was destroyed in the night of
VOL. lY.

Simon and St. Jude. " According to the
best regulated clocks and watches, this

fatal catastrophe befel the place thirty

minutes after ten at night ; on this occa-

sion the destruction did not so much as

give time for fright, for at one and the
same instant almost, the noise, the shock,
and the ruin, were perceived together ;

so that in the space only of four minutes,
during which the greatest force of the
earthquake lasted, some persons were
buried under the ruins of the falling

houses, and others crushed to death in

the streets by the tumbling of the walls,

which, as they ran here and there, fell

upon them. The earth struck against

the edifices with such violent percussions,

that every shock beat down the greater
part of them ; and these tearing along
with them vast weights in their fall (espe-
cially the churches and high houses,)

completed the destruction of every thing
they encountered with, even of what the
earthquake had spared. The shocks, al-

though instantaneous, were yet succes-
sive ; and at intervals men were trans-

ported from one place to another, which
was the means of safety to some, whilst

the utter impossibility of moving preserv-
ed others."

The second edition of Mr. Swinburne's
Travels in the Two Sicilies contains the
ensuing most affecting letter, written by a
person who witnessed the scenes he de-
scribed.

* On the 5th of February, at 19 hours
and 3 quarters, we felt a shock that be-
gan by an upward heaving motion, which
gave the alarm, and time to most persons
to run out of their houses : some fled to
the windows and balconies ; others took
refuge under the arches of tjie doors.
This upright motion ofthe earth was soon
succeeded by shaking and rocking, dur-
ing which we beheld our houses tum-
bling on all sides. The walls and towers
ofthe castle were split asunder, and over-
turned upon the town ; the buildings be-
low were crushed to atoms, and 150
persons perished in this fall. At night a
considerable part of the inhabitants,
chiefly of the class of sailors, followed
the example of the prince, and repaired
to the beach; they there pitched tents,

or lay down in their barks, hoping to
pass the night in perfect security at a dis-

tance from all buildings. The sky was
bright and serene, the sea lulled in a pro-

found calm, and all these poor people
were indulging in sweet sleep a short re-

O o
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spite from their woes. In this treacher-

ous state of things, a little after midnight
the whole promontory of Campala fell at

once into the sea, without any previous
earthquake. The sea fled back before

this mass towards the Golilla del Faro,

where it carried oflr28 persons with their

boats and houses ; then returning with
redoubled fury across its natural channel,

flowed on the shore of Sylla 30 palms
above its usual level, and three miles

along the coast. As it fell back again, it

swept away into the abyss 2,475 persons,

who were lying on thfe sands or in boats.

Horrible were the shrieks of the survi-

vors, who happened to be above the

reach of the surge, and tremendous was
the alarm given over all the surrounding
hills, where the remainder of the inhabi-

tants were dispersed for safety. No
cries, no lamentations, were heard from
those that were thus hurried off; they

had no power or time to utter any."

—

*' The same instant (says Mr. S.) was
fatal to the whole province, and the de-

vastation caused by the repeated shocks
was much more terrible in many places

than at Scylla ; they raged with fury from
Cape Spartivento to Amantea, above the

gulph of St, Eufemia, and also affected

that part of Sicily which lies opposite to

the southern extremity of Italy. Those
of the 5th and 7th of February, and of

the 28th of March, 1783, were the most
violent, and completed the destruction

of every building throughout the above-
mentioned space. Not one stone was
left upon another south of the narrow
isthmus of Squillace ; and, what is more
disastrous, a very large proportion of the

inhabitants was killed by the falling of

their houses ; near 40,000 lives were lost.

Some persons were dug out aUve, after

remaining a surprising length of time
buried in the rubbish, Messina became
amass of ruins: its beautiful Palazzatta

was thrown in upon the town ; its quay
cracked into ditches full of water. Reg-
g\p almost destroyed. Tropea greatly

damaged. Every other place I visited

in the province levelled to the ground.
"Before and during the concussion

the clouds gathered, and then hung im-
moveable and heavy over the earth. At
Palmi the atmosphere wore so fiery an
aspect, that many people thought part of

the town was burning. It was afterwards
remembered, that an unusual heat had
affected the skin of several persons just

before the shock ; the rivers assumed a

inuddy, ash-coloured tinge, and a sulphu-

reous smell was almost general. A fri-

gate passing between Calabria and Lipa-
ri felt so severe a shock, that the steers-
man was thrown from the helm, and the
cannons were raised up on their car-

riages, wiiile all around the sea exhaled
a strong smell of brimstone. Stupendous,
alterations were occasioned in the face
of the country : rivers choaked up by
thefalhng in ofthe hills were converted
into lakes ; whole acres of ground, with
houses and trees upon them, were bro-
ken off"from the plains and washed many
furlongs down the deep hollows which
the course ofthe rivers had worn ; there,
to the astonishment and terror of behold-
ers, they found a new foundation to fix

upon, either in an upright or an inchning
position. In short, every species of phe-
nomenon incident to these destructive
commotions ofthe earth was to be seen,
in its utmost extewt and variety, in this

ruinated country."

EASEL pieces, a denomination givenby
painters to such pieces as are contained
in frames, in contradistinction from those
painted on ceiUngs, &c.

EASEMENT, a service on conveni-
ence, which one neighbour has ofanother
by grant, or prescription, as a way through
his ground, a sink, or the like.

EASING, in the sea-language, signifies

the slackening a rope, or the hke : thus
to ease the bow-line or sheet, is to let

them go slacker; to ease the helm, is to

lettheshipgo more large, moi-e before

the wind, or more larboard,

EAST, one ofthe four cardinal points

ofthe world ; being that point ofthe ho-
rizon, where the sun is seen to rise when
in the equinoctial.

EASTER, a festival of the christian

church, observed in memory.of our Sa-

viour's resurrection.

In the primitive ages of the church,
there were very great disputes about the

particular time when this festival was to

be kept. The Asiatic churches kept
their Easter upon the very same day the

Jews observed their passover ; and others

on the first Sunday after the first full

moon in the new year. This controversy

was determined in the council of Nice,

when it was ordained that Easter
should be kept upon one and the same
day, which should always be a Sunday,
in all christian churches throughout the
world.

But though the Christian Churches
differed as to the time of celebrating
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"Easter, yet they all agreed in shewing
Jiarticulai' respect and honour to this fes-

tival : hence, in ancient writers, it is dis-

tinguished by the name of chminica gaii-

dii, i. e. Sunday of joy. On this day pri-

soners and slaves were set free, and the

poor Uberally provided for. The eve, or

vigil, of this festival was celebrated with

more than ordinary pomp, which conti-

nued till midnight, it being a tradition of

the church that our Saviour rose a little

after midnight ; but in the east, the vigil

lasted till cock-crowing.
It was in conformity to the custom of

the Jews, in celebrating their passover on
the fourteenth day of the first month, that

the primitive fathers ordered, that the
fourteenth day of the moon, from the ca-

lendar new moon which immediately
follows the twenty-first of March, at

which time the vernal equinox happened
upon that day, should be deemed the
paschal full moon, and that the Sunday
after should be Easter-day ; and it is upon
tliis account that our rubric has appoint-
ed it upon the first Sunday after the
first full moon immediately following the
twenty-first day of March. Whence it

appears, that the true time for celebrat-

ing Easter, according to the intention of
the council of Nice, was to be the first

Sunday after the first full moon following
the vernal equinox, or when the sun en-
tered into the first point of Aries; and
this was pope Gregory's principal view in

reforming the calendar, to have Easter
celebrated according to the intent of the
council of Nice.
Having first found the epact and domi-

nical letter, according to the method de-
livered, see CHnoxoioGr and Epact,
Easter-day may be found by the two fol-

lowing rules.

1. To find Easter-limit, or the day of
the paschal full moon, counted from
March 1 inclusive, the rule is this : add
6 to the epact, and if this sum exceeds
30, take 30 from it; then from 50 sub-
tract this remainder, and what is left will

be the Umit ; if the sum of the epact, ad-

ded to 6, does not amoimt to 30, it must
be subtracted from 50, and the re-

mainder is the limit required; which
is never to exceed 49, nor fall short of
21.

2. From the limit and dominical letter,

to find Easter-day : add 4 to the domini-
cal letter : substract this sum from the
limit, and the remainder from the next

'

higher number which contains 7 without
any remainder; lastly, add this remain-
der to the limit, and their sum will

give the number of days from the first of
March to Easter-day, both inclusive.

Thus, to find Easter-day for the year
1808, for instance. First find the epact

3, which added to 6 gives 9 : and as this

sum does not amount to 3U, it must be
subtracted from 50, and the remainder 41
is the limit. Then adding 4 to 2, the
number of the dominical letter B, sub-

tract this sum, viz. 6, from the hmit 41,
and the remainder 35 from 42, the next
superior number that contains 7 a certain

number of times without any remainder,
and there remains 7, which, being added
to the limit 41, gives 48 for the number
ofdays from the first of March to Easter-
day, both inclusive: hence, allowing 31
for March, there remains the 17th of April
for Easter-day. Here follows the opefa-
tionat length.

3+6 = 9
50— 9 =. 41 = paschal limit

Dominical letters = 2
2+ 4 = 6
41—6=35
42— 35 = 7
41 + 7= 48, from which subtracting

31, the number of days in

March,

17, there remains 17, the day
of April answering to Easter-day for the
year 1808.

EASTLAND compmiy, under charter
from queen Elizabeth in 1579, traded to
the east country, meaning the ports in the
Baltic, but by statute 25 Car. II. c. 7. all

persons may use the Eastland trade ; and
they may be admitted a free member of
the company for 40s.

EAU de Luce, a fragrant liquor, pos-
sessing and retaining a milky opacity,

made chiefly of mastic dissolved in
alcohol, to which are added, elemi and
aqua ammoniac purac. See Nicholson's
Journal.

EBENUS, in botany, a genus of the
Diadelphia Decandria class and order.

Essential character: calyx with teeth,

the length of the corolla; wings scarcely

any ; seed one, rough with hairs. There
are two species, viz. E. cretica, Creton
ebony, and E. pinnata, pinnated ebony :

the former grows naturally in Crete, and
some islands of the Archipelago; the
latter is found in Barbary and the Lcr
vant.

EBIONITES, in church history, here-

tics of the first century, so called from
their leader Ebion. They held the same
errors with the Na^arenes, united the
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ceremonies of the Mosaic institution with
the precepts of the gospel, observed both
the Jewish Sabbath and Christian Sun-
day, and in celebrating the Eucharist
made use of unleavened bread. They
abstained from tlie flesh of animals, and
even from milk. In relation to Jesus
Christ, some of them held that he was
born, like other men, ofJoseph and Mary,
and acquired sanctification only by his

good works. Others of them allowed
that he was born of a virgin, but denied
that he was the word of Grod, or had
any existence before his human genera-
tion. They said he was, indeed, the on-
ly true prophet; but yet a mere man,
who, by his virtue, had arrived at being
called Christ, and the son of God. They
also supposed that Christ and the devil

were two principles, which God had op-
posed to each other. Of the New Testa-

ment they only received the gospel of St.

Matthew, which they called the gospel
according to the Hebrews. See the ar-

ticle NAZABEJfES.
EBONY is an exceedingly hard and

heavy kind of wood, susceptible of a very
fine polish, and, on that account, used in

mosaic and inlaid works, for toys, &c. It

is of divers colours, most usually black,
red, and green

; produced chiefly in the
island of Madagascar and the Mauritius.

Travellers give very different accounts
of the tree that yields the black ebony

;

some say that it is a sort of palm tree,

others a cytisus, &c. M. Flacourt tells

us, that it grows very high and big, its

bark being black, and its leaves resem-
bling those of the myrtle, of a deep,
dusky, green colour. Black ebony is

much preferred to that of other colours.

The best is a jet black, free from veins
and rind, very massive, astringent, and of
an acrid pungent taste. It yields an
agreeable perfume when laid on burning
coals ; when green, it readily takes fire

from the abundance of its fat. Green
ebony, besides Madagascar and the Mau-
ritius, likewise grows in the Antilles, es-

pecially in the isle of Tobago. The tree

that yields it is very bushy; its leaves are
smooth, and of a fine green colour. Be-
neath, its bark is a white rind about two
inches thick ; all under which, to the ve-

ry heart, is a deep green, approaching
towards a black, though sometimes
streaked with yellow veins. Its use is

not confined to inlaid work, it is likewise

good in dying, as yielding a fine green
tincture.
I Ebony is now less used than anciently,

since the discovery of giving other hard

ECH
'

woods .a black colour. There Is a sort

of ebony coming from the West Indies,

which is either black or white. This

bears a flower resembling that of the

English broom, seldom rises above eight-

een feet, and in the largest part of the

stem does not exceed five inches diame-
||

ter. It is a fine timber wood, has a I

smooth even grain, which takes a good
polish, and is very proper for bed-posts,

and a variety of turnery ware ; for which
purposes the black is generally prefer-

red, the heart of which is the complexion
ofjet. There is likewise a bastard ebony,

growing in the West India islands, called

mountain ebony, which is of a dark brown

.

See Amerimum.
EBULLITION. See Boilhtg.

ECHINEIS, the retnora, in natural his-

tory, a genus of fishes of the order Tho-
racici. Generic character : head fur-

nished on the top with a flat, oval, trans-

versely grooved shield : gill-membrane,

with ten rays, according to Gmelin, and
six, according to Shaw ; body not scaled.

There are three species, the echineis re-

mora, or Mediterranean remora, is of the

length offrom twelve to eighteen inches.

Among the ancients its pecuharity of

structure and habits w^as connected with

the most incredible and marvellous cir-

cumstances, which are, however, detailed

with all possible gravity and faith, by
their most profound naturalists. PUny
states, that the force of the tide, the cur-

rent, and the tempest, joining in one
grand impulse with oars and sails, to

urge a ship onwards in one direction, is

checked by the operation of on« small

fish, called remora, by the Roman au-

thors, which completely counteracts this

apparently irresistible accumulation of

power, and compels the vessel to remain
motionless in the midst of the ocean. He
credits the prevailing report that Antho-
ny's ship, in the battle of Actium, was
kept motionless by the exertion of the

remora, notwithstanding the efforts of

several hundred sailors ; and that the

vessel of Caligula was detained between
Astura and Antium by another of tliese

fishes found sticking to the helm, and
whose solitary efforts could not be coun-

tervailed by a crew of 400 able seamen,
till several ofthe latter, on examining in-

to the cause of the detention, perceived
the impediment, and detached the remo-
ra from its hold. Tlie emperor, he adds,

was not a little astonished, that the fish

should hold the ship so fast in the water,

and when brought upon the deck appear

to possess no power of detention over it
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whatever. This confiding naturalist ex.

presses himself as perfectly convinced
that all fishes possess a similar power,
and states, as a notorious example, the de-
tention of Periander's ship by a porcel-

lane, near the Cape ofGnidos. Quitting",

however, the fables of antiquity, it may
be observed, that the fins of the remora
are particularly weak, and thus prevent
its swimming to any considerable dis-

tance, on which account it attaches itself

to various bodies, inanimate or living, be-
ing found not only fastened to ships, but
to whales, sharks, and other fishes ; and
with such extreme tenacity is this hold
maintained, that, unless the effort of se-

paration be applied in a particular direc-

tion, it is impossible to effect the disunion
without the destruction of the fish itself.

As the remora is extremely voracious,

and far from fastidious in its food, it may
attach itself to vessels and large fishes,

with a view to secure that ample subsist-

ence, which must arise to it from the su-

perfluity with which it is in such circum-
stances almost inevitably furnished. This
fish will often adhere to rocks, and par-

ticularly in boisterous and tempestuous
weather. The apparatus for accomphsh-
ing this adhesion consists of an oval area

on the top of the head, traversed by nu-

merous dissepiments, each of which is

fringed at the edge by a row of very nu-
merous perpendicular teeth, or filaments,

while the whole oval space is strengthen-

ed by a longitudinal septum. It is re-

ported by some authors,'that, in the Mo-
zambique channel, a species of remora is

employed by the natives of the coast in

their pursuit ofturtles with great success.

A ring is fixed near the tail of the remo-
ra, with a long cord attached to it, and
when the boat has arrived as nearly as it

well can to the turtle sleeping on the
surface of the water, the remora is dis-

missed, and immediately proceeds to-

wards the turtle, which it fastens on so

finnly, that both are drawn into the boat
with extreme facility. For a representa-

tion of the Mediterranean remora, see
Pisces, Plate IV. fig. 3.

ECHINOPHORA, in botany, a genus
of the Pentandria Digynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Umbellate. Essen-
tial character: lateral flowers male; cen-
tral hermaphrodite ; seed one, immersed
in an involucle. There are two species,

i>iz. E. spinosa, prickly sea-parsnip, and
E. tennifolia, fine- leaved sea-parsnip. Na-
tives of the sea coast of Europe and
Apulia.

ECIUNOPS, in botany, globe thistle^ a

genus of the Syngenesia Polygamla Se^
gregata class and order. Natural order of
Compositae Capitatae. Cinarocephalae, Jus-
sleu. Essential character : calyx one-flow-
ered ; corolla tubular, hermaphrodite ;

recep tacle bristly ; down obscure. There
are five species. These are herbaceous
plants, some of them large and lofty ;

leaves alternate, thorny and pinnatified ;

the heads of flowers are usually solitaiy at
the ends of the stem and branches.
ECHINORYNCHUS, in natural history,

a genus of the Vermes Intestina; body
round ; proboscis cylindrical retractile,

and crowned with hooked prickles.
These animals are found fixed very
firmly to the viscera of various animals,
generally the intestines, and often re-
main on the same spot during the whole
life of the animal; they are mostly gre-
garious, and are easily distinguished from
the taenia by their round inarticulate

body. They are divided into sections :

A. infesting mammalia ; of this E, glgas
is found in the intestines of swine, espe-
cially those that have been fed in styes ;

it is gregarious, and from 12 to 18 inches
long. B. infesting birds. C. infesting rep-
tiles. D. infesting fish. There are about
50 species.

ECHINUS, sea urchin, in natural his-

tory, a genus of the Vermes Mollusca

;

body roundish, covered with a bony
sutured crust, and generally furnished
with moveable spines ; mouth placed be-
neath, and mostly five-valved. These
are divided into sections, chiefly distin-

guished by the situation of the vent. A.
has the vent vertical; tentacula every
where simple. B. vent placed beneath ;

mouth without tentacula. C. vent lateral

;

mouth with pencilled tentacula. Each of
these sections is subdivided. There
are more than 100 species, besides varie-

ties. They are all inhabitants of the sea,

and many ofthem have been found in a
fossil state ; many are esculent, and they
are in general armed with five sharp teeth;

the pores are each furnished with a re-

tractile tentaculum, by which the animal
affixes itself to any object and stops its

motion ; the spines are connected to the

outer skin by very strong ligaments, and
are the instruments of motion.

ECHINUS, in architecture, a moulding
carved and enriched with the e^^ and
dart. See Ovoto.

ECHITES, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Ccntortse. Apoclnese,

Jussieu. Essential character : contorted;

follicles two, long and straight ; seeds
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^owhy; corolla funnel form, with tlie

throat naked. There are twenty-two
species. These plants have something
singular in their habit, which proclaims

them at first sight. The nectareous

glands, and the downy-seeds in follicles,

are of great importance in determining
the character; whilst the corolla, vary-

ing much in the different species, is of

no consequence in this respect. The
stigTnas in all are glued to the inside wall

of the cone formed by the anthers, and
which se]*arates at the explosion of the

pollen, whilst the outer wall of the cone
continues undissolved ; the fecundation

in the greater part being accomplished
within the closed tube of the corolla,

but in the rest within the cone stretched

beyond the tube. These plants are mostly
inhabitants of the West Indies. They
have not yet been introduced into culti-

vation in Europe.
ECHIUM, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order of Asperifolise. Borragi-

iieae, Jussieu. Essential character : co-

rolla irregular, with the throat naked.
There are twenty-(me species, of which
E. fruticosum, shrubby vipers bugloss,

rises with a shrubby stalk two or three

feet high, dividing at top into several

branches : leaves sessile, hairy, light

green. The flowers are produced singly

between the leaves at the ends of the

branches ; they are of a purple colour,

and in shape much like those of the Cre-

tan sort. They appear in May and June ;

the seeds do not ripen in England. Native

ofthe Cape of Good Hope.
ECHO, a sound reverberated or re-

flected to the ear from some solid body.

See Acoustics.

t Echo, ^in architecture, a term applied

to certain kinds of vaults and arches,

most commonly of elliptical and paraboli-

cal figures, used to redouble sounds, and
produce artificial echoes.

Echo, in poetry, a kind of composition
wherein the last words or syllables of
each verse contain some meaning, which,
being repeated apart, answers to some
question or other matter contained in the
verse, as in this beautiful one fron Vir-

gil:

Crudelis mater magisy an piier improbus
ills?

Improbus ille puer, crudelis tu quog^ie

mater.

The elegance of an echo consists in

giving a new sense to the last words;

which reverberate, as it were, the m"
tions ofthe mind, and by that means af-

fect it with surprise and admiration.
Echo, in music, is frequently found in

church voluntaries, over those passages
ofrepetitions which are performed on the
swell, and intended as echoes to the
great organ.

ECHOMETER, among musicians, a
kind of scale or rule, with several lines

thereon, serving to measure the dura-
tion and length of sounds, and to find

their intervals and ratios.

ECLECTICS, ancient philosophers,who
without attaching themselves to any par-

ticular sect, selected whatever appeared
to them the best and most rational from
each.

ECLIPSE, the deprivation of the light

of the sun, or of some heavenly body, by
the interposition of another heavenly
body between our sight and it. Thus,
eclipses of the sun happen by the moon's
intervening between it and the earth ; by
which means the shadow of the moon
falls upon the earth, when the latitude

of the moon does not prevent it, by ele-

vating the moon above, or depressing it

below the earth. On the other hand,
an eclipse of the moon can only happen
when the earth is interposed between
the sun and it ; for then, if the latitude

of the moon does not prevent it, the sha-

dow of the earth may fall on the moon,
and thereby cause either a partial or to-

tal eclipse. A total eclipse of the sun or
moon is when their whole bodies are ob-
scured ; and a partial one is when part
only of their bodies is darkened : again,

a central eclipse is when it is not only
total, but the eclipsed body passes
through the centre of the shadow. See
Astronomy.
As total solar eclipses are by no means

common, we shall give an interesting de-
scription of one, by Dr. Stukeley, sent
to his friend the celebrated Dr. Edmund
Halley.

"According to my promise, I send
you what I observed of the solar eclipse,

though I fear it will not be of any great
use to you. I was not prepared with any
instruments for measuring time or the
like, and proposed to myself only to

watch all the appearances that nature
would present to the naked eye upon so

remarkable an occasion, and which gene-
rally are overlooked, or but grossly re-

garded. I chose for my station a place
called Haradon Hill, two miles eastward
from Amsbury, and full east from the
opening of Stonehenge avenue, to which.
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it is as the point of view. Before me
lay the rast plain where that celebrated

work stands, and I knew that tlie eclipse

would appear directly over it; besides, I

Tiad the advantage of a very extensive

prospect every way, this being the high-

est hill hereabouts, and nearest the mid-
dle of the shadow ; full west of me, and
beyond Stonehenge, is a pretty copped
hill, like the top of a cone, lifting itself

above the horizon ; this is Clay-hill near
Warminster, 2u miles distant, and near
the central line of darkness, which must
come from thence, so that I could have
notice enough before hand of its approach.
Abraham Sturgis and Steven Ewens,
both of this place, and sensible men, were
with me. Though it was ver)' cloudy, yet
now and then we had gleams of sunshine,
rather more than I could perceive at any
other place around us. These two per-
sons, looking through smoked glasses,

while I was taking some bearings of the
country with a circumferentor, both
confidently affirmed the eclipse was be-
gun, when by my watch I found it just
half an hour after 5 ; and, accordingly,
from thence the progress of it was visi-

ble, and very often to the naked eye,
the thin clouds doing the office of glasses.

From the time of the sun's body being
half covered, there was a very conspicu-
ous circular iris round the sun, with per-
fect colours. On all sides we beheld the
shepherds hurrying their flocks into fold,

the darkness coming on ; for they ex-
pected nothing less than a total echpse
for an hour and a quarter.

" When the sun looked very sharp
like a new moon, the sky was pretty
clear in that spot ; but soon after a
thicker cloud covered it, at which time
the iris vanished, the copped hill before-
mentioned grew very dark, together
with the horizon on both sides, that is to

the north and south, and looked blue

;

iust as it appears in the east at the de-
clension of day. We had scarce time to

tell, then, when Salisbury steeple six

miles offsouthward became very black
;

the copped hill quite lost, and a most
gloomy night with full career came upon
us : at this instant we lost sight of the

sun, whose place among the clouds was
hitherto sufficiently distinguishable, but
now not the least trace of it to be found,

no more than if really absent : then I saw
by my watch, though with diffiulty, and
only by help of some light from the

northern quarter, that it was 6 hours 35
minutes: just before this the whole com-
pass of the heavens and earth looked of

a lurid complexion, properly epeaking';

for it was black and blue, only in the
earth upon the horizon the blue prevail-

ed; there was hkewise in the heavens
among the clouds much green interspers-

ed,^o that the whole appearance was
really very dreadful, and as symptoms of
sickening nature,

'* Now I perceived us involved in total

darkness and palpable, as I may aptly call

it; though it came quick, yet I was so in-

tent that I could perceive its steps, and
feel it as it were drop upon us, and fall

on the right shoulder (we looking west-
ward) like a great dark mantle oi* cover-
let of a bed thrown over us, or hke the
drawing of a curtain on that side ; and
the horses we held in our hands were
very sensible of it, and crouded close to

us, startling with great surprise ; as

much as I could see of the men's faces

that stood by me had a horrible aspect

;

at this instant I looked around me, not
without exclamations of admiration, and
could discern colours in the heavens, but
the earth had lost its blue, and was
wholly black; for some time among the
clouds there was visible streaks of rays,

tending to the place of the sun as their

centre ; but immediately after, the whole
appearance of earth and sky was entirely

black : of all things I ever saw in my life,

or can by imagination fancy, it was a
sight the most tremendous,

" Toward the north-west, whence the
eclipse came, I could not in the least find

any distinction in the horizon between
heaven and earth, for a good breadth of
about 60 degrees or more ; nor the town
of Amsbury underneath us, nor scarce

the ground we trod on : I turned myself
round several times during this total

darkness, and remarked at a good dis-

tance from the west, on both sides, that

is to the north and south, the horizon
very perfect : the earth being black, the
lower part of the heavens light ; for the
darkness above hung over us like a ca-

nopy, almost reacliing the horizon in

those parts, or as if made with skirts of a
lighter colour ; so that the upper edges
of all the hills were as a black line, and
I knew them very distinctly by their

shape or profile ; and northward I saw
perfectly that the interval of light and
darkness in the horizon was between
Martinsal hill and St. Ann's hill; but
southward it was more indefinite : I do
not mean that the verge of the shadow
passed between those hills, which were
but 12 miles distant from us : but so far

I C9uld distinguish the horizon, beyond
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it not at all : the reason of it is this : the

elevation of ground I was upon gave me
an opportunity ofseeing the liglit of the

heavens beyond the shadow : neverthe-

less, this verge of light looked of a dead,

yellowish, and greenish colour ; it was
broader to the north than south, but the

southern was of a tawny colour ; at this

time, behind us, or eastward toward Lon-
don, it was dark too, where otherwise I

could see the hills beyond Andover ; for

theforemost end of the shadow was past

thither ; so that the whole horizon was
now divided into four parts, of unequal
bulk and degrees of light and dark ; the

part to the north-west broadest and
blackest, to the south-west lightest and
longest. All the cliange I could per-

ceive during the totality was, that the
horizon by degrees drew into two parts,

light and dark ; the northern hemisphere
growing still longer, lighter, and broad-

er; and the two opposite dark parts

uniting into one, and swallowing up the
southern enlightened part.

" As at the beginning the shade came
feelingly upon our right shoulders, so

now the light from the north, where it

opened as it were : though I could dis-

cern no defined light or shade upon the
earth that way, which I earnestly watch-
ed for, yet it was manifestly by degrees,

and with oscillations, going back a little

and quickly advancing further ; till at

length, upon the first lucid point appear-

ing in the heavens where the sun was, I

could distinguish pretty plainly a rim of
light running along side of us a good
while together, or sweeping by at our
elbows from west to east ; just then hav-

ing good reason to suppose the totality

ended with us, I looked on my watch, and
found it to be full three minutes and a

half more. Now the hill tops changed
their black into blue again, and I could
distinguish a horizon where the centre of
darkness was before : the men cried out

they saw the copped hill again, which
they had eagerly looked for ; but still it

continued dark to the south-east, yet I

cannot say that ever the horizon that

way was undistinguishable ; immediately
we heard the larks chirping, and singing

very briskly, for joy of the restored lu-

minary, after all things had been hushed
into a most profound and universal

silence. The heavens and earth now
appeared exactly like morning before

sun-rise, of a greyish cast, but rather

more blue interspersed ; and the earth,

so far as the verge of the hill reached,

was of a dark green or russet colour.

** As soon as the sun emerged, the
clouds grew thicker, and the light was
very fittle amended for a minute or more,
like a cloudy morning slowly advancing.
After about the middle of the totality,

and so after the immersion of the sun,

we saw Venus very plainly, but no other
star. Salisbury steeple now appeared.
The clouds never removed, so that we
could take no account of it afterward,

but in the evening it lightened very
j

much. I hasted home to write this let-
|

ter ; and the impression was so vivid
I

upon my mind, that I am sure I could
|

for some days after have wrote the same
account of it, and very precisely. After
supper I made a drawing of it from my
imagination, upon the same paper I had
taken a prospect of the country before.

" I must confess to you, that I was (I

believe) the only person in England that

regretted not the cloudiness of the day,

which added so much to the solemnity of
the sight, and which incomparably ex-

ceeded, in my apprehension, that of

1715, which I saw very perfectly from
the top of Boston steeple, in Lincoln-

shire, where the air was very clear ; but
the night of this was more complete and
dreadful: there, indeed, I saw both sides

of the shadow come from a great dis-

tance, and pass beyond us to a great dis-
\

tance; but this eclipse had much more of
variety and majestic terror; so that I

cannot but felicitate myself upon the op-
portunity of seeing these two rare acci-

dents of nature in so different a manner :

yet I should willingly have lost this

pleasure for your more valuable advan-
tage of perfecting the noble theory of '

the celestial bodies, which last time you
gave the world so nice a calculation of;

and wish the sky had now as much fa-

voured us for an addition to your honour
and great skill, which I doubt not to be
as exact in this as before."

ECLIPTA, in botany, a genus of the
Syngenesia Polygamia Superflua class

and order. Natural order of Compound
Flpwers. Corymbiferae, Jussieu. Essen-
tial character: receptacle chalfy ; down
none ; coroUets of the disk four cleft.

There are five species, natives of the
East and West Indies.

ECLIPTIC, in astronomy, a great cir-

cle of the sphere, supposed to be drawn
through the middle of the zodiac, making
an angle with the equinoctial of about
23* 30', which is the sun*s greatest de-
clination : or, more strictly speaking, it

is that path or way among the fixed stars^
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that the earth appears to describe, to an

eye placed in the sun.

By a long series of observations, the

shepherds ofAsia were able to mark out
' the sun's path in the heavens ; he being

always in the opposite point Ao that

which comes to the meridian at midnight,

with, equal, but opposite, dechnation.

Thus they could tell the stars among
which the sun then was, although they

could not see them. They discovered

that this path was a great circle of the

heavens, afterwards called the ecliptic,

which cuts the equator in two opposite

points, dividing it, and being divided by

it into two equal parts. They farther ob-

served, that when the sun was in either

of these points of intersection, his circle

of diurnal revolution coincided with the

equator, and therefore the days and

nights were equal. Hence the equator

came to be called the equinoctial line,

and the points in which it cuts the ecUp-
' tic were called the equinoctial points,

and the sun was then said to be in the

equinoxes. One of these was called the

vernal, and the other the autumnal equi-

nox. See EauiNOXES,
Ecliptic, obliquity off is the angle

which its plane makes with that of the

equinoctial. The inclination of the e-

quator to the ecliptic is measured by the

arch ofa great circle intercepted between
their poles, which was taken with very

great accuracy by Dr. Maskelyne, in the

year 1769, and found to be 23° 28' W,
or 23° 46944. It was formerly found by
Dr. Bradley to be 23° 28' 30", who sup-

posed that there was a gradual approach
nf the ecliptic to the equinoctial, at the

rate of iMn 100 years. The mean obli-

quity of the ecliptic is augmented by 9'",

when the moon's ascending node is in

the vernal equinox. It is, on the contra-

ry, diminished 9'', when the node is in

the autumnal equinox, and it is equal to

the mean, when the node is in the co-

lure of the solstices. This change of

the inclination of the earth's axis to

the plane of the ecliptic was called

the nutation of the axis by Sir Isaac New-
ton.

Dr. Bradley discovered a general and
periodical motion in all the stars, which
alter a little their relative situations. To

' form an idea of this motion, let us sup-
pose that each star describes annually a
small circumference parallel to the eclip-

tic, whose centre is the mean position of
the star, and whose diameter, as seen
from the earth, subtends an angle of
about 40" ; and that it w*s in that circum-

YOL. XV.

ference as the sun in its orbit, but so that
the sun always precedes it by 90°. This
circumference, projected upon the sur-
face of the celestial sphere, appears un-
der the form of an ellipse, more or less

flattened, according to the height of the
star above the equator, the smaller axis
of the ellipse being to the greater axis
as the sine of that height to the radius.
These periodical movements of the
stars have received the name of aber-
rations of the fixed stars. See Abeh-
KATIOJf.

Ecliptic, in geography, a great circle

on the terrestial globe, not only an-
swering to, but falling within the plane
of the celestial ecliptic. See Globes,
tise of.

ECLOGUE, in poetry, a kind of pasto-
ral composition, or a small elegant poem,
in a natural simple style.

The eclogue, in its primary intention,

is the same thing with the idyllium, but
custom has made some difference be-
tween them, and appropriated the name
of eclogue to pieces wherein shepherds
are introduced, and idyllium to those
written like eclogues, but without any
shepherds in them. ' The eclogue then is

properly an image of pastoral life, upon
which account the matter is low, and its

genius humble. Its busine^ is to de-
scribe the loves, sports, piques, jealou-

sies, intrigues, and other adventures of
shepherds ; so that its character must be
simple, the wit easy, and the expression
familiar. Then the true character of the
eclogue is simplicity and modesty; ita

figures are neat, the passions tender, th&
motions easy, and though sometimes it

may have little transports and despairs,

yet it never rises so high as to be fierce

or violent. Its narrations are short, de-
scriptions little, the thoughts ingenious,
the manners innocent, the language
pure, the verse flowing, the expressions
plain, and all the discourse natural.

ECONOMY, political. Political econo-
my is the science which treats of the
wealth of nations. Its object is to ascer-

tain, in the first place, wherein wealth
consists, and then to explain the causes

of its production, and the principles on
which it is distributed through the differ-

ent orders of society. It hkewise endea-

vours to point out the tendency, which
any political regulations may have 'to fa-

vour or to inj ire the productions or most
advantageous distribution of wealth. Such
is its peculiar object, and consequently,

though writers on political economy may
frequently treat on the more important

'
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topics of national security, freedom, and
happiness, these are then passing the

strict hmits of their science.

PoUtical economy, in some of its

branches, has engaged the attention of

speculative men in all ages ; but it is only

in very recent times that the truths it ex-

hibits . have been collected, arranged,

and demonstrated with such precision, as

to entitle it to the name and dignity of a

science.

The writers on political economy may
be arranged in two great classes; the

former composed of those who regard
commerce, and the latter of those who
regard agriculture as the principal source
of national wealth. Almost all the older

writers belong to the former class. The
most considerable English writers of this

class are. Dr. d'Avenant and Sir John
Stewart, and their principles are inter-

woven in the elaborate history ofCom-
merce, by Anderson. The decisions of
the EngHsh legislature have usually

been guided by the principles of these
writers.

The commercial system of political

economy is very perspicuously explain-

ed, and very ably examined, in the fourth
book of Smith on the Wealth of Na-
tions.

The agricultural system is of compara-
tively recent origin. It was first brought
into vogue by Mons. Quesnia, a celebrat-

ed French physician. His ideas were
adopted and diffused by several very able
writers, and are thought to be most clear-

ly explained in '' L'Ordi e Natural de So-
cietes Politiques," by Mercier de la Ri-

viere. The writings of Quesnai have
been published, with remarks and illus-

trations, in a work entitled " Physiocra-

tie,".by Dupont de Nemours. The fol-

lowers of Quesnai are styled the econo-
mists. There is no Enghsh writer of ce-

lebrity by whom these principles have
been adopted in their whole extent; but
they are stated, and in some degree con-
troverted, in the last chapter of the fourth

book of Smith.

By far the greatest work on political

economy is tlie treatise on "The Wealth
of nations, " by Adam Smith. The acute-

ness oflater writers may have discovered
some inconsiderable errors in the reason-

ings; may have shewn that some por-

tions, of It are not so completely finished

as the resti and that some well grounded
objections may be urged against parts of
its arrangement ; but the most able judges
uiMininiously regard it as a work at once

original, accurate, and profound ; as just

in its principles, and perspicuous in its
_^

illustrations ; and as entitling Smith,
among other writers on political econo-
my, to the same distinguished rank
which among astronomers is held by
Newton.
A striking and very important differ,

ence between the old and new systems of

political economy consists in the former
calling, upon all occasions, for the regula-

tion and controul of laws, and regarding

the legislature as best qualified to esti-

mate the value of any particular branches
of trade, or modes of conducting busi-

ness ; while by the latter the merchant is

supposed to be the best judge of the

most eligible method of conducting his

own affairs. The former is a system of

restrictions and encouragements,in which
little is left to the choice and sagacity of

individuals; in the latter it is supposed
that national weahh, which is the aggre-

gate of individual wealth, will increase

most rapidly, where, while private pro-

perty is rendered sacred by the laws, ta-

lent and enterprise are under the least

possible restraint.

EDDY tide, or Eddy -water, aitiong sea-

men, is where the water runs back con-,

trary to the tide ; or that which hinders

the free passage of the stream, and so

causes it to return again.

Eddy ivind, is that which returns, or is

beat back from a sail, mountain, or any
thing that may )iinder its passage,

EDGE, in general, denotes the side or

borderofathmg; but ismore particular-

ly used for the sharp side of some wea^
pon, instrument, or tool. Thus we say,

the edge of a sword, knife, chissel, &c.

In the sea language, a ship is said tP.

edge in with another, when making up,

to it.

EDGINGS, among gardeners, the se-

ries oi small but durable plants set round
the edges or borders of flower-beds, &c.
The best and most durable plant for

this use is box, which, if well planted

and rightly man.iged, will continue in

strength and beauty for many years.,

The seasons for plajiting these are the au-

tumn, and very early in the spring ; and
the best species for this purpose is the

dwarf Dutch box.

EDICT, in matters of polity, an order

oj instrument, signed and sealed by a

prince^ to serve as a law to his subjects.

We findfrequent mention of the edicts of
thePrxtor, the ordinances of that officer

in. the Roma^n law. In the French law.
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. .J edicts are of several kinds : some im-
porting »new law or regulation ; others,

the erection of new offices, establish-

ments of duties, rents, '&c. and some-
times articles of pacification In France,
edicts are much the same as a proclama-
tion is with us, but with this diiference,

that the former have* the authority of a

law in themselves, from the power which
issues them forth ; whereas the latter

are only declarations of a law, to which
they refer, and have no power in them-
selves/

Edicts can have no room in Britain,

because that the enacting of laws is

lodged in the Parliament, and not in the
King.
•» Edicts are all sealed with green wax,
to show that they are perpetual and irre-

I

vocable,

EDITOR, a person of learning, who
has the care of an impression of any
work, particularly that of an ancient

' author. Thus, Erasmus was a great
editor ; the Louvain doctors, Scaliger,

Petavius, F. Sirmond, Bishop Walton,
Mr. Hearne, Mr. Ruddiman, &c. are like-

wise famous editors.

EDULCORATION, in chemistry, a
term applied to the- process of washing
out from a precipitate any excess of acid
or alkali, or compoujid salt, that may ad-
here to it. The, usual method is by fil-

tration, repeated with different waters,
till the last portions that drain are wholly
tasteless, and produce no change on the
usual tests. This method is tedious, and
often ineffectual, and the followingadopt-
ed in its stead. When tl>e precipitate is

deposited, instead of throwing it on a
filter, pour it into a silver crucible, and
boil it with water; after this, withdraw it

from the fire, allow it a few minutes to

subside, and draw off the clear liquor ;

then add fresh waterto tlie revsidue, and
boil it again, and proceed thus till all the
soluble impurities are got rid of.

EEL. See Murjena.
Eex spear, a forked instrument with

three or four jagged teeth, used for

catching of eels : that with the four teeth
is best, which they strike into the mud at

the bottom of the river, and if it strike
against any eels, it never fails to bring
them up.

EFFECTS, in commerce, law, &c. the
goods possessed by any person, whether
moveable or immoveable.
EFFERVESCENCE, in chemistry, is a

rapid disengagement of gas taking place
within a liquid ; in consequence of this,

numerous bubbles rise to the suiface.

forming ahead of froth, and bursting with
a hissing noise. There is some resem-
blance between effervescence and fer-

mentation ; the latter is, however, slower
and more durable. Hence chemists for-

merly applied the term fermentation to all

the phenomena which are at present de-
noted by effervescence. Gasproducedby
effervescence is by meansofsingle or dou-
ble elective affinity: in the one case it is

generally carbonic acid gas, in the other
it is either nitrous gas or hydrogen. Gas
canhave but littfe affinity with the fluid in

which it is immersed, in order to produce
effervescence. Thus, carbonic and muri-
atic acids are both gases, and are both ex-

tricated from alkaline combinations by
sulphuric acid, yet a solution ofjBarbonate

of potash in water will produce' a vehe-
ment effervescence with sulphilric acid,

while muriate of potash in the same cir-

cumstances will occasion none at all, the

carbonic acid having a very slight affinity

for wat€r acidulated by sulphuric acid,

while the muriatic acid willcombin* with
the same very readily.

EFFLORESCENCE, in chemistry, is

the formation of a powdery crust, or of
minute crystals, on the surface of any
substance. This term is applied to two
distinct phenomena. Salts are either un-
alterable in the air, or they attract mois-
ture from it, and are resolved into a fluid,

or they yield part of their water of crys-

tallization to the air, and are reduced to

powder. This effect, at its commence-
ment, is called efflorescence, and such
salts are denominated efflorescent. There
is, however, another kfnd of efflores-

cence, which is discernible in iron py-
rites, or new mortar ; and in these cases

it implies the appearance of a superficial

covering of minute hair-like crystals, and
is occasioned by the chemical changes that

take place on the surface of the sub-

stance where these crystals appear. Thus
sulphuret of iron is changed by efflores-

cence into sulphate of iron or green vi-

triol ; but sulphate of soda, when sub-

jected to the efflorescence first mention-
ed, though changed in form, remains the

same in composition, except that it has

lost part of its water. The one destroys

crystals, the other produces them. See
Afkin's " Mineralogical and Chemical
Dictionary."

EFFLUVIUM, in physiology, a term
much used by philosophers and physi-

cians, to express the minute particles

which exhale from most, if not all, ter-

restrial bodies, in form of insensjble va-

pours. Sometimes, indeed, these effluvia

k
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become risHble, and are seen ascending in

form of smoke ; constituting what, in

animals and plants, makes the matter of

perspiration.

Nothing can exceed the subtility of the

odoriferous effluvia of plants and other

bodies. Mr. Boyle fells us, that having
exposed to the open air a certain quantity

of asafoetida, he found its weight di-

minished only the eighth part of a grain

in six days : hence if we suppose, that

during all that time a man could smell

the asafoetida at the. distance of five feet,

it will appear that its effluvia cannot ex-

ceed the ^^^Tir^-oo^uoTJooTnroP^^t
^^ ^^

inch in magnitude.
The effluvia of mineral substances are

called steams ; and when collected in

mines, or other close places, damps. See
Gas.

Malignant effluvia are assigned by phy-

sicians as the cause of the plague, and

other contagious diseases ; as the jail-dis-

temper, hospital-fever, and the like.

EFT. SeeLACERTA.
EGGS. The eggs ofhens and ofbirds,

in general, are composed of several dis-

tinct substances. 1. The shell or exter-

nal coating, which is composed of car-

bonate of hme .72, phosphate of hme .2,

gelatine .3; the remaining 23 are, per-

haps, water. 2. A thin, white, and strong

membrane, possessing the usual charac-

ters of animal substances. 3. The white

of the egg, for which see Albumex. 4.

The yolk, which appears to consist of an

oil of the nature of fat oils, united with a

portion of serous matter sufficient to ren-

der it diffusible in coKl water, in fhe form
of an emulsion, and concrescible by heat.

Yolk of egg is used as the medium for

rendering resins and oils diffusible in wa-
ter. An oil of eggs is procured by ex-
pression from the yolks of eggs, previous-

ly roasted, to deprive the serous part of
its fluidity. A slight empyreuma is given
to the oil by this treatment, which might
probably be avoided by applying no great-

er heat than, on trial, might be found suf-

ficient to coagulate the serum.
The products affVmled by the several

parts ofeggs subjected to destructive dis-

tillation arc nearly the same as are ob-
tained by that method from other animal
matters.

Mr. Reaumur foimd that eggs might be
preserved during months or years by be-

ing covered with niutton-suet, or any
other fat suhstajicc. And Mr. Parmentier
observed that eggs of liens that have had
no connectifHi with a cock kept much
better than those which are fecundated :

he adds too, that tbey are not inferior in

size or flavour, and that the hens lay quite
.

as many: so* that those who keep fowls .

for the sake of eggs alone should have
hens only, without any cocks. He re-

commends the common hen as the most
productive, and the black legged as su-

perior to the yellow.

EGYPTIANS, or Gypsies, a wandering
tribe of people, whose origin is very ob-

scure ; they inhabit different countries of
Europe, and are everywhere remarkable
as thieves, fortune tellers, &c. By the laws
of England, gipsies were formerly subject
to imprisonment and forfeiture of goods,
but they are now considered chiefly as

rogues and vagabonds, and are describ-

ed as such in the vagrant act. 4 Black.
166.

EHRETIA, in botany, a genus of the

Pentandria Monogynia class and order.

Natural order ofAsperifolix, Borraginese,

Jussieu. Essential character : berry two-
celled; seeds solitary, two-celled ; stigma

emarginate. There are five species. These
are trees or shrubs ; the leaves in some
are smooth, in others scabrous ; the flow-

ers in panicles, terminating, and axillary.

E. tinifolia, Tinus-leaved Ehretia, is an
upright tree, from twenty to thirty feet

in height, with an oblong thick head ;

branches unarmed, roundish, subdivid-

ed ; leaves alternate, veined, about four

inches long, on short petioles; calyx five-

paried, with minute, ovate, segments;
corolla a little larger than the calyx, with
acute segments finally rolled back : fila-

ments longer than the corolla : style.,

scarcely shorter than the stamens, oval-

shaped, bifid ; stigmas simple ; beny
spherical. This plant is a native of Cuba
and Jamaica ; flowering in February.

EFIRHARTA, in botany, a genus of

the Hexandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Essential character : calyx a two-

valved, one-flowered glume ; corolla dou-

ble, each two-valved ; the outer com-
pressed. There are five species, ofwhich
E. cartilaginea is a very beautiful smooth
grass ; it has a perennial fibrous root

;

culms erect, jointed about two feet high

;

leaves sheathing, the lower ones a hand
in length, the upper ones much shorter :

disk smooth ; edge cartilaginous and cre-

nate ; panicle oblong, consisting of fifteen

or twenty flowers; peduncles capillary,

loose, flexuose, in threes, pairs, or soli-,

tary, sjmple, or sometimes a little branch-

ed, growing thicker at the top ; nectary

and filaments white ; anthers yellow. This

plant was first observed at the Cape by

Thunberg.
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EIDER dmm. See Down.
EIGNE, the eldest, or first bom.
EIRE or ETWE, signifies the court of

justice itinerant. Eyeris also taken to

signify the justice seat. See Justices in

eyne.

EJECTMENT, is a mixed action, by
which originally a lessee for years, when
ousted, recovered his term and damages.
It is a real action in respect of the lands,
but personal in respect of the damages.
Since the disuse ofreal action, it isbecome
the common method of trying the title

-

to lands or tenements.
The modern method of proceeding in

ejectment entirely depends on a string of
legal fictions ; no actual lease is made ;

no actual entry by the plaintiff ; no ac-
tual ouster by the defendant ; but all are
merely ideal, for the purpose oftrying the
title. To this end a lease for a term of
years is stated in the proceedings,to have
been made by him who claims title to the
plaintifl^, who is genei-ally a fictitious per-
son ; though it ought to be a real person
to answer for the defendant's costs. In
this proceeding, which is the declaration
(for there is no other process in this ac-

tion,) it is also stated that the lessee, in

consequence of the demise to him made,
entered into the premises : and that the
defendant, who is also now another ficti-

tious person, and who is called the ca-

sual ejf^ctor, afterwards entered thereon
and ousted the plaintiff; for which ouster
the plaintiff brings this action. Under
this declaration is a notice, supposed to

be written by this casual ejector, directed
to the tenant in possession of the pre-
mises ; in which notice the casual ejector
informs the tenant of the action brought
by the lessee, and assures him, that as he,
the casual ejector, has no title to the pre-
mises, he shall make no defence, and
therefore he advises the tenant to appear
in court, at a certain time, and defend his

own title ; otherwise he, the casual ejec-

tor, will suffer judgment to be had against

him, by which the actual tenant will ine-

vitably be turned out of possession.

The ancient way of proceeding was
by actually sealing a lease on the pre-
mises, by the party interested, who was
to try the titles ; and this method is still

in use in several cases.

First, where the house or thing for

which ejectment is brought is empty.
Secondly, when a corporation is lessor

of the plaintiff, they must give a letter of
attorney to some person to enter and
seal a lease on the land ; for a corpora-
lion cannot make an attorney, or a bailiff,

except by deed, nor can they appear but
by making a proper person their attor-

ney by deed ; therefore, they cannot en-
ter and demise upon the land as natural
persons can.

Thirdly, when the several interests of
the lessors of the plaintiff are not known;
for in that case it is proper to seal a lease
on the premises, lest they should fail in
setting out in iheir (leclaration the several
interests which each man possesses.

Fourthly, where the proceedings are
in an inferior court, they must proceed by
actually sealing a lease, because they ' tn-

not make rulesj confess lease,' entry, .nd
ouster ; inasmuch as inferior courts have
not authority to imprisonment for diso-

bedience to their rules. It is a general
rule, that no person can, in any case,

bring an ejectment, unless he have in

himself, at the time, a right of entry

;

for although, by the modern practice,

the defendant is obliged by rule of court

to confess lease, entry, and ouster
; yet

that rule was only designed to expedite
the trial of the plaintiff's right, and ..ot

to give him a right which he had not be-

fore.

The damages recovered In these ac-

tions, though formerly their only intent,

are now usually very small and inade-

quate, amounting to one shilling, or some
other trifling sum. In order, therefore,

to complete the remedy, when the pos-

session has been long detained from him
that has right, an action of trespass also

lies, after a recovery in ejectment, to re-

cover the mesne profits which the tenant

in possession had wrongfully received ;

which action maybe brought in the name
of either the nominal plaintiff in the e-

jectment, or his lessor, against the tenant

in possession, whether he be made party

to the ejectment, or suffer judgment to

go by default. An ejectment cannot be
brought after the lessor of the plaintiff,

or his ancestor, has been out of posses-

sion 20 years. See Limitation.
EKEBERGIA, in botany, a genus of

the Decandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Trihilatae. Meliae,

Jussieu. Essential character : calyx-four-

f)arted ;
petals four ; nectary like a gar-

and, surrounding the germ ; berry con-

taining five oblong seeds. There is but

one species, viz. E. capensis, a tree with

abruptly or unequally pinnate leaves ; the

common petiole flatted ; the flowers pa-

nicled and axillary.

EL.S:AGNUS, in botany, English ole-

aster, a genus of the Tetrandria Mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order of
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Elscagni, JuSsieu. Essential character:

corolla none ; calyx four-cleft, bell-form,

superior ; drupe below the calyx. There
are nine species.

EL.su S, in botany, a genus of the Ap-
pendix Palniae. Natural order of Palms.

Essential character : male, calyx six-leav-

ed , corolla six-cleft ; stamens six. Fe-
male, calyx six-leaved; corolla six-petal-

led; stig-mas three; drupe fibrous; nut
one to three valved. There is but one
species, wz. E guienensis It is called

in the West Indies the oily palm. The
fruit of this tree was first carried from
Africa to America by the negroes. It

grows in great plenty on the coast of

Guinea, and also 'in the Cape de Verd
islands.

From this fruit the inhabitants of, the

West-India islands draw an oil, in the

same manner as it is extracted from
olives. They also extract a liquor from
the body of the tree, which when fer-

mented has a vinous quality, and will in-

ebriate. The leaves are wrought by the

negroes into mats, on w^hich they re-

pose.

EL^OCARPUS, in botany, a genus of
the Polyandria Monogynia class and or-

der. Natural order of Guttiferae, Jussieu.

Essential character : calyx five-leaved ;

corolla five.petalled, jagged; anthers

two-valved at the tip ; drupe with a curl-

ed shell. There are six species, mostly
natives of the East Indies.

ELiEODENDRUM, in botany, oUve

•ivood, a genus of the Pentandria Monogy-
nia class and order. Essential character:

corolla five-petalled; drupe ovate, with a

two-celled nut. There are two species,

of which E. orientale is a moderate sized

twiggy shrub, or tree, a native of the

oriental regions : leaves ovate lanceolate,

smooth, slightly waved, sometimes in-
•

dining to a subserrated appearance on
the upper parts of the shoots ; flowers

borne towards the ends of the branches,

of a pale green colour, supported on
shortish pedicles, each of which springs

from a longer common pedicle.

ELASTICITY, that disposition in bo-
dies by which they endeavour to restore

themselves to the posture from whence
they were displaced by any external

force. The principal phenomena ob-

sen'able in elastic bodies are : 1. That an
elastic body (i. e. a body perfectly elastic,

ifany such there be) endeavours to restore
itselfwith the same force with which it

is pressed or bent. 2. An elastic body
exerts its force equally towards all sideg,

though the effect is chiefly found on that

slde'where the resistance is weakest, as

is evident in the case of a gun exploding

a ball, a bow shooting out an arrow, &e.

3. Elastic bodies, in what manner soever

struck, or impelled, are inflected, and
rebound after the same manner : thus a

bell yields the same musical sound, in

what manner or on what side soever it

be struck ; the same of a tense or musical

chord ; and a body rebounds from a

plane in the same angle in which it meets
or strikes it, making the angle of inci-

dence equal to the angle of reflection,

whether the intensity of th^ stroke be
greater or less. 4. A body perfectly fluid,

if any such there be, cannot be elastic, if

it be allowed that its parts cannot be
compressed. 5. A body perfectly solid,

ifany stich there be, cannot be elastic

;

because, having no pores, it is incapable

of being compressed. 6. The elastic

properties of bodies seem to differ, ac-

cording to their greater or less density

or compactness, though not in an equal

degree : thus metals are rendered more
compact and elastic by being hammered;
tempered steel is much more elastic than

soft steel; and the density of the former
is to that of the latter as 7809 to 7738 :

cold condenses solid bodies, and renders

them more elastic ; whilst heat, that re-

laxes them, has the opposite effect : but,

on the contrary, air and other elastic

fluids, are expanded by heat, and ren-

dered more elastic.

Some philosophers account for elastici-

ty from the principles of corpuscular at-

traction and repulsion : thus, if a steel

spring, wire, or piece of very thin glass,

be bent out of its natural position, the
particles on the convex part are forced

from the intimate union they had before;

and, on the concave part, they are forced
nearer together, or harder upon each
other, th;-n in the natural state : in both
which cases there will be a considerable

resistance to overcome, and consequently
require a superior force. During this

state of the particles, they may be said to

be under a sort of tension on one * side,

and compression on the other : and since

by this force they are not drawn out of

each other's attraction, as soon as the

force is remitted, or ceases to act, the at-

tractive power reduces the particles and
unbends the wire. Now it is well known
that many substances are composed of
such fibrous parts or filaments which re-

semble fine wires, and are interwoven
and disposed in such a manner, as in

sponge, for instance, that they cannot be
compressed without being bent or wrest-
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edfrom their natural position ; whence all

bodies will in such cases exert a spring or

force to restore themselves, in the same
manner that the bent wire did. Others
attribute the elasticity of all hard bodies

to the force of the air included within

them : and so they make the elastic force

of the air the principle of elasticity in all

other bodies. Se.e Pneumatics.
All substances that we know of are in

some degree or other elastic, but none of

them perfectly so ; such are most metals,

semi-metals, stones, and animal and vege-
table substances, however they may differ

in degree.
We may consider all elastic bodies to

. be made up of such strings or fibres as

A B (Plate IV. Miscel. fig. 9.) or rather

of elastic strata parallel to each other, re-

presented by A B in the ball D C. If this

ball be struck at D by a hard or elastic

body, all the strata will be bent in towards
C, as expressed by the dotted lines,

whilst the ball is flattened or dented at

D. But the strata quickly restoring them-
selves, the suiface of the ball re-assumes
its first, figure, and that more or less ex-
actly, according as the elasticity is more
or less perfect.

The great law of perfectly elastic bo-
dies is, that their relative velocity will re-

main the same before and after collision

;

that is, perfectly elastic bodies will re-

cede from one another after the stroke,

with the same velocity that they came to-

gether. Many curious phenomena may
be explained from this property in bo-
dies.

If the ivory ball A, (fig. 10.) weighing
two ounces, strike with the velocity 16
against B at rest, weighing also two oun-
ces, the body B will move forward after

the stroke with the velocity 16, A remain-
ing at rest in its place. The reason of
this is, that the body A loses one half of
its motion by striking the equal body B,
and the other half by the elasticity of B
recovering its former figure. From this

experiment, several curious plienoraena
arise : thus, if a row of shovel-board

pieces (that is, metalline cylinders of
about half an inch in height, and two
inches diameter) be laid upon a smootli

table, and you take a single piece, and
drive it against the row, the last piece of
the row will fly off; for if A (tig. 11.)

strike the row of pieces, B, C, D, E, F, G,

H, I, in the direction A a, then will the
last piece I fly off to i with the same ve-

locity that A struck B : and whatever be
the velocity of A, no other piece but the

Ia.st piece 1 will fly off. But if you take

two pieces, as A and B, (fig. 12.) and
strike them together against the row C,D
E, F, G, H, I, the two last pieces, H and
I, will fly ofl" from the other end of the
row, with the same velocity that A and
B made the stroke.

If three or more pieces are made use
of to make the stroke, the very same num-
ber will fly off from the other end of the
row ; and it is to be observed, that the
same will happen with equal elastic balls,

suspended in a row by strings of the ^ame
length.

Again, if the elastic body A, (fig. 13.)
weighing four ounces, strike the quies-
cent body B, weigiiing only two ounces,
with a velocity equal to 12 ; then will

the velocity ot A, after the stroke, be 4,
and that of B 16. Just the reverse of
this happens when a lesser body strikes

against the greater : in which case, the
striking, or lesser body, will be reflected

with one-fourth of its first motion, and the
greater be carried forward with a motion
which is as 16.

The magnitude and motions of spheri-

cal bodies perfectly elastic, and moving
in the same right line, and meeting each
other, being given, their motion after

reflection may be determined thus : let

the bodies be called A and B, and the re-

spective velocities a and b ; then, if the
bodies tend the same way, and A, moving
swifter than B, follows, it, the velocity of
the body A, after the reflection, will be

g A—aB+ 26B
A+ B

2aA— bA'\-bB

, and that ofthebody B

=

; but if the bodies meet.
A-f-B

then changing the sine of b, the velocity

ofAwiUbe^-^-^^r^ -; and that

of B

A-+-B
2aA-f6A — 6B

and if either
.A + B

of these happen to come out negative,

the motion after the stroke tends the
contrary way to that ofA before it ; which
is also to be understood of the motion of
the body A in the first case.

ELATE, in botany, a genus of the
Appendix Palmae. Natural order ofPalms.
Essential character : male, calyx three-

toothed; corolla three-petalled; anthers

six, sessile. Female, calyx one-leafed ;

corolla three-petailed; pistil one; stig-

mas three ; drupe one-seeded. There is

but one species, viz. E. sylvestris, prickly

leaved elatq. This palm grows to the

height of fourteen feet, covered with an

0^ X^V
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ftsh-coloured crus^, closely united with a
hard whitish wood ; pinnate leaves break
out from the top of the trunk only, in a
decussated order, the old ones dropping
off ::s ihe young ones break forth. The
flowers are concealed in stiff, green, co-

riaceous spatht s ; they are small, seve-
ral on the same peduncle ; petals whitish

^een; they have no smell, but a rough
taste. The fruit is like a wild plum,
with a hard woody point at top, covered
with the calyx at bottom. Tlie nut or
stone is oblong, marked longitudinally

with a deep furrow, containing a bitter

kernel. Tiie poorer sort of people chew
the nut in the same manner as the areca
nut, with the leafof the beetle and quick-
lime. The elephants are very fond of the
fruit branches, which are sweet. It is a
native of the East Indies.

ELATER, in natural history, a genus
of iiisects of the order Coleoptera: an-

tennae filiform, lodged in a groove under
the head and thorax : underside of the
thorax terminating in an elastic spine,

placed in a cavity of the abdomen; by
which means the body, when placed on
the back, springs up and recovers its na-

tural posture. This genus, which is ex-
tremely numerous, is divided into two
sections, viz. A. feelers hatchet-shaped ;

and B. feelers clavate, the club roimd.
Of the latter only three species are men-
tioned, but of the former two hundred
at least have been enumerated. In point
of size, the European species are not
comparable to those which are natives of
the tropical regions. Among the most
remarkable may be mentioned E. flabelli-

cornis, which is more than two inches
long, and is a native of India, and of many
parts of Africa. E. noctilucus, found in

South America, and called there cocu-
jas, is not so large as the last, but the
spots on the thorax, like those on the ab-

domen ofthe glow-worm, are highly lumi-

nous, diffusing through the night a bril-

liant splendour, by which the smallest

print may be read, and eight or ten of
them in a phial will afioM a light equal
to that of a common candle. Many spe-
cies of the elater are natives of our own
country; but they are seldom distinguish-

ed by any brilliancy of colour, and are far

inferior in size to the exotic ones. E.
tesselatus, so called from the manner in

which it is marked, is not uncommon in

the fields during the middle of summer.
The larvee of these insects are of a slen-

der form, and devour the roots of the
grasses. That insect, so destructive to

newly sown French beans, the wire-

worm, is thought to be the larvae ofthe E.
obscurus.

ELATERIUM, in botany, a genus of
the Monoecia Monandria class and order.

Natural order of Cucurbitaceae. Es-
sential character : male, calyx none ; co-

rolla salver-shaped. Female, calyx none

;

corolla salver-shaped ; ^capsule inferior,

one-celled, two-valved. There are two
species.

ELATINE, in botany, a genus of the

Octandria Tetragynia class and order.

Natural order of Inundatae. Caryophyl-
lae, Jussieu. Essential character: calyx

four-leaved
; petals four ; capsule four-

celled, four-valved, flatted. There are

two species. These are annual aquatic

herbs, very low and spreading ; the flow-

ers axillary and small.

ELDERS, among the Jews, were per-

sons of great age, experience, and wis-

dom ; the denomination is known in the

Presbyterian discipline. They are offi-

cers, who, with the ministers and dea-

cons, compose the sessions of the kirk.

The elder's business is to assist the minis-

ter in visiting the congregation upon
occasion, to watch over the morals of the

the people of his district, and to give

them private reproof in case of any dis-

order ; but if the scandal be gross, or the

person obstinate, he lays the thing before

the session. The elders are chosen from
among the most substantial, knowing, and
regular people, by the session or consis-

tory of the kirk. There is a ruUng elder

in every session ; he should be a man of
spotless character, and of principal con-
sideration and interest in his parish : he
is chosen out of the kirk session : the
congregation is to approve of <he

choice : the minister ordains him be-

fore the congregation : he may be cho-

sen to assist in any church judicatory,

and in all manner of government and
discipline has an equal vote with the mi- -

nister.

ELECTION, in law, is where a person
has a choice of one or more things which
happen upon several occasions; as where
he has by law two remedies, .'ind must
take only one : thus, a creditor, in cases

of bankruptcy, may either prove his debt
under the commission, or proceed at

law, but in this case he is compelled to

make his election: where also a per-

son having obtained a judgment is enti-

tled to execution, he may either take
his remedy against the goods or the per-

son of hisdebtor; but ifhe proved against

the person in the first instance, he can- ^

not afterwards have recourse to the goods, ,1
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but' if he take the goods, and these should
be found inadequate to his demand, he
may afterwards take the body.
Election of bishops. See Bishops.
Election ofecclesiastical persons. If any

person having a voice, take any reward
for an election, in any church, college,

school, &c. it shall be void : and if any
such societies resign their places to

others for reward, they incur a forfeiture

of double the sum ; and the party giving,

and the party taking it, are thereby ren-

dered incapable of such place. 31 Eliz. c.

6. See Bishops.
Election of members of Parliament.

Qualification of the candidates. A mem-
ber cannot sit in parliament until twenty-
one years of age ; and must not be alien

bom ; nor one of the twelve judges,
who sit in the lords as attendants upon
the house ; but persons who have judi-

cial places in the other courts, ecclesias-

tical or civil, are eligible ; the clergy are

not eligible, because they might sit in the
convocation; nor persons attainted of
treason or felony.

By the 30 Charles II. st. 2, c. 1, and 1

Geo. I. c. 13, in order to prevent papists

from sitting in either house ofparliament,
no person shall sit or vote in either house
till he hath, in the presence of the house,
taken the oaths of allegiance, supremacy,
and abjuration ; sheriffs of counties, and
mayors and bailiffs of boroughs, are not
eligible in their respective jurisdictions,

as being returning officers ; but a sheriff

of one county may be chosen knight of
another.

By several statutes, no person concern-
ed in the management of any duties or
taxes, created since 1692, except the com-
missioners of the treasury; nor any of
the officers following, viz. commissioners
of prizes, transports, sick and wounded,
wine licenses, navy and victualling ; se-

cretaries or receivers of prizes; comp-
trollers of the army accounts; agents for

regiments ; governors of plantations ; of-

ficers of Minorca or Gibraltar; officers

of the excise and customs ; clerks or de-
puties in the several offices of the trea-

sury, exchequer, navy, victualling, admi-
ralty, pay of the army or navy, secreta-

ries of state, salt, stamp, appeals, wine-
licenses, hackney-coaches, hawkers and
pedlars, nor any persons that hold any
new office under the crown, created since

1705, are capable of being elected. But
this shall not extend to, or exclude, the
treasurer or comptroller of the navy ; se-

cretaries of the treasury ; secretary to
the chancellor of the exchequer ; secre-
VOL. IV

taries of the admiralty ; under secretary
of state ; deputy pay-master of the army

;

or any person holding any office for life,

or so long as he shall behave himself well
in his office. 15 Geo. II. c. 22.
By 6 Anne, c. 7. s. 26, any member ac-

ceptingan office ofprofit under the crown,
except an officer of the army or navy
accepting a new commission, his election
shall be void : but he may be re-elected.
Pe^sons having pensions from the crown
during pleasure are incapable of being
elected. 6 Anne, c. 7. s. 25.
By the 22 Geo. III. c. 45, no contractor

with the officers of government, or with
any other person, for the service of the
public, shall be elected, or sit in the house,
as long as he holds any such contract, or
derives any benefit from it ; but this does
not extend to contracts with corporations,
or with companies, which then consisted
often partners ; or to any person, to whom
the interest of such a contract shall ac-
crue by marriage or operation of law,
for the first twelve months ; and if any
person disqualified by such a contract
shall sit in the house, he shall forfeit

500^. for every day ; and if any person,
who engages in a contract with govem-
mennt, admit any member of parliament
to a share of it, he shall forfeit 5U0/.

to the prosecutor. No person shall sit

or vote in the House of Commons for a
county, unless he has an estate, freehold
or copyhold, for his life, or some greater
estate, of the clear yearly value of 600/.

;

nor for a city or borough, unless he have
a like estate of 300?. ; and any other can-
didate, or two electors, may require him
to make oath thereof at the time of elec-

tion, or before the day of the meeting of
parliament ; and before he shall vote in

the House of Commons, he shall deliver
in an account of his qualification, and the
value thereof, under fiis hand, and make
oath of the truth of the same ; but this

shall not extend to the eldest son or heir
apparent of a peer, or of any person quali-

fied to serve as knight of a shire, nor to the
members of either ofthe two universities.

9 Anne, c. 5. ^3 Geo. H. c. 20. Qualifica-

tions of electors. No person shall be ad-
mitted to vote under the age of twenty-
one years : this extends to all members,
as well for boroughs as counties. 7 and
8 Will. c. 25.

Every elector ofa knightofashire shall

have freehold to the value of 40s. a year
within the county, which is to be clear of
all charges and deductions, except parlia-

mentary and parochial taxes. No per-

son shall vote in right of any freehold
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granted fraudulently, to qualify him to

vote ; and every person who shall pi*epare

or execute such conveyance, or shall give

his vote under it, shall forfeit 4>0l 10

Anne, c. 25. No person shall vote for

a knight of the shire, without having been
in the actual possession of the estate for

which he votes, or in the receipt of the

rents or profits to his own use,above twelve

calendar months, unless it come to him by
descewt, marriage, marriage-settlement,

devise, or promotion to a benefice or of-

fice. 18 Geo. II. c. 1. No person con-

victed of perjury shall be capable of vot-

ing at an election. No person shall vote

in respect of an annuity or rent-charge,

unless registered with the clerk of the

peace twelve calendar months before

;

such annuity or rent charge must issue

out of freehold estate. No person shall

vote for a knight ofk shire, in respect of

any messuages, lands, or tenements, which
have not been charged to the land-tax six

calendar months before. 20 Geo. III. c.

17. No person shall vote for any estate

holden by copy of court-roll. 31 Geo. II.

€.14.

In mortgaged, or trust-estates, the mort-

gagor, or ceshiy q^ie trust, shall rote, and
not the trustee or mortgagee, unless they

be in actual possession. All conveyances

to multiply voices, or to split votes, shall

be void ; and no more than one voice shall

be admitted for one and the same house
or tenement.
The right of election in boroughs is va-

rious, depending entirely on the several

charters, customs, and constitutions of

the respective places. By 2 Geo. II. c.

24, this right of voting, for the future,

shall be allowed according to the last de-

termination of the House of Commons
concerning it.

And no person, claiming to vote in right

of his being a freeman of a corporation

(other than such as claim by birth, mar-
riage, or servitude) shall be allowed, un-

less he have been admitted to his freedom
twelve calendarmonthsbefore,3 Geo. III.

c. 15. All undue influence whatever up-
on the electors is illegal, and strongly

prohibited. As soon as the time and place

of election within counties or boroughs
are fixed, all soldiers quartered in the
place are to remove, at least one day be-
fore the election, to the distance of two
miles or more, and not to return till one
day after the poll be ended ; except in

the liberty of Westminster, or other resi-

dence of the royal family, in respect of
bis Majesty's guards, and in fortified

places. 8 Geo. II. c. 30. By the 7th
8th Will. c. 4. to prevent bribery and c
ruption, no candidate, after teste of thi

writ of summcms, or after a place becomes^
vacant in pariiament time, shall, by him-
self, of by any other ways or means on his

behalf, or at his charge, before his elec-
tion, directly or indirectly, give, or pro-
raise to give, to any elector, any money,
meat, drinkj provision, present, reward,
or entertainment, to or for any such elec-

tor in particular, or to any county, city,

town, borough, port, or place in general^,

in order to his being elected, on pain c£
being incapacitated. To guard still morei
against gross and flagrant acts of bribery,

it is enacted bj' 2 Geo. II. c. 24, explained
and enlarged by 9 Geo. II. c, 38, and 16
Geo. III. c. 11, that if any money, gift,

office, employment, or reward, be given,

or promised to be given, to any voter, at

anytime, in order to influence him to give

or withhold his vote, as well he that takes,

as he that offers, such a bribe, forfeits

500/. and is for ever disabled frdm voting

and holding any office in any corporation,

unless, before conviction, he will discover
some other offender of the same kind,

and then he is indemnified for his own
offence.

If the election shall not be determined
Mpon view, with consent ofthe freeholders
there present, but a poll shall be demand-
ed, the same shall commence on the day
on which such demand is made, or on the
next day at farthest (if it be not Sunday,
and then on the day after) and shall be
proceeded in from day to day (Sundays
excepted) until finished, and shall not

continue more than fifteen days (Sundays
excepted) ; and the poll shall be kept
open seven hours at least each day, be-
tween eight in the morning and eight in

the evening, 25 Geo. III. c. 84. The she-

riff* shall allow a cheque-book for every
poll-book for each candidate, to be kept
by their inspectors at the place of taking
the poll, 19 Geo. II. c. 28. By the 34 Geo.
in. c. f3, in order to expedite the business

'

at elections, the returning officers are en-
j

abled, on request of the candidates, to i.

appoint persons to administer to voters *;

the oaths of allegiauce, supremacy, the
declaration of fidelity, the oath of adjura-

tion, and the declaration or affirmation of

the eff*ect thereof, previously to their

coming to vote ; and to grant the voters

certificates of their having taken the said

oath
J
without which certificate they shall

not be permitted to vote, ifthey are re

quired to take the oaths.
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Every freeholder, before he shall be ad-

mitted to poll for a knight of the shire,

hall, if required by a candidate or any
elector, make oath of his qualification to

vote ; in which case the sheriffand clerks
shall enter the place of his freehold, and
the place ofhis abode, as he shall disclose

the same at the time of giving his vote ;

and shall enterjurat against the name of
every such voter who shall have taken
the oath, 10 Anne, c. 23. s. 5. After the
election, the names ofthe persons chosen
ahall be written in an indenture, under
the seals of the electors, and tacked to

the writ.

The election being closed, the return-
ing officer in boroughs returns his pre-
cept to the sheriff, with the persons
elected by the majority. And the sheriff
returns the whole, together with the writ
for the county, and the names of the
knights elected thereupon, to the clerk
of the crown in Chancery, before the
day of meeting, if it be a new parlia-
ment ; or within fourteen days after
the election, if it be an occasional va-
cancy ; and this under the penalty of
500/. If the sheriff do not return such
knights only as are duly elected, he for-

feits, by Stat. Henry 'VI. 100/. and the
returning officer of a borough for a hke
false return 40/. and by the late statutes

they are liable to an action at the suit of
the party duly elected, and to pay double
damages, and the like remedy shall be
against an officer making a double return.

If two or more sets of electors make each
a return of a different member (which is

called a double election) that return only,

which is signed and sealed by the return-
ing officer to whom the sheriff's precept
was directed, is good ; and the members
by him returned shall sit, until displaced
on petition. On petition to the House of
Commons, complaining of an undue elec-

tion, forty-nine members shall be chosen
by ballot, out of whom each party shall

alternately strike out one, till they are

reduced to thirteen, who, together with
two more, of whom each party shall no-

minate one, and who are called the nomi-
nees, shall be a select committee for de-
termining such controverted election, 10
and 11 Geo. III. c. 16 and 42. See Par-
liament.

Election, is a term frequently used
in mathematics, to signify the several dif-

ferent ways of taking any number of
things proposed, either separately, or as

combined in pairs, in threes, in fours, &c,;

not as to the order, but only as to the
number and variety of them. Thus, of
the things a, i>, c, d, &c. the elections of

One thing
Two things

Three things

'(a) 1=2'—

1

(a, b, ab) 3=2^—1
.(a, 6, c, a6, ac^ bcy abcj 7=25-

And generally of any number to, all the
elections are 2«—1 ; that is, one less than
the power of 2, whose exponent is w ; the
number of single things to be chosen,
either separately, or in combinations,
thus, when 7?=i2, the answer is 2'*—

1

=4096—1=4095,
ELECTIVE attraction. The attractions

which take place in the chemical opera-
tions of art and nature are, for the most
part, effected under circumstances of
such complexity, that it is extremely dif-

ficult to deduce the general laws by which
they are governed, or even the particular

habitudes of the bodies so acted upon.
In general it appears to us, from the
facts, that some among the bodies upon
which we make our experiments are

attracted by each other, and enter into

combination, while others seem to have
no disposition to form this union, (See
Chemistry) and from this principal ob-

servation the attractions of chemistry
have been called elective attractions, or
elective affinities. See Attraction.

The phenomena of attraction, as dis-

tinguished under the heads of simple
elective attraction, and double or more
complex elective attraction, have been
sketched under our article Chemistht.
It is clear, that no results of this nature
can be foretold, or indicated, unless the
order and energy ofthe powers of bodies
upon each other be first known. Geoffrey,

in his table of simple elective attractions,

first led the way in this research ; and he
was followed by Bergman, who greatly
improved both the tables and the method
of philosophizing, in his treatise on the
elective attractions; and, lastly, that

most perspicuous chemist, Berthollet, has
pursued the subject to a much greater

extent, in his " Statique Chimique," of
which we have an indifferent translation

by Lambert.
We have, at the article last quoted,

made mention of the variations in results

of combination arising from the propor-

tion of the principles, the influence of

solvents, of cohesion, of elasticity, of ef-
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florescence, and from the compounded
nature of the principles themselves, the
state of saturation, the effect of heat, &c.
These variable considerations must ne-
cessarily render all tables of the effects

ofattraction inapplicable, excepting with
allowances; but they may nevertheless
be considered as exhibiting very valuable

summaries of facts. A like uncertainty
must be considered as belonging to all

numerical or other inferences of the re-

lative energies of the elective attractions;

for determining which, it must be con-
fessed, our means are far from being ade-
quate, even if we were fully acquainted
with the disturbances, to which it is pro-

bable they are subject from the Galvanic
action. See Galvawism.

Tables I. to VI. contain in substance the
two tables of Attractiones Electivse Sim-
plices, placed at the end of Bergman's
treatise upon elective attractions, with
such corrections and additions as subse-
quent discoveries have rendered neces-
sary. These tables require no other ex-
planation, than that the substances^ enu-
merated are considered to be simple, as

far as relates to the facts exhibited in

these sketches. The order of position

denotes, that the higher any substance
stands in any column, the stronger is its

elective attraction to the substance at the
head of that column. The under part of
each table exhibits the attractions in the
dry way, and must be considered as en-

tirely distinct from the upper part.
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TABLE I. SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

ACIDS.

IN THE HUMID WAY.

Sulphuric Acid. Sulphurous Acid. Nitric Acid. Boracic Acid. Succinic Acid. Acetous Acid.
|

Barytes Barytes Potash Lime Barytes Barytes

Strontian Lime Soda Barytes Lime Potash

Potash Potash Barytes Strontian Potash Soda
Soda Soda Strontian Magnesia Soda Strontian ?

Lime Strontian Lime Potash Ammonia Lime
Magnesia Magnesia Magnesia Soda Magnesia Ammonia
Ammonia Ammonia Glucine Ammonia Alumine Magnesia
Glucine Glucine Yttria Glucine Metallic ox- Metallic ox-

Yttria Alumine Alumine Alumine ides ides

Ahimine Zircon Zircon Zircon Water Glucine

Zircon Metallic ox- Metallic ox- Metallic ox. Alcohol Alumine
Metallic ox- ides ides ides Zircon

ides

Water
Water
Alcohol

Water
Alcohol

N. B. The Water
N.B. The citricandben- Alcohol

Alcohol carbonic acid

follows the

zoicfollow the
same order.N.B. The N.B. The Camphoric Acid.

same order
in the humid

muriatic, oxy-
niuriatic, and

oxaUc, tartar-

ous, sebacic.

except that

lime should Lime
way. nitro-muriatic phosphoric, & come before Potash

follow the arsenic,follow barytes, and Soda
same order. the same or- for the citric. Barytes

der : so do Zircon should Ammonia
thefluoric and beadded after Alumine
tungstic, sub- alumine. Magnesia
stituting silex

for metallic

oxides. Prussic Acid. Molybdic Acid.

Potash
Soda

Sulphur ?

Potash
IN THE ]DRY WAY. Ammonia

Lime
Soda
The earths

Potash Barytes Lime Barytes Metallic ox-
Soda Strontian Barytes Strontian

'

ides
Barytes
Strontian

Lime
Magnesia

Potash- ,

Soda
Lime
Magnesia

Strontian

Magnesia
Potash
Soda

Magnesia
Alumine
Metallic ox-

ides

Chromic Acid.

Fixed alka-Zircon Metallic ox- Metallic ox- Water
Metallic ox- ides ides Alcohol lies

ides Ammonia Ammonia Oxide of lead

Ammonia Alumine Alumine Oxide of cop-

Alumine per

N.B. The N.B. The
muriatic, oxy- fluoric, ben-
muriatic, ni- zoic, sebacic,

tro-muriatic, phosphoric,&
and acetous. arsenic, fol-

follow the low the same
. same order in order in the

the dry way. dry way.
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TABLE II. SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

ALKALIES AND EARTHS.
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TABLE II. (coNTiiruED.)
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TABLE ni. SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

WATER AND COMBUSTIBLE SUBSTANCES.

IN THE HUMID WAT.

Water. Sulphur.
Saline

Salphotets.
Alcohol. Ether.

Potash Oxygen Oxygen Water Alcohol

Soda Molybdic oxide Oxide of gold Ether Volatile oils

Ammonia and acid silver Volatile oils Water
Deliquescentsalts Oxide of lead mercury Ammonia Sulphur

Alcohol tin arsenic Fixed alkali

Carbonate of am- silver antimony Alkaline sulphu-

monia mercury bismuth rets

Ether arsenic copper Sulphur
Sulphuric acid antimony tin Muriats

Non deliquescent iron lead Phosphoric acids

salts Potash
Soda

nickel

cobalt

Barytes manganese Fat oib. Volatile oils.

Strontian

Lime
iron

Other metallic Barytes ? Ether

Magnesia oxides Strontian ? Alcohol

Phosphorus
Fat oils

Carbon
Water

Lime
Metallic oxides

Fat oils

Fixed alka-

Ammonia Alcohol Ether Hes

Ether Ether Volatile oils Sulphur

Hydrogen ?
Fixed alkalies

Ammonia
Sulphur
Phosphorus

Phosphorus

IN THE I RT WAT.

Oxygen Manganese
Potash Iron

Soda Copper
Iron Tin
Copper Lead
Tin Silver ,

Lead Gold
Silver Antimony
Cobalt Cobalt
Nickel Nickel y

Bismuth Bismuth
Antimony Mercury
Mercury Arsenic
Arsenic Carbon ?

Uranium ?

Molybdena
Tillurium
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TABLE IV. SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

OXYGEN AND METALS.

IX THE HUMID WAT.
Oxygen. Oxide of Gold. Oxide of Silver. Oxide of Platina. Oxide of Mercurj' Oxide of Lead.

Bases of the Acids, gal- Acids, gallic Acids, gallic Acids, sebacic Acids, gallic

muriatic and lie muriatic muriatic gallic sulphuric
other unde- muriatic sebacic nitric muriatic sebacic
composed nitric oxalic sulphuric oxalic mucic
acids sulphuric sulphuric arsenic succinic oxalic

Carbon arsenic mucous fluoric phospho- arsenic

Phosphorus fluoric phospho- tartarous ric tartarous

Hydrogen ? tartarous ric phospho- sulphuric phospho-
Sulphur phosphor sulphur- ric mucous ric

Zinc ric ous sebacic tartarous muriatic
Copper acetous nitric oxalic citric sulphur-
Lead sebacic arsenic citric malic ous
Iron prussic fluoric acetous sulphur- suberic
Silver Fixed alka- tartarous succinic ous nitric

Platina lies citric prussic nitric fluoric

Mercury Ammonia succinic carbonic fluoric citric

Gold Sulphuret- acetous Ammonia acetous malic
Nitrous oxide ted hydro- prussic benzoic succinic
Muriatic acid gen carbonic boracic acetous
Nitrous acid Ammonia prussic benzoic
Sulphurous carbonic boracic

acid Ammonia prussic
Whiteoxideof carbonic

Fixed alkaliesmanganese
Volatile oils Fat oils

Alcohol IN THE I)RT WAT. Ammonia

Carbon

Gold. Silver. Platina. Mercury. Lead.

Mercury Lead Ai*senic Gold Gold
Zinc Copper Copper Gold Silver Silver

Iron Silver Mercury Copper Platina Copper
Hydrogen Lead Bismuth Tin Lead Mercury
Manganese Bismuth Tin Bismuth Tin Bismuth
Cobalt Tin Gold Zinc Zinc Tin
Nickel , Antimony Antimony Antimony Bismuth Antimony
Lead Iron Iron Nickel Copper Platina

Tin Platina Manganese Cobalt Antimony Arsenic
Phosphorus Zinc Zinc Manganese Arsenic Zinc
Copper Nickel Arsenic Iron Iron Nickel
Bismuth Arsenic Nickel Lead Alkaline sul- Iron

Antimony Cobalt Platina Silver phurets Alkaline sul-

Mercury at Manganese Alkaline sul- Mercury Sulphur phurets
600° Alkaline phurets Alkaline sul- Sulphur

Arsenic sulphur- phurets
Sugar ets

Sulphur
Gold
Silver

Platina

Mercury at

upwards of
1000°

Whiteoxideof
manganese /

..

VOL. IV. Ry
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TABLE V. SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

METALS (Continued.)

i!

IW THE HUMID WAY,

Oxide of Copper. Oxide of Iron. Oxide of Tin. Oxide of Bismuth. Oxide of Nickel. Oxide of Arsenie.]

Acids, gallic Acids, gallic Acids, gallic Acids, oxalic Acids, oxalic Acids, gallic

oxalic oxalic sebacic arsenic muriatic muriatic
tartarous tartarous tartarous tartarous sulphuric oxalic

muriatic campho- muriatic phospho- tartarous sulphuric
sulphuric ric sulphuric ric nitric nitric

mucous sulphuric oxalic sulphuric sebacic sebacic
nitric mucous arsenic sebacic phospho- tartarous
sebacic muriatic phospho- muriatic ric phospho-
arsenic nitric ric nitric fluoric ric

phospho- sebacic nitric fluoric mucous fluoric

ric phospho- succinic mucous succinic mucous
succinic ric fluoric succinic citric succinic
fluoric arsenic mucous citric acetous citric

citric fluoric citric acetous arsenic arsenic

acetous succinic acetous prussic boracic acetous
boracic citric boracic carbonic prussic prussic
prussic acetous prussic Ammonia carbonic Fixedfalkalies

carbonic boracic Potash Ammonia Ammonia
Potash prussic Soda Fat oils

Soda carbonic Ammonia Water
Ammonia
Compound
,

salts.

Far oils

IN THK I)RT WAY.

Copper. Iron. Tin. Bismuth. Nickel. Arsenic.

Gold Nickel Zinc Lead Iron Nickel
Silver Cobalt Mercury Silver Cobalt Cobalt
Iron Manganese Copper Gold Arsenic Copper
Arsenic Arsenic « Antimony Mercury Copper wIron
Manganese Copper Gold Antimony Gold Silver
Zinc Gold Silver Tin Tin Tin
Antimony Silver Lead Copper Antimony Lead
Platina Tin Iron Platina Platina Gold
Tin Antimony Manganese Nickel Bismuth Platina
Lead Platina Nickel Iron Lead Zinc
Nickel Bismuth Arsenic Zinc Silver Antimony
Bismuth Lead Platina Alkaline sul- Zinc Alkaline sul-

Cobalt Alkaline sul- Bismuth phurets Alkaline sul- phurets
SulphurMercury phurets Cobalt Sulphur phurets

Alkaline sul- Sulphur Alkaline sul- Sulphur
phurets phurets

Salphur Sulphur

i
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TABLE Vl! SIMPLE ELECTIVE ATTRACTIONS.

METALS {Concluded.)

l2Sr THE HTJMID WAT.

Oxide of Anti- Oxide of Man. Oxide of Tel- Oxide of Tita-

Oxide of Cobalt. Oxide of Zinc. mony. ganese. lurium. nium.

Acids, oxalic Acids, gallic Acids, gallic Acids, oxalic Acids, nitric Acids,sulphu-

muriatic oxaUc sebacic tartarous nitro-mu- ric

sulphuric sulphuric muriatic citric riatic nitric

tartarous muriatic benzoic fluoric sulphuric muriatic

nitric mucous oxalic phospho Sulphur prussic

sebacic nitric sulphuric ric Alkalies

phospho- sebacic nitric nitric Mercury
ric

fluoric

tartarous

phospho-
tartarous

mucous
sulphuric

muriatic Oxide of Ura-
mucous ric phospho- sebacic nium.

succinic citric ric arsenic

citric succinic citric acetous Acids,sulphu-

acetous fluoric succinic prussic ric

arsenic arsenic fluoric carbonic nitro-mu-

boracic acetous arsenic riatic

prussic boracic acetous muriatic

carbonic prussic boracic nitric

Ammonia carbonic prussic phospho-

Fixed alkalies carbonic ric

Ammonia Sulphur acetous

Fixed alkalies gallic

Ammonia prussic

carbonic

Sulphur
IK THE DRY WAY.

Cobalt. Zinc Antimony. Manganese. Tellurium.

Iron Copper Iron Copper Mercury
Nickel Antimony Copper Iron Sulphur
Arsenic Tin Tin Gold I

Copper Mercury Lead Silver

Gold Silver Nickel Tin
Platina Gold Silver Alkaline sul-

Tin Cobalt Bismuth phurets
Antimony Arsenic Zinc
Zinc Platina Gold
Alkaline sul- Bismuth Platina

phurets Lead Mercury
Sulphurj Nickel

Iron
Arsenic
Cobalt
Alkaline sul-

phurets
Sulphur •
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In the expression of compound affin-

jties, the sketches must either be made
from actual experiment in every instance,

or by deduction from the numerical ex-

pressions of the forces of attraction.

Some of the difficulties of effecting this

have been mentioned in tlie present arti-

cle ; but as a conjectural set of numbers.

infeiTed from such facts as we possesfj

may be useful, in many instances, to point

out the probability ofdecompositions pre-

viously to trial, Guyton Morveau's table

of the numerical expression of affinity

between the alkalies and soluble earths,

and the five principal acids, is here in-;

serted.

TABLE VII. NUMERICAL EXPRESSION OF AFFINITIES.

Br GUTTON MOBVEAU.

Sulphuric
acid.

Nitric
acid.

Muriatic
acid.

Acetic
acid.

Carbonic
acid.

Barytes. . . 66 62 36 28 14

Potash . . . 62 58 32 26 9

Soda .... 58 50 31 25 8

Lime .... 54 44 23 19 12

Ammonia. . 46 38 21 20 4

Magnesia . . 50 40 22 17 6

Alumine . . 40 36 18 15 2

The method of exhibiting simple or
compound affinities by symbols, according
to Bergman, consists in placing those sub-
stances which are applied to each other
upon the same horizontal line of direc-

tion; the component parts of the sub-

stances being placed at the two extremi-
ties of a vertical bracket ; and the new
products, if any, are placed one above the
other, at the middle part of a horizontal
bracket, connecting their component
principles. This will be rendered clearer
by an example.

1. Suppose magnesia to be presented
to a solution of sulphat of potash, it will

be found that no decomposition takes
place. These facts are expressed as fol-

lows:
rPotash

Sulphat of J
P

I
Sulphuric

L acid Magnesia.
In the above scheme, the sulphat of

potash is placed opposite the point of a
vertical bracket; and its two component
parts, potash and sulphuric acid, are
placed within the extremities of the same
bracket. Horizontally opposite the sul-

phuric acid is placed magnesia, to denote
'

that it is presented to that acid. And as

these two substances are not connected
by a bracket, it is to be understood, from
the scheme, that they do not unite, and
consequently that the sulphat of potash

remains undecomposed.
II. On the contrary, if, to a solution of

sulphat of magnesia, "potash be added, a

decomposition will ensue, which is ex-

pressed as follows

:

'Magnesia

rSidphat of J
magnesia

^ gulphuric

L acid
.^J<.

Potasli

Sulphat of potash

The arrangements in this scheme de-

pend on the same principles as those of,

the foregoing: but the bracket under-

neath the sulphuric acid and potash de-

notes, that these two substances unite,

and form sulphat of potash, which is ac-

cordingly placed beneath the middle of

the bracket. The point of the bracket

being turned up, is made to denote, that

the compound remains suspended, or in
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solution. The magnesia is of course dis-

engaged : and half a bracket, with the
point downward, is placed over it, to de-

note, that it falls to the bottom, oris pre-

cipitated.

III. The above instances exhibit simple
elective attractions : but this method is

more particularly applicable to the com-
pound attractions. For example : Sup-
pose a solution of the muriat of potash
be added to sulphat of lime, no decompo-
sition will take place. This is expressed
as under

:

Muriat of

potash
**

''Potash Sulphuric"\

*^^^
1 Sulphat

„ . ,. f of lime.
Muriatic

^ acid Lime J

The want of horizontal brackets in this

scheme denotes, that the principles pre-

sented to each other do not unite, and,

consequently, that no decomposition en-

sues.

IV. On the contrary, if sulphat of pot-
ash be presented to the muriat of lime, a

mutual decomposition will ensue. Thus,

Muriat of potash

Muriatic""

acid

rPotash

Sulphat
I j

ofpot-^ >
ash

I
Sulphuric

I

L acid Lime J

Muriat
of lime

Y
Sulphat of lime

In this scheme we see, that the prin-

ciples presented to each other do unite,

as is shewn by the horixontal brackets,

and form the new compounds, muriat of

potash and sulphat of lime ; the former
of which remains in solution, as is shown
by its bracket being turned upward;
while the latter, being nearly insoluble,

falls down, and is accordingly denoted
by a bracket, the point of which is turned
downward.

V. By attentively observing this last

scheme, it may be seen, that the attrac-

tions exerted between the simple sub-
stances which are placed over each other
are the quiescent affinities, and tend
to preserve the original combinations;
whereas the attractions between the sim-
ple substances which stand opposite to

each other are the divellent affinities,

and tend to produce new combinations.

If we could determine numetically the
simple attractions, it is evident, that we
might foretel every result which might
be produced by the application of com-
pound substances to each other, under
like substances ; as may be shewn by ap-
plying Morveau's numbers to the preced-
ing scheme.

Muriat of potash
_ .A.. ^

fPotash

Sulphat
of pot--^

ash
I

Sulphuric?^

L acid
V

2 Muriatic"^

acid \

62 -f 23 = 85 )>
Muriat
of lime

86 Lime_^
/

Sulphat of lime

The attraction between the potash and
sulphuric acid is expressed by the num-
ber 62 : and the attraction between the
muriatic acid and lime is expressed by the
number 23. These are the quiescent af-

finities, and their sum 85 expresses the
tendency to preserve the original forms
of sulphat of potash and muriat of lime.
On the other hand, the attraction between
the potash and muriatic acid is expressed
by 32, and the attraction between sul-

phuric acid and lime by 54. The sum of
32 and 54 amounts to 86, and expresses
the divellent affinities, which tend to pro-
duce new combinations. And as this last

sum exceeds the sum of the quiescent af-

finities, it follows, that the double decom-
position will take place.

VI. These examples have designedly
been taken the reverse of each other

;

but every instance, singly exhibited, does
in fact point out both the affirmative and
the negative propositions. Thus, from
the facts first exhibited, that magnesia
does not decompose the combination of
potash and sulphuric acid, it likewise fol-

lows, that potash does compose the com-
bination of sulphuric acid and magnesia.
And accordingly, in the last two schemes
of double affinity, it is clearly ascertained,

from the mutual decomposition of sulphat
of potash and muriat of lime, that the mu-
riat of potash and sulphat of lime will not
decompose each other.

The same horizontal bracket, which, in

the humid way, was used to denote solu-

tion, is used to denote sublimation in ex-
periments in the dry way.
The following schemes from Bergman

will require no explanation, after the in-

stances we have exhibited.
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SCHEMES OF ELECTIVE ATTBJlCTIOJTS IN THE HUMID WAT.

n. f Potash

Sulphat
of potash'

"Potash

62

Sulphuric

_ acid 66 Barytes
V ^ '

Sulphate of barytes

Sulphat
of potash"^

62

Sulphuric

^ acid 34 lame

UI.

Muriat of

soda

Soda

Muriatic

L acid 32 Potash

Muriat of potash

rv^ rLime

iatof^
23

Muriat
lime

I
Muria

L aci(

Muriatic

acid 31 Soda
>\.

^

Muriat of Soda

V. fLime

Muriat of

lime

VII.

Muriat
of ^

Mercury

Muriatic

, acid 21 Ammonia

Muriat ofPotash

,
^

.

Muriatic 32 potash
acid

Oxide of
Mercury
v_

IX.

Sulphat of potash
with excess of acid

,
^

V

fSulphuric
acid

Sulphat
of potAsh"*

y Nitric

L.Potash^ acid
A

Nitre

VI.

Sulphat
of Mag- <

nesia

Sulphat of potash

fSulphu- 62 Potash
ric acid

50

LMagnesia

Sulphat of lime

VII. ''Sulphu- 54 Lime
ric acid

Sulphat
of iron

Oxide of

»^ iron
^

V

Sulphat of potash
with excess of acid—A.—

X.

Sulphat
of potash

fSulphuric
acid

^

y Tartarous
Potash CCj' acid
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XII.

XL

Muriat of

potash

XIII.

Borat of

soda

fMuriatic
acid

y Tartarous

LPotasli QC/* acid
.

.^^^
_-'

Nitrat of Soda

.'

^
V

fSoda 50 Nitric

acid

Boracic

L acid
V.

D
XV. fSulphuric

I
acid

Sulphat
I

of mag- "{ 50

XVII.

Arseni-

ous acid

Fluoric

V_Magnesia acid
'

^CZ^ •

^ Muriatic"^

*""* loxyge.
^ ! nated
Oxygen^

>muriat.

C Oxygen
J
ic acid

J
J

^Arsenic ''

^ ^
Arsenic acid

Sulphat of lime

XIX.

Sulphu-
ret of
lime

XXI.

Sulphat
of pot-
ash

fLime 54 Sulphuric
acid

Sulphur
V

^

Nitre

fPotash

62

58 Nitric^

acid I

I Sulphuric Oxide

L acid lead

Sulphat of lead

tide of
I

lead J

Nitrat

of lead

Muriat
soda

XIV.

4
fMuriatic

acid

31

.Soda
Tartarous

acid

Sulphat
of lime

"^

fSulphuric
acid

54

J^ime
Oxalic

acid

XVI. rlitric
acid

Nitrat of j >

.

-^ 44
lime

I,
Sulphuric

Lime 54 acid

V
Sulphat of lime
Acetit of potash

XVIII.

Sulphu-
ret of

potash

fPotash 26 Acetous
acid

LSulphi

XX.

Muriat of potash

r
'

fPotash 32 Muriatic"^

I

acid
I

Sulphat
I I

Muriat

ofpot-<< 62 + 23=85 > of

ash

XXII.

Muriat
of pot-

ash

1 Sulphu.24
(.ric acid 56 Lime J

Sulphat of lime

fPotash 32 Sulphu-"\

ric acid I

lime

Sul-
•

+ 54=85 y phat of32

Muriatic^^
acid 85 LimeJ

lime
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Nitrat of ammonia

XXIII. rAmmo- 38 Nitric^

I
nia acid I

§ulphat I I

of am--^ 40 ^(
monia

|

I Sulphuric Oxide of I

L acid mercurvj
V ^ ;

Sulphat of mercury

Nitrat of soda

XXIV. rSoda Nitric-

acid
Nitrat Com-

of mer-
cury

mon -i

salt

Muriatic

_ acid Silver

1
I
Nitrat

Sofsil-

j
ver

Muriat of silver

Nitre

XXV. fPotash

Acidu-
lous

tartrit

of pot-

ash

—r"r>
Nitric"'

acid

I
Tartarous Oxide of

\^ acid mercuryj

Nitrat

)'0f mer- Borax
cury

Tartrit of mercury

Acetit of magnesia

r- -^
.

XXVir. fMagnesia Acetous^

I acid
I

I
•

Nitrat of soda
A

XXVI. rSoda
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,
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I
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Acetit
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Silver

,-^

Muriat of silver
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j

I Boraci

L acid

Nitric"
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"
Nitrat
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I

cury
Oxide of I
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XXVIII. f Sulphuric
acid

Borat of mercury

Sulphat of lead
V

^^
^

Lead"^

Sulphat J
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Muriat

"of lead
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|
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Muriat of silver

Nitrat of copper

XXIX. rNitric

I
acid

Nitrat |

ofsil- -<
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I

(silver

Copper"^

I

Muriat
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I
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Muriatic

|
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LSoda
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1 potash
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|
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acid
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j
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j
Oxide of Carbonic

j
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XXKII. fNitric

I
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of lead

Soda"

Oxide of
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I
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Y
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Carbonat of Magnesia
V I i

XXXIII.

Sulphat
of mag"- -^

nesia

rMi

Su

agnesia Carbonic"^

acid
I

Carbo-
)«"nat of

soda
Iphuric
acid Soda

Sulphat of Soda
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XXXIV. fMuriatic Ammonia"!
^^'^'^

CarbQ.
Muriat j I nat of
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\_Lime
V

Carbonic
acid J

-y

Carbonat of lime

XXXV. fAlcohol Amnjionia"^
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I
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potash
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nat of

/"ammo-
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|

"^^
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V -^ '

Carbonat of potash

XXXVI. fNitric
acid

Nitrat of copper
/<.
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'«^>'^"" -I
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)>Copper
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V --

^

Sulphat of iron
j<

XXXVII.

Sulphat
of

copper
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Oxygen J
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XXXVIII. fSulphur Lead^j

Sulphuret |
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of lead
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-^
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\
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I
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VOL. IV. Ss
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Sulphat
of potash"^

SCHEMES OF ELECTIVE ATTBACTI0W8 IK THE DRT WAY.

2.Sulphuric
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acid
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.
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11.

Fluat of
lime
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'
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21. fFluoric
acid

Fluat

of lime "^

Potash^ 22. fCopper Sulphur""

Carbo-
>-nat of
potash

^Lime
I

Carbonic
acid J

Chalk

ELECTRICITY. The word electrici-

ty denotes a peculiar state, of which all

bodies are susceptible, and which is

supposed to depend upon the presence

of a substance called the electric fluid.

Some of its phenomena were known to

the ancients, particularly those attrac-

tions and repulsions which a piece of

amber, after being rubbed, exhibits, with

regard to hairs, feathers, and other small

bodies ; and the name electricity is de-

rived from the Greek word derioting am-
ber.

This subject is so far from being wall

understood, even at present, that there

is some difficulty even in classing the

facts. They may, however, be stated as

follows : A body in an electric state at-

tracts other bodies, and these become"
electric by touching it, and are after-

wards repelled. IJodies are capable of

being electrified more or less strongly

;

and when the electric state is considera-

bly strong, the electrified body will

throw out luminous sparks or flashes, to

other bodies brought near it, and by that

means communicate the same electric

state to them, without actual contact.

The means by which bodies are ren-

dered electric are so various, that it may
be asserted, perhaps without exception,

that every change, whether mechanical
or chemical, which can take place in

them, will at the same time produce elec-

tricity, or alter their electric state. When
one body isapphedto another, and they
are afterwards separated; or if they be
rubbed together; or if their parts be
torn asunder; or if they be heated; or

cooled; or evaporated; or congealed;

or fused; or if any chemical combina-
tion be made to take place between
,them;—the signs of electricity become
manifest, though with differences of in-

tensity dependant on the nature ofthe bo-

dies, as well as of the processes and the

Alloy
,

of gold J
and
copper

I

Sul-

t phurel.

'of anti-

LGold Antimony^

mony

circumstances; some of which have been
so far classed as to take the form of sci-

ence, while others remain to be develop-

ed by new researches.

"When the electric state is communica-
ted from one body to another, very strik-

ing differences are observed in its effects.

Some bodies begome electrified only in

those parts which are near the place of

communication, and the electric state i%

considerably permanent; other bodies

transmit the electric energy from part to

part with great rapidity and facility.

The former of these have been called

non-conductors, and the latter conduc-
tors of electricity. From the properties

here described, it will easily be under-
stood, that a non-conductor cannot be
made to exhibit the electric state for

any perceptible portion of time, unless

it be supported by a non-conductor. In

this situation it is said to be insulated.

The state of electricity which is pro-

duced by chemical changes in bodies i

has, within a few late years, greatly en-

gaged the attention of the philosophical

world, under the denomination of Gal- ,

VANISH ; which see. t

It does not appear that the property
*

of conducting electricity depends alto-

gether on the nature or component parts

of the conductors themselves, but rather
;

on their state with regard to heat. Glass,

resin, baked wood, atmospheric air, and
many other bodies, which are non-con-
ductors in the ordinary temperature
of the atmosphere, become conductors
when very hot ; and on the contrary, ice,

cooled to 13° below on Fahrenheit's
scale, has all the properties of non-con-
ductors. If we might generalize these
facts, analogy would lead us to an in-

duction, that, as the freezing points of •

bodies differ so greatly among each
other, and in some, as in alcohol and the

gases, it can only be admitted by suppo-
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sition,—so there may be in all bodies

some temperature peculiar to each, be-

low which its power of conducting elec-

tricity may be insensible.

Conductors of electricity at the usual

temperature of the atmosphere are, me-
tals, charcoal, water, and very rare air ;

Bon-conductors are, glass, gems, resins,

amber, sulphur, silk, very dry wood oils,

dry air of the usual density, and the ba-

rometrical vacuum.
i^lectricity, or the cause of electric

phenomena, is admitted by all philoso-

phers to consist in some peculiar matter,

capable of being transmitted from place

to place through conducting bodies.

The most usual method of producing a

strong electric state consists in rubbing
& conducting body against a non-conduc-
tor, such, for example, as the hand, or a

leather cushion, against a tube or cylin-

der of glass; for the conditions of which
see ExciTATioif. The surface of the

glass thus becomes electrified, and will

afford the electric state by communica-
tion to other bodies. An insulated me-
tallic conductor, called the prime con-

ductor, composes part of the machine
used for this purpose. See Machiste,

electric.

When the rubber is insulated, it is

found to acquire an electric state as well

as the cylinder ; but the states appear to

be of different and opposite s^ natures.

For, though the cushion and bodies elec-

trified by communication from it are ob-

served to attract and repel small bodies,

and to emit sparks to uninsulated con-

ductors, in very nearly the same manner
as is done by the cylinder, and such bo-

dies as have been electrified by it ; yet,

with regard to each other, they are so

different, that communication between
the two electricities puts an end to the

effects of both ; and bodies, which, hav-

ing been electrified by the cylinder, are

in a state to be repelled by it, are so far

from being affected in the same way by
the cushion, that they are, on the con-

trary, attracted by it, and vice versa.

When sealing-wax is rubbed by the

hand, it acquires upon its surface the

opposite electricity to that which glass

obtains by the same treatment ; and
hence the two electricities have been
called the vitreous and resinous electri-

cities by philosophers, whose attention

was directed principally to the non-con-
ductor. But Dr. Franklin, who took no-

tice of the state of the insulated rubber,

adopted the hypothesis of one single

electric fluid, and supposed it to be *e-
dundant, or positive, on the glass ; amd
deficient, or negative, on the rubber.

In each hypothesis the matter of all

bodies is supposed to arttract the eleclric
matter, and each single fluid to be repul-
sive of itself. In the hypothesis of two-
electric fluids, these are supposed tjo at-

tract each other, and to become neutral-
ized by union or combination. Ea<;h of
these hypotheses will agree with m ost of
the phenomena ; and each presents its

difficulties : but there are no decisi re ex-
periments which can entitle eithtjr to a
preference. We shall tise' the terms^
positive and negative in this wo fk, be-
cause most commonly adopted.
The kind of electricity prodi:»ced by

friction on the surface of the nwn-con-
ductor depends, apparently, much less

on the peculiar nature of the bodwy, than
on the mechanical structure of the sur-

faces. Thus the same rubber will pro-
duce the positive state on smootl t glass>

and the negative on rough or ui jpolish-

ed glass; and sealing-Vax will acquire
the positive state, if " rubbed by the
amalgamed leather usually appliec J in our
machines.
A body electrified in one stated tends

to produce the opposite state in another
body, if brought near it so as not to

communicate ; and these opposite states

diminish each other's apparent pt^weror
intensity, so as to admitof a much greater
accumulation of electricity than could
else have taken place. This may be bet-
ter described by stating the fact along
with one of the hypotheses. S uppose,
for example, an insulated condi jctor ta
be positively electrified, or to contain
more than the natural or ordinal y quan-
tity of electricity, this surplus wi 11 repel
some of the natural quantity frcim ano-
ther insulated conductor brought' near it^

and will drive that surplus out, if a com-
munication be made with the eairth ; and
in consequence of the negative state

thus produced in this last, there will be
an accumulation on the side of i;he first

conductor nearest to the second, by vir-

tue of the diminished repulsio n of its

electricity. The first conductor may,
therefore, be made to receive still more,
and this effect may be carried on , until a

spark or explosion shall take; place

through the non-conducting air. If glass

be interposed, the spark will be render-
ed more difficult, and the accum illation,

which is called the charge, may bt^ made
still greater. And if the conduct iors be-
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Ttemoved, the charge may still remain at

the surfaces of the glass ; that is to say,

the accumulation on the one surface, and
the deficiency on the other, by a want
of what would, else have naturally re-

mained there. And if a circuitous con-

ducting communication be made between
the two sides, the charge will pass with
an explosion. See 'Jab, electric^ and
Shock.
These are the principal facts of elec-

tricity. For the apparatus, instruments,

manipulation, and other results, see Ma-
-CHiNE and Machinebt, electncal.

ELECTROMETERS, certain instru-

ments by which the intensity of an elec-

tric state is shewn. They operate either

by means of the repulsion between two
•moveable bodies, or by measuring the

•distance to which the spark can be com-
municated. See Machineiit, electric.

ELECTROPHORE, or Electkopho-
nus, an instrument contrived by Sig.

Volta for taking a small electric charge,

hy induction, from a resinous plate, and
afterwards transferring it as a simple

•spark. See Machiitekt, electric.

ELECTUARY. See Pharmact.
ELEEMOSINARIUS, in law, the al-

moner, who received the eleemosinary

Tents and gifts, and duly distributed them
to pious and charitable uses.

ELEGIA, in botany, a genus of the

Dioecia Triandria class and order. Natu-

ral order of Calamariae. Junci, Jussieu.

There is but one species, viz. E. juncea.
ELEGIT, inlaw, is a writ of execution,

either upon a judgment for debt or da-

mages, or upon a forfeiture of the re-

-cognizance taken in the king's court,

by which the plaintiff is put in possession

tsf one half the debtor's lands, which he
is possessed of at the time, to hold them
till his debt is paid out of the profits. By
the common law, a man could only have
satisfaction of goods, chattels, and the
present profits of lands, by the writs of

Jierifacias or levari facias ; but not the
possession of the lands themselves. The
statute 13 Edw. I. c. 18. therefore granted

this writ, which is called an elegit, because
it is in the election of the plaintiff, whe-
ther he will sue out this writ or one of
the former.

ELEGY, a mournful and plaintive kind
of poem. As elegy, at its first institution,

was intended for tears, it expressed no
other sentiments, it breathed no other

accents, but those of sorrow. With the

negligence natural to affliction, it sought

Jess to please than to move ; and aimed

at exciting pity, not admiration. By de-
grees, however, elegy degenerated from
its original intention, and was employed
upon all sorts of subjects, gay or sad, and
especially upon love. Ovid's book of
Love, the poems of Tibullus and Pro-
pertius, notwithstanding they are termed
elegies, are sometimes so far from being
sad, that they are scarcely serious. The
chief subjects, then, to which elegy owes
its rise, is death and love. That elegy,
therefore, ought to be esteemed the most
perfect in its kind, which has somewhat
of both at once ; such, for instance, where
the poet bewails the death of some youth
or damsel falling a martyr to love.

ELEMENTS, a term used by the ear-
lier chemists nearly in the same sense as
the moderns use the term first principle.
The chief and indeed very essential dif-

ference between them is, that the an-
cients considered their elements as bodies
possessing absolute simplicity, and capa-
ble of forming all other bodies in their
mutal combination; whereas the first

principles of the moderns are considered
as simple, merely in respect to the present
state of the art of analyzing bodies : that
is to say, the ancients almost totally over-
looked the imperfections of the art in
their general deductions ; but the mo-
derns pretend to keep it in view.

'the experiments made in the infancy
of chemistry hadfor their object the phe-
nomenon of combustion, referred by
them to a substance called fire ; the ex-
traction of elastic fluid, considered to be
ofthe same nature as the immense mass
which composes the atmosphere ; water,
neither compoundable nor destructible
by any experiments then known or un-
derstood ; and the substances not vola-
tile in the strongest heat of furnaces, con-
founded by them, with a few exceptions,
under the general term of earth. In this

way they obtained four elements, or first

principles, fire, air, water, and earth.

Subsequent experiments and inquiries
have multiplied the number of elements,
and have alternately shewed the inutility

of any exclusive general arrangement of
bodies as absolutely simple, because not
yet analysed. See Chemistkt.
ELEMl, a resin, commonly called gum

elemi, is supposed to be the produce of a

large tree, called in the Linnsean arrange-
ment amyris elemifera, a native of Caro-
lina, and the warmer parts of America.
The true elemi is supposed to come from
Ethiopia. The resin is of a yellowish

green ; it comes to us in cylindrical cakes.
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covered with palm leaves. When distill-

ed in a water bath, elemi affords about
Jgth of essential oil, in which all the fra-

grance of the substance resides, the re-

sidue is inodorous and brittle. It is used
in medicine as a liniment, and is employed
in the arts as an ingredient in some var-

nishes.

FLEPHANT. See Elephas.
ELEPHANTOPUS, in botany, ele-

phanfsfoot, a genus of the Syngenesia
Polygamia Segregata class and order.

Natural order of Composit?e. Capitatse

Corymbeferae, Jussieu. Essential charac-
ter: calyx four-flowered ; corolla tubular,

hermaphrodite; receptacle flaked ; down
bristle form. There are four species.

The American species are two : E. caro-
linianum, and E. tomentosa.
The stems of these plants are woody ;

involucres three-leaved, containing three
calyxes, sometimes large, boat-shaped, in

very loose corymbs, and on long pedi-
cles ; frequently smaller, in the shape of
bractes, and axillary, sessile, and in

spikes.

ELEPHAS, the elephant.'m natural his-

tory, a genus of Mammalia of the order
Bruta. Generic character : no fore-teeth
in either jaw; tusks of the upper jaw
elongated, none in the lower ; proboscis
very long and prehensile ; body with few
hairs. I'his animal is not to be met with
in its natural state throughout Europe or
America, and is to be found in its great-

est perfection of size and strength be-
tween the river Senegal and the Cape of
Good Hope in Africa. Its height is, gene-
rally, from twelve to fifteen feet. Its ears

are so large, that from the shoulder of a
middle sized man they will extend to the
ground. In a state of tranquillity these
are pendulous, but during the agitation

of passion they are erected, and pointed
forwards with extreme intenseness. Its

legs resemble massy pillars, above five

feet in height, and sometimes sixteen
inches in diameter. The most curious
characteristic of the elephant is its pro-
boscis, which is an instrument of feeling

and of motion, and which it can contract
or lengthen at pleasure, and apply with
extreme flexibility and promptitude in

every possible direction. With this most
singular assistance, it grasps every object
with both the feehng and tenacity of the
human fingers. It thus picks up |herbs
and roots from the ground, unties the
knots of cords, opens ^ates, and raises,

without hesitation and difficulty, from the

ELEJ

ground the smallest coins. The nostrUif

are situated at the end of this instrument,
which is the vehicle of its food and the
weapon of its defence ; and, in a full

grown animal, is generally of the length
of eight feet, and about five feet in di-

ameter at the base. In the south of
Africa, near the territory of the Cape,
elephants are seen occasionally in herds
even of several hundreds, and the set-

tlers in the Cape territory^ are often en-
gaged in the diversion, or rather, indeed>
the profitable occupation, of shooting
them, in which practice has rendered
them particularly skilful. It is an occu-
pation, however, of no little adventure
and peril, and the most perfect caution

must be used to advance near enough to

take the fatal aim unperceived, as, if the
elephant observes his enemy, he will

rush on him, not improbably, to his de-
struction. The weight of the tusks of a
full grown elephant is about a hundred
and fifty Dutch pounds, and they are sold

for at least as many guilders ; so that the
temptation to this exercise is not only-

great to bold spirits, animated by the love
of danger, but to mercenary ones, who
can be stimulated to exertion merely by
the love of gain.

The food ofelephants consists of leaves,
herbs, roots, the tender branches of trees,
especially the plantain tree, and also of
grains and fruits. A single one will eat
in the course of twenty four hours a hun-
dred and fifty pounds of grass ; and the
quantity destroyed or spoilt by their
trampling must be considered as far
greater. As they act in concert, both
for forage and protection, they fre-

quently break through the strong fences
erected to keep them out, both by the
Indians and the Negroes, laying waste,
in one night, the mostblooming pastures,
overturning numerous habitations, blast-

ing the hopes ofharvest,defyingthemost
hideous noises of the people to alarm
them off, and disregarding the immense
fires which are kindled for the same pur-
pose. The usual motion of the elephant
is not more rapid than the walk of a
horse; but, when urged by fear or anger,
his celerity is little inferior to a gallop,

and he advances in a straight direction

with this speed for a considerable time,
without difficulty. In turning himself,

however, he labours extremely ; when
confined within a small compass, and
where it is practicable, he always de-
scribes a circle of no small extent to
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atcompHsli it. In narrow and crooked
passes the negroes avail themselves of

this great disadvantage, and attack him
with corresponding success.

Of allthe animails applied by man to

promote his ostentation or advantage,
none are possessed df more docility, sa-

gacity, and obedience, than the elephant.

In the East they have been employed, not
only for labour, but for pomp, from the
most remote periods of antiquity. They
swim with great facility, and have been
frequently of the most important service

in transporting the baggage of armies
over vast rivers. In swimming, the trunk
onjy appears above the surface of the
water, effecting all the purposes of res-

piration. One of these animals will exe-
cute the work of several horses, and the
promptitude, intelligence, and affection

they display to their keeper, are singu-

larly interesting. His voice is distinguish-

ed with unfailing accuracy ; his tones of
approval or anger, of command, attach-

ment, or menace, are most nicely discri-

minated, and followed by correspond-
ing acts and exertions. They will kneel
down to facilitate his mounting on their

backs, and assist him also in this opera-
tion with their trunk, with which they
will likewise frequently sooth and ca-

ress him. They are employed in draw-
ing large caravans, and even chariots, in

the East, and appear pleased with the
splendid and dazzling furniture in which
they are often arrayed. They manifest

extreme sensibility to honour and dis-

grace, and, to maintain the character of

respectability, fidelity, and strength, with
their keeper, have been known, merely
on his temporary ejaculation of disgust

at the apparent relaxation of their efforts,

to renew them with the most extraordi-

nary animation, and even with the most
fatal resylt.

Though formerly applied for the pur-
poses of war, as was particularly the case

against Alexander near the Hydaspes,
and by Pyrrhus against the Romans, they
were frequently more formidable to their

owners than to the enemy, and, when
wounded, exhibited a scene of extreme
turbulence and confusion : and the inven-

tion of gunpowder appears to have pre-

eluded thata dvantage from their efforts

in actual combat, which might in some in-

stances, in former ages, be occasionally

derived from them. They are now chiefly

employed in India for the purpose of

«tate, or of labour, always forming an in-

dispensable part of the magnificence at-

tending a royal progress in the East. The
vast quantities of baggage which are ta-

ken in those circuits are carried by some;
while others, most splendidly arrayed,
convey, in gilded and latticed houses,up-
on their backs, the ladies of the palace.

It is stated, that they are also employed
sometimes in the execution of criminals,

whether by trampling to death, fractur-

ing the limbs of the unhappy convicts
with their trunk, or impaling them on
their tusks; following,for these purposes,
the sigHals of their keepers, with com-
plete precision and alertness.

The femalfe produces but one young at

a time, after a period of gestation consist-

ing, according to some authorities, of two,
and to others, of three years. Elephants
are thirty years before they attain their

maturity, and are reported to live, even
in a state of confinement, upwards of a

centuiy. In this state of captivity, how-
ever, they have proved, in every instance,

barren ; and this circumstance obliges

eastern princes to supply the waste of ac-

cident, disease, and decay, by having an-

nually recourse to the immense forests in

which they aboand. The hunting ofthem
on these occasions is, indeed, an imperial

sport, exciting very considerable interest,

and attended with the most elaborate pre-
paration. For the figure of the elephant,
see Mammalia, Plate X. fig. 1.

ELEVATION, the same with altitude,

or height.

Elevatiou", angle of, in gunnery, that

comprehended between the horizon and
the line of direction of a cannon or mor-
tar; or it is that which the chase of a
piece, or the axis of its hollow cylinder,

makes with the plane of the horizon.

ELEVATOR, in anatomy, the name of
several muscles, so called from their serv-

ing to raise the parts ofthe body to which
they belong.

Elevatok, in surgery, an instru-

ment US'- d for raising depressed or frac-

tured parts of the skull. See Sub-
GERT.

ELISION, in grammar, the cutting off
or suppressing a vowel at the end of a
word, for the sake of sound or mea-
sure, the next word beginning with a
vowel.
ELIXIR, in medicine, a compound tinc-

ture extracted from many efficacious in-

gredients ; hence the difference between
a tincture and an elixir seems to be this,

thata tincture is drawn from one in
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jfredient, sometimes with an addition of
another to open it, and to dispose it to

yield to the menstruum ; whereas an
elixir is a tincture extracted from several
/ngredients at the same time. See Tijtc-

TCRE,
ELK. See Cehvxts.

ELL, a measure of length, differentia

ELL

different countries ; but those mostly
used in England are the English and
Flemish ells, whereof the former is three
feet nine inches, or one yard and a
quarter, and the latter only twenty-seven
inches, or three quarters of a yard. In
Scotland, the ell contains 37 _?_^ English

inches.
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